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Foreword 

The Technical Support Manual: Water Rody Surveys and Assessments for 
Conducting Use Attainahilit~ Analyses contains technlcal gUldance prepared 
by EPA to assist States in mplementing the revised Water Ouality Standards 
Regulation (4R FR 51400, Novemher A, 19R3). EPA prepared this document 
in response to requests hy several States for additional guidance and 
detail on conducting use attainahility analyses beyond that which is 
contained in Chapter 3 of the Water Quality Standards Handhook (December, 
lQR3). 

r.onsideration of the suitability of a water hody for attaining a given 
use is an integral part of the water quality standards review and revision 
process. This quirlance is intended to assist States in answering three 
central questions: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

What are the 
water body? 
What are the 
chemical and 
What are the 

aquatic protection uses currently heing achieved in the 

potential uses that can be attained based on the phYSical, 
biological characteristics of the water body?; and, 
causes of any impairment of the uses? 

EPA will continue providing guidance and technical assistance to the 
States in order to improve the scientific and technical basis of water 
quality standards decisions. States are encouraged to consult with EPA at 
the beginning of any standards revision project to agree o~ appropriate 
methods before the analyses are initiated, and frequently as they are 
conducted. 

Any questions on this guidance may he directed to the water quality 
standards coordinators located in each of the EPA Regional Offices or to: 

Ell; ot Lomni tz 
Criteria and Standards Division (WH-585) 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

/~/d.F-
Steven Schatzow, Director 
Office of Water Reg~lations and Standards 
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o SECTION I: INTRODUCTION 



One of the major pieces of guidance discussed within the Water f)uality 
Standards HandbooK (November, 1983) is the "Water Body Survey and 
~ssessment Guidance for Conducting Use Attainability Analyses" which 
discusses the framework for determining the attainable aquatic protection 
use. Thi s gui dance descri bes the framework and suggests parameters to be 
examined in order to determine: 
(l) What are the aquatic use(s) currently being achieved in the water body? 
(2) What are the potential uses that can be attained based on the physical, 

chemical and biological characteristics of the water body?: and, 
(3) What are the causes of any impairment of the uses? 
The purpose of the technical support manual is to highlight methods and 
approaches whi ch can be used to address these quest; ons as rel ated to the 
aquatic life protection use. This document specHically addresses stream 
and river systems. EPA is presently oeveloping guidance for estuarine and 
marine systems and plans to issue such guidance in 1984. 

Several case studies were perfonned to test the appl icabil ity of the "Water 
Body Survey and Assessment" guidance. These case studies demonstrated that 
the guidance could successfully be applied to determine attainable uses. 
Several of the States involved in these studies suggested that it would be 
helpful if EPA could provide a I1lOre detailed and technical explanation of 
the procedures mentioned in the guidance. In response, EPA has prepared 
this technical support manual. The methods and procedures offered in this 
manual are optional and States may apply them selectively, States may also 
use their own techniques or methods for conducting use attainability 
analyses. 

A State that intends to conduct a use attainability analYSis is encouraged 
to consult with EPA before the analyses are initiated and frequently as 
they are carried out. EPA is striving to develop a partnership with the 
States to improve the scientific and technical bases of the water quality 
standards decision-making process. This consultation will allow for 
greater scientific discussion and better planning to ensure that t~~ 
analyses are technically valirl. 

Consideration of the suitability of a water body for attaininq a given use 
is an intpgral part of the water quality standards rp-v;ew and re ision 
process. The data and information collected from the water body ;urvey 
provide a basis for evaluating whether the water body is suitable for a 
particular lise. It is not envisioned that each ..,ater cody would 
necessarily have a unique set of uses. Rather the characteristics 
necessary to support a use could be identified so that water bodies having 
those characteristics might be grouped together as likely to support 
particular uses. 

Since the complexity of an aquatic ecosystem does not lend itself to simple 
evaluations, there is no single fonnula or model that will provide all the 
answers. Thus, the professional judgment of the evaluator is key to the 
interpretation of data which 1s gathered. 
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o SECTION II: PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS 



OVERVIEW 

The physical characteristics of a water body greatly influence its reaction 
to pollution and its natural purification processess. The physical 
characteristics also playa great role in the availability of suitable 
habi tat for aquatic speci es. An understandi"9 of the nature of these 
characteristics and influences is important to the intelligent planning and 
execution of a water body survey. Important physical factors include flow, 
temperature, substrate composition, suspended solids, depth, velocity and 
modifications made to the water body. Effects of some of these factors are 
so interrelated that it is difficult or even impossible to assign more or 
less importance to one or the other of them. For example, slope and 
roughness of channel influence both depth and velocity of flow, which 
together control turbulence. Turbulence, in turn, affects rates of mixing 
of wastes and tri butary streams, reaerat ion, sedimentation or scour of 
solids, growths of attached biological forms and rates of purification 
(FWPCA, 1969). Thus evaluating the factors which constitute the phYSical 
envi ronment cannot be done by just assess i n9 one parameter but rather a 
broader assessment and view is needed. 

The purpose of this section is to amplify the methods and types of 
assessments discussed in Chapter 3 of the Water Quality Standards Handbook 
for evaluating the physical characteristics of a water body. The analyses 
proposed in this section, as well as the other sections of this document, 
do not constitute required analyses nor are these all the analyses 
available or acceptable for conducting a use attainability analysis. 
States should design and choose assessment methodologies based on the 
site-specHic considerations of the study area. The degree of complexity 
of the water body in question will usually dictate the amount of data and 
analysis needed. States should consult with EPA prior to conducting the 
survey to facilitate greater scientific discussion and better planning of 
the study. 

CHAPTER 11-1 
FLOW ASSESSMENTS 

The instream flow requirement for fish and wildlife is the flow regime 
necessary to maintain levels of fish, wildlife and other dependent 
organisms. Numerous methodological approaches for quantifying the instream 
flow requirements of fish, wildlife, recreation, and other instream uses 
exist. Each method has inherent limitations which must be examined to 
determine appropriate methods for recommending stream flow quantities on a 
site-specific basis. The following describes in detail several of the more 
commonly used and accepted methods. 

TENNANT METHOD 

One of the widely known examples of an instream flow method is the Tennant 
method (1976). Based on analyses conducted on 11 streams in Montana, 
Wyoming and Nebraska, Tennant determined the following: 

(1) Changes in aquatic habitat are remarkably similar among streams having 
similar average flow regimes. 
(2) An average stream depth of 0.3 meters and an average water velocity of 
0.75 ft/sec were the critical minimum physical requirements for most 
aquatic organisms. 
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(3) Ten percent of the average annual flow would sustain short-term 
survival for most fish species. 
(4) To sustain good survival habitat, thirty percent of the average annual 
flow was adequate since the depth and velocities generally would allow fish 
migration. 
(5) Sixty percent of flow provides outstanding habitat. 

Using the above information, Tennant proposed a range of percentages of the 
average annual flow regime needed to maintain desired flow conditions on a 
semi-annual basis. These ranges are summarized by the following: 

Flow Description 

Fl ushi nq 
Optimum range 
Outstanding 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair, Oegrading 
Poor, MinimuM 
Severe Degradation 

Recommended flow regime 
October-March April-September 

200% of the 
60~-100~ of 

40~ 
30~ 
20~ 
10% 
10% 

<10% 

average annual flow 
the average annual flow 

OO~ 
50"; 
40~ 
30% 
10% 

<10% 

The determi nat i on of average annua 1 flow was conducted by Tennant by the 
summation of the average monthly flow for a ten year period. After average 
annual flows are determined, recommendations can be calculated hy 
multiplying the average annual flow by the percentages in the above tahle. 

INSTREAM FLOW INCREMENTAL METHODOLOGY (IFIM) 

The IFIM is a computerized water management tool developed by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service for evaluating changes on aquatic life and 
recreational activities resulting from alterations in channel monphology, 
water quality and hydraulic components. Bovee (1982) outlined the 
underlying principles of IFIM as: (1) each species exhibits preferences 
within a range of hahitat conditions that it can tolerate; (2) these ranges 
can be defined for each species; and (3) the area of stream providing these 
conditions can be Quantified as a function of discharge and channel 
structure. IFIM is deSigned to simulate hydraulic conditions and habitat 
availability for a particular species and size class or usable waters for a 
particular recreational activity. The hydraulic and channel 
characteristics are simulated for IFIM by use of the Physical Habitat 
Simulation Model (PHABSIM). 

PHABSIM is a series of computer programs which relate changes in flow and 
channel structure to changes in physical habitat avail abil tty. Hil gart 
(1982) surrrnarized the PHABSIM model as comprised of two parts: (l) a 
hydraulic simulation program which will predict the values of hydraulic 
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parameters for a range of flows from either a single me~surect flo~ (WSP) ~r 
two or more measured f1 ows (I FG4 ), ;In(\ (2) a habi tat assessment progrdl1 
called HARTAT, which rates the predicted hydrdulic conditions for th~ir 
relative fisheries values. Rather than describing the stream reach as a 
series of 1epth, velocity and sunstrate contours, PHABSIM is used 0 

rlescribe the reach as a series of small cells (Figure 11-1-1). 

--
FiIJdrE' 11-1-1: Conceptualization of Simulated S~rearr Redcn. Shc:~·. 

Subsections Have Similar Depth and Velocity Ranges. 

Inslead of sUmmarlZlng average depth and velocity for a cross sect',·., 
PH,'\BSIM is used to predict the average depth and velocity for eden CAl'. 
Usir.~! curves showing the relative suitability of various stream JttribuL!,> 
by sppcies and life stage, a weighting factor for the depth, velocity. 1nrl 

sub~trate in each cell is determined. These wei~hting factors dff' 

f1ultiplied together to estimate the composite suitability for thot 
comhination of variahles, and this composite index is multiplif'd hy t e 
surfdce area of the cell. This process is repeated for each cell and th~ 
results are summed to calculate the total weighted usable area. COIllPUtH 
sil'lulations are then produced for the distribution of m.crohabitat 
variahles for pxisting and alternate flows, e.g., flows for a proposed and 
alternative actions which could affect flow regime. 

The hasic steps to IFIM can be summarized hy th~ following: 

STEP 1: Project Scoping - Scoping invclves nefining objectives &ur 
the delineation of study drea houndaries, determining tnt' 
stability of the microhabitat varidbles, selecting ev~luation 
species, and defining their life history, food tY:les, water 
quality tolerances and microhahitat. 

STEP 2: Study Reach and Site Selection - Involves identifying and 
delineating critical reaches to t)e sdmpled, delineation .If 
major changes and transition zones and the distrib~tion of 
the evaluation species. 
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STEP 3: Data Collection - Transects are selected to adequately 
characterize the hydraulic and instream habitat conditions. 
Data gathering must be compatible to IFIH computer models. 

STEP 4: Computer Simulation - Involves reducing field data and 
entering lnto pr09rams described above. 

STEP 'i: Interpretation of Results - The output from the computer 
program is expressed as the Weighted Usable Area (WUA), a 
discrpte value for each representative and critical study 
reach, for each 1 ife stage and species, and for each f1 ow 
regime. 

For further information on IFIM and PHABSIM the following publication 
should be consulted: "A Guidance to Stream Habitat Analysis Using the 
Instream Flow Incrementc'll Methodology" U.S. FWS/ORS-82/26, June, 1982. 
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CHAPTER 11-2 
SIJSPENDED SOLIDS AND SEn IMENTATION 

The consideration of the potential effects of suspended solids and 
sedimentation on aquatic organisms may reveal important data and 
information pertinent to a use attainability analysis. Suspended solids 
generally may affect fish populations and fish in several major ways: 

(1) "By acting directly on the fish swillll1ing in water in which solids are 
suspended. and either killing them or reducing their growth rates, 
resistence to disease, etc.; 

(2) By preventing the successful development of fish eggs and larvae; 

(3) By modifying natural movements and migrations of fish; and 

(4 ) 

(5 ) 

By reducing the abundance of food available to the fish" (EIFAC, 
1964 ). 
By hi nderi ng the foragi ng and mat i n9 abi 1 it i es of vi sua 1 feeders and 
those with visual mating displays. 

The effects of sedimentation on aquatic organisms were sUllll1arized by 
Iwamoto et al. (197R). These effects include: 

(I) clogging and abrasion of respiratory surfaces. especially gills; 

(2) adhering to the chorion of eggs; 

(3) providing conditions conducive to the entry and persistence of 
disease-related organisms; 

(4) inducing behavioral modifications; 

(5) entomb different life stages; 

(6) altering water chemistry by the absorption and/or adsorption of 
chemicals; 

(7) affecting utilizable habitat by the scouring and filling of pools and 
riffles and changing bedload composition; 

(8) reducing photosynthetic growth and primary production. and; 

(9) affecting intragravel permeability and dissolved oxygen levels. 

This chapter of the manual will explore these effects in detail. An 
excellent review of the effects of suspended solids and sedimentation on 
warmwater fishes was conducted by EPA in lq79 entitled "Effects of 
Suspended Solids and Sediment on Reproduction and Early Life of Wannwater 
Fishes" (EPA-600-3-79-042) and should be consulted. 

GENERAL ECOSYSTEM EFFECTS 

Suspended solids and sedimentation may affect several trophic levels and 
components of the ecosystem. The interact ions between component s of the 
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ecosystem are closely linked thus changes in one component can reverberate 
throughout the system. The following examines changes in each component 
resulting from suspended solids and sedimentation: 

Influences on Primary Productivity 

Increases in suspended solids Cdn greatly alter primary productivity 
because of decreasing light penetration and subsequently decreasing 
photosynthetic activity. Cairns (1968) reviewed the literature on the 
effects on primary producers. The decrease in light penetration can affect 
the depth distribution of vascular aquatic plants and algae. Greatly 
reduced light penetration may shift algal composition from green to 
bluegreen since the latter dre tolerant to higher levels of ultraviolet 
light. Butler (l964) observed an inverse relationship between turbidity 
and primary productivity; gross primary productivity in a clear pond was 
three-fold greater than an adjacent turbid pond (with Permian red clay). 
Benson and Cowell (19ti7) found that turbidity in Missouri River 
impoundments was the strongest limiting factor to plankton abundance and 
that plankton was of great importance to fish growth and survival. 

Suspended solids can also alter the distribution of heat in a water body. 
Butler (1963) reported that colloidal clay in central Oklahoma was altering 
the heat distribution and consequently summer stratification was more 
pronounced in turbid situations. This stratification causes greater 
di fferences hetween the surface and bottom temperature in turbid water 
bodies. 

To protect against the deleterious effects of suspended solids on aquatic 
life by decreasing photosynthetic activity, EPA (1976) developed the 
following criteria: "Settleable and suspended solids should not reduce the 
depth of the compensation point for photosynthetic activity by more than 10 
percent from the seasonally established norm for aquatic life." The 
compensation point is the point at which incident light penetration is 
sufficient for plankton to photosynthetically produce enough oxygen to 
balance their respiration requirements. To determine this compensation 
point, a set of "light" nott1e 0.0. and "dark" bottle D.O. tests would be 
needed (see "Standard Methods", APHA, 1979 for details). 

Effect on Zooplankton and Renthos 

Benthi c macroi nvertebrates and zoopl ankton are major sources of food for 
fish which can be adversely affected by suspended matter and sediment. 
Oepopulation and mortality of benthic organisms occurs with smothering or 
alteration of preferred hahitats. Zooplankton populations may be reduced 
via decreasing primary productivity resulting from decreased light 
penetration. Ellis (193~) demonstrated that freshwater mussels were killed 
in silt deposits of 6.3 to 25.4 mm of primarily adobe clay. Major 
increases in stream suspended solids (2~ ppm turbidity upstream vs. 390 ppm 
downstream) caused smothering of hottom invertebrates, reducing organism 
diversity to only 7.3 per square foot from 25.5 per square foot upstream 
(Teno, 1955). Oeposition of organic materials to bottom sediments can also 
cause imbalances in stream biota by increasing bottom animal density, 
principally oligochaete populations, and diversity is reduced as pollution 
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sensitive forms disappear. Deposition of organic materials can also cause 
oxygen dep 1 et i on and a change in the compos it i on of bottom organi sms. 
Increases in oligochaetes and midges may occur since certain species in 
these groups are tolerant of severe oxygen depletion. 

Sensitivity of Fish Populations to Suspended Solids and Sediment 

Field and laboratory studies have shown that fish species vary considerably 
in their population-level responses to suspended solids and sediment. 
Atchison and Menzel (1979) reviewed the population level effects on 
warmwater species and categorized species as either tolerant or intolerant 
hased on their habitat preferences. This review also revealed species with 
a preference for turbi d systems. Tabl es 1 and 2 have been adapted from 
thlS review and provide valuable information on population effects. As can 
be seen from these tables. the intolerant assemblage is composed of a large 
number of species with complex spawning behavior whereas the tolerant 
fishes include a larger percentage of simple spawners and forms with 
special early life adaptations for turbid waters. 

Effects on Fish Reproduction 

The impacts of suspended soli ds and sediments on fi sh reproduction vary 
with the phases of the reproductive cycle. The following describes several 
of the mechanisms of impairment: 

(1) Diminished Light Penetration 
SW1ngie (1956) provlded data which shows that suspended materials might 
affect fish reproductive processes by reducing light penetration. He found 
that largemouth bass spawning was delayed by as much as 30 days in muddy 
ponds as compared to clear ponds. 

(2) Visual Interference 
Some specles such as hlack bass and centrarchid sunfish have strong visual 
components in their reproductive behavior. For example, Trautman (1957) 
found that smallmouth bass populations in Lake Erie shunned potential 
spawning areas that were highly turbid. Chew (1969) observed that in 
turbid Lake Hollingsworth (Fla.) largemouth bass spawning was very limited 
and that most females faned to shed their eggs and gradually resorbed 
them. 

(3) loss of spawnin~ Habitat 
ReprOduct1ve fa110r among many species is attributable to direct loss of 
spawning habitat through two pathways: (a) siltation of formerly clean 
tlottom and (tI) loss of vegetation due to the reduction of the photic zone 
by turbirlity. 

(4) Physiological Alterations 
The maJor pnys,olog1cal alterations are: 

(a) the failure of gonadal maturation at the appropriate time and (b) 
stress incurred by the organi sm thus creat i ng increaserl susceptabi 1 ; ty to 
disease. 

In general, laboratory bioassays indicate that larval stages of selected 
species are less tolerant of suspended solids than eggs or adults. 
Available evidence suggests that lethal levels for suspended solids are 
determined by interaction between biotic factors, including age-specific 
and species specific differences, and abiotic factors such as particle 
size, shape, concentration and amount of turbulence in the system. 
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TARLF 1: SELECTED MIDWESTERN WARMWATER FISHES WHICH ME INTOLERANT OF 
SIJSPENDEO SOLIOS (TURRIOITY) AND SEOIMFt-iT 

Species Effect Impact through 
Spawning General Suspended solids Sediment 

Ichthyomyzon - Chestnut lamprey 
castaneus 

Aci~enser - Lake Sturgeon 
fu vescens 

polyodon spathula - Paddlefish 
le~isosteus - short nose gar 
p atostOfTlus 

Amia calva - Bowfin 
HlOdon-tergisus - Mooneye 
[sox lucius - Northern pike 
(sox masquinongy - Muskellunge 
tTTnostomus - Redside dace 

elongatus 
Dionda nubila - Minnow 
Exoglossum laurae - Tonguetied minnow 
Exoglossum - Cutlips minnow 
maxil1ingua 

Hybopsis amblops - Rigeye chub 
Hybopsis dTSSTmTlis - Streamline chub 
Hybopsis x-punctata - Gravel chub 
Nocomis biguttatus - Horneyhead chub 
Nocomis micropogon - River chub 
Notrop1s amnis - Pallid shiner 
Notropis boops - Rlgeye shiner 
Notropis cornutus - Common shiner 
flotropi s em; 1i ae - Pugnose mi nnow 
Notropis heterodon - 8lacknose shiner 
Notropis heterolepis - Blacknose shiner 
ftotropis hudsonius - Spottail shiner 
Notropis rubellus - Rosyface shiner 
Notropis stramineus - Sand shiner 
Notropis texanus - Weed shiner 
Notropis topeka - Topeka shiner 
Notropis volucellus - Mimic shiner 
Carpiodes velifer - Highfin carpsucker 
Cycleptus elongatus - Blue sucker 
frimyzon oblongus - Creek chubsucker 
Erimyzon sucetta - Lake chuhsucker 
Hypentel tum nigricans - ~Jorthernhog 

lagochila 
Minytrema 
Moxoxtoma 
Moxostoma 
Moxostoma 
Ictalurus 

sucker 
lacera - Harelip sucker 
melanops - Spotted sucker 
carinatum - River redhorse 
duruesnei - Black redhorse 
va enciennesi - Greater redhorse 
furcatus - Blue Catfish 

x 

x 
X 

X 

x 

x 
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TABLF 1: SELECTED t-lIIWESTERN WARMWATER FISHES WHICH ARF. INTOLERANT OF 
SllSPENDEO SOLI[)S (TURRIOITy) Arm SFnIMFNT ((ont'd) 

Species Effect Impact through 
Spawning r~neral Suspended solids Sediment 

Etheostoma - Greenside rtarter 
blennioides 

ftheostoma exile - Iowa darter 
Etheostoma tTPPecanoe - Tippe canoe 

darter 
Etheostoma zonale - Banded darter 
Perea flavescens - Yellow perch 
Percina caprodes - log perch 
Percina copelandi - Channel darter 
Percina evides - Gilt darter 
Percina macu1ata - Rlackside darter 
Percina phoxocephala - Slenderhead 

darter 
Noturus flavus - Stnnecat 
Noturus furiosus - Caroline macttom 
Noturus gyri nus - Tadpole madtom 
Nocturus miurus - Rrindled madtom 
Nocturus trautMani - Scioto madtom 
Pylodictis olivaris - Flathead catfish 
Percopsis - Trout perch 
omiscomayctls 

Fundulus notatus - Blackstripe 
tOpnlinnow 

Labidesthes sicculus - Brook silverside 
Culaea inconstans - Brook sticklehack 
Ambloplites rupestris - Rock bass 
lepomis gibbosus - Pumpkin seed 
Lepom;s megalotus - Longear sunfish 
M;cropterus dolomieui - Smal1mouth bass 
M;cropterus salmo;des - Largemouth bass 
Ammocrypta asprella - Crystal darter 
Ammocrypta clara - Western sand darter 
Ammocrypta pellucida - Eastern sand 

darter 
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TARLE ?: WARMWATER FISHES WHICH ARE TOLERANT OF SUSPENOEO SOLIDS AND SEDIMENT 

Species 

Scaphirhynchus albus - Pallid sturgeon 
norosoma cepedianum - Gizzard shad 
Hiodon alosoides - Goldeye 
Carassius auratus - Goldfish 
Couesius plumbeus - Lake chub 
CYerinus carpio - Common Carp 
frlcym6a buccata - Silverjaw minnow 
Hybopsis gelida - Sturgeon chub 
Hybopsis aracilis - Flathead chub 
Notropisorsalis - Rigmouth shiner 
Notropis lutrensis - Red shiner 
Orthodon microlepidotus - Sacramento blackfish 
Phenacohius mira6ilis - Suckermouth minnow 
Phoxinus oreas - Mountain redbelly dace 
Pimephales-prQmelas - Fathead minnow 
Pimephales vigilax - Bullhead minnow 
Plagopterus argentissimus - Woundfin 
Semotilus atromaculatus - Creek chub 
Catostomus commersoni - White sucker 
Ictiobus cyprinellus - Bigmouth buffalo 
Moxostoma erythrurum - Golden redhorse 
Ictalurus catus - White catfish 
Ictalurus meras - Black bullhead 
Aphredoderus sayanus - Pirate perch 
Lepomis cyanellus - Green sunfish 
Lepomis humilis - Orangespotted sunfish 
lepomis microlophus - Redear sunfish 
Micropterus treculi - Guadalupe bass 
pomoxis annularis - White crappie 
pomoxis nigromaculatus - Black crappie 
Etheostoma gracile - Slough darter 
Etheostoma micriperca - least darter 
Etheostoma nigrum - Johnny darter 
Etheostoma spectabile - Orangethroat darter 
Stizostedion canadense - Sauger 
Aplodinotus grunniens - Freshwater drum 
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CHAPTER 11-3. 
POOLS, RIFFLES AND SUBSTRATE COMPOSITION 

AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES 

Many factors regulate the occurrence and distribution of stream-dwelling in
vertebrates. The most important of these are current speed, shelter, tempera
ture, the substratum (i nc ludi ng vegetat i on). and di sso lved substances. Other 
important factors are liability to drought and to floods, food and competition 
between species. Many of these factors are interrelated - current, for 
example, largely controls the type of substratum and consequently the amount 
and type of food available. Of these, current speed, the substratum, and the 
significance of riffle and pool areas will be discussed in greater detail in 
the following paragraphs. 

Current Speed 

Many invertebrates have an inherent need for current, either because they rely 
on it for feedi ng purposes or because thei r respi ratory requi rements demand 
it. However, persistently very rapid current may make life intolerable for 
almost all species. At the other extreme, stagnant or very sl~ areas in 
rivers which at time flow swiftly are often without much fauna. This is 
because silt collects during periods of low discharge, and the conditions 
become unsuitable for riverine animals. On the other hand, many common stream 
creatures (e.g. flatworms, annelids, crustaceans, and a great number of the 
insects) persist in running water Simply because they avoid the current by 
living under stones or in the dead water behind obstructions. Still other 
animals which are poor swirmters and lack. attachment mechanisms and therefore 
can only scuttle from one shelter to another select areas where the current is 
tolerable, and move further out or back. into shelter as the flow varies. lhis 
applies to many genera of mayflies and to snails. Other animals actually bur
row down into the substratum to avoid the current and require only to remain 
buried. Many animals, such as the annelids and some Oiptera larvae, have this 
habit as a bi rthright; several other groups have acqui red thi s habit, such as 
several genera and species of stonef1ies and mayflies. Similarly, as the 
current changes from place to place in a stream at a given discharge so the 
fauna changes. 

In conclusion, current speed is a factor of major importance in running water. 
It controls the occurrence and abundance of species and hence the whole struc
ture of the animal community. 

The Substratum and Its Effect On Aquatic Invertebrates 

The substratum is the material (including vegetation) which makes up the 
streambed. It is true of many river systems that the further down a ri ver the 
smaller the general size of the particles forming the bed. This is partly due 



to the fact that the shear stress on the bottom and hence the power to move 
(and break up) particles decreases with increasing discharge. In streams where 
current speeds do not normally exceed about 40 cm/sec a streambed is likely to 
be sand, or even silt at still lower maximum currents of about 20 cm/sec. How
ever, large amounts of silt occur only in backwaters and shallows or as a 
temporary thin sheet over sand during periods of low flow; silt is certainly 
not a major component of the substratum in the main channels of the great 
majority of even base-l eve 1 ri vers. Where currents frequent ly exceed about 50 
cm/sec on steep slopes the bed is likely to be stony and the animals which 
live there must be able to maintain their position. 

The substratum is the major factor controlling the occurrence of animals and 
there is a fairly sharp distinction between the types of fauna found on hard 
and on soft streambeds. In general, clean and shifting sand is the poorest 
habitat with few specimens of few species. Bedrock, gravel and rubble on the 
one hand and clay and IIlJd on the ot her, espec i a lly when mixed wH h sand, sup
port increasing biomasses. The fauna of hard substrata has its own typical 
character, and it is here that most of the obviously specialized forms occur; 
that of the soft substrata is more generally shared with sti 11 water, and it 
shows much more geographical variety. 

The fact that rubble supports more animals than does sand is almost certainly 
correlated with the amount of living space (shelter) and with the greater pro
bability that organic matter will lodge among stones and provide food. 

Another factor affecting the occurrence of fauna in the substratum is the 
temporary nature of some types of substratum themselves. For example, stony 
areas can be alternately covered with si It or sand and then cleared away by 
spring floods (spates). Streams that are more liable to spates or other 
similar phenomena (which greatly and rapidly alter the faunal density) have 
less abundant and less varied faunas than others. An interesting consequence 
of this is that small tributaries, being less exposed to the effects of storms 
covering limited areas, are richer than the larger streams into which they 
flow. Another consequence is that as development increases the intensity of 
runoff, the variety and abundance of stream fauna also decreases. 

The presence of solid objects also affects the fauna, and the nature of the 
solid object affects the animals which colonize it. As shelter is more impor
tant, some animals prefer irregular stones as opposed to smooth ones. Still 
other animals occur only on wood. 

Other factors which may account for differences of invertebrate biomass in 
streams or reaches of streams are the differences in plant detritus and in 
vegetation on the banks, which, of course, supplies food to the biota. Both 
the amounts and the nature of the deposits and the vegetation are important. 
In any case there are more animals in moss, rooted plants, and filamentous 
algae than there are on stones, and all plants are more heavily colonized than 
the nonvegetated areas of substratum. 
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Finally, the availability of food (whether it be organic detritus lodged 
amongst stones, vegetation, wood ••• ) is an obvious factor controlling the 
abundance of species. Generally speaking species occur, or are conman, only 
where their food ;s readily available, but it should nrt be forgotten that few 
running water invertebrates are very specialized in their diets. 

It seems appropriate at this time to restate the three ecological principles 
of Theisemann (Hynes, 1970) which sunnarize the implications of the foregoing 
discussion. They are: 

o The greater the diversity of the conditions in a locality the larger is 
the number of species which make up the biotic community. 

o The more the conditions 1n a locality deviate from normal and hence 
from the normal optima of most species, the smaller is the number of 
individuals of each of the species which do occur. 

o The longer a locality has been established in the same condition the 
richer is its biotic community and the more stable it is. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the fauna of clean, stable, diverse stony 
runs is ri cher than that of s 11 ty reaches and pools both in number of speci es 
and total biomass. 

As previously discussed, certain species are confined to fairly well-defined 
types of subst raum, and others are at 1 east more abundant on one type than 
they are on others. The result of these preferences is that as the type of sub
stratum varies from place to place so does the fauna. In general, the larger 
the stones, and hence the more complex the substratum, the more diverse is the 
invertebrate fauna. 

The following groups of invertebrates almost invariably provide the major con
stituents of the fauna of stony streams: 

0 Parazoa 
0 Cnidaria 
0 Tric1adida 
0 o 1i gochaet a 
0 Gastropoda 
0 Pe1ecypoda 
0 Peracarida 
0 Eurcarida 
0 Plecoptera 
0 Odonata 
0 Ephemeroptera 
0 Hemiptera 
0 Mega 1 optera 
0 T ri choptera 
0 Lepidoptera 
0 Coleoptera 
0 Diptera 
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The fauna of the softer substrata in rivers is ",",ch less evident than that of 
the hard substrata. However, there are still many genera of invertebrates such 
as Limnaea, Chironomus, Tubifex, and Limnodrilus which can be found in rivers 
in most continents, but the less-rigorous habitat of areas of slower current 
which allows less-specialized species to ·occur also permits the local charac
ter of the fauna to be dominant. 

It is therefore difficult to generalize, but characteristic organisms of soft 
riverine substrata are: Tubific1dae, ChironOll1idae, burrowing mayflies (Ephe
meridae, Potomanthidae, Polymitarcidae), Prosobranchia, Unionidae, and Sphae
riidae, and when plants are present a great variety of organisms may be added. 

Riffle/Pool Areas 

Natura 1 streams tend to have a lternat i ng deep and sha 11 ow areas - poo 1 sand 
riffles - espedally where there are coarse constituents in the substratum. 
Riffles tend to be spaced at more or less regular distances of five to seven 
stream widths apart and to be most characteristic of gravel-bed streams. They 
do not natura lly form in sandy st reams, since thei r presence seems to be con
nected with some degree of heterogeneity of particle size. Riffles are formed 
when the larger particles (boulders, stone and gravel) congregate on bars. 

The reasons for the regular spadng of riffles is unknown; however, it is 
known that riffles do not move, although the stones that compose them may mi
grate downstream, being replaced by others. Furthermore, it has been estab
lished that riffles are superficial features with the largest stones in the 
upper 1 ayer. 

Pools tend to be wider and deeper than the average stream course. In contrast 
to the broken surface of riffles, the surface of a pool or backwater is 
smooth. In pools, the current is reduced, a little siltation may occur, and 
aquatic seed plants may form beds. The significance of riffle/pool areas to 
the production potential of aquatic invertebrates has been alluded to in the 
previous discussions of the current speed and the substratum. One result of 
the complex interaction of local factors on faunal density is that in streams 
with pool and riffle structure, the fauna is considerably denser on the lat
ter. Similarly, aquatic invertebrates are most diverse in riffle areas with a 
rubble substrate. As a consequence the amount of drift produced by riffles is 
greater than that produced by pools. 

FISHES 

like the invertebrates, there are many factors which regulate the occurrence 
and dist.ribution of running water fishes. The most important of these are the 
substratum, food availability, cover, current speed, and the presence of a 
suitable spawning habitat. All of these are directly related to the distribu
tion of pool/riffle areas in a stream, and for most fishes a 1:1 ratio of pool 
to riffle run areas is sufficient for successful propagation and maintenance. 
The significance of the substratum (type and amount), and the presence of both 
pools and riffle areas will be discussed in greater detail in the following 
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paragraphs. Finally, the specific habitat requirements of several fish species 
(including black & white crappie. channel catfish. cutthroat trout, creek chub 
and bluegi 11) wi 11 be dhcussed in order to illustrate the importance of the 
substratum and the pool/riffle structure and to indicate the similarities and 
differences in requirements between species. 

The Substratum and Its Effect on Fishes 

A few fishes, particularly small benthic species, are more or less confined to 
rocky or stony substrata. These include all those with ventral suckers and 
fdction plates (e.g. some species of darters). Many others are also fairly 
definitely associated with a specific type of substratum. For example, the gud
geon is associated with gravel, the s<!nd darter with sand, and the IllIdfish 
with thick marginal vegetation. 

For the great majority of fish species, however, the nature of the substratum 
is apparently of little consequence except at times of breeding. Nearly all 
species of fish have fairly well-defined breeding habits and requirements. The 
great majority of freshwater fishes spawn on a solid surface (such as a flat 
area under a large stone) in stoney or gravel substrata. Other species dig 
pits in gravel (e.g. the stoneroller) in which the eggs are laid. This re
quires that the gravel be a suitable size and be relatively free of silt and 
sand. Still other species make piles of pebbles (e.g. some chubs and minnows) 
through which water passes freely bringing oxygen to the buried eggs. Some 
species of trout and Atlantic salmon select places for spawning where there is 
a down-flC* of water, say at the downstream end of pools, where the water 
flows into riffles. In surrrnary. species which construct nests (see Table 
11-3-1) or redds are restricted not only in respect of the size of the mate
rial of the substratum, which they must be able to move, but by the need to be 
free of silt; and salmonids. and probably some other fishes, are also restric
ted to places where there is a natural fntra-gravel flow of water. 

On the other hand, there are a great many species (e.g. the Whitefish, ster
let, grayling, etc.) which breed on gravel or stones but build no nests. In 
fact, this is probably the most common pattern of breeding among running-water 
species. Table 11-3-2 is a partial list of fish species (which build no nests) 
along with their desired spawning habitat. The fishes which breed in this 
manner move onto the clean gravel in swifter and shallower water than is their 
normal adult habitat to spawn. 

There are also those species which spawn on other substrata besides stones and 
gravel, including sand (e.g. the log-perch), mud (e.g. the Murray cod), and 
vegetation (e.g. some species of darters and most still-water species). 

Finally, there are many riverine species (e.g. grass carp, some perch species) 
which lay buoyant or semi-buoyant eggs which float in the water and are 
carried downstream while they develop. 

In conclusion, it can be seen from the previous discussion that breeding 
habitat requirements for fishes can be very restrictive. and consequently, the 
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TABLE II-3-1. EXAMPLES OF tEST-BUILDING FISH 

Species 

Sticklebacks (Gasterosteidae) 
Largemouth Bass (Micropterus salmo1des) 
Crappies (Pomoxis) 
Rock Basses (Ambloplites) 
Warmouth (Chaenobryttus) 
Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) 
Most Bullheads (Ictalurus) 

Smallmouth Bass (Micropterus dolomieu) 
Trouts (Salmo) 
Stoneroller (Campostoma anomalum) 
Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) 

Creek Chubs (Semotilus) 
Bluntnose & Fathead Minnows (Pimephales) 
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Type of Nest 

Nest a ci rcular 
depression in mud, 
silt, or sand and 
often in and among 
roots of aquatic 
flowering plants 

Nest a circular 
depression in 
gravel 

Nest a pile of 
pebbles 



TABLE 11-3-1. EXAMPLES OF FISH THAT DO NOT BUILD NESTS 

5pecies 

Northern Pike ([sox lucius) 
Carp (Cyprinus carpio) 
Goldfish (Carassium auratus) 
Golden Shiner (Notemigonus crysoleucas) 

Whitefishes (Coregonus) 
Ciscos (Leucicthys) 
Lake Trout (Salvelinus namaycush) 
Log Perch (Percina caprodes) 
Suckers (Catostomus) 
Walleyes (Stizosstedion) 

Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) 
White Perch (Morone americana) 
Grass Carp (Ctenopharyngodon idellus) 
Brook Silverside (Labidesthes sicculus) 
Alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus) 
Siamese Fighting Fish (Betta) 

Bitterling (Rhodeus) 

Lumpsucker (Careproctus) 
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Spawning Habitat 

Scattering eggs over 
aquatic plants, or 
their roots or 
remains 

Scattering eggs over 
shoals of sand, gra
vel, or boulders 

Semi-buoyant or 
buoyant eggs 

Eggs deposited in the 
mantle cavity of a 
freshwater mussel 

Eggs deposited 
beneath the carapace 
of the Kamchatka crab 



suitable breeding sites can be extremely limited. Furthermore, the require
ments can be extremely varied among species. However, the general breeding 
habitat requirements fall into the following categories: 

o Build a nest and breed on stone or gravel substrata. 

o Breed on stone or gravpl substrata without building a nest. 

o Breed on other substrata, including sand, mud, or vegetation. 

o Lay buoyant or semi-buoyant drifting eggs and larvae. 

Pool Areas 

Pool areas in a stream are essential for providing shelter for both resting 
and protection from predation. To a lesser extent pools are important as a 
spawning habitat and for food production (although food production is lower in 
pools than in riffles). 

Even the streamlined species that are well adapted to fast-flowing water (e.g. 
salmon and trout) need time to rest or seek shelter to avoid predators. As a 
matter of fact all fishes spend most of their time resting in shelters in 
lower velocity pool areas. Still other species (e.g. channel catfish, particu
larly adults) reside primarily in pool areas and generally move only to riffle 
areas at night to feed. 

Therefore, based on the foregoing discussion, one must conclude that the exis
tence of pools is critical to the well-being of all fish species, since they 
provide resting cover and protection from predators. 

Riffle/Run Areas 

As discussed previously in the section on benthic invertebrates and again in 
the sect i on on the substratum and its affect on fi shes, it is apparent that 
riffle areas are most important due to their food producing capability (i.e. 
benthic invertebrates) and their suitability as a fish spawning habitat (i.e. 
it is in riffle areas where the silt-free stone or gravel exists and where oxy
gen to the eggs is constantly being renewed). Without an abundant food supply 
and the proper spawning habitat, propagation and maintenance of a fish species 
would be impOSSible. 

Species Examples 

Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) 

The bluegill is native from the Lake Champlain and southern Ontario region 
through the Great Lakes to Mi nnesota. and south to northeastern Mexi co. the 
Gulf States, and the Carolinas. 

Bluegills are most abundant in large low velocity (<10 cm/sec preferably) 
streams. Abundance has been positively correlated to a high percentage (>60%) 
of pool area and negatively correlated to a high percentage of riffle/run 
areas. 
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Cover in the form of submerged vegetation, logs, brush and other debris is uti
lized by bluegills. Excessive vegetation can influence both feeding ability 
and abundance of food by inhibiting the utilization of prey by bluegills. 

Bluegi1ls are guarding, nest building lithophils. Nests are usually found in 
quiet shallow water over almost any substrate; however, fine gravel or sand is 
preferred. 

In sURlTlary, riffles and substrate playa small role in the life cycle of the 
bluegill. In fact, excessive riffle/run areas have been negatively correlated 
with an abundance of bluegills. On the other hand, pools are significant as 
the typical bluegill habitat for resting, feeding, and spawning. 

Creek Chub (Semotilus atromaculatus) 

The Creek Chub is a widely distributed cyprinid ranging from the Rocky Moun
tains to the Atlantic Coast and from the Gulf of Mexico to southern Manitoba 
and Quebec. Within its range, it is one of the most characteristic and corrmon 
fishes of smal" clear streams. 

The optimum habitat for creek chubs is small, clear, cool streams with mode
rate to high gradients, gravel substrate, well-defined riffles and pools with 
abundant food, and cover of cut-banks, roots, aquatic vegEtation, brush, and 
large rocks. Creek chubs are found over all types of substrate with abundance 
correlated more with the amount of instream cover than with the substrate 
type. It is assumed that stream reaches with 40-60~ pools are optimum for pro
viding riffle areas for spawning habitat and pools for cover. 

Rubble substrate in riffles, abundant aquatic vegetation, and abundant stream
bank vegetat i on are condit ions associated wi th hi gh product i on of food types 
consumed by creek chubs. 

Spawning occurs in gravel nests constructed by the male in shallow areas just 
above and below riffles to insure a good water exchange rate through the creek 
chub redds. Reproductive success of creek chubs varies with the type of spawn
ing substrate available. Production is highest in clean gravel substrate in 
riffle-run areas with velocities of 20-64 cm/sec. Production is negligible in 
sand or s iTt. 

In sunmary, pools, riffles and substrate are important to the creek chub in 
the following manner. 

1) Riffles - provide a suitable spawning habitat, 
2) Substrate - a clean gravel substrate is required for spawning, and 
3) Pools - provide resting cover and abundant food. 
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White Crappie (Pomoxis annularis) 

The white crappie is native to freshwater lakes and streams from the southern 
Great Lakes, west to Nebraska, south to lexas and Alabama, east to North Caro
lina, then west of the Appalachian Mountains to New York. It has been widely 
introduc~d outside this range throughout North America. 

White crappi e are most numerous in base-l eve I low gradi ent ri vers preferri ng 
low velocity areas cOlllllOnly fou.nd in pools, overflow areas, and backwaters of 
rivers. In these areas, cover is important for providing resting areas and pro
tection from predation. Cover also provides habitat for insects and small for
age fish, which are important food for the crappie. In addition, cover is 
important during reproduction as the male white crappie constructs and guards 
nests over a variety of substrates almost always near vegetation or around sub
merged objects. 

In summary, riffles and substrate composition are for the most part insignifi
cant to the white crappie. However, pools are important for resting, feeding, 
spawning and providing protection from predation. 

Channel Catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) 

The native range of channel catfish extends from the southern portions of the 
Canadian prairie provinces south to the Gulf States, west to the Rocky Moun
tains, and east to the Appalachian Mountains. lhey have been widely introduced 
outside this range and occur in essentially all of the Pacific and Atlantic 
drainages in the 48 contiguous states. 

OptilllJm riverine habitat for the channel catfish is characterized by a diver
sity of velocities, depths and structural features that provide cover and 
fOOd. low velocity (<IS cm/sec) areas of deep pools and littoral areas and 
backwaters of rivers with greater than 40 percent suitable cover are desi r
able. Riffle and run areas with rubble substrate, pools, and areas with debris 
and aquatic vegetation are conditions associated with high production of aqua
tic insects consumed by channel catfish. A riverine habitat with 40-60~ pools 
would be optilllJm for providing riffle habitat for food production and feeding 
and pool habitat for spawning and resting cover. 

Adult channel catfish in rivers are found in large, deep pools with cover. 
They move to riffles and runs at night to feed. Catfish fry have strong 
shelter-seeking tendencies and cover availability is important in determining 
habitat suitability. However, dense aquatic vegetation generally does not pro
vide optiroom cover because predation on fry by centrarchids is high under 
these conditions. 

Dark and secluded areas are required for nesting. Males build and guard nests 
in cavities, burrows, under rocks and in other protected s;tes. 
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In summary, the presence of riffles and pools are equally important to the suc
cessful propagation of channel catfish, with riffles providing a suitable 
habitat for food production and feeding and with pools providing a suitable 
habitat for spawning and resting. Additionally, channel catfish appear to be 
relatively insensitive to variations in the substrate type. 

Cutthroat Trout (Salmo clarki) 

Cutthroat trout are a polytypic species consisting of several geographically 
distinct forms with a broad distribution and a great amount of genetic diver
s i ty. 

Optimal cutthroat trout riverine habitat is characterized by clear, cold 
water; a silt free rocky substrate 1n riffle-run areas; an approximately 1:1 
pool/riffle ratio with areas of slow, deep water; well vegetated stream banks; 
abundant instream cover; and relatively stable water flow, temperature regimes 
and stream banks. A 1:1 ratio (40-60% pools) of pool to riffle area appears to 
provide an optimal mix of trout food producing and rearing areas. 

Cover is recognized as one of the essential components of trout streams. Cover 
is provided by overhanging vegetation; submerged vegetation, undercut banks 
and instream objects. The main use of this cover is predator avoidance and 
resting. 

Conditions for spawning require a gravel substrate with < 5% fines. Greater 
than 30% fines will result in a low survival rate of embryos. Optimal sub
strate size averages 1.5 - 6.0 cm in diameter; however, gravel size as small 
as 0.3 cm in diameter is suitable for incubation. 

Black Crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) 

The black crappie is native to freshwater lakes and streams from the Great 
Lakes south to the Gulf of Mexico and the southern Atlantic States, north to 
North Dakota and eastern Montana and east to the Appalachians. 

Black crappie are conmon in base or low gradient streams of low velocities, 
preferring quiet, sluggish rivers with a high percentage of pools, backwaters, 
and cut-off areas. Black crappie prefer clear water and grow faster in areas 
of low turbidity. 

Abundant cover, particularly in the form of aquatic vegetation, is necessary 
for growth and reproduction. Corrrnon daytime habitat is shallow water in dense 
vegetation and around submerged trees, brush or other objects. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, a review of the substratum and its effects on benthic inverte
brates and fishes reveals that the invertebrates are dependent on a suitable 
substrata for growth, successful reproduction, and maintenance, and the fishes 
are dependent on a suitable substrata primarily only during breeding. With the 
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proper substrata, an adequate supply of benthic invertebrates is avai lable as 
food for the fishes. 

Similarly, it is the proper balance between pools and riffles (approximately 
1:1 ratio) that will insure an abundant food supply for both invertebrates and 
fishes, the existence of the proper habitat for reproduction of both inverte
brates and fi shes, and adequate cover for rest i n9 and protect i on f rom pre
dation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER I 1-4 

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS AND 
EFFECTS OF CHANNELIZATION 

Channelization can be defined as modification of a stream system - including 
the stream channel, stream bank, and nearstream riparian areas - in order to 
increase the rate of drainage from the land and conveyance of water down
stream. Simpson et al. (1982) listed the COlTITIOn methods of channelization as: 

1. Clearing and Snagging. Removal of obstructions from the streambed and 
banks to increase the capacity of a system to convey water. Such oper
ations include removal of bedload material, debris, pilings, head walls, 
or other manmade materials. 

2. Rip-rapping. Placement of rock or other material in critical areas to 
minimize erosion. 

3. Widening. Increase of channel width to improve the conveyance of water 
and increase the capacity of the system. 

4. Deepening. Excavation of the channel bottom to a lower elevation so as 
to (ncrease the capacity to convey water or to promote drainage or lower
ing of the water table, or to enhance navigation. 

S. Realignment. Construction of a new channel or straightening of a channel 
to increase the capacity to convey water. 

6. L;nin~. Placement of a nonvegetative lining on a portion of a channel to 
minimlze erosion or increase the capacity of a stream to conveyor con
serve water. 

Channelization projects are classified according to their magnitude as either 
short-reach or long-reach. Short-reach channelization is associated with road 
and bridge construction and may entail 0.5 km of stream length within the vi
cinity of the crossing. Although short-reach projects may adversely affect 
stream biota, they should not produce Significant long-term impacts with pro
per mitigation (Bulkley et ale 1976). The conments in this chapter generally 
refer to the effects of long-reach channelization; those impacts are greater 
in duration, dimension, and severity. Simpson et al. (1982) listed the pur
poses of (long-reach) channelization as: 

1. Local flood control to prevent damage to homes, industrial areas, and 
farms on the flood plain by increased stream conveyance of water past 
the protected areas; 
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2. Increase of arable land for agriculture by channel straightening, deep
ening, and widening to remove meanders, increase channel capacity, and 
lower the channel bed. Straightening reduces the stream area and length 
of bordering lands, increases land area at cutoffs, and increases flow 
velocity. Deepening and widening increases channel capacity and improves 
drainage from adjacent lands; 

3. Increased navigability of waterborne conwnerce and recreational boating, 
usually performed in large streams; and 

4. Restoration of hydraulic efficiency of streams following unusually se
vere storms. 

In the interest of such goals, several thousand miles of streams in the United 
States have been altered over the past 150 years (Simpson et al. 1982). How
ever, in achieving these goals, detrimental effects are often incurred on 
water quality and stream biota. This chapter addresses the effects of channel
ization on stream characteristics and the associated biological impacts. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STREAM SYSTEM 

Stream Depth and Width 

The depth and width of a stream are usually made uniform (generally by widen
ing and deepening) by stream channelization in order to increase the hydraulic 
efficiency of the system. This practice results in a monotony of habitats 
throughout the modified reach. Gorman and Karr (1978) demonstrated the direct 
relationship that exists between habitat diversity (considering depth, sub
strate, and velocity) and fish species diversity. Alteration of stream depth 
involves the disturbance and removal of natural bottom materials. Increasing 
stream depth can lower the water table of the area. Probably the most signi
ficant impact of depth modification is the disruption of the run-riffle-pool 
sequence (See Chapter 11-3: Pools, Riffles, and Substrate Composition). Wid
ening a stream increases the surface area and often involves removal of stream
side vegetation. These practices increase the amount of light received by the 
water column and can lead to changes in the productivity and trophic regime of 
the system. Increasing and regularizing stream width also may reduce the pro
portion of bank/water interface, which constitutes important wildlife habitat. 

Stream Length 

Stream channelization usually involves realignment of the stream channel in 
order to convey water more quickly out of the modified reach. By straightening 
a stream its overall length is decreased. Channelized streams have been short
ened an average of 45 percent (ranging from 8 to 95 percent) in Iowa (Bulkley 
1975) and approximately 31 percent in Southcentral Oklahoma (Barclay 1980). 
Shorteni ng the 1 i near di stance between two poi nts with a constant change in 
elevation increases the slope or gradient of the stream, caUSing a corre
sponding increase in current velocity. Reducing the time required for a given 
parcel of water to flow through a stream segment may lower the capacity of the 
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stream to assimilate wastes and increase the organic loadi.,g on downstream 
reaches. 

The obvious effect of reducing stream length is the loss of living space. 
Stream segments that are isolated by channelization eventually become 
eutrophic and fill with sediment (Winger et ale 1976), and their function is 
severely impaired. [n these eutrophic habitats, normal stream benthos, 
especially mayflies, stoneflies, caddisflies, and hellgramites, are replaced 
by tolerant chironomids and oligochaetes (Hynes 1970). 

In addition to the loss of total living space, the amount of valuable edge 
habitat is decreased by stream straightening. Fish are habitat specialists 
(Karr and Sch 1 osser 1977) and are not found uniformly di st ri buted throughout 
the water column. Most fish and macroinvertebrate species utilize cover in 
lotic systems, much of which 1s associated with the sloping stream bank. 

Channel Configuration 

A stream is straightened by cutting a linear channel that eliminates natural 
bends (meanders) from the main course of flow. Sinuosity is a measure of the 
degree of meanderi ng by a stream and is measured as the rat i 0 of channel 
length to linear length or down-valley distance (Leopold et al. 1964). Sinu
osity index values may range from 1.0 for a straight conduit to as high as 3.5 
for mature, winding rivers (Simpson et a1. 1982). A high gradient mountain 
stream may have a sinuosity index of 1.1, while a value of 1.S or greater jus
tifies deSignation as a meandering stream (Leopold et ale 1964). 

Channelization (straightening) decreases sinuosity. Reducing sinuosity de
creases the total amount of habitat available to biota as well as the amount 
of effective and unique habitat. Zimmer and Bachman (1976, 1978) found that 
haMtat diversity was directly related to the degree of meandering in natural 
and channelized streams in Iowa, and that as sinuosity increased the biomass 
and number of organisms in the macroinvertebrate drift increased. Drift of ben
thic invertebrates is a major food source of fish. 

The S-shaped meanders commonly observed in streams serve as a natural system 
of dissipating the kinetic energy produced by water moving downstream (Leopold 
and Langbein 1966). When a stream is straightened the energy is expended more 
rapidly, resulting in increased scour during high-flaw periods. 

Bedform 

Bedform, or vertical sinuosity, is a measure of riffle-pool periodicity and is 
expressed in terms of the average distance between pools measured in average 
stream widths for the section (Leopold et al. 1964). Leopold et al. (1964) re
ported that natural streams have a riffle-pool periodicity of five to seven 
stream widths. This is variable, however, and is dependent on gradient and 
geology (as is horizontal sinuosity). Channelization eliminates or reduces 
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riffle-pool periodicity (Huggins and Moss 1975, Lund 1976, Winger et al. 1976, 
Bulkleyet al. 1976. Griswold et al. 1978). 

Disruption of the run-riffle-pool sequence has detri~ntal consequences on mac
roinvertebrate and fish population~. Cr.eating a homogeneous bedform drasti
cally reduces habitat diversity and leads to shifts in species composition. 
Griswold et al. (1978) concluded that riffle species (heptageniids, hydro
sychfd, elmids) in macroinvertebrate cO"'11Jnities are replaced by slow water 
forms (chironomids and tubifictds) after channelization of warmwater streams. 
Riffles are commonly considered to be the most productive areas in the stream 
in terms of macroinvertebrate density and diversity. Also. the benthic fauna 
adapted to riffles are highly desirable fish food species. Pools can support 
an abundant benthic fauna, but pool-adapted forms are not as heavily utilized 
by fish. Habitat diversity provided by the run-riffle-pool sequence also con
tributes greatly to species richness in the fish community. 

Velocity and Oischarge 

Stream velocity is a function of stream gradient and channel roughness. Rough
ness is a measure of the irregularity in a drainage channel, which will reduce 
water velocity, and is affected by sinuosity, substrate size. instream vege
tation, and other obstructions (karr and Schlosser 1977). 

Discharge or flow (Q) is the volume of water moving past a location per unit 
time, and is related to velocity as follows: 

Q or VA 

where Q a discharge (ft 3/s) 
V a velocity (ft/s) 
A .. cross-sectional area (tt 2). 

By increasing the slope and reducing roughness, channelization often increases 
water velocity (king and Carlander 1976, Simpson et al. 1982); however, if the 
cross-sectional area at the channel is sufficiently enlarged by widening and 
deepening, the average velocity may be unchanged or decrease (Bulk ley et al. 
1976, Griswold et al. 1978). In either case, the velocity is usually made uni
form by channelization. 

The concept of unit stream power has been qeveloped to predict the rate of sed
iment transfer in streams. Unit stream power (USP) is defined as the rate of 
potential energy expenditure per unit weight of water 1n a channel (Karr and 
Schlosser 1977) and can be calculated by the following equation (Yang 1972): 

dY dX iJY 
US P .. dt .. dt -;; .. VS 
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where t 2 time (s) 
V s average stream velocity (ft/s) 
S = slope or gradient of the channel (ft/100 ft) 
Y = elevation above a given point and is equivalent to the potential 

energy per unit weight of water (i.e., foot-pounds of energy per 
pound of water) 

X 2 longitudinal distance 

USP 2 unit stream power. (foot-pounds of energy per pound of water per 
second) 

The USP is a measure of the amount of energy available for sediment transport; 
however, a stream may carry less than the maximum load depending on the avail
ability of sediment due to such factors as bank stability. substrate sta
bility. vegetative cover, and surface erosion. 

The effect of channelization on discharge is seasonally variable. During rainy 
periods a natural stream tends to overflow its banks, inundating adjacent low
lying areas. This flood water is temporarily stored and slowly percolates to 
the water table. Natural storage dampens runoff surges. Also, the roughness of 
natural streams slows conveyance. lengthening the time of energy dissipation. 
A variety of channelization practices designed to increase drainage and hydrau
lic efficiency (e.g., straightening, removal of channel obstructions. removal 
of instream and streamside vegetation, benming and leveeing) result in a sharp
er flow hydrograph and a shorter flow period following rainfall events (Huish 
and Pardue 1978). The hypothetical hydrographs shown in Figure II-4-1 illus
trate the hydrologic/hydraulic effects of channelization. Channelization is 
designed to rapidly convey water off the land and downstream through the con
duit. Properly-functioning channelized streams amplify the impact of high 
flows. Increased flow velocity, discharge, and unit stream power result in ac
centuated scour, erosion, bank cutting, sediment transport, and hydraulic 
loading (flooding); especially below channelized segments. Because of in
creased hydraulic efficiency, channelized streams return to base flow levels 
following rainfall more rapidly than natural streams (see Figure II-4-1), and 
can reduce water availability by lowering the water table. Griswold et a1. 
(1978) concluded that in small. well-drained. agricultural watershedS channel 
alterations can lead to complete dewatering of long sections of the stream bed 
during drought conditions. Simpson et ale (1982) sUlll1larized the seasonal im
pacts of channelization as causing lower than natural base flows and higher 
than normal high flows. 

lnstream vegetation can be reduced, eliminated, or prevented from reestablish
ment by high stream velocity. 

Current velocity has been cited as one of the most Significant factors in de
termining the composition of stream benthic conmunities (Curnnins 1975). Hynes 
(1970) suggested that many macro1nvertebrates are associated with specific vel
ocities because of their method of feeding and respiration. Macroinvertebrate 
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Figure II-4-1. Generalized hydrographs of natural and channelized strea~s 
following a rainfall event or season (modified from Simpson 
et al. 1982). 
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drift has been found to increllse as discharge decreases (Hi nsha 11 and W; nger 
196B) and as velocity increases (Walton 1977. Zimmer 1977). 

By altering stream velocity. discharge. and unit stream power, channelization 
modifies the natural substrate. Disruption of the streambed may produce shift
i n9 subst rates that are unstable habitats for macro; nvertebrates. Scour and 
erosion due to high velocity increases stream turbidity and leads to siltation 
of downstream reaches. High turbidity can damage macroinvertebrate populations 
via abrasive action on fragile species (Hynes 1970) and clogging the gills of 
species without protective coverings (Cairns et al. 1971). 

High turbidity and velocity in conjunction with a lack of cover is detrimental 
to fish. Usually, a very high concentration of sediment is required to direct
ly kill adult fish by clogging the opercular cavity and gill filaments (Wallen 
1951), but detrimental behavioral effects occur at IlJJch lower levels (Swenson 
et al. 1976). Turbid waters can also hinder the capture of prey by sight
feeders. An obvious impact of channelization is the loss of habitat due to re
duced flow and dessication during drought conditions. Productive riffle areas 
can be exposed by low flows, thereby directly affecting the benthos and reduc
ing the food supply of fish. Low dissolved oxygen levels during sunwner low 
flows can e 1 fmf nate macrof nvertebrates with hi gh oxygen requi rements (Hynes 
1970), and can affect emergence (Nebeker 1971). drift (Lavandier and Caplancef 
1975), and feeding and growth (Culllllins 1974).The effects of reduced flow on 
fish include a degraded food source, and interference with spawning. Concen
trating fish into a greatly reduced volume can lead to increased competition, 
predation, and disease. 

Bulkleyet al. (1976) found that gradient was a major factor affecting the dis
tribution of fishes. Thus, modifications in gradient by channelization can 
drastically alter the species composition of a fish community. 

Substrate 

The stream substrate is ultimately a product of climatic conditions and the 
underlying geology of the watershed. It is specifically affected by factors 
such as gradient, weathering, erosion, sedimentation, biological activity, and 
land use. Channelization generally alters the substrate characteristics of a 
stream; more often than not, average substrate particle size is reduced 
(Etnier 1972, King 1973, Griswold et al. 197B). 

The substrate of a stream is one of the most important factors controlling the 
distribution and abundance of aquatic macroinvertebrates (CullIJIins and Lauff 
1969, Minshall and Minshall 1977, Williams and Mundie 1978), and therefore, 
the impact of channelization on benthic communities is directly related to the 
degree to which the substrate is affected. Siltation is especially detrimental 
to the benthos and can cause the following impacts: 
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1. Decreased habitat diversity due to filling of interstitial spaces 
(Simpson et ale 1982) 

2. Decreased standing crop (Tebo 1955) 

3. Decreased density (Gammon 1970) 

4. Decreased number of taxa (Simpson et ale 1982) 

5. Decreased reproductive success by affecting eggs (Chutter 1969) 

6. Decreased productivity (King and Ball 1967) 

7. Species shifts from valuable species to burrowing insects and oligo
chaetes (Morris et al. 1968) 

Generally, the impact of channelization via substrate disruption is more sign
ificant in high gradient headwater streams (where coarse substrates are essen
tial for protection from a strong current) than in low gradient warmwater 
streams. Little or no change in benthic conmunities has been observed in the 
1 at t e r s t rea m t y p e f 0 1 1 ow i n g c han n eli z at ion (Wo 1f eta 1. 1 9 7 2 , Kin g and 
Car1ander 1975, Possardt 1976), at least partially because the natural sub
strate of these ecosystems was not drastically altered by channelization. 
Sh i ft i ng subst rates are often a consequence of channe 1 i zing st reams. T he ab
sence of a stable habitat leads to reductions in macroinvertebrate populations 
(Arner et al. 1976). In some streams where channelization has not permanently 
disturbed the substrate, rapid recoveries (within one year) in the benthic com
munity have been observed (Meehan 1971, Possardt et a1. 1976, King and 
Car1ander 1976, Whitaker et a1. 1979); however, recovery of macrobenthos can 
be very slow (Arner et a1. 1976). 

Changes in macroinvertebrate populations affect the fish community through the 
food chain. Substrate composition is also important to fish reproduction. For 
example: trout and salmon require a specific size of gravel in which to build 
redds and spawn; pikes broadcast eggs over aquatlc vegetation which requires 
silt and mud to grow; scu1pins require a slate-type substrate under which they 
deposit adhesive eggs; and catfish prefer natural cavities for reproduction 
(Pflieger 1975). Siltation can decrease reproductive success by smothering or 
suffocating eggs. Channelization can also affect fish adversely by reducing 
substrate heterogeneity, thereby decreasing habitat diversity. 

Cover 

Cover is anything that provides real or behavioral protection for an organism. 
It can allow escape from predators, alleviate the need to expend energy to 
maintain a position in the current, or provide a place to hide from potential 
prey or to just be out of sight. Cover includes rocks, logs, brush, instream 
and overhanging vegetation, snags, roots, undercut banks, crevices, inter
stices, riffles, backwaters, pools, and shadows. Channelization generally de
creases the amount of cover in a stream. Practices such as modification of the 
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streambed (rJsually into a uniform trapezoidal shape), snagging and clearing, 
and vegetation removal decrease the total amount and variety of cover, and re
duce habitat diversity. 

Cover such as logs, stumps, and snags provide valuable stable substrate for 
macroinvertebrates - especially in streams with a shifting substratum. In
stream vegetation serves macroi nvertebrates as a subst rate for attachment, 
emergence, and egg deposition. Instream obstructions accumulate leaves, twigs, 
and other detritus. This coarse particulate organic matter (CPOM) is used as a 
food source by detritivorous invertebrates (shredders). Retention of CPOM re
duces the organic loading on downstream reaches (Marzolf 1978). 

Both fish and aquatic macroinvertebrates use cover for predator avoidance, 
resting, and concealment. Simpson et ale (1982) stated that cover can be re
garded as a behavioral habitat requirement for many fish species, and that re
moval of cover adversely affects fish populations. 

Inundation and Desiccation 

The modified hydroperiod typical of channelized streams (illustrated in Figure 
11-4-1) often causes downstream reaches to flood more frequently and more in
tensely, altering floodplain soils and vegetation, and damaging land values 
and personal property. 

By augmenting land drainage and hydraulic efficiency, channelization has also 
led to summer drying of streams and desiccation of adjacent and upstream land 
areas. Nearstream riparian areas provide a number of valuable functions which 
are often disrupted by channelization. Wetlands assimilate nutrients and trap 
sediment from runoff and stream overflow, thereby acting as natural puri
fication systems (Karr and Schlosser 1977, Brown et al. 1979). Rapid convey
ance and accurolation of nutrients has led to eutrophication problems down
stream (Montalbano et ale 1979). Natural fertilization of the floodplain is 
prevented by restricting flow to the channel. In natural systems, detritus 
entering the stream from backwaters constitutes an important food source for 
benthic invertebrates (Wharton and Brinson 1977). Likewise, riparian areas are 
often rich sources of macroinvertebrates (Wharton and Brinson 1977) that can 
become available to stream fish during floods or serve as an epicenter for re
populating stream benthos. Some fish (e.g., Esocldae, the pike family) use 
swampy areas that are seasonally connected to a stream as spawning and nursery 
habitat. Loss of wetlandS due to dewatering precludes these functions. 

When wet land areas are drained they become avai lable for other types of land 
use such as agriculture or development. Conversion of wetlands to pastures and 
cropland has frequently occurred following channelization. RelaUve to wet
lands, agricultural land uses accentuate runoff, sedimentation, nutrient en
richment (from fertinzers and animal waste), and toxicant leaching (from 
pesticides). 

The response of the benthic cOl1lOOnity to nutrient enrichment (i.e., from agri
cultural runoff) generally involves the demise of intolerant, "clean-water" 
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taxa and an increase in numbers and biomass of forms that are tolerant of or
ganic pollution and low dissolved oxygen; a decrease in species diversity of
ten occurs as well. 

Land use changes can increase the load of toxic chemicals reaching the stream. 
Agricultural and urban runoff contribute a variety of toxicants. Saltwater in
trusion may become a problem following drainage of coastal wetlands. (Although 
sodium chloride is generally not considered a toxic chemical it can be lethal 
to freshwater organisms.) Potential impacts include lethal and chronic ef
fects, biomagnification (via bfoaccumulation and bfoconcentration). and contam
ination of human food and recreational resources. 

The impact of draining and dewatering riparian areas on terrestrial organisms 
1s extensive. Vegetation (including bottomland hardwoods) tends to undergo a 
shift from water-tolerant to water-intolerant forms (i.e., hydric) mesic> 
xeric) (Fredrickson 1979, Maki et a1. 1980, Barclay 1980). These vegetative 
changes along with land use changes and land drainage commonly cause the fol
lowing impacts on terrestrial fauna: 

Streamside Vegetation 

loss of habitat 
loss of cover 
loss of food sources 
species composition changes 
reduced diversity, density, and productivity 
increased susceptibility to predation 
increased exposure to toxic chemicals. 

Channelization may impact streamside vegetation indirectly through changes in 
drainage as described above or directly by the clearing of stream banks and 
the deposition of dredge spoils. Clearing, dredging, and spoil deposition typi
cally result in reduced species diversity and vertical and horizontal struc
tural diversity of streamside vegetation. Tree removal is performed in many 
channelization projects (Fredrickson 1979, Barclay 1980). Removal of woody spe
cies eliminates wildlife habitat, mast production, canopy cover, and shade. 
Other detrimental impacts of channelization on vegetation include dieback, sun
scald, undercutting, and windthrow (Simpson et al. 1982). Spoils deposited on 
the streambank from channel cutting, dredging, and berming generally make in
fertile, sandy soils that are easily eroded. Subsequent channel maintenance 
procedures hinder ecological succession and delay recovery of the stream sys
tem. 

Interception of rainfall by the vegetative canopy lessens the impact of rain
drops on the soil, and bank stability is enhanced by the binding of soil by 
plant roots. Loss of these functions permits the rate of erosion and the 
stream sediment load to increase. 
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Remova: of vegetation that shades the stream increases the intensity of sun
Hght reaching the water column. A resultant increase in the rate of photo
synt hes is causes changes in the natura 1 pathways of energy f1 ow and nut ri ent 
cycling (Le., trophic structure). Increased primary production can lead to 
amplification of the diurnal variation in pH and dissolved oxygen concen
tration following channelization (O'Rear 1975, Huish and Pardue 1978, Parrish 
et al. 1978). Increasing the incident sunlight raises water temperature. High
er temperatures ; ncrease the rates of chemi ca 1 react ions and bi 01 ogi ca 1 pro
cesses, decrease oxygen solubility, and can exceed the physiological tolerance 
limits of some macroinvertebrates and fish - most notably trout (Schmal and 
Sanders 1978, Parrish et ale 1978). 

In natural stream systems, allochthonous input of organic matter from stream
side vegetation constitutes the major energy source in low-order streams 
(Cul'III1ins 1974). A functional group of benthic organisms called shredders uses 
allochthonously-derived detritus (CPOM) as a food source, and process ;t into 
fine particulate organic matter (FPOM) which is utilized by another functional 
group, the collectors. Removing streamside vegetation greatly reduces the in
put of allochthonous detritus and allows primary productivity to increase be
cause of greater light availability. These factors bring about a decline in 
shredder populations and an increase in herbivorous grazers which take advan
tage of increasing algae abundance. In headwater areas, species diversity is 
likely to decrease due to the loss of detritivorous taxa, and macroinver
tebrate density may decline because the swift current of those reaches is not 
conducive to planktonic and some periphytic algae forms. Loss of allochthonous 
material has less impact on intermediate-order streams because they are natu
rally autotrophic (P/R>l), except that channelization of upstream reaches re
duces the amount of FPOM that is received via nutrient spiraling. The liter
ature contains excellent discussions of energy and materials transport in 
streams (Cumnins et al. 1973, Cumins 1974, CUl11l1ins 1975, Marzolf 1978, Van
not e et a 1. 1 980 ) • 

Reduct; ons and changes ; n the macroi nvertebrate cOlJIrun; ty affect the food 
source of fishes. Changing availabilities of detritus and algae may skew the 
fish community with respect to trophic levels that utilize those energy 
sources. Clearing away nearstream vegetation also reduces the input of terres
trial insects that are eaten by fish. 

In addition, streamside vegetation provides cover in the form of shadows, root 
masses, limbs, and trees which fall into the stream. Most game fish species 
prefer shaded habitats near the streambank. 

SUMMARY 

The benefits realized by channelizing a stream are often obtained at the ex
pense of such impacts as: 
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1. [ncreased downstream flooding 
2. Reduction of groundwater levels and stream dewatering 
3. [ncreased bank erosion. turbidity. and sedimentation 
4. Degradation of water quality 
5. Promotion of wetland drainage and woodland destruction 
6. Promotion of land development (agricultural, urban, residential, 

i ndust ria 1 ) 
7. Loss of habitat and reduced habitat diversity 
8. Adverse effects on aquatic and terrestrial cOrmlUnities (productivity, 

diversity, species composition) 
9 Lowered recreational values 

The time required for a natural stream to return to a productive. visually
appealing body of water is highly variable. Natural recovery of some channel
ized streams requires better than 30 years. Restoration of the stream channel 
and biota can be accelerated by mitigation practices. 

The potential negative impacts and time frame of recovery should weigh heavily 
in the evaluation of any newly-proposed channelization project. 
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CHAPTER 11-5 

TEMPERATURE 

Temperature exerts an important influence on the chemical and biological 
processes in a water body. It determines the distribution of aquatic species; 
controls spawning and hatching; regulates activity; and stimulates or 
suppresses growth and development. The two most important causes of temper
ature change ina water body are process and coo 1 i ng water di scharges, and 
so 1 ar radi at i on. The consequences of temperature vari at i on caused by t herma 1 
discharges (thermal pollution) continue to receive considerable attention. An 
excellent review on this subject may be found in the Thermal Effects section 
of the annual literature review issue of the Journal of the Water Pollution 
Control Federation. Discussion in this chapter is limited to the influence of 
seasonal temperature variation on a water body. 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 

Annual climatological cycles and precipitation patterns are controlled by the 
annual cycle of solar radiation. Specific patterns of temperature and precipi
tation, which vary geographically, determine annual patterns of flow to lakes 
and streams. In general, winter precipitation in northern latitudes does not 
reach a body of water until the spring snow melt. For this reason, streamflow 
may be quite low in the winter but increase rapidly in the spring. Low flow 
typically occurs in the summer throughout North America. 

Changes in season cause changes in water temperature in lakes and streams. The 
patterns of temperature change in lakes are well understood. Briefly, many 
lakes tend to stratify in the summer, with a warm upper layer (the 
epilimnion), a cold bottom layer (the hypolimnion) and a sharp temperature 
difference between the two, known as the thermocline. The depth of the 
thermocline is determined to large extent by the depth to which solar radia
tion penetrates the water body. The epilimnion tends to be well oxygenated, 
through both algal photosynthesis, and through oxygen transfer from the atmo
sphere. Surface wind shear forces help mix the epilimnion and keep it oxygen
ated. The thermocline presents a phYSical barrier, in a sense, to mixing be
tween the epilimnion and the hypolimnion. If no photosynthesis takes place in 
the hypolimnion, due to diminished solar radiation, and if there is no ex
change with the epilimnion, dissolved oxygen levels (DO) in the bottom layer 
may drop to critical levels, or below. Often water released through the bottom 
of a dam has no dissolved oxygen, and may severely jeopardize aquatic life 
downstream of the impoundment. 

Typical summer and annual lake temperature profi les are presented in Figures 
11-5-1 and 11-5-2, respectively. In the fall the thermocline disappears and 
the lake undergoes turnover and becomes well mixed. The temperature becomes 
fairly homogeneous in the winter (Figure II-5-2), there is another wind in
duced turnover in the spring and the cycle ends with the development of epi· 
limnion, hypolimnion and thermocline in the summer. 
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Figure tt-5-1. Summer Temperature Conditions in a Typical 
(Hypothetical) Temperate-Region Lake. 
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Figure II-5-2. The Seasvnal Cycle of Temperature and Oxygen 
Conditions in lake Mendota, Wisconsin, 1906, 
( Rei d a nd Wood). 
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Rivers and streams generally show a much more homogeneous temperature profile, 
largely because turbulent stream flow assures good vertical mixing. Neverthe
less, small streams may undergo temperature vari at i on as flow passes through 
shaded or sunny areas, as it ; s augmented by cool groundwater or warm agr;
cultural or other surfa:e return flow, or as it becomes more turbid and cap
tures solar radiation in the form of heat. 

TEMPERATURE RELATED BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

Warm blooded homeothermic animals, such as the mammals, have evolved a number 
of methods by which to control body temperature. Cold blooded poikilothermic 
animals, such as fish, have not evolved these mechanisms and are much more sus
ceptible to variation in temperature than are warm blooded animals. Perhaps 
the most important adaptation of fish to temperature variation is seen in the 
timing of reproductive behavior. 

Gradual seasonal changes in water temperature often trigger spawning. metamor
phosis and mi gration. The eggs of some freshwater organisms rust be chi 11ed 
before they wi 11 hatch properly. The tolerable temperature range for fish is 
often more restrictive during the reproductive period than at other times dur
ing maturity. The temperature range tolerated by many species may be narrow 
during very early development but increases somewhat during maturity. Reproduc
tion may be hindered significantly by increased temperature because this func
tion takes place under restricted temperature ranges. Spawning may not occur 
at all when temperatures are too high. Thus, a fish population may exist in a 
heated area only because of continued immigration. 

Because fish are cold-blooded, temperature is important in determining their 
standard metabolic rate. As temperature increases, all standard metabolic func
tions increase, including feeding rates. Water temperature need not reach 
lethal levels to eliminate a species. Temperatures that favor competitors. pre
dators, parasites and disease can destroy a species at levels far below those 
that are 1ethal. 

Since body temperature regulation is not possible in fish. any changes in am
bient temperature are illlllediately comrunicated to blood circulating in the 
gills and thereby to the rest of the fish. The increase in temperature causes 
an increase in metabolic rates and the feeding activity of the fish RUst in
crease to satisfy the requirements of these elevated levels. Elevated bio
chemical rates facilitate the transport of toxic pollutants to the circulatory 
system via the gill structure, and hasten the effect these toxicants might ex
ert on the fish. Increased temperature will also raise the rate at which detox
ification takes place through metabolic assimilation. or excretion. Despite 
these mechanisms of detoxification. a rise in temperature increases the lethal 
effect of compounds toxic to fish. A literature review on this subject wi 11 
also be found in the JWPCF annual literature review number. 

The importance of temperature to fish may also be seen in Tables 11-5-1 and 
11-5-2. The data in these tables were found in references by Carlander (1969, 
1972) and Brungs and Jones (1977). Table 11-5-1 shows the preferred tempera
ture for a number of fish and Table 11-5-2 shows the range of temperatures 
within which spawning may occur in several species of fish. 
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Preferred temperatures usually are determi ned through cont roll ed laboratory 
exper"iments although some values published in the literature are based on 
field observations. Determination of final temperature preferenda of fish in 
the field is difficult because field environments cannot be controlled to 
match laboratory studies (Cherry and Cai rns, 1982). Temperature preference 
studies are based on an acclimation temperature which is used as a reference 
point against which to examine the response of fish to different temperature 
levels. The acclimation temperature itself is critical for it affects the 
range of temperatures within which fish prefer to live. This may be seen in 
Figure II-5-3 which shows an .increase in preferred temperature and in the 
upper threshold of avoidance with an increase in acclimation temperature. The 
range between the acclimation and the upper avoidance temperatures is species 
specific and is dependent on the acclimation temperature in which the fish 
were tested. A greater variability in fish avoidance response is observed in 
winter than in summer testing conditions (Cherry and Cairns, 1982). 

Temperature preference/avoidance studies are important to an understanding of 
the effect of thermal pollution on the biota of a water body. The literature 
on temperature preference wi 11 be important to the water body survey in two 
ways: when the stream reach of interest is affected by thermal pollution or 
when ambient temperature patterns may be a contributing factor which deter
mines the types of fish that might be expected to inhabit a water body under 
different management schemes identified during the assessment. 

Temperature is also important because it strongly influences self-purification 
in streams. When a rise in temperature occurs in a stream polluted by organic 
matter, an increased rate of utilization of dissolved oxygen by biochemical 
processes is accompanied by a reduced availability of DO due to the reduced 
solubility of gases at higher temperatures. Because of this, many rivers which 
have adequate DO in the winter may be devoid of DO in the summer. 

Bacteria and other microorganisms which mediate the breakdown of organic mat
ter in streams are strongly influenced by temperature changes and are more ac
tive at higher than at lower temperatures. The rate of oxidation of organic 
matter is therefore !ruch greater during the sunmer than during the winter. 
This means self purification wi 11 be more rapid, and the stream wi 11 recover 
from the effects of organic pollution in a shorter distance during the warmer 
months of the year than in the colder months of the year, provided there is an 
adequate supply of dissolved oxygen. 

Temperature is an important regulator of natural conditions. It has a profound 
effect on habitat properties in lakes and streams; on the solubility of gases 
such as oxygen, upon ~hi ch most aquat i c life ; s dependent; on the taxi city of 
pollutants; on the rate and extent of chemical and biochemical reactions; and 
on the life cycle of poikilothermic aquatic life in general. Since in the con
text of the water body survey uses are framed in reference to the presence and 
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P- Preferred Temp. 
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Figure 11-5-3. Relationships of preffered (P), avoidance (C), and lethal temp
eratures to the acclimation (A) temperature for coho salmon (COH). rainbow trout 
(RBT), largemouth bass (LMB). and mosquitofish (MOS) from laboratory trials 
(from Cherry and Cairns, 1982). 
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the protection of aquatic life, those factors which support or jeopardize 
aquatic iire must be considered. 

Perhaps the most critical element in the aquatic environment is dissolved o~
gen, whose solubility is a function of temperature. Oxygen is added to an aqua
tic system by photosynthesis and by transfer from tte atmosphere. Unfortu
nately, the availability of dissolved oxygen is apt to be greatest when the 
requirement for 00 is least, i.e., in the winter when metabolic activity has 
been substantially reduced. Conversely, the availability may be lowest when 
the demand is greatest. 

Consideration of the relationship of temperature and availability of dissolved 
oxygen is important to the water body survey, and will require a close examina
tion of natural seasonal variation in 00 and its interaction with treatment 
process efficiency, with the oxygen demand of the CBOO and teOO in waste
waters, and with the seasonal requirements of aquatic life. 
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TABLE 11-5-1. PREFERRED TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. 

Species 
Common name Latin name 

Alewife Alosa pseudoharengus 

Threadfin shad Dorosoma petenense 

Sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka 

Pink salmon O. gorbuscha 

Chum salmon O. keta 

Chinook salmon O. tshawytscha 

Coho salmon O. Kisutch 

Cisco Coregonus artedii 

Lake whitefish C. clupeaformis 

Cutthroat trout Salmo clarki 

Ra i nbow trout S. gairdneri 

Atlantic salmon S. salar 

Brown trout s. t rutta 

Brook trout Salvelinus fontinalis 

Lake trout Salvelinus namaycush 

Rainbow smelt Osmerus mordax 

Grass pickerel Esox americanus 
vermiculatus 

Life 
Stage 

J 
J 
A 
A 

A 

J 
A 

J 

J 

J 

J 
A 

A 

A 

A 

J 
J 
J 
A 

A 

A 

J 
J 
A 

J 

A 

J,A 
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Acclimation 
Temperature.oC 

18 
21 
24 
31 

not given 
18 
24 

6 
24 

Preferred 
T emperat ure. °C 

20 
22 
23 
23 

>19 

12-14 
10-15 

12-14 

12-14 

12-14 

12-14 
13 

13 

13 

9-12 

14 
18 
22 
13 

14-16 

12-18 

12 
19 

14-18 

8-15 

6-14 

24-26 



T ABLE I 1-5-1. PREFERRED TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Species Life Ace 1 i mat i on Preferred 
Connon name Latin name Stage Temperature,OC Temperature,OC 

Muskellunge Esox masquinongy J 26 

COl1lTlOn earp Cypri nus carp; 0 J 10 17 
J 15 25 
J 20 27 
J 25 31 
J 35 32 
A SUJmJer 33-35 

Emerald shiner Notropis atherinoides J Sumner 25 

White sucker Catostomus eommerson; A 19-21 

Buffalo Ictiobus sp. A 31-34 

Brown bu 11 head Ictalurus nebulosus J 18 21 
J 23 27 
J 26 31 
A 29-31 

Channel cat fi sh Ictalurus punctatus J 22-29 35 
A 30-32 

White perch Marone americana J 6 10 
J 15 20 
J 20 25 
J 26-30 31-32 

White bass M. chrysops A Sunrner 28-30 

St ri ped bass M. saxat i1; s J 5 12 
J 14 22 
J 21 26 
J 28 28 

Rock bass Amblopl;tes rupestris A 26-30 

Green sunfish Lepomis cyanellus J 6 16 
J 12 21 
J 18 25 
J 24 30 
J 30 31 
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TABLE 11-5-1. PREFERRED TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Species 
Common name Latin name 

li fe 
Stage 

Pumpkinseed 

Bluegill 

L. gibbosus 

L. machrochirus 

J 
J 
J 
J 
A 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

Smallmouth bass Micropterus dolomieui J 
J 
J 
J 

Spotted bass M. punctulatus J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

Largemouth bass M. salmoides J 

J 
J 
J 
A 

White crappie Pomoxis annularis 

Black crappi e P. nigromaculatus J 
A 

Yellow perch Perca flavescens J,A 

Sauger Stizostedion canadense A 

Walleye S. vitreum J,A 

Freshwater drum Aplodinotus grunniens A 
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Acclimation 
Temperature,OC 

8 
19 
24 
26 

6 
12 
18 
24 
30 

15 
18 
24 
30 

6 
12 
18 
24 
30 

5 
24 
27 

Preferred 
Temperature,OC 

10 
21 
31 
33 

31-31 

19 
24 
29 
31 
32 

20 
23 
30 
31 

17 
20 
27 
30 
32 

26-32 

10 
26 
28 

28-29 

27-29 
24-31 

19-24 

18-28 

20-25 

29-31 



TABLE 11-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. 

Spawning temperature,OC 

Species 
approximate 
value or 

Common name Latin name 

Lamprey 

Northern brook 
Southern brook 
All egheny brook. 
Mountai n brook 
S i 1 ver 
Least brook 
Arctic 
American brook 
Western brook 
Pacific 
Sea 

Sturgeon 

Shortnose 
Lake 
Atlantic 
White 

Paddlefish 

Gar 

Ichthyomyzon fosser 
Ichthyo~zon gage; 
Ichthyo~zon greeleyi 
Ichthyo~zon hubbsi 
Ichthyo~zon unicuspis 
lchthyo~zon aepyptera 
Lampetra japonica 
Lampetra lamottei 
Lampetra richardsoni 
Lampetra tridentata 
Petromyzon marinus 

Acipenser brevi rostrum 
Acipenser fulvenscens 
Acipenser oxyrhynchus 
Acipenser transmontanus 

Polydon spathula 

Longnose Lepisosteus osseus 
Shortnose Lepisosteus platostomus 

Bo~fin Amia calva 

Blueback herring Alosa aestivalis 

Shad 

Alabama 
Hickory 
A le~ife 
American 
Gi zzard 
Threadfin 

Alosa alabamae 
Alosa mediocris 
Alosa pseudoharengus 
Alosa sapidissima 
Dorosoma cepedium 
Dorosoma petenense 
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range 

13-77 
15 
19 

10-12 
>10 

10-16 
12-15 

8-20 
>8 

11-24 

8-12 
12-19 
13-18 
9-17 

16 

>11 
19-24 

16-19 

14-27 

19-22 
18-21 
13-28 
11-19 
17-29 
14-23 

opt imum 
or peak. 

17 
9-11 

21 

Spa~ning 
season 
month 

May-Jun 
Mar-May 

May 
Mar-Apr 
Apr-Jun 
Mar-May 
May-Jut 
Apr-Jun 
Mar-Jun 

Apr 
Apr-Ju 1 

Apr-Jun 
Apr-Jun 
F eb-Ju 1 
May -Ju 1 

May-Jun 

Mar-Aug 
May -Ju 1 

Apr-Jul 

Apr-Jul 

Jan-Jul 
May-Jun 
Apr-Aug 
Jan-Jul 
Mar-Aug 
Apr-Aug 



TABLE 11-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Speci es 
Common name Latin name 

Salmon 

Pi nk Oncorhynchus gorbuscha 
Sockeye Oncorhynchus nerka 

(anadromous) 
(Kokanee) Oncorhynchus nerka 

(landlocked) 
Coho Oncorhynchus kisutch 

Whitefish 

Cisco Coregonus artedi i 
Lake Coregonus clupeaformis 
Bloater Coregonus hoyi 
Alaska Coregonus nelson; 
Least c1 sco Coregonus sardinella 
Kiyi Coregonus kiyi 
Shortnose cisco Coregonus reighardi 
Pygmy Prospium coulteri 
Round Prospium cylindraceum 
Mount ai n Prospium spilonotus 

Trout 

Golden Salmo aguabonita 
Arizona Sa lmo apache 
Cutthroat Salmo clark i 
Rai nbow Salmo gai rdneri 
Gila Salmo gilae 
Atlantic salmon Salmo salar 
Brown Sal roo t rutt a 
Arctic char Salvelinus alpinus 
Brook trout Salvelinus fontinalis 

Spawning temperature,OC 
approximate 
value or 

range 

3-7 

5-10 
7-13 

1-5 
1-10 

5 
0-3 
0-3 
2-5 
3-5 
0-4 
0-4 

5-12 

7-10 
8 

10 
5-17 
8 

2-10 
1-13 
1-13 
3-12 

optimum 
or peak 

10 

3 

9-13 

4-6 
7-9 
3-4 
9 

Spawning 
season 
month 

Ju l-Oct 

Jul-Dec 

Aug-F eb 
Oct -Jan 

Nov-Dec 
Sep-Dec 
Nov-Mar 
Sep-Oct 
Sep-Oct 
Oct -Jan 
Apr-Jun 
Oct -Jan 
Oct-Dec 
Sep-Dec 

Jun-Jul 
May 

Jan-May 
Apr-Ju 1 /Nov-F eb 

Apr-May 
Oct -Dec 
Oct -F eb 
Sep-Dec 
Aug-Dec 
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TABLE 11-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPEC IES. (Cont i nued) 

Spawning temperature,OC 
approximate Spawning 

Sped es value or opt imum season 
Comnor! name Lat in name range or peak month 

Do lly Varden Salvelinus malma 5-8 Sep-Nov 
Lake Salvelinus namaycush 3-14 Aug-Dec 

Inconnu Stenodus leucichthys 1-5 Sep-Oct 

Arctic grayling Thymallus arcticus 4-11 Mar-Jun 

Rainbow smelt Osmerus rnordax 1-15 Feb-May 

Eu lachon Thaleichthys pacificus 4-8 Mar-May 

Gol deye Hiodon alosoides 10-13 May-Ju 1 

Alaska black fish Dallia pectoralis 10-15 May-Aug 

Cent ra 1 
ITlJdminnow Umbra 1 imi 13 Apr 

Pickerel 

Redfin Esox americanus 
americanus 10 Feb-Apr 

Grass E sox ameri canus 
vermiculatus 7-12 10 Mar-May /Aug-Oct 

Chain E sox ni ger 6-16 8 Mar-May 

Northern pike Esox lucius 3-19 Feb-Jul 

Muske 11 unge Esox masquinongy 9-15 13 Apr-May 

Chiselmouth Acrocheilus alutaceus 17 Jun-Jul 

Cent ra 1 
st onero 11 er Campostoma anomalum 13-27 Apr-Jun 

Goldfish Carassius auratus 16-30 Feb-Nov 

Redside dace ClinostolTlJs elongatus >18 May 

Lake chub Couesius p 1 umbeus 14-19 May-Jun 

Conrnon carp Cyprinus carpio 14-26 19-23 Mar-Aug 
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TABLE 11-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Spawning temperature,OC 

Species 
approximate 
value or 

Common name latin name range 

Utah chub 

Tui chub 

Brassy minnow 

S i 1 very mi nnow 

Chub 

River 
Silver 
Clear 
Rosyface 

Peamouth 

Hornyhead chub 

Shiner 

Golden 
Satinfin 
Emera 1 d 
B ri d 1 e 
Warpa i nt 
Corrmon 
Fluvial 
Whitetai 1 
Spottai 1 
Rosyface 
Saff ron 

Sacremento 

Gi 1a at ra ri a 

Gila bicolor 

Hybognathus hankinsoni 

Hybognathus nuchalis 

Hybobsis micropogon 
Hybobsis storeriana 
Hybobsis winchell; 
Hybobsfs rubriformes 

Myloche11us caur1nus 

Nocomis biguttatus 

Notemigonus crysoleucas 
Notropis analostanus 
Notropis atherinoides 
Notropis bifrenatus 
Notropis coccogenis 
Notropis cornutus 
Notropis edwardraneyi 
Notropis galacturus 
Notropis hudsonius 
Notropis rubellus 
Notropfs rubr1croceus 

blackfish Orthodon microlepidotus 

Bluntnose minnow Pimephales notatus 

F at head mi nnow 

Sacremento 
squawfish 

PimephaJes promelas 

Ptychocheilus grand1s 

12-16 

16 

10-13 

13-21 

19-28 
18-21 
10-17 
19-23 

11-22 

24 

16-21 
18-27 
20-28 
14-27 
20-24 
15-28 

28 
24-28 

20 
20-29 
19-30 

15 

21-26 

14-30 

4 

Northern 
squawfish Ptychocheilus oregonensis 12-22 
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opt imum 
or peaK 

24 

19-21 

23-24 

18 

Spawning 
season 
month 

Apr-Aug 

Apr-Jun 

May-Jun 

Apr-May 

May-Aug 
May-Jun 
Feb-Mar 
Apr-Jun 

May-Jun 

Spring 

May-Aug 
May-Aug 
May-Aug 
May-Ju 1 
Jun-Jul 
Apr-Jul 

Jun 
May-Jun 
May -Ju 1 
May-Ju I 
May-Jul 

Apr-Jun 

Apr-Sep 

May-Aug 

Apr-Jun 

May-Jun 



T ABLE II -5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOfo£ F ISH SPEC IES. (Conti nued) 

Spawning temperature,OC 
approximate Spawning 

Species value or optimum season 
COnlnOn name Lat in name range or peak month 

Black nose dace Rhi ni chthys at ratu 1 us 16-22 21 May-Jun 

Longnose dace Rhi ni chthys cataractae 12-16 May-Aug 

Reds1de shiner Richardsonius balteatus 10-18 Apr-Jul 

Creek chub Semoti 1 us atromaculatus >12 Apr-Jul 

Fa l1f i sh Semotilus corporalis >16 May-Jun 

Pearl dace Semot i 1 us margarita 17-18 May-Jun 

Sucker 

Longnose Catostomus catostomus >5 May-Jun 
White Catostomus comnersoni 8-21 Mar-Jun 
Flannelmouth Catostomus latipinnis 13 Apr-Jun 
Largescale Catostomus macrocheilus >7 Apr-Jun 
Mountain Catostomus platy rhynchus 10-19 Jun-Jul 
Tahoe Catostomus tahoensis 11-14 Apr-Jun 
Blue Catostomus elongatus 10-i5 Apr-Jun 
Northern hog Hypentelium nigricans >15 May 

Smallmouth 
buffalo Ictiobus bubalus 14-28 17-24 Mar-Sep 

Bigmouth 
buffalo 1ctiobus cypri ne 11 us 14-21 16-18 Apr-Jun 

Spotted sucker Mi nyt rema melanops 13-18 Apr-May 

B 1 ackfi n suck er Moxostoma atripinne 12-18 Apr 

Redhorse 

Silver redhorse Moxostoma anisurum >13 Apr-May 
River Moxostoma breviceps 22-25 Apr 
Black Moxostoma duquesne; 13-23 Apr-May 
Golden Moxostoma erythrurum 15-22 Apr-May 
Shorthead Moxostoma macrolepidotum 11-22 Apr-May 
Greater Moxostoma valenciennes; 16-19 May-Ju 1 

Humpback sucker Xyrauchen texanus 12-22 Mar-Apr 
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TABLE 11-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Spawning temperature,OC 

Species 
approximate 
value or 

Common name Latin name 

Cat fi sh 

White 
Blue 
Black bu 11 head 
Brown bu 11 head 
Channel 

Flathead 

Stonecat 

Bridled madtom 

White River 
spri ngfhh 

Ictalurus catus 
Ictalurus furcatus 
Ictalurus melas 
Ictalurus nebulosus 
Ictalurus punctatus 
Pylodictis olivaris 

Noturus flavus 

Noturus mi urus 

Crenichthys baileyi 

Desert pupfish Cyprinodon macularius 

Banded kilifish Fundulus diaphanus 

Plains kilifish Fundulus kansae 

Mosquitofish Gambusia affinis 

Burbot Lota lota 

Brook stickleback Eucalia inconstans 

Threespine 
st i ck 1 eback Gasterosteus aculeatus 

T rout -perch 

White perch 

White bass 

Striped bass 

Rock bass 

Percopsis omiscomaycus 

Morone americana 

Morone chrysops 

Morone saxatilis 

Ambloplites rupestrh 

Sacremento perch Archoplites interruptus 

Flier Centrarchus macropterus 
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range 

20-29 
>22 
>21 
>21 

21-29 
22-28 

27 

25-26 

32 

>20 

>21 

28 

23 

0-2 

4-21 

5-20 

6-21 

11-20 

12-21 

12-22 

16-26 

22-28 

17 

opt imum 
or peak 

27 

28-32 

23 

16-19 

Spawning 
season 
month 

Jun-Jul 
Apr-Jun 
May-Ju 1 
Mar-Sep 
Mar-Ju 1 
May-Jul 

Jun-Aug 

Jul-Aug 

Apr-Oct 

Apr-Sep 

Jun-Aug 

Mar-Oct 

Jan-F eb 

Apr-Jul 

Apr-Sep 

May-Aug 

May-Jul 

Apr-Jun 

Apr-Jun 

Apr-Jun 

May-Aug 

Mar-May 



TABLE II-5-2. SPAWNING TEMPERATURE OF SOME FISH SPECIES. (Continued) 

Spawning temperature,OC 
approximate Spawning 

Sped es value or opt imum season 
COIIIIIOn name Lat i n name ran~e or 2eak month 

Banded pygmy 
sunfish Elassoma zonatum 14-23 Mar-May 

Sunfhh 

Redbreast Lepomis auritus 17-29 Apr-Aug 
Green Lepomis cyanellus 20-28 May-Aug 
Pumpk i nseed Lepomi s gibbosus 19-29 May-Aug 
Warmouth Lepomi s gulosus 21-26 May-Aug 
Orangespotted Lepomis humil i s >18 May-Aug 
Bluegill Lepomi s machrochirus 19-32 25 Feb-Aug 
Longear Lepomi s mega lot i s 22-30 May-Aug 
Redear Lepomi s microlophus 20-32 Mar-Sep 
Spotted Lepomis punctatus 18-33 Mar-Nov 

Bass 

Redeye Micropterus coosae 17-23 Apr-Jul 
Sma 11 mouth Mi cropterus do1ornieui 13-23 17-18 Apr-Ju 1 
Suwannee Mi cropterus not ius >19 F eb-Jun 
Spotted Mi c ropt erus punctulatus 15-21 May-Jun 
Largemouth Mi c ropt erus sa1moides 12-27 21 Apr-Jun/Nov-May 

White crappie Pomoxis annularis 14-23 16-20 Mar-Jul 

Black crappie Pomoxis nigromaculatus 14-20 Mar-Ju 1 

Yellow perch Perca flavescens 4-15 12 Mar-Jul 

Sauger Stizost~dion canadense 4-15 9-15 Mar-Jul 

Walleye Stizostedion vitreum 4-17 6-9 Mar-Jun 

Greenside darter Etheostoma blennioides >10 Apr-Jun 

Johnny darter Etheostoma ni grum > 18 

Channe 1 darter Percina copelandi 20-21 Ju1 

Blackside darter Percina maculata 16-17 May -Jun 

Mottled sculpin Cottus bai rdi 10 Apr-May 

Freshwater drum Aplodinotus grunniens 18-24 23 May-Aug 
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CHAPTER I1-f; 
RIPARIAN EVALUATIONS 

Riparian ecosystems can be variously identified but their common element is 
that they are adjacent to aquatic systems. Rrinson et al., (1981) defines 
them as "riverine floodplain and streambank ecosystems. Cowardin et al •• 
{l979} in their"Classification of Wetlands Habitats of the U.S.", do not 
clearly delineate riparian and wetland zonps. For this chapter emphasis 
will be given to floodplain, riverine and lacustrine riparian habitats and 
no distinction has heen made between riparian and wetland land 
environments. 

The primary legislative justification for riparian protection is the Clean 
Water Act, specifically that section dealing with water quality. Many 
factors enter into the relationship between riparian ecosystems and water 
quality~ a simple correlation between any single measure of riparian 
habitat and water quality does not exist. A well developed riparian zone 
is frequently the juncture between terrestrial and aqautic environments and 
its characteristics are governed to some extent by both. The riparian zone 
is usually related to the adjacent terrestrial environment with respect to 
climatic conditions, soil types, land topography etc. The aquatic system 
is an integration of upstream drainage (Lotspeich 1980) and has the 
riparian zone as an important component. The aquatic effects to the 
riparian ecosystem will vary with factors such as stream size, climatic 
vegetation and soil type. Although no ideal riparian habitat water quality 
scenario is possible, general relationships can be derived. 

A critical relationship exists between stream size and the extent of 
riparian hahitat. Small streams canopied by riparian vegetation will be 
more influencerl than large streams where riparian canopy represents only a 
small fraction of the irmlerliate channel. The small riparian zone in 
relation to stream size of many large streams has frequently been cited in 
order to diminish the importance of this habitat. The presumption is made 
that riparian importance is minimal because the riparian/river size ratio 
is small. It is also arguerl that alteration of smaller streams is 
insignificant with respect to the total rlrainaqe basin and that such 
activities have minimal implications for larger streams. An obvious impact 
of large stream riparian modification is shore line destruction and 
suhsequent loss of near shore stream habitat. Although modification of a 
single small tributary may have a minimal effect on the larger water body, 
major drainage basin alterations could seriously damage water resources, 
the larger stream being a product of its tributaries. 

Riparian system have unique ecosystem qualities which should be considered 
in addition to their water qualiy values. Riparian zones are cited as 
classical ecotones which will usually support greater species and numerical 
diversity than adjacent aquatic or terrestrial environments. Large numbers 
of rare and endangered animal and plant species reside here. It is often 
critical habitat for an entire life span or it may be used in a transitory 
manner for reproduction, migration or as hunting territory for raptors and 
carnivorous marTlTlals. Even though organisms may not use the riparian zone 
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as their primary living habitat, its loss may seriously disrupt foodchain 
mechani sms and 1 He hi story processes. 5i gnHi cant changes in speci es 
numbers, diversity and types may occur in both the terrestrial and aquatic 
environments foiiowing riparian destruction. It is estlmated that iess 
than two percent of the land area in the U.S. is riparian habitat (Brinson 
et ai., iqSi). Large pOrtlOns have been convertea to agriculturai use, 
e.g. the Mississippi bottomland hardwoods, and stream channelization 
has destroyed adjacent riparian ecosystems. Timber removai has greatiy 
reduced riparian habitat in forested regions. Livestock grazing has had 
extremeiy detrimentai riparian effects on semi-arid rangeiands. Land 
values have favored agricultural and urban development immediately adjacent 
to the aquatic environment with the exciusion of most naturai vegetation. 

PHYSICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Key physical stream characteristics are affected by the riparian ecosystem. 
Water temperature responds to almost any ri pari an al terat ion in smaller 
streams. Several studies (Karr and Schlosser 1978, Moring 1975, Campbell 
1970) have demonstrated that shade afforded by adjacent vegetation 
significantly moderates water temperature, reducing summer highs and 
decreasing winter lows. This can have significant effects on many chemical 
and biological processes. Chemical reaction rates are temperature 
dependent and increased temperature generally increases reaction rates. 
Adsorption, absorption, precipitation reactions, decomposition rates, and 
nutrient recycling dynamics could all be altered. Many aquatic organisms 
have rel at i vely specHi c temperature requi rements. El evated temperatures 
increase poikilotherm metabolic rates causing excessively low production 
during food deprivation and the increased temperature may disrupt critical 
life stages such as reproduction. Temperatures exceeding or substantially 
below optimal requirements, even for relatively brief periods, can 
completely alter the biota. Larger streams may not be physically affected 
as readily as the smaller tributaries but large scale tributary 
modifications could have dramatic downstream consequences. 

Another direct physical consequence is alteration in the quality and 
quantity of incident solar radiation. Optimal photosynthetic wave lengths, 
espec i ally for di atoms, may be altered by the canopy, but as will be 
elaborated 1 ater, thi s may not have seri ous consequences to a di vers i fi ed 
biota. Turbidity will be reduced by riparian vegetation. This too will be 
discussed in greater detail. A further loss with reduction in riparian 
habitat is the fine particulate matter, especially the nutrient rich 
organic material. This may be transferred to the adjacent terrestrial 
environment during floods or carried directly to the large streams with 
such a reduced residence time in the smaller stream that they become 
nutrient limited. 

FLUVIAL RELATIO~SHIPS 

Fluvial characteristics are governed by such processes as 
stahility, flow rates, rainfall seasonality and water volumes. 
stability is important in maintaining stream integrity. This 
a function of the local geology and riparian vegetation. 
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Streams are not static but new channel formation rates are slowed with 
increased bank stability. During high water, bank erosion is minimized and 
excess flow energy dissipated over floodplains with minimal environmental 
damage. Without riparian vegetation, flooding is more erosive and 
extensive. Energies are not dissipated readily but remain excessive for 
the duration of the high water. The geomorphological consequences can be 
considerable; extreme erosion, formation of additional channels, upland 
sediment deposition etc. The biological impact can be devastating, with 
the aquatic habitat physically destroyed or silted to the extent it is no 
longer a biologically viable unit. Under extreme conditions, silt levels 
may be sufficient to cause embryo death and physiological damage to gill 
breathing organisms. This scenario is best illustrated using the example 
of stream channelization. High energy water movement leads to rapid land 
drainage but also to extremely damaging floods when stream banks overflow. 
Biological communities may become species depauperate, biomass greatly 
reduced and those populations remaining may be undesirable compared to 
previous inhabitants. 

R i pari an zone groundwater level s are control 1 ed by adjacent surface water 
levels. The vegetated riparian system retains more water and releases it 
at slower rates than non-vegetated shore zones. This has important 
implications for stream water quality. Flood surge may be diminished 
downstream of preci pitat i on events by water movement into non-saturated 
riparian soils. This would reduce sediment transport capacity, flooding 
and channel erosion. Water movement into the terrestrial water table is 
especially important to stream stability in arid regions where rainfall may 
occur rarely nut may lead to devastating floods. Stream-side vegetation 
moderates the potential impact of local rainfall events by retaining 
surface runoff. Groundwater can moderate stream temperatures where 
significant flow is derived from underground sources. 

BIOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Primary production is controlled by the quality and quantity of incident 
solar radiation, nutrients and plant community structure. In smaller 
streams with extensive canopies the radiation quantity may be significantly 
reduced and the wavelength distribution altered. This may reduce 
production in that section but may at the same time make nutrients more 
available to downstream organisms. Water temperature will also be 
affected, and photosynthesis may be reduced by cooler water but also 
temporarily extended by a reduction in seasonal temperature extremes. Many 
stream primary producers, especially diatoms and mosses, have adapted to 
reduced light intensity, and relatively high photosynthetic rates are 
maintained under low light conditions. 

Stream flow characteristics are also affected by debris. Flow rates are 
moderated by the pool-riffle morphology common to streams with well 
developed riparian systems. It has been demonstrated that the rate of 
water movement can be significantly different for a given elevation loss 
between well developed pool/riffle complexes and streams which allow free 
water flow. The streams with the most complex morphology retain the water 
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for the greatest period. This has important secondary implications for 
groundwater, hydrologic regime, water temperature and biota. 

Perhaps the most severe effect on water quality following riparian 
destruction is increased channel sedimentation. Agricultural and forestry 
practices frequently remove vegetation to the ilOOlediate streambank thus 
allowing unhindered surface water movement directly into the stream. 
Riparian vegetation will retard surface sheet flow, substantially reducing 
stream sediment loads. Stream sedimentation results in extreme habitat 
diversity loss, and the bottom morphology becomes a monotony of fine 
grained sediments. The ilOOlediate biotic symptom may be acute suffocation 
of the invertebrate fauna with the possibility of chronic physiological 
stress. The long term effects are extensive. Table II-6-1 prepared by 
Karr and Schlosser (1978) illustrates the relationships between land use 
practices and stream sediment loads. 

Table II-6-1: POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF VARYING MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ON 
EQUILIBRIUMS OF EQUIVALENT WATERSHEDS. THESE ME BEST ESTIMATES OF 
RELATIVE EFFECTS Fffi A VARIETY OF WATERSHED CONUITIONS, INCLUDING SOURCES 
AND AMOUNTS OF SEDIMENTS. 

Relative Amount of 
Sediment From 

Suspended Source 
Management Land Stream Solids Load of 
Practice Surface Channel in Stream Sediment 

Natural watershed Very low Very low Very low 

Cl ear land for High Low Medium Land surface 
rowcrop agriculture; 
maintain natural 
stream channel 

Channelize stream Very low High High Channel 
in forested banks 
watershed 

Clear land and High High Very hi gh Land surface 
channelize stream and channel 

banks 

Best land surface Low High Medium to Channel 
management with high banks 
channelization 

Best land surface Low Low Low to Equilibrium 
and natural channel medium between 1 and 

and channel 
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TABLE 11-6-2: COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF WELL DEVELOPED AND REOUCED RIPARIAN ZONES ON WATER QUALITY OF SMALL STREAMS 

Riparian system 
well developed. 

Reduced riparian 
system 

1. 

2. 

1. 
2. 

Flow 

Extremes 
moderated 
Little reaction 
to local events 

Errat; c flow 
Reacts to local 
rai n events 

Temperature Sedlmentatlon 

1. Hi gh and low Moderated by 
extremes vegetation 
moderated 

2. Reduced dai ly 
fl uctuat ions 

1- Extreme Usually higher 
seasonal loads, partic-
variation ularly 

2. Extreme dai ly following 
fluctuation watershed 

disruption 
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Prlmary Productlon Nutn ent Load 

Reduced speciation related 1. Moderated by 
to organisms able to ri pari an uptake 
photosynthesis with 2. Regulated release 
reduced light intensity through highly 

organic soils. 
3. Available supplies 

because of riparian 
primary production 

1- Increased production but l. Large seasonal 
often of undesirable fluctuations 
speCies. 2. Availability to 

2. High nutrient loading stream biota related 
and temperatures favor to wash out rate, 
undesirable speciation flooding may remove 
(filamentous blue-green nutri ents before 
algae or macrophytes) they are utilized by 

aquatic biota 



TABLE 11-6-2 (Cont'd) 

Of versity No. Individuals Biomass Groundwater Rl'I)arlan Velgetation Surface Water 

~ . Diverse speciation with Hay have large Diversity of Slow change in Self sustaining 1- Little flooding 
diverse habitat number of species organi sm types elevation wi th respect to water generally 
selection with few organisms and able to gaged to water. nutrients. retained in channel 

b>. Hay have large speciation for each taxa sustain large changes in habi tat etc. 2. If flood occur. 
in fish and invertebrates bi omass stream level energy dissipated 
or as common to western by vegetat i on 
streams. large fn-
vertebrate population 
diversity with little 
fish diversity 

Low species numbers Large numbe r of Large biomass 1. Rapid change Once system degrades 1. Large scal e fl oodi ng 
organisms for a with little following may no longer be may occur 
few taxa di versity changes in possible to sustain 2. High energy water 

stream flow ri pa ri an habitat flow causing large 
2. Rapi d soi 1 without extensive eros i ona 1 losses 

dry; ng rework i ng of the 
stream bed and 
adjacent upland 
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Several studies have investigated the use of riparian wetlands for waste 
water treatment. Generally, significant phosphorus and nitrogen reductions 
occur following varying wetland exposure. EPA Regions IV and V have 
prepared documentation for generic EIS statements which address the wetland 
alternative to secondary and tertiary waste treatment technology. Riparian 
vegetation has also been used to treat urban runoff where it has been found 
to significantly reduce treatment costs and sediment loads, and to improve 
water quality and greatly moderate flows. 

Recent research has indicated that humic acids released from some riparian 
ecosystems, particularly wetlands, can significantly affect water quality. 
Humates are generally large organic molecules which may sequester 
substances making them biologically unavailable or may, conversely, act as 
che 1 at i ng agent s mak i ng them more ava i1 ab 1 e. These phenomena can also 
occur with toxic materials. Humates may cause considerable oxygen demand 
and significantly affect such chemical properties as COO. These substances 
remain largely unclassified and their exact effects unknown. 

RIPARIAN CASE HISTORY STUDIES 

A long standing controversy has developed in western States where cattle 
are permitted to graze adjacent to or in both permanent and intermittent 
streams beds (Behnke 1979). The unprotected riparian vegetation is altered 
in vi rtually all respects; speci es change. bi omass is reduced. herbs and 
shrubs become almost non-existent. A critical question is how this affects 
water quality and ultimately the fishery. Platts (1982). following an 
extensive literature review. concluded that studies conducted by fisheries 
personnel generally found significant biomass and speciation changes 
following "heavy grazing". Similar studies by range personnel frequently 
repudiated these results but Platts suggests many were improperly designed 
or alternative data interpretations are possible. Platts' overall 
conclusion is "Regardless of the biases in the studies, when the findings 
of all studies are considered together there is evidence indicating that 
past livestock grazing has degraded riparian- stream habitats and in turn 
decreased fish populations". 

Studies are underway in the western U.S. testing stream exclosures as means 
to improve riparian and stream habitat. These are usually qualitative 
efforts and frequently do not emphasize water quality or stream biota 
surveys. Hughes (personal cOOl1lunication) observed distinct physical and 
biological differences between grazed and upgrazed small streams in a study 
of a Montana watershed. Crouse and Kindschy (1982) have observed 
consideration variation in riparian vegetation recovery following both long 
and short term cattle exc10sure. 

Studies conducted in the Kissinrnee-Okeechobee basin, F10dda (Council of 
Environmental Quality 1978). indicate distinct physical and biological 
differences that follow everglade stream channelization. Nutrients once 
removed by riparian vegetation make their way to lakes and aid in 
accelerating eutrophication. The Corps of Engineers (Council of 
Environmental Quality 1978) is using the Charles River watershed in 
Massachusetts to control downstream flooding. This project has preserved 
large riparian watershed tracts to serve as "sponges" to control abnormally 
high runoff. The preservation of southwestern playas and their vegetation 
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has assumed added importance following realization of their function in 
groundwater recharge and wildfowl preservation (Bolen 1982). Prarier 
potholes have long been recognized as critical bird and malTlTlal habitat and 
recent studi es have demonstrated that they too act as nutri ent si nks, 
groundwater recharge areas and as important mechani sms to retai n excessive 
orecioitation and surface runoff (van de Valk et al •. 1980). Southern 
bott~land hardwood forests are essential for both in'digeno~s fauna and 
migratory birds but also are critical \'1ater management areas to retain 
excessive runoff to prevent flooding. 

The value of the freshwate~ tidal riparian zone to aquatic fauna is 
considerable. Many cOlT111ercially important anandromous fish require nearly 
pristine environmental conditions to breed. Perhaps the best documented 
example is the Pacific Coast Salmonid fishery which is extremely sensitive 
to physical and chemical alterations. Increilsed sedimentation and 
temperatures associated with riparian vegetation removal can destroy a 
historical fishery. Large number of commercial and non-commercial 
(sniffen, personal communication) east coast fish depend on extensive 
freshwater floodplains during their life cycle. South eastern U.S. salt 
marshes, perhaps an extended riparian definition, are critical for numerous 
commercially important organisms. The panaeid shrimp totally depend on 
this environment during the early stages of their life cycle (Vetter, 
personal cOfTlTlunication). It has been hypothesized that these marshes are 
critical to many near shore organisms through organic carbon export (Odum 
1973). Several midwestern fish species also are dependent on riparian 
habitat, the muskelunge requiring it for completion of their life cycle. 

Tabl e II-6-2 is an abbrevi ated summary of differences between small stream 
with well developed riparian zones and streams with a reduced riparian 
zone. 

ASSESSMENT OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RIPARIAN AND AQUATIC SYSTEMS 

A variety of methods exist to measure water quality in physical, chemical 
and biological terms. These are treated in CHapter llI-2 and will not be 
discussed here. Riparian environmental measures are similar to those used 
in terrestrial ecology (Mueller-Dumbois and Ellenberg 1974). 

Ties between the aquatic and riparian or the aquatic, riparian and upland 
environments can only be estimated. There is a paucity of such 
information because of the extremely high research costs and the inability 
to devise procedures to test experimental hypotheses. 

The results are that most such evaluations are qualitative. Their quality 
is based on the integrity and knowledge of the person making the 
evaluation. The remainder of this section lists physical, chemical and 
biological factors which might he considered when evaluating the riparian 
aquatic interaction. It is not meant to be exhaustive but only an example 
of factors affect i ng t.he interact ions. 

I. Riparian Measures and Their Effect on Water Quality 
A. Geomorphology (erosion. runoff rate, sediment loads) 

1. Slope 
2. Topography 
3. Parent material 
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8. Soils (sediment loads, nutrient inputs, runoff rates) 
1. Particle size distrihution 
2. Porosity 
3. Field saturation 
4. Organic component 
5. Profile (presence or absence of mottling) 
~. Cation exchange capacity 
7. Redox (fh) 
R. pH 

c. Hydrology (water budget, flooding potential, nutrient loads) 
1. Groundwater 

a. Elevation 
I). Chemi ca 1 qua 1; ty 
c. Rate of movement 

2. C1 imat ic factors 
a. Total annual rainfall and temporal distribution 

1) r.hemical quality 
b. Temperature 
c. Humi dity 
d. Light 

II. Vegetative and Faunal Characteristics 
A. Floristics ("cormlUnity health", disturbance levels) 

1. Presence/absence 
2. Nativity 

B. Vegetation (nutrient loads, "colTlTlunity health", disturbance levels) 
1. Product ion 
?. Riomass 
3. necomposition 
4. Litter dynamics 

a. Detritus 
1) Size 
2) Transportahi1ity 
3) Ouant ity 

5. Plant size classes 
a. Grasses, herbs (forbs), shrubs, trees 

o. Canopy density and cover 
a. Light intensity 

7. Cover values 

C. Fauna (colTlTlunity disturbance, community health) 
1. Production 
2. Riomass 
3. Mortality 

D. Community structure 
1. Di vers ity 
2. Evenness 
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III. Physiological Processes 
A. Transpirational water loss (community health) 
B. Photosynthetic rates (community health) 

IV. Streambank characteristics 
A. Stream sinvosity 
B. Stream hank stability (sediment loads, hahitat availability) 
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°SECTION III CHEMICAL EVALUATIONS 



CHAPTER III-1 
WATER QUALITY INDICES 

One of the most effective ways of communicating information on environ
mental trends to policy makers and the general public is by use of 
indices. Many water quality indices have been developed which seek to 
summarize a number of water quality parameters into a single numerical 
index. As with all indices the various components need to be evaluated 
in addition to the single number. U.S. EPA (1978) published an 
excellent review of water quality indices entitled "Water Quality 
Indices: A Survey of Indices Used in the U.S." which provides the 
reader with the types of indices used by various water pollution 
control agencies. The purpose of this chapter is to identify and 
explain the various indices that would be applicable to a use attain
ability analysis. The choice of indices is at the discretion of the 
States and will primarily be dictated by the water quality parameters 
traditionally analyzed by the State. 

NATIONAL SANITATION FOUNDATION INDEX (NSFI )/WATER QUALITY INDEX (WQI) 

Brown et al (1970) presented a water quality index based upon a 
national survey of water quality experts. In this survey respondents 
were asked (1) which variables should be included in a water quality 
index, (?) the importance (weighting) of each variable and (3) the 
rating scales (sub-index relationships) to be used for each variable. 
Rased on this survey, nine variables were identified: dissolved oxygen 
pH, nitrates, phosphates, temperature, turbidity, total solids, fecal 
coliform, and 5-day biochemical oxygen demand. Appropriate weights 
were aSSigned to each parameter. The index is arithmetic and is based 
on the equation: 

WOIA = 1 w· q. 
where: WOiA~= the water quality index, a nu~ber between 0 and 100. 

\~= a quality rating using the rating transformation curve. 
~.= relative weight of the th parameter such that =1. 

Figures A-1-9 show the rating curves and relative weights for each of 
the parameters. To determine the water quality index follow these 
steps: 

(1) determine the measured values for each parameter 
(2) determine q for an individual parameter by finding the 

appropriate value from curves (Figures A 1-9) 
(3) multiply by the weight (w) listed on each figure 
(4) add the wq for all parameters to determine the water 

quality index (a number from 0-100) 

The water qual ity index can then be compared to a "worst" or "best" 
case stream. Examples of a best and worst quality stream cases follow: 
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Best Quality Stream 

Individual Overa 11 
Measured quality qua 1 ity 

values rat i ng Weights rating 
( q ~) (w~ ) (q~x w~ ) 

DO, percent sat. 100 98 0.17 16.7 
Fecal col i form 

density, , /100 ml 0 100 0.15 15.0 
pH 7.0 92 0.11 10.1 
BOO mg/1 0.0 100 0.11 11.0 
Nit rate, mg/l 0.0 98 0.10 9.8 
Phosphate, mg/l 0.0 98 0.10 9.8 
Temperature °C 

departure from equil 0.0 94 0.10 9.4 
Turbidity, units 0 98 0.08 7.8 
Total solids, mg/l 25 84 0.08 6.7 

WQI= ~w. q = 96.3 
~ L 

Worst Qual ity Stream 

Individual Overall 
Measured qua 1 ity quality 

Parameters values rat i ng Weights rat i ng 
( q i.) (w ~) (q.x w,-) 

DO. percent sat. 0 n 0.17 a 
Fecal coliform 

density, # /100 ml 5 4 0.15 O.n 
pH 2 4 0.11 0.4 
ROD , mg/l 30 8 0.11 0.9 
Nitrate, mg/l 100 2 0.10 0.2 
Phosphate, mg/1 10 f; 0.10 0.6 
Temperature °C 

departure from equil +11) 10 0.10 1.0 
Turbidity, units 100 18 0.08 1.4 
Total solids, mg/1 500 20 0.08 2.4 

WQ I = lW~ q~ = 7.5 
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[)I~IIJS WATER OUALITY IN[)EX 

In lC}72, Dinius proposed a water quality index as part of a larger social 
accounting system designed to evaluate water pollution control 
expenditures. This index includes 11 variahles and like the ~JSFI, it has a 
scale which decreases with increased pollution, ranging from n to Ion. The 
index is computed as the weighted sum of its sub indices. The 11 variables 
included in the index are: dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen demand, 
Eschericia coli, alkalinity, hardness, specific conductivity, chlorides, 
pH, temperature, coliform, and color. This index is unique in that the 
calculated water quality index could be matched to specific water uses. 
ni ni us proposed di fferent descri ptor 1 anguage for di fferent index ranges 
depending on the specific water use under consideration as illustrated in 
Figure A-I00. The index values can he derived from the following formula: 

-0.c,'41 -b:30 -0.."0 
r) = 5(001 + 214(ROD1 + 400(5E.Coli1 + 300(Coli) 

5 + ~ + <1 + 3 
-0.""( -6.1.c~ 1.9")4{ - ~.60r32.( ~,.) 

+ 535 (sq + 62.9( C1 1 + 10 
+ 1 + .'5 1 

-0·'"' .. 0. '2.8e C> .1.~(,H # O.I./~o 
+ S4(ALK 1 + 10 +R{Ta-Ts) + 224 + 12R ( CJ 

1 + .5 

Note: 

00 
BOO 

E.co1i 
Coli 

SC 
Cl 
HA 

ALK 
pH 
Ta 
Ts 

C 

+ 1 + ? + 

If the pH is between h.7 anc1 7.3, 100 shoulc1 he substituted for 
for the pH expression. If pH is greater than 7.1, the pH 
expression should be 10 

= dissolved oxygen in percent saturation 
= hio10gica1 oxygen demand in mg/1 

Eschericia col i as E.col i per ml 
col if 0 rm PEl r m 1 

= specific conductivity expressed in microhms per on at 25°C 
chlorides in mg/l 

= hardness as ppm CaCO 
= alkalinity as ppm CaCO 
= pH units 
= actual temperature 
= standard temperature (average monthly temperature) 
= Color units 

Once the quality unit is determined based on the ahove calculation, a 
comparison to Figure A-I0 should reveal the quality of the water for a 
specific use. 

HARKINS/KENDALL WATER QUALITY INDEX 

A statistical index was developed by Harkins (1974) using a nonparametric 
classification procedure c1eveloped hy Kendall (19fi3). The procedure was 
summarized by Harkins hy the following four steps: 

(1) For each water qual ity parameter used, choose a mi nimum or maximum 
value as a starting point. This sector of values is the control 
observation from which standardized c1istances will be computed. 
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(2) Rank each column of water quality parameters including the control 
value. Tied ranks are split in the usual manner. 

(3) Compute the rank variance tor each ~ar~meter using the equation: 
Variance (R L) =It,.X [(n - n) - ,t(t .. - t,,)J 

where: i = 1,2 ••• p, ~I 
P = the number of parameter being usen 
n = the number of observations plus the number of control 

points, and 
k = the number of ties encountered. 

These variances are used to standardize the indices computed. 

(4) For each member of observation vector, compute the standardized 
distances: 

~ to 

S" = k (~-R-~) / (R j,) , 
wt'iere R is"the rank of the control value. 

This index is meant as a method for summarizing a large amount of data to 
present a conci se pi cture of overall trends. Thi s method provi des a 
simple, expedient method whereby one station can be compared with another 
or previous time periods from a particular station may be compared with 
another time period at the same station. A detailed example of this index 
may be found in Harkins (1974). 

OTHER INDICES 

Many other water quality indices have heen developed: some being variations 
of the indices described previously. Several States (Georgia, Oregon, 
Nevada, Illinois) have developed their own systems based on the 
characteristics of the water bodies of the State. McDuffie and Haney 
(1973) proposed an eight-variable water quality index which was applied to 
streams in New York State. 
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CHAPTER 111·2 

pH, HARDNESS, ALKALINITY AND SALINITY 

INTRODUCT ION 

The chemical composition and the chemical interactions of the aquatic environ
ment exert an important influence on the aquatic life of a water body. Many 
chemical constituents in a body of water have the ability to alter the toxic· 
ity of specific pollutants, or to protect organisms from toxic materials by 
removing them or by block.ing their action. The importance to aquatic life of 
four water quality parameters· pH, alk.alinity, hardness and salinity - is 
discussed in this section. 

pH 

The pH of water is a measure of its acid or alkaline nature. Specifically, it 
is an expression of the hydrogen ion activity of the solution. HYdrO~en ion 
activity is mathematically related to the hydrogen ion concentration [H ], and 
for most natural waters these may be considered equivalent. pH is expressed as 
the negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration: 

pH = • I og [H +] 

The water molecule, H20, ionizes to yield one hydrogen and one hydroxyl ion: 

H
2
0. H+ + OH· 

The equilibrium expression for this reaction is: 

_ [H+][OH-] 
K - [H20] 

The concentration of water, [H 20], is considered to be a constant, and the 
equation simplifies to: 

K .. [H+][OH·] .. 10-14 
w 

Because the product of the concentrat ion of both ions is always 10-14 , when 
they are equal to each other, 

[H+] .. [OH-] = 10.7 , and 

.7) pH .. - 1 og (1 0 = 7. 

At pH 7 the solution is neutral. When there are more hydrogen ions than hydrox
yl ions, the pH is less than 7 and the solution is acidic. When there are more 
hydroxyl ions, the pH is greater than 7 and the solution is alkaline. 
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The pH of roost natural freshwaters in the U.S. ;s between 6 and 9. It ;s inter
esting to nete that the pH of most ocean waters falls in a much narrower 
range, 8.1 to 8.3 (Warren 1971). This is due to the presence of several buffer
ing systems in salt water which control pH changes. In freshwater, pH is regu
lated primarily by the carbonate buffer system. Biological activities such as 
photosynthesis or respiration can cause Significant diel variations L! pH. 
Extreme pH values or variations in pH can be caused by pollution such as acid 
mine drainage. 

Importance to Aquatic Life 

The import ance of pH to aquat i C organi sms res ides pri ma ri ly ; nits eft ect on 
other environmental factors. In general, the change in pH itself is not direct
ly harmful. Rather, the impact on aquatic life accompanies a change in an asso
ciated variable such as the solubility or toxicity of a toxic pollutant. The 
pH range 6.5-9.0 is considered to be generally protective for fish and the 
range 5.0-9.0 is not considered directly lethal (EIFAC 1965). 

Aquatic organisms have protective membranes and internal regulatory systems 
which afford a deQree of protection from the direct effects of hydroQen and 
hydroxyl ions. The- indirect" effects of pH seem to intensify as the -pH deviates 
from the optimum (EIFAC 1969). 

The degree of dissocation of weak acids is pH-dependent and thus the toxicity 
of several COl1l11On pollutants is affected. Al1I11Onia (NH 3 ), hydrogen sulfide 
(H~), and hydrocyanic acid (HCN) are ,xamples. Under low pH conditions the 
NH roolecule ionizes and becomes the NH4 ion (Thurston, et al. 1974). The tox
ic~ty of al1l11Onia is attributed to the un-ionized form (NH 3 ), so that increased 
pH conditions result in increased levels of the toxic un-fonized fraction. 

The lower the pH, the smaller the degree of dissociation of hydrocyanic acid 
to hydrogen and cyanide ions. The roolecular form (HCN) is the toxic form, and 
so the toxicity of cyanide is favored by low pH. The undissociated form of hy
drogen sulfide (HZ:;) is the primary source of sulfide toxicity. Therefore, 
under low pH condltions, very little H~ is dissociated, and toxicity is in
creased. 

The solubility of toxic metals is a function of pH. Metals in water tend to 
form complexes with such anions as sulfate, carbonate or hydroxide. The solu
bility of these coq>lexes increases with decreasing pH, as illustrated for hy
droxides in Figure 111-2-1, so that low pH conditions may cause the release of 
metals from sediment deposits into the water column. Metal toxicity is be
lieved to be related to the total metal concentration (i.e., free ions plus 
complexed ions) in solution (Calavari et ale 1980). Table 111-2-1 illustrates 
the effect of pH on metal concentrations in natural waters. 

Due to the coq>lexity of its interactions with elements of the environment, 
there may be several mechanisms by which pH affects toxicity. The exact mecha-
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Figure 111-2-1. Relationship Between pH and Solubility of Metallic Hydroxides 
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TABLE 111-2-1. CONCENTRATION (ug/l) OF METALS IN LAKE WATERS OF VARIOUS 
ACIDITIES (From Haines. 1981). 

\t~tal 
localit\ 

AI Cu Cel :\In :\i Pb 

NOJlacidip.tl (flH 6.~-'1.1) 

102 la~n. Ontario (ner:lRe) 2 <0.1 3 <3 <I 
81ue Chalk l..1k~. Ontariu 13 8 40 3 
1_lkC' I'alla( hC'. SlIIlhun·. ()III;ariu ,; 2f1 
Sunh S"'('(lclI (r;lIllo:cI <5IJ 0.05-0.23 < I()() 
~fllral ~oo-a" (raIlK~) 1-10 0-0.5 0-5 
!IIorth I\:o","a" (range) <20-65 

Ittt_.ditll. (flH J.1-6.0) 

Soulh-<elll r:al Ontario. 14 lakes 
(;1\ ~r.t.: ~) 5.7 49 3.6 

Nelson uke. Ontario 13 13 18 10 

Acidifi.d (flH 4.I-J.J) 

Four lakes. Onl;ario 1:a\Cr:aKe) 3 0.4 239 10 2 
OC':an.aler uke. Sudhun·. Onlario 453 97 31)0 213 
Four lakes. Sudbun·. Onl:uio (averagc) 450 338 820 
Wl"'t cu;ut !) .. ~dcli Ir;all~c) 200-60CI 0.08-0.63 300-"'00 1-5 
Soulhe;nl No","av (ralllC~1 1-10 0-0.6 1-10 
uL.e 1..1I1Jttjern. ~orwav (average) 218 6 0.21 2 
Suulh ""o-a" (rang~) 50~ 

Adirondack I:.kes. l'ew "urk (average) 286 45 
Soulh "uo- a\' (ralll;cI 411-1;00 

1..1,II"r«'lI ... C'\I S .. ctlC'n 2M" n.2 1911 

III-2-4 

Zn 

<I 
9 
Ii 

10-3IJ 
1-17 

12.6 
16 

31) 
46 
83 

30-122 
3-35 

15 

23 

28 



nism of direct toxicity of pH in water 15 not certain. It has been suggested 
that at very low pH values, oxygen uptake may be affected and this may be the 
toxic event. Acid-base regulation and ionoregulation appear to be affected at 
higher, but sti 11 acidic, pH values (Graham and Wood 1981). There is evidence 
that the chronic effects of pH on fish include effects on reproduction, such 
as reduced egg production and hatchability (Peterson, et al. 1980), and on be
havior (Mount 1973). Some mobile organisms may have the ability to avoid low 
pH conditions if the detrimental conditions are localized. Evidence suggests 
(U.S. EPA 1960, p. 180) that outside a range of 6.5 to 9.0, fish suffer ad
verse physiological effects which increase in severity as the degree of devi
ation increases. Tables 111-2-2 and 111-2-3 present pH values that have been 
found to cause adverse effects on a number of fish species in the field and in 
laboratory investigations, respectively. These values represent only the low 
end of the tolerated range of pH. (The lower limit is most often exceeded due 
to anthropogenic causes such as acid rainfall, acid mine drainage and 
industrial discharges.) 

Marine organisms, as a group, tend to be much less tolerant of extreme pH con
ditions. As mentioned previously, the marine environment is buffered more ef
fectively than freshwater. As a result, these organisms have not evolved an 
ability to cope with pH variations outside their narrow optimum range. 

ALKALINITY 

Alkalinity is the property of water which resists or buffers against changes 
in pH upon addition of acid or base. The primary buffer in freshwater is the 
carbonate-bicarbonate system. Phosphates, borates, and organic acids also im
part buffer capacity to water. These additional buffer systems are more Signi
ficant in saltwater than in freshwater. 

Bicarbonate (HC0 3-) is the major form of alkalinity. Carbon dioxide (C0 2) dis
solved in wate~ is carbonic acid (H 2C0 3 ).zCarbonic acid dissociates in two 
steps to form blcarbonate and carbonate (C0 3 ) ions as follows: 

+ -CO 2 + H20 • H2C0 3 ~ H + HC0 3 

The ability of these chemical reactions to shift back and forth with changes 
in hydrogen ion concentration (pH) to "absorb" these changes is what imparts 
buffer capacity. This system tends to control pH best in the neutral range. 

The form of alkalinHy in solution is governed by pH. Figure III-2-2 illus
trates this effect. Biological activities such as photosynthesis and respir
ation cause shifts in pH and in the relative concentrations of the forms of 
alkalinity, without Significant effect on the total alkalinity. The production 
of C02 during respiration shifts the equilibrium to the right, toward carbon
ate formation. The removal of CO 2 from solution during algal photosynthesis 
shifts the alkalinity equilibrium Co the left, toward the bicarbonate fonn. 
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TABLE 111-2-2. SPECIES OF FISH THAT CEASED REPRODUCING, DECLINED, OR DISAP
PEARED FROM NATURAL POPULATIONS AS A RESULT OF ACIDIFICATION 
FROM ACID PRECIPITATION, AND THE APPARENT pH AT WHICH THIS 
OCCURRED (From Haines, 1981). 

F:lmily :1M Ipcci~ 

»hnnnid:lt' 

I~kt' ,roul S.lwli,,,u ,.._~ 
Brook Irnt" S.I,..,;".., JOItn".", 
.\un)r.l Irnut S.I,.,/j".., Jo"""e/u "-.(II-"".lU 
.\raic char Sal,ofti".., .'/1'''''' 
lUanhnw ,rnul Sal ... prrd"m 
Brown ,roul Sal_o '""III 
Allan,ic salmon Sal_ ur 
l..;aL.e hrrring Corrr"'" eff"'. 
uL.e whilefish Corrr"'" clllfWa/_a 

E..sociclae 

~onht'm pike £JlI% IwiUl 

C\'prinirl:ae 

Golden ,hint'T" NOIIrIIiprnu '"'oIftau 
Common \hint'T" N«ropU contlltUl 

uL.e chub CowsiUI pI_1Inu 
Blunlnnsc minnow Pi_pIt4In /l0I4II.., 

Roach Run/Ul ",I,IUI 

C.uoSlomiclae 
While suckt'T" Cat~ c ___ "i 

la:liuricl;ae 

Brown bullhead Ictlllllnu ",""OSMI 

Pt'T"copsidu 

Troul-perch Prrcopsu -UCo..-.na 

Gadid:le 

B u rhol Lot" hJIII 

CcI1lr:nchlllae 

Sm:lllmnulh h:lss .\ficropt_ dolo"nli 
I..;lflott'rnllluh hass .\ficropt_ IlIll1tOHirt 
Rill ... I,.." .. f.III""llIrt "'prttru 
Pu 11\ P Ii. i n '1«'11 upo.u «,6601.., 
Bluq;11I IJpo_u ... tTOt"l\,"" 

Pt"TClcl3t' 

Juhnn\' doant'T" £1111'0(1", "'...,.. 
h)"a clant"T £11I~0_ nrU 
\\" .allt'\·(, SI,:.ost,.,{iM ,._ ''''FnI_ 
\' c\lnw perch "'",, Jlnl'rtt""'J 
l::urn~n perch P,rra fhn';'III/u 

11 I -2-6 

Apsurt'nl pH al which popubuon ct':I~ 
rt'pmcluaiun. drclinrrl. C)r l1iyp~rrrl 

~.2-~.~ : ~.2-~.8 ; ~ ... -O.& 
LS-4.8 ;-~ 

~.O-j.~ 

-~ 
~.~-';'f) 

~.f) : ~.O-~.~ ; ".3-~ . .s 
3.0-5.3 
".3-4.7 : <".7 ; ..... 
<4." 

".7-5.2 ; ".2-~.1I 

4.&-~.2 

<~.7 

4.5~.7 

~.7-6.() 

5.3-5.7 

".7-5.2 

4.5-~.2 

~.2-5.5 

: ".2-5.0 

: 4.6-5.0 

~.~-O.o : ~.2-~.8 

~.5-6.0 : >~.5 : -5.& 
".~-5.2 
4. i -j.2 : ~.2-5.11 
~.7-5.2 ; <4.2 
<~.2 

~.1I-~.9 

".14-5.\1 
~.5-O.1) 

".5-4." 
5.0-5.5 

; 5.2-5.14 
: <4.7 : ".24." 

: ..... -5.11 



TABLE 111-2-3. VALUES OF pH FOUND IN LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS TO CAUSE VARIOUS 
ADVERSE EFFECTS ON FISH SPECIES (From Haines. 1981). 

IlIcre;a~1 ,,", .. ;alil\· 

FamiJr .llld J u\'ellill"S K("I IlIlrc I 
spnin lmhn-o Fn' fir aclulls !ern"lh Othc:-r dl~15 

Salmonidx 
Brook UOUI 6.5 ..... ".5 Ii.!'! Rl .. hl«("cI ('I:I: \'iOlhili,,: 5.0 

5.6 ".5 '1,1 ".Ii n ... " .... tllll.II(I·: ~,.1 
4.5 tU :1.5 

Arctic char 4.11 

ltIinbow I rflul 5.5 '1.3 ~Ut-I.I 1./; 

Brown IroUI 4.11 5.0 
4.1 

Admlic IOIlmoll 3."-4." 4.11 l"iuuc:- Ilallldgc: 5.11 
:5.6 4.3 
'9 4.~ 

".0 5.11 
4.11-5.5 

".1 

£Jocjdae:' 

Sorthern pib 5.0 

C~'prillidlC:-

Roach 5.6 

FaUlC:-'" 1 mmnuw 5.9 5.9 2.1 ".5 Krcluc~l t"KI( Viilbilil \': 6.6 

CarOSlumicllC:-

While:' SUC"-C:-f ".5 ~,j 1.5 Ct-;I~I I « .. Iilll(: ".5 
".11 BOlle:' rlc:-fortnilv: ".2 : 5.11 

h!'Cid~ 

lUTOpf':m IX"ch 5,6 
5.5 
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FIGURE 111-2-2. The relationship between pH and the forms of CO 2 in water. 

Importance to Aquatic Life 

The forms of alkalinity are biologically significant because they serve as a 
source of the essential elements carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen. When free CO 2 
is not available, algae are capable of using bicarbonate as their carbo~ 
source. Free CO2 in solution regulates a variety of biological processes such 
as seed germination, plant growth (photosynthesis), respiration, and oxygen 
transport in the blood. 

Alkalinity is critical to the maintenance of healthy conditions in aquatic sys
tems, particularly where they are stressed by pollution. Alkalinity helps to 
maintain pH in the optimum range for biological activities. The impact of acid
ic wastes such as coal ~sh or basic wastes such as metal plating discharges 
can be moderated to a degree by the natural buffering capacity of the receiv
ing water. The indirect effects of alkalinity on toxicity are also important. 
In particular, alkalinity reacts with the toxic soluble metal fraction in 
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water to form insoluble carbonate and hydroxide precipitates. Figure 111-2-3 
illustrates that the concentration of heavy metals drops rapidly as the concen
tration of carbonate increases. Metals which are precipitated from the water 
column are effectively removed from the aquatic environment and no longer rep
resent an immediate source of toxicity to aquatic life. 

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Figure 111-2-3. Relationships of metallic carbonate solubility and carbonate 
concent rat ions 

HARDNESS 

Water hardness generally refers to the capacity of the water to precipitate 
soap from solution. The constituents which impart hardness to water are poly
valent cations, chiefly calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg). These form insoluble 
complexes with a variety of anions, notably the salts of organic acids 
(soaps). By convention, hardness is reported on the basis of equivalence as 
mg/l calcium carbonate (CaC0 3). 

Hardness cat ions are primarily associated wit h carbonate or su 1 fate ani ons. 
Calcium and magnesium carbonate are referred to as carbonate hardness. When 
the anion is other than carbonate, such as sulfate or nitrate, this is refer
red to as noncarbonate hardness. Because alkalinity and hardness are both ex-
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pressed as mg/l CaC0.3' it can be concluded that carbonate alkalinity will be 
responsible for formlng carbonate hardness and that hardness in excess of the 
alkalinity is noncarbonate. 

Importance to Aquatic Life 

Hardness. the capacity of water to precipitate soap. is an aesthetic consider
ation important to potable water supply. The importance of hardness to aquatic 
life is related to the ions which impart hardness to water. There is some evi
dence to suggest that hard water environments are more favorable for aquatic 
life because they support more di verse and abundant bi 0 I ogi ca I communi ties 
(R e i d 1 961 ) • 

There is a large body of evidence that hardness mediates the toxicity of heavy 
metals to aquatic organis~. Mathematical correlations between the toxicity of 
several heavy metals (Cr • Pb. Ag, Ni, Zn, Cd, and Cu) have been developed. 
Table 111-2-4 presents the equations (taken from the Water Quality Criteria 
Documents) which enable the calculation of allowable metal concentrations as a 
funct i on of hardness. A It hough increased hardness can be correlated di rect ly 
with decreased toxicity, the mechanism of this effect is not certain. Two dif
ferent mechanisms have been proposed, one chemical and one biological. Cala
mari, et a1. (1980) have reviewed the literature concerning these mechanisms, 
and discussed both with regard to their own experimental data. 

Hardness may operate through two chemical mechanisms to reduce heavy metal tox
icity. Complexation of the toxic metal with carbonate might be the mechanism 
if the free metal ion is the toxic species. Data may be found in the litera
ture to support (Stiff 1971, Pagenkopf et al. 1974, Calamari and Marchetti 
1975, Andrew et a1. 1977), or contradict (Shaw and Brown 1974, Calamari et a1. 
1980) this suggestion. It is also possible that it is the calcium or magnesium 
ion alone, rather than the associated carbonate, that is protective. Carroll 
et al. (1979) present data which show that the calcium ion, much more than mag
nesium, seems to reduce cadmium toxicity to brook trout. 

Further. the question remains whether the hardness ions are antagonistic to 
the action of the toxic metals and they may function biologically through 
competitive inhibition of metal uptake or binding of sites of action. Kinkade 
and Erdman (1975) published data to support the uptake inhibition mechanism. 
Lloyd (1965) suggests that calcium has a protective effect on fish gill 
tissue, an organ which is significantly involved in heavy metal uptake. 
Calcium has been shown to decrease gill permeability to water, which would 
influence metal uptake (Maetz and Bornancin 1975). 
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TABLE 111-2-4. DEPENDENCE OF HEAVY METAL TOXICITY ON WATER HARDNESS· 

Metal 

Cadmium (Cd) 

Chromium (Cr+3) 

Copper (Cu) 

Lead (Pb) 

Ni ck e 1 (Ni) 

Silver (Ag) 

Zinc (Z n ) 

Calculation of Maximum Allowable Concentration 

e 
(1.05[1 n (hardness)]-3.73) 

e (1. 08[ 1 n (hardness)]+3.48) 

e 
(0.94[ln (hardness)]-1.23) 

e(1.22[ln (hardness)]-0.47) 

e (0. 76[1 n (hardness)]+4.02) 

e(1.72[ln (hardness)]-6.52) 

e(0.83[ln (hardness)]+1.95) 

• EPA Ambient Water Quality Criteria Documents (1980). 

There is evidence that calcium may be protective against the toxic action of 
pollutants other than metals. Hillaby and Randal (1979) found that increased 
calcium concentration decreased the acute toxicity of ammonia to rainbow 
trout. Calcium concentration has also been associated with increased survival 
of fish in acidic conditions (Haranath et a1. 1978). 

SALINITY 

Salinity is a measure of the weight of dissolved salts per unit volume of 
water. The chloride content of water, the chlorinity, is strongly correlated 
with salinity. In freshwater, the total concentration of ionic components 
constitutes salinity. The major anions are COlll1lonly carbonate, chloride, sul
fate, and nitrate. The predominant associated cations are sodium, calcium, 
potassium, and magnesium. 

The source of these materials is the substrate upon which the water lies and 
the earth through and over which water flows. The salinity of a given body of 
water is a function of the quantity and quality of inflow, rainfall. and evap
oration. 

Importance to Aquatic Life 

Salinity has an impact on a variety of parameters related to biological func-
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tions. It controls the ability of organisms to live in or pass through various 
waters. It also has an effect on the presence of various food or habitat
forming plants. 

Salinity is important not only in an absolute sense. but the degree of vari
ation in the salinity of a given water is biologically important. The invasion 
of species to or from fresh or saltwater depends on their ability to tolerate 
changes in salinity. Rapid changes in salinity cause disruption of osmoregula
tion in aquatic organisms and can cause plasmolysis in plants. Organisms that 
can tolerate a range of salinity can frequently use salinity gradients to 
evade less tolerant predators. 

Salinity is important to the heat capacity of aquatic systems. As salinity in
creases. the specific heat of water decreases. This means that there is less 
heat required to warm the water. Temperature is a significant factor in biolog
ical activity and governs many physical processes in water as well. 

Salinity also governs the dissolved oxygen concentration in water. For a given 
temperature. the solubility of oxygen decreases with increasing salinity. 
Table 111-2-6 illustrates this effect. The dissolved oxygen concentration is 
among the most critical of all water quality parameters to aquatic life. 

The ions which make up the total salinity of water have individual effects as 
well. The effects of calcium, magnesium, and carbonate have been discussed pre
viously with respect to their effect on the toxicity of pollutants. Several of 
the ions (e.g., nitrate, and potassium) are plant nutrients. 

Aquatic organisms have evolved a variety of physiological adaptations to the 
salinity of their environments. These adaptations are largely related to their 
osmoregulatory systems whose primary function is to solve the problem of the 
difference between the salt concentration of the internal fluids of the organ
ism and the salt concentration of the surrounding water. Freshwater organisms 
must maintain an internal salt concentration against the tendency to gain 
water from and lose salts to the environment. Osmoregulation in freshwater 
fish results in the production of high volumes of liquid waste with a low salt 
concentration. In contrast. marine organisms II1Jst maintain an internal salt 
concentration that is lower than that of the environment. against a tendency 
to lose water and gain salts. Osmoregulation in salt water fish results in the 
production of small volumes of liquid waste carrying a relatively high salt 
concent rat i on. 

The gills and kidneys of both types of fish are specially developed to accom
plish these actions against the natural environmental gradient. Therefore. the 
nature of these systems governs the ability of organisms to survive in regions 
of varying salinity or to successfully migrate through them. 
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TABLE 111-2-5. SOLUBILITY OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN WATER IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH 
DRY AIR AT 760 mm Hg AND CONTAINING 20.9 PERCENT OXYGEN. 

Chloride concentration. mati 
Tempera-
ture. ·C 0 ~OOO 10.000 I~.OOO 20.000 

0 14.6 13.8 13.0 12.1 II.J 
1 14.2 13.4 12.6 11.8 11.0 ., 13.8 13.1 12.3 11.5 10.8 -
3 13.5 12.7 12.0 11.2 10.5 
4 13.1 12.4 11.7 11.0 10.3 
5 12.8 12.1 11.4 10.7 10.0 

6 12.5 11.8 11.1 10.5 9.8 
7 12.2 11.5 10.9 10.2 9.6 
8 11.9 11.2 10.6 10.0 9.4 
9 1l.6 11.0 10.4 9.8 9.2 

10 I J.J 10.7 10.1 9.6 9.0 

It I 1.1 10..5 9.9 9.4 8.8 
12 10.8 10.3 9.7 9.2 8.6 
13 10.6 10. I 9.5 9.0 8..5 
14 10.4 9.9 9.3 8.8 8.3 
15 10.2 9.7 9.1 8.6 8.1 

16 10.0 9.5 9.0 8.5 8.0 
17 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.3 7.8 
18 9.5 9.1 8.6 8.2 7.7 
19 9.4 8.9 8.5 8.0 7.6 
20 9.2 8.7 8.3 7.9 7.4 

21 9.0 8.6 8.1 7.7 7.3 
II 8.8 8.4 8.0 7.6 7.1 
23 8.7 8.3 7.9 7.4 7.0 
24 8.5 8.1 7.7 7.3 6.9 
2.5 8.4 8.0 7.6 7.2 6.7 

26 8.2 7.8 7.4 7.0 6.6 
27 8.1 7.7 7.3 6.9 6.5 
28 7.9 7.5 7.1 6.8 6.4 
29 7.8 7.4 7.0 6.6 6.3 
30 7.6 7.3 6.9 6.5 6.1 
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CHAPTER IV-l 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INOICES 

Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models developed by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service are used to evaluate habitat quality for a fish species. 
HSI models can be used independently or 1n conjunction with the Hahitat 
fvaluation Procedures (HEP) applications described in Chapter II-I. 

The HSI models provide a basic understanding of species hahitat 
requirements, and have utility and applicahility to use attainability 
analyses. There are several types of HSI models including pattern 
recoqnition, word mooels, statistical, linear regression, and mechanistic 
forms in the FWS model publication series. lIse of rodels is predicated on 
two assumptions: (I) an HSI value has a positive relationship to potential 
animal numbers: and (2) there is a positive relationship hetween hahitat 
qual ity and some measure of carrying capacity. The mechanistic model 
(Fiqure 1) sometimes referred to as a structural rodel is one type that 
woul d he useful for use attai nability assessl"1ents. Informat i on from 
literature reviews, expert opinion, and study results is inteqrated in 
these models to define relationships between variables and habitat 
suitabil ity. Suitabil ity Index (SI) graphs are developed for each model 
variable (Figure 2). The variables included in a model represent key 
habi tat features known to affect the growth, survi va 1. abundi!nce. standi ng 
crop, and distrihution for specific species. The model provides a verbal 
or mathematical comparison of the habitat being evaluated to the optimum 
habitat for a particular evaluation species. For some mechanistic models 
(Figure 3) a mathematical aggregation procedure is used to integrate 
relationships of model components. In others (Figure 4) an HSI value is 
defined as the lowest SI value for any variahle in the model. 
Nonmechanistic models (e.g., statistical models for standing crop and 
harvest) do not requi re use of SI graphs. Output from an HSI model, 
regardless of the type, is used to determine the quantity of habitat for a 
specific species at a site, and an HSI value ranges from 0 to 1. with 1 
representing optimum conditions. The relationship: 

Hahitat area x Habitat quality (HSI) = Habitat Units (HU's) 

provides the basis for obtaining habitat data to compare before and after 
conditions for a site if pollution problems or other environmental 
problems are solved. 

As with all models, some potential sources of subjectivity exist in HSI 
models. Potential subjectivity in mechanistic models may occur when: (1) 
determining which variahles should be included in the model: (2) 
developing suitahility index graphs from contradictory or incomplete data: 
(3) incorporating information for similar species of different life stages 
in the suitahility index graphs: (4) determining whether or not highly 
correlated variable really affect habitat suitability independently and 
which variables. if any, should be eliminated from the mOdel: (5) 
determining when. where and how model variables should be measured; and 
(ti) converting assumed relationships between variables into mathematical 
equations that aggregate suitahility indices for individual variables into 
a species HSI (Terrell et al., 1982). All models developed and published 
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by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are subjected to reviews by species 
experts to eliminate as much suhjectivity as possibl~. 

Appendix A-I of this manual is a reprint of the HSI developed for the 
channel cat fi sh. Readers are encouraged to read the appendix to gai n 
greater understanding of features of the model. HSI models for 19 aquatic 
and estuarine fish species were puhlished in FY R2, and an additional ?'r) 
are under development and planned for puhlication in FY R3. Models have 
been published for striped bass, channel catfish, creek chub, cutthroat 
trout, hlack crappie, white crappie, blue gill. slouQh tiarter, common 
carp, smallmouth buffalo, hlack hull head , green sunfish, largemouth bass, 
northern pHe. juvenne spot, juvenile Atlantic croaker, gulf menhaden. 
brook trout. and the southern kingfish. Models for coastal species were 
developed at the National Coastal Ecosystems Team (~fCET) and those for 
inland species were developed at the ~Jestern Fnergy and Land lise Team 
(WElIIT). 

For more information concerning models for inland species, contact: Team 
Leader, Western Energy and Land lise Team, '1.627 Redwi n9 Road. Fort Coll ins, 
Colorado RO~?6 (FTS 323-5100, or comm. 303-22fi-9100). Individuals 
interested in models for coastal species should contact Team Leader, 
National Coastal Ecosystems Team, 1010 r.ause Boulevard, Slidell, Louisiana 
704SR ( FTS fiR5-n~11, or camm. ~n4-255-6S11). 
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Habitat Variables Life Requisites 

S poe 1 s ( V 1 ) -

~ cover (V 2) ====::::::::::::=~ Cover 

Average current velocity (V18)~ 

Temperature 

Temperature 

Temperature (juvenile) 

Dissolved oxygen -----::::::~., Water Quality (CWQ) ----~ HSI 
7 

/ 
I Salinity (adult) 

Salinity (fry, juvenile) 

Length of agricultural ,/ 
growing season (V6)-----

Spool s (V 1 ) 

S cover (V2) 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Dissolved oxygen (V8) -=::::::::::::~.Reproduction (CR) 

Temperature (embryo) (V10) 

Salinity (embryo} (V'l) 

Figure 1. Tree diagram illustrating the relationship of habitat variables 
and life requisites in the riverine mode~ for the channel catfish HSI 
model. The dashed line for the length of agricultural growing season 
(V6) ;s for optional use in the model (McMahon and Terrell 1982). 
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Variable 

(Vz) 

Percent pools during 
average summer flow. 

Percent cover (logs, 
boulders, cavities, 
brush, debris, or 
standing timber) during 
summer within pools, 
backwater areas, and 
1 ittora 1 area s. 

:.: 
c.: 
~ 

~. 
~ 

J:J 
~ .., 
~ 

VI 

)( 
Q,J 

;:;. 
c: 

>, 
4J 

J:J 
~ .... 
~ 

Vl 

1.0 

O.E 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

0 25 50 
• t: 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

0 10 20 ,30 

Figure 2. Suitability Index graphs for variables V and V in the 
channel cat~ish riverine model. A S1 value can ran~e from20 to 1 with 
re~resenting an optimum condition (McMahon and Terrell 1982). 
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Cover (Ce). 

Cc • (V l x V2 x Vla )1/3 

Water Quality (CwO). 

2(VS + Vl2 + Vl4) + V7 x 2(Va) + Vg + V13 
CWQ • 3 

7 

If VS' V12 , Vl4 , Va' Vg, or V13 is ~ 0.4, then CwQ equals the lowest 
of the following: VS' Vl2 ' Vl4 ' Va' Vg, V13 ' or the above equation. 

Note: If temperature data are unavailable. 2(V6) (length of 
agricultural growing season) may be substituted for the term 

2(VS + V12 + Vl4 ) 
3 in the above equation 

Reproduction (CR). 

2 2 2 11a CR s (Vl x V2 x Va x v,o x Vl ,) 

If v8' v,O' or Vll is ~ 0.4, then CR equals the lowest of the 
following: V6• V,O' Vll , or the above equation. 

HSI determination. 

HSI • (CF x Cc x CwQ2 x CR
2)1/6. or 

If Cwq or CR is ~ 0.4. then the HSI equals the lowest of the 
following: CwQ' CR, or the above equation. 

Figure 3. Formulas for the channel catfish riverine HSI model (McMahon 
and Terrell 1982). 
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Habitat Variables Sui tabl1i ty Indices 

Ratio of spawning habitat 
to summer habitat [area that 
is less than 1 m deep and 
vegetated (spring) divided 
by total midsummer area] (Vl ) 51, 

Drop in water level during embryo 
and fry stages (V2) 51 2 

Percent of midsummer area with 
emerg!nt and/or submerged 
aquatic vegetation or remains 
of terrestrial )lants (bottom 
debris excluded (V 3) 51 3 

LoglO TDS during midsummer (V4) S1 4 

Least su1table pH in spawning HSI 
habitat during embryo and 
fry stages (Vs) 515 

Average length of frost-free 
season (V6) SI6 

Maximal weekly average 
temperature (1 to 2 m 
deep) (V 7) 51 7 

Area of backwaters. pools. or 
other standing/slug~iSh 
(less than 5 em/sec water 
during summer. as a percent 
of total area (Va) 518 

Stream grad1ent (V9) 51 9 

Figure 4. A tree diagram for the northern pike riverine HSI model. Note 
that habitat variables are not aggregated for separate life requisite 
c,mponents (lnskip 1982). 
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CHAPTER 1V-2 
flIVEKSITY ItH)!CES AND MEASURES OF UJMMIJtIITY STRlJCTURE 

niversity is an attribute of biological COl'1munity structure. ~he 
concepts of richness and composition are commonly associated wi~h 
diversity. Species richness is sif'l[)ly the nUl':1ber of species, whil~ 
composition refers to the relative distribution of individuals among 
the species, or evenness. OdufTl (1959) defined diversity indices dS 

mathematical expressions whicl-) describe t!1e r;Hio between species and 
individuals in a hiotic community. A major advantage of diversit:y 
indices is that they perfTlit the summarization of large <31Tlounts of data 
about the numbers and kinds of organisf'ls into a single nUl'1erical 
description of community structure which is comprehensible and useful 
to people not immediately familiar with the specific biota. SOf'le 
diversity indices are expressions of the number of taxa, usually 
species, in the community. ~Jhittaker (lq64) referred to these formulas 
as indices of "species diversity", i.e. the 1l0re species - the greater 
the diversity. "Dominance diversity indices" (Whittaker, 191'4) 
incorporate the concepts of both richness and evenness; thus, diversity 
increases as the number of species increases or as the individuals 
hecome more evenly distributed between the species. 

The response of bottom fauna to four types of pollution is representf>d 
in Figurf> IV-2-1 (Keup 191;6). Figure 1V-2-1A shows that organic 
no11utants generally decrease the number of species present while 
increasing the numbers of surviving taxa, whereas toxic pollutants tend 
to reduce both numbers and kinds of organisms (Figure 1'1-2-13). [n 
general, the effect of all types of pollutant stress on community 
structure is the loss of diversity. The value of diversity in natural 
comunities lies in the fact that the presence of many species insures 
the likelihood of "redundancy of function" (Cairns et a1. 1973). As 
explained by Cairns and Dickson (1971 " in a ~iqh1y diverse community, 
the constantly changing environment will probably affect only a small 
portion of the complex bottom fauna community at any ti;ne. Because 
there are many different kinds of organisms present, the role of those 
eliminated as a result of natural environrlenta1 change will be filled 
by other organisms. Thus the food cycle and the system ~s a whole 
remain stable. On the other hand, natural environmental variation 
fTlight eliminate a significant portion of a community that has been 
simplified hy pollutant stress. l"Iith no organism available to fill the 
vacated niche, the functional capacity of the unstable community may be 
jeopardized. Generally, maintenance of diversity ;s important hecduse 
it enhances the stability of a system. 

Diversity indices are commonly computed as one tool among rTJany in the 
analysis of aquatic (as well as terrestrial) communities. Some 
prevalent reasons for measuring community diversity are listed below 
(these purposes are by no means independent of each other): 

o To investigate community structure or functions 
o To establish its relationship to other comf'lunity properties 

such as productivity and stability 
o To establish its relationship to environmental conditions 
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Figure rV-2-1. Response of bottom fauna to pollution: A=organic wastes; 
B=toxic wastes; C=organic wastes showing temporary toxicity; 
D=organic wastes mixed with toxic chemicals (from Keup.1966). 
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o To compare communities 
o To evaluate the biotic health of the community 
o To assess the effects of pollutant discharges 
o To monitor water quality oy biological rather than 

physicochemical means 

In analyses of freshwater aquatic COf!1T1unities, diversity studies generally 
involve benthic macroinvertebrates or fish. Several advantaqes and 
di sadvantages have been gi ven for the study of these groups (Cai rns and 
Oickson 1971, Karr lQgl), and are listed in Table 1'/-2-1. These two groups 
are generally considered to be the most suitable organisms for evaluation 
of cOrmlunity integrity. Whereas it might be desi rable to investigate the 
diversity of both fish and macroinvertebrates, the two groups generally are 
not used in combination to calculate a single diversity index because of 
differences in sampling selectivity and error. 

n I V ER S IT Y I ND ICE S 

Many indices of diversity have been developed. Some indices selected frOfTl 
the literature are presented in Table IV-2-2, and the I1lOre common ones are 
dis c u s sed be 1 ow. 

Species Diversity Indices 

Of the expressions described as species diversity indices (equations 1 
through 4 in Table IV-2-2, plus others), the Margalef formula is probably 
the most popular. Once the sampling and identification is completed, it is 
an easy matter to calculate the diversity index using the Marga1ef fo~ul~ 
hy substituting the number of species(s) and the total number of 
individuals (n) into the equation below. 

d z s-l 
Inn 

The use of this formula, and others of the type, has some important 
limitations. First, it is not independent of sample size. Menhinick. 
(196 4 ) found that for sample sizes from 64 to 300 individuals the Margalef 
diversity index varied from 3.05 to 14.74, respectively. In that study, 
four species diversity indices were evaluated for variation with sample 
size and a11 were found unsat i sfactory except for the eQuat i on referred to 
as the Menhinick formula in Table IV-2-2. The second limitation of species 
diversity indices is that, by definition, they do not consider the relative 
abundance among species, 3nd, therefore, rare species exert a high 
contrihution to the index value. To illustrate this li,.,itation, \.Jilhrn 
(1972) calculated oiversity by the Margalef and Menhinick. formulas for 
three hypothetical cOrmlunities each containing five species and lno 
individuals (see Table IV-2-3). C:ommunities A, g, and C ex~ibit a wide 
range of relative distribution of individuals between the five species. 
Intuitively, community A is more diverse than community C, r,ut the two 
species diversi:y indices fail to express any ~ifference. 
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TABLE I V-2-1. ADVANTAGES Ar!D DISADVANTAGES OF US I NG MACR 0 I NVERTEBRATES AND 
FIStJ IN EVALUATION OF THE BIOTIC INTEGRITY OF FRESHWATER 
AnuATtc COMMUNITIES (CAIRNS AND DICKSON, 1971; KARR, 1M') 

MACRO INVER TEBRATES 

Advantages 

o Fish that are highly valued by humans 
are dependent on hottom fauna as a 
food source. 

o Many species are extremely sensitive 
to pollution and respond quickly to 
it. 

o Bottom fauna usually have a complex 
life cycle of a year or more, and if 
at any time rluring their life cycle 
environmental conditions are outside 
their tolerance limits, they die. 

o Many have an attached or sessile mode 
of 1 i fe and a re not subj ect to rapi d 
~igrations, therefore they serve as 
natural monitors of water quality. 

FISH 

o Life history information is extensive 
for most species. 

o Fish communities generally include a 
range of species that represent a 
variety of trophic levels (omnivores, 
herbivores, insectivores, 
planktivores, piscivores) and utilize 
foods of both aquatic and terrestial 
orlgln. Their position at the top of 
the aquatic food web also helps 
provide an integrated view of the 
watershed environment. 

o Fish are relatively easy to identify. 
Most samples can be sorted and 
identified in the field, and then 
released. 

o The general public can relate to 
statements about conditions of the 
fish COrmlunity. 

o ~oth acute toxicity (missing taxa) 
and stress effects (depressed growth 
and reproductive success) can be 
eva 1 uated. CClreful exami nat i on of 
recruitment and growth dynamics among 
years can help pinpoint periods of 
unusual stress. 
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Disadvantages 

o They requi re speci ali zed 
taxonomic expertise for 
identification, which is also 
time-consuming. 

o Background life-history 
information is lacking for many 
species and groups. 

o Results are difficult to 
translate into values meaningfvl 
to the general public. 

o Sampling fish communities ;s 
selective in nature. 

o Fish are highly mobile. This 
can cause sampling difficulties 
and also creates situations of 
preference and avoidance. FiSh 
also undergo movements on die1 
and seasonal time scales. 

o There is a high requirement for 
manpower and equipment for fiela 
sampling. 



TABLE IV-2-2. SUMMARY OF DIVERSITY INDICES 

Descriptive Name 

1. Simplest possible ratio of 
species per individual 

2. Gleason 

3. Margalef 

4. Menhinicl< 

5. McIntosh 

6. Simpson 

7 . B r i 11 ou i n 

8. Shannon-Wiener 

Approximate form of the 
Shannon Index 

Shannon Index using 
biomass (weight) units 

H • 

Fonnul a 

d·.! 
n 

d z S 
TOgIi 

a • 1"1(n;-1) 

n (n-1 ) 

(1 " f ~ 
\;;) ',log n! - .. 

i=l 

H • \' (p.1092 P.; -I. , , 

H' • a • 

w. 'II; a ~!" ., 
• - .. l---)lo92'---) W 'II 
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109 n i ! , 

Reference 

lJil hm, 1967 

Menhin;cl<, :964, 
G1 eason, 1922 

Margalef, 1951 
1956 

Menhi ni clc., 1964 

Mc!ntosh,1967 

Simpson, 1949 

orillou;n, 196C 

Shannon and 
Io/eaver, 1963; 
Wi ener, 1948 

Wilhm, 1968 



TABLE IV-2-2. (Cont'd) 

9. Hierarchical 
Divers ity Index 
(HOI) 

10. Hierarchical ;rophic
Based D.I. (HTOI) 

Redundancy (rl 

12. Equitability (el 

13. Evenness (J ,J', v) 

14. Number of moves (NM) 

15. SeQuential :omparison Index 

HOI • H'(F)+H'~+H'~F(S) 
r \l 

r .. 
dmax- d 

dmax- dmin 

5' 
e .. -

5 

H 
J .. W--

max 

J' .. L- .. a 
amax log 

a - amin v .. 
dmax - amin 

n ( S -+ 1 } 
NM .. 

2 

s 

,.. 
.. Ri"i 

number of runs 
011 • numDer of spec,es 
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Pielou, 1969, 
1975 

Osborne et a 1 . , 
~980 

Patten, 1962; 
'1'1;1 hm. 1967 

Lloyd and 
Ghelardi, 1964 

Pielou 1969, 
1975; Hurlbert, 
1971 

Fager, 1972 

Cai rns et al. 
1968; Ca; ,,"ns & 
Dickson. 1971; 
Buikema et a' . 
:980 



TABLE IV-2-2. (Cont'd) 

KEY 

H = d - H' = a 2 diversity index. 

n 2 total number of individuals. 
n. 2 number of individuals in species i. , 
s z total number of species. 

nf Pi = probability of selecting an element of state i = n-' 

Ri z rank of species i. 
s z the species required to produce the calculated d.i. value if 

the individuals were distributed among the species accord
ing to MacArthur's (1957, 1960) "broken-stick" model. 
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TABLE !'I-2-3. OIVERS!'TY OF THREE HYPOTHET:CAL CO~'MUNI~1ES EVALUAT~D BV THE 
~AR ~'L ... ' I.lf'l:' ~ , ~ t ~IH I tl I CK , ~~ID SHM'NON-~ r ~i~8 I,mIl~5 

C:orrrnunity s-1 s 
n

1 
n2 n3 n4 n5 n s T"ii"'fi" nll2 d 

A 20 20 20 20 20 100 ; O.A 7 n.'iO 2.32 
B 40 30 1 5 10 5 100 5 0.87 0.50 1.57 ,. 1 1 1 1 96 100 ~ O.R 7 0.50 C. ~2 '" 

Another Shor::om,ng of species per individual for~ulas is tnat :ney are not 
air.'lenSionless, tl1us substitution of alternate var~abies for numoers - suc~ 
as b,omass or energy ~low - would produce values deoendent on tne ar~':;ar) 
choice of units. 

7he ma~or advantage of using species diversity incices ~s the simplic~ty of 
calculation; however. cer:ain conditions for the; r prooer ~se ~ust ~e 
c::Jnsidered. Since these ~ormulas are depenaent on sample s~ze (except 
possibly. the Menhinick equation), for intercommunity comparison the sample 
sizes snould be as nearly identical as possible. It must be kept in mind 
that tnese expressi ons represent only the numDer of speci es and not any 
expression of relative abundance. Final1j. for use of variables otner than 
numbers. the units must be specified and keot consistent. 

Dominance DiverSity Indices 

The most prominent dominance diversity index (equations'; througn 8 in 
Table I'/-2-2. plus others) is the Shannon-Wiener formula. This index is 
used extens i ve 1 y ; n resea rcn proj ects. as is the S ; mpson eauat ion. The 
Shannon-~einer diversity index evolved from information tneory to the 
hnctiona1 eauation shown below: 

_ \' (n;) ni d Z -L n- l092 ln-) 

in wnich the ratio of the number of individuals col:ected of s~ecies 
t:o Ule total numoer of individuals in the sample (ni/"') estimates Ule 
~otal pooulation value (Ni/N), wh,ch is an aoproximation of tne 
:>rODaDility of collecting an individual of soecies i (Pi)' It snoull'j De 
noted tMt the units of d using 1092 is the cinary unit, or bit. ~Iatural 
logarithms or 10910 are sometimes substituted into the eauation for 
:onvenierlce, in wnich case different index values would be ootainec, with 
the units of nats or Clecits, resDec~ively. ;he Shannon- .... iener oiversHy 
'naex ~s calculated using base 10 logaritnms. for two s,mple, nypot~et;cal 
samoles in Example 11/-2-1 (see st~t1st'cal analysis sec'::on). ;., for'T1ula 
for conve~sion Detween differently-based logar1t~ms is given below: 

The logarithm base and units should always be given when reporting data. 
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The dominance and species diversity indices discussed can be used to 
measure thE> diversity of virtually any biological community (including 
macroinvertehrates and fish), and their application is limited only by 
sampling e~fectiveness. Wilhm and Dorris (1968) evaluated species 
diversity of benthic macroinvertebrates using the Shannon-Wiener formula 
and obtained values less than 1.0 in areas of heavy pollution, values from 
l,n to 3.n in areas of moderate pollution, and values exceeding 3.0 in 
clean water areas (values given are in decits). 

Di sadvantages of us i ng the Shannon index (or at hers of the type) inc 1 ude 
the considerahle time, expense, and expertise involved in sampling, 
sorting, and identification of samples. Calculation of the index value can 
be r.1nthema:ically tedious if done manually, but is greatly simplified if a 
computer is available. Computer programs for computing d and rare 
provided in the literature (Wilhm, 1970; Cairns and Dickson, 1971). 

The Shannon-Wiener formula has a number of features which enhance its 
usefulness. This index of diversity is much more independent of sample 
size than the species diversity indices (Wilhm 1972). Since it 
incorporates the concept of dominance diversity, the relative importance of 
each species collected is expressed and the contribution of rare species to 
diversity is low. This is illustrated by the d values calculated using the 
Shannon equation for the three communities in Table IV-2-3. Also, the 
Shannon formula is dimensionless, facilitating the measurement of biomass 
diversity. Odull1 (1959) recognized that the structure of the biomass 
pyramid held more ecological (trophic) significance than the numbers 
pyramid because it takes many small individuals to equal the mass of one 
large individual. The Shannon-Wiener equation can easily be modified to 
accomodate any units of weight as shown below: 

'II. w. 
a :: -L (2.) 1 092(2.) 

'II 'II 

Wilhrr (1968) pointed out that use of this diversity index with units of 
energy flow might be even more valuable to the study of community structure 
and function. 

Hierarchical Diversity 

Diversity indices, such as the Shannon-Wiener index, can be partitioned to 
reflect the contribution made by different taxonomic and trophic levels. 
Pielou (1975) suggested that a community showing more diversity at higher 
taxonomic levels (e.g. genus and family) should be considered to be more 
diverse than a community with the same number of species but congeneric or 
cofafTlilial. Osborne et al (1980)questioned the ecological significance of 
Pielou's suggestion, but investigated the use of the hierarchical diversity 
index (HOI) shown below: 

in which tJ'(F) is the familial cOfTlponent of the total diversity, 
is the generic cOfTlponent of the total diversity, and H'FG(S) 
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soeci&ic component of the total diversity. The equation used by Kaesler et 
al. (19781 illustrates the calculation of the hierarchical components. 
~hey useO 

0 N; 0 fi N .. 0 fi gij Nijk H 
+ .,. L L lJ H L L i 

H z a H + 8 \ lr HF i G, i j 
+ 6 L ~ s,ijk 

0 .. 
1=1 j=l N' i = 1 j=l k-1 ;=1 , 

where a .S,y, and 6 are weighting coefficients; subscripts 0, F, G, and S 
re~rf::sert. order, family, genus, and species, respectively; 0, f, and 9 
reoreser~ number of orders. families within orders, and genera wi~hin 
families, respectively; t~ represents the number of individuals; and Ni 
represents the number of individuals in the ith group. Osborne et al. 
(1980~ concluded that identification to the family level was sufficient to 
detect intersite differences in that study, while the order level (Hughes, 
1978) and generic level (Kaesler et al., 1978) were sufficient in other 
studies. Determination that identification to species or genus is 
unnecessary for a particular study would reduce the time, expertise, and 
exoense required. A hierarchical diversity index would be of more 
ecological value if it were based on trophic relationships rather than 
taxonony. OSDorne, et al. (1980) presented the following hierarchical 
troPhic diversity index (HTDI): 

in WhlCh H'(T,) is the general trophic level component of the total 
trophlC diversity. H'Tl (T2) is the functional group component of the 
tota1 trophic diversity. and H'T1T2(T3) is the lowest taxonomic 
unit component of the tota 1 trophi c dl vers ity. The cl ass ifi cat ions used in 
the hierarchical trophic-based diversity index of Osborne et al. (1980) are 
listec in Table IV-2-4A. Two classification systems were investigated by 
Kaesler et al. (1978): the trophic classifications appear in Table IV-2-413. 
ana tne functional morphological classifications are shown in Table 
IV-2-'C. All of these hierarchical diverSity indices used benthic 
macroi~vertebrates as their group of study. Hierarchical diversity indices 
bdsed on trophic level and functional morphOlogy are relatively new and 
their utility will improve as more experience is gained. These indices are 
of Dote"tially great ecological value because of their functional (rather 
tnan s:ructural, e.g. taxonomic) approach to community analysis. 

Eve"ness and Redundancy 

\oo'he~ usi~g dominance diversity indices, it is desirable to distinguish 
betwee~ tne two concepts of diversity incorporated into them, since it is 
t~eoretically pOSsible for a community with a few, evenly-represented 
soecies to have the same index value as a community with many, 
uneve"iy-reDrese~ted species. For this reasons, relative diversity 
expreSS10ns (eouations 11 through 14 in Table IV-2-2. plus others) such as 
eveness anc redundancy are often used in conjunction with domlnance 
aiverSlty indicies. Redundancy is an expresslon of the dominance of one or 
:TIore s~ecies and is inversely proportional to the wealtn of species ('pJilhm 
ana 8C""1S, 19~3). To use the redundancy expression in conjunction with 
the Shannor.-Wiener index, the theoretical maximum diversity (dmax ) 
and :TIl~l:TIU~ diversity (dmin) are calculated by the equations: 

• (1'[1 I 1 (/)1] d - 092n. - s 092 n s . max - "nJ 
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TABLE IV-2-4. FUNCTIONALLY-S;SED HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFiCATIOr-; SYSTEMS 

A. Hierarchical trophic classification used for HTDI ca;cula~;ons 

HTl 

(Trophic level) 

Omnivore 

Ca rni vore 

Herbivore 

Det rit i 'lore 

HT2 

(Funct i onal group) 

Filter Feeders 
Collector-Gatherer

Shredder-Engulfe r 
Engulfer-Shredder 
Collector-Filterer

Engulfer 
Engulfer-Grazer 
Engulfer-Collector-

Grazer 
Engulfer 
Pi ercer 
Scraper-Collector-Gatherer 
Col1ector-Gatherer-Shredder 
Collector-Filterer-Gatherer 
Collector-Gatherer 
Co'1ector-Filterer 
Shredder 
Shredder 
Collector-Gatherer 

(Number of individ~als) 

Number of ind~viduc1s of each 
taxon within each functional 
group. 

S. Trophic classification of macrobenthic invertebrates. For any s~ecific 
application, not all possible combinations are iike1y ~o be rfalized. 

level of 
Hierarchy ~ame 

Funct i onal group 

II Feeding mechanism 

III Dependence 

IV Food habit 

Y Species 

Su~divisions 

shredders (vascular plant tissues) 
collectors (detrital materials) 
grazers (Aufwuchs) 
predators 
parasites 
chewers and miners 
filters (susDe~sion feeders) 
gatherers (sedi fTlent or deposit feeders) 
scrapers 
chewers and suckers 
swallowers and chewers 
pi ercers 
attachers 
obligate 
facultative 
herbivory 
detritivory 
carn; 'lory 
omn;vory 
num~er of individuals 
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TABLE rV-2-4 FUNCTIONALLY-BASED HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS (Cont'd) 

C. HBR (head, body, respiratory organ) classification of macrobenthic 
invertebrates a~cording to functional morphology: head position, 
body shape. a~d respiratory organs. 

Level of 
Hierarchy Name 

Head position (feeding 
category) 

II Body shape (cu rrent 
of stream) 

I I I Respi ratory organs 
(substratum) 

IV Species 

Subdivisions 

hypognathous 
prognathous 
opisthorhynchous 
vestigial or other 
flattened irregular 
f1 attened oval 
flattened elongate 
compressed laterally 
cylindrical 
elongate 
short, cOfTIpact 
fusiform 
irregular 
hemicylindrical or subtriangular 
simple filamentous gills 
compound filamentous gills 
platelike gills 
operculate gills 
1eaflike gills or organs 
respiratory dish 
respiratory tube 
spiracular gills 
caudal chamber 
plastron 
body integument 
tracheal respi rat ion 
number of individuals 
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Then the 1 ocat i on of d between 
the redundancy formula: 

the theoret i ca 1 

dmax- a 
extremes can be computed by 

r - amax- amin 
Table IV-2-5 illustrates the expression of redundancy. 

TABLE IV-2-S. THE SHANNON-WIENER INDEX AND CORRESPONDING 
REDUrlDAtKY VALUES FOR 11 HYPOTHETICAL 
COMMUNITIES. (after Patten, 1962). 

Communities 
(N = 6) 

Species A B C 0 E F G H I J K 
Sl • ••• " • 1 2 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 6 
S2 ........... 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 
S3 .......... 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
S4 • ....... 1 1 1 1 
S5 • .......... 1 1 
S6 ....... " .. 1 

d(bits )2.58 2.25 1.93 1.79 1.61 1.47 1.25 1.00 0.92 0.65 0.00 
R ..... 0.00 0.13 0.25 0.30 0.38 0.43 0.52 0.61 0.64 0.75 1. 00 

Expressi ons have al so been developed to descri be the evenness of 
apportionment of individuals among species in a community. Evenness 
measures have historically taken two forms. One is the ratio of diversity 
to the maximum possible diversity, where dmax is defined as the 
community in which all species are equally distributed: 

J' = a/a ~ a/log s max 

Where the logarithm is to the same base as used in the corresponding 
diversity index calculation. However, log s is only an approximation of 
dmax because all species in the community generally will not be 
sampled. A measure of evenness that does not depend on s is shown below: 

a - amin 
v ------

dmax - amin 
It was from this measure of evenness that the expression for redundancy 
(shown above) was derived by the relationship r s l-V: thus, redundancy may 
a 1 so be thought of as a measure of the unevenness of apport i onment of 
individuals among species. 

Seauential Comparison Index 

The sequential comparison index (SCI) is probably the most widely used 
index of diversity because of its extensive worldwide use in industrial 
(non-academic) studies. The SCI is a simplified, rapid method for 
estimating relative differences in biological diversity and has been used 
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ll1ainly for assessing the biological consequences of pollution. Use of the 
SCI requires no taxonomic expertise on the part of the investigator. 
A 1 though it has been used with mi croorgani sms, the SC I is predomi natel y 
used to evaluate diversity in benthic macroinvertebrate communities. The 
collected specimens are randomly poured into a white enamel pan with 
parallel lines drawn on the bottom. Only two specimens are compared at a 
time. Comparisons are based on differences in shape, color, and size of 
the organisms. If the imminent specimen is apparently the same as the 
previous one, it is part of the same "run"; if it is not, it is part of a 
new run. An easy way of recording runs is to use a series of X's and O's. 
For example, the specimens shown in line one of Figure IV-2-2 would be 
recorded, from 1 eft to ri ght as X 0 X a x a X, or seven runs. The 
specimens in line two would be tabuTatedbyX-XX"U X X X. Sample two only 
contains three runs and is obviously less dlverse:- Ultimately, it will be 
necessary to know the total number of taxa in the collection. This can 
ei ther be counted after determi ni ng the number of runs or detenni ned 
sifTlultaneously by underlining the symbol of each new taxon as shown above. 

Cairns, et a1. (1971) described the following stepwise procedure for 
calculating the Sequential Comparison Diversity Index: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

fie 
7. 

R. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

Gently randomize speci~ens in a jar by swirling. 
Pour specimens out on a lined white enamel pan. 
Disperse clufTlps of specimens by pouring preservative or water on 
clumps. 
If the sample has fewer than 250 specimens, determine the number of 
runs for entire sample and go to Step 12. 
If sample has more than 250 specimens, determine the number of runs for 
the first 50 specimens. 
Calculate OIl where 011 = numbers of runS/50. 
Plot 811 agalnst the number of specimens examined as in Figure 
IV-2-3. 
Calrulate the SCI for the next 50 speCimens. 
Determine the total number of runs for the 100 specimens examined. 
Calculate a new nIl for 100 specimens as in Step 6 and plot the value 
obtained on the graph fTlade in Step 7, where OIt = number of runs/100. 
Repeat this procedure in increments of 50 unti the curve obtained 
becomes asymptotic. At this point enough specimens have been examined 
so that cont i nued work wi 11 produce an ins i gni fi cant change in the 
final 811 value. 
Calculate final DI1 where 

number of runs 
number of specimens 

13. Record the number of different taxa observed in the entire sample. This 
can be done after deriving the final 811 or simultaneously by simply 
noting each new taxon as it is examined in the detennination of runs. 
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Figure IV-2-2. Deter~ination of runs in SCI 
technique (from Cairns and Dickson, 1971). 

Figure IV-2-3. 01 and sample 
size (from Cairns ~nd Dickson, 
1971) . 
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Figure :V-2-4. Confidence limits for D: 1 values (~rom Cairns ana ~iCKson. :971). 
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14. neter~ine frOM Figure IV-2-4 the number of times the SCI exa~ination 
must be repeated on the same sample to be 9S percent confident that the 
~ean 011 is within a chosen percentage of the true value for 011' 
In ~ost pollution work involving gross differences between sampling 
areas, Line A of Figure IV-2-4 should be used. For example, suppose 
OIl were '1.60. !Jsing Line A of Figure IV-2-4 the SCI should be 
performed twice to he 9~ percent confident that the mean 011 is 
within 2n percent of the true value. 

15. After determining tl, rerandomize the sample and repeat the SCI 
examination on the same number of specimens as determined in Step 
11. Repeat this procedure tl - 1 times. 

1~. Calculate nIl by the following equation: 

OIT = 01, x (number of taxa) 

'7. Calculate nIT by t~e following equation: 

01r = (DI,) x (number of taxa) 

18. Repeat the above procedure for each bottom fauna collection. 
19. After determining the nIT for each bott~~ fauna collection at each 

sampling station, there is a simple technique for determining if the 
community structures of the bottom fauna as evaluated by the SCI 
(~IT' value are significantly different within a station or between 
stations. Calculate the q5 percent confidence intervals around each 
SIT value. If the 9S percent confidence intervals do not overlap. 
then the community structures of the bottom fauna as reflected by the 
01T values are significantly different. For example, suppose the 
~!T value for Station 1 were 45 and for Station? were 2B. In the 
determination of O!T a decision was made to use Line A in Figure 
rV-2-~, which means that the OIT is within 20 percent of the true 
value OS times out of 100. Therefore the 95 percent confidence 
i"terva1 for the DIT value at Station 1 would be from 49.5 to 40.5, 
or 10 percent of the OIT value on either side of the determined 
('Ii. Station 2 would have a 95 percent confidence interval for the 
DIT value of from 30.8 to 25.2. The bottom fauna communities at the 
two s~ations as evaluatd by the nIT index are significantly 
di fferent. 

The SrI permits rapid evaluation of the diversity of benthic 
rnacroinvertetrrates. Some insight into the integrity of the bottom 
COfTlT1un;ty can be gained fro'" Dh values. Cairns and Dickson (1971) 
reported that healthy streams with high diversity and a balanced density 
see~ to ~ave orr values above 12.0, while polluted communities with 
skewed OOP'J~3t;or structures have given values for DIT of fLO or less, 
~nd irtermediate values have been found ir semipo11uted situations. 
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SPEC IAL IND I C[S 

Several expressions that are not diversity indices per se but which 
incorporate the concept of diversity have been formulated. /hese include 
numerous biotic indices (Pantle and BucK, 1955: Beck, 1955; Beak, 19fi4; 
Chutter 1971, Howmiller and Scott 1977, Hilsenhoff 1977, Winget and Mangum 
1979), a composite index of "well-being" (Gall1Tlon 1976), and Karr's index 
(Karr 1981). These indices are designed to evaluate the biotic integrity, 
or health, of hiological communities and ecosystems. 

8iotic Indices 

Beck (1955) developed a biotic index 
strea~s using aquatic macroinvertebrates. 

for evaluating the health of 
In the equation 

Biotic index 0: 2(n Class I) + (n Class Il) 

where n represents the number of rnacroinvertebrate species, more weight is 
assi9ned to Class I organisms (those tolerant of little organic pollution) 
than to Class II organisms (those tolerant of moderate organic pollution 
but not of anaerobic conditions). A stream nearing septic conditions will 
have a biotic index value of zero; whereas streams receiving moderate 
amounts of orqanic wastes will have values from 1 to 6, and streams 
receiving little or no waste will have values usually over 10 (Gaufin 
1973) • 

The biotic index proposed by H11senhoff uses the arthropod community 
(specifically insects, amphipods, and isopodS) to evaluate the integrity of 
aauatic ecosystems via the formula: 

81 = L n.a./n , 1 

where ni is the total number of individuals of the ith species (or 
genus), ai is the tolerance value assigned to that species (or genus), 
and n is the total number of indi'viduals in the sample (Hilsenhoff, 1977: 
Hilsenhoff, 1982). Pollution tolerance values of zero to five are assigned 
to species (or genera when species cannot be identified) on the basis of 
previous field studies. A zero value is assigned to species found only in 
unaltered streams of very high water quality, a value of 5 is assigned to 
species known to occur in severely polluted or disturbed streams, and 
inter~ediat~ values are aSSigned to species occurring in intermediate 
situations. Calculation of this and other biotic indices are methods of 
biologically assessing water quality. 

Index of Well-Being 

Utilizing fish COrTlTlunities, GalTlTlon developed a composite index of 
being (lWBl as a tool for measuring the effect of various 
activities on aquatic communities (Gamon, 1976; Gammon and Reidy, 
Ga'Tf'lon et a1., 1981). This index was calculated by: 

-IWB = 0.5 ln n + 0.5 1n w + dno • dwt 

well
human 
lq81 : 

in which n is the number of individuals captured per kilometer, w is the 
weiert in kiloerams captured per km, an is the Shannon index based on 
nu:nbers. and d~t is the Shannon index %a sed on wei ghts. (The Shannon 
index was caic~lated using natural logarithms). 
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Karr's Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) 

Karr. (1981) presented a procedure for classifying water resources hy 
evaluating their biotic integrity using fish communities. Use of the 
system involves three assumptions: (1) the fish sample is a balanced 
representation of the fish COfTlmunity at the sample site; (2) the sample 
site is representative of the larger geographic area of interest; and (3) 
the scientist charged with data analysis and the final classification is a 
trained. competent hiologist with considerable familiarity with the local 
fish fauna. For each of the twelve criteria listed in Table IV-2-6, the 
evaluator subJectively assigns a minus (-). zero (0), or plus (+) value to 
the sample. The Qrartes are ass'igned numerical values - (-)=1, (0)=3, (+)=5 
- which are summed over all twelve criteria to produce an index of 
corrrnunity quality. The sampled community is then placed in one of the 
biotic integrity classes described in Table IV-2-7 based on numerical 
boundaries such as those tentati vely suggested hy Y-arr (l9Rl) and shown in 
Tahle IV-2-R. 

TABLE IV-2-6. PARAMETE~S lJSED IN ASSESSMENT OF FISH 
COMMUNITIES. (SEE ARTICLE TEXT FOR OISCUSSIGrl.) 

Species Co~position and Richness 
Number of Species 
Presence of Intolerant Species 
Species Richness and COMposition of Darters 
Species Richness and Composition of Suckers 
Species Richness and Composition of Sunfish (except 
Green Sunfish) 
Proportion of Green Sun_fish 
Proportion on Hybrid Individuals 

Ecological Factors 
Number of Individuals in Sample 
Proportion of Omnivores (Individuals) 
Proportion of Insectivorous Cyprinids 
Proportion of Top Carnivores 
Proportion with Disease, Tumors, Fin Damage, and 
Other Anomalies 

RIOLOGICAL POLLUTIOn SURVEY DESIGN 

The first step in planninq any survey of water quality is to identify 
specific objectives and clearly define what information is sought. For 
instance, the objective of a use attainability analysis might be to 
evaluate the water Cluality or degree of degradation of a body of water, in 
general, in order to ascertain the accuracy of the current use deSignation. 
Alternately. the analysis objective might he to determine the extent of 
damage caused by a discharge or series of discharges. From such 
information, the potentiQl attainable use can be identified~ judgments must 
then be made regarding the benefits/costs of improving the degree of waste 
treatment. 
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TABLE IV-2-7: BIOTIC INTEGRITY CLASSES USED IN ASSESSMENT OF FISH COMMUNITIES 
ALONG WITH GENERAL OESCR r PTIONS OF THEIR AtTR I ButES 

Class 

Excellent 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Very Poor 

No Fish 

Attri butes 

Compardble to the best situations without influence of 
man; all regi ona lly expected speci es for the habi tat and 
stream size, including the most intolerant forms, are 
present with full array of age and sex classes; balanced 
trophic structure. 

Species richness somewhat below expectation especially 
due to loss of most intolerant forms; some species with 
less than optimal abundances or size distribution; 
trophic structure shows some signs of stress. 

Signs of additional deterioration include fewer 
intolerant forms, more skewed trophic structure (e.g., 
increasing frequency of omnivores); older age classes of 
top ptedators may be rare. 

Dominated by omnivores, pollution-tolerant forms, and 
habitat generalists; few top carnivores: growth rates 
and condition factors commonly depressed; hybrids and 
diseased fish often present. 

Few fish present, mostly introduced or very tolerant 
forms; hybrids common; disease, parasites, fin damage, 
and other anomalies regular. 

Repetitive sampling fails to turn up any fiSh. 

TABLE IV-2-8: TENTATIVE RANGES Fffi THE BIOTIC 
INTEGR lTY CLASSES. 

Class Index Number 

Excellent (E) 57-60 
E-G 53-515 
Good (G) 48-52 
G-F 45-47 
Fai r (F) 39-44 
F-P 36-38 
Poor (P) 28-35 
P-VP 24-27 
Very Poor (VP) < 23 
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The next steps in planning the survey are to review all available reports 
and records concerni ng the waste effl uents and recei vi ng waters, and to 
make a field reconnaissance of the waterway, noting all sources of 
pollution, tributaries, and uses made of the water. 

Sampling Stations 

There is no set number of sampling stations that will be sufficient to 
monitor all types of waste discharges; however, some basic rules for a 
sound survey design are listed below (Cairns and Dickson 1971). The 
fol 1 owi n9 descri bes an "upstream-downstream" study. The reader shoul d al so 
consult Section IV-n on the reference reach approach to see an alternative 
method. 

1. Always have a reference station or stations above all possible 
discharge points. Because the usual purpose of a survey is to 
determine the damage that pollution causes to aquatic life, there must 
be some basis for comparison between areas above and below the point or 
points of discharge. In practice, it is usually advisable to have at 
least two reference stations. One should be well upstream from the 
discharge and one directly above the effluent discharge, but out of any 
possible influence from the discharge. 

2. Have a station directly below each discharge. 

3. If the discharge does not completely mix on entering the waterway but 
channels on one side, stations must be subdivided into left-bank, 
midchannel, and right-bank substations. All data collected 
biological, chemical, and physical should be kept separate by 
substations. 

4. Have stations at various distances downstream frOf"l the last discharge 
to determine the linear extent of damage to the river. 

5. All saFTIpling stations must be ecologically similar before the bottom 
fauna COrmlunities found at each station can be compared. For example, 
the stations should be similar with respect to bottom substrate (sand, 
gravel, rock, or mud), depth, presence of riffles and pools, stream 
width, flow velocity, and bank cover. 

6. Biological sampling stations should be located close to those sampling 
statiofls selected for chemical and physical analyses to assure the 
correlation of findings. 

7. Sampling stations for bottom fauna organisms should be located in an 
area of the stream that is not influenced by atypical habitats, such as 
those created by road bridges. 

8. In order to make comparisons among sampling stations, it is essential 
that all stations be sampled approximately at the same time. Not more 
than 2 week.s should elapse between sampling at the first and last 
stations. 
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For a long-term biological monitoring program, bottom organiSMS should be 
collected at each station at least once during each of the annual seasons. 
More frequent sampling may be necessary if water quality of any discharge 
changes or if spills occur. The most critical period for bottom fauna 
organisms ;s usually during periods of high temperature and low flow of the 
waterway. Therefore, if time and funds available limit the sampling 
frequency, then at least one survey during this time will produce useful 
i nformat ion. 

Sampling Equipment 

Conrnonly used devices for sampling benthic macroinvertebrate coomunities 
include the Peterson dredge, the surber square foot sampler, aquatic bottom 
nets, and artificial substrate samplers. Proper use of the first three 
pi eces of equi pment requi res that the operator exert the same amount of 
effort at each stat i on before compari sons can be made. TIli s subject i vity 
can cause error, but can be minimized by an experienced operator. 
Artificial substrates standardize sampling to some extent by providing the 
same type of habitat for colonization when placed in ecologically similar 
conditions. A simple type of artificial substrate sampler is a wire basket 
contai ni ng rocks and debri s. Others consi st of masoni te pl ates or pl ast i c 
webs which can be floated or submerged. Additional advantages of 
artificial substrate samplers are quickness and ease of use. 

Fish sampling equipment includes electrofishing gear, encircling gear (haul 
seine, purse seine), towed nets (otter trawl), gill nets, maze gear, and 
chemical toxicants (rotenone, antimycin). As discussed above, the same 
sampling effort must be put forth at each station when using this 
equipment. Also, measures should be taken to reduce the selectivity of 
fish sampling. 

Number of Samples 

If comparisons are to be made between stations in a pollution survey, each 
station must be sampled equally. Either an equal number of samples must be 
taken at each station or an equal amount of time and effort must be 
expended. 

()rganisms are not randomly distributed in nature, but tend to occur in 
clusters. Because of this, it is necessary to take replicate samples in 
order to obtain a composite sample that is representative of that station. 

There is no "cookbook recipe" which defines the number of samples to take 
in a given situation. Cairns and Oickson (1971) have found practical 
experience to show that not less than three artificial substrate samplers, 
3 to If) dredge hauls, and at least three Surber square foot samples 
represent tile minimum number of samples requi red to describe the bottom 
fauna of a particular station. Naturally. increasing the number of 
replicate samples increases the reliability of the data. The data of 
replicate samples taken at a given station are combined to form a pooled 
sample. It has been found that a plot of the pooled diversity index versus 
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cumulative sample units becomes asymptotic, and that once this asymptotic 
diversity index value is found, little is gained by additional sampling. 
Ideally, a base line study would be conducted to determine the optimum 
number of samples for a pollution survey. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

This section describes some of the statistical methods of comparing the 
diversity indices calculated for different sampling stations. 

Hutcheson's t-test 

Hutcheson (1970) proposed a t-test for test; ng for difference between two 
diversity indices: 

Where H1-HZ 
and 

The variance 

is simply the difference bet~een the t~o 

SH 
2 _ S2, )1/2 

- H • (SH 
1 2 1 H2 

of H may be approximated by: 

2 I f; 109
2 

f; - (Iff log ff)2/n 
SH • 2-n 

di vers ity indices, 

Where fi is the frequency of occurrence of species i and n is the total 
number of individuals in the sample. The degrees of freedom (df) 

associated with the :~e:e:~~9 : :~e ::J;~~7~ ~:i2)l 
1 2 G, n2 

Convenient tables of filog2fi are provided by lloyd, et al. (1968), 
and t-distribution tables can be found in any statistics textbook (such as 
Dixon and Massey, 1969; Zar, 1974; etc.). Example IV-2-1 demonstrates the 
calculation of the Shannon-Wiener index (H) for t~o sets of hypothetical 
sarnp 1 i ng stat i on data, and then tests for si gni fi cant di fference between 
them using Hutcheson's t-test. 
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ExamDle rV-2-1. Comoarina Two Indices of Diversity adaoted from Zar 
197 4 ,. 

HO: The diversity index of station 1 is the same as the diversity 
index of station 2. 

HA: The diversity indices of stations 1 and 2 are not the same. The 
level of sianificance (a) • 0.05 

Station 1 
"i nf numoer of n 

percentage(ff) f1 log fi f1 10g2 f; 
Species 

-log -
individuals( i) n n 

1 47 47 78.5886 131.4078 - 0.1541 
2 35 35 54.0424 83.4452 -0.1596 
3 7 7 5.9157 4.9994 -0.0808 
4 5 5 3.4949 2.4429 -0.0651 
5 3 3 1.4314 0.6830 -0.0457 
6 3 3 1.4314 0.6830 -0.0457 

6 100 100 144.9044 223.6613 -0.5510 

Station 2 
number of 

, 092 f. 
"; n1 

Species individual s( n1) percentaae(ff) ff log f. f1 n log n , , . 

1 48 48 80.6996 135.6755 -0.1530 
2 23 23 31.3197 42.6489 -0.lA68 
3 11 11 11.45'13 11. 9294 -0.1054 
4 13 13 14.4813 16.1313 -0.1152 
5 3 3 1. 4314 0.6830 -0.0457 
I) 2 2 0.6021 0.1813 -0.0340 

6 100 100 139.9894 207.2494 -0.6001 
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HI = 0.5510 

52 = 0.00136884 
HI 

t = -0.98 

df = 198.2 = 200 

H2 = 0.6001 

S2 = 0.00112791 
H2 

From a t-distribution table: t o.05 (2),200 = 1.972 

Therefore, si nce the t va 1 ue is not as great as the cri t i ca 1 va 1 ue for the 
95 percerlt level of significance (a= 0.05). the null hypothesis (Ho) is 
not rejected. 

Analysis of Variance 

Ana 1 ys is of vari ance (ANOVA) can be used to test the nu 11 hypothes; s that 
all means are equal, e.g. Ho:ul=u~= ••• sUk' where k ;s the number of 
experimental qroups. "Single factor' or "one-way" ANOVA ;s used to test 
the effec~ of one factor (sampling site) on the variable in question 
(dive~sity) in Example IV-2-2. Two-way A~OVA can be used for comparison of 
spacial and temporal data. 

In Examole IV-2-2, each datum (Xij) represents a diversity index that 
has bee~ calculated for j replicate samples at each of i stations. 
A 1 so, X. represe'lt S the mean of stat; on i, ni represents the number of 
replicates in sample i, and tl(= Zn.) represents the total number of indices 
calculated in the survey. 1 

After computing the mathematical summations, the ANOVA 
typically summarized in a table as shown. The equality 
deter~ined by the F test. 
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Fa., groups df, error df z grouD MS 
error MS 

The critical value for this test is obtained from an F-distribution table 
based on the degrees of freedom of both the numerator and denomi nator. 
Since the computed F is at least as large as the critical value, Ho is 
rejected. e.g. the diversity index means at all stations are not equal. 

Examcle rV-2-2. A Sin9le Factor Analysis of Variance (aaaoted from Zar 
1974 L 

HO: ul K u2 • u3 • u4 • Us 
HA: The mean diversity indices of the five stations are not the same 

a = O. os 

Sta-:l0n 1 

2.~ 2 
3.32 
3.64 
3.46 
2.91 
3.10 

Station 
-X. 

1 

n. 
1 

n. , 
L 

js, 
x .. , , 

oJ 

In. 
1 

k 
I 

; = 1 

Station 2 Statlon 3 

3.96 4.10 
4.08 4.41 
3.79 4.64 
3. 71 4.02 
4.36 3.86 
4.24 3.63 

1 2 3 

3.21 4.02 4.11 

6 6 6 

19.25 24.14 24.67 

61. 76 97.12 101.43 

I x .. ~ . ~ 2 

j=l 'J 
/n 1 = 580.84 

I r xij = 129.49 
i j 

2 
total sum of squares = I I x

1j 
-c = 24.29 

1 j 

IY-2-25 

Statlon 4 Statlon 5 

4.63 5.63 
4.21 5.41 
4.35 5.94 
4.88 6.27 
4.37 6.00 
4.01 5.73 

4 5 

4.41 5.83 

6 6 

26.45 34.98 

116.60 203.93 

2 
I Lx; j = 583.21 
; j 

(~ ; xi j )2 
C s R = 558.92 



groups sum of squares = )( .. J 2 /n. 
1 ' J , 

,. -
- I.. -

error sum of squares = total ss - groups S5 = 2.37 
total degrees of freedom = N - 1 = 29 
groups degrees of freedom = k - 1 = 4 

2: .92 

error degrees of freedom = total df - groups df = 25 
mean squared deviations from the mean (MS) = ss/df 
groups MS = 21.92/4 = 5.48 error MS = 2.37/25 0.09 

Summary of the Analys1s of Variance 

Source of Variation SS 

total 
groups 
error 

F = groups MS 
error MS 

24.29 
21.<)2 
2.37 

= 5.480 = 57.68 
o:i595 

F () = 2.76 0.05 1 ,4,25 

29 
4 

25 

Thp.refore, Reject HO : u
1 

=u
2

=u
3

=u
4 

=u
5 

Multiple Range Testing 

MS 

S.480 
0.1)95 

The single factor analysis of variance tests whether or not all of t~e ~an 
diverSity indices are the same, but gives no insight into thp. location of 
tne differences among stations. To determine between which stations Pie 
equalities or inequalities lie, one must resort to multiple cOfT1parison 
tests (also known as multiple range tests). The most commonly 'Jsec :rethodS 
are the Student-rlewman-Keuls test (rtewman 1939. Keuls 1952) and the 
Ouncan's test (Duncan 1955). 

Student-Newman-Keuls Test 

Exal'1ple IV-2-3 demonstrates tne Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) procedure for 
the data presented in Example 2. Since the ANOVA in Example rV-2-2 
rejected the null hypothesis that all means are equal, the SIlK test ~ay ~e 
applied. First, the diversity index means are ranked in increasing order. 

Then, pairwise differences (XB-XA ) are tabulated as shown in Exarlple 
IV-2-2. The value of p is determlned by the number of means in the range 
of means being tested. Using the p value and the error degrees of freedom 
from the ANOVA, "studentized ranges," abbreviated qq'df'P are obtained 
from a table of q-distribution critical values. ,he standard errQr is 
calculated by: 

If the k group sizes are not equal, a sl ight modification is necessary. 
For each comparison involving unequal n, the standard error is approximated 
by: 

1/2 
Sc = 
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Examole IIJ-2-3. Student-Newman-Keuls MultiDle Ran e Test witn Ecual Sample 
Sizes. hlS example utlllzes tne raw aata ana analysis 0 

varlance presented in Example !V-2-2. 

Ranks of sample means (i) 1 2 3 
Ranked sample means (x.) 3.21 , t..02 4.11 

SE = (error MS/n)1/2. (0.095/6)1/2 Z 0.126 

4 

4.41 
5 
5.83 

ComDan son 01 fference 
{R vs. A~ (X

S 
- ~I\ ) , Sf 0 P q n.Cl5,2 4 ,n" Conclusion 

H 

5 vs. . 5.83-3.21=2.62 0.126 20.79 5 4.166 Reject Ho:uS=ul 
5 vs. 2 5.83-4.02=1.81 n.126 14.37 4 3.901 Reject Ho:uS=u2 
; vs. 3 S.83-4.1l=1. 72 0.126 13.65 3 3.532 R ej ect Ho:uS=u3 
5 vs. 4 5.83-4.41=1.42 0.126 11.27 2 2.919 Rej ect Ho: US=U4 
4 vs. 1 4.41-3.21%1.20 0.126 9.52 4 3.901 Reject Ho:u4=ul 
4 vs. 2 4.41-4.i"l2:0.39 0.126 3.10 3 3.532 Accept Ho: u,=u2 
4 vs. 3 Do Not Test 
3 vs. 1 4.11-3.21=0.90 0.126 7.14 3 3.532 Reject Ho: ~3=ul 
3 vs. 2 Do flot Test 
2 vs. 1 4.02-3.21=0.81 0.126 6.43 2 2.919 Reject Ho :u 2=u

1 
"* Since QO.05,25,p does not appear in the q-distribution table, QO.05,24,p ;s used. 

Overa 11 conclusion: u1 1 u2 = U = u4 ~ Us 3 

The Q value ;s computed by: 
q = {xs - xA)/SE 

If the computed q value ;s greater than or equal to the critical value, 
then Ho: uB = uA is rejected. 

In Example 3, after accepting Ho:u4 z liz there is no need to test 4 vs. 
3 or 3 vs. 2. The conclusions drawn in the example are that the community 
at Station 1 has a significantlY'different mean diversity index from all 
other sampled communities; likewise, the Station 5 mean is different from 
the others. However, the communities at Stations 2, 3, and 4 have 
statistically equal diversity index means. These conclusions can be 
visua~ly represented by underlining the means that are not significantly 
different with a co~on line as shown below: 

stat; on 
~ean diversity index 

1 
3.21 

2 
4.02 

3 4 
4.11 4.41 

5 
5.83 

Converse 1 y, any two means not underscored by the same line are 
significantly different. 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test 

The ~heoretical basis of the Ouncan's test is somewhat different from the 
Student-Newman-Keul test, although the procedures and co~clusions are quite 
similar. Duncan's test makes use of the concept of Least Significant 
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Difference (LSD) whi ch is rel ated to the t-test, a form of whi ch was 
discussed previously. The LSD is calculated by: 

LSO a = ta (2S2/n)1/2 
where s2 is the mean squa re for error, n is the number of 
replications, and t is the tabulated t value for the error degrees of 
freedom (MS and df for error are calculated in the analysis of 
variance). After determining p as in the SNK procedure, R values are 
obtained from a table dependent on the level of significance. error df, and 
p. The shortest significant difference (SSO) is computed by the equation: 

SSD = R (LSD) 

Examp 1 e I V-2-4 demonstrates Duncan's procedure for hypothet i ca 1 data. As 
before, the difference between means is calculated for every possible 
pai rwi se compari son of means. Thi s di fference ; s then compared to the 
corresponding SSO value and conclusions are drawn. If the difference is at 
least as large as the 550, then the null hypothesis - that the two means 
are equal - is rejected; if the difference is less than 550, Ho is 
accepted. The resul ts are vi sual ly represented as descri bed for the SNK 
test. 

Example IV-2-4. Duncan's Multiple Range Test. 

HO: ul=u2=u3=u4 
HA: The mean diversity indices of the four sampling stations are not 
the same 

a = 0.05 n = 4 error MS = 0.078 

Ranks of sample means (i) 
Ranked sample '!leans (xi) 

1 . 
5.3 

( 2 )1/2 
LSDO. 05 = to.OS 25 /n = 0.447 

Comparison 
(8 vs. A ) 

4 vs. 1 

4 vs. 3 
3 v s. 1 
3 vs. 2 
2 vs. 1 

0; fference 
( Xa - Xc. ) p 

6.3-5.3=1.0 4 
6.3-5.7=0.6 3 
6.3-S.Q=O.4 2 
5.9-S.3=O.6 3 
5.9-5.7=0.2 2 
5.7-5.3=0.4 2 

2 
5.7 

R 
a,df .p 

1.07 
1. 04 
1.110 
1.04 
1.00 
1.00 

station 
mean diversity index 
visual representation 

1 2 3 4 
5.3 5.7 5.9 6.3 
~---==--~ 
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3 
5.9 

error df=9 

SSD 

4 
6.3 

=R (LSD) 

0.411 
0.46 
n.45 
0.46 
0.45 
0.45 

Conclusion 

reject Ho: u4=ul 
rej ect Ho: u4 =u2 
accept Ho :u4=u3 
rej ect Ho: u3=ul 
accept Ho:u3=u2 
accept Ho :U2=u, 



COMMUNITY COMPARISON INDICES 

Introduction 

Whereas the statistical analyses discussed above can discern significant 
differences between diversity indices calculated at two or more sampling 
stations, community comparison indices have been developed to measure the 
degree of similarity or dissimilarity between communities. These indices can 
detect spatial or temporal changes in cormunity structure. Polluted 
communities presumably wi 11 have different species occurrences and abundances 
than relatively non-polluted communities, given that all other factors are 
equal. Hence, community comparison indices can be used to assess the impact of 
pollution on aquatic biological communities. 

There are two basic types of community comparison indices: qualitative and 
quantitative. Qualitative indices use binary data: in ecological studies, the 
two possible attribute states are that a species is present or is not present 
in the collection. This type of cormunity similarity index is used when the 
sampling data consists of species lists. Kaesler and Cairns (1972) considered 
the use of presence-absence data to be the only justifiable (and defensible) 
approach when comparing a variety of organism groups (e.g. algae and aquatic 
insects). Also, qualitative similarity coefficients are simple to calculate. 
When data on species abundance are available, quantitative similarity indices 
can be used. Quantitat i ve coeffi ci ents incorporate speci es abundance as well 
as occurrence in their formulas, and thus, retain more information than 
indices using binary data. An annotated list of cOrmlUnity comparison indices 
of both types appears in Table IV-2-9. 

Qualitative Similarity Indices 

Although the terminology used in the literature varies considerably, the 
qualitative similarity indices in Table IV-2-9 (1 - 6) are represented using 
the symbolism of the 2X2 contingency table shown in Figure IV-2-S. In the form 
of the contingency table shown, collections A and B are entities and all of 
the species represented in a collection are the attributes of that entity. 

Indices 1 through 4 in Table IV-2-9 are constrained between values of 0 and I, 
while equation 6 has a potential range of -1 to 1. The minimum value 
represents two collections with no species in cOlTlTlOn and the maximum value 
indicates structurally identical communities. 

According to Boesch (1977), the Jaccard, Dice, and Ochiai coefficients are the 
most attractive qualitative Similarity measures for biological assessment 
studies. The Jaccard coefficient (1) is superior for discriminating between 
highly similar collections. The Dice (2) and Ochiai (4) indices place more 
emphasis on common attributes and are better at discriminating between highly 
dissimilar collections (Clifford and Stehpenson, 1975; Boesch, 1977; Herricks 
and Cairns, 1982). Thus, the nature of the data determines which index is most 
suitable. The Jaccard coefficient has been widely used by some workers in 
stream pollution investigations (Cairns and Kaesler, 1969; Cairns et al., 
1970; Cairns and Kaesler, 1971; Kaesler at al., 1971; Kaesler and Cairns, 
1972; Johnson and Brinkhurst, 1971; Foerster et al., 1974). Peters (1968) has 
written BASIC computer programs for calculating Jaccard, Dice, and Ochiai 
indices. 
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rABLE IV-2-9. SUMMARY OF COMHUNlry COMPARISON INDICES 

Descriptive Name Formul a 

I. Jaccard Coefficient of Community _ a 
S - M6+c 

2. Dice Index (Czekanowski. Sorenson) S = 2a 
2af-6f-c 

3. Sokal and Michener SiMple Matching S = 
a+b 

a+b+c+d Index 

S = a 
1/2 [( a+b)( a+e) ] 

4. Ochiai Index (Otsuka) 

5. Fager Index S a 1 = 
[(a+b)(a+e)]In 

-
2(a+b)1/2 

6. Point Correlation Coefficient = ab-bc 
(Kendall Coefficient of Association) S [(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)]1/2 

7. Bray-Curtis SiMilarity Coefficient 

Bray-Curtis DissiMilarity 
Coefficient 

Percentage SiMilarity of Co.-unity 
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8. Pinkham and Pearson Index of 
Simi 1 ari ty 

9. Morisita Index of Affinity 

10. Horn Index of Overlap 

11. Distance 

12. Product-Moment Correlation 
Coefficient (Pearson) 

1 min (x, , xl'b) 
L la 

Sa b - n iiiaX{-x -i a-,-x-i-b"T) Pi r 

MOT 

HmJx - flab 
= ,....-----r-r--H - H max min 

Ilor 

BOE 

0- = [1 \' ( ) 2 ] 1 /2 
ab n L xia - xib So~ 

L (x ia - xa)(x ib - xb) SnE 
0: (x

fa 
- xa) 2 (x

ib 
- x

b
) ]2 1/2 
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TABLE IV-2-9 (continued) 

~: S :: 

0 :: 

a,b,c,d :: 

xia ' xib 
:: 

Pia' Pib 
:: 

X a I 
n 
).. 

a • 
Hab 
H max 
H . ml n 

Xb 

Ab 

:: 

:: 

:: 

:: 

:: 

:: 

H max 

H . mln 

similarity bet~een samples. 

dissimilarity bet~een samples. 
(see Figure IV-2-5). 
number of individuals of species f at Station A or B. 
relative abundance of species i at Station A or B. 
total number of individuals at Station A or 

total number of different taxa. 
Simpson diversity index for Station A or B. 
Shannon-Wiener diversity index of Station A 
maximum possible value 

minimum possible value 

:: 

(X 
a 

x 
log ~ + 

a 

of Hab . 

of Hab • 

x x 
Xb L ib log ib) Xb Xb 
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COLLECTION A 

present absent 

~ a b 
c 
~ number of species number of species 
In 

cc ~ 
~ 

z ~ 

comIIIOn to both present in B 
collections but not in A 

0 

~ 
u 
UJ 
...J ~ 
....J C 0 ~ U In 

.Q 
fa 

c d 
number of species number of spcies 
present in A not represented in 
but not in B either collection 

Figure IV-2-S. 2 x 2 contingency table defining variables a, b, c, and d. 
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The Fager coefficient (5) is simply a modification of the Ochiai index. 
Because a correction factor is subtracted from the Ochiai index, the Fager 
coefficient may range from slightly less than zero to slightly less than one; 
this makes it less desirable. The Fager index has been used a great deal in 
marine ecology. 

Both the Sokal and Michener index (3) 
(6) include the double-absent term d. A 
1972; Clifford and Stephenson, 1975; 
approach of considering two collections 
absent from both. 

and the Point Correlation Coefficient 
number of authors (Kaesler and Cairns, 

Boesch, 1977) have criticized the 
similar on the basis of species being 

Pinkham and Pearson 
compari son i ndi ces. 
completely different 
produce the max i mum 
identical. 

(1976) illustrated the weaknesses of qualitative 
The bas i c shortcomi ng is that two COl1lT1uni ties havi ng 

species abundances but the same species occurrence wi 11 
index value, indicating that the two collections are 

Quantitative Comparison Indices 

Quantitative indices (7 - 12) consider species abundance in addition to mere 
presence-absence. Incorporating species abundance precludes the over-emphasis 
of r are s p e c i e s, w h i c h has be en a c r i tic ism 0 f the J a c car d co e f f i c i en t 
(Whittaker and Fairbanks, 1958). Quantitative measures are not as sensitive to 
rare species as qualitative indices and emphasize dominant species to a 
greater extent. Distance (11), information (9, 10), and correlation (12) 
coefficients weight dominance even more than other quantitative indices. 
Quantitative indices also avoid the loss of information involved in 
considering only presence-absence data when species abundance data are 
available. However, data transformations (e.g., to logarithms, roots, or 
percentages) may be desi rable or necessary for the use of some quantiti ve 
comparison indices. Calculation of quantitative indices is more complicated 
than qualitative coefficients, but can be facilitated by computer application. 

The Bray-Curtis index (7) is one of the most widely used quantitive co~arison 
measures. Forms of this index have been referred to as "index of associaton" 
(Whittaker, 1952), as "dominance affinity" (Sanders, 1960), and as "percentage 
similarity of cOlTlTlJnity" (Johnson and Brinkhurst, 1971; Pinkham and Pearson, 
1976; Brock, 1977). The Simplest and probably most cOlTIOOnly used form of the 
Bray-Curtis index is the Percent Similarity equation: 

Sab • 2:min(Pia,Pib) 

where the attributes have been standardized into a proportion or percent of 
the total for that entity (collection). The shortcoming of the Percent 
Similarity coefficient was illustrated by Pinkham and Pearson (1976) as shown 
be low. 
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Station A 
Station B 

A 

40 

20 

B 

20 

10 

TAXA 

C 

10 

5 

o 

10 

5 

E 

10 

5 

In thh hypothetical comparison, all species are twice as abundant at Station 
A as at Station B but their relative abundance is identical; therefore, the 
maximum similarity value of 1.0 is registered. The authors felt that this 
situation is germane to pollution assessment surveys in which the only 
difference between two sampling stations is the relative degree of cultural 
eutrophication. 

In Table IV-2-9, the Bray-Curtis index is dhplayed as both a measure of 
similarity and dissimilarity. Any cOlTmJnity similarity index can be converted 
to a dissimilarity measure by the simple equality: 

o • 1 - S 

Of course, values obtained by a dissimilarity expression are inversely related 
to similarity values; they increase with decreasing similarity. 

Pinkham and Pearson (1976) presented a community similarity index (8) that 
would overcome the shortcomings of other indices (e.g. 1.3,7,12) that were 
discussed in the article. Their similarity coefficient can be calculated 
us i ng either actua 1 or re 1 at i ve (percent) sped es abundance, a lthough they 
suggested using actual abundance whenever possible. The authors also offered 
a modified formula that includes a weighting factor for aSSigning more 
significance to dominant species: 

5 = ~ min(xia,xib ) [X;a.Xib ] 
ab ~ - v---- / 2 

max{xia,x ib } Xa Ab 

Two community comparison indices that employ diversity indices in their 
formulas are the Morisita Index of Affinity (9) and the Horn Index of Overlap 
(10). The Mori s ita compari son measure incorporates the Si mpson (1949) 
diversity index, and the Horn coefficient uses the Shannon-Wiener (1948) 
diversity index. Horn (1966) described the Morisita index as the probability 
that two i ndivi dua 1 s drawn randomly from COlTlTlm it; es A and B wi 11 both be long 
to the same species, relative to the probability of randomly drawing two 
; ndi vi dua 1 s of the same spec i es from A or B a lone. Because the numerator of 
the Morisita index is a product rather than a difference ( or minimum value) 
it tends to be affected by abundant species to a greater extent than the 
Bray-Curtis or Pinkham and Pearson indices. like those Similarity measures, 
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the Morisita index ranges from zero for no resellt>lance to one for identical 
collections. The Horn Index of Overlap is a manipulation of Shannon's 
information theory equation that closely resembles the expression of conlTlJnity 
redundancy developed by Margalef: 

R = (H - H) / (H - H . ) max max ml n 

The observed value in Horn's index (Hab) is the Shannon index calculated for 
the sum of the two collections being considered. The maximum diversity value 
(Hmax) would occur if the two collections contained no species in common. and 
the minilTlJm diversity value (Hmin) would be attained if the two collections 
contained the same species in the same proportions. It should be noted that 
the equations given for Hab. Hmax. and Hmin in the key to Table IV-2-9 are 
adapted from those given by Perkins (1983) since those appearing in the 
original article (Horn. 1966) are apparently inconsistent with the Shannon 
index. The Mori s ita and the Horn i ndi ces have been used in aquatic ecology 
studies (Kohn, 1968; Bloom et al •• 1972; Livingston, 1975; Heck, 1976). 

If two entities {i.e. corrmunities} are thought of as points in an 
n-dimensional space whose dimensions are determined by their attributes (i.e. 
species occurrence and abundance ). then the linear distance between the two 
points in the hyperspace can be construed as a measure of dissimilarity 
between the two entities. The two distance fonrulas shown in Table IV-2-9 
(11) are simply forms of the familiar geometrical distance formula, 

d = [( x 1 - x 2 ) 2 + ( y 1 -Y 2 ) 2] 1/ 2 

which has been expanded to accomodate n dimensions. Sokal (1961) divided the 
di stance by n to produce a rrean squared di fference, whi ch he felt was an 
appropri ate measure of taxonomi c di stance. Values co~uted by the di stance 
formulas may range from zero for identical collections to infinity; the 
greater the distance the less simi lar the two comunities are. Because the 
difference in species abundance is squared in the numerator, the distance 
fonrulas are heavily influenced by abundant species and may over-e~hasize 
dominance. The similarity of disparate cOl1lJlJnities with l~ species 
abundances may be overstated, while the resemblance of generally similar 
communities with a few disproportionately high species abundances may be 
understated. To avoid indicating misleading resemblance, it may be necessary 
to transform data (e.g. to squared or cubed roots) before cOl1lluting taxonomic 
distance. 

The Product-Moment Correlation Coeffficient (12) is a popular resemblance 
measure that ranges from -1 (co~letely dissimilar) to +1 (entirely similar). 
Several undersirable characteristics of this rreasure have been cited (Sneath 
and Sokal. 1973; Clifford and Stephenson, 1975; Boesch, 1977). Deceptive 
resemblance values can result from outstandingly high species abundances or 
the presence of many species absences, and non-identical communities can 
register perfect correlation scores. Pinkham and Pearson (1976) demonstrated 
how the Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient, like the Percent COlllTlJnity 
Similarity Index. indicates maxirrum similarity for two comnunities having the 
same relative species composition but different actual species abundances. 
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Experimental Evaluation of Comparison Indices 

Brock. (1977) cOll1>ared the Percent Conmunity Simi larity Index (7) and the 
Pinkham and Pearson Similarity Index (8) for their ability to detect changes 
in the zooplankton community of Lake Lyndon B. Johnson, Texas, due to a 
thermal effluent. For this study, the Pinkham and Pearson index was 
considered too sensitive to rare species and not sensitive enough to dominant 
forms. whereas the Percent Similarity coefficient was more responsive to 
variation in dominant species and relationships between dominant and 
semi-dominant forms. Linking dominance to function, the author concluded that 
the later index may better indicate structural-funcitonal similarity between 
cOnmJnities. 

Perk ins (1983) eva 1 utaed the respons i veness of ei ght di vers ity i ndi ces and 
five cOnmJnity comparison indices to increasing copper concentrations. The 
indices were calculated for bioassays conducted using benthic 
macroinvertebrates and artificial streams. The indices evaluated by Perkins 
correspond to equations presented in Tables IV-2-2 and IV-2-9 except: Perkins 
tested the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index; Perkins' Biosim index is Pinkham 
and Pearson's index. and the distance forrrula tested by Perkins (not included 
in this report) is shown below. 

o = [1 L (x i a-x i b) 2J 1/2 
n x, +x'b , a , 

The results of the study appear in Figure IV-2-6; the diversity index results 
are presented for comparison. 

The diversity indices did not clearly demonstrate the perturbation caused by 
increasing copper concentrations. The Shannon and Brillouin forrrulas 
increased initially. in spite of a decreasing number of speCies, because of 
increasing evenness of species distribution. Other than the increasing 
di vers i ty i ndi cated at the lower copper concent rat ions, these two i ndi ces 
reflected perturbation effectively by decreasing rapidly with increasing 
pollutant concentration. The McIntosh. Simpson, and Pielou (evenness) indices 
(not shown for 28 days in Figure IV-2-6) resembled the trends demonstrated by 
the Shannon and Brillouin formulas albeit less dramatically. Because the 
results obtained for those three indices ~ere less pronounced, they were more 
difficult to interpret than the Shannon and Brillouin findings. 

The corrmunity comparison indices were found to be good indicators of the 
perturbation of macroinvertebrate communities caused by copper pollution. 
Although the Bray-CurtiS index was considered the most accurate after 14 days. 
all of the comparison indices tested effectively reflected cOlTl1l.lnity response 
after 28 days (see Figure IV-2-6). Note that by definition the Biosim. 
Morisita. and Percent Community Similarity indices decrease as similarity 
decreases. while the Distance and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices increase. 
It has frequently been suggested that it may be desirable to apply several 
indices in a pollution assessment study (Peters, 1968; Brock. 1977; Perkins. 
1983) • 
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Numerical Classification or Cluster Analysis 

A common use of similarity indices is in numerical clasification of biological 
conmunities. Numerical classification, or cluster analysis, is a technique 
for grouping similar entities on the basis of the rsemblance of their 
attributes. In instances where subjective classification of conmunities is 
not clear-cut, cluster analysis allows incorporation of large amounts of 
attrib~te data into an objective classification procedure. Kaesler and Cairns 
(1972) outlined five steps involved in normal cluster analysis. First, a 
conmunity similarity index is chosen based on pre-determined criteria and 
objectives. Second, a matri·x of similarity coefficients is generated by 
pairwise comparison of all possible combinations of stations. The third step 
is the actual clustering based on the resemblance coefficients. A number of 
clustering procedures are discussed in the literature (Williams, 1971; Sneath 
and Sokal, 1973; Hartigan, 1975; Boesch, 1977). In the fourth step, the 
clustered stations are graphically displayed in a dendogram. Because 
rulti-dimensional resemblance patterns are displayed in two dimensions and 
because the similarity coefficients are averaged, a significant amount of 
distortion can occur. For this reason, a distortion measure should be 
evaluated and presented as the fifth step in the cluster analysis. The 
Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient (Sokal and Rohlf, 1962) is a popular metric 
of display accuracy. An additional step in any cluster analysis application 
should be interpretation of the numerical classification results since the 
technique is designed to simplify complex data and not to produce ecological 
interpretation. 

SUMMARY 

The ability of a water resource to sustain a balanced biotic cOlTlTlJnity is one 
of the best indicators of its potential for beneficial use. This ability is 
essential to the conmunity's health. Although several papers have criticized 
the use of diversity indices (Hurlbert,1971; Peet,1975; Godfrey,1978), Cairns 
(1977) stated that lithe diversity index is probably the best single means of 
assess i ng bi 01 ogi ca 1 integrity in freshwater st reams and ri vers ". Ca i rns 
concluded that no single method will adequately assess biological integrity, 
but rather its quantification requires a mix of assessment methods suited for 
a specific site and problem. The index of diversity is an integral part of 
that mix. Conmunity comparison indices are also useful in assessing the 
biological health of aquatic systems. By measuring the simiarity (or 
disSimilarity) between sampling stations, conmunity cOlTl>arison indices 
indicate relative impairment of the aquatic resource. 
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CHAPTER IV-3 
RECOVERY nmEX 

It is important to examine the ability of an ecosystem to recover from 
displacement riue to pollutional stress in order to evaluate the rotential 
uses of a water body. Cairns (1975) developed an index which gives an 
indication of the ability of the system to recover after displacement. The 
factors ~n<i rating system for each factor are: 

(a) Existence of nearby epicenters (e.g., for rivers these might be 
tributaries) for providing organisms to reinvade a damaged system. 
Rating System: l=poor, 2=moderate, 3=goort 

(b) Transportability or fTlObility of disseMinllles (the disseminules might be 
spores, eggs, larv~e, flying adults which might lay eggs, or other stages 
in the life history of an organism which pprmit it to move to a npw area). 

Rating System: l=poor, 2-moderate. 1=good 

(c) Condition of the hahitat following pol1utional stress (including 
physical hahitat and chemical quality). 
Rating system: l=poor, ?=moderate, 3=good 

(d) Presence of residual toxicants following pol1utional stress. 
Rating System: l=large ~ounts, ?=moderate amounts, 3=none 

(e) Chemical-physical environmental quality after po11utional stress. 
Rating System l=in severe disequilibrium, 7.=partia11y restored, 

3=normal 

(f) Management or organizational capabilities for control of damaged area. 
Rating system: l=none, 2-some, 3=strong enforcement possible. 

Using the characteristics listed above, 
systems, a recovery index can be developed. 
index follows: 

Recovery Index = a x b x c x d x e x f 

and their respective rating 
The equation for the recovery 

400+ = chances of rapid recovery excellent 
~5-3q9 = chances of rapid recovery fair to good 
less than 55 = chancp.s of rapid recovery poor 

This index and the rating system was developed by Cairns based on his 
experience with the Clinch River. For a full description of the rationale 
for the rating factor, the reader should refer to Cairns (1975). 
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NICHE CONCEPT 

CHAPTER IV-4 

INTOLERANT SPECIES ANALYSIS 

The ecological niche of a species is its position and role in the biological 
cOl1lllJnity. Hutchinson (1957) described niche as a multidimensional space, or 
hypervolume, that is delineated by the species' environmental requirements and 
tolerances. Physical, chemical, and biological conditions and relationships 
constitute the dimensions of the hypervolume, and the magnitude of each dimen
sion is defined by the upper and lower limits of each environmental variable 
within which a species can persist. If anyone of the variables is outside of 
this range the organism will die, regardless of other environmental conditions. 

TOLERANCE 

The "Law of Toleration" proposed by Shelford (1911) is illustrated in Figure 
IV-4-1. For each species and environmental variable there is a range in the 
variable intensity over which the organism functions at or near its optimum 
level. Outside the maximum and minimum extremes of the optimum range there are 
zones of phySiological stress, and, beyond, there are zones of intolerance in 
which the (~nctions of the organism are inhibited. The upper and lower toler
ance limits (also called incipient lethal levels) are intensity levels of the 
envi ronmenta I vari ab I e that wi 11 eventua lly cause the death of a stated frac
tion of test organisms, usually 50 percent. 

VARIABILITY OF TOLERANCE 

The tolerance of an organism for a lethal condition is dependent on its gene
tic constitution - both its species and its individual genetic makeup - and 
its early and recent envi ronmenta 1 hi story (Warren 1971). Ace 1 i mat i on has a 
marked effect on the tolerance of envi ronmenta 1 factors such as temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, and some toxic substances (see Figure IV-4-2). Tolerance is 
a I so a funct i on of the deve 1 opmenta 1 stage of the organi sm and it may change 
wi th age throughout the I ife of the ani ma 1. Because of thi s vari ab; I; ty, no 
two organisms have exactly the same tolerance for a lethal condition and toler
ance limits rrust be expressed in terms of an "average" organism. 

INTERACTIONS INFLUENCING TOXICITY 

An organism's tolerance for a particular lethal agent is dependent not only on 
its own characteristics but also on the environmental conditions. The inter
actions between lethal and nonlethal factors are well documented and are ad
dressed elsewhere in this handbook (Chapters I!-5 and III-2). Briefly, these 
nonlethal effects include: 
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Figure IV-4-1. Law of toleration in relation to distribution and Dopulation 
level--often a normal curve (modified by Kendeigh (1974) from 
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NICHE CONCEPT 

CHAPTER IV-4 

INTOLERANT SPECIES ANALYSIS 

The ecological niche of a spedes is its position and role in the biological 
COl1lllJnity. Hutchinson (1957) described niche as a multidimensional space, or 
hypervo1ume, that is delineated by the species' environmental requirements and 
tolerances. Physical, chemical, and biological conditions and relationships 
constitute the dimensions of the hypervolume, and the magnitude of each dimen
sion is defined by the upper and lower limits of each environmental variable 
within which a species can persist. If anyone of the variables is outside of 
this range the organism will die, regardless of other environmental conditions. 

TOLERANCE 

The "Law of Toleration" proposed by Shelford (1911) is illustrated in Figure 
IV-4-1. For each species and environmental variable there is a range in the 
variable intensity over which the organism functions at or near its optimum 
level. Outside the maximum and minimum extremes of the optimum range there are 
zones of physiological stress, and, beyond, there are zones of intolerance in 
which the (~nctions of the organism are inhibited. The upper and lower toler
ance limits (also called incipient lethal levels) are intensity levels of the 
environmental variable that will eventually cause the death of a stated frac
tion of test organisms, usually 50 percent. 

VARIABILITY OF TOLERANCE 

The tolerance of an organism for a lethal condition is dependent on its gene
tic constitution - both its spedes and its individual genetic makeup - and 
its early and recent environmental history (Warren 1971). Acclimation has a 
marked effect on the tolerance of environmental factors such as temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, and some toxic substances (see Figure IV-4-2). Tolerance is 
a 1 so a funct i on of the deve 1 opmenta 1 stage of the organi sm and it may change 
with age throughout the life of the animal. Because of this variability, no 
two organisms have exactly the same tolerance for a lethal condition and toler
ance limits rrust be expressed in terms of an "average" organism. 

INTERACTIONS INFLUENCING TOXICITY 

An organism's tolerance for a particular lethal agent is dependent not only on 
its own characteristics but also on the environmental conditions. The inter
actions between lethal and nonlethal factors are well documented and are ad
dressed elsewhere in this handbook (Chapters 11-5 and III-2). Briefly, these 
nonlethal effects include: 
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Hardness. Increasing hardness decreases the effect of toxic metals on aqua
tic organisms by forming less-toxic complexes • 

.£!!: The dissociation of weak acids and bases is controlled by pH and either 
the molecular or ionic form may be more toxic. 

Alkalinity a-nd Acidity. These modify pH by constituting the buffering capa
city of the system. 

Temperature. IncreaSing temperature enhances the effect of toxicants by in
creasing the rates of metabolic processes. 

Dissolved Oxygen. Decreasing dissolved oxygen concentration augments the 
exposure and absorption of toxicants by increasing the necessary irriga
tion rate of respiratory organs. 

When two or more lethal agents are present, several types of interactions are 
possible: synergistic, additive, antagonistic, or no interaction. 

INTOLERANT SPECIES ANALYSIS 

The tolerance ranges for env i ronmenta I variables differ wi de ly between spe
cies. Thus, the range of conditions under which an organism can survive (its 
niche) is broader for some species than it is for others. Fish species with 
narrow tolerance ranges are relatively sensitive to degradation of water qual
ity and other habitat modifications, and their populations decline or disap
pear under those circumstances before more tolerant organisms are affected. In 
general, intolerant species can be identified and used in evaluating environ
mental quality. The presence of typically intolerant species in a fish sam
pling survey indicates that the site has relatively high quality; while the 
absence of intolerant species that, it is judged, would be there if the envi
ronment was unaltered indicates that the habitat is degraded. 

LISTS OF INTOLERANT FISH SPECIES 

While the tolerance limits of a fish species for a particular environmental 
factor can be defined relatively precisely by toxicity bioassays, its degree 
of tolerance may vary considerably over the range of physical, chemical, and 
biological variables that may be encountered in the environment. The variables 
that are the object of intolerant species analysis are intentionally left 
vague in order to acconmodate the variety of situations precipitated by man's 
activities. A species may be intolerant of alterations in water quality or in 
habitat structure, such as those listed below. 

Water Quality Changes 

increased turbidity 
increased siltation 
increased water temperature 
increased dissolved solids 
organic enrichment 
lowered dissolved oxygen 
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Habitat Alterations 

substrate disruption 
cover removal 
changes in velocity and discharge 
removal of instream and streamside 

vegetat ion 
water level fluctuation 
impoundment and channelization 
blockage or hinderance of migration 



Many species can be identified that are relatively intolerant of anthropogenic 
alterations of the aquatic environment compared to other fish. Appendix C con
tains a list of fish species, nationally, which are relatively intolerant to 
one or more of the environmental changes shown above. The information in Appen
dix Cis based on 1 iterature sources (Wa l1en 1951; Trautman 1957; Carl ander 
1969, 1977; Scott and Crossman 1973; Pflieger 1975; Moyle 1976; Timbol and 
Maciolek 1978; Smith 1979; Muncy et ale 1979; Lee et al. 1980; Morrow 1980; 
Johnson and Finley 1980; U.S. EPA 1980; Karr 1981; Haines 1981; and Ball 1982) 
and on the professional judgment of State and University biologists. 

The darters and sculpins are listed only by genus in Appendix C. Identifica
tion of those taxa to species would have been inconvenient (together, Anmo
crypta, Etheostoma, Percina, and Cottus contain 150 species in the United 
States) and largely unnecessary because, with a few possible exceptions, all 
of the species of darters and sculpins can be considered intolerant. Karr 
(1981) recogni zed the johnny darter (Etneostoma nigrum) as the most tolerant 
darter species in Illinois and Ball (1982) did not categorize the johnny 
darter as an intolerant forage fish. Other darter species that appear to be 
relatively more tolerant of turbidity, silt, and detritus than others in their 
genus are listed below: 

mud darter 
bluntnose darter 
slough dart er 
cypress darter 
orangethroat darter 
swamp dart er 
ri ver darter 

Etheostoma asprfgene 
E. chlorosomum 
t". gracil e 
r. proe 11 are 
E". sped abi 1 e 
t. fusi forme 
lferci na shumardi 

The list in Appendix C is intended to be used by knowledgeable biologists as a 
rough guide to the relatively intolerant fish species in their state. Site
specific editing is left to persons familiar with the local fish fauna and en
vironmental conditions. Local editing of the provided data should produce a 
worKable list for intolerant species analyses of the streams in that area. 
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CHAPTER I Y-5 

OMN I YORE -CAR N I YORE (T ROPH I C ST R UCT URE) ANAL YS IS 

INTRODUCTION 

Water pollution problems nearly always involve changes in the pathways by 
which aquatic populations obtain energy and materials (Warren 1971). These 
changes lead to differential success of constituent populations which affects 
the composition of the aquatic conmunHy. Anthropogenic introduction of or
ganic substances or mineral nutrients directly increases the energy and ma
terial resources of the system, but other pollution problems - such as pH or 
tefll)erature changes, toxic materials, low dissolved oxygen, turbidity, silta
tion, et cetera - also lead to changes in trophic pathways. Thus, the health 
of a system can be evaluated through a study of its trophic structure. The 
following material concentrates on stream and river systems. Lakes will have 
different structural aspects. 

TROPHIC STRUCTURE 

The ecosystem has been described as the entire complex of interacting physi
cochemical and biological activities operating in a relatively self-supporting 
cOlTlJlmity (Reid and Wood 1976). The biological operations of an ecosystem can 
be viewed as a series of compartments which are described by three general cat
egories: producers, consumers, and decomposers. The producers include all auto
trophic plants and bacteria (both photosynthetic and chemosynthetic) which, by 
definition, are capable of synthesizing organic matter from inorganic sub
strates. The consumers are heterotrophic organisms that feed on ather organ
isms, and are typically divided into herbivores and carnivores. Herbivores 
(primary consumers) feed principally on living plants while carnivores (sec
ondary. tertiary, and quarternary consumers) feed principally on animals that 
they kill. Another type of consumer. the omnivore, feeds nearly equally on 
plants and animals, and occupies two or more trophic levels. The decomposers 
include all organisms that release enzymes which break down dead organisms. 

Food chains are sometimes used to simply represent feeding relationships be
tween trophic levels (e.g., plant> herbivore> carnivore). Ecosystems common
ly contain three to five links in their fpod chains. Diagramming all of the 
pathways of energy and material transfer in a community entai ls many inter
connecting food chains, forming a complex food web. 

T he concept of t rophi c structure, fi rst forma l1y di scussed by Li ndeman (1942), 
is a method of dealing with the pathways of energy and material transfer which 
focuses on functional compartments without considering the specific feeding 
relationships. The pathways between functional cOll1>artments are illustrated in 
Figure IV·S-1. Trophic structure is commonly represented by trophic or ecolog
ical pyramids. An ecological pyramid 1s a diagramatic representation of the r
elationships between trophic levels arranged with the producers making up the 
base and the terminal or top carnivore at the apex. An ecological pyramid may 
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Figure IV-S-2. Ecological pyramids for Silver Springs, Florida, indicating (a) 
biomass and (b) 9roductivity. P=producers; C=consumers; S=saoro
phytes or heterotrophs (after Odum 1957). 
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represent the number of individuals that compose each trophic level, or, of 
more ecological significance, the biomass or productivity of each level (Fig
ure IV-5-2). Because energy transfer between trophic levels is less than 100 p
ercent efficient the pyramid of productivity must always be regular in shape, 
while pyramids of numbers and biomass may be partially inverted in some in
stances (Richardson 1977). 

TROPHIC STRUCTURE OF FISH COMMUNITIES 

Fish communities generally include a range of species that represent a variety 
of trophic levels. The trophic classification system shown below was used in 
the assessment of fish fauna of the Illinois and Maumee River basins (Karr and 
Dudley 1978, Karr et al. 1983). 

(1) Invertivore - food predominantly (>75~) invertebrates. 
(2) Invertivore/Piscivore - food a mixture of invertebrates and fish; rela

tive proportions often a function of age. 
(3) Planktivore - food dominated by microorganisms extracted from the water 

column. 
(4) Omnivore - two or more major (>25~ each) food types consumed. 
(5) Herbivore - feed mostly by scraping algae and diatoms from rocks, and 

other stream substrates. 
(6) Piscivore - feed on other fish. 

Schlosser (1981, 1982a, 1982b) used the trophic structure of fish conrnunities 
to investigate differences in Illinois stream ecosystems. His categorization 
scheme appears in Table 1. 

In addition to representing a range of trophic levels, fish utilize foods of 
both aquatic and terrestrial origin, and occupy a position at the top of the 
aquatic food web in relation to plants and invertebrates. These facts enhance 
the ability of fish cOll1l1unities to provide an integrative view of the water
shed environment (Karr 1981). 

BIOLOGICAL HEALTH 

Degradation of water quality and habitat affects the availability of many food 
resources, resulting in changes in the structure and functions, and, thus, the 
health of the aquatic conmun1ty. Structural characteristics include the num
bers and kinds of species and the number of individuals per species. These 
parameters can be evaluated relatively quickly via compilation of species 
lists, calculation of diversity indices, and identification of indicator spe
cies. The importance of evaluating the impact of pollution on community func
tions - such as production, respiration, energy flow. degradation. nutrient 
cycling, and other rate processes - is becoming increasingly evident, and, 
ideally, any study of corrmunity health should include both structural and 
functional assessment. However. use of functional methods has been hindered 
because they are often expensive~ time-consuming. and not well understood. 
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TABLE IV-5-1. TROPHIC GUILDS USED BY SCHLOSSER (1981, 1982A, 19828) 
TO CATEGORIZE FISH SPECIES 

Herbivore - detritivores (HO) 

Omni vores (OHM) 

Generalized Insectivores (GI) 

Surface and Water Column 
Insectivores (SWI) 

Benthic insectivores (BI) 

Insectivore - Piscivores (IP) 

HD species fed almost entirely on dia
toms or detritus. 

OHM species consumed plant and animal 
material. They differed from Gl species 
in that, subjectively, greater than 25 
percent of their diet was composed of 
plant or detritus material. 

GI species fed on a range of animal and 
plant material including terrestrial 
and aquat i c insect s, algae, and sma 11 
fish. Subjectively, less than 25 per
cent of their diet was plant material. 

SWI species fed on water column drift 
or terrestrial insects at the water 
surface. 

Bl species fed predominantly on inma
ture forms of benthic insects. 

IP species fed on aquatic invertebrates 
and small fish. Their diets ranged from 
predominantly fish to predominantly in
vertebrates. 
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Examining the trophic structure of a cOIJIIIUnity can provide insight into its 
production and consumption dynamics. A trophic-structure approach to the study 
of the funct i ona I processes of st ream ecosystems has been proposed by CUlTl11i ns 
and his colleagues (CuRmins 1974, 1975; Vannote et al. 1980). Their concept 
assumes that a continuous gradient of physical conditions in a stream, from 
its headwaters to its mouth, will illicit a series of consistent and predict
able responses within the constituent populations. The River Continuum Concept 
identifies structural and functional attributes that will occur at different 
reaches of natural (unperturbed) stream ecosystems. These attributes (sum
marized in Table IV-5-2) can serve as a reference for comparison to measured 
stream data. Measured data which are cOlIIJIensurate with those predicted by the 
river continuum model indicate that the studied system is unperturbed, whi Ie 
disagreement between actual and expected data indicates that modification of 
the ecosystem has occurred (Karr and DUdley 1978). 

EVALUATION OF BIOLOGICAL HEALTH USING FISH TROPHIC STRUCTURE 

Karr (1981) developed a system for assessing biotic integrity using fish com
IIlJnities, whic;, is discussed in Chapter IV-2: Diversity Indices. Three em
pirical trophic metrics are incorporated into Karr's index of biotic integrity 
(IS I ). T hey are: 

(1) the proportion of individuals that are omnivores, 
(2) the proportion of insectivorous individuals of the Cyprinidae famny, 

and 
(3) the presence of top carnivore populations. 

Karr (1981) observed that the proportion of omnivores in a community increases 
as the quality of the aquatic environment declines. Nearly all major consumer 
species are omnivorous to a degree (Darnell 1961), so populations are con
sidered to be truly omnivorous only if they feed on plants and animals in 
nearly equa 1 amounts or i ndi scrimi nate ly (Kendei gh 1974). Reca 11 that Karr and 
Schlosser used 25 percent of plant material ingested as the level for distin
guishing between omnivores and other trophic guilds. Presumably, changes in 
the food base due to pollutional stress allow the euryphagic omnivores to be
come dominant because their opportunistic foraging ecology makes them more suc
cessful than more specific feeders. Omnivores are often virtually absent from 
unmodified streams. Even in moderately - altered streams omnivorous species 
usually constitute a minor portion of the cOlTlT1Unity. For this reason, the b;
ologist responsible for assessment must be familiar with the local fish fauna 
and aquatic habitats in order to be able to interpret subtle disproportions in 
trophic structure. In general, Karr (1981) has found samples with fewer than 
20 percent of individuals as omnivores to be representative of good environ
mental quality, while those with greater than 45 percent omnivores represent 
badly degraded sites. 

Karr (1981) reported that a strong inverse correlation exists between the abun
dance of insectivorous cyprinids and omnivores. Thus, communities containing a 
large proportion of insectivorous members of the minnow family (>45%) tends to 
indicate relatively high environmental quality. 
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TABLE lY-5-2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS Of RUNNING WATER ECOSYSTEMS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF STREAM. 
(FroM Karr and Dudley 1978, modified from Cummins 1975) 

Streallt 
size 

*S",al1 
headwater 
streaas 
( stre. 
order 
1-3) 

*Mediua 
sized 
strea.s 
(4-6 ) 

*Large 
rivers 
(7 -12) 

Primary 
energy 
source 

Coarse particulate 
organic Matter 
(CPOM) froa the 
terrestri al 
enviroMent 

l1 ttl e pri.ary 
production 

Fine particulate 
organic Matter 
(FPOM), IIOstly 

Considerable 
priMary 
production 

FPOM frOll 
upstreaM 

Production 
(trophi c) 
state 

Heterotrophic 

P/R <1 

AutotrophiC 

P/R >1 

Heterotrophic 

P /R <1 

Light and 
teMperature 
regiMes 

Heavily 
shaded 

Stable 
telilperatures 

Li ttl e 
shading 

High daily 
teMperature 
variation 

Little shading 

Stable 
teMperatures 

Trophic status of dOMinant 

Insects Fisn 

Shredders Inverthores 

Collectors 

Collectors Invertivores 

Scrapers P1scivores 
( grazers) 

Planktonic Plankt1vores 
collectors 

F Streams are typically subdivided into these three size classes based on the stream order classification systelll 
of Kuehne (1962). 
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Faucsh et al. (u"published manuscript) investigated the regional applicability 
of the IBI. Results from the two least disturbed watersheds in the study -
the Embaras River, Illinois and the Red River, Kentucky -- confirmed the fixed 
scoring criteria ~roposed by Karr (1981) for omnivores and insectivorous cypri
nids. At· most of the undisturbed sites in each stream, omnivores constituted 
20 percent or less of all individuals and at least 45 percent of individuals 
were insectivorous cyprinids. 

The presence of viable, vigorous populations of top carnivores is another in
dicator of a relatively healthy, trophically diverse community used in Karr's 
index. As described earlier, top carnivores constitute the peak of the eco
logical pyramid, and, therefore, occupy the highest trophic level in that par
ticular cOfllllJnity. Degradation of environmental quality causes top carnivore 
populations to decline and disappear. Theoretically, since top carnivore pop
ulations are supported (directly or indirectly) by all of the other (lower) 
trophic levels, they serve as a natural monitor of the overall health of the 
cOfllllJnity. Because of their pOSition atop the food chain, terminal carnivores 
are most vulnerable to detrimental effects of biomagnified toxicants. Also, 
predation by top carnivores keeps the populations of forage and rough fish in 
check. thereby functioning to maintain biotic integrity. As always. it is as
sumed that the project biologist will use consi derabl e persona 1 knowl edge of 
local ichthyology and ecology in adjusting expectations of top carnivore spe
cies to stream size. The top carnivore populations IIlJst be evaluated in rela
tion to what would be there if the habitat were not modified. Defining the 
baseline is a major problem in any study of pollutional stress. In determining 
the baseline community, the biologist may rely on the faunas of similar, unal
tered habitats in the area, literature information, and personal experience -
remembering the concepts of the river continuum model. 

The results of research conducted throughout the midwest tend to support the 
theoretical basis of the omnivore and top carnivore metric approaches to as
sessing biotic integrity (Larimore and Smith 1963, Cross and Collins 1975, 
Menzel and Fierstine 1976, Karr and Dudley 1978, Schlosser 1982a, Karr et ale 
1983). Fausch et a1. (unpublished manuscript) evaluated five watersheds in 
Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky, Nebraska, and North and South Dakota using the 
IB I, and found that scores accurately reflected watershed and st ream (ondi
t ions. 

However, experts in the field recognize that the omnivore - top carnivore anal
ysis may not be applicable in every situation on a nationwide basis. Reser
vations over use of this approach seem to be based on three variables. 

(1) Type of pollutional stress - e.g., the trophic metrics proposed by Karr 
(1981) were largely derived from agricultural watershedS in which sedi
mentation and nutrient enrichment are the predominant forms of anthro
pogenic stress; other pollution problems such as toxic waste discharge 
could conceivably have a different impact on fish trophic structure. 
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(2) Type of aquatic habitat - e.g., headwater streams, large rivers, and 
fl owi ng swamps represent very di fferent envi ronments whi ch are charac
terized by a variety of trophic pathways and food sources. 

(3) Type of Jmbient fish fauna - e.g., no or very tolerant top carni vores 
might be present naturally, or no or very intolerant omnivores. 

LIST OF OMNIVOkES AND TOP CARNIVORES 

Examples of resident omnivore and top carnivore fish species are listed nation
ally in Appendices B-1 and B-2, respectively. These tables were compiled based 
on information found in the literature (Morita, 1963; Carlander, 1969, 1977; 
Pflieger, 1975; Moyle, 1976; Timbol and Maciolek, 1978; Smith. 1979; Morrow, 
1980; Lee et al.,1980; Karr et al., 1983). The purpose of the lists is to 
prov; de a framework for assessing omni vore and top earn; vore popu 1 at; ons. 
However, because of the geographic variability in feeding habits, the gaps ;n 
ava; 1 ab 1 e foragi ng data, and the dynam; c nature of range boundar; es, some 
members of the 11 st may not occupy the spec ifi ed trophi c compartment ina 
particular area, while other species that belong on the list may have been 
overlooked. The list is intended to be used by knowledgeable biologists who 
are capable of adding and deleting species where necessary to produce a list 
which is appropriate for the particular area of study. 
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Int roduct ion 

CHAPTER IV-6 
REFERENCE SITES 

The goal of this section is to suggest an objective. ecological 
approach that should aid States in determining the ecological potential of 
priority aquatic ecosystems, evaluating and refining standards, 
prioritizing ecosystems for improvements, and comprehensively evaluating 
the ecological quality of aquatic ecosystems. The objectives of this 
section are to demonstrate the need for regional reference sites and to 
demonstrate how they can be determined. To do this the need for some type 
of control or reference sites will be discussed and alternate types will be 
outlined, the concept of ecological regions and methods for determining 
them will be described, aspects that should be considered when selecting 
ref erence sites wi 11 be 1 i sted, and the 1 i mitat ions of the reg; ona 1 i zat ion 
method will be discussed. 

Although correlation between a disturbance and the resulting 
functional or structural disorder can stimulate considerable insight, the 
disorder that results from disturbing a water body can be demonstrated 
scientifically only by comparing it with control or reference sites. To 
scientifically test for functional or structural disorder, data must be 
collected when the disturbances are present and when the disturbances are 
absent but everything else is the same. Disorders that are unique to the 
disturbed areas must be related to the disturbances but separated from 
natural variability. This requires carefully selected reference sites, but 
it is difficult or impossible to find pristine control or reference sites 
in most of the conterminous United States. Also, it is unlikely that 
pristine reference sites would be appropriate for most disturbed sites 
because they would differ in ways besides the distrubance, as will be 
discussed later. 

The most corrmonly used reference sites are upstream and downstream of 
the recovery zone of a point source. However, these sites provide little 
value where diffuse pollution is a problem, where channel modifications are 
extensive, where point sources occur all along the stream, where the 
stream1s morphology or flow changes considerably among sites, or where 
various combinations of these disturbances occur. Hughes et ale (1983) 
suggest a different approach, which reduces the problems of upstream
downstream reference sites. Their approach is based on first determining 
large, relatively-homogeneous, ecological regions {areas with similar 
land-surface form, climate, vegetation, etc.} followed by selection of a 
series of reference sites within each region. These sites could possibly 
serve as references for a number of polluted sites on a number of streams 
thereby economizing on and simplifying concurrent or future studies. A 
modification of Hughes et al.'s approach has been tested on two polluted 
streams in Montana (Hughes MS) and the approach is being rigorously tested 
on 110 sites in Ohio (Omernik and Hughes 1983). 
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The logical basis for Omernik and Hughes I approach was developed from 
ailey (1976). Green (1979). Hall et al. (1978). and arren (1979). Their 

logic fits well with the proposed water quality standards regulation 
(Federal Register 1982) that suggests grouping of streams wherever 
possible. Bailey stressed that heterogeneous lands, such as those managed 
by the U.S. Forest Service. must be hierarchically classified by thei r 
capabilities. He added that classification should be objective, 
synthesized from present mapped knowledge, and based on the spatial 
relationships of several environmental characteristics rather than on one 
characteristic or on the similarity of the characteristics alone. 

One of Green's ten principles for optimizing environmental assessments 
is that wherever there are broad environmental patterns. the area should be 
broken into relatively homogeneous subareas. Clearly, this principle 
app 1 i es to most States. Ha 11 et a 1. found that studi es that incorporate 
several variously-impacted sites were more useful than separate intensive 
studies of one or two sites and more practical than long-term pre- and 
post- impact studies. 

Warren proposed that a watershed/stream classification should 
integrate climate, topography. substrate. biota, and culture at all levels, 
as opposed to conSidering them separately. He also stated that the 
integration and classification should be hierarchical and be determined 
f rom the potent i a 1 s of the lands and waters of interest. rather than from 
their present conditions. Streams within Warren's proposed classification 
would have increasingly simi lar ecological potentials as one moved down 
through the hierarchy to ever smaller watersheds or ecological regions. 

The Concept of Ecological Regions 

The ecological potential of a reference or disturbed site is 
considered to be the range of ecological conditions present in a number of 
typical, but relatively-undisturbed sites within an ecological region. 
Such relatively-undisturbed sites, can be found even in the channelized 
streams of the Midwest Corn Belt (Marsh and Luey 1982). One should not 
suppose that such sites represent pristine or undisturbed controls, only 
that they are the best that exist given the prevalent land use patterns in 
an ecological region. Because of the major economic and political strains 
required, we do not believe that resource managers or even knowledgeable 
and concerned citizens wi 11 change those genera 1 1 and use pat terns much. 
But such persons will need to know the best conditions they can expect in a 
water body in order to decide whether the economic and noneconomic benefits 
of a particular water body standard are worth their economic and 
noneconomic costs. To make such determinations rationally, the reference 
sites must also be typical of a region. That is, thei r watersheds must 
wholly reflect the predominant climate, land-surface form, soil, potential 
natural vegetation, land use, and other environmental characteristics 
defining that region, and the site itself must contain no anomalous 
feature. For example, a cobble-bottomed stream in an entirely forested, 
highly dissected watershed would not be typical of the sand and 
gravel-bottomed streams in the agricultural prairies of the Midwest, nor 
could it be a useful predictor of such an agricultural stream's ecological 
potential, even though such a watershed and stream might be found in such a 
region. 
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Although all aquatic ecosystems differ to some degree, the basis of 
ecological regions is that there also is considerable similarity among 
aquatic ecosystem characteristics and that these similarities occur in 
definable geographic patterns. Also, the variabilities in the present and 
potential conditions of the chemical and physical environment and the biota 
are believed to be less within an area than among different areas. For 
example, streams in the ~palachian Mountains, are more simi lar to each 
other than to those in the Corn Belt or those on the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain. It is assumed that streams acquire their similarities from 
similarities in their watersheds and that streams draining watersheds with 
similar characteristics will be more similar to each other than to those 
draining watersheds with dissimilar characteristics. Thus, an ecological 
region is defined as a large area where the homogeneity in climate, 
land-surface form, soil, vegetation, land use, and other environmental 
characteristics is sufficient to produce relative homogeneity in stream 
ecosystems. 

The concept of an ecological region is an out-growth of the work of 
vegetation ecologists, climatologists, physiographers, and soil 
taxonomists, all of whom have sought to display national patterns by 
mapping classes of individual environmental characteristics (USDI 
Geological Survey 1970). James (1952) discusses the value of integrating 
or regionalizing such environmental characteristics and Warren (1979) 
provides an excellent rationale for classifying ecological regions, but 
Bailey's ecoregion map (1976) comes the closest to actually doing so. 
However, Bailey's map incorporates a hierarchical approach, concentrating 
on an individual environmental characteristic at each level, and does not 
yet incorporate land-surface form or land use. Hughes and Onernik (l98lb) 
agree with Warren that it is most usefu 1 to integrate these featu res at 
every level in the hierarchy of ecological regions. Such an approach 
faci litates the mapping of ecological regions at a national, state, or 
county level with increasing resolution (but decreasing generality) at each 
lower level. 

Ecological regions should improve States' abilities to manage aquatic 
ecosystems in at least four ways (Hughes and Onernik 1981b): (1) They 
should provide ecologically-meaningful management units. Such units allow 
objective and logical synthesis of existing data from ecologically-similar 
aquatic ecosystems and, using that synthesis, extrapolation to other 
unstudied ecosystems in the same ecological region. (2) They should 
provide an objective, ecological basis to refine use classifications and to 
evaluate the attainment of uses for aquatic ecosystems. This is because 
they provide an ecological basis for determining typical and potential 
states of aquatic ecosystems located ill similar watersheds. (3) They 
should provide an objective ecological basis to prioritize aquatic 
ecosystems for improvements or for attainability analyses. Given knowledge 
of the typical and potential conditions of aquatic ecosystems in the 
separate ecological regions of a State, that State can rationally determine 
what to expect from improvements and thereby know where it will get the 
greatest ecological returns for its investments. (4) They should simplify 
setH'19 site-specific criteria on site-specific biota, as allowed by the 
prcpu~ed water quality regulation. Rather than set separate criteria for a 
large number of sites at enormous expense, a State could use criteria 
obtained from a series of sites that typify potential conditions in each 
ecological region of that state or neighboring states. 
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The process of selecting reference sites can be broken into two major 
phases with most of the work done in an office. First, the ecological 
regions, and most-typical area(s) of interest are determined. Second, 
various sizes of candidate watersheds and reaches are evaluated for 
typicalness and level of disturbance in order to select reference sites. 

Oetermining Ecological Regions 

There are several methods for determi ni ng ecol ogi ca 1 regi ons. 
Trautman (l9R1) suggested that one factor, physiography, could be used to 
determine patterns of stream types and fish assemblages in Ohio. Lotspeich 
and Platts (19A2) believed regions should be determined from two factors, 
climate anfi geology. Railey (1976) used three factors, climate, soil, and 
potential natural vegetation, in his ecoregion map of the United States but 
suggested adding land-surface form and lithology if smaller ecoregions are 
mapped. Warren (1979) proposed that five factors, climate, topography, 
substrate, bi ota and culture, shoul d all be incorporated in watershed 
classification. Hughes and Omernik (1981b), ()nernik et ale (1982), and 
Omernik and Hughes (1983) overlaid maps of land-surface form, soil 
suborders, land use, and potential natural vegetation in studies of the 
Corn Belt and Ohio, but suggest using precipitation, temperature, and 
lithology if major differences in these factors are suspected. Lotspeich 
and Platts, Railey, and Warren all emphasized the use of hierarchical 
ecoregions, moving from broad national regions thousands of square 
kilometers in size to small watersheds a few square kilometers in area. A 
much different approach to determining ecological regions is the stream 
hahitat classification of Pfl ieger et ale (l9Rl). They used cluster 
analysis of fish collections from throughout Missouri to group localities 
having similar fish faunas. Where States have computerized fish collection 
data from a thousand or I1lOre sites, cluster analysis is a useful approach, 
however only a handful of States have such data. 

Because of the diversity of methods for fietermining ecological 
regions, the limited testing of their applicability to aquatic ecosystems, 
and the limited number of large computerized data files, States are 
encouraged to select a method that allows the greatest potential for later 
morlification. The method of Hughes and Ornernik requires no prior 
collection data and appears to allow more modification than the others. 
The greater number of character; st i cs used to determi ne regi ons increases 
the opportunity that those regions will have a variety of uses by several 
agencies and greater value in predicting impacts of managment actions. 
Therefore, their method is outlined by the following steps: 

1. Select the area and aquatic characteristics of interest. In many cases 
the area of interest wi 11 be a State, but wherever major envi ronmental 
characteristics or watersheds do not coincide with state borders, States 
may find it useful and economical to work cooperatively and incorporate 
portions of neighboring States. Aquatic characteristics of interest may 
include fish and macro-invertebrate assemblages and various aspects of 
the chemical and physical environment affecting those assemblages. 
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2. Select broad environmental characteristics most likely to control the 
aquatic characteristics of interest. Environmental characteristics to 
consider are climate (especially mean annual precipitation and surrmer 
and winter temperature extremes), land-surface form (types of plains, 
hills, or mountains), surficial geology (types of soil parent material), 
so11s (whether wet or dry, hot or cold, shallow or deep, or low or high 
in nutrients), potential natural vegetation (grassland, shrubland, or 
forestland, and dominant species), major river basins (especially 
important in unglaciated areas for limiting fish and mollusk 
distribution), and land use (especially cropland. grazing land. forest, 
or various mixes of these). National maps of most of these 
characteristics are available in USDI-Geological Survey (1970). but, 
often, larger-sca le State ma~s can be obtai ned from State agenci es or 
university departments. 

3. Examine maps of the selected environmental characteristics for classes 
of characteristics that occur in regional patterns. When original maps 
differ in scale or when finer resolution is required, a mechanical 
enlarger/reducer, photocopy machine, photo-enlarger, or slide projector 
can be used to produce maps of the des ired sca 1 e. Select those cl asses 
of characteristics that best represent tentative ecological regions. 
For example, is the predominant class of land-surface form flat plains 
or high hills; is the predominant potential natural vegetation oak 
forest or ash forest? List the predominant class of all the 
characteristics considered for each tentative ecological region. 

4. Overlay the selected environmental characteristics mapped at the same 
scale and outline the most-typical areas in each tentative ecological 
region. The maps are examined in combination on a light table and lines 
are drawn on a sheet of clear plastic or transparent paper (e.g. 
albanene). Most-typical areas are those areas in each tentative 
ecological region where all the predominant classes of environmental 
characteri s tics in that regi on are present. These can be cons i dered as 
most-typical areas because they contain all the classes of 
characteristics that will be used to determine that ecological region. 
For example, if the predominant classes of land use, potential natural 
vegetation, and land-surface form in an ecological region are cropland, 
grassland, and plains, respectively, only the portion of that region 
where cropland, grassland, and plains all occur together would be 
most-typical. This overlay approach and some of the environmental 
characteristics are similar to those used by McHarg (1969) in his 
examination of the values of various land uses in the Potomac River 
Basin. 

5. Determine which environmental characteristics best distinguish between 
regions. Where the major characteristics abruptly differ at the same 
place (e.g. hilly forestlands vs. prair·ie croplands) this is easily 
done, but where there are gradual transitions (e.g. from flat to smooth 
and irregular plains with decreasing amounts of croplands and increaSing 
forestlands) it is more difficult and the boundries are less precise. 
At one boundary the d1stinguising characteristic may be land-surface 
form and surficial geology, at another it may be land use or a river 
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basin divide. Thus, this boundary determination is a subjective - not a 
mechanical or McHargian - process and it requires considerable judgment 
and knowledge of the key environmental characteristics along the 
tentative boundary. See Figure IV-7-1 for an example of a final 
product. Fianlly. the regional lines are transferred to a base map of 
the area of interest. On a State level, most of this work should be 
done using map scales of 1:500,000 to 1:7,~OO,OOO. The base map should 
then be circulated among knowledgeable professionals to evaluate the 
significance of the ecological regions as drawn. 

For cases where top-priority aquatic ecosystems are anomalies, or where 
the State is interested in on 1 y a few si tes, it may be more appropri ate to 
use a slightly different approach based only on the watershed 
characteristics of the sites in question. For such cases, rather than 
analyze the entire State, researchers can determine the climate, 
land-surface form. soils, potential natural vegetation. land use, river 
basin. etc. of the watershed upstream of the site of interest. The same 
classes of characteristics elsewhere in the State or neighboring States can 
then be determined from maps. The rest of the reqiona1ization process is 
ttJe same as described above. The major di fference in this approach is 
that. because of the spatially-narrower objective, fewer ecological regions 
will be determined, consequently, the product would have only local 
application. 

netermining Candidate References Reaches 

The most-typical areas arp considered the most-logical places to 
locate reference reaches for several reasons: (1) Such areas shou1 d 
contain a narrower range of land use or disturbance potentials compared to 
the entire region or other regions. Hence. there should be a narrower 
range of aquatic ecosystem conditions in these most-typical areas cQl11pared 
to the entire region or other regions. (2) Such areas are more likely to 
be free of ma.jor anoma1 i es that mi ght produce undi sturbed sites that are 
also atypical. such as an entirely forested. lllOuntainous watershed in a 
region typifipd by shruhlands and plains. (3) Such areas can potentially 
represent the greatest number of streams in the ecological region because 
they drain watersheds having all the predominant classes of environmental 
characteristics that were used to identify the region. (4) Such areas best 
represent the prevailing land use of the ecological region and the best 
background conditions likely. For example. there is little likelihood of 
transforming an area dominated by rangeland into forestland. therefore, the 
predominant land use in the watershed of a reference reach in such an area 
should be grazinq. 

For the above reasons, if watersheds of reference or benchmark reaches 
are to have the broadest possible applicability. they should fall entirely 
within the most-typical areas of ecological regions. Thus, the size of the 
most-typical area will determine the maximum size of such watersheds. The 
smallest watersheds should include the smallest intermittent or permanent 
streams and ponds that support spawning or rearing or valued populations. 
Valued populations may include sport, commercial, rare, threatened. 
endangered, forage, or intolerant species of any phylum. 
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Refining the Number of Candidate Reference Reaches 

Regardl ess of how candi dates for reference watersheds are detenni ned 
there are several important aspects to consider when selecting reference 
reaches: 

1. Human Oi sturbances. Obvi ous 1 y. watersheds that contai n dense human 
popul at ions, concentrat ions of mi nes or industry. several or important 
point sources, or major and atypical problems with diffuse pollution 
(e.g. acidification, soil erosion, overgrazing, mine wastes, landslides) 
should be eliminated from consideration as reference watersheds. 
Intentional stocking of sport fishes and incidental releases of aquarium 
and bait organisms have extended the ranges of many aquatic species. If 
these introductions are only local, knowledge of such populations should 
he considered when selecting least-disturbed watersheds because 
introduced stocks of species are one of the most detrimental changes 
that humans initiate in aquatic ecosystems. Where human disturbances 
are mapped this step should be done for the entire State. 

2. Size: Because of the gradual change in many stream characteristics from 
headwaters to rivers (Vannote et ale 19RO). plus application of 
MacArthur and Wilson's (1967) theory of island biogeography to lakes 
(Rarbour and Brown 1974). it is important to consider the si ze of the 
reference reaches when they are to be compared wi th a pri ori ty water 
body. Although stream order (Strahler 1957) has often been used by 
biologists to approximate stream size, Hughes and Omernik (IQ81a. 1983) 
gi ve several reasons why watershed area and mean annual di scharge are 
preferahle measures. Limnologists typically use surface area and volume 
to estimate lake size. Although regional differences make any 
generalizations difficult, the stream order of priority and reference 
reaches shoul d not di ffer by more than one order inmost cases and the 
watershed areas usually should differ by less than one order of 
magnitude. 

3. Surface water hydrology. While detennining size, the researcher should 
also briefly examine the types of the watersheds, streams. or lakes for 
anomalies. Large scale topographic maps will usually reveal whether the 
streams are effluent or influent, Le •• whether the net movement of 
water if from the streams to the ground water or the reverse. The same 
maps reveal drainage lakes, lake type (kettle, solution, oxbow. etc.), 
amount of ditching or canalization, and drainage pattern (dendritic, 
trellis, aimless, etc.). 

4. Refugia. Parks, monuments, wildlife refuges, natural areas, preserves, 
state and federal forests, and woodlots are often indicated on large 
scale topographic maps and locations of others can be obtained from 
state agencies charged with their administration. Such refugia are 
often excellent places to locate reference sites and reference 
watersheds. 
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5. Groundwater hydrology. Reports from the State water resource agency and 
the State office of the U.S. Geological Survey reveal whether lakes are 
influent or effluent. The direction of water movement in lakes is 
extremely important in determining the; r nutrient balance, causes of 
eutrophication, and possible results of lake restoration efforts. For 
example, in shallow effluent lakes with small watersheds the major 
source of nutrients is the atmosphere and hence uncontrollable. 

6. Runoff per unit area. ~ This is extremely important in estimating stream 
size. The sUlTITlarized. runoff data are published in U.S. Geological 
Survey reports for each State. These data can be used to estimate 
isol1nes of runoff per unit area or existing runoff maps produced by 
State water resource agencies can be used. For a national example, see 
USDI - Geological Survey (1970). 

7. Water chemistry. These data can be used to estimate background or 
typical conditions. Most are not sUlTlTlarized, but they can be located 
using NAWOEX and are available from computerized data bases such as 
WATSTORE and STORET and from State water reports of the U.S. Geological 
Survey and State water resource agencies. 

8. Geoclimatic history. The historical geomorphology and climate determine 
the basin divides and historical connections among water bodies and 
basins. The absence of such connections and the locations of basin 
divides and major gradient changes determine centers of origin or 
endemism. Regionally, continental glaciation, ocean subsidence, and 
pluvial flooding, and locally, stream capture, canals, and headwater 
flooding all provided passages across apparent barriers that allowed 
range extension, and, in large part, determine the present ranges of 
primary freshwater fish and mollusks. This information is usually 
avai lable from uni versity geology departments and often from the state 
geologist. 

9. Known zoogeographi c patterns. These are best revea 1 ed by maps in books 
and articles on the biota of the state, e.g. Smith (1983), Trautman 
(19Bl), or Pflieger (1975). Such patterns may also be predicted by 
present river basins where the basin divides are substantial and the 
river mouths distant. 

After cons i deri ng the broad watershed and regi ona 1 aspects of the 
candi date watersheds, the hi ghly-degraded or unusual watersheds should be 
easi ly rejected. Candidate reaches can then be selected and ranked or 
clustered by expected level of disturbance. At this level of resolution, 
the researcher should study air photo mosaics and large-scale (1:24,000-
1:250,000) maps of the candidate reaches. Stream gradient, distance from 
other refugia, barriers (falls, dams) between reference reaches and other 
refugi a, di stance f rom the major recei vi ng water, number of mi nes, and 
buildings, amount of channelization, and presence of established monitoring 
or gaging sites should all be considered. The list of candidate reaches 
should be distributed to other professionals to query them about their 
knowledge of disturbance levels, previous or concurrent studies, fish 
stock. i n9 schedul es, fi sh catch per unit eff ort t spawni ng or hatchi ng 
pulses, valued species, etc. 
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Selecting Actual Reference Sites 

All the precedinq research can, and should, be done in an office. It 
is then usefu 1 to vi ew and photograph the reduced number of cand; date 
reaches from the air. A small wing-over airplane flying 300-1500 meters 
above the ground is ideal for this or recent stereo pairs of air photos can 
suffice. The candidate reach should be examined at several access points 
to assess typical and least-disturbed conditions, i.e., the absence of farm 
yards, feed lots, livestock grazing, irrigation diversions, row crops, 
channelization, mines, housing developments, clearcuts, or other small 
scale disturbances should be rejected, though the candidate reaches may be 
moved upstream of them. The main reasons for this aerial view are to 
determine what the candidate watersheds and reaches typically look like. to 
characterize relatively undisturbed conditions, and to help select actual 
ref erence sites. The photographs are a I so usefu 1 as vi sua 1 ai ds in 
briefings and public meetings. This phase is not essential if the chief 
state ecologist has developed this knowledge of present conditions through 
years of experience statewide. 

Fi na lly, the remai ni ng candi date reaches can be assessed and ranked 
for disturbance from the ground. Three to four candidate reference sites 
in each reach should be examined for typical natural features, least
disturbed channel and riparian characteristics, and ease of access. The 
concept of typicalness of natural features is similar to that of 
typicalness of watershed features; for example, riffle-pool morphology and 
swift current would not be typical of coastal plain or swamp streams and 
such anomolous sites should not be included as reference sites. 

One of the best indicators of least-disturbed sites is extensive, 
old, riparian forest (see Section 11-6). Another is relatively-high 
heterogeneity in channel width and depth (shallow riffles, deep pools, 
runs, secondary channels, flooded backwaters, sand bars, etc.). Abundant 
large woody debris (snags, root wads, log jams, brush piles), coarse bottom 
substrate (gravel, cobble, boulders), overhanging vegetation, undercut 
banks, and aquatic vascular macrophytes and additional substrate 
heterogeneity and concealment for biota. Relatively high discharges; 
clear, colorless, and odorless waters; visually-abundant diatom, insect, 
and fish assemblages; and the presence of beavers and piscivorous birds 
also indicate relatively-undisturbed sites. 

In order to confi dent ly ascertai n whether a des i gnated bi ot i c use of 
a priority aquatic ecosystem is attainable it is necessary to (1) clearly 
define that use in objective, measurable, biotic conditions and (2) examine 
those conditions in at least three least-disturbed reference sites. We 
have descri bed a process to locate and rank a number of least-di sturbed 
reference sites. However, there are several limitations to that approach. 
To date this ~rocess has only been tested on streams with watersheds less 
than 1600 km 2• Major lakes and ri vers can be exami ned in the same 
manner, but a multistate or national analysis will be needed and greater 
allowances for variability in the level of disturbance and the degree of 
typicalness may be necessary because large ecosystems encompass more 
variability, they are more likely to receive major point sources, and they 
are rarer to begin with. 
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Where priority aquatic ecosystems are unique it will be more 
difficult to find reference sites. For example. if the priority system is 
a forested watershed with a high-gradient stream in Iowa, where such a 
system is rare, it woul d he necessary to seek reference sites in 
neighboring States. Where a stream passes through extremely dissimilar 
ecological regions, reference streams should do likewise. For example, the 
Yampa River of Northwestern Colorado passes from spruce-forested mountains 
through sagebrush tablelands and should not be compared with a river that 
flows through only one of those regions. 

Stream reaches above barriers, such as the falls on the Cumberland 
River or the relatively steep gradients of the Watauga River at the North 
Carolina-Tennessee border, should not be compared with those below because 
few purely aquatic speCies have passed those historical barriers. Streams 
that had glacial or pluvial connections (such as the Susquehanna and James 
Rivers) may have more species in common than neighboring rivers of either, 
the neighhoring rivers have similar environmental conditions. Gilbert 
(lqRn) provides a clear discussion of these possible zoogeographic 
anomalies using examples from the eastern United States. necisions about 
reference sites must also take such knowledge into consideration. 

Finally, ecological regions ann reference sites as described herein 
are helieverl most useful for making comparisons hetween broad assemblage
level patterns or patterns between widely-ranging and common species of 
importance, not hptween the presence or absence of speci fi c uncommon or 
localized species viewed separately. That is, multivariate approaches such 
as ordination anrl classification or hiotic indices such as Karr's (lqSI) 
are most applicahle and researchers shoulrl not expect to discriminate among 
sites that vary only slightly. 

SUlTWTla ry 

The final product of this approach is a map like that of Figure 
IV-7-1. nata from the reference sites in each ecological region can be 
compared with those from di sturbed sites in that region. For aquatic 
ecosystems that cross houndaries between ecological regions, state 
ecologists ought to examine data from the reference sites in those 
respective reqions. Comparisons shoulrl he limited to ecosystems of similar 
size. 

Rather than an ad hoc, hest - biological judgment approach, a 
regionalization approach as described provides a rational, objective means 
to compare similarities and di fferences over large areas. The regions 
provide ecologically-meaningful management units and they would help in the 
organization anrl interpretation of State water quality and ~IPS reports. 
nata from the reference sites provide an objective, ecological basis to 
refine use classifications and, when compared with more disturbed sites. to 
evaluate the attainment of uses. Knowledge of potential conditions in a 
region provirles an objective, ecological basis to predict effects of land 
use changes and pollution controls, to prioritize aquatic ecosystems for 
improvements, and to set site-specific criteria. Regular monitoring of the 
reference sites and comparisons with historical information will provide a 
useful asc;essment of temporal changes, not only in those aCJuatic 
ecosystems, ~ut in the ecoloqical reqions that they morlel. 
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INTROOUCT ION 

CHAPTER V 

INTER PRET AT ION 

There are many use classifications which might be assigned to a water body, 
such as navigation, recreation, water supply or the protection of aquatic 
life. These need not be rrutually exclusive. The water body survey as discussed 
in this manual is concerned only with aquatic life uses and the protection of 
aquatic life in a water body. 

The water body survey may also be referred to as a use attainability analysis. 
The objectives in conducting a water body survey are to identify: 

1. What aquatic protection uses are currently being achieved in the water 
body, 

2. What the causes are of any impairment to attaining the designated aqua
tic protection uses, and 

3. What the aquatic protection uses are that could be attained, based on 
the phYSical, chemical and biological characteristics of the water body. 

The types of analyses that might be employed to address these three points are 
sumnarized in Table V-I. Most of these are discussed in detail elsewhere in 
t his ma n u a 1 • 

CURRENT AQUAT IC PROTECT ION USES 

The actual aquatic protection use of a water body is defined by the resident 
biota. The prevailing chemical and physical attributes will determine what 
biota may be present, but little need be known of these attributes to describe 
current uses. The raw findings of a biological survey may be subjected to 
vari ous measurment s and assessment s, as di scussed in Chapters I V-2, I V-4, and 
IV-5. After performing a bic..logfcal inventory, omnivore-carnivore analysis, 
and intolerant species analysis, and calculating a diversity index and other 
indices of biological health, one should be able adequately to describe the 
condition of the aquatic life in the water body. 

It will be helpful to digress at this juncture briefly to discuss water body 
use classification systems and their relationship to the water body survey. 
Classification systems vary widely from state to state. Some consist of as few 
as three broad categories, while others include a number of more sharply
defined categories. Also, the use classes may be based on geography, salinity, 
recreation, navigation, water supply (rrunicipal, agricultural f or industrial), 
or aquatic life. Often an aquatic protection use must be categorized as either 
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TABLE V-I. SlJl1ARY OF TYPI CAL WATER BODY EVALUATIONS (from EPA,1983. Water Qua 1 ity Standards Handbook). 

PHYSICAl [YALUATIONS 

• Instre .. Chlrlcterlstlcs 

- stze (~Ift wldth/d~th) 

- flnw/veloclty 

- totll vol ... 

- relerltlon rites 

- qrldlent/pools/rlffl-.s 

- tefllPeriture 

- suspended solids 

- sedl..ntltlon 

- chlnnel IM)dlftclt Ions 

chlnnel StiM I Ity 

• Substrlte co.posltlon Ind 

charlcterlstlcs 

• Chlnnel dp.brls 

Sludqe deposits 

• Rlplrlln chlrlcterlstlcs 

• 

• dissolved oxygen 

• toxlClnts 

• '"'trtents 

- nltroqeft 

- phosphorus 

• sedl .... t OIIJlJen delund 

• 51llnlty 

hardness 

• Ilkallnlty 

• pH 

• dissolved solids 
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BIOLOGICAL EVAlUATIOHS 

• BIRI09Ic.1 Inventory (EJlstlng Use 

Analysis ) 

- fish 

- ~lcrolnY.rt.brates 

- ~lcrolnY.rt.brates 

- phytoplankton 

- •• crophytes 

• 81010l)tcii Condltton/Health Analysis 

- Olverslty Indices 

HSI ~e1s 

- Tissue An.lyses 

Recovery Index 

- Intolpr.nt Species An.lysls 

- o.nl¥or.-C~rnjvore Analysts 

• Rloloq;c.l Potentt~l Analysts 

- R.ference R ... ch Co-parison 



a warmwater or coldwater fishery. Clearly, little information is require~ 
to pl ace a water hody into one of these two cateqori es. Far more 
information may be gathered in a water body survey than is needed to 
assign a classification, based on existing classes, but the additional 
data may be necessary to eval uate management al ternat i ves and refi ne use 
classification systems for the protection of aquatic life in the water 
body. 

Since there may not be a spectrum of aquatic protection use categories 
available against which to compare the findings of the biological survey: 
and since the objective of the survey is to compare existing uses with 
designated uses, and existing uses with potential uses, as seen in the 
three points listed above, the investigators may need to develop their own 
system of ranking the biological health of a water body (whether 
qualitative or quantitative) in order to satisfy the intent of the water 
body survey. Impl icit to the water body survey is the development of 
management strategies or alternatives which might result in enhancement of 
the biological health of the water body. To do this it would be necessary 
to distinguish the predicted results of one strategy from another, wMere 
the strategies are fiefined in terms of aquatic life. The existing state 
use classifications will probahly not be helpful at this staqe, for one 
fTlay very well be seeking to define use levels within an existing use 
category, rather thiln descri~ing a shift from one use classification to 
another. To cOf"clude. it lTlay be helpful to develop an internal use 
classification systeJTI to serve as a yardstick rluring the course of the 
water body survey, w~ich may later he referenced to the legally 
constituted use categories of the state. Sample scales of aquatic life 
classes are presented in Tahle V-? and v-3. 

CAUSFS OF I~PAIRMENT OF AnUATIC PROTECT IorJ IJSES 

If the biolof)ical evaluations indicate that the bioloqical health of the 
system is impaired relative to a "healthy" or least disturbed control 
station or referpnce aquatic ecosystem (e.g •. as determined by reference 
reach comparisons), then the physical anrl chemical evaluations can he userl 
to pinpoint the causes of that impai rment. Figure V-I shows some of the 
physical and chemical parameters that may be affected by various causes of 
change in a water body. The analYSis of such parameters will help clarify 
the magnitude of impai rments to attai ni ng other uses, and wi 11 al so be 
important to the third step in which potential uses are examined. 

A TTA I NARLE AOIJAT IC PROTECTION USES 

The third element to be considered is the assessment of potential uses of 
the water body. This assessment would be hased on the findings of the 
physical, chemical and biological information which has been qathered, but 
additional study may also he necessary. Procedures which might he 
particularly helpful in this stage include the Habitat Suitability Jndp.x 
~odels of the Fish and Wildlife Service, that may indicate which fish 
species could potentially occupy a given hahitat: and thp Recovery Index 
of Cairns et al. (1977) which estimates the nhility of a system to 
recover following stress. A refp.rence reach cOfIlparison will be 
particularly important. In addition to pstahlishing a comparative 
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TABLE V-2. BIOLOGICAL HEALTH CLASSES WHICH COULD BE USED 
IN WATER BODY ASSESSMENT (Modified from Karr, 1981) 

Class Attributes 

Excellent 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Ext reme ly Poor 

COl1J,)arable to the best situations unaltered by man; all re
gionally expected species for the habitat and stream size, 
including the most intolerant forms, are present with full 
array of age and sex clases; balanced trophic structure. 

Fish and macroinvertebrate species richness somewhat less 
than the best expected situation, especially due to loss of 
most intolerant forms; some species with less than optimal 
abundances or size distribution (fish); trophic structure 
shows some signs of stress. 

Fewer intolerant forms of fish and macroinvertebrates are 
present. Trophic structure of the fish conmunity is more 
slcewed toward an i ncreas i ng frequency of omni vores; 0 1 der 
age classes of top carnivores may be rare. 

Fish cOlll1'lJnity is dominated by omnivores; pollution-toler
ant forms and habitat generalists; few top carnivores; 
growth rates and condition factors commonly depressed; hy
brids and diseased fish may be present. Tolerant macroinver
tebrates are often abundant. 

Few fish present, mostly introduced or very tolerant forms; 
hybrids corrmon; disease, parasites, fin damage, and other 
anomalies regular. Only tolerant forms of macroinverte
brates are present. 

No fish, very tolerant macroinvertebrates, or no aquatic 
life. 
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Table V-3: Aquatic Life Survey Rating System (EPA, 1983 Draft) 

A reach that is rated a five has: 

-A fish community that is well halancen among the different levels 
of the food chain. 

-An age structure for the most species that is stable, neither 
progressive (leading to an increase in population) or regressive 
(leading to a decrease in population). 

-A sensitive sport fish species or species of special concern always 
present. 

-Hahitat which will support all fish species at every stage of their 
life cycle. 

-Innividuals that are reaching their potential for growth. 
-Fewer individuals of each species. 
-All available niches filled. 

A reach that is rated a four has: 

-Many of the abov~ characteristics but some of them are not 
exhibited to the full potential. For example, the reach has a well 
halanceil fish community: the age structllre is good, sensitive 
species are present: hut the fish are not up to their full growth 
potential and may be present in higher numbers; an aspect of the 
habitat is less than perfect (i.e. occasional high temperatures 
that no not have an acute effect on the fish); and not all fooo 
organisms are availahle or they are available in fewer numbers. 

A reach that is a three has: 

-A commlnity is not well balanceil, one or two tropic levels 
dominate. 

-The age structure for many species is not stahle, eXhihiting 
regressive or progressive charisteristics. 

-Total numher of fish is high, hut indiviouals are small. 
-A sensitive species may be preRent, but is not flourishing. 
-Other less sensitive species make up the majority of the biomass. 
-Anadromous sport fish infrequently use these water as a migration 

route. 
~ reach that is rated a two has: 

-Few sensitive sport fish are present, nonsport fish species are 
more common than sport fish species. 

-~r>ecies are mon~ common than ahlmilant. 
-Aqe structures may he very unstahle for any species. 
-The composition of the fish population ann dominate species is very 
changehl e. 

-r.,nailromoIlS fish rarely use thes~ waters a!'; a migration route. 
-A small percent of the reach provides sport fish hahitat. 

A reach that is a one has: 

-The ahility to support only nonsport fish. 
may be found as a transient. 

~ reach that is rated a zero has: 

A occasional sport fish 

-No ability to support a fish of any sort, an occasional fish may be 
found as a transient. 
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baseline community, defining a reference reach can also provide insight to the 
aquatic life that could potentially occur if the sources of impairment were 
mit i gat ed. 

The analysis of all information that has been assembled may lead to the dlfini
tion of alternative strategies for the management of the water body at hand. 
Each such strategy corresponds to a unique level of protection of aquatic 
life, or aquatic life protection use. If it is determined that an array of 
uses are attainable, further analysis which is beyond the scope of the water 
body survey would be required to select a management program for the water 
body. 

A number of factors which contribute to the health of the aquatic life will 
have been evaluated during the course of the water body survey. These may be 
divided into two groups: those which can be controlled or manipulated, and 
those which cannot. The factors which cannot be regulated may be attributable 
to natural phenemona or may be attributable to irrevocable anthropogenic 
(cultural) activities. The potential for enhancing the aquatic life of a 
water body essentially lies in those factors over which some control may be 
exerted. 

Whether or not a factor can be controlled may itself be a subject of contro
versy for there may be a number of economic judgments or institutional consid
erations which are implicit to a definition of control. For example, there are 
many cases in the West where a wastewater discharge may be the only flow to 
what would otherwise be an intermittent stream. If water rights have been es
tablished for that discharge then the discharge cannot be diverted elsewhere, 
applied to the land for exa~le, in order to reduce the pollutant load to the 
stream. If a stream does not support an anadromous fishery because of dams and 
diversions which have been built for water supply and recreational purposes, 
it is unlikely that a concensus could be reached to restore the fishery by re
moving the physical barriers - the dams - which impede the migration of fish. 
However, it may be practical to build fish ladders and by-passes to allow 
upstream and downstream migration. In a practical sense these dams represent 
anthropogenic activity which cannot be reversed. A third example might be a 
situation in which dredging to remove toxic sediments in a river may pose a 
much greater threat to aquatic life than to do nothing. In doing nothing the 
toxics may remain in the sediment in a biologically-unavailable form, whereas 
dredging might resuspend the toxic fraction, making it biologically available 
and also facilitating wider distribution in the water body. 

T he poi nt s touched upon above are presented to suggest some of t he phenomena 
which may be of importance 1n a water body survey, and to suggest the need to 
recognize whether or not they may realistically be manipulated. Those which 
cannot be manipulated essentially define the limits of the highest potential 
use that might be realized in the water body. Those that can be manipulated 
define the levels of improvement that are attainable, ranging from the current 
aquatic life uses to those that are possible within the limitations imposed by 
factors that cannot be manipulated. 
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PREFACE 

The habitat use inforMation and Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models 
presented in this document are an aid for impact assessment and habitat man
agement activities. Literature concerning a species' habitat requireMents and 
preferences is reviewed and then synthesized into HSI models, which are scaled 
to produce an index between 0 (unsuitable habitat) and 1 (optimal habitat). 
Assumptions used to transform habitat use information into these mathematical 
models are noted, and guidelines for model application are described. Any 
models found in the literature which may also be used to calculate an HSI are 
cited, and simplified HSI models, based on what the authors believe to be the 
most important habitat characteristics for this species, are presented. 

Use of tne models presented in this publication for iMpact assessment 
requires the setting of clear study objectives and may require modification of 
the models to meet those objectives. Methods for reducing model complexity 
and recommended measurement techniques for model variables are presented in 
Appendix A. 

The HSI models presented herein are complex hypotheses of species-habitat 
relationships, not statements of proven cause and effect relationships. 
Results Of model performance tests, when available, are referenced~ however, 
models to.'at have demonstrated reliability in specific sitIJ,tions may prove 
unrenable in others. For this reason, the FWS encourages model users to 
convey comments and suggestions that lIIay help us increase the utility and 
effectiveness of this habitat-based approach to fish and wildlife planning. 
Please send comments to: 

Habitat Evaluation Procedures Group 
Western Energy and Lind Use Tel. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2625 Redw1ng ROld 
Ft. Collins, CO 80526 
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CHANNEL CATFISH (Ictalurus punctatus) 

HABITAT USE INFORMATION 

Genera1 

The native range of channe1 catfish (L.~ta~.!.~ .E.~_ctatus) extends from 
the southern portions of the Canadian prairie provinces south to the Gulf 
states, west to the Roc~y Mountains, and east to the Appalachian Mountains 
(Trautman 1957; Miller 1966; Scott and Crossman 1973). They have been widely 
introduced outside this range and occur in essentially all of the Pacific and 
Atlantic drainages in the 48 contiguous states (Moore 1968; Scott and Crossman 
1973). The greatest abundance of channel catfish generally occurs in the open 
(unleveed) floodplains of the Mississippi and Missouri River drainages (Walden 
1964) . 

Age, Growth, and Food 

Age at maturity in channel catfish is variable. Catfish from southern 
areas with longer growing seasons mature earlier and at smaller sizes than 
those from northern areas (Davi s and Posey 1958; Scott and Crossman 1973). 
Southern catfish mature at age V or less (Scott and Crossman 1973; Pflieger 
1975) while northern catfish mature at age VI or greater for males and at age 
VIII or 9reater for females (Starost~a and Nelson 1974). 

Young-of-the-year (age 0) catfish feed predominantly on plankton And 
aquatic insects (Bailey and Harrison 1948; Walburg 1975). Adults are oppor
tunistiC feeders with an extremely varied diet, including terrestrial and 
aquatic insects, detrital and plant material, crayfi~h, and mollusc~ (Bail~y 
and Harrison 1948; Miller 1966; Starostka and Nelson 1974). Fish may form a 
major part of the diet of catfish> 50 cm in length (Starost~a and Nelson 
1974). Channel catfish diets in rivers and reservoirs do not appear to be 
significantly different (see Bailey and Harrison 1948; Starostka and Nelson 
1974). Feeding is done by both vision and chemosenses (Davis 1959) and occurs 
primarily at night (Pflieger 1975). Bottom feeding is more characteristic but 
food is a1so taken throughout the water column (Scott and Crossman 1973). 
Additional information on the composition of adult and juvenile diets is 
provided in Leidy and Jenkins (1977). 

Reproduction 

Channel catfish spawn in late spring and early summer (generally late May 
through mid-July) when temperatures reach about 21° C (Clemens and Sneed 1957; 
Marzolf 1957; Pflieger 1975). Spawning requirements appear to be a major 
factor in determining habitat suitability for channel catfish (Clemens And 
Sneed 1957). Spawning is greatly inhibited 1f suitable ne~t1ng cover is 
unavailable (Marzolf 1957). 

Specific Habitat Requirements 

Channel catfish population~ occur over a broad range of environmental 
conditions (Sigler and Miller 1963; Scott and Cro~~man 1973). Optimum riverine 



habitat is characterized by warm temperature~ (Clemens and Snled 19S7; Andrews 
et ai. 1972; Biesinger et al. 1979). and a di'tersity of velocities, depths, and 
structura1 features that provide cover and food (Bailey and Harrison 1948). 
Optimum lacustrine habitat is characterized by large surface area, warm temper
atures, high productivity. low to moderate turbidity. and abundant cover 
(Da'tis 1959; Pflieger 1975). 

Fry, juvenile. and adult channel catfish concentrate in the warmest 
sections of rivers and reser'toirs (Ziebell 1973; Stauffer et al. 1975; McCall 
1977). They strongly see~ cover, but quantitative data on cover requirements 
of channel catfish ln rivers and reservoirs are not available. Debris, logs. 
cavities, boulders, and cutbank.s in lak.es and in low velocity « 15 em/sec) 
areas of deep pools and bac~waters of rivers will prOvide cover for channel 
catfish (Bailey and Harrison 1948). Cover consisting of boulders and debris 
in deep water is important as overwintering habitat (Miller 1966; Jester 1971; 
Cross and Conins 197,). Deep pools and littoral areas (~ 5.m deep) with 
~ 400~ suitable cover are assumed to be optimum. Turbidities> 25 ppm but 
< 100 ppm may som~whJt moderate the need for fixed cover (Bryan et al. 1975). 

Riffle and run areas with rubble substrate and pools « 15 cm/sec) and 
areas with debris and aquatiC vegetation aTe condit1ons associated with high 
production of aquatic insects (Hynes 1970) consumed by channel catfhh in 
rivers (Bailey and Harrison 1948). Channel catfish are most abundant in river 
sections with a diversity of velocities and structural features. Therefore, it 
is assumed that a riverine habitat with 40-6~ pools would be optimUil for 
providing riffle habitat for food production and feeding and pool habitAt for 
spawning and resting cover (Bailey and Harrison 1948). It also is assumed 
that at least 2~ of la~e or reservoir surface area shou)d consist of littoral 
areas (s 5 m deep) to provide adequate area for spawning, fry and ju~.ni'e 
rearing, and feeding habitat for channel catfish. 

Hi gh standi ng crops of warmwat.er fi shes are associated with total 
dissolved so, ids (TOS) levels of 100 to 350 ppm for reservoirs in which the 
concentrations of carbonate-bicarbonate exceed those of sulfate-chloride 
(Jenk.ins 1976). It is assumed that high standing crops of channel catfish in 
lakes or reservoirs will, on the average, correspond to this lOS )evel. 

Turbidity in rivers and ~eservoirs and reservoir size are other factors 
that may influence habitat suitabi1ity for channel catfish populitions. 
Channe' catfish are abundant in rivers and reservoirs with varying levels of 
turbidity and siltation (Cross and Collins 1975). However, low to moderate 
turbidities « 100 ppm) are probably optimal for both survival and growth 
(Finnell and Jenldns 1954; Buck 1956; Marzolf 1957). Larger reservoirs 
(> 200 ha) are probably more suitable reservoir habitat for channel catfish 
populations because survival and growth are better than in smaller reservoirs 
(Finnell and Jenkins 1954; Marzolf 1957). Other factors that lIIay affect 
reservoir habitat suitabil ity for channel catfish are mean depth, storage 
ratio (SR). and length of agricultural growing season. Jenkins (1914) found 
that high mean depths were negatively correlated with standing crop of channel 
catfish. Mean depths are an inverse correlate of shoreline development (Ryder 
et a'. 1974), thus higher mean depths may mean less 1 ittoral area would be 
avai1able. Jen~ins (1976) also reported that standing crops of catfishes 
(Icta1uridae) pea~ed at an SR of 0.75. Standing crops of channel catfish were 
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post1vely correlated to growing season length (Jen~;ns 1970). However, h.rvest 
of channel cat fi sh reported in reservo; n wa s not carre lated with growi ng 
season length (Jenkins and Morais 1971). 

Disso)ved oxygen (DO) levels of 5 mg/l are adequate for growth and 
survival of channel catfish, but D.O. levels of 2 7 mg/l are optimum (Andrews 
et al. 1973; Carlson et al. 1974). Dissolved oxygen levels < 3 mg/l retard 
growth (Simco and Cross 1966), and feeding is reduced at D.O. levels < 5 mg/l 
(Randolph and Clemens 1976). 

Adult. Adults in rivers are found in large, deep pools with cover. lhey 
move to-rlffles and runs at night to feed (McCammon 19~6'; Davis 1959; Pflieger 
1971; 1975). Adu1ts in reservoirs and lak.es fayor reefs and deep, protected 
areas with rocky substrates or other cover. They often move to the !lhoreline 
or tributaries at night to feed (Dav;s 1959; Jester 1971; Scott and Crossman 
1973). 

The optimal temperature range for growth of adult channel catfish is 
26-29° C (Shrable et al. 1969; Chen 1976). Growth is poor at temperatures 
< 21° C (McCammon and LaFaunce 1961; Mack.lin and Soule 1964; Andrews and 
Stickney 1972) and ceases at < 180 C (Starostka and Nelson 1974). An upper 
lethal temperature of 33.50 C has been reported for catfish acclimated at 
25 0 C (Carlander 1969). 

Adult channel catfish were most abundant in habitats with saHnities 
< 1.7 ppt in louiSiana, although they occurred in areas with salinities up to 
11.4 ppt (Perry 1973). Salinities ~ 8 ppt are tolerated with little or no 
effect, but growth slows above this level and does not occur at salinities 
> 11 ppt (Perry and Avault 1968). 

Embryo. Dark and secluded areas are required for nesting (Marzolf 1957). 
Males build and guard nests in cavities, burrows, under rocks, and 1n other 
protected sites (Davis 1959; Pflieger 1975). Nests in large impoundments 
generally occur among rubble and boulders along protected shorelines at depths 
of about 2-4 m (Jester 1971). Catfish in large rivers are likely to move i~to 
sha110w, flooded areas to spawn (Bryan et al. 1975). Lawler (1960) reported 
that spawning in Utah Lake, Utah, was concentrated in sections of the la~e 
with abundant spawning sites of rocky outcrops, trees, and crevices. The male 
catfish fans embryos for water ~xchange and guards the nest from predators 
(Miiler 1966; Minckley 1973). Embryos can develop in the temperature range of 
15.5 to 29.5° C, with the optimum about 27° C (Brown 1942; Clemens and Sneed 
1957). ihey do not develop at temperatures < 15.5° C (Brown 1942). Embryos 
hatch in &-7 days at 27° C (Clemens and Sneed 1957). 

laboratory studies indicate that embryos three days old and older can 
tolerate salinities up to 16 ppt until hatChing, when tolerance drops to 8 ppt 
(Allen and Avault 1970). However, 2 ppt salinity is the highest level in 
which successful spawning in ponds has been observed (Perry 1973). Embryo 
survival and production in reservoirs will probably be high in areas that are 
not subject to disturbance by heavy wave action or rapid water drawdown. 

£!yo The optimal temperature range for growth of channel catfish fry is 
29-30° C (West 1966). Some growth does occur down to temperatures of 18° C 
(Starostka and Nelson 1974), but growth generally is poor in cool waters with 
average summer temperatures < 21° C '(McCammon and LaFaunce 1961; MiCk,l in and 
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Soule 1964; Andrews et al. 1972) and in areas with short agricultural growing 
seasons (Starostk.a and Nelson 1974). Upper incipient lethal levels for fry 
are about 35-38° C. depending on acclimation temperature (Moss and Scott 1961; 
A11en and Strawn 1968). Optimum salinities for fry range from 0-5 ppt; 
salinities ~ 10 ppt are marginal as growth ;s greatly reduced (Allen and 
Avault 1970). 

Fry habitat suitability in reservoir!. is related to flushing rate of 
reserVOirs in midsummer. Walburg (1971) found abundance and survival of fry 
greatly decreased at flushing rates < 6 days in July and August. 

Channel ca~fish fry have s~ron9 shelter-seeking tendencies (Brown et al. 
1970). and cover availability will be important in dete~ining habitat suit
ability. Newly hatched fry remain 1n the nest for 7-8 days (Marzolf 1957) and 
then disperse to shallow water areas with cover (Cross and Collins 1975). Fry 
are commonly found aggregated near cover in protected, slow-flowing (velocity 
< 15 cm/o;ec) areas of rock.y riffles, debris-covered gravel. or sand bars in 
c~ear streams (DaviS 1959; Cross and Collins 1975), and in very shallow 
« 0.5 m) mud or sand substrate edges of flowing channels along turbid rivers 
and bayous (Bryan et a1. 1975). Dense aquatiC vegetation genera"y does not 
provide optimum cover because predation on fry by centrarchids is high under 
these conditions, especially in clear water (Marzolf 1957; Cross and Collins 
1975). Fry overwinter under boulders in riffles (Miller 1966) or move to 
cover in deeper water (Cross and Collins 1975). 

Juvenile. Optimal habitat for juveniles is assumed to be similar to that 
for fry. The temperature range most suitable for juvenile growth 1s reported 
to be 28-30° C (Andrews et al. 1972; Andrews and Stic~ney 1972). Upper lethal 
temperatures are assumed to be similar to those for fry. 

HABITAT SUITABILITY INDE~ (HSI) MODELS 

Model Applicability 

GeographiC area. The model is applicable throughout the 48 conterminous 
States. The sta'ndard of comparison for each individual variable suitability 
index is the optimum value of the variable that occurs anywhere within the 48 
conterminous States. Therefore, the model will never provide an HSI of 1.0 
when applied to water bodies in the Northern States where temperature-related 
variables do not reach the optimum values for channel catfish found in the 
Southern States. 

Season. The model provides a rating for a water body based on its ability 
to support a self-sustaining population of channel catfish through all seasons 
of the year. 

Cover types. The model is applicable in riverine, lacustrine, palustrine, 
and estuarine habitats, as described by Cowardin et al. (1979). 

Minimum habitat area. Minimum habitat area is defined as the minimum 
area of contiguous suitable habitat that is required for a species to succes
fully live and reproduce. No attempt has been made to establish a minimum 
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habitat size for channel catfish, although this species is most abundant in 
larger water bodies. 

Verification level. The acceptable output of these models is an i~dex 
betwee'nO-and-r-W'hich-the authors believe has a positive relationship to 
carrying capacity. In order to verify that the mod~l output was acceptable, 
samp1e data sets were developed for ca'culating HSl's from the mode's .. 

The sample data sets and their relationship to model verification are 
discussed in greater detail following the presentatioo of the models, 

Model Description 

It is assumed that channel catfish habitat Quality is based primarily on 
their food, cover, water quality, and reproduction requirements. Variables 
that have been shown to have an impact on the growth, survival, distribution, 
abundance, or other measure of well-being of channel catfish are placed in the 
appropriate component and a component rating derived from the individual 
variable s~~tlb1l~ty 4~~~:!S (~';s. ! a~~ 2). :ir'i:'~S :~i: i~~i:: ·i:':i: 
qua'~ty for cnanne~ catf~sn, Out wnicn 00 nJt eiS~~y fit into tnese four ~aJor 
components, are combi ned under the "other component" headi n9. Levels of a 
variable that are near lethal or result in no growth cannot be offset by other 
variables. 

Model Description - Riverine 

Food component. Percent cover (Va) is assl.''"~c1 t.., he fmportl~nt for rlting 

the food cnmponent because if cover ~s available, fish would be more likely to 
occupy an area and utilize thf' food resources. Substrat.f: (V .. ) is included 

beccuse stream productiol. po .. ential of aquatic insects (consumed directly by 
both channel catfish and their prey species) is'related to amJunt and type of 
substrate. 

Cover component, Percent pools (V 1 ) is included becaus~ channel catfish 

utilize pools IS cover, Percent cover (Vs ) is an fndex of all types of 
objects, including logs and debriS, used for cover in rivers, Average current 
velocity in cover areas (V 1 .) is important because the usable habitat near I 

cover object decreases if cover objects are surrounded by high velocities. 

Water guality component. The water quality component is limited to 
temperature, oxygen, turbidity. and salinity measurements. These parameters 
have been shown to effect growth or survival, or have been correlated with 
changes in standing crop. Variables related to temperature, oxygen, .. nd 
salinity are assumed to be limiting when they approach lethal levels. Toxic 
substances are not considered. 
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Habitat VlriAbles li fe Reguis1tt5 

~ cover (Va) ~:-:-======::::::::===-- Food (C F) 
Substrate type (V~)--

~ poo h (V 1) --===============~ ~ cover (Va)- (Vl')~ CovC!r (ee) 
Average current velocity 

Temperature (adult) (V,) 

Temperature (fry) (V 1l ) 

iemperature (juvenile) 

Dissolved OICYgeHn~(~v.~)~=====~~~~~ Water quality (CWO) --~HSI 
Turbidity (V,)-

Salinity (adult) (V,) 

Salinity (fry, juvenile) 
I 

I 
I , 

Length of agr1cultura1 growing season (V,) 

~ pools (V 1 ) 

~ cover (V,) 

Di ssol ved o)ly~g~e:n~(~v~.j)~=====~§~~ .... Reproduction (tR> 
iemperature (embryo) (V l .) 

Salinity (embryo) (V I1 ) 

Figure 1. Tree diagram illustrating relation~hip of habit~t variables 
and life requisites in the riverine model for the channe) catfish. 
Dashed lines indicate optional variables in the model. 
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Habitat Variables Life Requisites 

~ cover (V z) :-~:-;===========~~ ~ littoral area (VI) ~ Food (C F) 

Total diHohed ~olid!. (V u ) 

~ cover (V 2) -~~--===::===::::===-- Cover (C C) 
~ littoral area (V,)--

Temperature (adult) (V,) 

Temperature (fry) (V 12 ) 

Temperature (juvenile) 

Di ss01 ved oxyge:n~(v~.~):======:::::::::~~ Water qua 1 ity (CWQ) 
Turbidity (V,) II 

Salinity (adult) (V,) / 
I 

Salinity (fry. juvenlle) / 
lengtn of agricultural growing season (V,) 

~ cover (V%) _____ 

t l1tt.'Jr'dl d"'" (V.) -~--
. -- ---

Dissolved oxygen (v.)--~----------~==~~~ ReDroducticn eCR) 
7emperature (embryo) (VI.) 
Sa'~n1ty (embryo) (VII) 

Storage rat;o (V u ) =====::======- Ot.her (COT) 
Flu~hin9 rate (V l ,)-

Figure 2, Tree diagram illustrating relationship of habitat variables 
and life requisites in the lacustrine model for the channel catfish. 
Oashed lines indicate optional variables in the model. 
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Re~roduc~f~~pone~~. Percent pools (V 1 ) is in the reproductive coepo

nent brca~se channel catfish spawn in low velocity area~ in river~. Percent 
co~er (Va) is in th-is component since channel catfish require cover for 

spawning. If minimum dissolved oxygen (DO) levels within pools and backwaters 
during midsummer (VI) are adequate, they should be adequate during spawning, 

which occurs earlier in the year, 00 levels measured during spawning and 
embryo development could be sub5t1tuted for VI' lwo additional variables, 

average water temperatures within pools and bac~waters during spawning and 
embryo deve 1 opment (V 11) and max imum sa 1i n i ty dud n9 spawn i"g and elllbryo 

develo~ment (V ll ) are included' because these water quality conditions affect 

embryo survival and development. 

Model Cescription - Lacustrine 

food component. ~ercent cover (Va) is included since it is assumed that 

if cover 1s available, channel catfish would bp. more likely to utilize an area 
for feeding. Percent littoral area (V,) is included because littoral areas 

generally produce the greatest amount of food and feedi~g habitat for catfish. 
Total dissolved solids (lOS) (V 1 ,) is included because adult channel catfish 

eat fish, and fish production in la~es and reservoirs is correlated with lOS. 

Cover ~o~~. Percent cover (Va) is included since channel cltf1s, 

strongly seek structural features of logs. debris, brush, and other objects 
for shelter. Percent littoral area (V,) is included because &11 11fe stlge 

predominantly utilize cover found in littoral areas of I lake. 

Water quality COMponent. Refer to riverine model descr1ption. 

Reproduc t ; on component. Percent cover (V J) is inc 1 uded s 1 nct Cit f 1sh 

build nests in dark and secluded areas~ spawning is not observed if suitable 
cover is unavailable. Percent littoral area (V,) is included since catfish 

spawning is concentrated along the shoreline. DO (VI). teaperature (V 1 .) Ind 

salinity (V l1 ) are included because these water quaHty parllltters Iffect 

embryo survival and development. 

Qt~~o~ponent. For reserVOirs, storage ratio (V 1,) and aAx1.u. flush1nv 

rate when fry are present (V 1 ,) are included in this co_ponent because storage 

ratio may affect standing crop and the flushing of fry fro. a reservoir outlet 
can reduce the abundance of fry. 
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Suitability Index (51) Graphs for Model Variables 

This section contains suitability index graphs for the 18 variables 
describec above, and equations for combining selected variables into a species 
HS! using t~e component approach. Variables pertain to a riverine (R) habitat. 
lacustrine (L) habitat. or both CR. L). 

Habitat 

R 

Variable 

Percent pools during 
average summer flow. 

x 
~ 

" 0.8 c: ..... 
>, 
+-' 0.6 
,..... 

0.4 

0.2 

Suitability Graph 

O.O+-__ ~ __ ~ __ -r __ -+ 

R.L (Vd Percent cover (logs, 
boulders, cavities, 
brush. debris. or 
standing timber) during 
summer within pools, 
backwater areas, and 
littoral areas. 

0.8 

0.6 
~ 
It) 
~ 0.4 .,... 
~ 

V') 

0.2 

a 25 50 75 10C 

O.O~--~~--~--~--+ 
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L (V 1 ) 

R (V .. ) 

Percent littoral area 1.0 
during summer. 

)( 

Q.I 0.8 ~ 
c: 

>.,0.6 

Food production potential 
in river by substrate type 
present during average 
summer flow. 

A) Rubble dominant in 
riffle-runs with some 
gravel andior boulders 

+oJ 

~ 

.0 0.4 
to ..... 
::l 0.2 VI 

0.0 

present; fines (silt 1.0 
and sand) not common; 

B) 

C) 

)( 

aquatic vegetation ~ 
abundant (~ 3cr,~) in c: 0.8 .-
pool areas. 
RUbble. gravel. ~ 0.6 ..... 
boulders, and fines 
occur in nearly equal .0 0 4 
amounts in riffle-run ~ . .... 
areas; aquatic vegeta-::l 
tion is 10-30% in VI 0.2 
pool areas. 
Some rubble and gravel 0.0 
present. but fines or 
boulders are dominant; 
aquatic vegetation is 
scarce « 10%) in pool 
areas. 

0) Fines or bedrock are 
the dominant bottom 
material. Little or 
no aquatic vegetation 
or rubble present. 
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R,L (V.) Average midsummer water 1.0 
temperature within 
pools, backwaters, or )( 

IV O.B littoral areas (Adult). ~ c: -
!? 0.6 -.... 
.&l 0.4 10 
~ .... 
~ 

V') 0.2 

0.0 
10 20 30 40 

°C 

R,L (V, ) length of agricultural 1.0 
growing season (frost- x 
free days). IV O.B ~ c: -Note: This variable >.. 0.6 Tsopt i ona 1 . .., 

-.c 0.4 10 
~ 
'0-
;:, 0.2 V\ 

0.0 

0 125 250 
Days 

R,L (V,) MaXimum monthly average 
1.0 turbidity d~r1n9 s~er. 

)( ·O.B 
IV 
~ c: - 0.6 
>. 
~ .... - o 4 .,.. 
.D 
10 
~ 0.2 ~ 

!) 
V\ 

0.0 

lOa 200 300 
ppm 
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R,l (VI) Average minimum dissolved 
oxygen lC't'eh within 
pools, backwat('rs, or )( 

eLI 
1 ; ttora 1 areas during "0 

c: 
hli dsummer. 

>. 
+J 
.~ 

L-... 
+J 
.~ 

;:) 
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c: -
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.Q 
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..-
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L (V n ) Maximum reservoir 1.0 
flushing rate while 
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Riverine Model 

These equations utilize the l~fe requisite approach and consist of four 
components: food, cover, water quality, and reproduction. 
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Cover (te). 

Water Qua 1; ty (CWO), 

2(V, + V'I ... V,,) 
-- ----")'----- ... V, ... 2(V.) .. V, ... Vu 

Cwo = 7 

If V,. V12 • V1 , V •• V" or V,) i~ S 0.4, then Cwo equ.ls the lowest 
of the following: V,. V'I. VI', V •• V,. V". or the abovt tquation. 

Note: If temperature dati ire unavailable, 2(V,) (length of agricul

tural growing ~ea~on) .. y be substituted for the te~ 

Z(V, + Via + V,,) 
3 in the above tquation 

Reproduction (CR). 

If V., V". or.V" is S 0.4, then CR Iqul" tht lowest of the 
following: V" V, •• V'l, or the abovi IQultion. 

HS1 determination. 

If Cwo or CR is S 0.4, then the HSI equa's tht lowest of tht 

"fo11owtng: CWQ. CR, or the above equation. 
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Sources of data and assumptions made in developing the suit.b111ty tnd1ces 
are presented in Table 1. 

Sample data sets using riverine HSI model are listed in Table Z. 

lacustrine Mode' 

This model utilizes the life requisite approach and consists of five 
components: food, cover, water quality. reproduction. and other. 

Cover (CC). 

Water Quality (Cwg)' 

Cwo = same as in Riverine HSI Model 

Reproduction (C R). 

If V •• VI.' or VII is s 0.4, then CR equals the lowest of the 

following: V •• VI •• VII. or the above equation. 

Other (COT)' 
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Table 1. Data sources and assumptions for channel catfish suitability indices. 

v, 

v. 

v, 

v, 

v, 

v, 

Variable and source 

Bailey and Harrison 1948 

Bailey and Harrison 1948 
Marzo If 1951 
Cross and Collins 1975 

Bailey and Harrison 1948 
Marzolf 1951 
Cross and Collins 1915 

Bailey and Harrison 1948 

Clemens and Sneed 1951 
West 1966 
Shrable et al. 1969 
Starost~a and Nelson 1914 
Biesinger et al. 1919 

Jenk.ins 1970 

Finnell and Jenk.ins 1954 
Buck. 1956 
Marzolf 1951 

Moss and Scott 1961 
Andrews et al. 1913 
Carlsonet.l.1914 
Randolph and Clemens 1916 

Perry and Avault 1968 
Perry 1913 

Assumpt ion 

Optimum conditions for a diversity of 
velocities, depths, and structural 
features for channel catfish will be 
found when there are approximately equal 
amounts of pools and riffles. 

The strong preference of all life stages 
of channel catfish for cover indicates 
that some cover must be present for 
optimum conditions to occur. 

lakes with small littoral area will pro
vide less area for cover and food pro
duction for channel catfish and are there
fore less suitable. 

The amount and type of substrate or the 
amount of aquatic vegetation associated 
with high production of aquatic insects 
(used as food by channel catfish and 
channel catfish prey species) is optimum. 

Temperatures at the warmest time of year 
must reach levels that permit growth in 
order for habitat to be suitable. Optimum 
temperatures are those when maximum growth 
occurs. 

Growing seasons that are correlated with 
high standing crops are opti~um. 

High turbidity levels are associated with 
reduced standing crops and therefore are 
less suitable. 

lethal levels of dissolved oxygen are 
unsuitable. 00 levels that reduce feeding 
are suboptimal. 

Salinity levels where adults are most 
abundant are optimum. Any salinity 
level at which adults have been 
reported has some suitabilty. 
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Table 1. (concluded) 

Variable and source Assumption 

V11 Brown 1942 
Clemens and Sneed 1957 

VII Perry and Avault 1968 
Perry 1973 

V12 McCammon and laFaunce 1961 
Moss and Scott 1961 
Macklin and Soule 1964 
West 1966 
Allen and Strawn 1968 
Andrews 1972 
Starostka and Nelson 1974 

VI) A1len and Avault 1970 

VI. Andrews et a1. 1972 
Andrews and Stickney 1972 

VI. Jenkins 1976 

VI' Jenkins 1976 

Vll Walburg 1971 

V1 • Miller 1966 
Scott and Crossman 1973 
Cross and Collins 1975 

Optimum temperatures are those which 
result in optimum growth. Temperatures 
that result in death or no growth are 
unsuitable. 

Salinity levels at which spawning has 
been observed are suitable. 

Optimum temperatures for fry are those 
when growth is best. Temperatures that 
result in no growth or death are unsuit
able. 

Salinities that do not reduce growth 
of fry and juveniles are optimum. 
Salinities that greatly reduce growth 
are unsuitable. 

Temperatures at which growth of juveniles 
is best are optimum. Temperatures that 
result in no growth or death are unsuit
able. 

Storage ratios correlated with maximua 
standing crops are optimum~ those cor
related with lower standing crops are 
suboptimum. 

Total dissolved solidS (TOS) levels cor
related with high standing crops of warm
water fish are optiMum; those correlated 
with lower standing crops are suboptimum. 
The data used to develop this graph are 
primarily from southeastern reservoirs. 

Flushing rates correlated with reduced 
levels of fry abundance are suboptimal. 

High velocities near CQver objects will 
decrease the amount of usable habitat 
around the objects and are thus 
considered suboptimum. 
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Table 2. Sample data sets using riverine H51 mocel. 

Data set 1 Data '!oet 2 Data set J 

Variable Data 51 Data 51 Data 51 

~ pools VI 60 1.0 90 0.6 15 O.S 

~ cover VJ 50 1.0 10 0.4 5 0.2 

Substrate for V .. silt- 0.7 s i 1 t- 0.5 sand 0.2 
food production gravel sand 

Tem?erature-Adult 
(0 C) V, 28 1.0 32 0.4 22 0.) 

GrOWl ng season V, 180 a.B 

Turbidity (ppm) V, SO 1.0 210 0.5 160 0.8 

Oissolved o~ygen 
(mg/l) V. 4.5 0.6 4.0 0.5 ~.O a.s 

Sa lin; ty-adu 1 t 
(ppt) V, < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 < 1 l.C 

Temperature-Embryos 
(Oe) VI. 25 0.8 2l.5 u.S 2i3.S O.~ 

Sa 1 in; ty-Embryo 
(ppt) V11 < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 

Temperature-Fry 
(0 C) V 1 J 26.5 O.B 32 0.7 23 0.5 

SaHnity-Fry/ 
Juver.i Ie (ppt) V 1 J < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 

Temperature-
Juvenile (0 C) V I" 29 1.0 32 0.7 22 0.5 

Velocity V II 15 1.0 5 1.0 30 0.3 
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Variable 

Component 51 

CF = 
Cc = 

Cwo = 

CR = 
H51 = 

Table 2. (concluded) 

Data set 1 
Data 51 

0.85 

1.00 

0.87 

0.86 

0.88 

Data set 2 -----
Data 51 

0.45 

0.62 

0.40· 

0.58 

0.40· 

-Note: Cwo S 0.4; therefore, HSI = Cwo in Data Set 2. 
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Data set 3 

Data 51 

0.20 

0.31 

0.69 

0.47 

0.43 



~Sl dftermination. 

HSI 

If Cwo or CR is S 0.4, then the HSI equals the lowest of the 

following: CWO' CR, or the above equation. 

Sample data sets using lacustrine HSI model are listed in Table 3. 

Interpreting ~odel Outputs 

The proper interpretation of the HSI produced by the models is one of 
comparison. If two water bodies have large differences in HSI's, then the one 
with the higher HSI should be able to support more catfish than the water body 
with the lower HSI, given that the model assumptions have not been violated. 
The actual differences in HSI that indicate a true difference in carrying 
capacity are un~nown and li~ely to be high. We have aggregated a large number 
of variables into a single index with little or no quantitative informatlon on 
~ow the variables interact to effect carrying capacity. The probability th~t 
we have made an error in our assumptions on variable interactions is high. 
However, we believe the model is a reasonable hypothesis of how the selected 
variables interact to determine carrying capacity. 

Before using the model, any available statistical mOdels, such as those 
described under model 3 in the next section, should be examined to detena1ne 
if they better meet the goals of model application. Statistical models are 
li~ely to be more accurate in predicting the value of a dependent variable. 
such as standing crop, from habitat related variables than the HSI models 
descr~bed above. A statistical model is especially useful when the habitat 
variables in the data set used to derive the model have values similar to the 
proposed model application site. The HSI models described above may bf .ost 
useful when habitat conditions are dissimilar to the statistical model data 
set or it is important to evaluate changes in variables not included in the 
statistical model. 

The sample data sets consist of different vari ab 1 e va 1 ues (and the1 r 
corresponding SI score). which although not actual field measurements, are 
thought to represent realistic conditions that could occur in various channel 
catfish riverine or lacustrine habitats. We believe the HSI's calculated from 
the data reflect what carrying capacity trends would be in riverine or lacus
trine habitats with the characteristics listed in the respective data sets. 
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Tlble 3. Sample data sets using lacustrine HSI model. 

Data set I Data set 2 Dati set 3 

Variablf Data SI Data 51 Data 51 

~ cover Va 50 1.0 10 0.4 5 0.2 

~ littoral area V, 40 1.0 20 0.7 70 0.6 

Temperature-Adult 
(0 C) VI 26 1.0 20 0.3 33 0.2 

Growing season V, 180 0.8 

Turbidity V, 175 0.7 210 0.5 250 0.3 

Dissolved oxygen V. 4.5 0.6 4.5 0.6 2.5 0.2 

Sa11n1ty-Adult 
(ppt) V. < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 

Temperature-Embryo 
(0 C) VII 25 O.S 21.5 0.5 2S O.S 

Sa 11 n 1 ty-Embryo 
(ppt) Vii < 1 1.0 < I 1.0 < 1 1.0 

Temperature-Fry 
(0 C) Vu 26.5 O.S 32 0.7 23 0.5 

Sa 11 n1 ty-Fry/ 
Juvenile (ppt) V" < I 1.0 < 1 1.0 < 1 1.0 

Temperature-
Juvenile (0 C) Vu 29 1.0 32 0.7 22 O.S 

Storage rat; 0 Vu 1.5 0.9 .3 0.7 O.S 1.0 

TOS (ppm) Vu 200 1.0 300 1.0 600 0.6 

Flushing rate 
while fry 
present (days) V17 15 1.0 4 0.4 11 1.0 
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Table 3. (concluded) 

Data set 1 Data - set Z Data set 3 

Variable Data S1 Data SI Data SI 

~omponent S1 

CF = 1.00 0.70 0.47 

Cc = 1.00 O.~ (l.33 

Cwo = 0.82 0.30· 0.20· 

eR = 0.83 0.56 O.ZO 

COT = 0.95 0.55 1.00 

HSI = 0.89 0.30· O.ZO· 

*Note: CWO S 0.4; therefore, HSI = Cwo in Data Sets 2 and 3. 

ADDITIONAL HABITAT MODELS 

Mode 1 1 

Optima' riverine habitat for channel catfish is characterized by the 
following conditions, assuming water quality is adequate: warm, stable water 
temperatures (summer temperatures of 25-31 0 C); an approximate 40-60: area of 
deep pools~ and ,abundant cover in the form of logs, boulders, cavities, and 
debris (> 40% of pool area). 

HSI = number of above criteria present 

3 
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Model 2 

Optimal lacustrine habitat for channel catfish is characterized by the 
following conditions, assuming water quality is adequate: warm, stable water 
temperatures (summer temperatures of 25-30° C); large surface area (> 500 ha)~ 
moderate to high fertility (TDS 100-350 ppm); clear to moderate turbidities 
« 100 JTU); and abundant cover (> 4~ in areas < 5 m deep). 

HSI ; number of above criteria present 
5 

Model 3 

Use the reservoir standing crop regression equations for catfishes pre
sented by Aggus and Morais (1979) to predict standing crop. then divide the 
predicted sta~ding crop by the highest standing crop value used to develop the 
regress~on equation, in order to obtain an HSI. 
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APPENDIX 8-1. NATIONAL LIST OF OMNIVORE FISH SPECIES. 

Common name Latin name 

Gizzard shad 
Threadfin shad 
Central mudminnow 
Eastern mudminnow 
Hex; can tet ra 
Longfin dace 
Goldfish 
Grass carp 
COll'lOOn carp 
Silverjaw minnow 
Alvord chub 
Utah chub 
Tui chub 
Blue chub 
Sonora chub 
Yaqui chub 
Speckled chub 
Blotched chub 
California roach 
Virgin spinedace 
Hardhead 
Bluehead chub 
Golden shiner 
White shiner 
Common shiner 
Bigmouth shiner 
Blacknose shiner 
Spottail shiner 
Swallowtail shiner 
Sand shiner 
Sky gazer shi ner 
Mimic shiner 
Black s ; de dace 
Northern redbelly dace 
Southern redbelly dace 
Bluntnose minnow 
Fathead minnow 
B 1 aek nose dace 
Speck 1 ed dace 
Redside shiner 
Creek chub 
River carpsucker 
Qu 111 back 
Highfin carpsucker 
Utah sucker 
Longnose sucker 
Bluehead sucker 
Owens sucker 
Flannelmouth sucker 
Largescale sucker 
Sacramento sucker 

Dorosoma cepedianum 
Dorosoma petenense 
Umbra 1 i mi 
Umbra pygmaea 
Astyanax tet ra 
Agosia chrysogaster 
Carassius auratus 
Ctenopharyngodon idella 
Cypri nus carpi 0 
Ericymba buccata 
Gila alvordensis 
Gila atravia 
Gila bicolor 
Gila coerulea 
Gila ditaenia 
Gila purpurea 
Hybopsis aestivalis 
~ybopsis insignis 
Lavinia symmetricus 
Lepidomeda mollispinis 
Hylopharodon conocephalus 
Nocomis leptocephalus 
Notemigonus crysoleucas 
Notropis albeolus 
Notropis cornutus 
Notropis dorsalis 
Notropis heterolepis 
Notropis hUQsonius 
Notropis proene 
Notropis stramineus 
Notropis uranoscopus 
Notropis volucellus 
Phoxinu5 cumberlandensis 
Phoxinus eos 
Phoxinus erythrogaster 
Pimephales notatus 
Pimephales promelas 
Rhinichthys atratulus 
Rhinichthys osculus 
Riehardsonius balteatus 
Semotilus atromaculatus 
Carpiodes carpio 
Carpiodes cyorinus 
Carpiodes velifer 
Catostomus ardens 
Catostomus catostomus 
Catostomus discobolus 
Catostomus fumeiventris 
Catostomus latipinnis 
Catostomus macrocheilus 
Catostomus occidentalis 



Mounta in sucker 
Rio granGe sucker 
Tahoe sucker 
Blue sucker 
Smallmouth buffalo 
Black buffalo 
Oriental weatherfish 
~l'Iai1 bu 11 head 
tllack bullhead 
Yellow bullhead 
Flat bullhead 
Channel catfish 
Walking catfish 
Chinese catfish 
Desert pupfish 
Sheepshead minnow 
Plains killifish 
Porthole livebearer 
Gila topminnow 
Pinfish 
Black acara 
Rio grande perch 
firemouth 
Jewelfi sh 
Mozambique tilapia 
Redbelly tilapia 
Shiner perch 

Catostomus platyrhyncus 
Catostomus plebeius 
Catostomus tahoensis 
Cycleptus elongatus 
Ictiobus bubalus 
lctiobus niger 
Misgurnus anguil11caudatus 
Ictalurus brunneus 
Ictalurus melas 
lctalurus natalis 
Icalurus platycephalus 
lctalurus punctatus 
Clarias batrachus 
Clarias fuscus 
Cyprinodon macularius 
Cyprinodon variegatus 
Fundulus zebrinus 
Poeci11opsis gracilis 
Poeciliopsis occidentalis 
Lagodon rhomboides 
Cichlasoma bimaculatum 
Cichlasoma cyanoguttatum 
C 1 c h la s oma meek i 
Hem1chrom1s bimaculatus 
Tilapia mossambica 
Tllapia zilli 
Cymatogaster aggregata 



APPENDIX B-2. NATIONAL LIST OF TOP CARNIVORE FISH SPECIES. 

Common name Latin name 

Bu 11 shark 
Alligator gar 
Spotted gar 
longnose gar 
Florida gar 
Shortnose gar 
Bowfin 
Machete 
Ladyfish 
Tarpon 
Skipjack herring 
Hickory shad 
Pink salmon 
Chum salmon 
Coho salmon 
Sock eye sa 1 mon 
Chi nook salmon 
Golden trout 
Arizona trout 
Cutthroat trout 
Ra i nbow trout 
Atlantic salmon 
Brown trout 
Arctic char 
Bull trout 
Brook trout 
Dolly varden 
Lake trout 
Inconnu 
Redfin pickerel 
Grass pickerel 
Northern pike 
Muskellunge 
C h a i n pick ere 1 
Sacramento squawfish 
Colorado squawfish 
Northern squawfish 
Umpqua squawfish 
Flathead catfish 
Burbot 
Fat snook 
Tarpon snook 
Snook 
White bass 
Striped bass 
Yellow bass 
Rock bass 
Roanoke bass 
Redeye bass 
Sma 11 mouth bass 
Suwanee bass 

Carcharhinus leucas 
Atractosteus spatula 
lepisosteus oculatus 
lepisosteus osseus 
lepisosteus platyrhincus 
lepisosteus platostomus 
Amia calva 
Elops affinis 
Elops saurus . 
Megalops atlanticus 
Alosa chrysochloris 
Alosa mediocris 
Oncorhynchus gorbuscha 
Oncorhynchus keta 
Oncorhynchus kisutch 
Oncorhynchus nerka 
Oncorhynchus tshawytscha 
Salmo aguabonita 
Salmo apache 
Salmo clarl<i 
Salmo gairdneri 
Salmo salar 
Salmo trutta 
Salvelinus alpinus 
Salvelinus confluentus 
Salvelinus fontinalis 
Salvelinus malma 
Salvelinus namaycush 
Stenodus leucichthys 
Esox americanus americanus 
Esox americanus vermiculatus 
Esox lucius 
£sox masquinongy 
Esox ni ger 
Ptychocheilus grandis 
Ptychocheilus lucius 
Ptychocheilus oregonensis 
Ptychocheilus umpquae 
Pylodictis olivaris 
Lota lota 
Centropomus parallelus 
Centropomus pectinatus 
Centropomus undecimalis 
Marone chrysops 
Marone saxatilis 
Morone mississippiensis 
Ambloplites rupestris 
Ambloplites cavifrons 
Micropterus coosae 
Micropterus dolomieui 
Micropterus notius 



Spotted bass 
LargelOOuth bass 
Guada 1 upe bass 
White crappie 
Black crappie 
Ye 11 ow perch 
Sauger 
Wa lleye 
Gray snapper 
Freshwater drum 
Spotted seat rout 
Red drum 
Gal deye 
White catfish 
Blue catfish 
Tucunare 
Snakehead 

Micropterus punctulatus 
Micropterus salmoides 
Micrapterus treculi 
Pomoxis annularis 
Pomoxis nigromaculatus 
Perca flavescens 
Stizostedian canadense 
Stizostedian vitreum 
Lutjanus griseus 
Aplodinotus grunniens 
Cynoscion nebulosus 
Sciaenops ocel1atus 
Hiodon alosoides 
Ictalurus catus 
Ictalurus furcatus 
Cichla ocellaris 
Channa striata 



APPENDIX C. NATIONAL LIST OF INTOLERANT FISH SPECIES. 

Common name Latin name 

Cisco 
Arctic cisco 
Lake whitefish 
Bloater 
Kiyi 
Bering cisco 
Broad whitefish 
Humpback whitefish 
Short nose cisco 
Least cisco 
Short jaw cisco 
Pi nk sa 1 mon 
Chum salmon 
Coho salmon 
Sock eye sa 1 mon 
Chi nook sa 1 mon 
Pyglll)' whi tefi sh 
Round whitefish 
Mountain whitefish 
Golden trout 
Arizona trout 
Cutthroat trout 
Rainbow trout 
Atlantic salmon 
Brown trout 
Arctic char 
Bull trout 
Brook trout 
Dolly varden 
lake trout 
Inconnu 
Arctic grayling 
Largescale stoneroller 
Redside dace 
Cut 1 ips mi nnow 
Bigeye chUb 
Ri ver chub 
Pallid shiner 
Pugnose shiner 
Rosefin shiner 
B i geye sh i ner 
Pugnose minnow 
Whitetail shiner 
Blackchin shiner 
Blacknose shiner 
Spottai 1 shi ner 
Sailfin shiner 
Tennessee shiner 
Yellowfin shiner 
Ozark minnow 
Ozark shi ner 

Coregonus artedii 
Coregonus autumnalis 
Coregonus clupeaformis 
Coregonus hoyi 
Coregonus k iy i 
Coregonus laurettae 
Coregonus nasus 
Coregonus pidschian 
Coregonus reighardi 
Coregonus sardinella 
Coregonus zenithicus 
Oncorhynchus gorbuscha 
Oncorhynchus keta 
Oncorhynchus kisutch 
Oncorhynchus nerka 
Oncorhnchus tshawytscha 
Prosopium coulteri 
Prosop;um cylindraceum 
Prosopium williamson; 
Salmo aguabonita 
Salmo apache 
Salmo clark.; 
Salmo gairdneri 
Salmo salar 
Salmo trutta 
Salvelinus alpinus 
Salvelinus confluentus 
Salvelinus fontinalis 
Salvelinus malma 
Salvelinus namaycush 
Stenodus leucichthys 
Thymallus arcticus 
Campostoma oligolepis 
Clinostomus elongatus 
Exoglossum maxillingua 
Hybobsis amblops 
Nocomis micropogon 
Notropi s amni s 
Notropis anogenus 
Notropis ardens 
Notropis boops 
Noropis emiliae 
Notropis galacturus 
Notropis heterodon 
Notropis heterolepis 
Noropis hudsonius 
Notropis hypselopterus 
Notropis leuciodus 
Notrop;s lutipinnis 
Notropis nubilus 
Notropis ozarcanus 



Silver shiner 
Duskystripe shiner 
Rosyface shi ner 
Safron shiner 
Flagfin shiner 
Telescope shiner 
Topeka shiner 
Mimic shiner 
Steelcolor shiner 
Coosa shiner 
Bleeding shiner 
Bandfin shiner 
Blacks ide dace 
Northern redbel'y dace 
Southern redbel'y dace 
Black nose dace 
Pearl dace 
Alabama hog sucker 
Northern hog sucker 
Roanoke hog sucker 
Spotted sucker 
Silver redhorse 
River redhorse 
Black jumprock 
Gray redhorse 
BlacK redhorse 
Rustyside sucker 
Greater jumprock 
Blacktail redhorse 
Torrent sucker 
Striped jumprock 
Greater redhorse 
Ozark madtom 
Elegant madtom 
Mountain madtom 
Slender madtom 
Stonecat 
B 1 ad< madtom 
Least madtom 
Margined madtom 
Speck 1 ed madtom 
Brindled madtorn 
Freck 1 ebe lly madtom 
Brown madtom 
Roanoke bass 
Ozark rock bass 
Rock bass 
Longear sunfish 
Darters 
Darters 
Darters 
Sculpins 
Q'opu alamoo 
Q'opu nopili 
Q'opu nakea 

(goby) 
(goby) 
(goby) 

Notropis photogenis 
Notropis pilsbryi 
Notropis rubellus 
Notropis rubricroceus 
Notropis signipinnis 
Notropis telescopus 
Notropis topeKa 
Notropis volucellus 
Notropis whipplei 
Notropis xaenocephalus 
Notropis zonatus 
Notropis zonistius 
Phoxinus cumberlandensis 
Phoxinus eos 
Phoxinus erythrogaster 
Rhin;chthys atratulus 
Semotilus margarita 
Hypentelium etowanum 
Hypentelium nigricans 
Hypentelium roanoKense 
Minytrema melanops 
Moxostoma anisurum 
Moxostoma carinatum 
Moxostoma cervinum 
Moxostoma congestum 
Moxoatoma duquesne; 
Moxostoma hamiltoni 
Moxostoma lachneri 
Moxostoma poecilurum 
Moxostoma rhothoecum 
Moxostoma rupiscartes 
Moxostoma valenciennes; 
Noturus a 1 bater 
Noturus elegans 
Noturus eleutherus 
Noturus exil; s 
Noturus flavus 
Noturus funebris 
Noturus hildebrandi 
Noturus insignis 
Noturus leptacanthus 
Noturus mi urus 
Noturus runitus 
Noturus phaeus 
Ambloplites cavifrons 
Ambloplites constel1atus 
Ambloplites rupestris 
Lepomis megalotis 
Ammocrypta sp. 
Etheostoma sp. 
Perc;na sp. 
Cottus sp. 
Lentipes concolor 
Sicydium stimpsoni 
Awaous stamineus 
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FOREWORD 

The Technical Support Manual: Water Body Surveys and Assessments for 
Conducting Use Attainability Ana'lses in Estuarine s~stems contains 
guidance prepared 6y EPA to assist Sates in implementing t e revised Water 
Quality Standards Regulation (48 FR 51400, November 8, 1983). This 
docunent addresses the uni que characteri s ti cs of estuari ne systems and 
supplements the Technical Support Manual: Water BOd~ Surveys and 
Assessments for Conductin Use Attainabilit Anal sesEPA, November, 

. e cen ra purpose 0 ese ocumen s s 0 provi de gu i dance to 
assist States in answering three central qu~stions: 

(1) What are the aquatic protection uses currently being achieved in the 
water body? 

(2) What are the potential uses that can be attained based on the 
physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the waterbody? 
and 

(3) What are the causes of any impairment of the uses? 

Consideration of the suitability of a water body for attaining a given use 
is an integral part of the water qual ity standards revi ew and revi s i on 
process. EPA will continue to provide guidance and technical assistance to 
the States in order to improve the scientific and technical bases of water 
quality standards decisions. States are encouraged to consult with EPA at 
the beginning of any standards revision project to agree on appropriate 
methods before the analyses are initiated, and to consult frequently as 
they are conducted. 

Any questions on this guidance may be directed to the water quality 
standards coordinators located in each of the EPA Regional Offices or to: 

Ell i ot Lomnitz 
Criteria and Standards Ui~ision (WH-585) 
401 M Street S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Steven Schat7.ow, Director 
Office of Water Regulations and 
Standards 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

EPA's Office of Water Regulations and Standards has prepared guidance to 
accompany changes to the Water Quality Standards Regulation (48 FR 51400). 
Programmatic guidance has been compiled and published in the Water Quality 
Standards Handbook (EPA, December 1983). This document discusses the water 
qualfty revfew and revision process; general programmatic guidance on 
mixing zones, flow, and economic considerations; use attainability 
analyses; and site specific criteria. 

One of the major pi eces of gui dance in the Handbook is "Water Body Surveys 
and Assessments for Conducti ng Use Attai nabi 11 ty Analyses." Thi s gui dance 
lays out the general framework for designing and conducting a use 
attainability analysis, whose objective is to answer the questions: 

1. What are the aquatic life uses currently being achieved in the 
water body? 

2. What are the potential uses that can be attained, based on the 
physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the water 
body? 

3. What are the causes of impairment of the uses? 

Techni cal gui dance on conducti ng water body surveys and assessments was 
provided in the Technical sujt0rt Manual: Water Body Surveys and 
Assessments for Conductfng Use A afnabflity Anal~ses (EPA, November 1983) 
fn response to requests by several States fOr ada-tfonal information. The 
Technical Support Manual essentially provides methods and tools for 
freshwa ter eval uati ons, but does not cover es tuari ne water bodi es. The 
chapters presented in this volume address those considerations which are 
uni que to the estuary. Those factors which are corman to the freshwater 
and the estuarine system -- chemical evaluations in particular, are not 
discussed 1n this volume. Thus it 1s important that those who will be 
involved in the water body survey shoul d al so consult the 1983 Techni cal 
Support Manual. The methods and procedures offered in these gui dance 
documents are optional and the States may apply them selectively, or they 
may use thei r own techni ques or methods for conducti ng use attai nabi 1; ty 
analyses. 

The technical material presented in this volume deals with the major 
physical, chemical and biological attributes of the estuary: tides and 
currents, stratification, substrate characteristics; the importance of 
salinity, dissolved oxygen and nutrient enrichment; speCies diversfty, 
plant and animal populations, and phYSiological adaptations which pennit 
freshwater or marine organisms to survive in the estuary. 

Given that estuaries are very complex receiving waters which are highly 
variable in description and are not absolutes in definition, size, shape, 
aquatic life or other attributes, those who will be performing use 
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attainability analyses on estuarine systems should consider this volume as 
a frame of reference from which to 1nitiate study design and execution, but 
not as an absolute guide. 
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CHAPTER II 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

The term estuary is generally used to denote the lower reaches of a river 
where tide and river flows interact. The generally accepted definition for 
an estuary was provided by Pritchard in 1952: "An estuary is a semi
enclosed coastal body of water having a free connection with the open sea 
and containing a measureable quantity of seawater." This description has 
remained remarkably consistent with time and has undergone only minor 
revi si ons (Emery and Stevenson, 1957; Cameron and Pri tchard, 1963). To 
this day, such qualitative definitions are the most typical basis for 
determining what does and what does not constitute an estuary. 

Estuaries are perhaps the most important social, economic, and ecologic 
regions in the United States. For example, according to the Department of 
COlTlTlerce (DeFalco, 1967), 43 of the 110 Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas are on estuaries. Furthermore, recent studies indicate that many 
estuaries, including Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay, are on the decline. 
Thus, the need has arisen to better understand their ecological functions 
to define what constitutes a "healthy" system, to define actual and 
potential uses, to determine whether designated uses are impaired, and to 
determine how these uses can be preserved or maintained. This is the basis 
for the Use Attainability Analysis. 

As part of such a program, there is a need to define impact assessment pro
cedures that are simple, in light of the wide variability among estuaries, 
yet adequately represent the major features of each system studied. 
Estuaries are three-dimensional waterbodies which exhibit variations in 
physical and chemical processes in all three directions (longitudinal, 
vertical, and lateral) and also over time. However, following a careful 
consideration of the major physical and chemical processes and the time 
scales involved in use assessment, one can often define a simplified 
version of the prototype system for study. 

In this chapter, a discussion is presented of important estuarine features 
and of major physica1 processes. A description of chemical evaluations is 
also presented, although the discussion herein is very limited since an 
extensive presentation was included in the earlier U.S. EPA Technical 
Support Manual (U. S. EPA November 1983). From thi s background, gui dance 
for use attainability evaluations is given which considers the various 
assumptions that may be made to simplify the complexity of the analysis, 
while retaining an adequate description of the system. Finally, a frame
work for selecting appropriate desk-top and computer models for use 
attainability evaluations is outlined. 

PHYSICAL PROCESSES 

Introduction 

Estuarine flows are the result of a complex interaction of: 
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o tides, 
o wind shear, 
o freshwater inflow (momentum and buoyancy). 
o topographic frictional resistance, 
o Coriolis effect, 
o vertical mixing, and 
o horizontal mixing. 

In performing a use attainability study, one must sfnlpl1fy the complex 
prototype system by determi ni ng whi ch of these effects or combi nati on of 
effects is most important at the time scale of the evaluation. To do this, 
it is necessary to understand each of these processes and their impacts on 
the evaluation. A complete description of all of the above is beyond the 
scope of this report. Rather, illustrated are some of the features of each 
process, particularly in terms of magnitude and time scale. 

Tides 

Tides are highly variable throughout the United States, both in amplitude 
and phase. Figure 11-1 (NOAA 1983) shows SOfIe typical tide curves along 
the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific Coasts. Tidal amplitude can vary 
from 1 foot or less along the Gulf of Mexico (e.g., Pensacola, Florida) to 
over 30 feet in parts of Alaska (e.g., Anchorage) and the Maritime 
Provinces of Canada (e.g., the Bay of Fundy). Tidal phasing is a 
combination of many factors with differing periods. However, in the United 
States, most tides are predominantly based on 12.5-hour (semidiurnal), 25-
hour (diurnal) and 4-day (semi-lunar) combinations. In SOftIe areas. such as 
Boston (Figure 11-1), the tide is predominantly semidiurnal with 2 high 
tides and 2 low tides each day. In others, such as along the Gulf of 
Mexico, the tides are more typically mixed. 

Tidal power is directly related to amplitude. This potential energy source 
can promote increased mixing through increased velocities and interactions 
with topographic features. 

Wind 

In many exposed bays or estuaries, particularly those in which tidal 
forcing is smaller, wind shear can have a tremendous impact on circulation 
patterns at time scales of a few hours to several days. An example is 
Tampa Bay on the West Coast of Florida, where tidal ranges are 
approximately 3 feet, and the terrain is generally quite flat. Wind can be 
produced from localized thunderstorms of a few hours duration, or from 
frontal movements with durations on the order of days. Unlike tides, wind 
is unpredictable in a real time sense. The usual approach to studying wind 
driven circulations is to develop a wind rose (Figure 11-2) from local 
meteorological data, and base the study of impacts on statistically 
significant magnitudes and directions. or on winds that might produce the 
most severe impact. 
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Freshwater Inflows 
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Freshwater inflows from a major riverine source can be highly variable from 
day to day and season to season. At the shorter time scale, the river may 
be responding to a localized thunderstorm, or the passage of a front. In 
many areas, however, the frequency of these events tends to group into a 
season (denoted the wet season) whiCh is distinct from the remainder of the 
year (the dry season). The average monthly streamflow dfstributions in 
Figure 11-3 illustrate that in Virginia the wet season is typically from 
December to May and comes mainly from portal systems. In Florida, however, 
the trend 1 s reversed, wi th the wet season co1 nc1 di n9 wi th the SUrmler 
months when localized thunderstorms predominate. 

It 1 s important to consi der the effect of freshwater flows on estuari ne 
circulation, because streamflow is the only major mechanism which produces 
a net cross sectional flow over long averaging times. A common approach is 
to represent the estuary as a system drive by net freshwater flows ; n the 
downstream d1 rectory with other effects averaged out and 1 umped 1 nto a 
dfspers1on-type parameter. When us1 ng thi s assumpti on to eva1 uate the 
estuary system, one must weigh the consequences very carefully. 

Freshwater is 1 ess dense and tends to "f1 oat N over seawater. I n some 
cases, freshwater may produce a residual 2-layer flow pattern (such as in 
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the James Estuary (Virginia) or Potomac Rivers) or even a 3-layer flow 
pattern (as in Baltimore Harbor). The danger is to treat such a distinctly 
2-layer system as a cross-secti ona 11y averaged, river dri ven system, and 
then try to explain why poll utants are observed upstream of a discharge 
point when no mechanism exists to produce this effect using a one
dimensional approach. 

Friction 

The estuary's topographi c boundari es (bed and sides) produce fri cti ona 1 
resistance to local currents. In some estuaries with highly variable 
geometries, this can produce a number of net nontidal (or tidally-averaged) 
effects such as residual eddies near headlands or tidal rectification. 
Pollutants trapped in residual eddies. perhaps from a wastewater treatment 
plant outfall, may have very large residence times that are not predictable 
from cross-secti ona11y averaged flows before such poll utants are fl ushed 
from the system. 

Coriolis Effect 

In wide estuaries, the Coriolis effect can cause freshwater to adhere to 
the right-hand bank (facing the open sea) so that the surface slopes upward 
to the right of the flow. The interface has an opposite slope to maintain 
geostrophic balance. For specific configurations and corresponding flow 
regimes, the boundary between outflow and inflow may actually cut the 
surface (Fi gure I I -4a) . This is the case in the lower reaches of the St. 
Lawrence estuary, for example, where the well-defined Gaspe current holds 
against the southern shore and counter flow is observed along the northern 
si de. Hli s effect is augmented by ti dal ci rcul ati on whi ch forces ocean 
waters entering the estuary with the flood tide to adhere to the left side 
of the estuary (facing the open sea), and the ebb flow to the right side. 
Thus, as is often apparent from the surface salinity pattern in an estuary, 
the outflow is stronger on the right-hand side (Figure II-4bl. The exact 
location and configuration of the saltwater/freshwater interface depends on 
the relative magnitude of the forces at play. Quantitative estimates of 
various mixing modes in estuaries are discussed below. 

Vertical Mixing 

All mixing processes are caused by local differences in velocities and by 
the fact that liquids are viscous (Le., possess internal friction). In 
the vertical direction, the most cOl1l11on mixing occurs between riverine 
fresh waters and the underlying saline ocean waters. 

If there were no friction, freshwater would flow seaward as a shallow layer 
on top of the seawater. The layer would become shallower and the velocity 
would decrease as the estuary widened toward its mouth. Friction between 
the two types of water requires a balanCing pressure gradient down-estuary, 
explaining the salt wedge formation which deepens toward the mouth of the 
estuary, as seen in Figure 11-5. Friction also causes mixing along the 
interface. A particularly well-defined salt wedge is observed in the 
estuary of the Mississippi River. 
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a. Cross-section A-A looking 
Down-es tuary. 
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b. Surface Salinity Distribu
tion (ppt). 

Figure 11-4. Net Inflow and Outflo~ in a Tidal Estuary, Northern 
Hemisphere. 

If significant mixing does not occur along the freshwater/saltwater inter
face. the layers of differing density tend to remain distinct and the 
systell is said to be hfghly stratified in the vertical direction. If the 
vertical mixing is relatively high. the mixing process can alMost 
completely break down the density difference. and the systewn is called 
well-mixed or homogeneous. 

In sections of the estuary where there is a significant difference between 
surface and bottom salfnity levels over some specified depth (e.g., differ
ences of about 5 ppt or greater over about a 10 foot depth) I the water 
colann is regarded as highly stratified. An important impact of vertical 
stratiffcatfon on use attafnabflity is that the vertfcal densfty differ
ences sfgnificantly reduce the exchange of dissolved oxygen and other 
constituents between surface and botta. waters. Consequently, persistent 
stratification can result in a depression of dissolved oxygen (00) in the 
hfgh salinity bottom waters that are cut off from the low salinity surface 
waters. Thh is because bottOlll waters depend upon vertical mixing with 
surface waters. which can take advantage of reaeration at the air-water 
interface, to replenish DO that is consumed as a result of organic 
materials within the water column and bOttOM sediments. In sections of the 
estuary exhibiting signfffcant vertfcal stratification, vertical mixing of 
DO contributed by reaeratfon is lfmfted to the low salinity surface waters. 
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As a result, persistent stratified conditions can cause the DO concentra
tion in botta. water to fall to levels that cause stress on or mortality to 
the resident c~nities of benthic organis_s. 

Another potential i~act of vertical stratification is that anaerobic con
ditions in bott~ waters can result in increased release of nutrients such 
as phosphorus and a~nia-ni trogen frOil bottOil sediments. Ouri ng , ater 
periods or in sections of the estuary exhibiting reduced levels of 
stratification, these increased bottOll sediMent contributions of nutrie~ts 
can eventually be transported to the surface water layer. These increased 
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Figure 11-5. Layered Flow in a Salt-wedge Estuary (Longitudinal Profile). 
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nutrient loadings on surface waters can result in higher phytoplankton con
centrations that can exert diurnal DO stresses and reduced light penetra
tion for rooted aquatic plants. In sutmlary, the persistence and areal 
extent of vertical stratification is an important detenninant of use at
tainability within an estuary. 

Horizontal Mixing 

Mixing also occurs in the horizontal plane, although it is often neglected 
in favor of vertical processes. As with vertical mixing, horizontal mixing 
is caused by localized velocity variations and internal friction, or vis
cosity. The vel oci ty variati ons are usually produced by the i nteracti ons 
of topographic and bed or side frictional effects, resulting in eddies of 
varying sizes. Thus, horizontal constituent distributions tend to be broken 
down by differential advection, which when viewed as an average advection 
(laterally, or cross-sectionally) is called dispersion. 

ESTUARINE CLASSIFICATION 

Introduction 

It is often useful to consider some broad classifications of estuaries, 
particularly in tenns of features and processes which enable us to analyze 
them in tenns of simplified approaches. The most cOf1lllOnly used groupings 
are based on geomorphology, stratification, circulation patterns, and time 
scales. 

Geomorphological Classification 

Over the years, a systematic structure of geomorphological classification 
has evolved. Dyer (1973) and Fischer et al. (1979) identify four groups: 

o Drowned river valleys (coastal plain estuaries), 

o Fjords 

o Bar-built estuaries, and 

o Other estuaries that do not fit the first three classifications. 

Typical examples of North American estuaries are presented in Table 11-1. 

Coastal plain estuaries are generally shallow with gently sloping bottoms, 
with depths i ncreasi ng uni fonnly towards the mouth. Such estuari es have 
usually been cut by erosion and are drowned river valleys, often displaying 
a dendritic pattern fed by several streams. A well-known example is 
Chesapeake Bay. Coastal plain estuaries are usually moderately stratified 
(particularly in the old river valley section) and can be highly influenced 
by wind over short time scales. 

Bar built estuaries are bodies of water enclosed by the deposition of a 
sand bar off the coast through which a channel provides exchange with the 
open sea, usually servicing rivers with relatively small discharges. These 
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TABLE II-I. TOPOGRAPHIC ESTUARINE CLASSIFICATION 

Dominant Degree of 
~ Long-Term Process Stratification Examples 

Coastal River Flow Moderate Chesapeake Bay. MDIVA 
Plain James River, VA 

Potomac River. MD/VA 
Delaware Estuary. DE/NJ 
New York Bight. NY 

Bar Buil t Wind Low or None Little Sarasota Bay. FL 
Apalachicola Bay, FL 
Galveston Bay, TX 
Roanoke River, VA 
Albemarle Sound, NC 
Pamlico Sound, NC 

Fjords Tide High Alberni Inlet, B.C. 
S11 ver Bay, AL 

Other Estuaries Vari ous Various San Francisco Bay, CA 
Columbia River, WAIOR 
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are usually unstable estuaries, subject to gradual seasonal and cata
strophic variations in configuration. Many estuaries in the Gulf Coast and 
Lower Atlantic Regions fall into this category. They are generally a few 
meters deep, vertically well mixed and highly influenced by wind. 

Fjords are characterized by relatively deep water and steep sides, and are 
generally long and narrow. They are usually formed by glaciation, and are 
more typical in Scandinavia and Alaska than the contiguous United States. 
There are examples along the Northwest Pacific Ocean, such as Alberni Inlet 
in British Columbia. The freshwater streams that feed a fjord generally 
pass through rocky terrain. Little sediment is carried to the estuary by 
the streams, and thus the bottom is likely to be a clean rocky surface. 
The deep water of a fjord is di sti nctly cool er and more sal i ne than the 
surface layer, and the fjord tends to be highly stratified. 

The remaining estuaries not covered by the above classification are usually 
produced by tectonic activity, faulting, landslides, or volcanic eruptions. 
An example is San Francisco Bay which was formed by movement of the San 
Andreas Fault System (Dyer, 1973). 

Stratification 

A second classification of estuaries is by the degree of observed strati
fication, and was developed originally by Pritchard (1955) and Cameron and 
Pritchard (1963). They considered three groupings (Figure 11-6): 

o The highly stratified (salt wedge) type 

o Partially mixed estuary 

o Vertically homogeneous estuary 

Such a classification is intended for the general case of the estuary 
i nfl uenced by ti des and freshwater i nfl ows. Shorter term events, such as 
strong winds, tend to break down highly stratified systems by inducing 
greater vertical mixing. Examples of different types of stratification are 
presented in Table 11-2. 

In the stratified estuary (Figure 1I-6a), large freshwater inflows ride 
over saltier ocean waters, with little mixing between layers. Averaged 
over a tidal cycle, the system usually exhibits net seaward movement in the 
freshwater layer, and net landward movement in the salt layer, as salt 
water is entrained into the upper layer. The Mississippi River Delta is an 
example of this type of estuary. 

As the interfacial forces become great enough to partially break down the 
density differences, the system becomes partially stratified, or partially 
well-mixed (Fi gure II -6b). T1 dal flows are now usually much greater than 
river flows, and flow reversals in the lower layer may still be observed, 
although they are generally not as large as for the highly stratified 
system. Chesapeake Bay and the James River estuary are examples of this 
type. 
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TABLE 11-2. STRATIFICATION CLASSIFICATION 

~ 

Highly Stratified 

Partially Mixed 

Vertically Homogeneous 

River Oi scharge 

large 

Medium 

Small 

I I-l3 

Examples 

Mississippi River, LA 
Mobile River, Al 

Chesapeake Bay, MO/VA 
James Estuary, VA 
Potomac River, MO/VA 

Delaware Bay, DE/NJ 
Raritan River, NJ 
Biscayne Bay, FL 
Tampa Bay,FL 
San Franc;sco Bay, CA 
San Diego Bay, CA 



In a well mixed systelll (Figure 11-6c), the river inflow is usually very 
small, and the tidal flow is sufficient to completely break down the 
stratification and thoroughly mix the system vertically. Such systems are 
generally shallow so that the tidal amplitude to depth ratio is large and 
mixing can eaSily penetrate throughout the water column. The Delaware and 
Raritan River estuaries/are examples of well-mixed systems. 

Circulation Patterns 

Circulation in an estuary (i.e., the velocity patterns as they change over 
tille) is primarily affected by the freshwater outflow, the tidal inflow, 
and the effect of wind. In turn, the difference in density between outflow 
and inflow sets up secondary currents that ultimately affect the salinity 
distribution across the estuary. The salinity distribution is important in 
that it affects the distribution of fauna and flora within the estuary. It 
is also important because it is indicative of the mixing properties of the 
estuary as they may affect the dispersion of pollutants, flushing proper
ties, and additional factors such as friction forces and the size and 
geometry of the estuary contribute to the circulation patterns. 

The compl ex geometry of es tuari es, f n combf nat f on wi th the presence of 
wi nd, the effect of the earth IS rotati on (Cori 011 s effect), and other 
effects, often results in residual currents (i .e., of longer period than 
the tidal cycle) that strongly influence the mixing processes in estuaries. 
For example, uniform wind over the surface of an estuary produces a net 
wi nd drag force whi ch may cause the center of mass of the water f n the 
estuary to be displaced toward the deeper side since there is more water 
there. Hence a torque is induced causing the water mass to rotate. 

In the absence of wind, the pure interaction of tides and estuary geometry 
may also cause residual currents. For example, flood flows through narrow 
inlets set up so-called tidal jets, which are long and narrow as compared 
to the ebb flows which draw from a larger area of the estuary, thus forCing 
a resi dual ci rcul ati on from the central part of the estuary to the sides 
(Stoll'lRel and Farmer, 1952). The energy available in the tide is in part 
extracted to drive regular circulation patterns whose net result is similar 
to what would happen if pumps and pipes were installed to move water about 
in circuits. This is why this type of circulation is referred to as "tidal 
pumping" to differentiate from wind and other circulation (Fisher, et al., 
1979 ). 

Tidal "trapping" is a mechanism -- present in long estuaries with side 
embayments and small branching channels that strongly enhances 
longitudinal dispersion. It is explained as follows. The propagation of 
the tide in an estuary -- which represents a balance between the water mass 
inertia, the hydraulic pressure force due to the slope of the water 
surface, and the retarding bottom friction force -- results in main channel 
tidal elevations and velocities that are not in phase. For example, high 
water occurs before hi gh slack ti de and low water before low slack ti de 
because the momentum of flow in the main channel causes the current to 
continue to flow against an opposing pressure gradient. In contrast, side 
channels which have less momentum can reverse the current direction faster, 
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thus "trapping" portions of the main channel water which are then available 
for further longitudinal dispersion during the next flood tide. 

Time Scales 

The consideration of the time scales of the physical processes being 
evaluated is very important for any water quality study. Short-term 
conditions are much more influenced by a variety of short-term events which 
perhaps have to be analyzed to evaluate a "worst case" scenario. Longer 
term (seasonal) conditions are influenced predominantly by events which are 
averaged over the duration of that time scale. 

The key to any study is to identify the time scale of the impact being 
evaluated and then analyze the forcing functions over the same time scale~ 
As an example, circulation and mass transport in the upper part of 
Chesapeake Bay can be wi nd driven over a peri od of days, but is ri ver 
driven over a period of one month or more. Table 11-3 lists the major 
types of forcing functions on most estuarine systems and gives some idea of 
their time scales. 

INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ON USE ATTAINABILITY 

"Segmentationll of an estuary can provide a useful framework for evaluating 
the influence of estuarine physical characteristics such as circulation, 
mixing, salinity. and geomorphology on use attainability. Segmentation is 
the compartmentalizing of an estuary into subunits with homogeneous 
physi cal characteristi cs. In the absence of water poll uti on, physi cal 
characteristics of different regions of the estuary tend to govern the 
suitability for major water uses. Therefore, one major objective of 
segmentati on is to subdhi de the estuary into segments with re1 ativel y 
homogeneous physical characteristics so that differences in the biological 
communities among similar segments may be related to man-made alterations. 
Once the segment network is established, each segment can be subjected to a 
use attainability analysis. In addition, the segmentation process offers a 
useful management structure for monitoring conformance with water quality 
goals in future years. 

The segmentation process is an evaluation tool which recognizes that an 
estuary is an interrelated ecosystem composed of chemically, physically. 
and biologically diverse areas. It assumes that an ecosystem as diverse as 
an estuary cannot be effectively managed as only one unit, since different 
uses and associated water quality goals w111 be appropriate and feasible 
for different regi ons of the estuary. The segmentati on approach to use 
attainability assessment and water quality management has been successfully 
applied to several major receiving water systems, most notably Chesapeake 
Bay, the Great Lakes, and San Francisco Bay. 

A potential source of concern about the construction and util ity of the 
segmentati on scheme for use attai nabil i ty eva 1 uati ons is that the estuary 
is a fluid system with only a few obvious boundaries, such as the sea 
surface and the sediment-water interface. Boundaries fixed in space are to 
be imposed on an estuarine system where all components are in communication 
with each other following a pattern that is highly variable in time. Fixed 
boundaries may seem unnatural to scientists, managers, and users, who are 
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TABLE 11-3. TIME SCALES Of MAJOR PROCESSES 

Forcing Function Tillie Scale 

TIDE 

One cycle 0.5-1 day 
Neap/Spring 14 days 

WIND 

Thunderstorm 1-4 hours 
Frontal Passage 1-3 days 

RIVER FLOW 

Thunderstorm 0.5-1 day 
Frontal Passage 3-7 days 
Wet/Dry Seasons 4-6 months 
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more likely to view the estuary as a continuum than as a system composed of 
separab 1 e parts. The best approach to dea 1 i ng wi th such concerns ; s a 
segmentation scheme that stresses the dynamic nature of the estuary. The 
scheme should emphasize that the segment boundaries are operationally 
defined constructs to assist in understanding a changeable, intercommuni
cating system of channels, embayments, and tributaries. 

In order to account for the dynamic nature of the estuary, it is recommend
ed that estuarine circulation patterns be a prominent factor in delineating 
the segment network. C i rcul at; on patterns control the transport of and 
residence times for heat, salinity, phytoplankton, nutrients, sediment, and 
other pollutants throughout the estuary. Salinity should be another impor
tant factor in delineating the segment network. The variations in salinity 
concentrati ons from head of ti de to the mouth typi call y produce a separa
tion of biological communities based on salinity tolerances or preferences. 

A segmentation scheme based upon physical processes such as circulation and 
salinity should track very well with the major chemical and biological 
processes. However, after developing a network based upon physical 
characteristics, segment boundaries can be refined with available chemical 
and biological data to maximize the homogeneity of each segment. 

To illustrate the segmentation approach to evaluating relationships between 
physical characteristics and use attainability, the segmentation scheme 
applied to Chesapeake Bay is described below. While most of the estuaries 
subjected to use attainability evaluations will be considerably smaller and 
less diverse than Chesapeake Bay, the principles illustrated in the 
following example can serve as useful guidance for most estuary evaluations 
regardless of the spatial scale. Figure 11-7 shows the main stem and 
tri butary segments defi ned for Chesapeake Bay by the U. S. Envi ronmental 
Protection Agency's Chesapeake Bay Program (U.S. EPA Chesapeake Bay 
Program 1982). As may be seen, the segment network consists of eight main 
stem segments designated by the prefix "CB" and approximately forty 
segments covering major embayments and tributaries. The methodology for 
delineating the main stem segments will be described first, followed by a 
discussion of the major embayments and tributaries. 

Starting at the uppermost segment and working down the main stem, the 
boundary between CB-l and CB-2 separates the mouth of the Susquehanna River 
from the upper Bay and lies in the region of maximum penetration of salt
water at the head of the Bay. South of this region most freshwater 
plankton would not be expected to grow and flourish, although some may be 
continually brought into the area by the Susquehanna River. 

The boundary between CB-2 and CB-3 is the southern limit of the turbidity 
maximum, a region where suspended sediment causes light limitation of 
phytoplankton production most of the year. This boundary also coincides 
with the long-term summer average for the 5 parts per thousand (ppt) 
salinity contour which is an important physiological parameter for oysters. 

lhe boundary between CB-3 and CB-4 is located at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge. 
It marks the northern limit of the 10 ppt salinity contour and of deep 
water anaerob1 c conditi ons in Chesapeake Bay stratifi cati on. I n segment 
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CB-4, water deeper than about 30 ft usually experiences oxygen depletion in 
SUlTll1er whi ch may resul tin oxygenl ess condi ti ons and hydrogen sul fi de 
production. When anaerobic conditions occur, these deep waters are toxic 
to fish, crabs, shellfish, and other benthic animals. Due to the increased 
release of nutrients from bottom sediments under oxygenless conditions, the 
anaerobic layer is also rich in phosphorus and alTl11onia-N which may reach 
surface waters by diffusion, mixing, and vertical advection either later in 
the year or in less stratified sections of the Bay. In spring, the region 
near the bridge is the site where phytoplankton and fish larvae that travel 
in the deep layer from the Bay mouth are brought to the surface by a 
combination of physical processes. 

The boundary between CB-4 and CB-5 was established at a narrows. Below 
this point, the Patuxent and Potomac Rivers intersect the main stem of the 
Bay. It is characterized by average summer salinities of 12 to 13 ppt and 
is located at the approximate midpoint of the area subject to ~ottom water 
anaerobic conditions during the summer. 

The boundary between CB-5 and CB-6/7 approximates the 1B ppt sal inity 
contour and the southern limit of significant vertical stratification and 
anaerobic conditions in the bottom waters. Most. of the deeper areas of the 
Bay are found in segment CB-5. As mentioned earlier, the bottom waters of 
segments CB-4 and C8-5 experience considerable nutrient enrichment during 
the summer when phosphorus and ammonia-N are released from bottom 
sediments. This region also exhibits high nitrate-N concentrations in the 
fall when the anrnonia-N accumulated in sUlTl11er is oxidized. The southern 
boundary of C8-5 also approximates the region where the elevated nitrate-N 
concentrations from the relatively high streamflows during the spring 
season becomes a critical factor in phytoplankton growth. 

The boundary between CB-6 and CB-7 horizontally divides the lower Bay into 
two regions with different circulation patterns. North of this boundary, 
the Bay's density stratification results in two distinct vertical layers, 
with bottom waters moving in a net upstream flow and the surface layer 
flows moving downstream. Between this boundary and the Bay mouth the 
density distribution tends toward a cross-stream (1.e., horizontal) 
gradient rather than a vertical gradient. Net advective flows throughout a 
vertically well-mixed water column tend to flow northward in segment CB-7 
and southward in CB-6 and CB-B. This pronounced horizontal gradient also 
exi sts across the Bay mouth. Thus, pl ank ton and fi sh 1 arvae are brought 
into the Bay with the higher salinity ocean waters along the eastern side 
of the lower Bay until they become entrained into the lower layer at 
segment CB-5 and are transported up the Bay to grow and mature. 

Eastern shore embayments such as Eastern Bay (EE-11, the subestuary of the 
Choptank River (EE-2) and the Pocomoke and Tangier Sounds (EE-3) have 
salinities Similar to adjacent Bay waters, and they are shallow enough to 
permit light penetration necessary for the growth of submerged aquatic 
vegetation (SAVs). These areas provide shelter for many benthic inver
tebrates and small fi sh whi ch make an important contri buti on to the Bay' s 
rich environment. 
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Boundaries have been delineated at the mouths of the Bay's major tributar
i es. These boundari es defi ne the sources of freshwater, sediment, nutri
ents' and other constituents delivered to the main stem of the Bay. Along 
these boundaries, frontal zones between the tributary and main stem waters 
tend to concentrate detrital matter and nutrients, with circulation 
patterns governing the transport of many organisms to this food source. 

The major tributaries are further subdivided into three segment classifica
tions: tidal fresh (TF), river estuarine transition zone (RET), and lower 
subestuary (LE). The ti dal fresh segments are biologically important as 
spawning areas for anadromous and semianadromous fish such as the alewife, 
herrings, shad, striped bass, white perch and yellow perch. There are also 
freshwater speci es whi ch are resident in these areas such as catfi sh. 
minnows and carps. Algal blooms tend to be most prolific within the tidal 
fresh zone. The extent of these blooms is dependent upon nutrient supply. a 
range of factors such as retention time, and light availability. Most of 
the algal species that can flourish within tidal fresh segments are 
inhibited as they encounter the more saline waters associated with the 
transition zone. 

The highest concentration of suspended solids is found at the interface of 
fresh and saline waters and it approximates the terminus of density 
dependent estuarine circulation. The area where this phenomenon occurs is 
typically referred to as the "turbidity maximum" zone. The significance of 
this area lies in its value as a sediment trap entraining not only material 
introduced upstream but, additionally, material transported in bottom 
waters from downstream. Thi s mechani sm al so tends to concentrate any 
material associated with the entrai ned sediment. For exampl e, 'l<.epone 
accumulations within the James River estuary are highest in the turbidity 
mnimum zone. 

The final segment type found within the major tributaries is identified as 
the lower subestuary segment. This area extends from the turbidity maximum 
to the poi nt where the tri butary intersects the mai n stem of the Bay. 
Highly productive oyster bars are found in these segments. There is a 
heavy concentration of oyster bars in the lower subestuaries because of the 
favorable depth, salinities, and suhstrate. In general, the oyster bars 
are located in depths of less than 35 feet in salinities greater than 7-8 
ppt and on substrates which are firm. Seasonal depressions of dissolved 
oxygen in bottom waters prevent the establishment of oyster bars in most 
waters over 35 feet deep. 

CHEMICAL PARAMETERS 

This section provides a brief discussion of Chemical indicators of aquatic 
use attai nment for estuari es. Three cl ari fi cati ons are necessary before 
beginning this discussion. First, while it is useful to refer to these 
parameters as "chemi cal" characteri sti cs to d1 sti ngui sh them from the 
physical and biological parameters in a use attainability evaluation, these 
characteristics are traditionally referred to as water Quality criteria and 
are referred to as such ; n other secti ons of thi s report. Second, 
chlorophyll-a is introduced in this section rather than in Chapter III 
because it is the primary impact indicator for chemicals such as nitrogen 
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and phosphorus. Third, because an extensive discussion of chemical :~r 
quality indicators is presented in the earlier U.S. EPA Technical SUPPOl"t 
Manual (U.S. EPA November 1983), the discussion herein is very limite'!, 
Manual users who are interested in a more extensive discussion are referreJ 
to the previous volume. 

The most critical water quality indicators for aquatic use attainment in an 
estuary are dissolved oxygen, nutrients and chlorophyll-a, and toxicants. 
~issolved oxygen (DO) is an important water quality indicator for all 
fisheries uses. The DO concentration in bottom waters is the most critical 
indicator of survival and/or density and diversity for most shellfish and 
an important i ndi cator for fi nfish. 00 concentrati ons at mi d-depth and 
surface locations are also important indicators for finfish. In evaluating 
use attainability, assessments of 00 impacts should consider the relative 
contrf buti ons of three different sources of oxygen demand: (a) 
photosynthesis/respiration demand from phytoplankton; (bl water column 
demand; and (c) benthic oxygen demand. If use impairment is occurring, 
assessments of the significance of each oxygen sink can be used to evaluate 
the feasibility of achieving sufficient pollution control to attain the 
designated use. 

Ch10rophyll-a is the most popular indicator of algal concentrations and 
nutrfent overenrichment which fn turn can be related to diurnal 00 
depressions due to algal respiration. Typically, the control Of phosphorus 
levels can limit algal growth in the upper end of the estuary, while the 
control of nitrogen levels can limit algal growth near the mouth of the 
estuary; however, these rel ationships are dependent upon factors such as 
N:P ratios and light penetration potential which can vary from one estuary 
to the next, thereby producing different limiting conditions within a given 
estuary. Excessive phytoplankton concentrations, as indica .. ..:d by 
chlorophyll-a levels, can cause adverse 00 impacts such as: la) wirle 
diurnal variations in surface OO's due to daytime photosynthetic oxygen 
production and nighttime oxygen depletion by respiration, and (b) depletion 
of bottom OO's through the decolDposition of dead algae. Thus, excessive 
chlorophyll-a levels can deplete the oxygen resources required for bottom 
water fi sheri es, exert stress on the oxygen resources of surface water 
fisheries, and upset the balance of the detrital foodweb in the seagrass 
community through the production of excessive organic matter. 

Excessive chlorophyll-a levels also result in shading which reduces light 
penetration for submerged aquatic vegetation. Consequently. the prevention 
of nutri ent overenri chment is probably the most important water qual ity 
requirement for a healthy SAY community. 

Blooms of certain phytoplankton can also be toxic to fish. For example, 
blooms of the toxic -red tide- organism during the early 1970's resulted in 
extensive fish kills in several Florida estuaries. 

The nutrients of concern in the estuary are nitrogen and phosphorus. Their 
sources typi cally are discharges frOl'll sewage treatment p1 ants and f ndus
tries, and runoff from urban and agricultural areas. Increased nutrient 
levels lead to phytoplankton blooms and a subsequent reduction in 00 
levels, as discussed above. In addition, algal blooms decrease the depth 
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to which light is able to penetrate, thereby affecting SAY populations in 
the estuary. 

Sewage treatment plants are typi ca 11y the major source of nutri ents to 
estuaries in urbanized areas. Agricultural land uses and urban land uses 
represent significant nonpoint sources of nutrients. Often wastewater 
treatment plants are the major source of phosphorus loadings while nonpoint 
sources tend to be major contributors of nitrogen. In estuaries located 
near highly urbanized areas, municipal discharges probably will dominate 
the point source nutrient contributions. Thus, ft is important to base 
control strategfes on an understandfng of the sources of each type of 
nutrient, both in the estuary and fn its feeder streams. 

In the Chesapeake Bay, an assessment of total nitrogen, total phosphorus, 
and N: P ratios indicates that regions where resource qual i ty is currently 
moderate to good have lower concentrati ons of alibi ent nutri ents, and N: P 
ratios between 10:1 and 20:1, indicating phosphorus-limited algal growth. 
Regions characterized by little or no SAY's (i.e., phytoplankton-dominated 
systems) or massive algal blooms had high nutrient concentrations and 
significant variations in the N:P ratios. Moving a system from one class 
to another could involve either a reduction of the limiting nutrient (N or 
P) or a reduction of the non-limiting nutrient to a level such that it 
becomes limiting. For example, removal of P from a system characterized by 
massive algal blooms could force it to become a more desirable 
phytoplankton-dominated system with a higher N:P ratio. 

Cl early the 1 evels of both ni trogen and phosphorus are important deter
minants of the uses that can be attained in an estuary. Because point 
sources of nutri ents are typi cally much more amenabl e to control than 
nonpoint sources, and because nutrient (phosphorus) removal for muniCipal 
wastewater discharges is typically less expensive than nitrogen removal 
operati ons, the control of phosphorus di scharges is often the method of 
chofce for the preventfon or reversal of use impairment in the upper 
estuary (Le., tidal fresh zone). However, the nutrient control programs 
for the upper estuary can have an adverse effect on phytoplankton growth in 
the lower estuary (Le., near the mouth) where nitrogen is typically the 
critical nutrient for eutrophication control. This is because the 
reduction of phytoplankton concentrations in the upper estuary will reduce 
the uptake and settling of the non-limiting nutrient which is typically 
nitrogen, thereby resulting in increased transport of nitrogen through the 
upper estuary to the lower estuary where it is the 1 imi tf ng nutri ent for 
algal growth. The result is that reductions in algal blooms within the 
upper estuary due to the control of one nutrient (phosphorus) can result in 
increased phytoplankton concentrations in the lower estuary due to higher 
levels of the uncontrolled nutrient (nitrogen). Thus, tradeoffs between 
nutrient controls for the upper and lower estuary should be considered in 
evaluating measures for preventing Or reversfng use impairment. The 
Potomac Estuary is a good example of a syste", where tradeoffs between 
nutrient controls for the upper and lower estuary are being evaluated. 

The impacts of toxicants such as pesticides, herbicides, heavy metals and 
chl ori nated effl uents are beyond the scope of thi s vol ume. However, the 
presence of certain toxicants in excessive concentrations within bottom 
sediments or the water col umn may prevent the attai nment of water uses 
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(parti cu1 ar1y fisheries propagati on/harvesti n9 and seagrass habf tat uses) 
in estuary segments which satisfy water quality criteria for DO, 
chlorophyll-a/nutrient enrichment, and fecal coliforms. Therefore, poten
tial interferences from toxfc substances need also to be considered in a 
use attainability study. 

TECHNIQUES FOR USE ATTAINABILITY EVALUATIONS 

Introduction 

Use attainability evaluations generally follow the conceptual outline: 

o Dete~fne the present use of the estuary, 

o Determfne whether the present use corresponds to the designated 
use, 

o If the present use does not correspond to the designated use, 
determine why, and 

o Determine the optimal use for the system. 

In asseSSing use levels for aquatic life protection, the first two items 
are evaluated in terms of biological measurements and indices. However, if 
the present use does not correspond to the deSignated use, one turns to 
physical and chemical factors to explafn the lack of attainment, and the 
hfghest level the system can achieve. 

The physical and chemical evaluations may proceed on several levels depend
ing on the level of detail requfred, amount of knowledge avaflable about 
the system (and siml1 ar systems), and budget for the use- attaf nabl1 f ty 
study. As a first step, the estuary is classified in terms of physical 
processes (e.g., stratification, flushing time) so that ;t can be compared 
with reference estuaries that exhibit siml1ar physical characteristics. 
Once a similar estuary is identiffed, it can be compared with the estuary 
of interest in terms of water quality differences and differences in 
biological cOlllllunitfes which can be related to man-made alteration (Le., 
pollution discharges). It is important to consider a number of simplifyirl9 
assumptions that can be made to reduce the conceptual complexity of the 
prototype system for easier classification and more detailed analyses. 

The second step is to perform desk-top or simple computer model calcula
tions to improve the understanding of spathl and temporal water quality 
conditi ons in the present system. These cal culati ons i ncl ude conti nuous 
pOint source and simple box model type calculatfons, among others. 

The third step is to perform .ore detailed analyses to investigate system 
impact from known anthropogenic sources through the use of more sophisti
cated computer models. These tool s can be used to eval uate the system 
response to removing individual point and nonpoint source discharges, so as 
to assist with assessments of the cause(s) of any use impairment. 
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Desktop Evaluations of System Characteristics 

This section discusses desktop analyses for evaluating relationships 
between physical/chemical characteristics and use attainability. Desktop 
eval uati ons that can provi de gui dance for the sel ecti on of appropri ate 
mathematical models for use attainability studies are also discussed. 

Such evaluations can be used to characterize the complexity of an estuary, 
important physical characteristics such as the level of vertical stratifi
cation and flushing times, and violations of water quality criteria. 
Depending upon the complexity of the estuary, these evaluations can 
quantify the temporal and spatial dimensions of important physica1/ 
chemical characteristics and relationships to use attainability needs as 
summarized below: 

1. Vertical Stratification 

a. Temporal Scale: During which seasons does it occur? What is 
the approximate duration of stratification in each season? 

b. Spatial Scale: How much area is subject to signfficant 
stratification in each season? 

2. Flushing Times 

a. Temporal Scal e: What are the f1 ushi ng times for each major 
estuary segment and the estuary as a whole? 

b. Spatial Scale: Which segments exhibit relatively high flushing 
times? Relatively low flushing times? 

3. Violations of Water Quality Criteria (based upon statistical 
analysis of measured data) 

a. Temporal Scale: Which seasons exhibit violations? How fre
quently and for what durati ons do vi olati ons occur in each 
season? Are the violations caused by short-term or long-term 
phenomena? Short-term phenomena include: 00 sags due to 
combi ned sewer overflows or short-term nonpoi nt source 
loadings, and diurnal 00 variations due to significant 
chlorophyll-a levels. Long-term phenomena include: seasonal 
eutrophication impacts due to nutrient loadings, seasonal 00 
sag due to point source discharges, and seasonal occurrence of 
anaerobic conditions in bottom waters due to persistent 
vertical stratification. 

b. Spatial Scale: What is the spatial extent of the violations 
(considering longitudinal, horizontal, and vertical direc
tions)? 

4. Relationship of Physical/Chemical Characteristics to Use Attain
abi 1 i ty Needs 
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a. Temporal Scale: Are use designations more stringent during 
certain seasons (e.g.. spawning season)? Are acceptable 
physical/chemical characteristics required 100 percent of the 
time in each season in order to ensure use attainability? 

b. Spatial Scale: Are there segments in the estuary which cannot 
support designated uses due to physical limitations? Are 
acceptable physical/chemical characteristics required in 100 
percent of the estuary segment or estuary in order to ensure 
attainability of the use? 

Simplifying Assum~tions. Zison et al. (1977) and Mills et a1. (1982) list 
a number of simp Hying assumptions that can be made to reduce the com
plexity of estuary evaluations. However, care must be taken to ensure that 
such assumptions are applicable to the estuary under study and that they do 
not reduce the problem to one which is physically or chemically unrea:.on
able. The following assumptions may be considered (Zison et al., 1977; 
Mi 11 s et a 1 " 1982): 

a. The present salinity distribution can be used as a direct measure 
of the distribution of all conservative continuous flow pollutants 
entering the estuary, and can be used as' the basis for calculating 
di spersion coefficients for a defined freshwater discharge con
dition, 

b. The vertical water column is assumed to be well mixed from top to 
bottom, 

c. Flow and transport through the estuary is essentially one
dimensional, 

d. The Coriolis effect may be neglected, which means that the estuary 
is assumed to be laterally homogeneous, 

e. Only steady-state conditions will be considerej, by using cal
culations averaged over one or more tidal cycles to estimate a 
freshwater driven flow within the estuary. 

f. Regular geometry may be assumed, at least over the length of each 
segment, which means that topographically induced circulations are 
neglected, 

g. Only one r1ver inflow can be used in the evaluat10n, 

h. No variations in tidal amplitude are permitted, and 

i. All water leaving the estuary on each tidal cycle is replaced by a 
given percentage of "fresh" seawater. 

The above list of assumptions are directed towards the specific objective 
of redUCing the estuary to a one-dimensional, quasi-steady-state system 
amenable to desktop calculations. In reality these assumptions need to be 
carefully wei ghed so that important processes are not omi tted from the 
analysis. 
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One approach is to start with a completely three-dimensional system, deter
mi ne whi ch assumpti ons can reasonably be made, and see what the answer 
means in terms of a simplified analysis. Procedures for making such 
determinations are discussed in the next section, but several examples are 
presented here for illustration. 

The fact is that many narrow estuarine systems in which lateral homogeneity 
can be assumed, also exhibit 2 or more layers of residual flow, making the 
assumption of a one-dimensional system invalid. Conversely, given a 
verti cally well-mixed sys tern 1 ike Bi scayne Bay, one cannot assume 1 atera 1 
homogeneity because the system is usually very wide wind mixing is too 
significant to permit such a simple analysis. 

Degree of Stratification. 

Freshwater is lighter than saltwater. Therefore, the river may be thought 
of as a source of buoyancy, of amount: 

Buoyancy = ~PgQf (1 ) 

where .lp= 

g = 

Of = 
M = 
L = 
T = 

the3difference in density between sea and river water, 
MIL 
acceleration of gravitY'3L/T2 
freshwater river flow, L IT 
units of mass 
units of length 
units of time 

The tide on the other hand is a source of kinetic energy, equal to: 

k i nett c energy = 

where P = 
W = 
Ut = 

the seawater density, 
the estuary width 
the square root of the averaged squared velocities. 

(2 ) 

The ratio of the above two quantities, called the "Estuarine Richardson 
Number" (Fischer 1972), is an estuary characterization parameter which is 
indicative of the vertical mixing potential of the estuary: 

R (3) 
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If R is very large (above 0.8). the estuary is typically considered to be 
strongly stratified and the flow to be typically dominated by density 
currents. If R is very small, the estuary is typically considered to be 
well-mixed and the density effects to be negligible. 

Another desktop approach to characterizing the degree of stratification in 
the estuary is to use a stratifi cati on-ci rcul ati on diagram (Hansen and 
Rattray 1966). The diagram (shown in Figure 11-8) requires the calculation 
of two parameters: 

Stratification Parameter = as (4 ) 
~ 

and Circulation Parameter = 
Us 

Uf 

where as = time averaged difference between salinity levels at 
the surface and bottom of the estuary. 

So = cross-sectional mean salinity. 
U = net non-tidal surface velocity, and 
US = mean freshwater velocity through the section. f 

To apply the stratification-circulation diagram in Figure 11-8, which is 
based on measurements from a number of estuaries with known degrees of 
stratification, calculate the parameters of Equation (4) and plot the 
resulting pOint on the diagram. Type la represents slight stratification 
as in a laterally homogeneous, well-mixed estuary. In Type 1b, there is 
strong stratification. Type 2 is partially well-mixed and shows flow 
reversals with depth. In Type 3a the transfer is primarily advective, and 
in Type 3b the lower layer is so deep, as in a fjord, that circulation does 
not extend to the bottom. Finally, Type 4 represents the salt-wedge type 
with intense stratification (Dyer 1973). 

The purpose of the analysis is to examine the degree of vertical resolution 
needed for the analysis. If the estuary is well-mixed, the vertical dimen
sion may be neglected, and all constituents in the water column assumed to 
be dispersed evenly throughout. If the estuary is highly stratified, at 
least a 2-layer analysfs must follow. For the case of a partially-mixed 
system, a judgment call must be made. The James River may be considered as 
an example which is partially stratified but was treated as a 2-layer 
system for a recent toxies study (O'Connor, et al., 1983). 

A fi nal desktop method for characterfzi ng the degree of stratffi cati on 
is the calculation of the estuary number proposed by Thatcher and Harleman 
(1972): 
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u/u, 
(Station code: M, Mississippi River mouth; C, Columbia 
River estuary; J. James River estuary; NM, Narrows of 
the Mersey estuary; JF, Strait of Juan de Fuca; S, 
Silver Bay. Subscripts hand 1 refer to high and low 
river discharge; numbers indicate distance (in miles) 
from mouth of the James River estuary. 

Fi~ure 11-8. Stratification C1rvulation Diagram and Examples. 
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(5) 

where = estuary number, Ed 
Pt = tidal prism volume (vol ume between low and high tides). 
Of = freshwater inflow. 
T = tidal period. and 
Fd = densimetric Froude number = 

Ul 

(9( ap)h )i P, 1 

where u~ = 1 ayer velocity. 
= acceleration due to gravity. 

Ap = density difference across interface. 
P, = density in layer. and 
hl = 1 ayer thi ckness. 

Again, by comparing the calculated value with the values from known 
systems. one can infer the degree of stratification present. The reader 
should consult Thatcher and Harleman (1972) for further details. 

Horizontal variations in density may still exist in a vertically well-mixed 
estuary. resulting in circulation that is density driven in the horizontal 
direction. It is helpful to understand density-driven circulation in an 
estuary (baroclinic circulation) in order to assess its effect in relation 
to turbulent diffusion on the landward transport of salinity. While 
numerous studies have been perfonned over the years (e.g .• Hansen and 
Rattray 1965, 1966; Rigter, 1973'. no unifying theory has emerged clearly 
delineating longitudinal. transverse and vertical dispersion mechanisms. 
This means that we still have to rely to a large extent on actual in-situ 
data. 

Deci s f ons about whether it f s reasonabl e to 
Coriolts effects and wind is often judgmental. 
offer the follow; ng criter; on for negl ect1 ng 
criterion is based on the Rossby number: 
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where ~ = Rossby number. 
u = characteristic wind velocity = 1/2 peak surface 

veloc1 ty. 
n = earth's rotation rate. and 
L : length of estuary. 

Cheng suggested that for R < 0.1. the Cor10lis effect ;s small. Wind is 
so highly variable and unpq.edictable that it is almost always neglected. 
In general. it has little effect on steady-state conditions. extept in 
large open estuaries. 

Finally, the use of simplified geo~etr1es, such as uniform depth and width 
is highly judgmental. One may choose to neglect side embayments, minor 
tributaries. narrows and inlets as a symplffy1ng approach to achieve 
uni form geometry. However. it is always important to consi der the 
consequences of this assumption. 

Flushin, Time. The time that is required to remove pollutant mass from a 
particu ar point in an estuary (usually some upstream location) is called 
the flushing time. Long flushing times are often indicative of poor water 
quality conditions due to long residence times for pollutants. Flushing 
time, particularly in a segmented estuary, can also be used in an initial 
screeni ng of alternate 1 ocati ons for facilities which discharge consti tu
ents detrimental to estuarine health if they persist in the water column 
for lengthy periods. 

Factors influencing flushing times are tidal ranges, freshwater inflows, 
and wind. All of these forcing functions vary over time, and may be 
somewhat unpredictable (e.g., wind). Thus, flushing time calculations are 
usually based on average conditions of tidal range and freshwater inflows, 
with wind effects neglected. 

The Fraction of Fresh Water Method for flushing time calculation is based 
upon observations of estuarine salinities: 

where F : flushing time in tidal cycles, 
So = salinity of ocean water, and 
Se = mean estuarine salinity. 

(7) 

The tidal prism method for flushing time calculation considers the system 
as one unit with tidal exchange being the dominant process: 
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\ + p 
F - p (8 ) 

where F s flushing time in tidal cycles, 
V s low tide volume of the estuary, and 
pl _ tidal prism volume (volume between low and high tides). 

The Tidal Prism technique was further modified by Ketchum (1951) to segment 
the estuary into lengths defined by the maximum excursion of a particle of 
water during a tidal cycle. This technique can now include a freshwater 
inflow: 

F (9 ) 
i-I Pi 

where F s flushing time in tidal cycles, 
i s segment number, 
n = number of segments 
Vu = low tide volume in segment i, and 
Pi s tidal prism volume in segment. 

Riverine inflow is accounted for by setting the upstream length equal to 
the river velocity multiplied by the tidal period, and setting: 

where 

Po • QfT 

Pe = tidal prism volume in upstream segment, 
~ freshwater flow, and 

Tf. tidal period. 

(10 ) 

Fi nally t the repl acement time techni que is based upon estuari ne geometry 
and longitudinal dispersion: 

(ll) 

where ~ = replacement time, 
l : length of estuary. and 
El = longitudinal dispersion coefficient. 
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This technique requires knowledge of a longitudinal dispersion coefficient. 
t
h
• which may not be known from direct estuarine measurements. A coeffici

e t based upon measured data from a similar estuary may be assumed (see 
Table 11-4 for typical values in a number of U.S. estuaries) or it may be 
estimated from empirical relationships. such as the one reported by 
Harleman (1964): 

E = 77 n u R5/ 6 
L 

or Harleman (1971): 

EL = 100 n u R5/6 
max 

where = longitudinal dispersion coefficient (ft2/sec). 

(12 ) 

(13 ) 

= Manning's roughness coefficient (0.028-0.035. typically). 
velocity (ft/sec). u = 

umax = 
R = 

maximum tidal velocity. and 
hydraulic radius = AlP 

where A = cross sectional area. 
P = wetted perimeter. 

Desktop Calculations of Pollutant Concentrations 

Classification and characterization are means of identifying estuarine 
types and their major processes as a basis for comparison with reference 
estuaries. There are some desktop methods for calculating ambient water 
quality for defined pollutant loading conditions whiCh can provide further 
insight into system response for use attainability ~valuations. 

These techniques usually assume uniform geometry. a well-mixed system. and 
net freshwater driven flows. There are essentially two types of desktop 
calculations for ambient water quality evaluations -- mixed tank analyses 
and simple analytic solutions to the governing equations. 

Under the first approach. the pollutant discharge ;s continuously mixed 
with an inflowing river. or else at a point along the estuary. Solutions 
at steady-state are well-known (Mills et al .• 1982). For a river borne 
pollutant inflow. the steady-state concentration for a conservative 
pollutant may be calculated as follows: 

(14 ) 
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TABLE 11-4 

OBSERVED LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS 

Estuary 

Delaware River (DE/NJ) 

Hudson River (NY) 

East River (NY) 

Cooper River (SC) 

Savannah River (GA, SC) 

Lower Raritan River (NJ) 

South River (NJ) 

Houston Ship Channel (TX) 

Cape Fear River (NC) 

Poto.ac River (MD/VA) 

Compton Creek (NJ) 

Wappinger and Fishkill Creek (NY) 

San Francisco Bay (CA): 
Southern Arm 
Northern Am 

SOURCE: From Mills et al. (1982). 

River Flow 

( cfs) 

2500 

5000 

0 

10000 

7000 

150 

23 

900 

1000 

550 

10 

2 
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Dispersion Coefficents 

(m2/sec) (ft2/sec) 

150 1600 

600 6500 

300 3250 

900 9700 

300-600 3250-6500 

150 1600 

150 1600 

800 8700 

60-300 650-3250 

30-300 325-3250 

30 325 

15-30 160-325 

18-180 200-2000 
46-1800 500-20000 



where Cpi = pollutant concentration in segment f, 
T

f 
= flushing time for segment f, 

Of = freshwater flow, and 
Vi = water volume at segment i. 

For a direct discharge along the estuary, the concentration of a 
conservative pollutant at any section downstream is given by (Dyer 1973): 

and at a section upstream: 

where e = concentration, 
e • inflow concentration, 
Op" inflow rate, 
fP = fraction of freshwater in segment, 
00

" river flow, 
Sf::l sa 11 ni ty , 

subscript x - denotes distance downstream, 
subscript 0 - denotes point of injection, and 
subscript s - denotes ocean salinity. 

(15 ) 

(16) 

A refinement to the above desktop methods involve calculations for noncon
servat he poll utants. The usual approach is to rely upon a fi rst order 
decay relationship: 

where concentration at time t, 
initial concentration, and 
decay or reaction rate at temperature T. 

( 17) 

The decay rate, k, is often expressed as a function of water temperature, 
based upon the departure from a standard temperature (usually 20 Ge): 
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where :: decay or reaction rate at 20°C, and 
= constant (1.03-1.04). 

08 ) 

The final pollutant concentration is then calculated by applying a first
order decay to the d1l uti on concentrati on given from Equati ons (14)- (16), 
based on an estimate of travel time to the cross-section of interest. 

The second approach is to greatly s impli fy the governi ng mass transport 
equation, and derive a closed-form solution which can be evaluated using a 
hand-hel d cal cul ator, for continuous, d1 screte d1 scharges of either con
servative or non-conservative pollutants (Mills et a1., 1982). From the 
basic simplified equation for a continuous discharge of a nonconservative 
pollutant: 

2 
~ = E d c _ kc Ld1 (19) 

the following solution can be readily derived: 

(20) 

where c :: concentration at distance x (x is positive downstream, and x negative upstream) 
Co :: initial concentration, 
u :: mean vel oci ty, 
EL :: longitudinal dispersion coefficient, and 
k. :: decay rate. 

in the upstream and downstream directions, respectively. Again, dispersion 
coefficients, if not directly known, can be estimated from similar 
estuaries, or from empirical formulas, such as those given in Equations 
(12) and (13), 

For multiple pollutant discharges, the resulting concentration curves for 
each source may be superimposed to give a final composite profile along the 
estuary (Figure 11-9). 

Finally, Equation (20) can be used to estimate the length of salinity 
intrusion by using salt as the constituent and assuming cross-sectional 
homogeneity and an ocean salinity of 35 ppt (Stommel 1953): 
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Figure 11-9 Pattern of Recent Changes in the Distribution of Subn~rged Aquatic Vegetation 
in the Chesapeake Bay: 1950-1980. Arrows Indicate Fonner to Present limits. 
Arrows Indicate Areas I~here Eelgrass (Zostera Marina) Dominated. Open Arrows 
Other SAY Species. ----
(from U.S. EPA Chesdpedke Bay Proqram, 1982) 
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x = 

where x = 
A = 

EL = 

Of = 

length of intrusion from ocean to 1 ppt isohaline, 
cross-sectional area of estuary, 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient, and 
freshwater inflow rate. 

(21) 

Such a desktop evaluation of salinity intrusion can be used to relate 
changes in freshwater inflow to use attainability within the upper estuary. 

Other Desktop Evaluations for Use Attainability Assessments 

The most common desktop evaluations of use attainability within estuaries 
are statistical analyses of water quality monitoring data to determine the 
frequency of violation of criteria for the designated aquatic use. Statis
tical evaluations of contraventions of water quality criteria should 
consider the confidence intervals for the number of 'liolations that are 
attributable to random variations (rather than actual water quality 
deterioration). For example, consider an estuary monitoring station with 
12 dissolved oxygen (DO) observations per year (i.e., a single slackwater 
sample each month) with a standard of 5 mg/l DO. If statistical analyses 
of the DO observations indicate that the upper and lower confidence limits 
for the frequency of random violations of the 5 mg!1 DO standard cover a 
range of 1 to 4 violations per year, a regulatory agency should be cautious 
in deciding whether actual use impairment has occurred unless more than 4 
violations are observed annually. 

In addition to the State water quality standard values. both quantitative 
and qual itative measures should be considered for relationships between 
water qual ity criteria and use attainment. Quantitative measures include 
parametric statistical tests (i .e .• assume normal frequency distribution) 
such as correlation analyses and simple and multiple regression analyses, 
as well as nonparametric statistical tests (i .e., distribution-free) such 
as the Spearman and Kendall correlation analysiS. These quantitative tests 
might involve relating water quality indicators (e.g .• DO, chlorophyll-a) 
to use attainability indicators such as juvenile index data (numbers per 
haul) for different finfish or commercial landings data (tons) for selected 
fisheries. Qualitative measures include graphical displays of historical 
trends in water quality and use attainment. For example, a map showing the 
areas which have experienced a decline in bottom DO conditions during the 
past 25 years could be overlaid on a map showing areas which experienced a 
decline in oyster beds over the same period. Another example, which proved 
to be very persuasive in the recent development of the U.S. EPA Chesapeake 
Bay management program (U.S. EPA Chesapeake Bay Program, 1982), ;s 
described in Figures 11-9 through 11-12. Figures 11-9 and 11-10 illustrate 
the decline in submerged aquatic vegetation {SAY) in Chesapeake Ray during 
the past three decades. Figures II-ll and II-12 illustrate changes in 
nutrient enrichment within Chesapeake Bay over the same period. The water 
quality index plotted in Figure 11-12 is based on changes in the concen
trati ons of both ni trogen and phosphorus. As may be seen. the areas of 
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LOWER MIDDLE UPPER 

Figure 11-10 Sections of Chesapeake Bay Where Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) has 
Experienced the Greatest Decline: 1950-1980 
(from U.S. EPA Chesapeake Bay Program, 1982) 
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Figure 11-12. Water Quality Trends in Chesapeake Bay. If either N or P trends 
(from Figure 11-11) are increasing. then the overall water quality 
is said to be degrading. 
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"degrading quality" in Figure 11-12 typically correspond to areas where 
submerged aquatic vegetation has experienced the greatest decl ine. Based 
on these types of qualitative comparisons and quantitative evaluations, the 
U.S. EPA Chesapeake Bay Program has secured considerable State, Federal, 
and Regi ona 1 support for more aggress he water qual i ty management efforts 
to protect Chesapeake Bay. Key to making decisions is the presentation of 
quantitative data as well as qualitative information. 

In developing quantitative and qualitative measures for re1ationships 
between water quality and use attainability, care should be taken to 
distinguish the impacts of pollution discharges from the impacts of 
non-water quality factors such as physical alterations of the system. For 
exampl e, in some estuari es, dredgi ng/spoil di sposal activiti es associated 
with the construction and maintenance of ship navigation channels and 
harbors may have contri buted to use impai nnent over the years. Among the 
potential impacts of channel dredging is the reduction in the coverage of 
SAV's. Therefore, in order to minimize interferences from dredging/spoil 
disposal, analyses of water quality and use impairment for certain 
fisheries (e.g., shellfish) and SAY habitats should be based upon periods 
whi ch do not i ncl ude major dredgi ng/spoil di sposal operati ons. Another 
example of physical alterations which should be accounted for in any trend 
analyses is poor tidal flushing resulting from the construction of bridges 
and causeways. Potential contributions of extreme meteorologic conditions 
(e.g., hurricanes, air temperature) to use impairment should also be 
considered. 

If it is determi ned that some estuary segments exhi bit use atta i nment 
although violations of water quality criteria occur, the development of 
site-specific water quality criteria should be considered. Development of 
site-specific criteria is a method for taking unique local conditions into 
account. In the case of the water quality indicators (i .e., non-toxicants) 
being considered in this guidance manual, a potential application of site
specific criteria could be the establishment of temporal dimensions for 
water quality criteria to restrict use attainment requirements to certain 
seasons (i.e., in the event that year-round conformance wi th the water 
quality criteria ;s not required to protect the viability of the designated 
water use). 

Computer Modeling Techniques for Use Attainability Evaluations 

For many estuaries, field data on circulation, salinity, and chemical 
parameters may be inadequate for desktop evaluations of use attainability. 
In these cases, computer-based mathematical models can be used to expand 
the data base and define causal relationships for use attainability 
assessments. Specifically, there are three major areas in which computer 
models of estuaries can contribute to use attainability evaluations: 

1. Applications of hydrodynamic and mass transport models can expand 
ph~sical parameter data bases (i .e., circulation, salinity) in 
or er to i dentffy aquati c use segments and to determi ne whether 
physical characteristics are adequate for use attainment. 
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2. Applications of water quality models can expand chemical parameter 
(Le., water quality) data bases in order to detennine whether 
ambient water quality conditions are adequate for use attainment. 

3. In cases where use impainnent is noted despite acceptable physical 
characterist1cs, applications of water quality models can identify 
the causes of use impairment and alternative control measures that 
promise use attainment. 

The major problem facing the engineer or scientist performing the evalua
tion is to select the most appropriate numerical model for a given study. 
Such a selection process must be based on a consideration of system 
geometry, physical and chemical processes of importance, and the temporal 
and spat1al scales at wh1ch the evaluation is being conducted. 

Previously discussed were some of the simplifications that can be made to 
reduce the conceptual cOflllplexfty of an estuary from its inherently three
dimensional nature. Unfortunately, few quantitative measures exist to 
define precisely how such determinations should be made. Most criteria for 
selecting the most appropriate mathematical modeling approach are based on 
"intuf the judgment" or "experf ence" wf th few comparative i ndf ces, such as 
stratification dfagrams and numbers, to make the select10n less arbitrary. 

One particular problem that needs to be addressed is the selection of 
steady-state versus dynamic approaches to estuarine modeling. Again, 
intuition leads one to accept that steady-state approaches are fine for 
rivers or river-flow dominated systems, such as the upper 50-miles of the 
Potomac River estuary near Washi ngton, D.C. However, for areas further 
downstream in the estuary where the river flow is less dominant particu
larly in the dry season, one would intuitively consider using a dynamic 
approach. The question then is how to formulate a crfterion for choosing 
between steady-state and dynamic modeling approaches. The governing 
parameters in the selection criterfa might be expected to be some com
bination of freshwater inflow, tidal prism volume, density variations, and 
tidal period, perhaps in the form of the estuary number, EO' given by 
Equation (7) or some other "number." A comparative study of various 
approaches at differing estuary numbers, Eo' might lead to an empirical 
formulation of a useful crfterion for mO('fel selection, similar to the 
stratification diagram. 

Once the appropri ate simplf fyi ng assumpti ons have been made, the type of 
model needed can be determined. There are several model classifications 
that could be utilized for selection purposes. A four level scheme was 
used by Ambrose et al. (1981) to classify and compare a number of estuarine 
receiving water models. The recommended model classification scheme 1s as 
follows: 

Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 

Level 4 

desktop methodologies, 
steady-state or tidally averaged models 
one-dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional real time models, 
and 
two-dimensional or three-dimensional real time models. 
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Within each of the four levels, a number of numerical models are listed 
(Ambrose et al. 1981) and their utility for problem solving is discussed. 
In actuality, however, there are many more categories, which are sub
divisions of the levels suggested by Ambrose et al. (981). These are 
sUlllnarized in Table II-5 and discussed below, except Levell which was 
previously discussed. 

Within Level 2, there are two subdivisions: one-dimensional steady-state 
models, and two-layer steady-state models. One-dimensional steady-state 
models assume that the hydraulics are driven entirely by a constant river 
inflow to the estuary or by net non-tidal (tidally averaged) flow. Con
ditions are assumed to be uniform over the cross-section, and the effects 
of Corio1is, wind, tidal, and stratification are neglected. Examples in 
th1 s category are QUAL II (Roesner et al., 1981) and the WASP model s 
(o1Toro et a1. 1981). 

Two-l ayer (hydrauli c) steady-state model s are a simpl e, but fai rly 
si gnificant extensi on beyond the one-layer models, in that the advective 
transport can be resolved to a 11 ow for 1 ayered residual flow as 1 n the 
James River. O'Connor et al. (1983) developed such a model to study the 
fate of Kepone in the James River, in which the net river flow could be 
specified in the top layer, and the net upstream density-driven flow 
speCified in the lower hydraulic layer. In addition, this model has two 
sediment layers, one fluid and one fixed, with exchanges between all 
1 ayers. 

In Level 3, models can be subdivided into two categories: one-dimensional 
real time, and quasi-two-dimensional real time. The category of one
dimensional real-time models has an advantage over steady-state models in 
that the velocity field simulation can be completely dynamic, allowing 
tides, wind, friction. variable freshwater inflows, and longitudinal 
density variations to be included. Again. the estuary is assumed to be 
cross-sectionally homogeneous. 

Ouas i -two-dimensi onal real -time models are an improvement on the 
one-dimensional real-time representation in that they allow branching 
systems to be simulated. In addition, the link-node models (such as OEM 
and RECEIV) can be configured to approximate a two-dimensional horizontal 
geometry, thus allowing lateral variations to be included in the system 
evaluation. A very popular model in both these Level 3 categories is the 
Dynamic Estuary Model (OEM) which represents the geometry with a branching 
11 nk-node network. (Genet et al., 1974). Th; s model 1 s probably the most 
versatile of its kind and has been applied to numerous estuarine systems. 
bays, and harbors throughout the world. It contains a hydrodynamic 
program, OYNHYO, or DYNTRAN (Walton et a1., 19831 in its density driven 
form, and a compatible water quality program, DYNQUAL. which can simulate 
up to 25 water quality constituents, including four trophic levels. 

There are a variety of categories that might be considered in Level 4. 
Many tWO-dimensional, vertically-integrated, finite-difference hydrodynamic 
programs exist. There are, however, relatively few that contain a water 
qua l1ty program that s imul ates constf tuents other than sa 1i ntty and/or 
temperature (Blumberg, 1975; Hamilton, 1975; Elliot, 1976). These are real 
time models, assuming only vertical homogeneity (Coriolfs effects are now 
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TABLE 11-5. CATEGORIES or RECEIVING WATER MODELS 

LEVEL CATEGORY INCLUDES NEGLECTS EXAMPLE MODELS 

Desktop Unlfonl flows Wind, Cortol Is, Stt ttxt 
friction, tide 
Lattral and vertical 
variations 

1-0, stea~-state Rfvtr flows lit nd, Corl 01 Is, QUAL II 
Longitudinal friction, tide WASP 
varhbl1 tty Lateral and vertical 

varhtions 

2 2- layer, Rhtr flows Wind, COl"iolh, O'Connol" tt &\. 
steady-state Rtsldual upstrta. friction, tides (1983 ) 

flows Lateral vlrlatlons 
Longitudinal and 
vtrtlCl1 v,rl,blllty 

3 1-0 re.1 tiM Tides, wind, river Corlol Is OEM 
flows, friction llterll Ind verticil AECEIY 
LongitudInal effects 
vlrllbtl tty 

J Quasi 2-D Tides, wind, river Cor101ls, lateral OEM 
rill tl. flows, friction ~nt~ trlnsfer RECEIY 

Longltudlnll and YertlCII vlrlltlons 
'aterll Vlrllbility 

.. 2-D, "n'te-d1fferenct TIdes, w1nd, rIver ~ert\cal varlltlons Ross and Jer\lns 
vertICil Integrated flows, friction (l983 ) 

Corlol Is 
Longltudlnll and 
laterll vlrlabllity 

4 2-D, flnlte-el.-ent Tides, wind, river Vertical variations CAFEIIDISPERI 
vertlcll'Y Integrlted flows, friction CBC'" 

Corlol Is CIlt" [1978) 
Longitudinal and 
I,ter,l Vlrllbility 

2-D, finite-difference Tides, wind, river Corlolls CBCM 
'Iterl"y Integrlted flow, friction Llterll vlrlltlons 

Corlolls 
Longitudinal Ind 
vertiCil virilbility 

4 3-~ All physfcil processts CBCH 
Lt.nd.rtse .t .1. 
(1973) 
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included). An example of a water quality model in this category is the 
hydrodynamic and water quality model developed by Ross and Jerkins (1983) 
which has been extensively applied to Tampa Bay. 

Similar to the above category are the two-dimensional, vertica1ly
integrated, finite-element models. The physical process and simplif;ca
tions are identical. The difference is that the geometry is represented as 
a series of elements (usually triangles) which can better represent complex 
coastlines. Examples of models in this category are the CAFEl/DISPER1 
hydrodynamic models (Wang and Connor 1975; Leimkuhler 19741, the Chesapeake 
Bay Circulation Model, CBCM (Walton et a1.. 1983), and a water quality 
model developed by Chen (1978). The fi rst two model scan simul ate only 
mass transport of a non-conservative constituent, whereas Chen's model is 
capable of representing most major water quality processes. CBCM has the 
addi tional advantages of a three-dimensional form and the capabllity to 
link 1-2 or 2-3-dimensional models to treat tributaries from a main bay or 
subgrid scale cuts in a main bay which cannot be resolved adequately at the 
horizontal spatial scale. 

There are a number of two-dimenSional, laterally-averaged models (longi
tudinal and vertical transport simulations) that treat mass transport of 
sal t and temperature, but very few that i ncl ude nonconservative consti t
uents or water quality routines. While models in this category assume 
lateral homogeneity and neglect Cor1011s effects, they can represent 
verti cal stratifi cat; on although for numeri cal reasons, care shoul d be 
taken in defining vertical layers to represent the saltwater/freshwater 
; nterface of hi gh stratifi ed systems. The tri butary submodel s of CBCM 
(Walton et a1., 1983) are included in this category. 

Last is the category of three-dimensional, finite-difference and finite
element models. These models allow all physical processes to be included, 
although many were developed for systems of constant salinity (lakes or 
oceans) which cannot simulate stratification processes. Models in this 
category include CBCM (Walton et al. 1983) and the mOdels of Leendertse et 
ale (l973) which simulate hydrodynamics and the transport of salt, tem
perature, and other conservative constituents. 

Sample Applications of Estuary Models 

Delineation of Aquatic Use Segments. Figure 11-7 illustrates the use of 
measured data on physi cal parameters to del i neate homogeneous aquati c use 
segments in Chesapeake Bay. For many estuaries, the measured data on 
circulation and salinity will not have sufficient spatial and temporal 
coverage to permit a comprehensive analysis of use attainability zones. In 
cases where the measured data base is inadequate, computer model s can be 
used to expand the physical parameter data bases for segmentation of the 
estuary. 

Figure 11-13 illustrates the use of model projections for Tampa Bay, 
located on the Gulf Coast of central Florida, to del1neate relatively 
homogeneous segments for use attai nabil i ty eval uati ons (Camp Dresser & 
McKee, Inc. 1983), Tampa Bay is considerably smaller and shallower than 
Chesapeake Bay, with a surface area (approx. 350 sq. mi.) that is less than 
10 percent of the Maryland/Virginia estuary's (approx. 5,000 sq. mi. 
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including tributaries). The Tampa Bay estuary exnlD1tS extremeiy dherse 
and abundant marine life which has been attributed to the geographic 
position of the estuary between temperate and subtropfcai waters. As a 
result of TaI'Ipa Bay's location, winter water temperatures rarely fall to 
1 evel s wh1 ch caul d kill trop; cai organ; sms and sunwner water temperatures 
are moderate enough to be tolerated by many of the temperate species. 
Another contributing factor to the diversity and abundance of Tampa Bay 
marine life is that salinity is typically in the range 25-35 ppt over most 
of the estuary, without the wide fluctuations and significant vertical 
stratification that characterize many other estuaries. As a result of the 
stability of the salinity regime, many ocean species can coexist with 
typical estuarine species. 

Tampa Bay's salinity regime is also much different from Chesapeake Bay's. 
Whereas extensive areas in Chesapeake Bay exhibit vertical stratification, 
Tampa Bay is very well-mixed vertically due in large part to its relatively 
shallow mean depth (i.e., relationship of storage volume to surface area). 
Unlike Chesapeake Bay where circulation and mass transport ~ust be evalu
ated in the vertical as well as horizontal and longitudinal directions, 
only the horizontal and longitudinal directions need to be considered for 
Tampa Bay evaluations. Therefore, the sample analysis of Tampa Bay is a 
good example of a segmentation approach to an estuary where the use is not 
Significantly influenced by vertical stratification. It is also a good 
exampl e of how an estuary ci rcul ati on model can be used to segment an 
estuary for use attainability analyses. 

The estuary segment boundaries shown in Figure 11-13 have been delineated 
on a map of Tampa Bay showing circulation model projections of net current 
velocities (i.e., magnitude and direction) for a single tidal cycle. The 
model projections are based upon a two-dimensional circulation model 
(horizontal and longitudinal directions) which had previously been 
calibrated to measured current velocity and tidal elevation data for Tampa 
Bay (Ross and Jerkins, 1978). The use of the model expanded the available 
circulation data base from a limited number of gaging stations to 
comprehensive coverage of the entire 8ay. One of the most important 
factors in subdividing the Tampa Bay estuary system into relatively 
homogeneous subunits is the ship navigation channel extending from the 
mouth of the Bay to the vicinity of Interbay Peninsula with branches 
extending into Hillsborough Bay (segment O) and into the lower end of Old 
Tampa Bay (segment C). As may be seen from the convergence of velocity 
vectors in the vicinity of the navigation channel, there tends to be 
rel atively 11 ttl e mixi ng between waters on ei ther si de of the Mai n Bay 
channel. Therefore in Figure 11-13, the navigation channel and the 
adjOining dredge spoil areas serve as the approximate boundary between seg
ments H and I and between segments F and G. Each of these segments appears 
to be relatively isolated from fts counterpart on the opposite side of the 
navigation trench before mixing occurs in the vicinity of the navigation 
channel, thereby justifying the designation of each as a separate segment. 
Water movement is also somewhat isolated on approximately either side of 
the navi gati on channel branches extending into Hill sborough Bay and the 
lower end of Old Tampa Bay. However, since net current velocities tend to 
converge a short distance south of the two shi p channel branches, the 
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boundaries between se9lllents E and F and E and G in Figure 11-13 depart 
somewhat from the navigation trench. 

Another circulation factor considered in the delineation of estuary 
segments is the impact of causeways and bridges on tidal flushing. Based 
upon the circulation patterns shown in Figure 11-13. it seems appropriate 
to assign separate segMent designations (A, B, and C) to the areas above 
the three bridge crossings in Old Talllpa Bay: Courtney Campbell Causeway 
(boundary between segments A and B). Howard Franklin Bridge (boundary 
between segments B and C) and Gandy Bridge (boundary between segments C and 
F). Likewise, McKay Bay (segment K). which is separated from Hillsborough 
Bay by the 22nd Street Causeway. also merits a separate segment desig
nation. 

A final circulation factor in the open bay is the location of net rotary 
currents (indicated by circles in Figure 11-13) which are called "gyres." 
The gyres result frOil water IIIOvi ng back and forth with the ti des, whl1 e 
following a net circular path. Gyres can have a significant effect on 
flushing times. since waters caught in the gyres typically exhibit much 
higher residence times than waters which are not affected by these areas of 
net rotary currents. The use of the main ship channel and causeway/bridge 
crossings as segaent boundaries in Figure 11-13 has generally isolated the 
major gyres or groups of gyres. Further subdivision of the Hillsborough 
Bay segment (0) to isolate the waters on the eastern and western sides of 
the ship channel (which bisects segment 0) does not appear to be warranted 
because of the two gyres in the middle section of the Bay and the gyre in 
lower Bay. In other words. the gyres in Hillsborough Bay are indicative of 
an irregular circulation pattern that seems to mix waters on both sides of 
the ship channel. Likewise. the gyres within segment B are indicative of a 
circular mixing pattern throughout the segment which suggests that further 
subdivision into eastern and western sections is not justified. 

The segment network in Figure 11-13 also maintains relatively homogeneous 
salinity levels within each segment. The greatest longitudinal variations 
in salinity occur in segments F and G which exhibit 3-5 ppt increases in 
average annual values between the upper and lower ends of the segment. If 
these longitudinal variations in salinity will result in significant 
differences in the biological community, further subdivision of segments F 
and G should be considered. 

Figure 11-13 also shows five separate segments for significant embayments: 
Safety Harbor (J). McKay Bay (K). Alaffa River (U. Hillsborough River (M), 
and Li ttl e Manatee River (N). The 1 atter three represent the ti dal sec
tions of the indicated river. In addition to these five embayments there 
may be other inlets which should be separated from Tampa Bay segments for 
separate use attainability studies. 

In summary, the network shown in Figure 11-13 illustrates how hydrodynamic 
and sal1 ni ty data produced by an estuary model can be used to segment the 
Tampa 8ay system. In addition to the type of hydrodynamic data shown in 
Figure 11-13, the estuary model can be used for "particle tracer" studies 
that can further address issues such as mixing of waters on either side of 
the ship channel and the impacts of gyres. 
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It is 

An exampl e of temporal lfmi tati ons is an ambi ent water qual i ty data base 
that suffers from a small sample size (e.g., 6-12 slackwater observations 
at each station per year), thereby resulting in extremely wide confidence 
intervals for the number of violations of standards and criteria that are 
attributable to random variations (rather than actual water Quality 
deterioration) . 

Another example of temporal limitations is an observed water quality 
data base that is restricted to a single daytime observation on each 
sampling day. This type of data base may not provide any insights into 
diurnal variations in 00 'lthich can result in use impairment, since 
nighttime OO's can be significantly lower than daytime values due to 
diurnal variations in algal production/respiration. 

An example of spatial limitations in the measured water quality data base 
is inadequate coverage of longitudinal and/or tlorizontal variations in 
water quality. Adequate longitudinal coverage is required in all estuaries 
to assess the significance and spatial extent of maximum and minimum con
centrations in the estuary. Adequate horizontal coverage is required in 
rel atively wi de estuari es where horizontal transport processes are 
signfficant. 

Another example of spatial limitations would be the collection of surface 
water samples only within an estuary which exhibits extensive areas of 
vertical stratification. The lack of bottom water samples may prevent an 
adequate assessment of use attainment, since potential depressions of 
bottom water DO levels cannot be evaluated. 

In cases where the measured water Quality data base is inadequate from 
either temporal or spatial standpoints, an estuary model should be used to 
expand the data base for use attai nabl1 i ty eval uati ons. The model must 
first be calibrated with the available measured data base to demonstrate 
that its representation of the prototype produces water quality statistics 
that are not significantly different from the measured statistics. The 
rel iabl1 i ty of the estuary model projecti ons depends upon the amount and 
type of measured data available for model calibration. If the measured 
data base provides reasonably good coverage of spatial and temporal (e.g., 
both short-term and long-term) variations in water quality, projections by 
a model calibrated to this data base should be quite reliable in a statis
tical sense. If the measured data base used for calibration is quite 
limited, estuary model projections will be less reliable; however, the 
application of an appropriate model to an estuary with limited measured 
data can still provide significant inSights for use attainability eval
uations and considerable guidance for future estuary monitoring programs. 

To illustrate the use of an estuary model for use attainment evaluations, a 
sample application of a one-dimensional (1-0) model to Naples Bay, Florida 
is described below (Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc. 1983). Naples Bay (see 
Figure Il-14) is a rather small estuary (less than 1.5 sq. mi. surface 
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area) located on the Gulf Coast of southeastern Florida. The City of 
Naples' municipal wastewater treatment plant (secondary treatment) which 
discharges to the Gordon River portion of the Naples Bay estuary, is the 
only major pOint source of pollution. This sample application illustrates 
the impacts of an 8.0 million gallons per day (mgd) discharge from the 
Napl es wastewater treatment pl ant. Nonpoi nt poll uti on , oadi ngs are con
tributed by rainfall runoff and groundwater recharge from a ISS sq. mi. 
drai nage area, the majori ty of whi ch di scharges to the estuary at the 
uppermost point in the system (node no. 1 in Figure 11-14). The Gulf of 
Mexico boundary condition (introduced at node no. 29 in Figure 11-14) also 
contributes nutrients and other constituents to the lower Bay. Since the 
Naples Bay system is a relatively narrow and shallow estuary, it was 
assumed that a 1-0 model which only represents longitudinal transport would 
be adequate for this water quality evaluation (i .e., horizontal and 
vertical gradients are neglected). A schematic of the 1-0 representation 
of the Naples Bay system with the Dynamic Estuary Model (OEM) is shown in 
Figure 11-14. 

As indicated in the earlier section on modeling techniques, the OEM model 
(Genet et al., 1974) applied to Naples Bay is one of the most widely used 
estuary models in the U.S. OEM provides a representation of intertidal 
hydrodynamics and mass transport with computation intervals which are 
typically less than one hour. The model simul ates 1-0 flow, mass trans
port, and water quali ty processes ina network of channel s connected by 
junctions called "nodes." As shown in Figure II-14, the DEM model network 
applied to Naples Bay consists of 29 nodes and 28 channels. This network 
includes all the appropriate conveyance and storage features of the proto
type system, including bifurcation around an island (between nodes 7 and 
10), and the canal system adjacent to the main water body. Streamflows, 
wastewater discharges, and associated poll utant 1 oadi ngs are added to the 
system at the nodes. Based upon a set of moti on equati ons solved for the 
channels and a set of continuity equations solved for the nodes. the hydro
dynamiC portion of the model calculates flows and velocities in the chan
nels and water surface elevations at the nodes. An accurate representation 
of hydrodynamic processes within the system is developed to adequately 
model mass transport and water quality processes. 

The output from the hydrodynamic model becomes input to the water quality 
model which calculates mass transport between nodes and calculates changes 
in concentration due to physical. chemical and biological processes. Water 
quality processes represented by this portion of the model include: mass 
transport based upon advection and dispersion. BOD decay. nitrification, 
algal productivity. benthic sources of pollutants. dissolved oxygen sources 
and sinks, and fecal coliform die-off. 

Following calibration and verification of the Naples Bay model with mea
sured hydrodynamic and water quality data, the model was used to assess 
estuary-wi de water qual ity. Ff gure II -15 shows the model projecti ons of 
wet season chlorophyll-a (i.e., phytoplankton concentrations) for secondary 
treatment operations which were in effect at the Naples wastewater treat
ment plant. As indicated in an earlier section, chlorophyll-a is an 
important indicator of estuary health for use attainability evaluations. 
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The chloroohvll-a simulations shown in Fiqure II-IS represent "worst case" 
water qua,'i iy conditions at the start o-f the wet season (i .e., 4-month 
oeriod of sianificant rainfall and high streamflow). As may be seen from 
the plot of "Secondary STpN conditions along the main stem of the Bay, the 
combination of Doint and nonpoint source loadings of nitrogen and phosphor
us under wet season conditions results in chlorophy11-a levels exceeding 50 
UQ/l for almost 3.0 miles and maximum values on the order of 80 ug/l for 
about 1.0 mile. The volume-weighted mean ch10rophyl1-a (i .e., weighted by 
the storage volume in each estuary segment) for the upper tWl. III, ',..;:) (Le., 
Gordon River) of the estuary is about 60 ug/1, while the volume-weighted 
mean for the entire estuary is about 45 ug/l. These maximum and mean con
centrations can be compared with state or regional water quality criteria 
for local use attainability evaluations. Additional model projections can 
be developed for other wet season and dry season conditions to evaluate the 
frequency of use impairment expressed in terms of ambient water quality. 
Since ch10rophy11-a impacts are primarily of interest in terms of associ
ated impacts on DO, the estuary model can also be used to evaluate ~iurna1 
DO impacts for use attainability assessments. Once chlorophyll-a and DO 
relationships have been evaluated, the estuary model can be used to evalu
ate nitrogen and phosphorus goals that maintain ch10rophyll-a at levels 
ensuring use attainment. 

Evaluations of Use Impairment Causes and Alternative Control.-. Estuary 
models are probably most useful for management evaluations following a 
determination of use impairment in certain sections of the estut. 'y. Models 
can be used to define the causes of impairment and to define the effect of 
alternate controls on attaining the use. Such analyses require the 
development of causal relationships between pollution loadings, physical 
modifications and the resulting changes in uses. It is very difficult to 
develop such causal relationships from statistical analyses of me:a:;ured 
data. For example, regression equations can merely indicate that p~llution 
1 oadi ngs and impai rment of the uses appear to be corre1 ated based upon t;,~ 
measured data base. Such regression equations should not be interpreted as 
definitive indications of cause-effect relationships. Evaluations of 
cause-effect relationships require the use of a deterministic estuary 
model. 

Evaluations of use impairment causes will typically focus on comparisons of 
point and nonpoint source pollution impacts. The estuary model is well
equipped to perform such evaluations because both pOint and nonpoint source 
loadings can be "shut offN (1.e., deleted from the system) for evaluations 
of rel atfve contri buti ons to use impai rment. App 1 fcati ons of the Nap1 es 
Bay model will be used to illustrate how evaluations of cause-effect rela
tionships can be performed. After analyses of the impacts of existing 
secondary treatment operations at the 8.0 mgd wastewater treatment plant, 
the Naples Bay model was rerun with no wastewater discharges. For this 
model run, the only sources of nutrients and other constituents were 
nor.point source flows from the Bay's 155 sq. mi. drainage area and ocean 
boundary condi ti ons at the mouth of the Bay. The resulti ng ch10rophy11-a 
projection for "worst case" wet season conditions are shown in Figure II-IS 
as the "Zero STP Discharge" plot. As may be seen, the maximum chlorophyl1-
a concentration is about 25 ug/l, with concentrations on the order of 15-25 
ug/1 for about 5.0 miles. The chlorophyll-a concentrations for the "Zero 
STP O;scharge" condition are typically only 25-50 percent of the existing 
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"Secondary STP" levels for about 5.0 lIIiles. Also, the location of the 
maximUi chlorophyll-a concentration is shifted about 1.0 mile further 
downstream for the "Zero STP Discharge U condition. The mean volume
weighted chlorophyll-a for the entire Bay is approximately 20 ug/l which is 
less than half of the "Secondary STP" mean. These evaluations suggest that 
secondary eftl uent di scharges from the wastewater treatment pl ant are the 
major cause of relatively high chlorophyll-a levels under wet season 
conditions. Approximately 50-55 ug/l or about 70 percent of the peak 
chlorophyll-a concentration (80 ug/l) and about 25 ug/l or 55 percent of 
systewwwide volume-weighted mean concentration can be attributed to the 
wastewater treatment plant. 

Chlorophyll-a is a specific index of phytoplankton biomass. Thus, assuming 
that the chlorophyll-a levels associated with the "Secondary STP" condition 
indicate use impairment, the estuary model provides a mechanism for eval
uating the use attainability benefits of alternate controls. The Naples 
Bay model was rerun with the 8.0 mgd discharge upgraded to advanced waste
water treatment (AWT) levels. The simulated AWT upgrading involved 
reducing total phosphorus effluent levels frOll! 7.0 rng/1 to 0.5 mg/1 as P, 
the achievetnent of almost total nitrification in campa'rison with less than 
50 percent nitrification for secondary treatment conditions, and reducing 
5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) from 20 mg/l to 5 mg/l. Nonpoint 
source loadings and ocean boundary conditions were set at the same levels 
as the "Secondary STP" model runs. As shown in Figure 11-15. the projected 
chlorophyll-a concentrati ons for the "AWT" condi t1 ons are 20-30 percent 
lower than the "Secondary STP" levels for approximately a two mile section 
that includes the maximum concentrations for both scenarios. The AWT 
scenario's maximum concentrations of chlorophyll-a are on the order of 
50-60 ug/l for about 2.5 miles, while the volume-weighted mean concentra
tion for the entire Bay system is about 40 ug/l. Even under AWT condi
tions, the maximum chlorophyll-a levels for AWT conditions are still about 
35 ug/l greater than the maximum values for "Zero STP Discharge" condi
ti ons. 

The maximum and mean concentrations for AWT conditions can be co~pared with 
water quality criteria to determine if this control measure can achieve use 
attainment. If the projected chlorophyll-a reductions are not sufficient 
to prevent use impairment, the model can be rerun to assess the use 
attainability benefits of nonpoint source controls in addition to AWT 
implenlentation. 

ESTUARY SUBSTRATE COMPOSITION 

The bottom of most estuaries is a mix of sand, silt and mud that has been 
transported and deposi ted by ocean currents or by freshwater sources. 
Rocky areas may also be seen, particularly in the fjord-type estuary. None 
of these substrate types are particularly hospitable to aquatic plants and 
animals, which accounts in part for the paucity of species seen in an 
estuary. 

Much of the estuarine substrate is in flux. The steady addition of new 
bottOM material, transported by currents, may smother existing communities 
and hinder the establishment of new plants and animals. Currents may cause 
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a constant shifting of bottom sediment, further hindering the colonization 
of species. Severe storms or flooding may also disrupt the bottom. 

The sediment load introduced at the head of the estuary will be determined 
by the types of terrai n through whi ch the river passes, and upon land use 
practices which may encourage runoff and erosion. It is important to take 
land use practices into consideration when examining the attainable uses of 
the estuary. The heavier particles carried by a river will settle out 
first when water velocity decreases at the head of the estuary. Smaller 
particles do not readily settle and may be carried a considerable distance 
into the estuary before they settl e to the bottom. The fi nes may never 
settle and will contribute to the overall turbidity which is characteristic 
of estuaries. 

It is often difficult for plants to colonize estuaries because they may be 
hindered by a lack of suitable anchorage points, and by the turbidity of 
the water which restricts light penetration (McLusky, 1971). Attached 
plant communities (macrophytes) develop in sheltered areas where silt and 
mud accumulate. Plants which become established in these areas help to 
slow prevailing currents, leading to further deposition of silt (Mann). 
The growth of plants often keeps pace with rising sediment levels so that 
over a long period of time substantial deposits of sediment and plant 
material may be seen. 

Attached pl ant cOfmluni ties, al so known as submerged aquati c vegetati on 
(SAV), serve very important roles as habitat and as food source for much of 
the biota of the estuary. Major estuary studies, including an intensive 
years-long study of the Chesapeake Bay, have shown that the health of SAY 
cOllllluni ti es serves as an important i ndi cator of estuary health. Although 
excess siltation may have some adverse effects on SAY, as discussed above, 
this problem is minor compared to the effects of nutrient and toxics 
1 oadi ngs to the estuary. When SAY conwnuni ti es are adversely affected by 
nutrients and/or toxics, the aquatic life uses of the estuary also will be 
affected. The ecological role of SAY in the estuary will be discussed 
further in Chapter III, and its importance to the study of attainable uses 
in Chapter IV. 

Sediment/substrate properties are important because such properties: (j,) 
determine the extent to which toxic compounds in sediments are available to 
the biota; and (2) determine what types of plants and animals may become 
established. The presence of a suitable substrate may not be sufficient, 
however, since nutrient, DO, and/or toxics problems may cause the demise 
and prevent the reestabli sment of desi rabl e pl ants and animals. There
fore, characterization of the substrate is important to a use attainability 
study in order to understand what types of aquatic life should be expected 
ina given area. 

ADJACENT WETLANDS 

Tidal and freshwater wetlands adjacent to the estuary can serve as a buffer 
to protect the estuary from external phenomena. This function may be 
parti cul arly important durf ng wet weather perf ods when rel ati vely hi gh 
streamflows discharge high loads of sediment and pollutants to the estuary. 
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The volume of sediment carried by streamflow during wet weather periods is 
substantially greater than the amount transported into the estuary by 
rivers and streams during dry weather periods. Such shock loads could 
quickly smother plant and animal communities and jeopardize their survival. 
Wetlands can serve an important function by protecting the estuary from 
such shock loads. Because of the sinuous pattern of streams that flow 
through the wetlands, and the high density of plants, water velocities will 
be reduced enough to allow settlement of a substantial proportion of the 
sediment load before it reaches the estuary. This simultaneously protects 
the estuary and contributes to the maintenance of the wetlands. 

The sediment load discharged by streamflow may be accompanied by nutrients 
and other pollutants. Excessive loadings of nutrients such as nitrogen and 
phosphorus may promote eutrophication and the growth of algal mats in the 
estuary. whi ch is undesi rabl e from both aquati c use and aestheti c stand
points. On the other hand. these nutrients are beneficial to the main
tenance of plant life in the wetland. 

Another important function of a wetland is to reduce peak streamflow dis
charges into the estuary duri ng wet weather peri ods. To the extent that 
this peak flow attenuation prevents abrupt changes in salinity. the flora 
and fauna of the estuary are protected. It has been connon practice to 
straighten existing channels and cut new channels in wetlands to speed 
drainage and enable the use of wetlands for agriculture or other develop
ment. Such channel ization may diminish the protective functions of the 
wetland and have an adverse impact on the health of the estuary. 

While the wetland may help to withhold nutrients in the fonn of nitrogen 
and phosphorus from the estuary. it serves as a major source of nutrients 
in the form of detritus. A substantial portion of dead plant material in 
the wetland is transported to the estuary as detritus. Detritus is a basic 
fuel of the estuary. servi ng as the mai n source of nutri ent for fil ter 
feeders and many fish at the bottom of the food chain. The estuary is 
highly productive. more so than the freshwater or marine environment, 
because of this source of nutrients. 

Since the alteration or destruction of wetlands may hold important impli
cations for the health of the estuary. it is important during the course of 
a water body survey to exami ne hi stori cal trends in the wetl and acreage, 
locations, and characteristics for clues which explain changes in the 
estuary and its uses. The extent to which wetlands have been irreversibly 
altered may establish bounds on the uses that might be expected. Converse
ly. restoration of wetlands may provide some means of restoring uses pro
vided that other conditions such as toxic or nutrient loadings are not a 
problem, or some other irreversible change has not been made to the 
estuary. 

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS 

There are two important sources of freshwater to the estuary-streamflow and 
direct precipitation. In general. streamflow represents the greatest con
tribution to the estuary and direct precipitation the smallest. 
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The location of the salinity gradient in the river controlled estuary is to 
a large extent an artifact of streamflow. The location of salinity iso
concentration lines may change considerably, depending upon whether stream
flow is high or low. This in turn may affect the biology of the estuary, 
resulting in population shifts as biological species adjust to changes in 
salinity. 

Most species are able to survive within a range of salinity levels, and 
therefore most aquatic uses may not be adversely affected by minor shifts 
in the salinity gradient. Most of the biota can also sustain temporary 
extreme changes in salinity, either by flight or through some other mechan
ism. For example, molluscs may be able to withstand temporary excursions 
beyond their preferred salinity range by simply closing themselves off from 
their environment. This is important to their survival since the adult is 
unable to relocate in response to salinity changes. However, ~lluscs can
not survive this way indefinitely. 

Generally speaking, the response of a stream or estuary to rainfall events 
depends upon the intensity of rainfall, the drainage area affected by the 
rainfall and the size of the estuary. Movement of the salt front is depen
dent upon tidal influences and freshwater flow to the estuary. Variations 
in salinity generally follow seasonal patterns such that the salt front 
will occur further down-estuary duri ng a rai ny season than duri ng a dry 
season. The salinity profile may also vary from day to day reflecting the 
effect of i nd1vi dual rat nfall events, but may al so undergo lRajor changes 
due to extreme meteorological events. 

The location of the salt front in a small estuary may be easily displaced 
but rapidly restored in response to a rainstorm, whereas the effect of the 
same size storm on salinity distribution within a larger estuary may be 
minor. For a large system, the contribution of a given storm may be only a 
fraction of the overall freshwater flow and thus will have no appreciable 
effect. For a small system the contribution of a given storm may be very 
large compared to overall flow, and the system will respond accordingly. 

A rapid increase in flow may have several deleterious effects on a small 
estuary: (1) the salinity gradient changes drastically, placing severe 
stress on non-motile species and forcing the migration of motile forms, (2) 
a sediment and pollutant load which is too large to be captured by sur
rounding wetlands may be transported into the estuary, and (3) the bottom 
may be scoured in areas of high flow velocity, destroying floral and faunal 
communities and existing habitat, and eliminating the conditions that would 
be required for replacement COMMunities to become established. 

Major shifts in salinity due to extreme changes in freshwater flow are not 
unCOfllllon. An excellent example is the impact of Hurricane Agnes on the 
Chesapeake Bay in 1972. The enormous and prolonged increase in freshwater 
flow to the Bay shifted the salinity gradient many miles seaward and had a 
devasting effect on the shell fish popUlation. The flow was so great that 
salinity levels did not return to normal for several months, a period far 
longer than non-motile species would be able to survive such radical reduc
tions in salinity. In addition, the enormous quantities of sediment deliv
ered to the Bay by Hurricane Agnes exerted considerable stress on the 8ay 
environment. 
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Anthropogenic activity may also have a significant effect on salinity in an 
estuary. When feeder streams are used as sources of publ ic water supply 
and the withdrawals are not returned, freshwater flow to the estuary will 
be reduced, and the salt wedge found further up the estuary. If the water 
is returned, usually in the form of wastewater effluent, the salinity grad
fent of the estuary may not be affected although other problems might occur 
which are attributable to nutrients and other pollutants in the wastewater. 

Even when there is no appreciable change in annual freshwater flow or qual
fty due to water supply uses, the salinity profile may still be affected by 
the way fn which dams along the river are operated. Flood control dams may 
result in controlled discharges to the estuary rather than relatively short 
but massive discharge during high flow periods. A dam which is operated so 
as to impound water for adequate publ ic water supply during low-flow per
iods may severely alter the pattern of freshwater flow to the estuary. Al
though annual input to the estuary may remain unchanged, seasonal changes 
may have a significant impact on the estuary and its biota. 

The discussion of hydrology, meteorology and the effect of hydrauliC struc
tures in this section provides only an overview of their possible effects 
on the health of an estuary. Hydrologic impacts will depend upon the uni
que physical characteristics of the estuary and its feeder streams, in
cluding structural activity that may have changed flow characteristics to 
the estuary. Extreme rainfall events are particularly important because 
they may resul tin physi cal damage to wetlands and to the estuari ne sub
strate. and may subject the biota to abnormally low salinities as the salt 
wedge is driven seaward. Extreme periods of drought may also have an ad
verse impact on the estuary. The operation of hydraulic structures -- dams 
and diversions -- can significantly alter the characteristics and the uses 
of an estuary. Clearly. these characteristics must be taken into account 
in determining the attainable uses of the water body. 
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CHAPTER III 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANT AND ANIMAL COMMUNITIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Salinity, light penetration and substrate composition are the most critical 
factors to the distribution and survival of plant and animal communities in 
an estuary. This Chapter begins with an overview of the physical phenomena 
and biological adaptations which influence the colonization of the estuary. 
Following this, specific infonnation is presented on Estuarine Plankton 
(phytoplankton and zooplankton), Estuarine Benthos (infaunal fonns, 
crustaceans and moll uscs), Submerged Aquati c Vegetati on, and Estuari ne 
Fish. There is also a short discussion of measures of biological health 
and diversity. This last subject is presented in much greater detail in 
the Technical Support Manual (U.S. EPA, November 1983). 

The information in this Chapter (and its associated Appendices) has been 
compi 1 ed to provi de an overvi ew of the types of habi tat, ranges of 
salinity, and life cycle and other requirements of plants and animals one 
mi ght expect to fi nd in an estuary, as well as analyses that mi ght be 
performed to characterize the biota of the system. 

With this fnfc-mation having been presented as a base, discussion in 
Chapter IV will be directed towards how the biological, chemical and 
physical data descriptive of the estuary may be synthesized into an 
assessment of the present and potential uses of the estuary. 

COLONIZATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS 

The estuari ne envi ronment is characterized by variati ons in ci rcu1 ati on, 
salinity, temperature and dissolved oxygen supply. Due to differences in 
density, the water is generally fresher near the surface and more saline 
toward the bottom. Colonizing plants and animals must be able to withstand 
the fluctuating conditions in estuaries. Rooted plants need a stable 
substrate to colonize an area. Once established, the roots of aquatic 
vegetation help to stabilize the sediment surface, and the stems interfere 
with and reduce local currents so that more material may be deposited. 
Thus, small hUQrnocks become larger beds as the plants extend their range. 

The depth to which attached plants may become established is limited by 
turbidity, since they require light for photosynthesis. Estuaries are 
typically turbid because of large quantities of detritus and silt 
contributed by surrounding marshes and rivers. Algal growths may also 
hinder the penetration of light. If too much light is withheld from the 
lower depths, animals cannot rely heavfly on visual cues for habitat 
selection, feeding, or in finding ~ mate. 

Estuarine animals are recruited from three major sources: the sea, 
freshwater environments, and the land. Animals of the marine component 
have been most successful in colonizing estuarine systems, although the 
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extent to which they penetrate the environment varies (Green 1968). 
Estuarine animals that belong to groups prevalent in freshwater habitats 
are presumed to have originated there. Such species comprise the fresh
water component. The invasion of estuaries from the land has been 
accomplished mainly by arthropods. 

When animal s encounter stressful conditi ons in an estuary, they have two 
alternatives: they can migrate to an area where more suitable conditions 
exist, or if sedentary or sessile they can respond by sealing themselves 
inside a shell, or by retreating into a burrow. 

Most stenohaline marine animals can survive in salinities as low as 
10-12 ppt by allowing the internal environment (blood, cells, etc.) to 
become osmotically similar to the surrounding water (Mclusky 1981). Such 
"conformers· often change their body volwne. In contrast oligohal1ne 
animals actively regulate their internal salt conce~tration. They do so by 
active transport of sodium and potassium ions (Na , K). Osmoregulation 
relies on several possible physiological adaptations. Reduced surface 
permeability helps minimize osmotic flow of water and salts. In addition, 
the animal's excretory organs serve to conserve ions or water needed for 
osmoregulation. 

Upper and lower tolerance limits define a range between which environmental 
factors are suitable for life (zone of compatibility). The adaptations of 
these tolerance limits are referred to as resistance adaptations. In 
estuaries, the major environmental factors to which organisms must adjust 
are periodic submersion and desiccation as well as fluctuating salinity, 
temperature, and dissolved oxygen. 

Vernberg (1983) notes several general i zati ons concerni ng the responses of 
estuarine organisms to salinity: (1) those organisms living in estuaries 
subjected to wide salinity fluctuations can withstand a wider range of 
salinities than species that occur in high salinity estuaries; (2) inter
tidal zone animals tend to tolerate wider ranges of salinities than do 
subtidal and open-ocean organisms; (3) low intertidal species are less 
tolerant of low salinities than are high intertidal ones; and (4) more 
sessile animals are likely to be more tolerant of fluctuating salinities 
than those organisms which are highly mobile and capable of migrating 
during times of salinity stress. These generalizations reflect the 
correlation of an organism's habitat to its tolerance. Some estuarine 
animals are able to survive in adverse salinities, provided that the stress 
is fluctuating, not constant. For example, initial mortalities of the 
oyster drill (Urosal pi nx ci nerea) were very hi gh when exposed to constant 
low salinity values. However, little or no mortalities occurred during ten 
days of exposure to low fluctuating salinities. Tolerance limits may also 
differ between larval and adult stages, as in the case of fiddler crabs 
(Uca pugl1ator). Adults are able to survive extended periods of 5 ppt 
sillnity, whil e larvae cannot tol erate sa li niti es below 20 ppt (Vernberg 
1983). The salinity in which they were spawned may also influence larval 
responses. 

Temperature also has an effect on salinity tolerances of organisms. 
Generally, cold-water speCies can tolerate low salinities best at low 
temperatures and tropical species can withstand low salinities best at high 
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temperatures. The previ ous thermal history of an organi sm ; nfl uences its 
resistance to temperature extremes. Accl imation to higher salinities can 
also broaden an organism's zone of compatibility for temperature. 

The transport of oxygenated surface water to the bottom is greatly i n
h1bited when an estuary is stratified. In addition, the solubility of 
oxygen in water is suppressed by salinity, so that estuarine DO levels at a 
given temperature may not be as high as would be seen in freshwater. As a 
consequence, many estuaries exhibit consistently low DO levels in the lower 
part of the water column, and may become anoxic at the bottom. This con
dition may be exacerbated by benthic DO demand. Many estuarine organisms 
must be tolerant of low DO. Those that are able will leave to seek areas 
of sufficient dissolved oxygen, while others (such as bivalves) will 
respond by regulating metabolic activity to levels that can be supported by. 
the ambient DO concentration. 

Intertidal organisms experience alternating periods of desiccation and 
submersion. These animals, mainly molluscs, are able to resist desiccation 
because of morpho1 ogi cal characteri stics that ai din controll i ng water 
losses. Others burrow into the moist substrate to avoid prolonged exposure 
to the air. Small animals with high ratios of surface area to volume are 
less resistant to water loss than are larger organisms. 

MEASURES OF BIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND DIVERSITY 

Estuaries are characterized by high productivity but low species diversity. 
Severa 1 authors have noted decreased speci es di versi ty in estuari es when 
compared to freshwater or marine systems (Green 1968, McLusky 1971, McLusky 
1981. Haedrich 1983). Two major hypotheses explain the paucity of 
estuarine species. The first explanation is that of physiological stress 
caused by vari ab1 e condi tf ons in estuari es (McLusky 1981). P1 ants and 
animals must be able to withstand considerable changes in salinity, DO and 
temperature. In addition, because of tidal variation, they may be sub
jected to periods of dessication. Variable salinities are especially 
challenging to an organism's ability to osmoregulate. Because conditions 
in estuaries are not stable, fewer species inhabit estuaries than inhabit 
fresh or marine waters. 

The second hypothesis explains decreased species diversity by the relative 
youth of present-day estuaries (McLusky 1971. McLusky 1981, Haedrich 1983). 
The estuaries that we see today probably did not exist several thousand 
years ago. Since this is a short period relative to the same scale over 
which speciation has taken place, few species have been able to adapt to 
and colonize the estuarine system. An investigation by Allen and Horn 
(1975) of several small estuarine systems in the United States revealed 
tnat a small number of species «5) comprised more than 75 percent of the 
total number of individuals. Srmilarly. Haedrich (1983) noted that the 
number of fi sh famili es characteri sti c of estuari es compri ses only s fx 
percent of the total number of families described. 

Investi gati ons of diversi ty in estuari ne systems have employed the same 
diversity indices that are c0l1111on1y used in freshwater systems (see U.S. 
EPA, 1983b. Chapter IV-2l. The Shannon-Wiener index is often employed in 
conjuncti on with the two components that i nfl uence its val ue, a speci es 
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ri chness index and a measure of evenness (McErl ean 1973, All en and Horn 
1975, Hoff and Ibara 1977). 

Because seasonal changes are so marked in estuaries, the selected diversity 
index should be sensitive to changes in species composition. Thus, 
quantitative s imil arity coeffi ci ents and cl uster analyses may be used to 
detenni ne the extent of s imil ari ty between sampl es. Such measures are 
discussed in Chapter IV-2 of the Technical Support Manual: Waterbody 
Surveys and Assessments for Conducti ng Use Attai nabil i ty Analyses (U. S. 
EPA, 1983~)' 

An equal effort shoul d be expended at each sampling station each time 
sampling is done. The results of a fish fauna survey may be biased by the 
sampling method employed. For example, the gear used (trawl, gill net, 
trap net, sefnel, the mesh sfze and the area in which fishing occurs 
determine the sizes, numbers and kinds of fish caught (McHugh 1967, 
McErlean 1973). Sampling gear and technique are also important in benthic 
and plank toni c i nves ti ga t ions. Because of the many mi gratory organisms 
found intermittently in estuaries, sampling should occur during each season 
of the year. 

A major concern in estuarine systems is biological change due to pollution, 
espeCially alterations to commerCially important populations. The ratio of 
annelids to mollusks and annelids to crustaceans has been used as an 
indication of environmental stress. By comparing these ratios to the 
Contamination Index (~,) and the Toxicity Index (T,), described in Appendix 
A, areas highly con~aminated by metals and o~ganic chemicals can be 
characterized (U.S. EPA, 1983!). 

Briefly, contaminant factors (C f ) indicate the anthropogenic concentration 
of fndividual contaminants, based on metal content and Si/Al ratios in 
sediment. The Contamination Index (C ) is a sum of these contaminant 
factors, giving equal weight to all m~tals, and thus has no ecological 
significance until combfned with biotoxicity data. The map of the 
Chesapeake Bay in Figure 111-1 illustrates the degree of metal 
contamination based on Ct" The Toxicity Index (T t ) is calculated using 
contami nant factors and EPA "acute" criteria for "the metal s, i.e., the 
concentration that may not be exceeded in a given environment at any time. 
This index gives infonnation pertinent to the toxicity of sediments to 
aquatic life. Figure 111-2 illustrates the results of calculations of 
Toxicity Indices for the Chesapeake Bay. 

The Toxicity Index ranges from ~alues of 1 to 20 where to lowest values 
denote the 1 east poll uted condi ti ons. Characteri sti cs associated with 
various values of T may also be seen in Chapter IV, Table IV-3. The 
Contamination Index 1s based on the calculation of the quantity C (see 
Appendix A) where Cf=O when observed and predicted metal concentrati~ns in 
sediment are the same, Cf<O when the observed is less than the predicted, 
and Cf>O when the observeo is greater than the predicted. 

The juvenile index is often used to help predict future landings of certain 
commercially important fish in estuaries. The juvenile index is simply the 
number of first year fish of a species divided by the number of seine 
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Figure III-t. Degrees of metal contamination in the Chesapeake Bay based 
on the Contamination Index (e l ). (from USEPA 1983~) 
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Fioure rrt-2. Toxicity Index of surface sediments in Chesapeake Bay. 
(from USEPA 1983f) 
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hauls. This index is then compared to juvenile indices from previous years 
along with commercial fisheries landings data. 

In sUlllllary, species dhersity in estuaries is generally lower than in 
adjacent freshwater or marine ecosystems. Either the changing environment 
or the youth of estuaries or perhaps a combination of both is responsible 
for this lack of species diversity. Indices of diversity that are used in 
estuari es are the same as those employed in freshwater studi es and have 
been summarized in a previous document (U.S. EPA, 1983b). 

ESTUARINE PLANKTON 

Plankton include weak swimmers and drifting life forms. Most planktonic 
organisms are small in size, and although they may be capable of localized 
movement. their distribution is essentially governed by water movements. 
Secause of their unique salinity conditions and currents. individual 
estuaries have characteristic plankton populations. 

Phytopl ankton 

Three principal groups are included in the phytoplankton. They are 
diatoms. di nofl agell ates and nanoplankton. Like the phytoplankton of 
freshwaters and oceans, estuarine phytoplankton require nutrients (such as 
phosphorus. nitrogen, silicon), vitamins, iron. zinc and other trace metals 
for growth. For photosynthesis to occur. adequate light must be available. 
Suitable salinities must also be present for phytoplankton populations to 
survive. 

Nutrients generally are abundant in estuaries. Seasonal fluctuations in 
nitrogen and phosphorus levels are often evident, and are related to 
overland runoff and fertilizer application to agricultural lands. External 
sources are not entirely responsible for nutrient levels in estuaries. 
Cycling within estuaries also plays a role in plankton productivity. Thus 
the turnover, or replenishment time (R). of nutrients is significant in 
determining their availability. Replenishment time is defined as R = 
[S]/Sp, where [S] is the concentration of the nutrient in the phytoplankton 
and Sp is the daily production rate measured in terms of particulate 
content of that nutrient in the phytoplankton (Smayda 1983). Recycling 
mechanisms may be separated into (1) excretion of remineralized nutrients 
accompanying grazing by herbivorous zooplankton or benthic organisms, (2) 
release through sediment roiling and diffusive flux of nutrients from the 
interstitial water of sediments following microbial remineralfzation, and 
(3) kinetic, steady-state exchanges between nutrients present in the 
parti cul ate phase (phytopl ankton. bacteria. sedimentary parti cl es) and in 
the dissolved phase. The importance of each of the preceding mechanisms is 
dependent upon characteristics, viz. depth and vertical mixing. of specific 
estuari es. 

Although the phytoplankton of estuaries is an integral part of the eco
system. its rol e is somewhat 1 ess important than in mari ne or freshwater 
lake ecosystems. This is due partly to the large quantities of detritus 
and bacteri a that serve as an al ternative food source for many primary 
consumers. Estimates of primary producti on are generally cal cul ated from 
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the utilization of nutrients (phosphates, C14 uptake, chlorophyll con
centration) (Perkins 1974). The phytoplankton contribution to primary 
productivity is often minimal in many coastal plain estuaries. Although 
nutrients are abundant there, other factors limit phytoplankton production. 
At the compensation depth, the amount of oxygen produced by photosynthesis 
15 equal to the amount utilized in respiration. Because of high tur
bidity, the compensation depth in estuaries is relatively shallow thus 
limiting the volume of water in which positive production occurs. Several 
authors maintain the importance of phytoplankton in supporting estuarine 
food webs, although the degree of contribution is controversial. Boynton, 
et al. (1982) provides a review of factors affecting phytoplankton pro
duction by comparing numerous estuarine systems. 

The flushing time of an estuary also affects the phytoplankton population. 
Many estuaries have a relatively long flushing time and stable populations 
are able to develop. The Columbia River estuary has a stable system with a 
gradation from freshwater to brackish to marine plankton. In contrast, the 
Margaree River (the Gulf of St. lawrence) is drained completely at low 
water and has no such graJation. Thus, high tide populations are typically 
marine, while a freshwater population is evident at low tide. 

The speCies composition of an estuary may be unique. Narragansett Bay for 
example, is a shallow, well-mixed estuary located on the northeastern coast 
of the United States. Surface salinity ranges from 20.5 ppt near river 
mouths to 32.5 ppt at the mouth of the bay. Flushing time of the bay is 
estimated at thirty days (Smayda 1983). Because of tidal and wind-induced 
mixing, most of Narragansett Bay has neither a well-defined halocline or 
thermocline. Seasonal variation of plankton is evident, although the 
diatom Skeletonema costatum represents about 80' of total numerical 
abundance over the annual cycle (Smayda 1983). The major phytoplankton 
bloom occurs during December, coinciding with the minimum incident 
radiation and length of day. Blooms are regulated by temperature, light, 
nutrients, grazing, hydrographic disturbances and possibly species inter
actions. Neither blue-green algae nor dinoflagellates are important in 
Narragansett Bay due to Hs relathely high salinity. Planktonic blue
green algae tend to be more important in reduced salinities. Dino
flagellates (viz. Prorocentrum triangulatum, Peridinium trochoideum, 
Massartia rotundata, 011 sthodfscus 1 uteus , occur sporadi cally dud ng the 
s~er months, although diatoms continue to predominate. A succession of 
diatom species occurs seasonally, although Skeletonema is prevalent during 
all months. Detonu1a confervacea and Thalassiosira nordenskioeldii, 
important secondary species during the winter-spring bloom, are replaced by 
Leptocylindrus danicus, ~. minimus, Cerataulina pelagica, Asterionella 
japonica, and Rhizosolenia fragiliss;ma. 

Phytoplankton in the Navesink River, New Jersey, were studied by Kawamura 
(1966). Based on salinity, several zones with characteristic phytoplankton 
were defined. Eug1enoids dominated below 20 ppt. The zone in which 
salinity lay between 20 and 22 ppt was populated by Rhizoso1enia. 
Ceratauli na bergonff domi nated in sa 11 niti es rangi ng from 22 to 25 ppt. 
Dfnoflagellates, fncluding Peridinium conicoides, P. trochOides, and 
G1enodinium danicum, were prevalent fn the outer regTon of the estuary. 
Open water beyond the mouth of the estuary was populated mostly by 
Skeletonema costatum. For regions with a fairly stable salinity gradient, 
Kawamura {1966} noted the dominant forms as presented in Table III-I. 
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TABLE I II-1. 

Salinity 

2-5 ppt 

9-10 ppt 

16 ppt 

20 ppt 

24-31 ppt 

DOMINANT PHYTOPLANKTON IN DEFINED SALINITY REGIONS 

Dominant Foms 

Anabaenopsis sp., Microcystis ~ 
Synedra ulna, Melosira varians. 

Anabaena flos-aguae, Melosira varians, 
Chaetoceros sp., Biddulphia spp., 
Cosc1nodiscus ~ 

[uglenoids 

Melosira varians, Chaetoceros debilis, 
Oitylum brightwelli, Peridinians. 

Skeletonema costatum, Rh1zosolenia 
longiseta, Biddul~hia aurita, 
01tylum br1ghtwel f, Dfnophyceans. 

from Kawamura (1966). 

zoop 1 ank ton 

Zooplankton commonly found in estuarine reaches have been divided into the 
foll owi ng groups based upon thei"4 ori gi ns and sal i ni ty tol erances: (1 ) 
Marine Coastal species, (2) Estuarine, and (3) Freshwater. One of the 
dominant copepods 1n estuaries is Acartia tonsa. Although it is not 
utilized directly by humans, A. tonsa is a major food source for fish or 
invertebrates that are consumeo by humans (Jones and Stokes Assoc. 1981). 
Several surveys of the zooplankton in Narragansett Bay have been conducted 
and are sunmari zed in Mill er (1983). Copepods were the domi nant group, 
comprising 80~ or mare of the individuals an an annual average. Important 
species were Acartia clausi, A. tonsa, Pseudocalanus minutus and Oithona 
spp. Rotifers were abundant in late winter, and cladocerans were abundant 
in early sunmer. Flushing reaches a peak in March-April, coinciding with a 
low in biomass. 

Zooplankton have also been studied extensively in the Chesapeake and 
Delaware Bays, resulting in the following list of predominant species: 

(1) Coastal: 

copepods - centropa~es typicus, C. hamatus, Labidocera aestiva, 
femora ongrcorni s, - Paracal anus parvus, Pseudo
calanus m1nutus; 

cladocerans - Pen;lia avirostris, Evadne nordmanni. 

(2) Estuarine: 

copepods - Acartia tonsa, Acartia clausi, Eurytemora affinis, 
Scottol ana canadensis (harpactf coi d), and Pseudo
diaptomus coronatus; 
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cladocerans - Podon polyphemoides. 

(3) Freshwater: 

copepods - Cyclops viridis; 

cladocerans - Bosmina longirostris. 

Grazi n9 by zoopl ankton f s an il1lportant factor in the control of phyto
plankton populations, although the precfse role played fs not yet well
defined. The population dynamics of zooplankton on the east coast, 
including seasonal cycles and predatfon by ctenophores, is covered 
extensively by Miller (1983). Ctenophores have not been observed in 
Yaquina Bay, Oregon, and it is probable that fish predators limit 
zooplankton densities. 

Comparatively 1 ess i nformati on is avail abl e on Gulf coast zoop1 ankton 
distributions than for the Atlantic coast. Some references for zooplankton 
cornnunity structure and dfstrfbutfons in louisiana estuarfes and coastal 
waters are: Brice, 1983; Binford, 1975; Cuzon du Rest, 1963; DrUl1ll'lond, 
1976; Gillespie, 1971. 

Planktonic larval forms of organisms such as oysters and crabs are included 
in the temporary zoopl ank ton. The vel i ger 1 arvae of ftIOll uscs become part 
of the plankton during the spring and sunner. SOlIe estuarine worms also 
have planktonic larval forms. The occurrence of these forms is governed by 
the breeding season of the adults. Envfronmental tolerances of the larval 
forms of the blue crab (Callfnectes sagidus) and the Amerfcan oyster 
(Crassostrea virginica) are found in Appen ix B (e,f). 

To persist in an estuary, zooplankton, like phytoplankton, must have rates 
of popu1 at; on ; ncrease at 1 east equal to the rates of loss due to t; dal 
flushing and river flow. High flushing rates generally prohibit the 
development of an ende",;c plankton population, and the plankton fOlAnd 
merely resemble those found in the ocean offshore. Studies of population 
budgets have been made on a few estuaries (Narragansett Bay, Great Pond, 
Moriches Bay) and are mentioned briefly by Miller (1983). 

The following articles contain information on methods in zooplankton 
research: Computer and electronic processing of zooplankton (Jeffries 
1980); Gear used (Schindler 1969, Josai 1970); Sampling for biomass
standing stock (Ahlstrom et a1. 1969, Colebrook 1983, Tranter 1968); 
Fhati on and preservati on of zooplankton (Steedman 1976); Icthyop lank ton 
(Smith and Richardson 1977). 

ESTUARINE BENTHOS 

Those organi sms whf ch 1 he on or in the bottom of any water body are the 
benthos. Pl ants such as diatoms, macroa1 gae and seagrasses cmnprise the 
phytobenthos, whil e the zoobenthos f nc1 udes the animals occupyi ng thi s 
habitat. The estuarine zoobenthos will be discussed in this section. The 
zoobenthos is generally divided into macro-, meio- and microbenthos. 
Meiobenthos pass through a 1- or 2-mm sieve, but are larger than 100 urn; 
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macro- and microbenthos are respectively larger and smal1 er than mei 0-
benthos (Wolff 1983). 

Although the diversity of the benthos in estuaries is low compared to other 
ecosystems, benthic production is relatively high. A high level of food 
(detritus and plankton) and shallow depths contribute to the 
characteristically high benthic production noted in estuaries. Detritus is 
readily available to the benthos because it sinks through the shallow 
water. In addi ti on, waves and t ida 1 currents promote resuspens i on of 
particles, making them available to filter-feeders. The predominance of 
relatively opportunistic species, with one or more generations per year, 
results in a high turnover of biomass and thus high production. Macrofauna 
have high biomass and low turnover times and hence have economic and 
commercial value. Meiofauna, with low biomass and high turnover rate, play 
an essential role as nutrient regenerators and food for higher trophic 
levels (Tenore et al. 1977, McIntyre and Murison 1973, Ajheit and Scheibel 
1982) . 

Infaunal Forms 

The benthos comprises invertebrates such as thread worms. bri stl e worms, 
ostracods, and copepods as well as commercially important species of 
crustaceans and molluscs. Nematodes (Nematoda, thread worms) dominate the 
shallow water meiofauna of estuarine sediments. In addition to nematodes, 
permanent meiofauna include copepods, gastrotrichs, oligochaetes, rotifers 
and turbell arians. Juvenil e macrofauna compri se the temporary mei ofauna. 
Generally, coarser sediments support a greater diversity of species than 
finer estuarine sediments (Ferris and Ferris 1979). Polychaetes 
(Polychaeta:Annelida, bristle worms) are abundant in the soft bottom, 
especially within the sediment of intertidal mud flats. 

Studi es have used polychaete popul ati ons to characteri ze water bodi es as 
havi n9 healthy, poll uted, or very poll uted bottoms. The use of benthi c 
organi sms as i ndi cator speci es is well-documented for freshwater studi es 
whereas studies in the estuarine/marine environment are relatively few 
(Reish 1979). Although the species composition in freshwater is different 
than marine species composition, the concept of using benthic communities 
as indicators of pollution remains the same. In estuarine systems, 
polychaete species composition changes from zones characterized as healthy 
to those classified as polluted. As shown in Table III-2. there is a 
concurrent decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration, an increase in the 
organi c carbon content of the soil, and a reduction in the number of 
organisms until all species are absent (Reish 1979). However, the validity 
of using polychaetes as indicator species has been questioned, since 
polychaetes such as Capitell a cap; tata, an opportunf s tf c organi sm whose 
presence has often been cited as an indication of pollution, also occur in 
pristine estuarine areas (Reish 1979). The following literature con
tributions also pertain to the use of benthos as indicators of pollution: 
Sediment bacteria as i ndi cators (£rkenbrecher 1980 l; Mei ofauna as; ndi
cators (Coull et al 1981, Raffaelli 1981, Warwick 1981); Macrofauna as 
indicators (Gray and Mirza 1979). 
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TABLE 1II-2. SUMMARY OF BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL AND PHVSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF FIVE ECOLOGICAL AREAS OF THE LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH HARBORSa,b 
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Crustaceans 

Crustaceans include microorganisms such as ostracod~. copepods and isopods 
along with commercially important macroorganisms such as crabs, shrimp and 
lobs ters. The crabs (Arthropoda: Crustacea :Decapoda: Brachyura) that have 
successfully colonized North American estuarine systems are listed in Table 
111-3. Brachyuran crabs have a comp1 ex ontogeny. They are rel eased from 
the female as zoeae, or free swimming larvae, into meso- to euhaline 
waters. The zoeae undergo a series of molts before reaching the megalopa 
stage. The megalopa metamorphoses into the first crab stage, which becomes 
the adult following successive molts (Williams and Duke 1983). It has been 
noted that above and below the preferred temperature range, the length of 
time required for larval development increases. Two species of Cancer that 
have commerica1 value, C. magister (Pacific Dungeness crab) and C. 
irroratus (Rock crab), normally enter estuaries only in high salinity 
regions. Larvae of C. ma~ister and C. irroratus prefer conditions of 25-30 
ppt. 10-13°C and 23.T-"32. ppt, 13°-'2'"roC, respectively. 

Callinectes sapidus, the blue crab, supports a major fishery in the United 
States. The species lives in fresh water to salinities as high as 117 ppt 
(large males have been recorded in salt springs over 180 miles from the sea 
in Marion County, Florida) and from the water's edge to 35 meter depths. 
Appendix B (Table 1e) contains information pertaining to the life cycle of 
the blue crab. Additional information on general life histories of crabs 
and other commercially important shellfish in Gulf Coast waters is compiled 
by Benson (1982). The family Portunidae is also represented by Carcinus 
maenas in estuaries. The green or shore crab nonnally inhabits waters 
ranging in salinity from 10-33 ppt, and depths of less than 5-6 m (Williams 
and Duke 1979). Other crabs commonly found in North American estuaries are 
listed in Table 111-3. Among the xanthid crabs, only Menifpe mercenaria, 
the stone crab, has any fishery value. The major conmerc i1 fishery for 
stone crabs occurs in Florida, where its flesh is considered a delicacy. 

Most of the information about shrimp pertains to the commerCially valuable 
penaei d shrimp, Penaeus duorarum (pi nk shrimp l, Penaeus aztecus (brown 
shrimp) and Penaeus setiferus (white shrimp). Penaeid shrimp are dependent 
upon estuaries during their transfonnation from the post1arva1 stage to the 
juvenile stage. Adults migrate from the estuarine environment to coastal 
and nearshore oceanic waters (Couch 1979). The life cycle of the penaeid 
shrimp is illustrated in Figure 1II-3. The range of the brown shrimp 
extends from Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, through the Gulf of Mexico 
to the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico (Turner, 1983). Brown shrimp spawn in 
offshore mari ne waters deeper than 18 m (59 ftl. Movement of postl arvae 
into estuaries has been observed from January through June in Louisiana. A 
peak migration from March to April was noted for Galveston Bay. Texas. 
Postlarval brown shrimp prefer salinities of 10 to 20 ppt, and temperatures 
above 15°C. Transformation from postlarvae to juveniles occurs four to six 
weeks after entering the estuary_ Juveniles remain in shallow estuarine 
areas (near the marsh-water or mangrove-water ; nterface or in seagrass 
beds) that provide feeding habitat and protectfon from predators until they 
reach 60 to 70 111ft (2.4 to 2.8 f nches) tota 1 length (TL) _ They move into 
deeper, open water, and begin gulfward migration when they reach 90 to 110 
mm (3.5 to 4.3 inches) (Turner and Brody. 1983). 
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T AS LEI I I -3 . TAXONOMIC POSITION AND HABITAT OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEAN 
SPECIES, INFRAORDER BRACHYURA, OF CONCERN IN ESTUARINE 
POLLUTION STUDIES. 
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Figure 1II-3. Life Cycle of the Penaeid Shrimp. (from Couch 1979) 

Postlarval white shrimp migrate into estuaries from late spring to early 
fall. and are most abundant in Louisiana estuaries from June through 
September. They are generally found in lower salinity waters than brown 
shrimp and prefer water temperatures higher than 15°C. White shrimp (120 
to 140 mm) leave Gulf of Mexico embayments from September to December, as 
th~ water cools. 

Finally. the grass shrimp (Paleomonetes sp.) of estuaries commonly live in 
patches of grasses growing 1n shallow water. Because of aquarium suita
bility, members of palaemonidae are often used in pollution studies. 

Molluscs 

The last major group in the estuarine benthos is the molluscs. ~he 
molluscs include clams. mussels. scallops, oysters and snails. Clams of 
major importance include Mya arenaria (soft shell clam). Mercenar1a 
merc~nar1a (hard shell clam). and Rang1a cuneata (brackish water clam). 
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The soft shell clam is common in bays and estuaries on both the east and 
west coasts of the United States, although it is conmerci ally important 
only on the east coast. Soft shell clams can tolerate a wide range of 
salinities and temperatures. Larval development occurs at salinities from 
16-32 ppt, and at temperatures of 17-23°C. ;ya arenaria occurs in a 
variety of substrates, but prefers a mixture 0 sand and mud (Jones and 
Stokes Assoc. 1981). Hard clams (Mercenaria mercenaria) can tolerate high 
pollution and low oxygen levels; thus, they thrive where other species 
cannot compete. Hard clams prefer substrates of sand or sandy clay 
(Beccasio et ale 1980>' The littleneck clam (Protothaca staminea) is a 
hardshell species found in estuaries, bays and open coastllnes along the 
Pacific coast. It ranges from the Aleutian Islands to Socorro Island, 
Mexico. Minimum salinity for survival is 20.0 ppt (Rodnick and L1 1983). 
The brackish water clam is found in low salinity bays and estuaries from 
the Chesapeake Bay to Mexico (Haven 1978). Ringiar cuneata can survive in 
fresh water, but needs brackish water for spawn ng Menzel 1979). 

The bay mussel (~tilus edulis) is found worldwide in estuaries and bays. 
It is tolerant 0 varfations fn temperature, salinity"and dissolved oxygen. 
Although the bay mussel is under stress at salinities less than 14-16 ppt, 
it can survive at 4 ppt for short periods of time. This mussel attaches to 
any hard substrate and may be found on rocks, stones, shingles, dead 
shells, ship bottoms, piers, harbor walls and compacted mud and sand (Jones 
and Stokes Assoc. 1981). 

Bay scallops (Argolectin irradians) are usually found in shallow estuarine 
eelgrass beds, bu may occur fn depths to 18 m (Beccasio et a1. 1980). 
They ingest detritus, bacteria and phytoplankton. The large amount of 
detritus consumed refl ects its great avail ability in estuari ne systems 
(McLusky 1981). 

The Ameri can oyster (Crassostrea vi rgi ni ca) f s a pennanent resi dent of 
estuari es. It is a val uabl e component of east coast fisheri es. Oysters 
prefer salinities between 14.1 ppt and 22.2 ppt. although they are able to 
tolerate a wider range, from 4-5 ppt to 35 ppt (Castagna and Chanley 1973). 
Within the range of distribution of C. virginica, the species lives in 
water temperatures from about 1°C (during the winter in northern states) to 
about 36°C (in Texas, Florida, and Louisiana) (Galtsoff 1964). Larvae 
develop well in depths from 2 to 8 meters at temperatures of 17.5 to 
32.2°C. The oyster population ;n high salinH;es is limited by oyster 
drills (e.g. gastropod Urosal pi nx ci nerea) and parasites (MSX and 
Dermocystidium) (Haven 1978). Spawning by oysters is dependent upon 
temperature, and contnences when the water reaches from 16-28°C depending 
upon geographic area (Bardach et al. 1972, Ingle 1951). After 6-14 days, 
the eggs hatch and the free-swinming larvae settle on a suitable hard 
substrate. Oysters filter food from the water column and deposit organic 
material (feces and pseudofeces) which is then available to other benthic 
organisms; thus, they playa valuable role in increasing the productivity 
of the area in which they live (Mclusky 1981). 

Temperature tolerances of American oysters differ with latitude. Oysters 
at latitudes north of Cape Hatteras can survive at temperatures less than 
DoC for 4 to 6 weeks, while Gulf of Mexico oysters die if subjected to such 
low temperatures (Cake 1983). Temperatures required for mass spawning also 
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differ with latitude. Apalachicola Bay reached temperatures of 26-28°C 
before mass spawning occurred, while a low of 16.4°C induced mass spawning 
in Long Island Sound, New York (Ingle 1951). Other oyster species C0I1111 ')n1y 
found in estuaries of the United States are Crassostrea gigas (Pacific 
oyster) and Ostrea edulis (flat oyster). 

Snails (Gastropoda) have not been studied as extensively as the molluscs 
discussed above. In general, adult snails are slow moving, benthic, and 
able to endure a variety of temperatures and salinities. After the eggs 
are hatched, most snails have a planktoniC stage; a few emerge as crawling 
juvenil es. Many snail s are vegetari ans and scrape al gae from surfaces. 
Some carnivorous snail s use thei r radul as to dri 11 hal es in other shell eo 
animals (e.g., oyster drills). Other snails consume gastropods whole, 
di gesti ng the ti ssue and regurgi tati ng the empty shells (Menzel 1979). 
More information about the distributions and habitats of NE Gulf gastropods 
is described in Heard (1982). 

References on methodology for the study of estuarine microbiota and benthos 
include: Holme and McIntyre 1971, Hulings and Gray 1971. U.S. EPA 1978. 
Uhlig et al. 1973, de Jonge and Bouman 1977, Federle and White 1982. White 
et al. 1979, Montagna 1982. 

In concl us1 on. the estuari ne benthos pl ay an important rol e f n estuari ne 
ecosystems. The nematodes and polychaetes, along with the cOlmlercfally 
important shell fi shes, contribute to the hi gh productfvi ty noted inmost 
estuaries. The benthos are generally able to tolerate variations in 
temperature and salinity. Thus, they are able to live, and often thrive, 
in estuaries. 

SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETATION 

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAY) plays an important role in the estuarine 
ecosystem, provi df ng habi tat, substrate stabil i ty and nouri shment. These 
functions are the subject of discussion in this section. However. sub
merged aquatic vegetation also provides a valuable frame of reference 
against which to assess the health of an estuary, or portion of an estuary. 
The importance of SAV to an analysis of the uses of an estuarine waterbody 
will be discussed further in Chapter IV, Interpretation. 

Role of SAY in the Estuary 

Plants increase the stability of bottom sediments and reduce shoreline 
erosion. In addition. because the plants help to slow the tidal current, 
more materials may settle from suspension, augmenting the substrate and 
decreasing turbidity. Species differ in their ability to reduce turbidity. 
For example, areas dominated by Potamogeton perfoliatus (a highly branched 
species) were more instrumental in improving water clarity than areas where 
Potamogeton ~ectinatus (a thin-bladed single leaf species) dominated 
(Boynton et a . 1981). 

Aquatic plants serve as both sources and sinks for nutrients. During the 
growing season. SAY absorbs nutrients from the water and sediments. 
Release of nutrients occurs when the vegetation dies. Submerged aquatic 
vegetation also provides valuable habitat for fish and crabs, along with 
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moll uscs and other epifauna. SAV provf des shelter. spawning areas and 
shade for fish, whil e roots, stems and 1 eaves provi de ii rm ba-ses for the 
attachment of mussels. barnacles I moll uscs and other epifauna. Thus, 
vegetated bottoms exhibit a greater species richness than unvegetated 
bottoms (U.S. EPA 1982). 

Stevenson and Confer (1978) cited a study (Baker 1918) which emphasized the 
1 arge number of organi sms associ ated wi th submerged aquati c vegetati on. 
Over a 450 sq. mile area, Potalllogeton sp. harbored 247,500 molluscs and 
90,000 associated animals (total fauna, 337,500) and Myriophyllum sp. 
harbored 45,000 molluscs with 56,250 associated animals (total fauna, 
101,250)' Epiphytes and macroalgae constitute a significant and sometimes 
a dominant feature of SAY community production and biomass, as can be seen 
from Table 111-4. Fish such as silversides (Menidia menidia). fourspine 
stickleback (A~eltes quadracus) and pipefish (Syngnathus fuscus) take 
advantage of th s abundant eplfauna for food. 

Eelgrass beds also provide protection for amphipods from predatory finfish. 
Grass shrimp (Palaeomonetes ~) seek protection from predatory killifish 
(Fundul us heteroclf tus) fn ~ass beds. Young and mol tf ng crabs fi nd 
shelter fn areas of submerged aquatic vegetation as well. 

Aquatic vegetation enters the food chain though grazing by waterfowl or as 
detritus passing through epifaunal and infaunal invertebrates to small and 
large fish. The extent to which SAY is used as a food source is determined 
mainly by two methods. The first is direct visual identification of mate
rial in an organism's digestive system. Such analyses are time-consuming, 
and the degree to which food items can be identified is often limited to 
larg,~ fi~s that are resistant to digestion. The second techique is based 
on C :C ratios in plants and associated predators. This method assumes 
that animals feeding on a particular plant will, in time. reflect the food 
source ratio. Problems arise wh~a~~als feed on a variety of species, or 
if sf~erH plants have similar C :C ratios. In addition, determination 
of C :C ratios is a relatively expensive procedure. 

Submerged aquatic vegetation also plays a role in nutrient cycling in 
estuaries. Since plants act as nutrient traps and sinks for dissolved 
minerals, SAY communities are capable of removing nutrients from the water 
column and incorporating them into biomass. Iron and calcium were found to 
be absorbed from the sediment by Myriophyllum spicatum. The release of 
nutrients and minerals occurs by excretion by living plants or by the death 
and decomposition of SAVe 

Distribution of SAY 

The distribution of SAY species is determined largely by sal inity. The 
degree of flooding also affects vegetation distribution and is particularly 
important for Gulf Coast estuaries (Sasser 1977). In a study of the 
Chesapeake Bay, Steenis (1970, cited by Stevenson and Confer 1978) noted 
the following tolerance levels for Bay vegetation: 
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TABLE 111-4. DATA FROM SELECTED ~OURCES INDICATING THE PARTITIONING OF (a) PRODUCTION (Pa), gCm- 2y-l 
AND (b) BIOMASS gm- (ORGANIC) BETWEEN VARIOUS AUTOTROPHIC COMPONENTS OF SAV COMMUNITIES 

a. location Species 

Florida Thalasaia 
Hass. Zoatera 
Calit • Ruppia 
H.CaroUna Zostera 
Ches. Bay Zoatera a 

P.pectinatuB 
P.perfol1atus 

Seagrass ~piphytes Benthic micro-algae Kacro-algae Phytoplankton Reference 

1000 

28 
))0 

0.48 
0.S-2.2 

1-3.0 

200 
20 
--------------267 ---------------
7) 

0.17 -0.05 

91 

0.09 
0.3-1.0 
O.S-l.O 

Jonea 1968 
Marshall 1970 
Wetzel 1964 
Penhale 1977 
Murray (pers.ca.a.) 
Kau.eyer et al. 198J 
Kau.eyer et a1. 1981 

a) Daily estt.ates 1n su..er period. 

b. Location Species Seagrass Epiphytes Benthic .icro-algae Macro-algae Phytoplankton Reference 

Europe CyltOdocea 400-700 37S Gessner and Ha...er 
1960 

Alaska Zostera 
Kinzarof lSoo 393 McRoy 1970 
Klavak 415 29 
Others 113 2.4 

H.Carollna Zostera 80 25 Penhale 1977 
Ches. Bay P.pectinatus 20-60 0.1-0.6 Staver et a1. 1981 

P.perfol1stus 20-80 0.1-0.6 Staver et a1. 1981 

(from USEPA 1982) 
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3 ppt 
Najas guadalupensis (southern naiad) 

3-5 ppt 
Chara spp. (muskgrass) 
Valllsneria amerfcana (wfldcelery) 

12-13 ppt 
Elodea canadensis (elodea) 
MyrfOph~l'um s~fcatum (Eurasian watermilfoil) 
Ceratop yllum emersum (coonta;l) 

20-25 ppt 
Potamogeton perfoliatus (redhead grass) 
potamo~eton pectfnatus (sago pondweed) 
Zannic ellia palustrfs (horned pondweed) 

over 30 ppt 
~ marftima (widgeongrass) 
LaStera marina (eelgrass) 

The depth at which vegetation is able to survive is directly related to the 
penetration of incident radiation. Plants need light for photosynthesis, 
therefore turbidity affects their distribution by decreasing the amount of 
sunlf ght reachi ng greater depths. Temperature also affects the di s tri bu
tion of SAY, and exerts considerable influence upon its vegetative growth 
and flowering. These factors are considered in more detail in Appendix C 
for several east-coast species. 

Three associations of submerged aquatic vegetation were described for the 
Chesapeake Bay, based on their co-occurrence in mixed beds. The first 
associ ati on tol erates fresh to sl i ghtly brack ish water (upper reaches of 
the Bay) and includes bushy pondweed, coontall, elodea (waterweed), and 
wildcelery. The middle reaches of the Bay have associations of widgeon
grass, Eurasian watennilfol1, sago pondweed, redhead grass, horned 
pondweed, and wildcelery. Finally, in the lower reaches of the Bay, 
eel grass and wi dgeongrass predomf nate. The kinds of submerged aquati c 
vegetation encountered in the Chesapealce Bay from 1971 to 1981 are 1 isted 
in Table III-5. 

The major species of SAY found on the eastern coast of the United States 
(their distribution, environmental tolerances and consumer utilization) are 
1 is ted in Appendix C. The species that are especi ally important as food 
items for waterfowl are coontail, muskgrass, bushy pondweed, sago pondweed, 
redhead grass, widgeongrass and wfldcelery. Grazing by waterfowl is a 
primary force in the management of aquatic vegetation. Some aquatic 
vegetation, although it provides protective cover for wildlife, is con
sidered a nuisance because of excessive growth and clogging of waterways. 
Elodea, Eurasian watennilfoil, and sago pondweed are among those considered 
to be pest species. 

Infonnation concerning aquatic vegetation in southern U.S. estuaries ;s 
found in literature by Chabreck and Condrey 1979, Beal 1977, and Correll 
and Correll 1972. 
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TABLE 111-5. A LISTING OF THE SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETATION ENCOUNTERED 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FROM 1971 TO 1981. 

Speciea 

1. Redhead ,raaa (Pot .. ogeton perfoliatua) 
2. Widleon,raaa (Ruppia aariti .. ) 
3. Euraaian vater.ilfoil (Myriophyllum apicatua) 
4. Eel,rala (Zoatera marina) 
5. S .. o pondweed (~ pectinatua) 
6. Horned-pondveed (Zanichellia paluatria) 
7. Wildcelery (Vallianeria ..ericana) 
B. Coa.on elodea (Elodea canadenaia) 
9. Naiad (NaJaa suadalupenaia) 

10. Huak,ra •• (Chara !if') 
11. Slender pondveed (!. pua111ua) 
12. Coontail (Ceratophyllua de .. raum) 
13. Unidentified fra,menta 
14. Curly pondveed (Potaaogeton cri'pua) 
15. Sea lettuce (Ulva .!if') 
16. Agardhiella !£f. 
17. Unidentified filamentoua ,reen al,ae 
lB. Unidentified green algae 
19. Gracilar1a !Ri' 
20. Water-Itargraaa (Heteranthera dubia) 
21. Unidentified alga 
22. Entero.arpha !E2' 
23. Cer .. 1. 
24. Polyalphon1a 
25. Da.ya!E£' 
26. Unidentified red al,a 
27. Unidentified brown alia 
28. Ch"pia parvula 

An "X" in the coluan indicatea the type of SAV. 

(from USEPA 1982) 
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Adverse Impacts on SAY 

Portions of the estuary may become enriched beyond their flushing and 
assimilative capacity and elevated levels of nitrogen and phosphorus begin 
to support abnormal algal growth and eutrophic conditions. Algal growths 
are important because they act to diminish to penetration of sunlight into 
the water. Submerged aquatic vegetation is dependent upon sunlight for 
photosynthesis. and when light penetration is diminished too much by algal 
growths, the SAV will be affected. These factors are discussed in detail 
in Chapter II. 

Runoff may also introduce herbicides to the estuarine ecosystem. The 
magnitude of detrimental effects depends upon the particular herbicide, 
and its persistence in the environment and potential for leaching. 
Furthermore, several herbicides have a synergistic effect along with 
nutrients, its potential for leaching and persistence in the environment. 
Several pathogens may attack and dimi nish the si ze of submerged aquati c 
vegetation beds. Rhizoctonia solan1 1s a fungus that attacks the majority 
of duck food plants, but 15 especially pathogenic to sago pondweed 
(Stevenson and Confer 1978). Lake Venice Disease causes a gradual wasting 
away of the host plant; it is manifested as a brownish, silt-like coating 
on leaves and stems. Milfoil is attacked by the Northeast Disease, which 
gradually causes the leaves to break off, leaving a blackened stem. 

Survey Techniques 

Aerial, surface and subsurface methods are used to prepare maps delineating 
vegetation types and percent cover. Plant growth stage (e.g. season) is 
critical when planning a plant survey. For example, early sunner is the 
optimum time of year to record maximum plant coverage in the Chesapeake Bay 
but a different time of year may be more appropriate in other parts of the 
Country. Water transparency is also important to show plant growth. 
Aerial methods are useful in determining the distribution of plant assoc
iations, irregular features, normal seasonal changes and perturbations 
caused by pollutants. Mappi ng cameras a re des; gned to photograph 1 arge 
areas without distortion. Areas of SAV beds may be derived from topo
graphic quadrangles (Raschke 1983). The Earth Resources Observation System 
(EROS) Data Center may be used to obtain listings and photographs already 
available for a particular area. 

Surface or ground maps can be prepared if the area is relatively small. 
Distances can be determined by ruled tapes, graduated lines, range finders, 
or, if more accuracy is required, surveyor's tools. Field observations of 
speci es may be suppl emented by photographs. Divers can mark subsurface 
beds with bouys to facil itate determination of bed shapes and areas from 
the surface. 

Regional surveys of flora give qualitative information, based upon visual 
observation and collection of plant types. To obtain more Quantitative 
information, line transects, belt transects, or quadrats may be employed 
(Raschke 1983). Use of 1 ine transects involves placement of a weighted 
nylon or lead cord along a compass line and recording plant species and 
linear distance occupied. A belt transect can be treated as a series of 
quadrats, with each Quadrat defined as the region photographed from a 
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standard height or a marked area. The technique of sampling within a 
quadrat or plot of standard size is applicable to shallow and deep water. 
Where visibility is poor, epibenthic samplers can be used. 

A fundamental characteristic of the community structure of submerged 
aquatic vegetation is the leaf area index (LA!). It is defined as the 
amount of photosynthetic surface per unit of biomass (U.S. EPA 1982). The 
photosynthetic area is measured by obtaining a two-dimensional outline of 
the fr'ond. and detennining the ar'ea with a planimeter. Leaf area index 
di fferences demonstrate the importance of If ght in regulati ng SAY 
communities and their' adaptability to different light regimes. The 
greates t LAI val ues occur for mixed beds of Zostera and Ruppia; lower 
values were found for pure stands of Zostera and Rupp1a (U.S. EPA 1982). 

The information presented here is a brief overview of survey techniques 
used in the sampling of SAVe Supplementary discussions are found in 
literature by Kadlec and Wentz (1974). and Down (1983). 

ESTUARINE FISH 

Systems of Classification 

Vari ous authors have attempted to devi se systems to cl assify estuari ne 
organisms. Because salinity is the most dominant physical factor affecting 
the distribution of organisms, it is often used as the basis for classi
fication systems. McLusky (1971. 1981) divides estuarine organisms into 
the following categories: 

1. Oligohaline organisms - The majority of animals living in rivers 
and other fresh waters do not tolerate salinities greater than 0.1 
ppt but some, the oligohaline species, persist at salinities up to 
5 ppt. 

2. True estuarine organisms - These are mostly animals with marine 
affinities which live in the central parts of estuaries. Most of 
them are capable of living in the sea but are not found there. 
apparently because of competition from other animals. 

3. Euryhal i ne marf ne organisms - These constitute the majori ty of 
organisms living in estuaries with their distribution ranging from 
the sea into the central part of estuari es. Many disappear by 
18 ppt but a few survive at salinitfes down to 5 ppt. 

4. Stenohaline marine organisms - These occur in the mouths of 
estuaries at salinities down to 25 ppt. 

5. Migrants - These animals, mostly fish and crabs, spend only a part 
of their life in estual"'ies with some, such as flounder 
(Platichthys) feeding in estuaries, and others, such as salmon 
(5al.o salar) or eels (Anguilla anguilla} using estuaries as routes 
to and frOM rfvers and the sea. 
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A similar scheme of classification, shown in Table 111-6, was defined by 
Remane. Components of fauna are separated accordi ng to the sources from 
which they arrived at their present-day habitat, e.g., from the sea, from 
freshwater and from the land. Marine and freshwater components are further 
div i ded based on sa li ni ty tolerances. The terres tri a 1 component may be 
subdivided into those species which escape the effects of inmersion by 
moving upwards when the tide floods the upper shore, and those species 
which remain on the shore and are able to survive submersion for several 
hours. 

Day (1951, cited by Haedrich 1983) divided estuarine fishes into five 
categories: freshwater fishes found near the head of the estuary, 
stenohaline marine forms from the seaward end of the estuary, euryhaline 
mari ne forms occurri n9 over wi de areas, the truly estuari ne fi shes found 
only in the estuary, and migratory forms that either pass through the 
estuary or enter it only occasionally. A modified version of this 
classification was presented by McHugh (1967). His categories were: 

1. Freshwater fish species that occasionally enter brackish waters. 

2. Truly estuarine species which spend their entire lives in the 
estuary. 

3. Anadromous and catadromous species. 

4. Marine species which pay regular seasonal visits to the estuary, 
usually as adults. 

5. Marine species which use the estuary primarily as a nursery ground, 
usually spawning and spending much of their adult life at sea, but 
often returning seasonally to the estuary. 

6. Adventitious visitors which appear irregularly and have no apparent 
estuarine requirements. 

Oay's classification of biota and the Venice System of dividing estuaries 
into six salinity ranges were combined by Carriker (1967) to develop Table 
III-7. The right half of the table shows the biotic categories and the 
approximate penetration of animals relative to salinity zones in the 
estuary. 

Salinity Preferences 

Some freshwater fish species may occasionally stray into brackish waters. 
White catfish (Ictalurus catus) is a salt-tolerant freshwater form found in 
estuaries along the east coast of the United States. Three other species 
that are primarily freshwater, but have been captured ; n hi gher sali ni ty 
areas are longnose gar (Lep1sosteus osseus), bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus) 
and the flier (Centrarchus macropterusl (McHugh 1967). 

Very few fish are considered to be truly estuarine. McHugh (1967) mentions 
only two species that he considers endemic to the estuarine environment. 
They are the striped killifish (Fundulus majalis) and the skilletfish 
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TABLE 111-6. SUMMARY OF THE COMPONENTS OF AN ESTUARINE FAUNA 

I. MARINE COMPONENT 

The stenohaline marine component, not penetrating below 30 ppt 
The euryha11ne marine component 

First grade, penetrate to 15 ppt 
Second grade, penetrate to 8 ppt 
Third grade, penetrate to 3 ppt 
Fourth grade, penetrate to below 3 ppt 

Brackish water component, lives in estuaries, but not in sea 

II. FRESHWATER COMPONENT 

The stenohaline freshwater component, not penetrating above 0.5 ppt 
The euryhaline freshwater component 

First grade, penetrate to 3 ppt 
Second grade, penetrate to 8 ppt 
Third grade, penetrate above a ppt 

8rackish water component, lives in estuaries, but not in freshwater 

III. MIGRATORY COMPONENT migrates through estuaries from sea to freshwater 
or vice versa 

Anadromous, ascending rivers to spawn 
Catadromous, descending to the sea to spawn 

IV. TERRESTRIAL COMPONENT 

Tolerant of Submersion 
Intolerant of Submersion 

(from Green 1967) 
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(Gobi esox strumosus). The fourspi ne sti ck 1 eback (Ape 1 tes quadracus) is a 
small fish that is abundant in estuaries but cannot be considered truly 
estuarfne because ft enters freshwater occasionally. Beccasio et al. (19801 
1 nc 1 uded k f 11 if ish, silvers f de, anchovy and hogchoker f n the category of 
truly estuarfne species. Other authors concede the existence of trUly 
estuarine species although they fail to mention thetl as such. Instead. 
ffsh are categorfzed as spendfng a major portion of their lffe cycle in an 
estuary, as being dependent on the estuary at some time, or as being the 
dominant speCies present. 

A listing of species commonly found in North American Atlantic/Gulf coast 
estuaries and their salinity tolerances/preferences as adults is contained 
in Table 111-8. It should be noted, however. that salinity preferences of 
some fish may change at the time of migration. For example, adult stickle
back (Gasterosteus aculeatusl prefer freshwater in March and saltwater in 
June/July {MClusky 1971J. Salfnity tolerances also differ depending on the 
organis~ls stage of life. Salinity tolerances or requirements of juveniles 
may be unlike those of the adult. 

The Gulf of Mexico estuaries support populations of ffsh that are also 
found along the Atlantic coast. For example, spot (Le10stomus xanthurus) 
are abundant along the Gulf and the Atlantic coasts. The Atlantic croaker 
ranges fro~ the New England States to South America, although it is 
basically a southern species illlportant in the Gulf of Mexico and South 
Atlantic Bight. Gulf menhaden 1s an estuarine dependent species that 
primarily i nhabi ts northern Gul f of Mexico waters. Southern k i ngfish 
(Mentic1 rrhus .eri canus) have been coll ected along the coasts from Long 
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TABLE 111-8. SALINITY TOLERANCE/PREFERENCE OF CERTAIN FISHES 
FOUND IN ATLANTIC/GULF COAST ESTUARIES 

Scientific Name 

A10sa spp. 
Brevoortia patronus 
Brevoortia tyrannus 
jynoscion rega1is 
c ta T"'i:irUS c a tu s 

Tc ta 1 fJ ru S puiiC'ta tu s 
Leiostomus xanthurus 
Menidia menidia 
Micropogonias undu1atus 
Morone americana 
Morone saxatilis 
Perca f1 avescens 
Pomatomus saltatrix 

(from U.S. EPA. 1983a) 

COJlll1on Name 

Herring. shad. alewife 
Gulf menhaden 
Atlantic menhaden 
Wealc fish 
White catfish 
Channel catfish 
Spot 
Atlantic silverside 
Atl anti c croaker 
Whi te perch 
Striped bass 
Yellow Perch 
Bluefish 

Sal inity (ppt) 
(Tolerance/Preference) 

0-34/-
5-35 /5-10 
1-30/5-18 
-/10-34 
<14.5/
<21/<1. 7 
3-34/-
0-35/-
0-40/10-34 
0-30/4-18 
0-35/>12 
0-13/5-7 
7-34/-

Island Sound, New York, to Port Isabel. Texas (Sikora and Shora 1982). 
They are estuarine dependent. and larval southern kingfish move from 
offshore spawni ng areas to estuari ne nursery area s. Sa 1i nity preferences 
of southern kingfish varies with size. Only the smaller juveniles are 
found in waters with salinities of less than 10 ppt. Larger juveniles 
(>150 mm or 5.9 inches standard length. SL) are rarely taken in wate~~ with 
salinities less than 20 ppt, and are usually found in deeper waters such as 
sounds, near the mouths of passes, or near barri er i sl ands (S1 \cora and 
Sikora 1982). The most conrnon fish found in Gulf of Mexico estuaries are 
listed in Table III-9, along with the range of salinities in which they 
were captured (Perret et a1. 1971). Additional information on the envi
ronmental requirements of Gulf coast species is presented in Appendix D. 

Appendix B contains a listing of habitat requirements of major Atlantic 
coast estuarine species during their life cycles. More detailed descrip
tions of habitat requirements of egg, larval and juvenile stages of fishes 
of the Mid-Atlantic bight are contained in several publications by the 
United States Fish and Wildlife service (1978, Volumes I-VIl. Mansueti and 
Hardy (1967) also published information regarding fishes of the Chesapeake 
Bay region. These reports contain illustrations of the life stages for 
many species, along with pertinent information regarding preferred sub
strate, salinity and temperature. Although the books focus on egg, larval, 
and juvenile stages, the adult stage is also addressed. 

Annual Cycles of Fish in Estuaries 

Annual cycles and abundances of speCies are important in the ecology of 
estuari es. The composi ti on of the estuari ne fauna vari es seasonally. 
reflecting the life histories of species. Anadromous fishes pass through 
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TABLE 111-9. FISHES COLLECTED IN SAMPLES IN LOUISIANA ESTUARIES 

Scientific Nlllle 

Anchoa hepsetus 
Anchoa mitch111i 
Arius felis 
Bagre marinus 
Brevoort1a patronus 
C1tharichthys spilopterus 
Cynosc1on nebulous 
Dorosoma cepedianUM 
Dorosoma pentenense 
Fundulus sill'1115 
Ictalurus furcatus 
Le1ostomus xanthurus 
Membras .artinica 
Menidia beryllina 
Menticirrhus aMericanus 
Micropogonias undulatus 
Mugil cephal us 
Paralichthys lethost1gMa 
Polydactylus ocfoneMUs 
Prionotus tribulus 
Sciaenops ocellatus 
Sphaero1des nephelus 
Synodus foetens 
Trinectes maculatus 

(fra. Perret et al. 1971) 

COIIII1On Name 

Striped anchovy 
Bay anchovy 
Sea catfish 
Gaff topsail catfish 
Menhaden 
Bay whiff 
Spotted seatrout 
Gizzard shad 
Threadfin shad 
Longnose killifish 
Bl ue catfish 
Spot 
Rough silverside 
Tidewater silverside 
Southern k1ngfish 
Atlantic croaker 
Striped lIullet 
Southern flounder 
Atlantic threadfin 
Bighead searobin 
Red drum 
Southern puffer 
Inshore lizardfish 
Hogchoker 
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Sa 11 n i ty (pp t ) 
range where 

greatest 
nUIRber of 

individual s 
/ captured 

range at 
collection 

sites 

7.0-29.9/>15.0 

0-31. 5/-
0->30.0/>10.0 

0-29.9/>5.0 

0-30.0/5.0-24.9 

0->30.0/>15.0 

0.2-30.0/>15.0 

0-29.9/<10.0 

0-29.9/<5.0 

0.5-30.7/>10.0 

0-4.9/-

0.2->30.0/>10.0 

2.0-29.9/>10.0 

0->30.0/-

2.0->30.0/>10.0 

0->30.0/-

0->30.0/5.0-19.9 

0->30.0/-

1.6-29.9/-

2.0->30.0/>15.0 

5.0-29.9/-

1.7-30.9/>10.0 

4.0-30.9/>10.0 

1. 7-30.9/>10.0 



estuaries on the way to spawning grounds. In the Gulf of Mexico, the 
Alabama shad and the striped bass are important anadromous species 
(Seccasio et al. 1982). Both species are sought for sport. Anadromous 
species on the Pacific coast include chinook salmon, chum salmon, pink 
salmon, sockeye salmon, Dolly Varden, ri ver 1 amprey and cutthroat trout 
(Beccasio et ale 1981, Beauchamp et ale 1983). Studies have shown that 
temperature is an important factor govern1 ng the timing of mi grati ons and 
spawning for some species. Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tShaw~tscha) will 
not migrate when temperatures rise above 20 0 e. American shad ive most of 
their lives at sea, but pass through estuaries to spawn in fresh water. 
Spawning of shad is dependent on temperature, and commences when the 
maximum daily water temperature reaches 16°C. It continues to about 24°C, 
peaking at 21°C (Jones and Stokes Assoc. 1980). Additional information on 
Pacific fishes is available in Hart (1973). Life history is presented 
along with certain environmental requirements of the species. However, 
salinity tolerances and preferences are noted infrequently. 

Many of these anadromous species are major sport and comnercial fish. 
Striped bass, for example, occur along the east coast of North America from 
the St. Lawrence River, Canada, to the St. Johns River, Florida; along the 
Gulf of Mexico; and from the Columbia River, Washington to Ensenada. 
Mexico. along the Pacific Coast (Bain and Bafn 1982). Temperature was 
cited as a key factor in their distribution. Striped bass migrate to fresh 
or nearly fresh water to spawn. The optimum temperature for egg survival 
is 17° to 20°C. A minimum water velocity of 30 cm/s (1 fps) is necessary 
to prevent eggs from resting on the bottom. After hatching, the larvae 
remain in nearly fresh water. Striped bass larvae need a minimum of 3 mg/l 
dissolved oxygen. Optimum survival of larvae occurs when the temperature 
is between 18°C and 21°C (12°-23°C tolerated) and salinity ranges from 3-7 
ppt (0-15 ppt tolerated). Juveniles are more tolerant of environmental 
conditions and migrate to higher salinity portions of the estuary, feeding 
on small prey fish. Optimum temperatures for juveniles are between 14°C 
and 21°C, but a range of 10°C to 27°C can be toler!ted. Some adult striped 
bass may remain in estuaries, while others may etnbark on coastal migra
tions. Striped bass populations from Cape Hatteras, North Carolina to New 
England may travel substantial distances along the coast, while populations 
in the southern portion of the range and on the Pacific Coast tend to 
remain in the estuary or in offshore waters nearby (Bain and Bain 1982,. 
It shoul d also be noted that preferred temperatures vary dependi ng on 
ambient acclimation temperatures. Striped bass acclimated to 27°C in late 
August avoided waters of 34°C, while l3°C was avoided by striped bass 
acclimated to 5°C in December. 

Salmoni ds, numerous fl atfi shes and sturgeon are dependent upon Pacific 
coast estuaries at some time during their life cycles. For example, chum 
salmon spawn in rivers from northern California to the Bering Sea during 
October through December. Adults die after spawning. The young hatch in 
spring, and move to estuaries and bays where they remain for 3 to 4 months. 
They move to deeper waters gradually, as they grow (Beccasio et al. 1981). 
The sand sole, a sport species along the northwest Pacific coastline, 
spends up to its first year in bays and estuaries. 

Some fish species utfl he estuaries primarily as nursery grounds. Young 
fishes feed in the productive estuarine system and then migrate seaward or 
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TABLE 111-10. FISHES THAT USE ESTUARIES PRIMARILY AS NURSERY AREAS 

Scientific Name 

Alosa aestivalis 
~ pseudoharenga 
Brevoortia patronus 
Brevoortia tyrannus 
Clupea harengus 
Clupea harengus pallasii 
Cottus asper 
Cynoscion regalis 
Leiostomus xanthurus 
Mlcropogonias undulatus 
Morone aJllleri cana 
MOrone saxatllfs 
:Ug:~ cephalus 
~ curema 
nncorhynchus ~orbuscha 
Oncorhynchus isutch 
Osmerus mordax 
Perca flavescens 
Platichthys stellatus 
Pseudopleuronectes americanus 
Salmo salar 
Trinectes macu1atus 

COlTlTlon Name 

Blueback herring 
Al ewife 
Gulf menhaden 
Atlantic menhaden 
Atlantic herring 
Pacifi c herri ng 
Prickly cu1pin 
Weakfish 
Spot 
Atlantic croaker 
White perch 
Striped bass 
Mullet (striped) 
Mull et (whi te) 
Pink salmon 
Coho salmon 
Rainbow smelt 
Yell ow perch 
Starry flounder 
Winter flounder 
Atlantic salmon 
Hogchoker 

(from U.S. EPA 1982, Jones and Stokes Assoc. 1981, Haedrich 1983, Beccasio 
et ale 1980) 

towards freshwater. Most of the fishes using estuaries as a nursery area 
are anadromous, the adults being principally marine. Table 111-10 lists 
anadromous fishes (from both the east and west coasts of North America) 
which use estuaries primarily as nursery grounds. Although Table 111-10 is 
not a comprehensive listing, it contains those fishes mentioned most 
frequently in the literature (U.S. EPA 1983a, Jones and Stokes Assoc. 1981, 
Haedrich 1983, Beccasio et ale 1980). -

White perch (Morone americana), another commercially important fish, is 
also abundant in estuaries on the east coast of North America. Populations 
in the Chesapeake Bay area have been observed to inhabit the various 
tributaries, with some fish entering the Bay itself. The American eel 
(Anguilla rostrata) is the only catadromous speci es noted in the 1 itera
ture. It spawns in the Sargasso Sea, then migrates to and lives in 
estuaries or freshwaters for several years before returning to the sea. 

Some fish take advantage of the complex circulation pattern of estuaries, 
spawning in offshore areas to allow eggs or larvae to drift up into the 
estuary. Most notably, the young of flatfishes (winter and sta!"'ry 
flounder) and some of the drums (croaker, weakfish and spot) utilize the 
estuarine circulation system (U.S. Dept. of Interior 1970). The juveniles 
then feed and mature wi thi n the estuary. The gulf menhaden (Brevoorti a 
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patronus) supports the 1 argest conwnerci a 1 fishery by wei ght (Chri stmas et 
al. 1982). It is an estuarine-dependent marine species that is found 
primarily in northern Gulf of Mexico waters. Gu1 f menhaden spawn from 
mid-October through March in marine waters. Currents transport planktonic 
larvae to estuarine areas, where they transform into juveniles. As they 
grow, juveniles migrate to deeper, more saline waters. Juveniles are able 
to tolerate water temperatures from SoC to 34°C. Adults and juveniles may 
inhabit estuaries throug~out the year. The Atlantic croaker also uses the 
estuary as a nursery area. Juveniles reside in salinities from 0.5 to 12 
ppt, moving to higher salinity waters as they grow. They tolerate a wide 
range of temperatures, from 6°C to 20°C. The spot (Leiostomus xanthurus) 
is also estuarine dependent. Adults spawn in nearshore marine waters, but 
juveniles spend much of their lives in estuaries. Juvenile spot tolerate 
temperatures from 1.2°C to 3S.SoC, preferring a range of 6°C to 20°C. They 
have been collected in salinities from 0 to 60 ppt, but tend to concentrate 
near the saltwater-freshwater boundary (Stickney and Cuenco 1982). Other 
estuarine-dependent species in the Gulf of Mexico are the bay anchovy, sea 
catfi sh, gaff topsoil catfi sh, spotted and sand seatrout, red drum, b1 ack 
drum, southern kingfish and southern flounder. 

Some marine species enter the estuary seasonally. The spotted hake 
(Urophycis regins) enters the Chesapeake Bay 1n late fall. and exits before 
the warm weather. In Texas estuaries, Urophycis f10ridanus follows a 
similar migration pattern. 

The bluefish (Pomatomus sa1tatrix) is often considered an adventitious 
visitor to Atlantic coast estuaries (McHugh 1967). Although the bluefish 
is a seasonal visitor. it may not appear if environmental conditions are 
not suitable. Other speCies may occasionally enter estuaries to feed on 
small fish, or if environmental conditions are suitable. 

Difficulties often arise because sufficient information is not available on 
the life cycles of certain species to enable their classification. For 
this reason, and because of the many species of fish that enter estuaries 
only occaSionally, a fully comprehensive list of species is not available. 
However, Haedrich (l983) compiled a listing of characteristic families 
found in estuaries, based upon faunal lists reported in various papers. He 
divided the fauna into families found fn three zones, that of temperate, 
tropics/subtropics, and high latitudes. The families in Table 111-11 
include the few resident species. anadromous fisn and marine species that 
utilize the estuary as feeding and nursery areas. 

Habitat Suitability Index Models 

Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models developed by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service consider the quality of habitats necessary for specific 
species during each life stage. The variables selected for study in a 
given model are known to affect spec1es growth, surv1val, abundance, 
standing crop and distribution. Output from the models is used to 
detennine the Quantity of suitable habitat for a species. The HSI values 
produced by the model s are relative, and shoul d be used to compare two 
areas, or the same area at different times. Thus, the area with the 
greater HSI value is interpreted to have the potential to support a greater 
number of a species than that wfth the lower HSI. Values range from 0 to 
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TABLE 111-11. CHARACTERISTIC FAMILIES OF ESTUARINE SYSTEMS 

Hi~h Latitudes 
Sa monidae (salmon and trout) 
Osmeridae (smelt and capel in) 
Gasterosteidae (sticklebacks) 
Ammodytidae (sand lance) 
Cottidae (sculpins) 

Temperate Zones 
Angufllidae (freshwater eels) 
Clupeidae (herrings) 
Engraulidae (anchovies) 
Ariidae (saltwater catfishes) 
Cyprinodontidae (killifishes) 
Gadidae (cods) 
Gasterosteidae (sticklebacks) 
Serranidae (basses) 
Sciaenidae (croakers) 
Sparidae (seabreams) 
Pleuronectidae (flounders) 

(from Haedrich 1983) 

Tropics/Subtropics 
Clupeidae (herrings) 
Engraulidae (anchovies) 
Chan1dae (m1lkfish) 
Synodontidae (lizardfish) 
Belonidae (silver gars) 
Mugilidae (mullets) 
Polynemidae (threadfins) 
Sciaenidae (crockers) 
Gobiidae (gobies) 
Cichlidae (cicheids) 
Soleidae (flounders) 
Cynoglossidae (flounders) 

1, with 1 representing the most suitable conditions. HSI models can be 
used to provide one value for all life stages, or to calculate HSI values 
for each component (e.g. spawning, egg, larvae. juvenile, adult). There is 
some uncertainty in the use of the HSI models, both in the form of cal
culation and the fact that they are unverified models. They have not been 
tested to see if they work. The form of calculation leads to the possi
bility of their being insensitive to environmental changes. An area may 
have undergone great degradation before the HSI model drops in value. More 
information concerning HSI models can be found in Chapter IV-1 of the 
Technical Support Manual (U.S. EPA 1983b). Models are currently available 
for the following estuarine fish: striped bass (Bain and Bain 1982), 
juvenile Atlantic croaker (Diaz 1982), Gulf menhaden (Christmas et al. 
1982), juvenile spot (Stickney and Cuenco 1982), Southern kingfish (Sikora 
and Sikora 1982), and alewife and blueback herring (Pardue 1983). Models 
have been developed for several other estuarine organisms. They are 
northern Gul f of Mexi co brown shrimp and \IIhi te shrimp (Turner and Brody 
1983), Gulf of Mexico American oyster (Cake 1983), and littleneck clam 
(Rodnick and Li 1983). 

SUMMARY 

The preceding sections touch upon procedures that might be used and 
specifiC phenomena that might be evaluated during the field collection 
phase of a waterbody survey. 

Strong seasonal changes in estuarine biological communities compound 
difficulties involved in collection of useful data. Because of annual 
cycles, important organisms can be totally absent from the estuaries for 
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porti ons of the year, yet be domi nant COOIIIunity members at other times. 
For example, brown and white shrimp spend part of the year in estuaries, 
and migrate to deeper, more saline waters as the season progresses. 
Furthennore, estuarine biological c0l1ll1un1ties may also vary from year to 
year. Although it has not been mentioned explicitly. it is understood 
that, if at all possible, a reference site will have been identified and 
will have been studied in a manner that is consistent with the study of the 
estuary of interest. In addition to whatever field data is developed on 
the estuary and its reference site. it is also important to examine 
whatever infonnation might exist in the historical record. 

The importance of submerged aquatic vegetation has not been fully discussed 
in this Chapter, nor have any tools been presented by which to digest all 
the assessments so far presented. This will be done in Chapter IV, 
Interpretation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER IV 

SYNTHESIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The basic physical and chemical processes of the estuary are introduced in 
Chapter II, with particular emphasis placed on a description of stratifi
cation and circulation in estuarine systems, on simplifying assumptions 
that can he made to characterize the estuary, on desktop procedures that 
might be used to define certain physical properties, and on mathematical 
models that are suitable for the investigation of various physical and 
chemical processes. 

The applicability of desktop analyses or mathematical models will depend 
upon the level of sophisticaton required for a particular use attainability 
study. These types of analysis are important to the study in three ways: to 
help segment the estuary into zones with homogeneous physical characteris
tics, to help in the selection of a suitable reference estuary, and to help 
in the analysis of pollutant transport and other phenomena in the study 
area. Several case studies are presented to illustrate the use of measured 
data and model projections in the use attainability study. The selection of 
a reference estuary{ies) is discussed later in this Chapter. 

Chapter II also offers a discussion of chemical phenomena that are partic
ularly important to the estuary: the several factors that influence dis
solved oxygen concentrations in surface and bottom layers and the impact of 
nutrient overenrichment on submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV). Other chemi
cal evaluations are discussed in the Technical Support Manual (EPA. 
November 1983). 

The biological characteristics of the estuary are sUlll11arized in Chapter 
III. Specific information on various species cOlll11on to the estuary are 
presented to assist the investigator in determining aquatic life uses. 
Typical forms of estuarine flora and fauna are described and the overall 
importance of SAVs--as an indicator of pollution and as a source of habitat 
and nutrient for the biota--for the use attainability study is emphasized. 

In this Chapter, emphasis is placed on a synthesis of the physical. 
chemical and biological evaluations which will be performed, to permit an 
overa 11 assessment of uses, and of use attai nabfl i ty in the estuary. Of 
particular importance are discussions of the selection and analysis of a 
reference site, and the statistical analysiS of the data that are developed 
duri ng the use study. 

USE CLASSIFICATIONS 

There are many use cl assifi cati ons-nav; gati on, recreati on, water supply, 
the protection of aquatic life-whiCh might be assigned to a water body. 
These need not be mutually exclusive. The water body survey as discussed in 
this volume is concerned only with aquatic life uses and the protection of 
aquatic life in a water body. Although the term "aquatic life" usually 
refers only to animal forms, the importance of submerged aquatic vegetation 
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(SAY) to the overall health of the estuary dictates that a discussion of 
uses include fonms of plant life as well. 

The use attainability analysis may also be referred to as a water body 
survey. The objectives in conducting a water body survey are to identify: 

1. The aquatic life uses currently being achieved in the water body, 

2. The potential uses that can be attained, based on the physical, 
chemical and biological characteristics of the water body, and 

3. The causes are of any impairment of uses. 

The types of analyses that might be employed to address these three points 
are summarized in Table IV-i. Most of these are discussed in detail else
where in this volume, or in the Technical Support Manual. 

Use classification systems vary widely from State to State. Use classes 
may be based on geography, salinity, recreatfon, navigation, water supply 
(municipal, agricultural, or industrial), or aquatic life. Clearly, little 
information is required to place a water body into such broad categories. 
Far more information may be gathered in a water body survey than is needed 
to assi gn a classification, based on existi ng State cl assifi cati ons, but 
the additional data may be necessary to evaluate management alternatives 
and refine use classification systems for the protection of aquatic life in 
the water body. 

Si nce there may not be a spectrum of aquati c protecti on use categori es 
available against which to compare the findings of the biological survey; 
and since the objective of the survey is to compare existing uses with 
designated uses, and existing uses with potential uses, as seen in the 
three points listed above, the investigators may need to develop their own 
system of ranking the biological health of a water body (whether qual ita
ti ve or quanti tati ve) in order to sati sfy the intent of the water body 
survey. Implicit in the water body survey is the development of management 
strategies or alternatives which might result in enhancement of the bio
logical health of the water body. To do this it would be necessary to 
distinguish the predicted results of one strategy from another, in cases 
where the strategies are defined in tenms of aquatic life protection. 

The existing state use classifications may not be helpful at this stage, 
for one may very well be seeking to define use levels within an existing 
use category, rather than describing a shift from one use classification to 
another. Therefore, it may be helpful to develop an internal use classi
fication system to serve as a yardstick during the course of the water body 
survey, which may later be referenced to the legally constituted use categ
ories of the state. 

A scale of biological health classes is presented in Table IV-2. This is a 
IIOdHied version of Table V-2 presented in the Technical Support Manual, 
and it offers general categories against which to assess the biology of an 
estuary. The classification scheme presented in Table IV-3, which was 
developed in conjuncti on wi th extensive studi es of the Chesapeake Bay, 
associates biological diversity with various water quality parameters. The 
Toxicity Index (T I ) in the table was discussed in Chapter III. 
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Table IV-i. SUMMARY OF TYPICAL ESTUARINE EVALUATIONS 
(adapted from EPA 1982, Water Quality Standards Handbook) 

PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS CHEMICAL EVALUATIONS BIOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS 

• Dissolved oxygen • Biological inventory 
o Sfze (mean width/depth) (existing use analysis) 

o F1 ow/ve 1 oc i ty o Toxics • Fish 

o Total volume - macrofnvertebrates 

o Reaeration rates • Nutrients - .1cro1nvertebrates 

o Plants 

- nftrogen - phytoplankton 

• TeMperature - phosphorus - macrophytes 

o Suspended solids o Chlorophyll-a 

o Sedimentation • Sediment oxygen demand • Biological condition/ 
heal th analysis 

- diversity indices 

o Bottom stability • Salinity 
- tissue analyses 

• Substrate composf-
tion and character-

o Hardness - Recovery Index 

istics 

o Channel debris 
• Alkalinity 

• pH • Biological potential 
• Sludge/sediment analysis 

o Dissolved solids 
• Riparian character- - reference reach 

fstics comparison 
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TABLE IV-2. BIOLOGICAL HEALTH CLASSES WHICH COULD BE USED 

Class 

Excell ent 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Extremely Poor 

IN WATER BODY ASSESSMENT (Modified from Karr, 1981) 

Attributes 

Comparable to the best situations unaltered by man; all 
regionally expected species for the habitat including the 
most i ntol erant fonns, are present wi th full array of age 
and sex classes; balanced trophic structure. 

Fish invertebrate and macroinvertebrate species richness 
somewhat less than the best expected situation; some 
species with less than optimal abundances or size dis
tribution; trophic structure shows some signs of stress. 

Fewer intolerant foms of plants, fish and invertebrates 
are present. 

Growth rates and condition factors commonly depressed; 
diseased fi sh may be present. Tol erant macroi nvertebrates 
are often abundant. 

Few fish present, disease, parasites, fin damage, and other 
anomalies regular. Only tolerant foms of macroinverte
brates are present. 

No fish, very tolerant macroinvertebrates, or no aquatic 
1 He. 
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TABLE IV-3. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 

Class Qual ity Objectives Qual ity II ~ !p 

A Healthy supports maximum Very low 1 <0.6 <0.08 
diversity of benthic enrichment 
resources, SAY, and 
fi sheri es 

B Fair moderate resource moderate 1-10 0.6-1. 0 0.08-0.14 
diversity, reduction enri chment 
of SAY, chlorophyll 
occasionally high 

C* Fair a significant reduc- high 11-20 1.1-1.8 0.iS-0.20 
to tion in resource enri ctwnent 

Poor diversity, loss of 
SAV, chlorophyll 
often high, occa-
sional red tide or 
blue-green algal 
blooms 

0 Poor limited po11ution- significant >20 >1.8 >0.20 
tolerant resources, enricm.ent 
massive red tides or 
blue-green algal 
blooms 

Note: TI indicates Toxicity Index 
TN indicates Total Nitrogen in mg 1-1_1 Tp indicates Total Phosphorus in mg 1 

* Class C represents a transitional state on a continuum between classes 
Band D. 
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ESTUARINE AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

Even though the estuary characteri s ti ca lly supports a 1 esser number of 
species than the adjacent freshwater or marine systems, it may be consider
ably more productive. Accordi ng1y, uses mi ght be defi ned so as to recog
nize specifi c fisheri es (and the different condi ti ons necessary for thei r 
mai ntenance), and to recognize the importance of the estuary as a nursery 
ground and a passageway for anadromous and catadromous species. Currently 
the water body use classification systems of the coastal states distinguish 
between marine and freshwater conditions, occasionally between tidal and 
freshwater conditions, but seldom make reference to the estuary. Uses and 
standards written for marine waters presumably are intended to apply to 
estuarine waters as well. 

In establishing a set of uses and associated criteria to be used in the 
water body survey, the investigator might wish to consider examples like 
the State of Florida's criteria for Class II (Shellfish Propagation or 
Harvesting) and Class III (Propagation and Maintenance of a Healthy, Well
Balanced Population of Fish and Wildlife) Waters published in the Water 
Qualf ty Standards of the Flori da Department of Envi ronmenta1 Regulati on. 
The published criteria are extensive and include the following categories 
which are of importance to the estuarine water body survey: 

Biological Integrity - the Shannon-Weaver diversity index of benthic 
macroi nvertebrates shall not be reduced to 1 ess than 75 percent of 
established background levels as measured using organisms retained by a 
U.S. Standard No. 30 sieve and collected and composited from a minimum 
of three natural substrate samples, taken with Ponar type samplers with 
minimum sampling areas of 225 square centimeters. 

Dissolved Oxygen - the concentration in all waters shall not average 
less than 5 milligrams per liter in a 24-hour period and shall never be 
less than 4 milligrams per liter. Normal daily and seasonal 
fluctuations above these levels shall be maintained. 

Nutrients - In no case shall nutrient concentrations of a body of water 
be altered so as to cause an imbalance in natural populations of 
aquatic flora or fauna. 
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SELECTION OF REFERENCE SITES 

General Approach. There is a detailed discussion of the selection of 
reference or control sites in Chapter IV-6 of the Technical Support Manual. 
Although this discussion was prepared in the context of stream and lake 
studi es, much of the material is perti nent to the study of estuari es as 
well. Riverine water body surveys may range in scale from a specific we11-
defi ned reach to perhaps an enti re stream. One mi ght expect to fi nd a 
s imfl ar range of scal e in estuary studi es. The 1 atera1 bounds of the 
riverine study area generally are delineated by but not necessarily limited 
to the stream banks. The specification of a reference reach is prescribed 
by the sca1 e of the study. If a short reach is under study, the reference 
reach might be designated upstream of the study area. If an entire river 
is under review, another river will have to be identified that will serve 
as an appropriate control. 

An estuarine study may focus on a specific area, but the bounds of the 
study area are not easily defined because a physical counterpart to the 
ri ver bank may not exist. Other factors compound the diffi culti es in 
designing an estuary study compared to the design of a river study. A 
major di fference is that estuary segments cannot be so easily categorized 
because of seasonal changes in the salinity profile. Partitioning the 
estuary into segments with relatively uniform physical characteristics is 
an important first step of a water body survey. 

It may be possible to study a smlll estuary as a single segment, but it 
will be necessary to go elsewhere for a reference site. This may be easily 
accomplished among the many bar built estuaries of the southeastern coast. 
For the large estuary, one may need only to examine a well-defined segment 
which has been affected by a point source discharge. If the segment is an 
embayment tributary to the main stem of the estuary, it may not be diffi
cult to find a suitable control embayment within the same estuary. As the 
scale of the study increases, however, the difficulties associated with the 
establishment of a reference site also increases. It may not make sense to 
treat the entire estuary as a single unit for the use attainability survey, 
especially if use categories are associated with salinity ranges, different 
depths, etc. In such a case one would se~ent the estuary based upon 
physical characteristics such as salinity levels and circulation patterns, 
and then define the reference site in similar fashion. As a practical 
matter, it may not make sense to exami ne an enti re estuary as a s i ng1 e 
unit, especially a large one. For example, the Chesapeake Bay has been 
subjected to a form of use attainability studies for a number of years at a 
cost of many millions of dollars. However, Chesapeake Bay is so complex 
that, despite the intensity of study, clear explanations are not al11'1ays 
possibl e for the many undesi rabl e changes that have taken pl ace. The 
Chesapeake Bay itself is unique and no suitable reference estuary exists. 
From the use attainability standpoint, an estuary such as the Chesapeake or 
the Delaware or the Hudson is best broken down into segments that are 
homogeneous in characteristics and manageable in size. 

Statistical com~arisons of Impact Sites With Control Sites. Reference site 
comparisons typ cally rely upon either parametric or nonparametric statis
tical tests of the null hypothesis to detennine whether water quality or 
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any other use attainment indicator at the impact site is significantly 
different from conditions at the control site(s). 

Parametric statistics, which are suitable for data sets that exhibit a nor
mal distribution, include the F (folded)-statistic on the difference be
tween the variances at the impact site and control site and the t-statistic 
on the difference between the means. In order to conclude that there is no 
signiffcant difference between the water quality conditions (or another 
i ndi cator) at the impact si te and the control si te, both the F -statisti c 
and the t-statistic should exhibit probabilities exceeding the 0.05 prob
ability cutoff for the 95 percent confidence interval. In cases where the 
impact site is being compared with multiple control sites, parametric pro
cedures such as the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test, the least significant 
difference (LSO) test, and the Ouncan's Multiple Range test can be used to 
test for differences among the grouped means. 

Since water quality datasets are often characterized by small sample sizes 
and non-normal distributions, it is likely that nonparametric statistical 
tests may be more appropriate for the monitoring database. Nonparametric 
statistics assume no shape for the population distribution, are valid for 
both normal and non-normal distributions, and have a much higher power than 
parametric statistical techniques for analyses of datasets which are char
acterized by small sample sizes and skewed distributions. The one-sided 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test can be used to quantify whether each dataset 
is normally (or lognormally) distributed, thereby governing the selection 
of ei ther parametri c or nonparametri c procedures. If nonparametri c pro
cedures are selected, significant differences in distributions can be 
evaluated with the two-sided K-S test, while significant differences in the 
central value can be tested with the Wilcoxon Ranksum test. 80th nonpara
metric tests should exhibit probability values exceeding the cutoff for the 
95 percent confidence interval in order to conclude that there is no signi
ficant difference in water quality conditions at the impact site and a con
trol site. For compar1sons with multiple control sites, nonparametric pro
cedures such as the Kruskal-Wallis test and the Friedman Ranksum test can 
be used to test for s i gn1fi cant differences among medians (if it can be 
assumed that the distributions of each dataset are not significantly 
different. 

The same types of statisti cal tests can be used to eval uate sediment and 
biological monitoring data to determine whether suitable conditions for use 
attainability exist at the impact site. Either parametric or nonparametric 
statistical procedures can be used to compare conditions at the impact site 
and control site(s) which are unaffected by effluent discharge or other 
pollution sources. In cases where there are no statistically significant 
differences in distributions and/or control values, it may be assumed that 
sediment and/or biological monitoring results at the impact site and con
trol site(s) are similar. 

CURRENT AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

The actual aquatic protection uses of a water body are defined by the resi
dent flora and fauna. The prevailing chemical and physical attributes will 
determine what biota may be present, but little need be known of these at
tributes to describe current uses. The raw findings of a biological survey 
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may be subjected to various measurements and assessments, as discussed in 
Section IV (Biological Evaluations) of the Manual. After performing an 
inventory of the flora and fauna and considering a diversity index or other 
indices of biological health, one should be able adequately to describe the 
condition of the aquatic life in the water body. 

CAUSES OF IMPAIRMENT OF AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

If the biological evaluations indicate that the biological health of the 
system is impai red relative to a "heal thy" reference aquati c ecosystem 
(e.g., as determi~ed by reference site comparisons), then the physical and 
chemical evaluations can be used to pinpoint the causes of that impairment. 
Figure IV-1 shows some of the physical and chemical parameters that may be 
affected by various causes of change in a water body. The analysis of such 
parameters will he1 p c1 arffy the magni tude of impai rments to attai ni ng 
other uses, and will also be important to the third step in which potential 
uses are examined. 

ATTAINABLE AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

A third element to be considered is the assessment of potential uses of the 
water body. This assessment would be based on the findings of the physi
cal, chemical and biological information which has been gathered, but addi
tional study may also be necessary. A reference site comparison will be 
particularly important. In addition to establishing a comparative baseline 
cOl'll1lunity, defining a reference site can also provide insight into the 
aquatic life that could potentially exist if the sources of impairment were 
mitigated. 

The analysis of all information that has been assembled may lead to the 
definition of alternative strategies for the management of the estuary at 
hand. Each such strategy corresponds to a uni que 1 evel of protecti on of 
aquatic life, or aquatic life protection use. If it is determined that an 
array of uses is attainable, further analysis which is beyond the scope of 
the water body survey would be required to select a management program for 
the estuary. 

One must be able to separate the effects of human intervention from natural 
variability. Dissolved oxygen, for example, may vary seasonally over a 
wide range in some areas even without anthropogenic effects, but it may be 
difficult to separate the two in order to predict whether removal of the 
anthropogenic cause will have a real effect. The impact of extreme storms 
on the estuary, such as Hurricane Agnes on the Chesapeake Bay in 1972, may 
compl etely confound our abi 1 i ty to di sti ngui sh the rel ative impact of 
anthropogeni c and natural i nfl uences on illlTledi ate effects and longterm 
trends. In many cases the investigator can only provide an informed guess. 
Furthermore, if a stream does not support an anadromous fishery because of 
dams and diversions which have been built for water supply and recreational 
purposes, it is unlikely that a concensus could be reached to restore the 
fishery by removing the physical barriers -- the dams -- which impede the 
migration of fish. However, it may be practical to install fish ladders to 
allow upstream and downstream migration. Another example might be a situ
ation in wh1ch dredging to remove toxic sediments may pose a much greater 
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threat to aquatic life than to do nothing. Under the do nothing alterna
tive, the toxics may remain in the sediment in a biologically-unavailable 
form, whereas dredging might resuspend the toxic fraction, making it 
biologically available and also facilitating wider distribution in the 
water body. 

The points touched upon above are presented to suggest some of the phenom
ena which may be of importance in a water body survey, and to suggest the 
need to recognize whether or not they may realistically be manipulated. 
Those which cannot be mani pu1 ated essentially defi ne the limi ts of the 
highest potential use that might be realized in the water body. Those that 
can be manipulated define the levels of improvement that are attainable, 
ranging from the current aquatic life uses to those that are possible with
in the limitations imposed by factors that cannot be manipulated. 

RESTORATION OF USES 

Uses that have been impaired or lost in an estuary can only be restored if 
the conditions responsible for the impairment are corrected. Impairment 
can be attributed to pollution from taxics or overenrichment with nutri
ents. Uses may also be lost through such activities as the disposal of 
dredge and fill materials which smother plant and animal communities, 
through overfishing which may deplete natural populations, the destruction 
of freshwater spawni ng habi tat whi ch will cause the demi se of anadromous 
speci es, and natural events in the sea, such as the shifti ng of ocean 
currents, that may alter the migration routes of species which visit the 
estuary at some time during the life cycle. One might expect losses due to 
natural phenomena to be temporary although man-made alterations of the 
estuarine environment may prevent restoration through natural processes. 

Assuming that the factors responsible for the loss of species have been 
i denti fi ed and corrected, efforts may be di rected towards the restorati on 
of habitat followed by natural repopulation, stocking of speCies if habitat 
has not been harmed, or both. Many techniques for the improvement of sub
strate composition in streams have been developed which might find applica
tion in estuaries as well. Further discussion on the importance of sub
strate composition will be found in the Technical Support Manual (EPA, 
November 1983). 

Stocking with fish in freshwater environments, and with young lobster in 
northeastern marine environments, is commonly practiced and might provide 
models for restocking in estuaries. In addition, aquaculture practices are 
continually being refined and the literature on this subject (Bardach et 
a1., 1972) should prove helpful in developing plans for the restoration of 
estuaries or parts of estuaries. 

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAY) is considered to be an excellent indica
tor of the overall health of an estuary because it is sensitive to environ
mental degradation caused by physical smothering, nutrient enrichment and 
toxics. Because SAY is so important as habitat and as a source of nutrient 
for a wide range of the estuarine biota, its demise signals the demise of 
its dependent populations. If uses in an estuary have been impaired or 
lost, it is likely that SAY will also have been affected. 
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Unfortunately, the cause of SAY degradation is not always clear. In the 
Chesapeake Bay for instance, controversy persists as to the cause of loss 
of SAY and the loss of biota which depend to whatever extent on SAY. 
Trends noted over time in the demise of these populations may conceivably 
be related to trends in toxic, sediment and nutrient loadings on the Bay, 
and to trends in the release of chlorinated wastewaters from POTWs, chlor
inated effluents from industry and chlorinated cooling water from power
plants. Areas in whi ch SAY has been adversely impacted are areas where 
there are toxics in the sediment and/or where algal blooms prevent light 
from reaching SAY communities. 

The ability to restore areas of SAY will depend upon the initial causes of 
loss, and the ability to remove the causes. Toxics in sediment may be a 
parti cul arly diffi cult probl em because of the impracti cal i ty of dredgi ng 
large areas to remove contaminated bottom substrate. An inabilty to remove 
toxic sediments which may have caused a decline in SAY and other benthic 
conwnunities severely limits the likelihood that these populations may be 
restored to past levels. 

The control of nutrients may be a much more tractable problem. If nutrient 
inputs to the estuary can be controlled, SAY populations may begin to ex
pand on their own. In the Potomac River estuary, phosphorus removal at the 
Blue Plains wastewater treatment plant, which serves the greater Washing
ton, D.C. area, has resulted in sharp reductions in algal blooms wnich are 
cons i dered a maj or factor in the demi se of SAY with in the Chesapeake Bay 
system. 

Apart from natural processes which result in the enlargement of areas of 
SAY, SAY may be restored through reseeding and transplanting, depending 
upon the species. Generally speaking, reseeding may not be a practical 
approach because of the cost of collecting seeds and because one would not 
expect all seeds to survive, although Vallisneria (wild celery) shows some 
promise in using seeds to reestablish populations. Some areas may reseed 
naturally, but in many cases SAY populations may be too distant for the 
natural transport of seeds to be likely. In these cases, plants may be 
transpl anted in order to restore SAV. Reestabl i shment is accompl i shed by 
transplanting shoots and rhizomes. 

Although transplanting may be a more practical alternative, the outcome is 
not assured. In an effort to reestablish SAY, plugs of Zostera (eelgrass) 
and Potamogeton (sage pondweed, redhead grass) were planted in the Potomac 
River estuary. These beds showed some measure of success, depending mainly 
upon the substrate present. The transplanting of SAY is a labor intensive 
operation and as such would require a considerable cost in time and re
sources to restore even a small area. 

In Tampa Bay, Florida, stress on the ecosystem, including the disposal of 
dredge spoils which have smothered SAY communities, has caused a signifi
cant loss (25,220 ha, or 81 percent) of submergent wetland vegetation. Ef
forts to reestablish Spartina (cord grass) and Thalassia (turtlegrass) have 
resulted in the restoration of about 11 ha of vegetation (the growth and 
spreading of rhizomateous material is increasing this figure) (Hoffman et 
al., 1982). The transplantation of Thalassfa and Halodule (shoalgrass) 
near the discharge side of a powerplant was less successful, in that 
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Thalassia failed to survive for 30 days where the mean water temperature 
was 31 be or greater, and only small patches of shoalgrass survived near the 
outer edges of the thennal pl ume. These di fferences coul d not be attri
buted to differences in sediment composition (Blake et al., 1976). Never
thel ess, other transpl antati on efforts emphas i ze the importance of 
substrate to plant survival. For example, Thalassia prefers a reduced 
environment while Halodule prefers an oxidized substrate. 

Transplanting oyster spat from "seed" areas which are protected from har
vesting to areas less favorable for reproduction is a r"elatively cOlmlon 
practice. Seed areas ideally exhibit optimum salinity and temperature for 
oyster reproduction and spat set. Clean shell is deposited as substrate in 
seed areas and spat often become very densely populated. Spat are then 
moved to areas where an oyster population is desired. Steps may also be 
taken to prepare the bottom (often by depoc;iting oyster shells) where an 
oyster reef exists, or where attempts will be made to establish an oyster 
reef. 

Although there has been some progress in the aquacultural sciences towards 
rearing species that may be found in the estuary (clam, quahog, oyster, 
scallop, shrimp, crab, lobster, flatfish), techniques are not well-advanced 
and there is little likelihood that they could be successfully applied on 
any scale towards the repopulation of the estuary. As with SAY, the exper
iments and the successes with the reestablishment of species are limited, 
and the more important factor in the restoration of habitat is the control 
and reversal of the vari ous fonns of poll uti on whi ch cause the demi se of 
estuarine populations. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITION OF THE CONTAMINATION INDEX (C r ) AND 

THE TOXICITY INDEX (T I ) 

To assess the contribution of anthropogenic sources of metal contamination 
over time, sediment cores may be analyzed. The Wedepohl ratio compares the 
amount of metal in the sediment sample with the concentration in an average 
shale (or sandstone). In the Chesapeake Bay program, scientists have 
measured silicon and aluminum, then correlated metals with Si/Al ratios. A 
contamination factor (Cf) may be computed as follows: 

Cf = (Co-Cp)/Cp 

where: Co = surface sediment concentration 
Cp = predicted concentration, derived from the statistical 

relation between the Si/Al ratio and the log metal content of 
old, pre-pollution sediments from the estuary. 

Thus, Cf < 0 when the observed metal concentration is less than the pre
dicted value; Cf = 0 when observed and predicted are the same; Cf > 0 when 
the observed is greater than the predicted value. 

The Contamination Index (C I ) is found by summing contamination factors for 
metals in a given sediment. 

Then, 

C = I 

n 

L 
n=1 

n 

Cf = L (Co-Cp)/Cp 
n=1 

The Toxicity Index (T ) is related to the Contamination Index and is 
expressed by the following equation: 

i 
T = I L 

i =1 
where: r~ = the "acute" anytime EPA criterion for any of the metals, 
but Ml is always the criterion value for the most toxic of the metals. 

The "acute" anytime EPA crfteri on is defi ned as the concentrati on of a 
material that may not be exceeded in a given environment at any time. When 
evaluating Toxicity Indices, sampling stations should be characterized by 
their minimum salinities. This is because the toxicity of metals is often 
greater fn freshwater than fn saltwater. 

A more detailed discussion of the development of the Contamination Index 
may be found in the U.S. EPA publication, Chesapeake Bay: A Profile of 
Environmental Change (1983a) and A Framework for Action (1983c). 
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APPENDIX B 

LIFE CYCLES OF MAJOR SPECIES OF ATLANTIC COAST ESTUARIES 

Content. 

1. General Fishery Information 

a. Alo.a aestivalis (Blueback Herring) 
b. Alosa pseudoharengus (Alewife) 
c. Alos. sapidissima (American Shad) 
d. Brevoortia tyrannus (Atlantic Menhaden) 
e. Callinectes sapidu. (Blue Crab) 
f. Crassostrea virginica (American Oyster) 
g. Cynoscion regalis (Weakfish) 
h. C. nebulosus (Spotted Seatrout) 
1. ICtalurus catus (White Catfish) 
j. Ictalurus nebUlosus (Brown Bullhead) 
k. Ictalurus punctatus (Channel Catfish) 
1. Leiostomus xanthurus (Spot) 
m. Mercenaria mercenaria (Hard Clam) 
n. Micropogonias undulatus (Atlantic Croaker) 
o. Morone americana (White Perch) 
p. Morone saxatilis (Striped Bass) 
q. Mya arenaria (Soft Shell Clam) 
r. Perea flavescens (Yellow Perch) 
s. POmatomus saltatrix (Bluefish) 

(from U.S. EPA 1983~) 
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ju"en i I •• re •• i n 
in the lay durinl 
• ..... r; aay le.v. 
in fall or ov.r
"inter ift lay. 

Schoolinl aarin. 
ti,h .. hieh .nter 
the lay in 'prinl 
10 h.d; .oil 
.i,rat. • •• v.rd in 
th. fall, thoulh 
.oae aay ov.r .. inter 
in the lover I.y. 

'lfDATOlS AIID 
COIt,n I TOlS 

110 iAlo,...t ion 

110 i,,'o,..t'o. 

'r.y or top pr.da
tory fi.1I includina 
bl_hall aocl .triped 
b •••• 

'r.y of top pre
d.tory ti.h in
cludinl blu.fi.h 
and .triped b •••• 
T.rlel of • c_
.rei.1 fi.hery. 

SELECTED 
.HUEIICU 

'ri.t •• and willi. 
191) 

Shea .It .II. 1910 

JUDe .I" Carl.o" 1971 

Durbin .nd Durbi. 1975 

Lipp.oD .t al. \97' 



TAiLl 1.. £IIYII .. IITAL TOLlUlICtI or CALLlftCTtS ~ (ILU[ CUI) II£W JUSU TO 'WilDA 

IIAIITAT 
LI'[ STAC! IEQUIIEK£IITS 

K.tch .t •• 1initi •• 
of 10.)-12.6 ppt; 

['I' opti.u. •• Iiniti •• 
for h.tch .r. 21-10 
ppt. r ... l •• c.rry 
the 'U' IIntil hetch 
occllr •• 

Zo ••• 

Ne,alop' 

Juveni I •• 
and 

Multi 

Tol.r.t ••• Iiaiti •• 
of 1~.1-)2.1 ppt; 
opti.u. •• 1initi •• 
are 21-21 ppt. 
ZO'.' .r. found in 
the IIpper .urf.c. 
".t.r. 

Opti~ •• Iiniti •• 
of 20-1~ ppt. Ke,a
lop ... y be found in 
.urf.c. v.t.r. or on 
the bott_. 

Juy.nil •• conc.ntr.t. 
in br.ckiah vat.r 
vith •• liniti •• 1 ••• 
th.n 20 ppt. Adulc 
•• 1 •• conc.ntr.t. 
in •• Iinici •• of 
l-I~ ppc. , ... 1 •• 
concentrate ill 
.aliniti •• of 10-21. 
ppc. 

rooo AMD '£!DIIIC 
'ACTOIS 

IIot .ppHc.bl. 

- rotil.,. 
- •• uplii 1.rw .. 
- ••• urchin 

1.rw •• 
- polycb •• t. 

lan •• 

OIInivorou. 
- plantl 

fi.h .nd .h.U
fi.h piec •• 

- detritu. 
Av.ilabilityof 
pr.y .ff.ct. di.t. 

- benthic or,.n-
i ... 

- ••• 11 fi.h 
- plantl 
- .hellfi.h 
- ... 11 cruet-

.c .• n. 
detritu. 

Av.il.bilityof 
pr.y .ffect. di.t. 

CIOW11I • DEVEL
OPMENT FACTORS 

S.linicy .ffect. 
h.tchin, .ucc •••• 

Zo ... DOlt .t 1 ••• t 
thr •• ti .... vith 
the fin.l DOld pro
ducin, ... ,.Iop •• 
Moltin, i •• ffect.d 
by •• linity. te.,.r
.ture. l.rv.l con
centr.tion •• and 
Ii,ht inten.ity. 

Salinity and le.,ar
.lur. aff.ct the 
du r at ion 0 f the 
_,.lop' .t.,e. 
"e,.lop' aetaaorpho •• 
into a ... 11 juv.nil. 
cr.b. 

Cr.b. r •• ch .exual 
.. turity in 12-20 
DOnth. d',andin, on 
t i.in, of hatch. 
Crovth occur' by 
.h.ddina the .hell, 
and i. r.,ul.t.d by 
v.t.r t • .,.r.tur •• 

8-5 

I[KAVIOR 

IIot .pplicabl. 

Zoe ••• hov .n 
.ttraction to 
li,bt. 

Ke,.lop •• nd iuv.n
il •• DOve into the 
I.y throu,h the 
entr.innent in bott_ 
v.ter •• be.innin. i. 
fall. In vinter 
youna cr.b. c •••• 
.i,r.tion •• Dd burrov 
into chaanal bott_a. 

In v.,. .... t ... r. 
juY.nil •• DOV' in
.hor •• When t •• ,ar
.cur •• drop. juven
il •• DOV' to chann.1 
.r ••• to ow.rvint.r 
in ••• i-hibern.tion. 
Adult. h.v •••• ilar 
DOv ... nt p.tt.r ••• 

'UDATOlS AIIII 
COIt'[T 1T0as 

110 info-.t ion 

110 info-.t ion 

- pr.d.tory fi.h 
.uch •• Itr ip.d 
ba •• and blu.fi.h 

- bird •• uch •• 
heron •• nd herrin, 
,ulh 

- a coaa.rci.1 .nd 
r.cre.tional 
fiaher,. 

S[LlCTID 
InUt1lC1I 

V.n [na.1 .t .1. 197) 

s ..... t .1. 1'10 

'ulkin 1'7~ 

Sando. and 10,.,. I' •• 

Lipp.o •• t .1. 1979 



TABL£ If. £NVIIOMHtMTAL TOL£IAMCES 0' CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA (AKEIICAN OYSTEl) NEW ENGLAND TO CULF COAST 

KAIITAT FOOD AND rEEDING 
LIFE STAGt: lEQUIIVCt:MTS 'ACTORS 

Opti~ •• Iinity of Not .pplic.bl~ 

22.) ppt; b~lov 10 
E". ppt, .urviv.1 i. poor. 

L.rv.r 

Juv .. nile. 
(Ip.t) 

P~I.,ic e". r~I~ •• ~d 
in opeo v.te r. 

opei •• 1 ,rowth occur. 
.t •• Iinitir. of 
12. )-2).0 ppt. 

Salinity )-J~ ppt. 
Oy.trr. arr found 
in .h.llov vatrr Ie •• 
th.n 10 _ter. deep. 

_____________ Opt I au •• urviv.1 of 
oy.trr. occur' on 
h.rd .ub.tr.tr .uch 

Adu It. '1 rockl, pi lin,., 
• nd oYltrr .hell. in 
thr intertid.1 .nd 
.ub-t id.1 &onr •• 

Fi Irrr feeder 
- phytoplankton 
- b.ctrri. 
Thr .i&r of food 
p.rticle. t.k~n i. 
• function of the 
aouth .i&e. 

Fi Iru fudu 
- phytopl.nkton 
- bacteria 
- drtritu. 

ri It .. r f .... d on 
1-12 ."ron prey 
- phytopl.nkton 
- b.c t .. fl' 
- d .. tritul 
Turbidity .nd lov 
rr.prr.tur~. in
flu .. nc .. r .... din' 
• nd di,e"ion. 

GROWTH , DEVEL
OPKENT rACTORS 

Turbidity I~vrl. of 
1'\ ., L-I or .orr 
rrducr drvrlo~nt 
.nd .urvlv.1 of 

r" •. 
Turbidity lev~l. of 
100., L-I c.uu 
hi,h l.rv.1 aortality. 
S.llnity. t~.prr.
ture •• nd aV'llablr 
food inf lu .. nce 
l.rv.1 drvelo~nt. 

Spit r.hlblt r.pid 
,rowth during th .. 
fUll yrar. Growth 
r.t ... arr affrctrd 
by .v.ilabillty of 
food ••• Iinlty •• nd 
w.trr tr.per.turr. 

Growth i •• If .. ct .. d 
by .ub.trat .. type, 
•• Iinity. t ... p .. r.
tur ... tid.1 flow. 
.nd crowdln,. Oyater. 
r ... ch .e.u.1 •• turity 
durin, th ..... cond 
y ... r of ,rovth. IA 
f .. " re.ch .. turlty 
.t one ye.r (K.ven)1 

8-6 

It:HAYIOl 

Not .pplic.bl. 

Oy.ter I.rv.r 
aDvr vithin the 
r.tu.ry by entr.in
_nt in batt.,. 
vater •• L.rv.e .earch 
for .uit.bl~ .ub.tr.tr 
on vhich to .tt.ch 
in .bout tva veek •. 
At .rttin,. I.rvar 
art.aorpho.e (9 .p.t. 

Oy.trr. initially 
drv .. lop •••• 1 .... 
yrt by thr ... cond 
br .. rdin, .r •• on 
•• ny ch.n,. into 
Ir •• lr •. 

t:pibrnthic With 
frequrnt .Itern.tlon 
of ..... 'ora coa
.unitie. or .. b.r .... 
Oyater diatrlbution 
in hither •• Iinity 
.r .... i. r~.tricted 
by prrdatou .nd 
p .... ie ••• 

PREDATORS AND 
COMPETITOlS 

No info ... 1 ion 

Pr~y of pl.nktonlc
fr~dln, fi.h .nd 
invertrbr.t ••. 

Co.prt I tor. 
- borin, 'pon,r. 

.nd c I ... 
- .lIpprr .hell 
- .~. Iquirt 
- b.rn.cle. 
- .pirochaet ... 
- perioral in, 

.I,ae 
Predator. 
- oy.ur drill. 
- blu .. cr.b • 
- atarfi.h 
- bird. 
- c.-rci.1 fi.hery 
01 ........ 
- Prrkinlu, •• rinu • 

(Dr,..,) 
- Krnchinl' nel.oni 

(KSX) 

SEUCTED 
UrU[IIC[S 

Calt.off 19&4 

H.ven .nd Kor.le.
Alaao 1970 

1C0rrin,. 19)2 

D.vi •• nd C.I.bre.e 
19&4 

Ukel .. 1971 

Andrev. 1967. 19118 

H.ven, pe r Ion. I 
ca-.niclt ion 



TAiLI I,. lNVIlOll4!lfTAL TOLllAIIClS 0' CYNOSCIOM IIf:CALIS (WEAKFISH) MASSACHUSETTS TO 'LOIIDA 

Ll FE STAGE 

Larv •• 

Ju".ni I. 

Adu I t 

HAUTAT 
IEQU IREHI! IfTS 

Tol.r.t •• aliniti •• 
of S-34 ppt. 
luoy.nt ." •• r. r.-
I •••• d in the ne.r
.hor •• nd •• tu.rine 
lone •• 10"1 the co.at. 

Tol.r.t ••• liniti •• 
12-11 ppt. 
Larv •• r ••• in in the 
,ener.1 vicinity of 
.p._ina· 

About 0-34 ppt 
•• Iinity. Youn,-of
th'-ye.r fi.h .0". 
into low •• Ilnity 
.re •• ov.r .oft, 
.uddy bott_ •• 

Toler.te •• Iinitiel 
01 10-)4 ppt. 
Adult. r ••• in in the 
luwer portion of the 
by. 

FOOD AND FEEDIMC 
FACTORS 

No inforaat ion 

- .hri.p 
- other cruU-

.ce.n .pp. 
- b.y .nchovy 
- youna .. nh.den 
- other ••• 11 fl.h 

Pri •• ril y pi.ci
Yoroue 
- .enh.den 
- herrin, Ipp. 
- b.y anchuvy 
- .i Iver.id •• 
- cru.t.c~.n. 

- .nn.lid. 

CIlOWTH , DEVEL-
OPMENT FACTORS 'EKAVIOR 

E". are .u .... ·ptibl. Mot applic.bl. 
to low D.O. level. 
and .udden chan,e. 
in either .alinity 
or te.perature. 

L.rv.e c.nnot with- No inforaation 
.t.nd .udden ch .. n,e. 
in either •• Iinity or 
te.per.ture; a ~oC 

chan,e in te.per.tur. 
in either direction c.n 
be fet8l. 

We.kli.h ,row .o.t 
r.pidly durin, their 
lir.t ye.r. relchin, 
.n Iverl,e len,th of 
19 c •• 

Weakli.h are .e.u.lly 
.ature in 2-) year •• 
• nd re.ch .n .ver.,e 
len,th of .bout ~O.O 

c •• 

B-7 

Youn, juv.nil •• aQV, 
into low •• Iinity 
.re •• lor the .u_r; 
.i,r.t. to the co •• t 
in 1.11 •• nd aQve 
oll.hore .nd .outh in 
the Winter. Ie,in 
.choolin, •• pr.
.dult •• 

Adulc. achool •• rriv. 
in •• y in aprin,. 
h .... by I.u t.11 
and he.d ~outh and 
oll.hore for the 
wint.r; r.turn north 
to inahor •• r •• a 
in aprin,. 

PIlEllATORS AMD 
COHPET I TOIlS 

No inforaat ion 

Pnyed upon by 
blueli.h •• triped 
b ••••• nd I.r,e 
.... kli.h. 

Preyed upon by 
blueli.h .nd 
urlped b •••. 
The tar,et 01 • 
ca.-erci.1 .nd 
rrcrration.1 
fUhery. 

SELECTED 
llFUE!lCU 

D.iber .t .1. 1916 

Wilk 1911 

Ncllulh 1911 



TULE Ih. EHY I RO.-.£NTAL TOLERANCES or CYNOSC ION NEIIULOSUS (SPOTTED SEATJlOUT) DEUWAII£ TO ttlllCO 

LIFE STAGE 

Larvae 

Juven i Ie 

HABITAT 
REQUIl£H£NTS 

Spawnin, occur. at 
.alinitie. of }O-}~ 

ppe. Haeched in 40 
hr. at noc. E". reported a. 
both d ... r.al and 
pela,ic, relea.ed 
in deeper Channel. 
and hol.a adjacent 
to ,ra •• y bay. and 
flu •. 

Growth of larvae 
i. rapid, aboue 
4.~ .. in I~ da,. 
after haechin,. 
Voun, fl.h .pend 
their juveni le 
life in ve,etated 
flat., .avin, to 
deeper vater in 
vineer. 

Fi.h lar,er than 
2 inc he •• how a 
tendency to con
,rr,ate in .chool •. 
Re.ain in ,ra •• y, 
ahallov water flat. 
until colder veather 
caulel the. to .ove 
to de.per vatar. 

FOOD AND FEEDING 
FACTORS 

Not applicable 

Very a .. 11 in
vertebraee •• 
includin, cope
poda, ."ld 
• hri.p, and poat
larval penaeid 
.hri.p. 

A. the trout ,rov, 
diet chan,e. to 
include lar,er por
portion. of cari
dean .hr i.p and 
t hen to penae id 
.hri.p. 

GROWTH " Dt: Vt:\.
OPHENT FA(TOIIS 

E". are .u.ceptible 
to low D.O. and .udden 
chan,e. In .alinity 
or te.perature. 

Hi,hly .en.itlve to 
chan,e. in te.pera
ture. Winter-ti .. 
cold .hock and hi,h 
te.perature chan,e. 
cau ... kill •. 

Fe.ale. ,row falter 
than .alel but .. Ie. 
attain I~.ual .aturity 
at a •• aller li&e. 
Growth i. rapid in 
firlt year with 
len,th. of I} c. 
attained by rhe fir.t 
vinter and 2~ c. 
their .econd wint.r. 

8-8 

IlEHAV lOR 

Not appl icabla 

Tend to re.ain 
c lo.e to .ita 
of .pawnin, 
in ,ra.a, 
f lall • 

Start to 
.chool a. 
youn, fi.h 
but re.ain in 
,encral area 
of nur.ery 
,round. until 
cold _ath.r 
cau'" the. to 
.ov. to deaper 
watar. 

PREDATORS AND 
COMPETITORS 

No info ... a, ion 

No info,..t iOll 

Reported a. 
hi,hly can
nibalilt ic 
in the po.t
larval Ita, •• 

5[UCTED 
UFEUNCES 

Tabb 1961 

Arnold at a1. 191. 

Fabl. at a1. 1918 

Idyll and rahy 191~ 

Lorio and rerret 
1980 



TAiLI Ih. (CONTINUED) 

LIFE STACE 

Adult 

HAIITAT 
l£QU IU .. IITS 

While ca"ina atudi •• 
.hov thaC .a.e .ea
Crout cravel a. 8Ucb 
a. liS .ile., .o.c 
.cudi ••• hov thaC 
f.v fi.b leave thair 
natal .atuary. 
C. nebulolu, occu
pie. a .or •• outhara, 
varaer vater habitaC 
than doe. C. re.ali •• 

rooD AND FEEDING 
FACTOIS 

Li.ted a. che cop 
carnivor. in .o.c 
•• cu.ri .. ca.auni
ci ••• A •• a .dulc, 
viII •• c .11 other 
fi.b of .... ll.r 
• he .. well .. 
.hri., .nd ... 11 
cr.II •• 

CROWTH • DEYEL
OPH£NT FACTOIS 

Lon,evicy indicaced 
co be 1 to 9 year. of 
.,e. Cener.lly .. cure 
.t one to Chree year. 
vith SOl leau.lly 
.. cur. by end of 
.econd year (2S c. 
in len,th). All fi.h 
.ppe.red to h.ve 
• p.wned by a.e thre •• 
A 1971 report cite. 
the l.r,e.t •• acrout 
c.u,ht v •• 16 pound •• 

B-9 

I£HAYIoa 

Mov .... C pat
tern. h.ve 
been tr.ced Co 
the pre.ence 
or ab.eDCe of 
pen •• id 
.hri.p. 
Se.lonal .o .... ac. 
corr •• pond to v.l.r 
c"peracure .nd 
'p-ina •••• oa. 

PREOATOIS AlII) 

COMPETIrolS 

A cop pred.tor 
which would be 
in ca.peticion 
vich other pre
dacor •• uch •• 
bluefi.h .nd 
.uiped b .... 
boch c_rci.l 
.nd rec re.l ional 
h.beri ... 

S!u:cn:0 
Uf!l£IICES 



TAIlLE Ii. EIfYI.ONHI:IfTAL lOLEllAlICU or ICTALUIIUS CAlUS (WHIT! CATFISH) !lEW YOIIIe TO FWUDA 

LIFI suer: 

In 

Jyv •• i 1. 

Adult 

HAil TAT 
IEQU IIOIIIfTS 

rooD AIIO F£ED lMe 
FAcro.S 

rr •• hwat.r lot a"llcable 
E". depo.lted In ne.t. 
byilt near .and or 
,rav.l bank. in .till 
or rynnin, water. 

In fr •• hwet.r, .. , 
.oVe lnto tidal 
wat.r. 

10 infor.ation 

" •• iau. .alinity of 
14. ~ ppt 
Wid •• pr •• d in •• y. 
Pr.f.r heevil, .ilt.d 
bott_. 

110 i.for.at ion 

110 infor.at ion 

Oanivoroul, 101,
t.r" bottoa f •• d.r 
-plant .at.rul 
- .. all fi.h 
-cl ... and .nail. 

lnh.bit riv.r chann.I. -vora. 
and .tr .... with .low 
curr.nt, pond., and 
I ...... 

-in •• ct. 
-dead .. udal 

CIOWTH " D[VEL
OPMI:1fT FACTOIIS 

E". _.d to be 
aerat.d. 

Yolk .ac larva. 
bypa .. larv.l 
na,., d.v.lop 
dir.ctl, to 
jYveni I •• u, •• 

Crowth continue. 
at II ppt aalinit, 
or 1 •••• 

Fi.h .. tur. in ona 
to two ,.ar •• 

"a.i_ l."lth 
61.0 c •• 

B-10 

I£IIAYIOI 

lot applicabl. 

10 infor.et ion 

•••• in in .chool. 
unt i I .nd of 
firat ._r; 
initially ,uar.ed 
b, parent •• 

Sta, in water. 
,r.at.r than ) _, 
ov.rwint.r in 
d •• ,.r water (l~ a), 
.ov. up.tr ... to 
.pa_ in fr •• h
...t.r. 
"al •• ,uard and 
a.r.t •• 1' ...... . 

par;DATOIS AltD 
(X)M'nITOlS 

110 i.fo~tio. 

10 info~tio. 

110 info,...t ion 

110 info~t ion 

SELECTED 
.r:rllIllCr:s 

Jo ... at aI. 1t7. 

Li ..... et al. 1'7' 

Dailler .t al. 1'76 

le"all and kbwarta 
It •• 



TAUE I j. [MVIIIO ... ENTAL TOUlANeES OF ICTALUIIUS IIUULOSUS (.~ oWN IULLHUD) SOOTHUII CANADA TO SOUTH£lIl FLOaIDA 

HAil TAT 
LIrE STAC[ R[QUIR[MENTS 

Fre • ...,Uer 
[" ••• po.ite. In 

['I nelt. in .and or 
,ravel It '-pth. of 
•• veral inche. to 

a..rvae 

J"".Dil. 

• everal f •• t. 

FOIInd ..one v.,.tatioD 
or other cover o"r 
....td, batt_I. 

Adultl Irl wlde.pre.d 
thrOlllhout .o.t of th. 
'a, arel, occ"rrinl in 
channel. Ind .hlilow, 
.udd, vater IrOllnd 
aqultic ve,etltlon. 
"a.i~ •• liDit, 10 
ppc. 

FOOD AND F[EDING 
'ACTORS 

o.,uvoroul, 
lolitar, bolta. 
fe.der 
- plant .. Uri.1 
- ... 11 filh 

cl_ ....... nail. 
- wor.1 
- in.ectl 
- dead .. cerial 

caOVTK , DEV[L-

01'Nf: 1fT 'ACTORS 

[III e.poled to 
direct .unlllht 
produce poor 
hUche •• 
lU. need to be 
l,itaUd • 

Yolk-.ac larvae 
bypall l.,v.1 
n.le, deve lop 
directl, to juvenile 
"a,e. 

110 lnfo ..... t iOD 

"aC"re at j ,.arl. 
Ma.i_ lenlth 
arOllnd )0.' c •. 

Crouped in • 
talht ..... t 
bott_. 

Younl Juvenale I 
herded in .,boo" 
by parent.; .. y 
r ... an in .chool. 
throu,hout hrat ._r. 

PUDATORS AND 
COtfPlT I TOIlS 

No latO ..... t lOD 

X Ichoo(anl GOtCa. 10 lDlo ..... '108 

lpeciel vhich il 
active pri .. ril, a' 
nilht. ,ilh .. , 
burrow in loft .edi-
.. ntl. Adultl .".ad 
el,l and orall, 
aliuu. 

B-11 

SELlCTtD 
RU[llNer. 

Jonel ., II. 1.7. 

Lippion ., II. 1.7. 

Oliber I' II. 1.76 



TAlLI: Ik. 11IY1l~IrTAL TOLilAIICU 0' IcrAWIUS PUIICTATUS (CKANNEL CATFISH) IIUOso. lAY lieu,.. TO NOantt: •• MUlCO 

IIAllTAT 
LIFE STACE If.QUIIINENTS 

E". I to 2 d.y. old 
Ell tol ... lt ••• hlll" to 

10 ,.t; ) •• y • ... 
old ... I. "t. 

wry •• 

J .. veni h 

Ad .. It 

Tol.r., ••• Illlitl •• 
.. p to • "to 

Tol.r." •• Ilnlti •• 
.. p to 11-12 ppt. 

"e.iau. •• Iinity of 
21.0 ppt. pr.f.r 1 ••• 
th.n 1. 1 ppt. 
I •• trict.d di.trill .. tion 
in '.y. 
- d •• ,.r chann.l. 01 
I.r •• river. vith 
• 1 .... i." or .vift 
c .. rr.nt. 

rooD AND FEEOlllC 
'ACTOIS 

110' ."he.Gl. 

110 i.fo,.., iOIl 

, ••• It ... rfatl 

a.nlvoro ..... oli
tary. boU_ 
le.der 
- plent .'teri,1 
- ... 11 Ii.h 
- cl ... end .neil. 
- var •• 
- In,lct. 
- de.d _tuial 

caowrH " OEVU
OPMUT F ACTOII 5 

110 lnfonllC lon 

Allno,..1 d.v.lop
_nt oee .. r •• t 
t .. ,.r.t .. r ••• lIov. 
])0(:. Yolk-.ee 
I.rv •• lIy,.., I.rvel 
.t"I. devilop to 
j .. venil •• t.,e. 

Crovth eontin ..... t 
II ppt .eltntty or 
I •••. 

".t .. re in 2 to 9 
y •• r.. " •• i_ 
l.n,th .round 
120.2 ca. 

IE""YIOI 

IIot ."Huili. 

L.ry.. , ... rel.. II, 
•• 1, ftr.t f.v •• y. 
.her hltcillna. 

'lEOA TOIS 10.0 
COH'ETlTOlS 

110 [Dfo,..doD 

I ••• in in .chool. 110 lnforaetion 
up to •• v.r.1 ve.k •• 
Shov .tron, .ehooli ... 
Ind hidin, t.nd.nci •• 
in fint y,.r. 

"II •• ~OA.truet ... t. 110 '.for .. tion 
.nd , .. ard ...... 
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SEllen., 
UPlUIICU 

Jo ... It .1. 1.11 

Lippaoa at el. 1.7. 

D.i~r ee .1. 1.7. 



TAiLE I I. EMVllo.tENTAL TOLELUICII or LEIOSTOHUS llAlITHURUS (SPOT) ItASSACHUSETTS TO FLO&IDA 

LIFE STACE 

L.rv.e 

Juv.ni 1. 

HAiITAT 
IEQUII£MENTS 

[III .t. t.i •••• d ov.r 
rha contin.nt.l .helf. 

Tol.rat •• aian1t7 0:55 
ppt. Optiau. •• linit, 
o-~ ppt in the •• tuar,. 

Toler.r •• alanaty 
0-34.2 ppt. 'o.t
l.rva. and younl 
fi.h concentrate .t 
• aliniti.a of O.~-~.O 
ppt; durinl ye.r. of 
hiah popu'.tion den.ity 
YOURI .. y _v. into 
fr •• hvaUr. 'r.f.r 
~ddy .ub.tr.' •• 

8-14 ppt .alinity. 
Occur .t depth. Ir.at.r 
th.n , • ov.r .oft 
.uddy bott_; larl.r 
fi.h pr.f.r channel 
w.t.r •• 

FOOD AND FEEDING 
FACTORS 

WOt .ppucaGLe 

Salht-•• i.clav. 
( •• d.r 
- pl.nktonic cope

pod. 

Iott_ f •• d.r 
- Mnthic "rp

act icoid cope
pod. 

- annelid • 
- plant .. t.ria' 

lotto. f.eder 
- burruvinl poly

ch.ete. 
- anne I ida 
- ••• 11 crulla-

ce.n. 
- _llulc. 
- .acroloopl.nkton 

CIIOWTH 4 OUEL
OPttENT FACTOIIS 

No infor .. rion 

Crovth durinl 
first 'u_r i. 
rapid, juvenIle. 
..y ~~.ure 11 c. 
by I.u fall. 

l •• ch .e&ua' .. tu
r i t y by [he [h i rd 
ye.r; .. &1 .... 
'.Rlth around ll-l~ 
c •• 
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IEHAVIOR 

MOr .pphc.bl. 

No inforaat ion 

Po.r-l~rv.e .r. 
carried into the 'ay 
in Apr it t hroulh 
en[rai~nt in botro. 
water.. School alonl 
.hore durinl 'ua.er. 
Younl _v. dova.tr ... 
•• they Irow. 

Adult. enter the 'ay 
in April .nd M.7, 
I •• ve for .p.vniDI 
Iround. off.hor. fr_ 
AUI. throulh MoY. 

'lEDATORS AND 
COHPETITOIS 

Jellyfa.h, auch •• 
rhe ae. v.lour 
("ne.'opa" lei47i), 
predatory .. rine 
Ii.h. 

'rey of pred.tory 
fi.h and bird. 

5_ ••• bov. 

'rey 01 'arll la .. -
f'lh (.trip.d b ••• ), .h. rk., .nd the 
t.rl.t of r.cr •• tion.l 
and co.aerca.' fi.h
.ri ••• 

SELECTED 
IUllllIC[5 

Mud.on and Mardy 1974 

Sbea et al. 1910 

Lipp.on .t .1. 1919 

n.o... 1911 

Chao and Ku.ick 1911 

'etera and lj.laon 
191~ 



TABLE I.. ENVIIONMEIITAL TOlUAIK:U or MEICENAJlIA KEIC[NAJlIA (KAID CUM) NOVA SCOTIA TO lUCATAIi 

LIF[ STAC! 

Lerva. 

Junn, Ie 

HAiITU 
I[QUllEKEIITS 

Tol.r.t. 20-}~ ppt 
.alinlt1. pr.flr 26.~-
11.5 ppc. 

Saliniti •• ,r •• t.r th •• 
17.5 ppt. L.rv ••• r. 
pela,ic. found lD the 
• urf.c. ",.Cer •• 

Opti.u. a.linity 24-21 
ppt •• urviv ••• Iiniti •• 
•• low •• 12.S ppt. 

rooD AND r[[Il/NG 
FACTOIS 

Mot applic.bl. 

110 info,.er iOD 

,ilt.r f •• d.r - .1, ••• peci •• 
- .. tritu. 

caoWTH , DEV[L
OPtt£NT FACTORS 

Salinity .ff.ct. 
I" d.v.l<»peent. 

l.rv.l developocnt 
il .tfuud by 
..Iinily. le.per.
ture, tu,b,dit" 
.nd circulation 
p.turna. 

Crowth r.te. v.ry 
vith the type of 
.ub.tr.t ..... d; 
falt.r ,ro",th 
occurl in co.r •• r 
• edi_nt •• 

IEHAVIOI 

[II. ar. c.rr,.d on 
curr.ntl in the I.y. 

larva •• r. initi.lly 
p.l.,ic, but to",ard 
t ... end of thi. 
Ita,e. they .lternat • 
between a pl.nktonic 
.nd benthic •• i.t.nc •• 

PIlOATOas AIID 

COMPETItoaS 

Cl .. l.rv ••• r. pr.y 
of other hlur 
f •• din, or'.Di .... 

Vou.1 cl .. 1 h.v. bi- Pre4.tor. includ. 
••• u.l ,on.da. - oy.t.r drill. 
u.u.lly dooln.red by - blue cr.b • 
.al. ch.r.ct.ri.tic.. - DOon .n.il. 
Aft.r th. firlt conch • 
• p • .,.in, •••• on. - hor.e.hoe cr.b • 
.bout ~OZ of the juv.- - •••• t.r. 
nil •• beca.e , ... 1.. - puff.r. 

- vat.rfowl 
------------~S~.~I~i~n-'~·t~,~:.-I--'--r.-.~t.~r~t~h~.~n--~F~i~l~t~e~r~f~e~.~4~e~r~----~L~.~r~'~e~c~I~ .. ~.-De~~.~I~u~r~.--~Ad~u~l~l~.~.~p~.~v~a~d~u~r~i~n~'~- - cow nos.d r.y. 

15 ppt. Hard cl... - .1, ••• peci.. 12-11 c. aa lealth. ae.p tid •• ; .p.vaina - dr_ fi.h 
Adult occur in .ubtidal •• y b. both thenaell, - .. a 

or intertid.l v.t.r. .nd c .... ic.lly 
",ith .olid s.,b.tr.t. .lioul.t.d. 
(Ihell or rock). 
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SIUCTtD 
un.UlK:lS 

Lipp.oD 1971 

kiber et .1. 191' 

She. et .1. 19.0 

C •• t ..... ~ Chlnlly 
1971 



TAiLE In. [IIVIIONH£IfTAL TOUIANtIS 0' "ICIOPOCONIAS UNDULATUS (ATLANTIC CIOAlU) CAPE COD, teA TO 'LOUDA 

LIFE STACE 

Larv •• 

Juv.nil. 

Adult 

HAiITAT 
lEQU II£ME NTS 

E" •• r. r.l •••• d ia 
the oc •• n ne.r the 
.outh of tbe a., fro. 
Au,uat thrCNlh 
Dec.ab.r. 

L.rva. vhich enter tbe 
a., in f.ll r ... ia La 
ch.nnel v.t.ra .t 
depth. ,r •• t.r th.n 
la; c.rri.d to the 
•• It v.t.r int.rf.c •• 

Younl juv.nil ••• r. 
found in ch.nnel v.t.r. 
of 0-21 ppt •• linit,. 
Old.r fi.h t.nd to b. 
down-riv.r fra. the 
youal.r (i.h. 

Toler.te •• linity 
0-40 ppt. Opti.u. 
I.linity 10-34 ppt. 
Hard botta. .t deptha 
,re.t.r than 1.. 

FOOD AND FEEDING 
'ACTORS 

IIot .pplic.ble 

110 lafo,..t ion 

Juv.nii .. i ... 
th.n 10 c. 
- h.rp.ct icoid 

copepoda 
Older junni 1 •• 
- polych •• t •• 
- crull ace an. 
- fi.h 
- oth.r inverte-

br.te. 

- ••• 11 cru.t.-
ee.n. 

- .nnelid. 
- aollulc, 
- ••• 11 f i.h 

CIlOWTH " DlYH
OPKENT FACTORS 

110 infor •• tion 

110 infor •• tion 

110 ,rowth occur' 
durin, the wint.r .r •. on; youn, fl.h 
ha"e be.n kill~d 
durin, int.n.i". 
cold periodl on 
the nur •• ry ,round •• 

Cro.ker r •• eh • 
••• iau. l.n,th of 
.round )0 c •• 
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aEHAYIOR 

IIot applic.bl. 

L.rv •• be,in ent.rin, 
the lay in fall 
throu,h entr.i~nt 
in botto. v.t.r •• 

Y •• rlin, croak.r 
Ie.". in the fall. 

Cro.ker antar the 
a.y in 'pri"l, 
re •• inin, in the 
lover •• tu.ry until 
fa 11, then th.y 
• i,r.te b.ck to •••• 
W.t.r te.p.r.ture 
influence. croak.r 
.i,utioa •• 

PREDATORS AND 
COftPETlTOIS 

110 infonaat ion 

110 a nf 0"'" t aon 

Striped b ••• pr.da
tion on o".rvinterin, 
ju".nile • •• y d.pr ••• 
the popuht ion; 
juv.nile •• 1.0 pr.yad 
on by blu.fi.h. 

Pr.y of top pred.
tory .peci •• (Itriped 
b •••• nd bluefi.h). 
The '.r,et of • 
co.aercial .nd r.cr.
.tion.l fi.hery • 

SEUCTED 
IUUlNtlS 

She •• t .1. 1910 

Ki 14allr.Dd .nd 
Schrod.r 1921 

LipP,oa .t .1. 1979 

Stickne, et .1. 1975 

Ch.o .Dd "u.ick 1977 

K • .,.n 19S 7 

Jo •• ph 1972 

W.lhn 1940 



TAIU 10. tNVII~IITAL TOUIAllCI:S or ~ ""lUC ..... A (WHIT!: 'lICH) NOVA SCOTIA TO SOUTH CAAOLIIiA 

l.lFE suet 

Larv •• 

Jltveni I. 

ItUITAT 
liQUI UMf.MTS 

Tol.r.te '.(lnlt1 0-6 
ppt. ll" ar. r.l •••• 4 
in tidal-tr •• h to low
bracki.h w.t.r. i. 
• hallowl alooa tM 
.hou. 

Tol.r.t ••• Iinity 0-1 
ppt. pr.fer O-I.~ ppt. 
K"l~ depth 12 ft. 
Llrv ... re lou'" L" 
• h.llow w.t.r ov.r 
• and or ,r.v.1 b.ra or 
... d bouoa. 

Tol.rate I.linaty 0-11 
ppt. pre'er 0-) ppt. 
FOltnd in Ihallow 
II~a'l.h w.'er o"er 
lilt. ~d. or "e,e
tatlon; .ave to •• nd, 
Iho.ll and be.chel .t 
ni,ht. 

10lerate •• Iinit,. 0-10 
ppt. preler 4-18 ppt. 
In .~r. concentr.te 
n •• r .ho.I •• oc, •• ion
• lly in ch.nnel .re ••. 
In vinter. found in 
deeper w.ter; .ove to 
ch.nnel. durin, coldeat 
period •• 

fOOD AND FEEDINC 
FACTOI5o 

Not .pphc.Gl. 

Si,ht-.. lectlve 
f •• d.r. 
- rot &t.u 
- cl.4o,.,.". 
- copap04 • 

- copepoda 
- el.40e.ranl 
- ina.el I.rv •• 

Iottoa orien,.d. 
pile ,voro ... - __ It 

- yellow perch 
- youn, eel • 
- yuun, It r iped 

b ... 
- in.ect. 
- cru.t.e •• n. 

CIINTH • DEVEL
Ol'KlNT UCTOIS 

Su.p~na~a .edl.ent 
level. about 1)00 
ppe ,ncre •• e lnc~

b.tion period • 

Te_perature and 
a"ailab,lity of 
rotller. af'ect. 
de .. "\o,..nt 01 
yolk- •• e lar .. _. 

Crowth pOlitivel, 
correltted with 
teaperature .n4 
.ohr radiet ion. 
Crow, h 10111 ueneed 
by popu let lon 
denut,.. 

Crowlh r.te. 
decre.,e with .,e 
.nd hlah popul.taon 
dl'n.,ly. ".Ie. 
•• Iure in 1 year •• 
f ••• leI in 3. 
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NHAVIOI 

IIot ."hc.~i. 

le.ain an ,p.wnina 
.r •••• ettl. to 
bott_. General 
'own,"'" .o ...... t 
•• larva. d.velop • 

Juvenil •• re •• in in 
nura.r, .re •• t I ••• t 
until 20 .. Ion, •• a, 
rr .. i. untll I ye.r 
old. Juv •• ile ••• ,. 
for. I.r,. lebooll. 

School ina .dultt 
.re re.ident 10 the 
I.y. whi ,. perch 
.r .... i-.n.dra.oua. 
.. kina .p._in, 
.a,r.,ion. up".a .. 
ia a,..ana. 

'IEOA1015 ANO 
eott,n1T0I5 

110 In'oraet io. 

Co.pere wath uri.ped 
ba •• la,v.e in 
""r.ery .re ••• 
Preyecl Itpon by 
fi.h I.traped b.aa) 
.nd bird •• 

Coapete with .triped 
b ... ;" .. eni lei. 
Preyed upon by 'l.h 
(.traped b •••• blua
h.h) .114 loir4 •• 

Prey.d 0. by lar,ar 
fi.h (.triped b •• " 
blue f i.h). Alao the 
t.r,et af • ea..ercial 
.nd r.c re.1 ional 
fi.hery. 

SEUCTED 
UFlU1ICES 

Sha •• t .1. 19'0 

Lipp.oG at .1. 1979 

IIi Idabrand .nd 
Schr0l4.r 1921 

Ilud.oa .nd H.rdy 1974 

Loo. 19]) 

M ...... ti 1961 



!p. 

LIn: STACE 

La r,,'. 

Ju".ni I. 

Adult 

KAllTAT 
IEQUIIEfCEMTS 

rOOD AND FEED11IC 
fACTOIS 

Tol.rat ••• l,n'ty 0-10 Mo' .pp11cabl. 
ppt. l.~-l ppl opt, .. l. 
1.0-Z.0 ... c- l 
opti.u. flow rata. S •• i
buoyant •••• r.l ••••• 
ia fre.h to bracki.h 
w.t.r. 
Tol.r." •• lini" o-lS 
ppt. ~-IO 'Pi op,i .. l. 
0.1-1.0 ••• c- I 

op" •• l flow r.ta. 
- open wU. r. 
- ., 13 .. , ~". 

in.hore for fir., ._r 
Ju"enile. ~O-l00 ... 
Toler.te •• Iinity O-)~ 
ppt. Op'i •• 1 10-2D 
ppt. 0-1. 'ec- I 
opt, .. l flow r.te. 
- prefer .andy .ub-

.,r.t. but found 
over ,r.".l bot to. • 
•• veil in Ih.llow 
wa,.r •• 

Tol.r.t. O-]S ppt, 
ulu.lly in •• linitie. 
,re.ter th.a 12 ppt. 
Su ... , h.bi,., includea 
hi.h .ner., .hor.lina. 
with a curr.nt. Ov.r
vinter in channela ia 
•• tuary or offahor. 
• t depth. b.lov 6 •• 

Si,hl .. lecti .. 
••• d.r 
- copepod. 
- rotH.n 
- cledoc.r.na 
Ni,b pr., conc.n
er.tioa. Dec •••• ry 
'or .ucc ••• ful 
fira, f •• din •• 

Non-.elect'"e 
teeder 
- in,.ct l.r"a. 
- polych.ue. 
- Iar"al fi.h 
- '.phipod. 
- ·Ylidl 

Pi.ci"orou' 
- .Iewde 

blueb.ck harrina 
wtli Ie percb 
.pot 
_nh.den 
bay ancho", 
cro.ker 

" .. .... 
CROWT1I , DEVEL-
0,,"EM1 fACTORS 

Sal,n'ty .nd ' •• p
.r.ture influence 
•• ".lo~nt. 

te.,..rature .nd 
.d.quate food 
inUuenc. ,rowlh. 

t •• per.ture .nd 
population d.nlity 
intlu.nc. ,rowlh. 

T ..... r.ture. " •• 
popul.tion d.nail,. 
and oay •• n I."ela 
ia(luaoc •• rowth. 

I'ot .pp 11<: ab I. 

po.iti"ely photo
trophic ~ Mwly
h.tched l.r" ••• ink 
bet_en awi .. in. 
efforu~ at 1-1 
d.ya of •• e I.r"ae 
c.n .wi. continuoualy. 

Down.tre .. .aw ... nt 
of youna-of-the-ye.r 
fi'h. , •• ,I,A,I 
Ichaol iD river. or 
_". into lover 
..tu.ry in a_,. 

Andr~u ••• i.r.t. 
to fr •• hw.t.r to 
ap.wa, r.'urn to 
lower •• 'u.r, or 
oc •• n .fl.r .pawnin •• 
loun. f ... l •• (1-] 
yr) .i,r.te .Iona 
coa., in ._r vilh 
old.r fi.h • 
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. .. 
~ .. 

PIEDATORS AND 
COMPET!TOIS 

Co.p.te with vbit. 
parch I.na. in 
nur •• ry .r ••• 

Co.p.'. with whit. 
perch in nur.ery 
,r.1 of p,ed.tory 
h.h. bird., ..... 1 •• 
.nd .. n. 

Co.pet. w,th btu.
fiah, we •• tilh, .nd 
whit. perch. C_
_rci.1 .nd recre
.tion.1 fi.hery for 
atri ... d b .... 

StLtCTED 

!eta!er et el. 1910 

.. ....... !Wi "ibureky 
1910 

IIolli. 19SZ 

Doro.hew 1970 

She •• t .1. 1980 

Md. Dept. ".t .•••. 
1981 



r .... u: lq. ENYlao...,."L TOLUAllClS or ~ AlI"l1~ (Son SMILL CtNt) LA.IAbOI 1'0 .,UII CUOLiIA 

KAllTAT 
LIFI STACE llQUlllMlWTS 

III' .r. r.l •••• d ~, 
••••• t.ry "ult. i. E". t_ "'_."1 ,..11., 
.,rina ... ,.11. 
"iai ..... lie'ty for 
I.rval .urvival i. 

Lan.. , .pl. 

Juftnil. 

Juv.ail •• occur over 
• bro.der d."a r .... 
th •• aGulca. 

FOOD AIIO FlEDIIIe 
'AC1NS 

rUt.r f •• d.r 
- .a1ll4 fl.,el

la". 
- ot"-r .icro

.co,ic ,lallkeoa .... 
I .......... f .... , 
- ,..,co,lallkton 
- .ic,oloopl.aktoa 
- bacc.ria 
- d.uitu. 

caowTM • D£VEL
O,"£IIT FACTOIS 

110 lnfonut Ion 

r.aper.cure influ
encel l.rvI' devel
opM'nC; I[ 1 OCC, 
l.rv.1 d.v.lo,..nt 
••• 1_. 

Juvenil. cl ... Ir. 
•• n.iliv. co •• lia
it, fluctu.e,on •• 

IUIAV lot 

Afc.r the ,laDlleoa,c 
l.rv •• 4.v.lo, • .,f
ficl.ntl,. the, 
_t_r,ho .. to 
ad .. lt 10 .... 114 
•• cl1. to tbe boceo. • 

J .. v.nilr. cln .ov, 
.bouc by "Ii", the 
aulcul.r foot or b, 
curr.nl.. rhe, 
.. ubli.h • pc .... n.nt 
burr_ vtlea _ iDCh 
Ion,. 

'IEDATOIS AIIl) 
(X)M,n I TOtS 

lID ,.to .... t loe 

Pr •• ator. incl .... : 
- blue cr.b 
- o,Uar dr LI Ie 
- horl •• hoc crab. 
- cov-nol'd ra,. 
- berrin, ,ulh 
- _'arf_1 

------------=-~--~--~~~~~r_~~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~--~~~~~~~~~~- -~cc .. f •• di .. Tol.r.' ••• llni" )-lS SUI,.n"on f •• d.r CI .. I r.ach ••• u.1 Adulca occ .. r la d •• " li.h 

Adult 
ppt. Opt._16--)2 ppt. - ph"toplankcon .. curity in on. ,.tw.nenc burr_. i. - c_rcial and 
Cl ... occur on .h.ll_ - .,croaoopl.nlr.to. , •• r. Crovlh i. lhallow v.t.r. '.er •• rio.al 
.ubtid.l bcdl ia n.bl. - bacteria influlfncrd by vat.r Ii.her'''' 
lub.tr.t ••• e d.pth. - d.critu. currencI, food 
I.a. th.n 10-10 •. lupply, t_pcracure, 

.nd I.diaent typc. 
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IlLlCTlD 
llnQlIClS 

..... e .1. ,.10 

Herrill ... T .. ~ia.h 
1910 

W.llace .e at. 1"5 

c •• t ....... Ch.nley 
1971 



TAaU lr. !NVJl~IITAL TOL!IAIICIS or !!!£! 'UVISCUS (nuDW PElCH) EAST COAST lANCI or MOVA SCOTIA TO SOUTII CAIOLIlIA 

LIF£ STAC£ 

til 

Adult 

HAIITAT 
'£QU IIVI£NTS 

FOOD AND FUDING 
FACTORS 

6-6.S ppt .elanaly. 
Non-tidel end tidel
frelh vUer. 

Tolerete .llanLty 0-1 
ppl. Op.i~. O-O.~ "t. 
Shillov, fre.h ... ter; 
lurvivil reduced vbeD 
• edi .. nt concentrelioDI 
• xceed ~OO .. l-l. 

O.~-lO ,pt, concentr.te 
.t •• ILnille. of 5-7 
pp. in .u ... r. Found 
in veaetlted .re •• ne.r 
.hore. 

Toler.l. 0-11 ppl 
lalinity, prefer 5-7 
ppl in lu_r. Prefer 
hl,her .llinity, tid.l 
.. ller ... ich auddy 
.ubltrlte. 

MOt epplaceble 

- ,leakto. 

- ... 11 crll"l-
,e.n. 

- inaec •• 
- 010 ..... 

- _lluIC. 

- b.y anchovie. 
- .i herlid •• 
- .innow. 
- i.opod. 
- _phipod • 
- .naLle 
- crull.ce.n. 

CROWTH , DEVEL
OPMENT fACTORS 

Lo .. le.per.lure. 
durinl .p.vninl 
_e •• on c auae .n 
extended incubation 
period (2-1 .. It.); 
I.rvle -are devel
oped II hllch th.n 
olher Inldro.ou. 
.pecie •• 

Silinitie. ,r.l,er 
thin 2 pp. inler
(e re "l( h l.rvll 
developeent • 

Crov. quickly 
durin, fir'l ye.r; 
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APPENDIX C 

SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETATION 

Compiled from Stevenson and Co~fer 1978. 



APPENDIX C 

SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETATION 

Ceratophy'lum demersum (Coontail) 

Characea: Chara, Nitell~, Toypellas 

Elodea canadensis (Common elodea) 

Myriophyllum spicatum (Eurasian watermilfoil) 

Najas guadalupensis (Bushy pondweed) 

Potamogeton pectinatus (Sago pondweed) 

Potamogeton perfoliatus (Redhead grass) 

Ruppia maritima (Wfdgeongrass) 

Vallisneria americana (Wfld celery) 

Zannfchellia palustris (Horned pondweed) 

Zostera marina (Eelgrass) 
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Ceratophyllum demersum (Coontail) 

Distribution 

Frequents quiet, freshwater pools and 
slow streams. Also in the Maryland 
portion of the Chesapeake Bay. 

Temperature 

Critical minimum temperature for 
vegetative growth of 20·C, with 
optimum growth at 30·C. 

Sal1 ni ty 

Essentially freshwater, but grows 
normally in salinities under 6.5%0' 

Substrate 

Often grows independently of substrate 
material. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Shade tolerant, requiring a minimum of 
2 percent full sunlight for optimum 
growth. Not considered to be depth 
limited due to its rootless nature. 
Turbidity is not as detrimental for 
coontail as for rooted vegetation 
because of shade tolerance and water 
surface habitat. 
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Consumer Utilization 

Ceratophyl1um demersum (Coontail) 
Continued 

References 

Foliage and seeds rated as having great 
importance to ducks, coots, geese, grebes, 
swans, waders, shore and game birds. 
Moderate importance as fish food, shade, 
shelter and spawning medium. 

Sculthorpe 1967 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1961) 

F1 gure 1. Coontal1 (Ceratophyll um d .. rs",,) 
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Characea: Chara, Nftella, Tolypellas 

Dfstrfbutfon 

Prf~rfly found fn freshwater envfronMents. 
SOMe species inhabit brackfsh waters but 
are not found fn truly marine envfron.ents. 
Found in t~perate and tropical regions of 
all the contfnents. 

Temperature 

GeMmfnation of Characea occurs after mafn
tenance at 40°C for one to three months. 

Sa1fnity 

Certain specfes ranged in salfnities up to 
15%0 wit~ growth cessation and limited 
survfval at 20% 0 • 

Substrate 

Most speCies of Characea grow in silt or 
mud substrate though a sMall number of 
species tend to grow in shallow water on 
sandy bottoms. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

The Characea are capable of surviving in 
low light intensities. Have been found 
inhabiting fresh water at depths up to 
65.5 m (Lake Tahoe), with incident 
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Characea: Chara, Nitella, Tolypellas 
Continued 

radiation of slightly more than 2 percent 
of that reaching the lake surface. 

Consumer Utilization 

Consumed by many kinds of ducks. especially 
diving ducks. Also provides habitat for 
aquat1 c fauna. 
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(cooied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 2. Muskgrass (Chara sp.) 
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Elodea canadensis (C~n elodea) 

Distributfon 

En~c to North ~rica and naturalized 
to .. ny industrialtzed nations of Europe 

and the southern helli sphere. 

water tellperatures of 15 to lSee are 
necessary for successful growth. 

Salinity 

Salinity range of fresh water to brackish 

water of 10·/ ••. 

SUbstrate 

Prefers a soil to Hnd substrate. Grows 

better ""eft rooted than Mhen suspended. 

light. Oeptll and Turbidity 

Moi .. frequency of eloclN is betMeen 
3.0 • and 7.5 • deptll. Capable of 

qui cit ly grow1 ng up tllrough cowerf ng 

layen of snt. 

c-s 
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Elode1 canadensis (C~n elodea) 
Continued 

ConSUler Uti1izltion 

HIs littl. value to water fowl. Generally 
unpalltable to lqutic insects. Epiphytes 
grow lbundantly between the teeth on the 

leaf _rgins Ind on the upper leaf surfaces. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 3. Common elodea (Elodea ~dens~) 
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Myriophyllum spicatum (Eurasian watermilfofl) 

Distribution 

Native to Europe and Asia, is widespread 
in Europe, Asia and parts of Africa. 
Found in Chesapeake Bay area, also infested 
many lakes in New York, New Jersey and 
Tennessee. 

Temperature 

Found growing in temperatures ranging from 
0.1° to 3DoC. 

Sal inity 

Found in salinities ranging from D to 
20%0. Grows best in salinities of 
a to 5 %0. Inhibition starts at 10% 0 

and becomes severe from 15 to 20%0. 

Substrate 

Grows best in soft muck or sandy muck 
bottoms. Maximum density coincides with 
fine organfc ooze whfle mfnfmum density 
is found in sand. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Sensitive to turbidity and grows in water 
more than 2 m deep, if clear. Limited to 
1.5 m fn extremely turbid waters. 
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Myriophl11U1 spic.~ (Eur.sian Wlter.ilfo11) 
Continued 

Cons~r Utilization 

low gr •• duck food. Found in digestive 
tracts of 27 Canada &.ts-. 6 species of 
dabbling ducks, • spectes of divers Ind 
31 coots in the vicinity of aack Bay and 
Currituck Sound. Offers support for 
aufWuchs which later beta.. food for higher 
life fontS. Crowds out 80re desirable 
foods. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Fi gure 4. Euras ian watennll foil U1yri ophyl1 um spi tatum) 
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Najas guadalupenses (Bushy pondweed) 

Distribution 

Essentially freshwa~er or brackish water 
species, ran'.;jlng fr',m r ,-egon to Quebec. 

and California to F1orida. 

Temperature 

No information 

Sa 1 i" ~ ty 

Prefers 3%0 salinity. Found in P0tomac 
River at salinities of 6 to 9%0' 

Substrate 

Prefers sails containing a predominance of 

sand, but tolerates substrate of pure muck. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Usually found in depths ranging from 0.3 to 

1.2 m, but has been recorded at depths over 

6 m. 

Consumer Utilization 

Exce'l~nt in food value for waterfowl. Birds 

eat both the seeds and the leafy plant parts. 
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(redrawn after Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 5. Naiad (Najas sp.) 
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Potamogeton pectinatus (Sago pondweed) 

Oistrihution 

Range includes freshwater streams and 

ponds, also brackish coastal waters of 

the United States and portions of Canada. 
Most abundant in the northwestern states 

and the Chesapeake Bay in the United States. 

Reported to be a pest species of irrigation 

systems in the west, and in cranberry bogs 

of Massachusetts. 

Temperature 

Germination shown to occur when water 

temperature reaches 15 to 18°C. 

Sa 1i ni ty 

Maximum seed production, seed germination 

and vegetative growth occurs in freshwater. 

Salinities of 8 to g%o generally decreased 

growth and germination rates by 50 percent. 

Substrate 

Grows on both mud and sand bottoms. Prefers 

s i 1 ty bottoms. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Requires at least 3.5 percent total sunlight 

for growth. Shading produces yellowed, 

sparse foliage, elongated nodes an~ rigid 

unbranched stems. C-16 
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Potamogeton pectinatus (Sago pondweed) 
Continued 

Consumer Utilization 

One of the more important waterfowl plant 
foods. Nutlets and tubers reported to be 
excellent food source for ducks; rootstocks 
and stems are consumed to a lesser degree. 
Also provides protective habitat for fish. 
oy~ters, and benthic creatures. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 6. Sago pondweed (Potamogeton 2ectinatus) 
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Potamogeton perfo11atus (Redhead grass) 

Distribution 

Fresh and moderately brackish waters. 
It has been found 1n Labrador, Quebec, 
New Brunswick and extends to Eurasfa, 
northern Africa and Australia. Its 
presence has been recorded in the 
Chesapeake Bay through 1976. 

Temperature 

Experiments showed that respiration and 
O2 consumption increased as temperatures 
increased from 25 to 40°C, with death 
occurring at 45°C. 

Sa lfnfty 

Substrate 

Grows best on a mixture of organic materfal 
and silt with a minimum carbon to nitrogen 
ratio, a hfgh capacfty to recycle aMmOnia 
and a low redox potential. Moderately 
organic muds fairly rich in nitrogen and 
exchangeable calcium are more suitable 
than highly organic muds. 
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Potamogeton perfoliatus (Redhead grass) 

Continued 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Usually found in still or standing water 

ranging from 0.6 to 1.5 m depth. Maximum 

rate of photosynthesis attained where 

light intensity was about 1.1 9 cal/cm2. 

Consumer Utilization 

Seeds, rootstocks and portions of the stem 
are consumed by Black Ducks, Canvasbacks, 

Redheads, R1ngnecks and other duck specfes. 

Also eaten by geese, swans, beaver, deer, 
muskrat. Provides protective cover for 

various aquatic organisms. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 7. Redhead grass (Potamogeton perfoliatus) 
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Ruppia maritima (Widgeonqrass) 

Oistributi on 

Inhabits a wide range of shallow, brackish 
pools, rivers and estuaries along the 
Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Coasts. Also 
occurs in fresh portions of estuaries. 
alkaline lakes, ponds and streams and in 
shallow. saline ponds and river deltas of 
the Great Salt Lake region. 

Temperature 

R. maritima appeared to have two growing 
seasons within the temperature range of 
18° to 30°C. Growth ceased outside this 
range although some fruiting and flowering 
occurred at temperatures higher than 30·C. 

Salinity 

Tolerant of a broad salinity range, from 
5.0 to 40.0 %

0' Tension zone of over 
30./ 00 , Flowering and seed set occurs 

in range of tapwater to 28°/.°' 

Substrate 

Prefers soft bottom MUds or sand. Has been 
found growing on shallow sand shell gravel 
soils in Russian rivers and strea.s. 
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Ruppia maritima (Widgeongrass) 
Continued 

light, Depth and Turbidity 

Optimum production in laboratory studies 
occurred at depth of 60 em. Is found at 
depths of a few inches to several feet. 
Turbidity tolerance less than 25-35 ppm in 
small ponds; turbidity is espeCially harm
ful to young plants prior to the stems 
reaching the surface. 

Consumer Utilization 

Serves as food for numerous species of 
ducks, coots, geese, grebes, swans, marsh 
and shore birds of the Atlantic, Pacific 
and Gulf Coasts. Also used as nursery 
grounds and as a fish spawning medium and 
cover for marine organisms. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1976) 

Figure 8. Widgeongrass (Ruppia maritima) 
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Vallfsnerfa amerfcana (Wfldcelery) 

Distribution 

Freshwater macrophyte occurring in the 
tidal streams of the Atlantic Coastal 

Plain. 

Temperature 

Grows best in temperature range of 33 to 
36°C. Arrested growth occurs below 19°C. 

Sa 1 ini ty 

laboratory tests showed that Vallisneria 
could not be maintained in salinities 
greater than 4.2% 0 • 

Substrate 

Grows equally well in sandy soil and mUd. 
Hutchinson (1975) found that V. americana 
thrived best in a soil of 6.5 percent 

organics, 8.78 percent gravel, 21.46 

percent sand, 47.90 percent silt, 14.26 

percent cl ay. 

light, Depth and Turbidity 

Able to tolerate muddy, roiled water. 
Usually found in shallow water (0.5 to 
1.0 m). 
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Vallisneria americana (Wildcelery) 
Continued 

Consumer Utilfzation 

All parts of the plant structure are 
consumed by fish, ducks, coots, geese, 
grebes, swans, waders, shore and game 
birds. Also serves as a shade, shelter 
and spawning medium for fish. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 9. Wildcelery (Vall1sneria americana) 
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Zannichellia palustris (Horned pondweed) 

Distribution 

This species has been documented in every 
state in continental United States; however, 
it is not a commonly occurring submerged 
aquatic. Reported occasionally in brackish 
marshes along the New England coast, rarely 

found inland. Recorded in Chesapeake Bay 
and south to Currituck and Pamlico Sound 
area, North Carolina. 

Temperature 

In the Chesapeake Bay, the Zannichellia 
populations decline rapidly when tempera

tures reach 30°C. Reported to exist in 
temperatures as low as 10.5 to 14.8°C. 

Salinity 

Tolerates freShwater, but prefers brackish 

waters to 20%0' 

Substrate 

Tends to grow in clay to sandy sediments. 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Prefers shallower water than other submerged 
aquatics. May need higher light intensities 

than others; good growth obtained at 4 to 7 
percent of the maximum noon summer sunlight. 
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Zann1chel11a palustr1s (Horned pondweed) 
Contfnued 

Consumer Utilization 

Frufts and sOMetfmes foliage are good for 
waterfowl in brackish pools. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 10. Horned pondweed (Zannichellia palustris) 
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Zostera marina (Eelgrass) 

Distribution 

On the Pacific Coast of North America, 
eelgrass extends from Grantly Harbor, 
Alaska, to Agiahampo lagoon in the Gulf 
of California. On the Atlantic Coast of 
North America, eelgrass extends from 
Hudson Bay, Canada, the southern tip of 
Greenland, and one locality in Iceland, 
to Bogue Sound, North Carolina. 

Temperature 

Tolerate temperatures from -6°C to 35°C. 
Photosynthesis decreased sharply above 
35°C. Death occurred after exposure to 

-9°C. 

Sal1 n1 ty 

Can tolerate salinities ranging from 

8% 0 to full strength seawater (35%0). 

Substrate 

Found growing on a wide variety of sub
strates, from pure firm sand to pure firm 
~d. 
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Zostera marina (Eelgrass) 
Continued 

Light, Depth and Turbidity 

Has been found growing from about 2 m above 
MlW (minimum low water) to depths down to 
30 m. Low light intensity conditions 
inhibit flowering and turion (young branch) 
density is decreased in shaded plots. 

Consumer Utilization 

The only groups of animals that consume 
eelgrass directly are waterfowl and sea 
turtles. Eelgrass beds provide important 
habitats and nursery areas for many forms 
of fnvertebrates and vertebrates, which 
then serve as food sources of species at 
higher levels. 
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(copied from Hotchkiss 1967) 

Figure 11. Eelgrass (Zostera marina) 
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APPENDIX 0 

Environmental Requirements of certain fish in Gulf of Mexico estuaries 

Contents 

Anchoa he~setus (striped anchovy) 
Anchoa mi chilli (bay anchovy) 
Arius fells (sea catfish) 
Paralfchthys lethosigma (southern flounder) 
;U911 cephilus (striped mullet) 
omatomus saltatrix (bluefish) 

pOfonfas cromis (black drum) 
Sc aenops ocellatus (red drum) 

from Benson 1982 
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Anchoa hepsetus (striped anchovy) 

The distribution of all life stages of striped anchovy appears to be 
limited pr;marllY by sallnl'ty. Christmas and Walier (1973) reported this 
species in salinities ranging from 5.0 ppt to 3.5 ppt. Perry and Boyes 
(1978) collected 95.6~ of their specimens in salinities between 20 and 30 
ppt, largely in waters south of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. This fish 
is most abundant at temperatures ranging from 20° to 30 0 e (68° to B6°r) 
(Perry and Boyes 1978). 

Anchoa mitchi11i (bay anchovy) 

Although the distribution of the bay anchovy in Mississippi Sound waters is 
not greatly affected by differences in salinities, low winter te.peratures 
appear to cause some movement to deeper, warmer offshore waters (Springer 
and Woodburn 1960; Christmas and Waller 1973), Swingle (1971) found them 
to be nearly equally distributed in salinities between 5 and 19 ppt 1n 
Alabama coastal waters. Highest catches were in salinities ranging from 
20.0 to 29.9 ppt. In Mississippi Sound, Christmas and Waller (1973) 
established no l"elationships between the distribution of anchovies and 
salinities above 2 ppt. Perry and Christmas (1973) found larvae in 
Mississippi watel"S in salinit1es l"ang1n9 from 16.6 to 27.8 ppt. Bay 
anchovies wel"e taken at tempel"atures fl"om 5.0° to 34.9°C l41.0° to 94.8or), 
but the largest numbers were in water temperatures between 10.0· and 14.9·C 
(50.0° and 58.8°F) (Christmas and Waller 1973). 

Arius felis (sea catfish) 

Sea ca t fi sh in es tua r1 es in the sumller a re most abundant in wa tel" 
temperatures from 19° to 25°C (66° to 77°F). Year round, they have been 
taken in the range of 5.0· to 34.9·C (41.0° to 94.8°F) (Perret et a1. 1971; 
Adkins and Bowman 1976; Drummond and Pellegrin 1977; Johnson 1978). This 
euryhaline species is cOl1l11on in salinities from 0 to 45 ppt, but some 
tolerate 60 ppt. A preference of higher salinities has been suggested 
(Gunter 1947; Johnson 1978; Lee et a1. 1980). Breeding occurs in waters 
having a salinity range of 13 to 30 ppt. 

The developmental stage of larvae incubating in the oral cavity may 
determine the location of the parent male (Harvey 1971). Younger larvae 
tolerate sal inities up to 12.8 ppt, but more developed larvae tolerate 
salinities of 16.7 to 28.3 ppt (Harvey 1971). Juveniles are most numerous 
in low salinities (Johnson 1978). 

Although minimum ~issolved oxygen requirements of sea catfish are not 
known, this fish sometimes lives in dredged semiclosed and closed canals 
that are cha racteri zed by low oxygen concentrat 1 ons (Adk ins and Bo",,"an 
1976). They are found in moderately turbid water (Gunter 1947; Lee et a1. 
1980 ). 

Sea catfish prinCipally live at depths from 4 to 7 m (13 to 23 ftl, but may 
occupy waters as deep as 36 m (118 ft) (Lee 1937; Johnson 1978). Major 
substrates are muddy or sandy bottoms rich in nutrients (Etchevers 1978; 
Shipp 1981). 
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Paralichthys lethostigma (southern flounder) 

The southern flounder is euryhaline, occurring in waters with salinities 
from 0 to 60 ppt. The normal range is from about 10 to 31 ppt. They live 
at water temperatures from 9.9° to 30.SoC (49.8° to B6.9°F), but are most 
cOlllllOn between 14.5° and 21.6°C (58.1° and 70.9°F) (Stokes 1973). The 
temperatures and sal initi es where southern flounder were call ected in 
Mississippi Sound by Christmas and Waller (1973) ranged from 5.0° to 34.9°C 
(41.0° to 94.8°F) and 0.0 to 29.9 ppt. The juveniles may live in fresh
water for short periods. 

Juveniles are usually most abundant in shallow areas with aquatic 
vegetation (shoal grass and other sea grasses) on a muddy bottom. Adults 
also tend to favor aquatic vegetation such as Spartina alterniflora. Some 
flounders overwinter in the deeper holes and channels of estuaries, but 
most (adults and second-year juveniles) migrate to Gulf waters in the fall 
( Gu n te r 1945). 

Mugil cephalus (striped mullet) 

Striped mullet live in freshwater and in salinities up to 75 ppt. In Texas 
estuaries the mullet were about equally distributed in water of all salin
ities (Gunter 1945). They have been taken in Mississippi in salinities 
ranging from 0.0 to 35.S ppt (Christmas and Waller 1973). 

Fi sh 1 ess than 3.6 cm (1.4 inches) long are most abundant in sal i ni ti es 
from 0.0 to 14.9 ppt. Juveniles (up to 7.9 cm or 3.1 inches long) prefer 
lower salinities and warmer waters than larger fish. Juveniles are mostly 
taken in salinities from a to 10 ppt when temperatures range from 2So to 
30 0e (77° to 86°F). Fish up to 11 cm (4 inches) long are abundant at 
salinities from a to 20 ppt at temperatures of 7° to 30 0e (4S0 to 86°F) 
{Etzold and Christmas 1979}. Highest catches in samples from Mississippi 
Sound were in the range of 7° to 20 0e (4S0 to 68°F). Mullet are often 
killed in water temperatures less than soe (4l°F) (J.C. Parker 1971), and 
they tend to aggregate in sheltered areas before the arrival of cold 
weather. 

Pomatomus saltatrix (bluefish) 

Temperature and salinity are the only factors cited by Wflk (1977) as 
determinants of the distribution of bluefiSh on the Atlantic coast. 
Extensive data from egg and larval collections on the outer continental 
shelf of Virginia showed that maximum spawning occurred at 25.6°C (78.1°F) 
with none below l8°e (64°F) (Norcross et a1. 1974). Minimum spawning 
temperature is about 14°e (S7°F) (Hardy 1978). Bluefish seem to prefer 
salinities from 26.6 to 34.9 ppt. Limited larvae collections in the Gulf 
of Mexico were found in a temperature range of 23.2° to 26.4°C (73.8° to 
79.6°F) and a surface salinity range of 3S.7 to 36.6 ppt (Barger et a1. 
1978). In estuaries they rarely live in salinities below 10 ppt. Hardy 
(1978) suggested 7 ppt as the minimum salinity. Lacking are data on the 
effects of substrate, turbi dfty, ti des, or di ssol ved oxygen on bl uefi sh 
distribution. Bluefish activity patterns are highly oriented to vision 
(Olla and Studholme 1979), however, and bluefish are not likely to frequent 
turbid areas. 
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Pogonias cromis (black drum) 

Black drum are euryhaline during all life stages, i.e., they occur in 
salinities from 0 to 35 ppt. The species is most C011lOOn at salinities 
ranging from 9 to 26 ppt (Gunter 1956; Etzold and Christmas 1979). but some 
inhabit water with salinities as high as 80 ppt. The black drum is usually 
taken at water temperatures from 12° to 30°C (54° to 86°F). This fish 
i nhabi ts areas with sand or soft bottoms as well as brackish marshes and 
oyster reefs (Etzolrl and Christmas 1979). The preferred habitat of 
juveniles during the first 3 months are muddy, nutrient-rich. marsh 
habitats such as tidal creeks. 

Sciaenops ocellatus (red drum) 

The general salinity range for red drum is 0 to 30 ppt. but some tolerate 
salinities up to 50 ppt (The1ling and Loyacano 1976). Larvae and juveniles 
were taken at salinities between 5.0 and 35.5 ppt in one study (Christmas 
and Waller 1973), but most occur at salinities from 9 to 26 ppt. The 
1 arger fi sh seem to prefer hi gher sal i niti es. Red drum are most abundant 
in salinities from 20 to 25 ppt (Etzold and Christmas 1979), and from 25 to 
30 ppt (Kilby 1955). Overall. red drum prefer moderate to high salinities. 

Red drum have been observed in water temperatures ranging from 2° to 29°C 
(36° to 84°F). Some young fish were found in a temperature range of 20.5° 
to 31°C (68.9° to 87.8°F). The highest catches were at temperatures 
between 20° and 25°C (68° and non (Etzold and Christmas 1979). Large 
numbers of red drum have been reported killed in severe cold spells (Adkins 
et al. 1979). 

Red drum thrive in waters over sand, mud, or sandy mud bottoms and 
occasionally in and among aquatic vegetation. 
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FOREWORD 

The Technical Support Manual: Water Body Surveys and Assess_ents fer 
Conductfng Use Attafnability Analyses, Volume III: Lake Systems contains 
guidance prepared 6y EPA to assist States In implementing the revised Water 
Quality Standards Regulation (48 FR 51400, Noyember 8, 1983). This docu
lent addresses the unique characterfstfcs of lake syst,.s and supplements 
the two previous Manuals for conductfng use attafnabflfty analyses (U.S. 
EPA, 1983b. 1984). The purpose of these documents is to provfde guidance 
to assist-States in answering three central questions: 

(1) What are the aquatic protection uses currently being achieved in 
the water body? 

(2) What are the potential uses that can be attained based on the 
physfcal, chMical and biological characteristics of the water 
body? 

(3) What are the causes of any impairment of the uses? 

Consideration of the suitabilfty of a water body for attaining a gfven use 
fs an integral part of the water quality standards revfew and revfsfon 
process. EPA will contfnue to provide gufdance and technfcal assistance to 
the States in order to i~roye the scientific and techn!cal ~ases of water 
qualfty decisions. States are encouraged to consult with EPA at the 
beginning of any standards revision project to agree on appropriate ~thods 
before the Inalyses are initiated, and to consult frequently as they are 
conducted. 

Any questfons on thfs guidance May be dfrected to the water qualfty 
standards coordinators located in each of the EPA Regional offices or to: 

Elliot LOlllnitz 
Criteria and Standards Division (WH-585) 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20460 

Edwfn L. Johnson, Dfrector 
Water Regulations and Standards 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

EPA I s Office of Water Regulations and Standards has prepared guidance to 
accQlplny changes to the Water Quality Standards Regulation (48 FR 51400). 
Thfs guidance has been cOliptled and publfshed in the Water Qualfty Stand
ards Handbook (U.S. EPA, Decelber 1983a). Sections in the Handbook present 
discussion of the water quality review and reviston process; general 
gufdance on .fxing zones, and econQltc considerations pertfnent to a change 
fn the use designation of a water body; the developillnt of site specific 
crfterfa; and the elelents of a use atta1nabili~ analysis. 

One of the ~or pieces of gufdance fn the Handbook fs ·Water Body Surveys 
and AssesSients for Conducting Use Attainabflf~ Analyses.- This guidance 
presents a general fra.ework for deSigning and conducting a water body sur
vey whose objective is to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the aquatic 11fe uses currently being achieved in the 
water body? 

2. Whit are the potential uses that can be obtained, based on the 
physical, cheaical and biological characteristics of the water 
body? 

3. What are the causes of t.patnllnt of the uses? 

In response to requests fro. several states for additional 1nfonllt1on, 
technical guidance on conducting wlter body surveys and Issesslllnts has 
been provided in two docUients: 

2. 

Technical Support Manual: Water Body surve~s and Assessments for 
Conducting Use Attainability Analyses (U.S.PA, Noveli6er 1983b); 

The first volu.e is oriented towards rivers and streams and presents 
.. thods for freshwater evaluations. The second volume stresses those con
siderations which Ire unfque to the estuary. The current Manual, Volume 
111, focuses on the physical, chilli cal and biological phenOMna of lakes ana is presented so as not to repeat infonlation that is common to other 
freshwater systells that already appears in one of the ear1fer volulDes. 
Apart frOll the rare illpouncBent tha.t is fed only by surface runoff or 
underground springs, rivers and lakes are linked phYSically and exhibit a 
transition frOll rherine habitat and conditions to lacustrine habitat and 
conditions. Because of this physical l1nk, the biota of the lake will be 
essentfally the same as the biota of the stream, al though there are few 
speCies that are primarily lake species. Given the ties that exist between 
ltkl and strealD under natural conditions, it is ilDportant that those who 
.:Itll be conducting lake use attai nabi lfty studies refer to Vol ume I on 
rivers and streams for additional perspective. 
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Each of the Technica' Support Manuals provides extensive information on the 
plants and an1.als characteristic of a given type of water body, and 
provides a nu.ber of assess.ent techniques that wiil be helpful in per
fOMiing a water body survey. The .. thods offered in the guidance documents 
are optionll, however. and states lIlY apply thy selectively. or lilY use 
their own techniques for designing and conducting use attainability 
studies. 

Consideration of the suitability of a water body for attaining a given use 
fs an fntegral part of the water quality standards revfew and revision 
process. The data and other 1nfonut1on ass_led during the water body 
sun.y provide a basis for evaluating whether or not the water body is 
suitable for a particular use. Since the cOIIPlexity of an aquatic eco
systell does not lend itself to s1l1ple evaluations, there is no single 
fo~la or .odel that will serve to define attainable uses. Rather, many 
evaluatfons .ust be perfor.ed, Ind the professional judg_ent of the 
evaluator is crucial to the interpretation of data that is reviewed. 

This Technicl' sup%ort Manull on lakes w111 not tell the biologist or 
engineer how to con uct a use attainability study. per se, rather. it will 
lay out those ch.ical, physical and biological phenOflena that are char
acteristic of lakes, and point out factors that the investigator .ight take 
fnto consideration while designfng a use study, and while preparing In 
assesSilent of uses frOil the f nfonutfon that hiS been ISsellbl ed. ",~ 
chapters in this Manual focus on the following aspects of lakes: 

Chapter 11. PhYSical and Che.ical Characteristics 

o Circulation, stratification, seasonal turnover 
o Nutrient cycling 
o Eutrophication processes 
o Co~uter and desktop procedures for lake evaluations 

Chapter III. Biological Characteristics 

o Benthos 
o Zoopllnkton 
o Phytoplankton 
o Macrophytes 
o F1sh 

Chapter IY. Synthesis and Interpretation 

o Aquatic life use classifications 
o I~a1M1ent of uses 
o Reference s1 te cOllpari sons . 
o Preventive and remedial techniques 

Chapter Y. References 
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CHAPTER II 

PHYSICAl AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

The aquatic life uses of a lake are defined in reference to the plant and 
ani .. 1 life in the lake. The types and abundance of the biota are largely 
detenlined by the physical and chemical characteristics of the lake. Other 
contr1buting factors include location. climatological conditions. and 
historical events affecting the lake. 

Each lake c~aracter1st1c such as depth. length. inflow rate and teMperature 
contributes to the physical processes of the water body. For exallple. 
circulation .ay be the dOllfnant physical process in a lake that is large 
and Shallow while for a deep .edi~ size lake the da.inant process .ay be 
the annual cycle of thenlal stratification. 

The ch.-ical characteristics of a lake are affected by inflow water quality 
and by various physical. chellical and biological processes which provide 
the bfota with its sustaining nutrients and required dissolved oxygen. 
Overenrichlent with nutrients may accelerate the natural processes of the 
lake. however. and lead to .ajor upsets in plant growth patterns. dissolved 
oxygen profiles. and plant and animal co .. unities. The physica1 and 
ch.-ical attributes of lakes as well as the influence of physical processes 
on 'chelical characterfsti cs are discussed in this chapter. 

In addftfon to a discussfon of physfcal parllllters and processes. and the 
chelical characteristics of lakes. severa' techniques for use attainability 
evaluations are presented in this chapter. These include e.pirical 
input/output models. computer simulation models. and data evaluation 
techniques. For each of these general categories specific .. thods and 
~dels are presented with references. Illustrations of some techniques are 
al so presented. 

The objective in discussing the physical and chemical properties of lakes' 
is to assist the states to characterize a lake and select assessment 
.. thodologies that will enable the definition of attainable uses. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Physical Para.eters 

The physical para.eters which describe the size, shape and flow regime of a 
lake represent the basic characteristics which affect physical. chlllical 
and biological processes.' As part of a use attainabl1ity analysis. the 
physical parameters must be examined in order to understand non-water 
quality factors which affect the lake's aquatic life. 

Lakes can be g~~uped according to formation process. Ten major formation 
processes prp.sented by Wetzel (1975) 1nclude: 
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0 Tectonic (depression due to earth -ovement) 

0 Volcanos 

0 Landslides 

0 G1 aciers 

0 SOlution (depressions froa soluble rock) 

0 River activi ty 

0 Wind-fonled basins 

0 Shoreline activity 

0 01115 (llin-Mde or natural). 

The origins of a lake deter.1ne its .0rpholog1c characteristics and 
strongly influence the physical, chaical and biological conditions that 
will prevail. 

Physical (.arphological) characteristics whose .. asur~nt .ay be of 
i~ortance to a water body survey include the following: 

o Surface area, A ( .. asured in units of length squared, L2) 

o Vol~, V (.alsured in units of length cubed, L3) 

o Inflow and outfl~w, Q1n and Qout ( .. asured in units of length 
cubed per t1 .. , L IT) 

o Meln depth, a 
o Maxi.UI depth 

o Length 

o Length of shoreline 

o Depth-area relationships 

o Depth-yol~e relationships 

o Bath~try (subaerged contours). 

S~ of these parameters -.y be used to calculate other character1st1cs of 
the like. For eXI.ple: 
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o The .ass flow rate of a ch~1cal. say phosphorus. may be calcu
lated as ~~! ~roduct of concentration [Pin] and inflow. Q1n' pro
vided the units are compatible. 

~ss flow rate • [Ptn' M/L3] x (Qtn' L3/T) • MIT 

where M denotes untts of _ass 

o The surface loading rate is calculated as the quotient of inflow 
and surface area. or the quotient of 1la55 flow rate and area. 
e.g •• 

liquid surface loading rate • (Qin' L3/T)/(A. L2) • L3/L'-T 

~ss surface lo:dir.~ ,·ate· [C in • MIL3] x (Qin' L3/T)/(A. L2) • MIL2_T 

o The detention tille is given by the quotient of voh.e and flow 
rate. e.g •• 

detention ti-. • (V. L3)/(Q1n' L3/T) • T 

The reciprocal of the detention t1l11e is the flushing rate. T-1 

o Mean depth is the quotient of volu.t and surface area. e.g •• 

a • (V. L3)/(A. L2) • L 

The first seven parameters of the above list describe the general size and 
shape of the lake. Mean depth has been used as an indicator of produc
tivfty (Wetzel. 1975; Cole, 1979) since shallower lakes tend to be IIOre 
productfve. In contrast. deep and steep sided lakes tend to be less 
productive. 

Total lake vol~e and inflow and outflow rates are physical characteristics 
which indirectly affect the lake aquatic cOCllllunity. Large inflows and 
outflows for lakes with SIIll volumes produce low detention tilles or high 
flow through rates. Aquatic life under these conditions may be different 
than when relatively slUll inflows and outflows occur for a large lake 
volu.e. In the latter case the detention time is ~ch greater. 

Hand (1975) has reca-mended a shape factor--the lake length divided by the 
lake width--for lake studies. This shape factor was applied by Hand and 
McClelland (1979) as a variable in a regression equation used to predict 
chlorophyll-a in Florida lakes. Other para.eters in that regression 
equation are Phosphorus. nitrogen. and the mean depth. 

For the requi retaents of a IIOre detailed lake analysts. i nfonnation describ
ing the depth-area and depth-volUlle relationships and infonaation 
describing the bathymetry .ay be required. An example of a bathymetric map 
is shown in Figure 11-1 for Lake Harney. Florida (Brezonik and Fox. 1976). 
The roundness of this part1cu1ar lake is typical of many lakes in Florida 
who$e morphometry has been affected by limestone solution processes (Baker. 
et al •• 1981). A typical re~~esentation of the depth-area and depth-volume 
relationships for a lake is shown in the graph of Figure 11-2 for the Fort 
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Loudoun Resenoir, Tennessee (Hall, et al., 1976). Depth-area relation
ships can be i.portant to the ~iological activfty in a lake. If the 
relatfonshfp fs such that wfth a slight increase in depth the surface area 
is greatly increased, this then produces greater bott~ and sediment con
tact with the water ~oluae which in turn could support increased biological 
activity. 

In add1tfon to the physfcal par.-eters listed abo~e, ft fs also f~rtant 
to obtafn and analyze fnfonaatfon concernfng the lake's contrfbutfng water
shed. Two aajor par_ters of concern are the drlfnage arel of the con
trfbuting wltershed, Ind the land use(s) of thlt wltershed. Drlfnlge Irel 
will lid in the analysis of inflow volu.es to the lake due to surface run
off. The land use cllssiffCltion of the arel Iround the like cln be used 
to predfct flows Ind also nonpofnt sO'lrce pllllutant loadfngs to the lake. 

The physicil plr_ters presented Ibove lilY be used to understlnd and 
Inllyze the vlrfous physfcil processes thlt occur fn likes. They cln also 
be used directly in si~listic relatfonshfps which predict productfvit,y to 
afd in aquatic use attainability analyses. 

Physical Processes 

There Ire IIIny ca.plex and interrelated physical processes which occur fn 
lakes. These processes are hfghly dependent on the lake's physfcal para~ 
eters, geographfca' locatlon and characteristfcs of the contributing water
shed. Indivfdual physical processes are usually highly fnterdependent. 
Ffve .ajor processes--lake currents, heat budget, light penetratfon, 
stratif'cat'on and sed' .. ntat'on--are discussed below. Each process can 
affect the ecologfcal syStei of a lake, especfal'y the bfota and the dis
tribution of ch.-ical species. 

Lake Currents 

Water IIOvenlent in a 1 ake affects productivity and the bi ota because it 
fnfluences the distrfbutfon of nutrfents, .fcroorganfSlls and plankton 
(Wetzel, 1975). Lake currents are propagated by wind, inflow/outflow and 
Coriolis force (a deflecting force which is a function of the earth's 
rotation). The types of currents developed fn lakes are dependent upon the 
lake size and its density structure. 

For SIll 11 , shall ow lakes (espechlly those that art long and narrow), 
inflow/outflow characteristics are .ast important and the preda.inant cur
rent is a steady-state flow through the lake. For very large 'akes, wind 
is the pri.ary generator of currents and, except for local effects, inflow 
and outflow have a relatively .inor affect on lake circulation. The 
Coriol15 force 15 another i.portant deteminant of circulation in larger 
lakes such IS the Grelt Likes (Lick, 1976!). 

Wind. Wind induced turbulence on the like surflce results in a variety of 
current patterns that are chlracterfstfc of the lake's physfcal propertfes. 
For shillow lakes, the wind induces vertfcal _hfng throughout the wlter 
coluan. Steady-state currents fomed in deep lakes that have a constant 
density are characterfzed by top and bottom ~oundary layers where vertical 
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.ixing is i.portant, and by horizontal boundary layers near the shore where 
horizontal .ixing fs i.portant (Lick, 1976~). 

Under severe or prolonged wind conditions, the stress on tht water surface 
can cause circulation 1n the upper ep11imnion region of a strat1fied lake 
because of the 1nclination of the water surface. This then can cause a 
counter flow in the lower hypoli.nion region of the reservoir. This 
condition 1$ dellOnstrated by Fischer (1979) in Figure II-3. The flow 
patterns are turbul ent enough to disrupt the thenlOcli ne by t11 t1 ng 1 t 
toward the leeward side of the lake. After the wind stops, internal water 
.ove.ent causes the tilted upper and lower water regions, which are 
separated by the the~oc1fne, to oscillate back and fortn "ntl1 the pre
wind stress steady-state condition returns (Wetzel, 1975). This type of 
water ~veDent caused by wind stress and subsequent OSCillations is known 
as a seiche. 

Sillply stated, an external seiche is a free osc111ation of water, in the 
for. of long standing surface wave, reestablishing equilibriUl after having 
been displaced. The external seiche attains its .. xi~ a.plitude at the 
surface while the internal seiche, which is associated with the density 
gradient in stratified lakes, attains it .. xi~ amplitude at or near the 
thenlocline (Figure 11-4). In stratified waterbodies, the layers of 
differing density oscl1late relative to each other, and the lIDpl ftude of 
the fnternal' standing wave or fnternal sefche of the lletal1l1nfon is INch 
greater than that of the external or surtacE sefche. Because of the 
extenshe water IIOvetlent assocfated with internal sefches, the resultfng 
currents 1 ead to vertical and horizontal transport of heat and dis sol ved 
substances (fncluding nutrients) and significantly affect the distributfon 
and productivi ty of plankton (Wetzel, 1975). 

Inflow and Outflow. Lake currents and the resultant .ixing and horizontal 
transport of the water .ss .ay also be a function of inflow and outflow 
patterns and volunaes. Influent velocity generally decreases as the flow 
enters the lake. Inflowing water of a given temperature and density tends 
to seek a level of si.11ar density in the lake. Three types of currents 
.ay be generated by rher influents. as shown in Figure II-S. Overflow 
occurs when inflow water density is less than lake water density. 
Underflow occurs when inflow density is greater than lake water densfty. 
Interflow occurs when there is a densfty gradfent fn the lake, as during 
periods of stratification. where inflow is greater 1n density than the 
epili.nion but is less dense than the hypoli.nion. 

For a cOltpletely _bed lake where no density gradient exists, the outflow 
draws on the totally .ixed volume with little consequence to the net flow 
withfn the lake. In stratfffed fmpoundments, where outflows could be fr~ 
different levels (e.g., reservoir release or withdrawal operations), the 
d1scharge cOlles frOll only a lim1ted zone (or layer) w1thin the lake or 
reservoir. The thickness of the withdrawal layer 15 a funct10n of the 
density gradient in the region'of the outlet. 

Coriolls Effect. For very large lakes. like the Great Lakes, the Coriolis 
effect can influence the currents within the lake. This effect is caused 
by the inertial force created by the earth' 5 rotation. It deflects a 
moving body (water in this casel to the right (of the line of ~ction of the 
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Figure 11-3. Fonmat10n of baroclfnic motions in a lake exposed to wind 
stresses at the surface: (a) initiation of motion, 
(b) position of maximum shear across the thermocline 
{c} steady-state baroclinic circulation (from Fischer, 1979) 
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(from Mortimer, 1952) 
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FIGURE 11-5. Types of inflow into lakes and reservoirs 
(from Wunderlich. 1971) 
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earth's rotation) in the Northern He.isphere and to the left in the 
Southern Hel1sphere. The Coriolis effect causes the surface water to moye 
to the right of the prevailing direction of the wind. Under these con
ditions in a stratified lake, less dense water tends to fOnl on the right 
side of the preda-inant current while denser water collects on the left 
side of the current (Wetzel, 1975). 

Heat Budget 

The tellperature and tellperature dhtri buti on wi thi n lakes and reservoi rs 
affect not only the water quality within the lake but also the thena.l 
regi .. and qual tty of a river syste. downstre .. of the lake. The ther.al 
regt_ of a lake is a function of the heat balance around the body of 
water. Heat transfer .ades into and out of the lake include: heat trans
fer through the air-water interface, conduction through the .ud-water 
tnterface, and inflow and outflow heat advection. 

Heat transfer across the .. d-water interface 15 generally tnsigntftcant 
while the heat transfer through the air-water interface ts pri.ari1y 
responsible for typical annual telperature cycles in lakes. 

Heat is transferred across the air-water interface by three different 
processes: radiation exchange, evaporation, and conduction. The individ
ual heat teniS aSSOCiated with these processes are shown in Figure 11-6 and 
are defined in Table 11-1 along with typical ranges of their aagn1tudes in 
northern latitudes. 

The expression that results frOil the suaaation of these various energy 
fluxes is: 

where 

HN • H + H - (Hb + H + H ) sn an e - c 

HN • net e~rgy flux through the air-water tnterface, 
Btu/ft -day 

net short-wave solar radiation flux passing through the 
interface after losses due to absorption and scattering 
in th~,atlosphere and by reflection at the interface, 
Btu/fr-day 

(1) 

Han • net long-wave atDospher1c radiatton fl~x passing through 
the interface after reflectton, Btu/ft -day 

Hb • outgotng long-wave back radtatton flux, Btu/ft2-day 

Hc • convective energy flux passtng back and ~orth between 
the interface and the atmosphere, Btu/ft -day 

He • energy loss by evaporation, Btu/ft2-day 
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Figure 11-6. 
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INTERFACE 

Heat Transfer Tenms Associated with Interfacial Heat Transfer 
{from Roesner. 19B1} 
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TASLE II-l 

DEFINITION OF HEAT TRANSFER TERMS 
ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 11-6 

Heat Tenl 

HS • total fncQlfng solar or 
short-wave radiation 

Hsr • reflected short-wave radfatfon 

Ha • total fnca.ing atlOspherfc 
radiation 

Har • reflected atlospherfc radiation 

Hb • back radfatfon fro. the water 
surface 

He • heat loss by evaporation 

Hc • heat loss by conduction to 
a.spher. 

where 

H • units of heat energy (e.g., BTU) 

L • units of length 

T • unfts of tf.a 

SOURCE: Roesner, et al., 1981. 
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Unfts 
Magnftude 

(BTU ft-2 day-l) 

400-2800 

40-200 

2400-3200 

70-120 

2400-3600 

150-3000 

-320 to +400 



These ~hanis.s by which heat is exchanged between the water surface and 
the atlOsphere are fairly well understood and are doc~nted in the litera
ture (Edinger and Geyer. 1965). The functional rep~sentation of these 
teniS has been defined by Water Resources Engineers. Inc. (1967). 

The heat flux of the air-water interface is a func~ion of location (lati
tude. longitude and elevation). season of the year, tiae of day and 
aeteorological conditions in the vicinity of the lake. Meteorological 
conditions which affect the heat exchange are cloud cover, dew-point 
teaperature, barometric pressure and wind. 

Light Penetration 

The heat budget discussed above is also descriptive of the l1ght nux at 
the air-water interface. The tran5llission of light through the water 
col.n influences pr1ury productivity. growth of aquatic plants, 
distribution of organi5lls and behavior of fish. 

The reduction of light through the water coluan of a lake is a function of 
scattering and absorption where absorption is defined as light energy 
transfonled to heat. Light trans-issi on is affected by the water surface 
fil •• floatable and suspended particulates. turbidity. dense populations of 
algae and bacteria. and color. 

The fntensity at a ghen depth fs a function of ltght fntensity at the 
surface and the pardeters _nt1oned above which attenuate the light. 
Attenuation is usually represented by the use of a ltght extinction co
effiCient. 

An 1~ortant physical para.eter based on the tran~1ssfon of light is the 
depth to which photosynthetic acthity is possible. The a1n1alll light 
intensity required for photosynthesis has been established to be about 1.0 
percent of the incident surface light (Cole. 1979). Frc. the depth at 
which this intensity occurs to the surface is called the euphotic lone. 
Percent light levels can be .. asured by a subsurface photOleter which can 
be used to establ1sh the depth of 1.0 percent illu.fnat1on. A s1l1ple 
aeaSUreDent of light penetration depth is made with the Secchi disc which 
is lowered into the water to record the depth at which it disappears to the 
observer. The depth of the 1.0 percent surface li ght i ntensi ty lilY be 
estimated as 2.7 to 3.0 times the Secchf disk transparency (Cole. 1979). 

The percent of the surface incident light which reaches different depths is 
highly variable for individual lakes. Cole (1979) presents examples of the 
percent incident l1ght by depth for various bodies of water, as shown in 
Ff gure II-7. 

Lake Stratification 

Lakes in temperate and northern latitudes typically exhibit vertical 
density stratification during certain tiMeS of the year. Stratification in 
lakes is priaarily due to temperature differences (i.e., thenaal strati
fication), although salinity and suspended solids concentration may also 
affect dens1 ty. 
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FIGURE 11-7. Vertical penetration of light in various bodies of 
water showing percentage of incident light remaining 
at different depths (from Cole, 1978) 
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Lake stratification is best explained by a discussion of a generalized 
annual telperature cycle. For a period in spring, lakes c~nly ~,rculate 
frOi surface to bot~, resulting in a unifo~ ~perature profile. This 
vernal .1x1ng has been called the spring overturn. As surface teaperatures 
wa~ further, the surface water layer beeOlleS less dense than the colder 
underlying water, and the lake beg1n~ to stratify. This stratified 
condition, called direct stratification, exists throughout the s~r, and 
the increasing teaperature differential between the upper and lower layers 
increases the stab111.ty <resistance to .1x1ng) of the lake. 

The upper .bed layer of w .... , low-density water is tel"lled .the epil1l1nion, 
while the lower, stagnant layer of cold, high-density water is teNed the 
hypol1l1nion. The transition zone between the epilillnion and hypolimnion 
has been called, .-on9 other n .. s, the _tal1.nion. This IIclr!"~ 
transition zone is characterized by rapidly decl1ning tellperature w,th 
depth, and ft contains the thenlOcl1ne which 15 the plane of aax1 .. rate 
of decrease in t_perature. The region in which the taperature gradient 
exceeds i·e per _ter lIlY be used as a worki ng deft nt tion of the therwo
cl1ne. A d1agra. of the three zones and the thel"'llOCl1ne 15 presented in 
Ffgure 11-8, and Figure 11-9 is a diagram of an annual t~rature cycle in 
which direct stratification occurs. 

As surface water teilperatur.s cool in the fall. the density difference 
between isothe~l strata decreases and lake stab111+J i~ weakened. 
Eventually, wind-generated currents are sufficiently strong to break down 
stratification and the lake circulates fr~ surface to botto. (fall 
overturn). In war.er telperlte regtons, a lake .. y retain this ca.pletely 
.ixed condition throughout the winter, but in colder regions, particularly 
foll~ng the fOMaition of ice, inverse stratification often develoes 
resulting in winter stagnation. In this condition, the 80st dense, 4 C 
water constitutes the ~poltllnion which is overlied by less dense, colder 
water between O·C and .·C. The difference in density between O·C and .·C 
is very $841" thus inverse stratification results in only a .inor dens1ty 
grad1ent just below the surface. Hence, the stab11ity of inverse 
stratification is low and, unless the lake 1s covered with fee, is easily 
d1srupted by wind .ix1ng. 

Dur1ng strati f1cation, the presence of the theMlOcl t ne suppresses many of 
the MSS transport phenOlllna that are otherwi se respons1ble for the ver
tical transport of water quality constituents with1n a lake. The aquatic 
c~nity is highly dependent on the the"..' structure of such stratified 
lakes. 

Retardation of lIass transport between the hypol1l1nfon and the epl1i.nion 
results in sharply differentiated water qual1ty and biology between the 
lake strata. For exa.ple, if the .agn1tude of the dissolved oxygen 
transport rate across the the~cl1 ne 15 low relative to the dissolved 
oxygen delland exerted in the hypolimnion, vertical stratification of the 
lake will occur with respect to the dissolved oxygen concentration. 
Consequently, as ambient dissolved oxygen concentrations in the ~pol1.n1on 
decrease, the life functions of .any organiSis are i~aired and the biology 
and biologically .ediated reactions funda.ental to water quality are 
altered. Major changes occur if the dissolved oxygen concentration goes to 
zero and anaerobic conditions result. Large diurnal fluctuations of 
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dissolved oxygen concentratfons fn the epili.nion can al so occur due to 
daytf_ photosynthetic oxygen production superillposed over the continuous 
oxygen de.and fr~ bfotic respfration. 

Vertfcal stratffication of a lake with respect to nutrients can also occur. 
In the euphotic zone. dissolved nutrients are converted to particulate 
organic .. terial through the photosynthetic process. Because the euphotic 
zone of an ecologically advanced 1 ake does not extend below the therwo
cline. this assf.nation of the dissolved nutrients lowers the lIIbient 
nutrfent concentratfons fn the epflf~nfon. Subsequent sedf .. ntatfon of the 
partfculate al gae and other organic utter then serves to transport the 
organfcally bound nutrfents to the hypol fanion where they are released by 
deco.posftfon. In addition. the vertical transport of the released 
nutrfents upward through the therwacl-ine is suppressed by the Sille 
..chanis.s that inhfbft the downward transport of dissolved oxygen. Thus, 
several processes cOlbfne to reduce nutrfent concentratfons in the epflf .. 
nfon while sf~ultaneously enrichfng the hypolfmnion. 

In addftfon to the effect of the t .. perature structure on the IIOvelient of 
water qualfty constftuents. the ttaperature at any point has a .are dfrect 
fllpact on the biology and therefore the water quality structure of an 
fllpoundnlent. All 1 f fe processes are tetlperature dependent. In aquatic 
envfronDents, growth. respfratfon, reproductfon, .fgratfon. -artalfty and 
decay are strongly fnflu~nced by the albfent te~rature. Accordfng to the 
Vln't Hoff rule. w1thfn a certafn tolerance range, bfologfcal reactfon 
rates approxf.ately double wfth a lO·C fncrease fn teaperature. 

Annual Circulation Pattern and Lake Classfffcatfo" 

Lakes can be classified on the basis of their pattern of annual .ixing as 
described below. 

A111xfs A.ictic lakes never circulate. They are penaanently covered 
with ice, and are IIOstly restrfcted to the Antarctic and very 
high lIOuntains. 

Holoaixis In holo.ictic lakes. wind-driven Circulation .ixes the entire 
lake fr~ surface to bott~. Several types of hola.ictic lakes 
have been described. . 

Oliga.fctic lakes are characterized by cfrculatfon that is 
unusual, irregular, and in short duratfon. These are generally 
tropfcal lakes of salll to .aderate area or lakes of very great 
depth. They.y circulate only at irregular intervals durfng 
perfods of abnor.ally cold weather. 

Monomictic lakes undergo one regular perfod of circulation per 
year. Cold monOlllictic lakes are frozen in the winter (and 
therefore stagnant and fnversely stratfffed) and mfx throughout 
the summer. Cold mono.ictfc lake~ are ideally defined as lakes 
whose water temperature never exce~ds 4·C. They are generally 
found in the Arctic or at hf.,h o11tftudes. Wal"'ll IIOnOllictic 
lakes circulate in the winter A~ or above 46 C and stratify 
directly during the sulllller. Warm Llomomfxis is cOlllllOn to wanl 
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regions of telperate zones, particularly coastal areas, and to 
.ountafnous areas of subtropfcal latftudes. Wa ... IIOna-fctfc 
lakes are preyalent fn coastal 1·~9fons of North Merfca and 
northern Europe. 

Of.fctfc lakes cfrculate freely twice a year fn sprfng and 
fltl, and are dfrectly stratiffed fn su .. er and fnyersely 
strltified in winter. Oi.fxts ts the .ost co .. on type of 
annull .fxing observed fn cool ~perate regions of the world. 
Most lakes of central and eastern North ~rica are di.ictic. 

Pol,Y!lictic lak.s circulate frequently or continuously. Cold 
P01~fct1C lakes circulate continually at te.peratures near or 
s119t1y aboye 4·C. Wa,.. poiiiltctic lakes circulate frequently 
at te.peratures well aboye .wC. These lakes are found in 
equatorial regfons where air tlllPeratures change yery little 
throughout the year. 

Mlra-fxfs Mera-fctfc lak.s do not cfrculate throughout the entfre water 
col~. The lower water strat~ fs perennfally stagnant and is 
called the IIOnfl1011l1nfon. The oyerly1 ng stratua, the .f xo
If.nfon, cfrculates perfod1ca"y, and the two strata are 
separated by a seyere salfnfty gradient called the chelOCline. 

Interna' Flow and Lake Classff1cation 

Experfence with prototype lakes (Roesner, 1969) has reyea'ed that wfth 
respect to interna' flow structure there are basically three distinct 
classes of lakes. These classes are: 

o The strongly-stratified, deep lake which is characterized by 
horfzontal fsothe~s. 

o The weakly stratified lake characterized by 1sothe~s which are 
tilted along the longitudinal axfs of the reservoir. 

o The nonstratified, co.pletely .. ixed lake whose 1sother.s are 
essentfally vertical. 

The sfngle .ost i.portant parameter detenlinfng whfch of the above classes 
a lake will fall is the densimetric Froude number, F, which can be written 
for the lake as: 

where 

L • lake length, _ 
Q • volu.etrfc discharge through the lake, ~/s 
o • .. an lake deptb, _ 
V • lake volUle, ~ 

P. • reference dens f tYJ taken as 1 000 k.;.I.3 4 'Ii. aye rage densf ty gradfent f n t~e ~ake, ~S,/ .. 
g • gravftatfonal constant, 9.81 ~s 
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This n.-ber is the ratio of the i nerti al forc,. of the horizontal fl ow to 
the gravitational ~orces within the stratified illpoun~ent; consequently, 
it is i .. asure of the success with which the horizontal flow can alter the 
internal density (the,..al) structure of the lake frOil that of its gravi
tational static equilibri~ state. 

In deep lakes, the fact that the isotherMS are horizontal indicates that 
thl inertia of the longitudtnal flow ts tnsufftcient to disturb the overall 
gravttational static equi1fbriu. state of the lake except posstbly for 
local dfsturbances in the vicinity of the lake or reservoir outlets and at 
points of tributary fnflow. Thus, it is expected that F ~ould to be SMall 
for such lakes. In completely .fxed lakes, on the other hand, the fnertia 
of the flow and fts attendant turbulence is sufficient to cOlipletely upset 
the gravitatfonal structure and destrat1fy the re$~I';,oir. For lakes of 
thfs class, F wfll be large. Between these two extrlllls Hes the weakly 
stratiffed lake in whfch the longitudinal flow possesses enough inertia to 
dfsrupt the reservoir isotherms fra. thefr gravitatfonal static equflibr1u. 
state configuration, but not enough to caapletely lIix the lake. 

For the purpose of classifying lakes by S'eir F!oude nUllber, 8
3
and Po in 

equation (2) .ay be approxfmated as 10- kg/II and 1000 kg/. , respec
thely. Substituting these values and g into equation (2) leads to an 
expression for F is: 

F • (320) (LQIDV) (3 ) 

where Land D have units 'of litters, Q is in J/s, and V has unfts of ~. 
It fs observed fra. thfs equation that the prinCipal lake para.eters that 
detenline a lake's classification are its length, depth, and discharge to 
vol~ ratfo (QIV). 

In devel opi ng salle fui11 ari ty wi th the IIIgni tude of F for each of the 
three lake classes, it is helpful to note that theoretical and experi .. ntal 
work in stratified flow indicates that flow separation occurs in a strati
fied fluid when the Froude nUliber is less than l/ff, i.e., for F < l/ff, part 
of the fluid will be in .otion longitudinally while the rellainder is 
essentially at rest. Furthenaore, as F becomes SIIaller and smaller, the 
flowing layer becomes more and more concentrated in the vertical direction. 
Thus, in the deep lake it is expected that the longitudinal flow is highly 
concentrated at val ues of F « l/ff whfl e in the cOllpl etely lIixed case F 
~st be at least greater than l/ff since the entire lake is in motion and it 
Illy be expected in general that F » l/ff. Values of F for the weakly 
stratified case would fall between these two li.its and might be expected 
to be on the order of 1/~. As an illustration, five lakes are listed in 
Table 11-2 with their Froude numbers. It is known that Hungry Horse 
Reservoir and Detroft Reservoir are of the deep reservoir class and can be 
effectively described wfth a one-dimensional model along the vertical axis 
of the lake. Lake Roosevelt, which has been observed to fall into the 
weakly stratified class is seen to have a Froude number on the order of 
l/ff, which fs considerably larger than F for either Hungry Horse or Detroit 
Reservoirs. Finally, Priest Rapids and Wells Dams, whfch are essentially 
completely mixed along their vertical axes, show Froude n' ~be~s Much larger 
than l/ff , as expected. 
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RESERVOIR 

Hungry Horse 

Detroit 

Lake Roosevelt 

Priest Rapids* 

Well s* 

TABLE II-2 

IMPOUNr.MENT FROUDE NUMBERS 

AVERAGE DISCHARGE TO 
LENGTH DEPTH VOLUME RATIO 

( .. ters) (~ters) (sec-I) 

4.1xlO· 10 1.2xlO-8 

1.5xlO4 56 3.5xlO-8 

2.0xlO5 10 S.OxlO-7 

2.9xlO· 18 4.6xlO-6 

4.6x104 26 6.7xlO-6 

F 

0.0026 

0.0030 

0.46 

2.4 

3.8 

*River run ~s on the Col~ia River bel~ Grand Coulee Da •• 

SOURCE: Roesner, 1969. 
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Sed1.entat1on in Lakes 

One physical process that is particularly 1~ortant to the aquatfc 
cOllUn1ty is the deposition of sed1 .. nt which is carried from the 
contributing watershed into the body of the lake. Because of the low 
velocft1es through a lake, reservoir or impoundlent, sed1 .. nts transported 
by 1nflow1ng waters tend to settle to the bottOil before they can be carr1ed 
through the lake outlets. 

Sedi_nt accUIIUl ation rates are strongly dependent both on the unt que 
physiographic characteristics of a specific watershed and upon var1o~ls 
character1st1cs of the lake. Although sed1 .. nt acc~lat1on rates can be 
transposed fra. one lake to another, thh shoul d be done wi th a careful 
consideration of watershed characteristics (Department of Agriculture, 
1975, 1979). Apart fn» the use of predictive ca.puter IIOdels. sedilM!nt 
acclJIIUlatton rates Illy be dete,..1ned fn one of two bastc ways: (1 j by 
peri odic sed1 .. nt surveys on a lake; or (2) by esti.ates of watershed 
erosion and bed load. Watershed erosion and bed load lilY be translated 
into sed1 .. nt accUIUlatfon rate through use of the trap efficiency, deffned 
as the proportion of the influent pollutant (in this case sed1l1ent) load 
that is retafned in the basin. The second .. thad usually ...,101S the 
developllent of sedi.ent discharge rate as a function of water discharge. 
Such a sedhlent ... ratfng curve is 111ustrated in Figure II-lO. FrOil such 
relationships, annual sediment transport to the l~~e fs developed and 
applied to the lake or reservoir trap efffciency functions to develop the 
sed1l1ent accUliulat10n rates. Trap e'ffc1encfes have been developed as a 
functfon of the lake capacity-inflow ratio, as shown in Figure II-l1. 
Other .. thods for predicting trap efficiency are described by Novotny and 
Chesters (1981) and Whipple et al. (1983). 

Accuaulated sedi .. nt in lakes can, over IIIny years, reduce the life of the 
water body by reduc1 ng the water storage capacity. Sed1l1ent f1 ow into 
1 akes a1.so reduces 11ght penetration, elf.1nates botta. hab1 tat for IIIny 
plants and anilllls, and carrfes with it adsorbed chemicals and organic 
~tter which settle to the botta. and can be hanlful to the ecology of the 
lake. Where sedillent acclllUlation is a lIajor probleRI. proper watershed 
.anagement fncludfng erosfon and sedf~ent control -ust be put into effect. 

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Overview of Physico-Chelical Phenollena in Lakes 
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Figure 11-10. Sediment-rating curve for the Powder River at Arvada. 
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higher salinities than w111 be found in the lake, .. ny of the interrela
tionships of biology and nutrient cycling in the estuary have their 
counterparts in the lake. 

The discussion to follow will be limited to chelical phena.ena that are of 
particular illportance to lakes. Thfs will focus on nutrient cycling and 
eutrophication, but will of necessity also be concerned with the effects of 
variable pH, dissolved oxygen, and redox potential on lake processes. 

Water ch,.istry in a lake and stages in the annual lake turnover cycle are 
closely related. Turnover was discussed in greater detail earlier in this 
chapter in the section on physical processes. For the current discussion 
on lake water Chlllistry, we shall refer priurfly to the stratified lake 
that undergoes the classic lake turnover cycre. Since the patterns of lake 
stratification and turnover vary widely, depending upon such factors as 
depth, and prevailing cliute as characterized by altitude and latitude, 
the dfscussion to follow on water chlllistry !lay not be applicable to all 
lakes. 

Once a the~line has fonaed, the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration of 
the hypOl1.nion tends to decline. This occurs because the hypol1an1on is 
isolated fro. surface waters by the thenlOcl1ne. and there is no IeChanis. 
for the aeration of the hypolillnion. In addition, the decay of organic 
utter in the hypolillnion as well as the oxygen requirellents of ffsh dnd 
other organisas in the hypolfmnion serve to deplete DO. 

W1 th the dep 1 et1 on of 00, reduc 1 ng cond1 t1 ons preva 11 and uny cOlipounds 
that have acc~ulated 1n the sed1.ent by prec1pftat10n are released to the 
surround1ng water. Ca.pounds that are solub1lized under such cond1t10ns 
1nclude ca.pounds of n1trogen, phosphorus, 1ron, anganese and calc1U11. 
Phosphorus and nitrogen are of particular concern because of thefr role in 
eutrophication processes in lakes. 

Nutrients released frOil botto. sed1.ents under stratified conditions are 
not available to phytoplankton in the epil1.nion. However, during overturn 
periods, .txtng of the hypoli.nton and the epilt.nton distributes nutrients 
throughout the water col UD'I , uking thel avaflable to pri.ary producers 
near the surface. Thfs cond1tfon of high nutrient availability is short
lived because the soluble reduced fo ... s are rapidly oxidized to insoluble 
fo,..s which reprecipttate. Phosphorus and nitrogen are also depostted 
through sorptton to parttcles that settle to the bottOll, and are trans
ported frca the eptltanton to the hypolimn10n in dead plant utertal that 
is added to sediaents. 

A spechl case occurs for ice covered lakes, esepchlly when a layer of 
snow effectively stops light penetration into the water. Under these 
condittons wtnter algal photosynthesfs is curtatled and dtssolved oxygen 
(00) concentrations may decline as a result. A declining DO .ay affect 
both the cheillfstry and the btology of the systell. The curtatlllent of 
wt nter photosynthest 5 lIay not pose a probl em for a large body of water. 
For a sllall lake, however, resptration and decomposition processes .ay 
deplete avatlable DO enough to result tn ftsh ktlls. 
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The ch .. ica' processes that occur during the course of. an annual lake cycle 
are rather cOlplex. They art drfven by pH, oxidatfon-reduction potentfal, 
cGncentrat10n of dfssolved oxygen, and by such phena.ena as the carbonate 
"'ufferfng syst .. whfch serves to regulate pH whfle providfng a source of 
inorganfc carbon whfch -ay contrfbute to the aany prec1pftat1on reactfons 
of the lake. The ~ter ch .. fstry of the lake lilY be better appreciated 
through a detailed revfew of such references as Butler (1964), ind Stu_ 
and Morgan (1981). 

Of the IIIny raw .. Urfah required by aquatic plants (phytoplankton and 
~.crophytes) for growth, carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus are of particular 
f~rtance. The relatfve and absolute abundance of nitrogen and phosphorus 
are i.portant to the extent of growth of aquatic plants that .. y be seen 1n 
a lake. If these nutr1ents are ava11able in adequate supply, aass1ve algal 
and .acrophyte bloa-s lilY occur w1th severe consequences for the lake. 

The concept of the existence of a lillit1ng nutrient is the crux of L;eb;g's 
·'aw of the aini~· which basically states that growth is lillited by the 
essenthl nutrient that 15 avail able in the lowest supply relative to 
requirelllnts. This applies to the growth of pri.ary producers and to the 
process of eutrophication 1n lakes where either phosphorus or nitrogen is 
usually the lfaft1ng nutrient. 

Algae require carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus in the approx1mate at0ll1c 
ratio of 100:15:1 (Uttorurk, 1979), which corresponds to a 39:7:1 ratio on 
a 11455 bas1s. The source of carbon 1s carbon diox1de which ex1sts 1n 
essentially unli.fted supply fn the water and fn the ataosphere. Nitrogen 
al so is abundant fn the enviro,.ent and is not realistfcally subject to 
control. Nftrate fs fntroduced to the water body fn rafnfal', havfng been 
produced electrocheafcally by lightening; 1n runoff to the water body; and 
lilY be produced fn the water body ttself through the nitrificatfon of 
a .. onia by sedillent bacteria (Hergenrader, 1980). In contrast. aany 
sources of phosphorus to a lake are anthropogenic. 

There are sa.. lakes that are nftrogen lfllfted, for whfch nitrogen controls 
offer a .. ans of controllfng eutrophicatfon. Th1s 15 unusual, however, 
and phosphorus lilliting situations are IlUch IDOre prevalent than nitrogen 
liait1ng conditions. As stated above, a N:P mass ratio of 7:1 is coamonly 
assuaed to be requfred for algal growth; a N:P ratio less than 7:1 
indicates that nitrogen 15 Haiting, while a N:P ratio greater than 7:1 
fndicates a phosphorus lfaiting situatfon. 

The growth of aquatic plants i$ limited when low phosphorus concentrations 
prevail fn a water body. Adequate control of phosphorus results in 
nutrient lfaitfngconditfons that wfll hold the growth of aquatfc plants fn 
check. Most fnputs of phosphorus to a 'ake are anthropogenfc, thus control 
of this nutrient offers the best means of regulatfng the trophic condftion 
of the lake. The focus of the discuss10n to follow wfll be an overview of 
the che.istry of phosphorus and its interractions with pH, dissolved 
oxygen, carbonates and iron in the water body. 

A discussion of phosphorus chemistry may be approached through our under
st lll nding of the control of phosphorus in wastewater treatment plants by 
preCipitation reactions. As will be seen in Chapter IV. the prinCiples of 
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phosphorus control fn wastewater processes aay have applfcatfon to lates as 
well. The chellfstry of phosphorus fs very cOllPlex and wfll not be dis
cussed fn great detail in thfs Manual. The reader who would like further 
fnsfght fnto the fine pOints of phosphorus ch8lfstry should refer to texts 
such as Butler (1964). and Stu .. and Morgan (1981). 

Phosphorus R..ova1 by Precipitation 

Phosphorus rellOval is discussed in detail in Process Design Manual for 
Phosphorus R~val (U.S. EPA. 1976). Chapter 3 of that Manual. 'Theory of 
Phosphorus Removal by Chetl1cal Prec1 pitat1on.· fo,..s the basi s of dis
cussfon for thfs sectfon. 

Ionfc fOnls of a1~fn~, fron and ca1cfu. have proven .ast useful for the 
rellOva1 of phosphorus. CalciUli fn the fOnl of 1 file is ca.only used to 
precipitate phosphorus. Hydroxyl 10ns produced when 11.e is added to water 
also play I role in phosphorus removal. Because the ChMistry of phos
phorus reactions wfth !Ie tal ions is cOliplex, it will be assulled for the 
sat! of sf.p1fcfty that phosphorus reacts 1n the fo,.. of orthophosphate, 
P04 -. 

Al&ninUil 

Alu.1nu. and phosphate ions co.b1ne to for •• 1u.1nu. phosphate. The 
prfncfpal source of alUlfnUl fs alUi. or hydrated al~fnu. sulfate, which 
reacts with phosphate as follows: 

A12(S04)3 • 14H20 + 2P04
3- ~ 2A1P04 + 3S04

2- + 14H20 (4) 

The solubility of alUlinUi phosphate varies with pH and reaches I _ini.~ at 
pH 6. Greater than stoichiOlietric Dounts of alUi generally are required 
for phosphorus ~ova1 because of coapet1ng reactions, one of which produces 
al .. inu. hydroxide and reduces pH as well. A1Ui addition has often been 
used as a _eans of controlling phosphorus proble_s in lakes. This Is 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV in the section on lake restoration 
teChniques. 

Lille 

Calc1U11 or magnesiaa and phosphate ions react in the presence of hydroxyl 
10n to fo,.. hydroxyapatite, Ca~(OH)(P04)3" The reaction 15 pH dependent. 
but the solubility of the precfpftate 15 so low that even at pH 9 
appreciable amounts of phosphorus are renoved. Lime addftion has 
occasfonally been used to treat phosphorus problems in lakes, but the hfgh 
pH requfred to fOnl and -.fntafn hydroxyapatfte generally precludes thfs as 
a practical method of control. 

Iron 

Iron. which is a lIicronutrient required by algae, has been shown to be 
1i.iting in some lakes (Wetzel. 1975) and could be an important factor in 
the eutrophication of lakes. When a lake is well oxygenated. 1I0St iron in 
the system is tied up in organiC, suspended and particulate aatter. and very 
lfttle exists in soluble fOnl (Hergenrader, 1980). Under anoxic conditions 
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fn the hypol1.nion, fron tends to be released frOil bottOil sedtllents along 
wi th phosphorus tna t has been t1 ed up 1 n the 'Onl of 1 ron and llanganese 
prtci pi tates. 

Both ferrous (Fe2+) and ferric (Fe3+) ions .ay be used to precipitate 
phosphorus. Ferric iron salts are effective for phosphorus rMOval at pH 
4.5 to 5.0 .,though significant retlOval of phosphorus .ay be attained,at 
higher pH levels. Good phosphorus re_ova' with the ferrous ion is 
accOlPlished at pH 7 to 8. 

Lazoff (1983) expined phosphorus and tron sedt_nUtton rates during and 
follow1ng overturn to evaluate the removal of phosphorus through adsorption 
and coprectpttatton with tron cOilpounds. At overturn, ferrous 1ron wh1ch 
has been released along wfth phosphorus fra. the sedf.nt, precipitates as 
ferric ~droxides. Iron precipitation at overturn hiS been observed as the 
fOrRt10n of redd1sh brown floc: part1cles. Phosphorus 15 rellOved frOil the 
water coluan by these floc particles, either through adsorption or through 
coprecipitltion and settl1ng. Thus, large UIOunts of phosphorus .. y be 
re.oved fro. the water colu.n and, therefore, beco.e unavailable for 
phytoplankton growth. 

The retIOval of phosphorus by th1s -.chani $II .. y be ai ded by phytopl ankton 
and other sources of turbidfty in the water. To the extent that these 11mft 
light penetration into the water, photosynthesis and phosphorus uptake are 
inhibited, thus per.itting effective reaoval by ferric iron (Lazoff, 1983). 

Dtssolved Oxygen 

lake turnover, and .echantcal aeration of botto. waters, leads to re
oxygenatton of the hypol1l1nton. If the ~pol1"ion was previously anoxtc, 
oxygenation will cause a reduction in PO - levels through the fOnlation of 
iron and .. nganese ca.plexes and preCipitates (Pastorek et al., 1981). The 
liaited ability of iron, .. nganese and also calci~ to tie up phosphorus in 
a lake 15 regulated by DO levels and by oxidation-reduction (redox) 
potential. As the 00 of the hypolillnion falls, the redox potential 
decreases and phosphorus is released during the reduction of _Ul pre
cipitates that fOMled when the redox potential was h1gher. This aay not be 
a problem while the lake retIIins stratified, but once stratification ends 
and the lake becOlles .bed, the soluble phosphorus becomes available to 
aquatic plants living near the surface. Lt. does not rel1ably remove 
phosphorus froll the aquatic syst .. because effective removal occurs at pH 
levels greater than those found in natural waters. 

Al~1nUII cOliplexes are .. ch less susceptible to redox changes and, there
fore, are effecthe in penllftently rellOving particulate and soluble phOS
phorus fraa the water col u.n. R~oval of phosphorus by al~1nUl occurs by 
precipitation, by sorption of phosphates to the surface of alUl1num 
hydroxide floc and by the entrapllent and sedimentation of phosphorus con
taining particulates by aluainu. hydroxide floc. Once depOSited, the floc 
of alUJI1nu. hydroxide appears to consolidate and phosphorus 15 apparently 
sorbed from interstitial water as it flows through the floc (Cooke, 1981). 

Oxygen deplet10n leads to low redox potentials in the sed111ent and a net 
release of phosphorus into the water column. With aera~1on, the redox 
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potential increases causing phosphorus to be precipitated and to be sorbed 
by the sedi .. nt. Low pH values in the hypolimnion aay be attributed to high 
carbon dioxide associated with decay processes in the sediment. With 
oxygenation, CO2 levels decrease and pH increases (Fast, 1971). 

Eutrophication and Nutrient Cycling 

Eutrophication 

There are two general ways in which the ten. -eutrophication- is used. In 
the firs~. eutrophication is def1ned as the process of nutr1ent enricn.ent 
fn a water body. In the second. -eutrophication- is used to describe the 
effects of nutrient enrichlent, that is, the uncontrolled growth of plants, 
part1~!.!larly phytoplankton, in a lake or reservoir. The second use also 
encompasses changes in the cCJIposition of anill41 cOllllunities in the water 
body. Both of these uses of the ter. eutrophfcatfon are ca..only found fn 
the 1 fterature, and the dfstfnctfon, if iltportant, !DUst be discerned frOil 
the context of use 1n a part1cular article. 

Eutrophf cati on 15 the natural 
all lentic water bodies. 
accelerated by anthropogenic 
·cultural eutrophication.-

progress f on, or agi ng process, undergone by 
However, eutrophication is often greatly 
nutrient enrichlllent. which has been te,..ed 

In lakes nutrient enrichment often leads to the increased growth of algae 
and/or rooted aquatic pl ants. For IIIny reasons, however, excesshe al gal 
growth will not necessarily occur under conditions of nutrient enric~ent; 
thus, the presence of high nutrient levels .ay not necessarily portend the 
probleals associated wf.th the second use of the teN eutrophication. For 
eXlllple, the water body lilY be nitrogen 1hlited or phosphorus 1i_ited, 
toxics lilY be present that inhibit the growth of algae, or high turbidity 
Illy inhibit algal photosynthesis despite an abundance of nutrients. 

The three basic trophic states that may exist in a lake (or a river or 
estuary) may be described 1n very general tenas as follows: 

o Oligotrophic - the water body is low in plant nutrients, and lilY be 
well oxygenated 

o Eutrophic - the water body is rich in plant nutrients, and the 
hypolimnion may be deffcient in DO 

o Mesotrophic - the water body is in a state between oligotrophic and 
eutrophic. 

lihat specif1c range of phosphorus or n1 trogen concentrat10n to ascribe to 
each of these trophic levels 1s a .atter of controversy since the degree of 
response of a water body to enrichment /lay be control 1 ed by factors other 
than nutrient concentrations, in effect making the response site specific. 
As will be seen in Chapter III, in a discussion of various measures of the 
trophic state of a lake, eutrophication is a complex process and whether or 
not a water body is eutrophic is not always clear, although the consequences 
are-. 
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Nutrients are transported to , akes fra. external sources, but once in the 
lake lIlY be recycled internally. A consideration of attainable uses in a 
lake .st include an understanding of the sources of nitrogen and phos
phorus, the significance of internal cycling, especially of phosphorus, and 
the changes that .1ght be anticipated if eutrophication could be controlled. 

Nutrient Cycling in Lakes 

There Ire I14ny sources of nftrogen fn the lake ecosystell. Significant 
..aunts of this nitrogen st .. fra. natura' sources and cannot be control'ed. 
Many anthropogenic sources, such as agricultural runoff, also are not 
readily controlled. This 1s true in large part because the policy issues 
surroundin9 nitrogen (and phosphorus) control through Best Managelent 
Practices (8MPs) ha~e not been resolved even though technical i~' ... ntat;~~ 
of BMPs could appreCiably reduce nutrient loadings to a water bo~. Once 1r. 
the aquatic systea nitrogen IIiY undergo several bacterially -.diated trans
fonaations such as nitrification to nitrite and nitrate or denitrification 
of nitrate to nitrogen. Proteins undergo ...anification to ...ania which in 
turn fs oxidfzed to nitrate. Also, so~ Cyanophyta (blue-green algae) are 
capable of using a~spheric nitrogen. Unlike phosphorus, nitrogen is not 
readily r~ved fra. a syst .. by ca.p'exation and precipitation reactions. 

Whereas nitrogen inputs to a water body are predaainantly non-point sources, 
phosphorus inputs are predOliinantly poi nt sources that arc IIC~ readily 
identified and controlled. There are sa. parts of the country, as in 
Florida, where extensive phosphorus deposits Ire found which could be the 
source of significant natural inputs to a lake Ind its feeder stre..s. Such 
lakes lIlY be nitrogen li.ited. With the exception of runoff, the anthro
pogenic sources (particullrly the pofnt sources) of phosphorus can be 
controlled to a large extent. Control of the externa' inputs of phosphorus 
to a lake lilY not necessarl1y end probletls of eutrophication, howe~er, 
annual fluctuations in 00, pH and other para.eters .a1 result in the 
recycling of significant ..aunts of phosphorus within the systea. 

Utto~rk (1979) has noted that ~st lakes are nutrient traps, on an annual 
basiS, and that the trophic status of a lake can be dependent on the degree 
of interna' nutrient cycling that occurs. There is typically a seasona' 
release from and deposition of nutrients to the sed1 .. nt, and the effect of 
th1s internal nutrient cyc11ng 15 dependent upon physical characteristics 
such as ~rphology, .ixing processes ind stratification. 

As discussed earlier, phosphorus that has been released frOil sedillents to 
anoxic bottOil waters under stratified conditions .ay becOile t .. porarl1y 
available to primary producers during overturn periods. This often causes 
phytoplankton bloo.s in spring and fall. Our1ng winter and suner, 
stratification limits vertical cycling of nutrients and nutrient 
availability.ay li.it p~toplankton growth. 

Macrophytes derive phosphorus directly fro. lake sedi~nt or fra. the water 
colUin. The re'ease of some of this phosphOrus to the surrounding water has 
been reported for sa-e -acrophytes (Landers, 1982). In addition, signifi
cant lJIIOunts of phosphorus and ni trogen are released to the surroundi ng 
water by macrophytes as they die and- decompose. Landers has estimated that 
about one- fourth of the phosphorus and one- ha 1f of the nitrogen wi th 1 n a 
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decaying plant will re.ain as a refractory portion, while the rest is 
released to the surrounding water. 

In response to sol ubl e ph\lsphorus rel eased by decollpos1 ng llacrophytes, the 
Ilgal bio.ass (as .easured by chlorophyll-a concentration) may show a 
significant increase. When these algae later die. phosphorus will be 
returned to the syst_ in soluble fo,.., as precipitates that fOnl with iron, 
cllci~ and .anganese. or will be tied up in dead cells that settle to the 
botta. to beca. part of the sed1lDent. 

Signfffcance of Che.ica1 ~hena-ena to Use Attainabilfty 

The .ast critical wat!r quality indicators for Iquat1c use atta1n.ent in a 
lake Ire dissolved "~Jgen (DO), nutrients, chlorophyll-a and toxicants. 
Dissolved oxygen is an faportant water quality indicator Tor 111 fisheries 
uses and, as we have seen above, 15 an fllportant factor fn the fnternal 
cyclfng of nutrients fn a lake. In evaluatfng use attafnabflfty. the 
relative i.portance of three fo",s of oxygen dllland should be considered: 
respiratory de.and of phytoplankton and Dacrophytes during non
photosynthetic periods, water col .. n dllland, and benthic deund. If use 
f~a1,..ent 15 occurring, assess-ents of the s1gniffcance of each oxygen sink 
can be useful in evaluating the feasibility of achieving sufficient pol
lution control, or in 1.pllllentfng the best internal nutrient IIInagllllent 
practi~es to attain a desfgnated use. 

Chlorophyll-a is·a good indicator of algal concentrations and of nutrient 
overenricMent. Excessive phytopl ankton concentrat'ons, as indicated by 
high chlorophyll-a levels, can cause adverse DO 1r1p1cts such as: (a) wide 
diurnal varfat1on- fn surface DO due to dayti. photosynthetic oxygen pro
duction and nightti~ oxygen depletion by respiration and (b) depletion of 
botta. DO through the decoaposition of dead algae and other organic .atter. 
Excessive algal growth .ay also result in shadfng which reduces light 
penetration needed by subaerged plants. 

The nutrients of concern in a lake are nitrogen and phosphorus. Their 
sources typi cally are d15charges frOll f ndustry and frOli sewage treatment 
plants, and runoff frOil urban and agrfcultural areas. Increased nutrient 
1 evel 5 .ay 1 ead to phytoplankton bloOlls and a subsequent reducti on in DO 
levels, as discussed above. 

Sewage treataent plants are typfcally the major pOint source of nutrients. 
Agrfcultural land uses and urban land uses are s1gn1ffcant non-point sources 
of nutrfents. Wastewater trea~nt facilities often are the ~or source of 
phosphorus loadfngs while non-pofnt sources tend to be the major con
trfbutors of nftrogen. It 15 fmportant to base control strategfes on an 
understandfng of the sources of each type of nutrfent, both fn the lake and 
fn fts feeder streams. 

Clearly the levels of both nitrogen and phosphorus can be i.portant deter
.fnants of the uses that r.an be attained fn a lake. Because pofnt sources 
of nutrfents are typfcally acre amenable to control than non-point sources, 
and because phosphorus removal for .un1cipal wastewater discharges is 
typically less· expensive thin nftrogen removal, the control of phosphorus 
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discharges is often the lethod of choice for the prevention or reversal of 
use i8painient in the lake. 

Discussion of the illpact of toxicants such IS pesticides, herbit;ides and 
heavy ~tals is beyond the scope of this volume. Nevertheless, the presence 
of toxics in sedi .. nts or in the water col~n .. y prevent the attainment of 
uses (particularly those related to fhh propagation and .. 1ntenance in 
water bodies) which would otherwise be supported by water quality criteria 
for 00 and other para.eters. 

TECHNIQUES FOR USE ATTAINABILITY EVALUATIONS 

Introduction 

In the use attainabil1ty analysis, it .. st initially be detenlined 1f the 
present aquatic life use of a lake corresponds to the designated use. The 
aquatic use of a 1 ake is eval uated in teMIIS of biological _asures and 
indices. If the designated use is not being achieved, then physical, cheM
ical and biological investigations are carried out to detenline the causes 
of illpai rtlent. Physical and chlllfcal factors are ex.1 ned to explafn the 
lack of attai~nt. and they are used as a guide in detenlining the highest 
use level the syst~ can achieve. 

Phys1 cal para.eters and processes IlUst be ch:"'lct~r1 zed so that the study 
1 ake can be c~ared wi th a reference lake. Physical para_ters to be 
considered are average depth. surface area. vol~ and retention ti-.. The 
physical processes of concern include degree of stratification and 
f.portance of c1 rcul atf on patterns. Once a reference lake has been 
selected, ca.parfsons can be made with the 'ake of interest in tenas of 
water quality differences and differences in biological ca..unit1es. 

r-pfrical (desktop) and simulat10n (ca.pute~based .. theaatfcal) IOdels can 
be used to illprove our understanding of how physical and chellical char
acter1st1cs affect biological communities. Desktop analyses ~ay be used to 
obtain an overall p1cture of lake water quality. These .ethods are usually 
based on average annual conditions. For exa~le, they are used to predict 
trophic state based on annual loading rates of nutrients. They are s111ple, 
inexpensive procedures that provide a useful perspective on lake water 
qualt ty and 1 n many cases will provide sufficient 1 nfonlation for the use 
study. For a .are detailed anllys1s of lake conditions. computer models Cln 
be .-ployed to analyze varfous aspects of a lake. These .adels can simulate 
the distribution of water quality constituents spatially (at various 
locations within the lake) and ~porally (It various t1l1es of the year). 

Desktop calculations and larger simulation models may both be used to 
enhance our understanding of existing lake conditions. More importantly. 
they can be used to eval uate the lake's response to df fferent condi tions 
without actually imposing those conditions on the lake. This 15 of great 
benefit in detenaining the cause of fmpafrment where. for example. the model 
can predict the 'ake response to the removal of point and nonpo1nt loads to 
the lake systetl. Models cln also be used to assess potential uses by sfmu
latfng the lake's response to varfous design conditfons or restoration 
activities. A good discussion of model selectio~ and use is proYld~d by the 
U.S. EPA (1983£). 
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Empirical Models 

:n contrast to the co.plex computer models available for the study of lake 
processes, there are a nUiber of si~ple ~pirical, input/output .adels that 
have proven to be widely applicable to lake studies. Most of these Dadels 
consider phosphorus loadings or chlorophyll-! concentrations in order to 
estimate the trophic status of a lake. 

Vollenweider Model 

Vollenweider (1975) proposed an empirical fit to a sinrpl1fied phosphorus 
.. ss balance .adel, using the factor: 

where 

~ • 10/i 

~ • specific sedimentation rate, years-1 
i • mean lake depth, _ 

Sedillentation is used by Vollenweider to describe all ·net internal losses of 
phosphorus (Uttonlark, 1978) and is extrelely difficult to detenline 
experimentally. Vollenweider derived his value for ~ through an analysis 
of specific sedilDtnt.lltion rate versus lDean depth for actual lake data. 
Under steady state conditions, the phosphorus concentration .. y be expressed 
in terms of phosphorus loadi.ngs as: 

where 

[p] • L/ClO + i p ) 

[P] • in-lake total phosphorus concentratio~1 ~t-3 
~ • specific areal phosphorus loading, Ml T 
z • mean lake depth, L 
P • flushing rate, Q/V, T-1 
Q • annual water 'low rate, L3T-l 
V • lake volume, L 
M • units of mass 
L • units of length 
T • units of time 

(5 ) 

Vollenweider examined the relationship of areal loading rate to meln depth 
tilles flushing rate and defined in-lake phosphorus concentrations of 103-g/ 
~ to distinguish oligotrophic from mesotrophic conditions, and 20 mg/m to 
distinguish mesotroph1c from eutrophic conditions. rolYing Equa!iOn 5 for 
L and subs t i tu t i ng the predeff ned values of 10 119/~ or 20 lng/II for Cp], 
Vollenweider developed the type of plot shown in Figure II-12a (Zison, et 
al., 1977) which provides a sfmple, straightforward means by Which to use 
phosphorus loading to a lake to assess trophic level. Vollenweider's 
model, and other model s that use phosphorus 1 oadi ng to eyal uate 
eutrophication-related water quality, 9~nerally are only applicable to 
water bodies in which algal growth is limited by phosphorus. 
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Figure 11-12a. The Vollenweider Model (from Zison, et al., 1977). 
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Figure II.12b. The Vollenweider·OECD Model (from Rast and Lee, 1978). 
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An ex.-ple application of this type of approach is given by Zison, et al. 
(1977), where the characteristics of a reservoir are given is: 

B i gge:' Reservoi r 

Available Data (all values are -.ans): 

Length 
Width 
Depth (il 
In" ow (Q) 
Total phosphorus concentrG~ion in inflow 
Total nitrogen concentration in inflow 

20 .1 • 32.2 k. 
10 .i • 16.1 kII 

200 ft • 61 • 
500 cfs 
0.8 pp. 

10.6 p~ 

First deter.ine whether phosph~r~s is likely to be growth li.iting. Since 
data are available only for influent water, and since no additional data 
are available on i.poundlent watdr quality, N:P for influent water will be 
used. 

N:P • 10.6/0.8 • 13.25 

Thus, recalling that a N:P .. ss rat10 of 7:1 is required for algal growth, 
Bigger Reservoir is probably phosphorus li.ited. 

Ca.pute the app:'ox1lUte surface area, V01UM and the hydraulic residence 
tiM. 

V01UM (V) • (20 111) UO .i) (200 tt) (5280 ft/.il 2 • 

1.12 x 1012ft3 • 3.16 x 1010•3 

Hydraulic residence ti-. (TW) • V/Q • 

1.12 x 1012ft3/500 ft3sec-1 • 2.24 x 109sec • 71 yr 

Surface area (A) • (20 .il (10 ai) (5280 ft/ail 2 • 

S.57 x 109ft2 • 5.18 x 108•2 

Next, coapute hydraulic loading. qs 

qs • i./ T
W 

-1 qs • 61 _/71 yr • 0.86 a yr 

C.oapu te annual 1 n f1 ow, Qy 
Qy • (Q) (3 ~25 x 107 sec yr-l 1 

Q • 1.58 x lOlOft3 yr-1 
y 

Phosphorus concentration in the inflow is 0.8 pp., or 0.8 mg/l. Loading 
(L ) 1 n graliS per square !leter p~r year is cOllputed from the phosphorus 
coRcentrat1on (Cpl, the annual inflo~ (Q ), and the surface area (A): . y . 
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L • (1.58 x lola ft
3
/yr)(Oe8 ·9 P/1)(28.32 1/ft3)(l x 10-3 mg/g) 

p (5.18 x 108 .2) 

Lp • 0.10 g/';'-yr 

Referring to the plot in Figure II-12a, we would expect that Bigger Reser
voir, with Lp • 0.7 and qs • 0.86;- 15 eutrophic, possibly with sev~re 
s~r algal Dlaa.s. 

The Vollenweider type of approach has .. ny useful and varied appl~c~tions. 
For eXlllple, a phosphorus loading IIOdel was used to evaluate three pro
spective reservoir sites for eutrophication potential (Caap Dresser & 
McKee, 1983). Since this evaluation was part of a study to select a future 
d. site, and an 111poundlllent did not exist, there was very little infor
ution available with which to work. While such an evaluation was not a 
use attainab1l1ty study per se, the applicat10n is instructive because in 
.. ny cases there lilY be virtually no data available for use 1n evaluat1ng 
an existing lake or illpoundlent for attainable uses. For these cases where 
few historical data are available, use of a cOlDputer model would require 
st .. , atton predictions wi thout the benef1 t of a ca i ibrai.:d IIOdel, unl ess 
considerable resources are available to conduct a suplfng progrlll to 
characterize the water body frOi season to season in order to generate the 
data required by such a -adel. There are few options in this case other 
than use of an e.pirical .odel which, nevertheless, may provide very 
instructive results. 

In the reservoir site study, phosphorus loading was esti.ated frOil water 
quality data for the strealls that would feed each of the prospective 
reserv01rs, and fro. an evaluation of land use practices 1n the watersheds. 
StreUlflow data and an analysis of rai nfall-runoff rel ati onshi ps provi ded 
an tstillate of flow (Q1 to each of the three reserVOirs, and topographic 
.aps were used to detera1ne reservoir volume, average depth (z), and 
surface area (A). 

In the analyses, the quanttty i/TW aay be calculated as: 

il T w • ! p. (y 1 A )( Q IV) • Q / A 

where P, the flush1ng rate, 1s equal to the reciprocal of T, the hydraulic 
res1dence t1N. 

The quant1ty Q/A 1s the ~drau11c 10ad1ng rate--the amount of water added 
annually per un1t area of lake surface. This lIay be '1nterpreted to 111ply 
that lakes w1th the same ~drau11c and phosphorus 10ad1ngs should have the 
same in-lake phosphorus concentration regardless of differences in flushing 
rates (Uttormark and Hutchins, 19181. 

The flushing rate is a very important characteristic of a lake, and i~ an 
i.portant detel"llltnant of trophic state. If the-flushing rate 15 high, ~s 
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aight be the case 1n a run-of-river 1mpounc.ent, algal growth prob18ls -.y 
be .,ch 1·,s for a given phosphorus 1 oadi ng than for the 5... phosphorus 
loading to I lake with a low flushing rate. Although hydrlulic loading 
serves as a'surrog4te for flushing rate in the Vollenweider IIOdel, the 
lIOdel still repre5ents an iaportant advanclilent beyond static loading 
esti .. tions, such as were presented in Vollenweider in 1968 (Table 11-3) 
where esti.ltes for trophic state are based solely on .ass loading. 

Vollenwe1der-QECO Model 

The Organization for Econoaic Cooperation and Oevelos-ent (OECO) 
Eutrophication StuQ,f was conducted in the •• rly 1970 I s to quantify the 
relationship between the nutrient (phosphorus) load to a water body (lake, 
reservoir, or estuary) and the eutrophication-related water quality 
response of t~e ~ater body to that load. Rast and Lee (1978) applied the 
Vollenweider (1975) lIOoe1 to the OECO water bodies in the United States. 
The resul ts are plotted 1 n F1 gure II -12b. It 1 s apparent that the 
eutrophic water bodies are clustered in one Irel of the plot and the 
oligotrophic water bodies in another. aetween those two zones, the luthors 
delineated rough boundaries of penlissible and excessive phosphorus loading 
with respect to eutrophication-related water quality. This IIOdel can be 
used in the s ... way as the Vollenweider IIOdel discussed previously. 

Dillon Ind Rigler Model 

In 1974, 01110n and Rigler (as reported by Utto .... rk Ind Hutchins) pub
lished an ellpir1cal IIOdel, sia11.r to that of Vollenweider, in which a 
phosphorus retention coefficient (R) was proposed to account for phosphorus 
retention in the lake. 

(6) 

Incorporation of R into the phosphorus .. ss balance equation leads to 
Equation 7 for the Dillon-Rigler model which is analogous to Equation 5 for 
the Vollenweider IIOdel. 

[p] • L (l-R) / (i p ) (7 ) 

Dillon and Rigler used values of 10 and 20 ag-P/a3 to define acceptable and 
excessive loading values to derive Figure 11-13. Figure 11-13 .. y be used 
to esti .. te trophic state by plotting the quantity: 

where 

L(l-R)/p 'Is. i 

L • annual phosphorus loading, g/~-yr 
R • retention coefficient, 1rin - Pout)!P1n 
p • f1 ush1 n~ rate • QIV, yr 
i • .. an depth, a 
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TABLE II-3 

SPECIFIC NUTRIENT LOADING LEVELS FOR LAKES 
(EXPRESSED AS TOTAl NITR2GEN AND 
TOTAl PHOSPHORUS IN g/m -yr)* 

Per'1l1ss1ble Dangerous 
Mean Depth Loadfng Loadfng fn 

Up To: Up To: Excess of: 

N p N P 

5 • 1.0 0.07 2.0 0.13 
10 • 1.5 0.10 3.0 0.20 
SO • 4.0 0.25 8.0 0.50 

100 • 6.0 0.40 12.0 0.80 
150 • 7.5 0.50 15.0 1.00 
200 • 9.0 0.60 18.0 1.20 

*fra. Vollenwefder (1968) 

SOURCE: Utto~rk and Hutchfns, 1978. 
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Figure 11-13. The Dillon-Rigler Model (frOM Dillon and Rigler. 1974). 
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The lines of Figure 11-13 represent equal predictive phosphorus concentra
tions, indicating that the prediction of the trophic state of a lake is 
based on a ~asure of the predictive phosphorus concentration in ~e lake 
rather than on the phosphorus loading (Tapp, 1978). 

Larsen and Mercier Model 

Larsen and Merci er (as reported in Tapp, 1978) used the phosphorus lIass 
balance eodel to describe the relationship between the steady state lake 
and fean input phosphorus concentrations. Again using values of 10 and 20 
_g/r (ug/1), Larsen and Mercier developed the curves of Figure 11-14 to 
distinguish oligotrophic, _sotrophic and eutrophic conditions. To use 
Figure 11-14, one need~ to estillate the lIean influent lake phosphorus 
concentration, P, in g/II , and R~~, the fraction of phosphorus retained in 
the lake. The Larsen and Mer~l~r formula plots mean tributary total 
phosphorus concentration against a phosphorus retention coefficient, 
thereby addressi ng the cri ticisll of other IDOdels that no disti nction is 
.ade between phosphorus increases due to influent flows or concentrations 
or both (Hern, et al., 1981). In effect, the' Larsen and Mercier IIOdel 
predicts the llean tributary phosphorus concentration which would cause 
eutrophic or lesotrophic conditions. 

In a comparative test of these three phosphorus loading MOdels, using data 
collected under the National Eutrophication Survey on 23 water bodies (~st 
in the northeastern and north central United States), it was found that the 
Dillon-Rigler and Larsen-Mercier models fit the data ~ch better than the 
Vollenweider .adel (Tapp, 1978). This is probably because the Vollenweider 
110 de 1 considers only total phosphorus loading without regard to in-lake 
processes that reduce the effective phosphorus concentration. In a si.ilar 
cOlDparison on data frOll southeastern water bodies, however, all three of 
the IIOdels generally fit the data. 

Of the eMpirical ~dels, the Vollenweider is the .ast conservative because 
it does not account for phosphorus in the outflow from a lake. This model 
should be used in a first level of analysis, in the absence of sufficient 
data to establish a phosphorus retention coefficient. If the retention 
coefficient can be derived, the Dillon-Rigler or Larsen-Mercier IDOdels 
would be preferable (Tapp, 1978). 

Reckhow (1979) cautions that the application of empirical phosphorus lake 
IIOdels lilY not be appropriate for certain conditions or types of lakes. 
These include conditions of heavy aquatic weed growth, violation of lIodel 
ass~ptions (for example, no outlet from a lake). or because the lake type 
(such as extremely shallow lakes) was not included in the data sets used to 
develop each of the models. 

Sedi.entation rates are apt to d1ffer in' a closed lake from sedimentation 
in a lake with an outlet. Based on a consideration of the phosphorus lIass 
balance equation with the outflow tena removed, and upon settling rates 
discussed by Dillon and Kirchner (1975) and Chapra (1977), Reckhow (1979) 
proposed the following expression for predicted phosphorus concentration: 
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Figure 11-14. The Larsen-Mercier Model (from Tapp, 1978). 
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L/(16 + zp) ( Ptrue < L/13.2 (8 ) 

Shallow lakes present a probl. because the potential for _bing of the 
sedfllents results in phosphorus concentrations that .. y be IIOre variable 
than in deeper lakes. On the other hand, these Sale conditions .ay prevent 
the develo~nt of anaerobic conditions and serve to reduce concentration 
var1abl1 1 ty. Model1 n9 of 1 akes wi th heavy weed growth is probl eIIIti c 
because thick growths .,y restrict .'xing, while interacting directly with 
the sedf.nt. 

Modified Larsen and Mercfer Model 

Hern. et al. (1981) note the assu.ption inherent to each of the phosphorus 
II:.iQt:ls discussed above 'that the relationship of phytoplankton biomass to 
phosphorus is the salll for all lakes, yet point out that the utilization 
and incorporatfon of phosphorus into phytoplankton biouss varfes sig
niffcantly fra. lake to lake, dependfng on avaflabflfty of lfght, supply of 
other nutrients, bfoavaflabflfty of the various species of phosphorus. and 
a nUiber of other factors. They go on to evaluate the factors affecting 
the relationship of phytoplankton bioaass to phosphorus levels and show how 
the phosphorus Models may be .adified to base trophic state assess .. nts on 
chlorophyll-! rather than phosphorus. 

In their analysis of sallpl1ng data frOil a nullber of lakes, Hern et al. 
deterwined that the response ratio of chlorophyll-a (CHU) to high SUlMler 
phosphorus concentrations decreases as total p~osphorus increases, 1n 
contrast to the findings of other authors (Vollenwefder, Dillon, etc.) 
whose work is based on data collected in lakes that were free of 1DIj0r 
interferences. Hem, et al., indicate a belief that the reason -ast lakes 
do not reach .ax1mu. production of chlorophyll-a is because of interference 
factors. Factors which .ay prevent phytopfinkton chlorophyll-a fro. 
aChieving lIaxillull theoretfcal concentratfons based on abient - total 
phosphorus (TP) levels in a lake include: 

1. Availabl1ity of l1ght (for exuple, 11.'tat1ons due to turbidity 
or plankton self shading); 

Z. Li.'tat'on of growth by nutrients other than total phosphorus. 
e.g., nitrogen, carbon, sflfca, etc.; 

3. Biological availability of the TP co.ponents; 

4. Do.ination of the aquatic flora by vascular pl ants rather than 
phytoDlankton; 

5. Grazing by zooplankton; 

6. Temperature; 

7. Short hydraulic retention tille; and 

8. P~esence of toxic substances. 
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The response ratio eRA} is defined as the allOunt of chlorophyll-a fo".d 
per untt of total phosphorus. A strong relationship betweenitHLA (a 
.. Isure of phytoplankton bio.ass) and TP in lakes has been established by I 
n~r of luthOrs, IS discussed by Her" et al. (1981). A log-log trans
fo~tion of the response ratio and total phosphorus concentration yields I 
straight line (Figure II-iS} which provides a basis of cQlparison between 
the theoreticil RA and the actual RA at a given phosphorus level. This 
relationship was used to IOdify the Larsen-Mercier .adel to acca.pish the 
following objectives: 

1. Change the trophic classification based on an a~te"t TP level to 
one based on the biological .. nifestation of nutrients as .. asured 
by ch'orophyl'-!; 

2. Deter.ine the ·critical· levels of TP which will result in an un
acceptable level of CHLA concentration so that the level of TP can 
be .anipulated to achieve the desired use of a given water bo~. 
and 

3. Account for the uni que characteri sti cs of a 'ake or reservoi r 
which affect the RA. 

The Larsen and Mercier C1976} IOdel predicts the .. an tributary TP concen
tration which would cause eutrophic or mesotrophic conditions as follows: 

where 

TVE • ETP or r:r 

TP: • MTP Mr-r 

(9) 

(10) 

TVE • the .ini.ua .. an tributary TP concentration in ug/l which will 
cause a lake to be eutrophic at equ11ibriUl. 

"M · the .ini~ mean tributary TP concentration in ug/l which will 
cause a lake to be .. sotrophic at equil1briUl. 

ETP • a constant equal to 20. which 1$ the theoretical .ini.u. 
a.o1ent ug/l of TP in a lake resulting in eutrophic conditions 
and is the level which if not equaled or exceeded will result 
in "50- or 011gotrophic cond1tions, 
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MTP • a constant equal to 10, which is the theoretical .ini.u. 
"ient ug/l of TP in a 1 ake resulting in _sotrophic condi
tions and 15 thlJ level which if not equaled or exceeded will 
result in oligotrophic conditions, and 

R • fraction of phosphorus retained in the lake. 

The Lars.n and Merci.r equations (i •••• Equations 9 and 10) can be 
corrected to account for the RA of a specific lake as follows: 

where 

"rAE • ETP(ERA/AERA) 
i-R 

TJS" AM • MTP (tGA/ AMRA ) 
l-R 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

"AE • the .ini~ .. an tributary TP concentrations fn ug/l which wil' 
cause a like to be eutrophic at ~quii1briu. corrected to 
Iccount for the lake's RA. 

"AM • the aini~ .. an tributary TP concentrations fn ug!' which wil' 
cause I lake to be Ilesotroph1c at equl1 ibr1W1 corrected to 
account for the lake's RA. 

ERA • a constant equal to 0.32 which is the RA predicted fra. 20 ug/l 
of ..ofent TP utilizing Jones and Bachmann's (1976) regression 
equation. 

MRA • a constant equal to 0.23 which is the RA predicted fra. 10 ug!l 
of aabfent TP uttlfztng Jones and Bac~ann's (1976) regression 
equatton. ' 

AERA • the .ean s~r RA for the lake corrected to what it would be 
at the 20 ug/l level of TP, f.e., the a.ofent eutrophfc level, 
and 

AMRA • the aean summer RA for the late corrected to what it would be 
at the 10 ug/l level of TP, i.e., the ambient .esotrophic 
level. 

The ERA constant of 0.32 was deter.ined froa utilizing the ETP constant of 
20 ug/l of aabfent TP fn the Jones and Bachmann (1976) regression equat10n: 

log ug!l CHLA • -1.09 + 1.46 log ug!l TP (13 ) 
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Substftutfng 20 ug/l for TP, log CHLA is equal to 0.81 and CHLA is equal to 
6.4. Therefore, the ERA h equal to 6.4/20 or 0.32. Sf.11 ar'y t the MRA 
constant of 0.23 was dete,..1ned utfHzfng the MTP const4:1t of 10 ug/1 of 
lIDbient TP. 

The AERA is dete,..1ned frOM the following equation: 

where 

1 og AERA • [~ ij g~ : ~] [lOg ETP - 8 ] + A 

ORA • the observed sunner ~ f ent RA 1 n the 1 ake. 

OTP • the observed sun.er ambient TP in the lake, 

(14) 

A· -4.77 which fs the log of the RA deteMlfned frOil Equatfon 13 
utilizing a TP concentration at approxi .. tely 0 (since log 0 is 
undefined, an extreMely low TP concentration, i.e., 0.00000001 
ug/l. was used to approximate 0 on the log scale), and 

B • -8 which is the log of the TP (f.e., 0.00000001 ug/l, whfch is 
used to approxfmate 0 fn Equation 13). 

Substftutfng fnto Equatfon 14: 

[ 
lQ9 ORA + 4.77][ } log AERA • ~og aTP + 8 9.30 4.77 

The AMRA is detena1ned fro. the following equation: 

log AMRA. [109 ORA - A] [lOg NTP - B]+ A log aTp - B 

Substituting into Equation 16: 

log AMRA. [10, ORA + 4.77 ] (9) - 4 77 og aTP + 8 • 

(5) 

(16 ) 

(17 ) 

The constants used in Equations 14 and 16 are used to establish the slope 
of a lfne (Ffgure 11-15) whfch begfns at -4.77 (log RA) and -8 (log TP). 
Usfng the ORA and the OTP, the RA fs. adjusted usfng the relat10nshfp shown 
in Ffgure II-1S, whfch was deter"ll1ned fro. the Jones and BactlDann (1976) 
regressfon equatfon (Equatfon 13) to one whfch would cause eutrophic (ArRA) 
or ~sotrophfc condftfons fn the lake (AMRA). 

A cOMparison of trophic state predictions using the Larsen and Mercier 
equations (Equations 9 and 10) with the modified equations to account for a 
lake's RA (Equations 11 and 12) waf made using lake field data (Hern, et 
al., 1981). Those data showed that the lake had: 
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OTP • 36.3 ug/l, 

~bserved .. an s~r CHLA (OCHLA) • 6.3 ug/l, 

1-R • 0.71, 

ORA • 0.17, and 

observed ... n tributary TP (OTTP) • 57.3 ug/l. 

Substituting into Equation 9 (the Larsen-Mercier equation that yields the 
.1ni~ .. an tributary TP that will cause a lake to be eutrophic), we find: 

(9) 

Since 28.2 ug/l of TP represents the theoretical .tni .. llean tributary 
concentration which will causl the lake to be eutrophic under steady state 
conditions and the OTTP fs 57.3 ug/l, the use of Equatfon 9 would classffy 
the lake as eutrophic. Substituting fnto Equation 11 which gfves the Me.n 
tributary TP that will cause a lake to be eutrophic, when this TP is 
corrected for the lake's response ratio, RA: 

"AE • 20(0.32/0.13) • 69.3 ug/l o. 71 
U1 } 

Since 69.3 ug/l is greater than 57.3 ug/l, we find if we use the -adified 
equat10n whfch accounts for the lake's RA, the lake could be classffted as 
.. sotroph1c and could possibly be oligotrophic. To detenl1ne whether it is 
.. sotrophic or oligotrophic, we substitute into Equation 12 to deteMline 
the .. an tributary TP, corrected for the lake's RA, that w111 support 
.. sotrophfc conditions. 

"AM • 10(0.23/O.10} • 32.4 ug/l 
0.71 

(12) 

Since 32.4 ug/l is less than 57.3 ugl1, we would classify the lake as 
.. satrophic. 

ta.puter Model s 

For aany lakes, desktop evaluations and the analysis of field data .ay not 
be sufficient for an analysis of attainable uses. When a 110" sophisti
cated analysis is indicated, co.puter-based .. thematical models can be used 
to simulate physical and water quality parameters, as well as various life 
fOnls and their interrelationships. The -odel predict10ns can be used to 
detemine whether physical and water quality condi.' 4on~ are adequate for 
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use Ittainlent. For example, using the infonlation on biological requ'_ 
.nts presented 1 ater in this .anual 1 n conjunction with predicted wat. 
quality conditions, judgllllnts can be llade regarding ~hat type of aquatic 
11fe ca.unity a lake is likely to be capable of supporting. CCliputer 
.adels have the great advantage that they can predict the lake's ecological 
syst~ rapidly under various 4esign conditions and 1n addition, many 
COliputer IIOdel scan sillYl ate dynallic processes in the water body. In 
contrast, the phosphorus loading eMpfrical !IOdels are sufted only to steady 
state assumptions about the lake. 

Which ca.puter .adel to select wfll depend on the '~vel of sophistication 
required in the analysis to be conducted. The selection will also depend 
highly on the size of the lake and its particular physical characteristics. 
For eXaDlple, a long, narrow lake which is full.v .hed horizontally and 
vertically can be IIOdeled by a one-dilllensl0nal IIOdel.· Two-dimensional 
II()dels lilY be required where lake currents in a viry large, Shallow lake 
are the d~inant factor affecting lake processes. In deep lakes where the 
vertiCil variattons in lake conditions are lOst important, one-dimensional 
IOdels in the vertical direction are appropriate. 

In .any cases lake water quality and ecological models have been developed 
to high degrees of sophistication, but these aodels do not provide the same 
degree of sophistication for the -echanf~s that descrfbe transport 
pheno.na in the lake. On the othel' h!"d, IIOdels developed to s1l1Ulate the 
hydrodyn.ics of a lake did not include the siraulation of an extensive 
array of ch.-ical and biological conditions. One of the .ajor weaknesses 
in current water qual ity IIOdel s as perceived by Shanahan and Hlrleman 
(1982) is the lfnkage of ~drodyna.ic and bfochemical !IOdels. 

Hydrodyn .. ic Modeling 

Shanahan and Harlellan (1982) have described varfous types of IIOdels for 
lake circulation studies. They included two major groups: sillplified 
.adels and true circulation .odels. 

The simplified !IOdels included zero-dimensional models in which a lake fs 
represented by a fully-.fxed tank or continuous-flow stirred tank reactor. 
For a larger lake, representation with the zero-dimensional model fs acca.
plfshed by treating different areas of the lake as separate fully mixed 
tanks. Si.pl Hied IIOdels also include longitudinal and vertical one
di.nsional IIOdels. These IIOdels consider a series of vertical layers or 
horizontal segments. 

True circulation IIOdels are those which employ two- and three-dfmensional 
analysis. Two-dimensional models have been developed with a s1ngle or with 
~ltfple layers where it is assumed that the lake is vertically ha.ogeneous 
wf thf n a 1 ayer. Vhi 1 e lake ci rcul atf on is IIOdel ed f n each layer. the 
interactfons between layers ~st be consf dered separately. The fully 
three-dimensional model, which also handles vertical transport between 
layers, fs the most complex, and most expensive to set up and run. 
Although there are some ex .. ples of this type of model ;0 use, Shanahan and 
HarlMan beHeve that these IDOdels have not reached a pOint of practical 
application. 
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dfMnsfonal 
d1_ns10nal 

(e ci rculation lIOdel s have been investigated in detail by 
of the Case .es~rn Reserve University. In a report for the 

"ntal Protection Agenc::. Lick (1976~) describes his work on 
onal IIOdels. The three-di_nsiona' lIOdels developed by Uck 
a steady-state, constant-density lOdel; (2) a t1..-dependent, 

tty IIOdeli and (3) a t1.e-dependent, variable-density -adel. 
"eraged IIOdel s are a, so presented whi ch average the three
equations over the depth, thus reducing the _del to a two-
IIOdel. 

lake Water Quality Modeling 

Many one-. two- or three-diMns 1 "na 1 1 ake water qual i ty IIOde 1 s have been 
developed for various appl1c4t~~"1. As part of an EPA technical guidance 
_nual for perfol"lling wasteload allocations (U.S. EPA. 1983c), available 
water quali ty IIOdel s were reviewed. Infonution coneirni ng 110 de 1 
capability, 110 del deVelopers, and technical support were presented. 
Descriptions of lake -adels fra. Book IY - Lakes and I_poundlents, Chapter 
2 - Eutroph1cation (U.S. EPA, 1983c) are provided tn Tables 11-4 through 
11-8 to present an overview of soae-of the IIOdels that have been developed 
for lake studies. 

Lake water quality IIOde1s such as those described in Tables II ... through 
U-8 generally ,-e stanG-alone IIOdel s, however, sa. lake quality IIOdel s 
have been linked to sophisticated ~drodyna.ic lOdels. For ex.-ple, tn one 
special study for Lake Ontario, Chen and SIIith (1979) developed a three
d1_ns1onal ecological-hydrodyna.tc IIOdel. The hYdrodyn .. ic IIOdel 
calculated currents and the telperature regiM throughout the lake using a 
horizontal grid with eight layers of thfckness. The water qua1fty IIOdel 
included a coarser horizontal grid with seven layers. The hydrodyn .. ic 
fnforaatfon was transferred through an fnterface progr.. to the water 
qua 11 ty IIOde 1 • 

Much of the focus f n water qualt ty 110 de 1 s developed for deep 1 akes and 
reservoirs has centered around the prediction of the ther.al energy 
distribution, and has led to the develo~nt of one-di~nsional ~ological 
IIOdels such as UKECO and WQRRS as descr1bed in Tables 11-7 and 11-8, 
respectively. This type of .odel is described in more detail in the 
following section. 

One-Of_nsfonal Lake Modelfng 

OevelopMnt of LAKE CO , WQRRS and other variations of these ecologfcal 
IIOdels such as EPAECO (GaUie and Ouk •• 1975) began in the late sixties with 
studies on the predfctfon of thenaal energy distribution (Water Resources 
Engineers, 1968, 1969). Fraa SOlIe of their earlier work, Chen and Orlob 
(1972) developed a .odel of Ecological Sf.ulatfons for Aquatfc Environments 
whfch was used as the basfs for .any of the subsequent lake and reservofr 
IIOdels. 

One-dflDens10nal lake IIOdel s assulDe th!t mass and energy transfers only 
occur along the vertical Ixts of a lake. To factlitate applfcation of the 
necessary lIass Ind energy balance e~~''':ions, the 1 ake 15 represented as a 
one-di.ensional syst ... of horizontal elements with unifonl thickness, as 
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MUle of Model: 

Respondent: 

Deyelopers: 

"I'ABLE I 1-4 

DESCRIPTION OF WATER ANALYSIS SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Water Analysis SiMUlation Progra. (WASP)* -
LAKE1A, ERIEOI, and lAKE3 

Willi .. L. Richardson 
U.S. Enyiron .. ntal Protection Agency 
Large Lakes Research Station (LLRS) 
9311 Groh Road 
Grosse Isle, Michigan 48138 
(313) 226-7811 

Robert V. Th~nn, Do.inic DiToro, Manhattan College, N.Y. 

Year Deyeloped: 1975 (LAKE1) 
1979 (LAKE3) 

Capabilities: 

AYaf 1 abf If ty: 

Applf cabtli ty: 

Support: 

Model is one (LAKE1) or three (LAKE3) di.nsional and 
cOliputes concentration of state yariable in each COlI
pletely .ixed segaent given input data for nutrient 
loadings, sunlight, tellperature, boundary concentration, 
and transport coefficients. ~e kinetic structure in
cludes linear and non-linear interactions between the 
followi ng ei ght variables: phytoplankton chlorophyll, 
herbfyorous zooplankton. carniYerous zooplankton, non
lfyfng organic nitrogen (partfculate plus dissolyed), 
...anfa nftrogen, nftrate nftrogen, non-lfYfng organfc 
phosphorus (particulate plus dissolYed), and ayaflable 
phosphorus (usually orthophosphate). Also, a reffned 
bfoche.fca' kinetic structure which incorporates two 
groups of p~toplankton, s111ca and revised recycle 
processes ts available. 

Models are fn the publfc dOMfn and are available fro. 
Large Lakes Research Station. 

The .odel is genera1, however, coefficients are site 
specific reflecting past studies. 

Userls Manual 
A user's .. nual titled ·Water Analysis SflUlatfon Progra.· 
(WASP) 15 ayaflable frOi Large Lakes Research Statton. 

Technical Assistance 
Techn1cal ass1stance would be provided if requested fn 
writing through an EPA Program Office or Regional Office. 

*The AdYanced Ecosystem Model Progra. (AESOP) described next is a .adff1ed 
version of WASP. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA, 1983c. 
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TABLE U-5 

DESCRIPTION OF WATER ANAl. YSIS SIMULATION PROGRAM 
AND ADVANCED ECOSYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM 

.... of Model: Water An.'ysfs Si.ulatfon Progr .. (WASP) 
Advanced Ecosyst~ Mod.,ing Progr .. (AESOP) 

Developers: 

Capabl1ities: 

Verification: 

Avail abl1 f ty: 

John ~. St. John 
HydroQual, Jnc. 
1 Lethbridge Plaza 
~tMah. N.J. 01430 
(201) 529 .. 5151 

WASP 
UOifnic M. DiToro. J ... s J. Fitzpatrick, John L. Mancini, 
Donald J. O'Conner, Robert V. Tha.ann (Hydrosefence, Jne.) 
(1910) 

AESOP 
ba.fnfc DiToro. Ja .. s J. Fftzpatrfek. Robert V. Tho.ann 
(HYdroscience, Inc.) (1915) 

The Water Quality Analysis Si.'ation Progr .. , WASP, -.y be 
applied to one-, two-, and three-di .. nsional water bodies. 
and .odels III.Y be structured to include linear and non
l1near kfnetfcs. Dependfng upon the .odeling fr..-work the 
user fOrlUlates, the user lIlY choose, via input optfons, to 
input constant or ti.e variable transport and kinetic 
processes, as well as point and non-point waste discharges. 
The Model Veriffcation Progr ... MYP, lIlY be used as an 
indicator of -goodness of fit- or adequacy of the .odel as 
a representation of the real world. 

AESOP, a .odified version of WASP, includes a steady state 
optfon and an f~roved transport ca-ponent. 

To date WASP has been applied to over twenty water resource 
.anagelent probl .. s. Thesl applications have included 
one-, two-, and three-dflensfonal water bodfes and a nu.ber 
of different physical, ch.fc.l and biological IIOdel1ng 
fra..works, such as 800-00, eutrophication, and toxic sub
s~nces. Applications include several of the Great Lakes, 
Poto.ac Estuary. Western Delta-Suisun 8ay Area of Sin 
Francisco Bay. Upper Mississippi, and New York Harbor. 

WASP fs 1n public da.ain and code 15 available fra. USEPA 
(GroSS! Isl e Laboratory and Athens Research Laboratory). 
AESOP 15 proprietary. 

Applicability: Models ~re general and ~ be applied to different types of 
water bocies and to a variety of water quality problels. 
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Support: 

TABLE II-S 

DESCRIPTION OF WATER ANAlYSIS SIMULATION PROGRAM 
AND ADVANCED ECOSYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM (Concluded) 

Userls Manual 
WASP and MVP docu.entat1on is avaflable fro. USEPA (Grosse 
Isl. Laboratory). AESOP docUlientatfon is Ivailable fro. 
HydroQual. 

Technfcal Assfstanc. 
T.chnfcal asssfstince of general nature fro. advisory to 
flpl ... ntat10n (.odel set-up. running. calibration/ 
v.rtfffcatfon. and analysfs) avaflable on contractural 
basis. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA. 1983c:. 
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tUM of Model: 

Respondent: 

Developers: 

Supporting Agency: 

Year Developed: 

Capabilities: 

TABLE 11-6 

DESCRIPTION OF CLEAN PROGRAMS 

CLEAN, CLEANER, MS. CLEANER, MINI. CLEANER 

Richard A. Park 
C.nter for Ecological Modeling 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
MRC-202, Troy, N.Y. 12181 
(518) 270-6494 

Park, O'Neill, Bloa.field, Shugart, et al. 
Eastern Dec 1 duous Forest B10M 
International Biological Progr .. 
(RPI, ORNL, and University of Wisconsin) 

ThOllls O. Barnwell, Jr. 
Technology Development and Application Branch 
Enviro~ntal Research Laboratory 
Env1ro~ntal Protection Agency 
Athens, Georgia 30605 

1973 (CLEAN) 
1977 (CLEANER) 
1980 (MS. CLEANER) 
1981 - est1 .. ted coapletion date for MINI. CLEANER 

The MINI. CLEANER package represents a cOliplete re
structuring of the Mult1-Segaent Co~rehens1ve Lake 
Ecosyste. Analyzer for Env1ron.ental Resources (MS. 
CLEANER) in order for ft to run in a .emory space of 
22K bytes. The package f ncl udes a serf es of sillUl a
tions to represent a variety of distinct environments, 
such as well mixed hypereutrophic lakes, stratified 
reservoirs, fish ponds and alpine lakes. MINI. CLEANER 
has been designed for optimal user application--a turn
key systf!ll that can be used by the IIOst inexperienced 
env1ron.ental techniCian, yet can provide the full 
range of i nteracthe edi ti ng and output mani pulati on 
desired by the experienced professional. Up to 32 
state variables can be represented in as lIany as 12 
ecosyste. segments sillultaneously. State variables 
include 4 phytoplankton groups, with or without surplus 

·intracellular nitrogen and phosphorus; 5 zooplankton 
groups; and 2 oxygen, and dissolved carbon dioxide. 
The !IOdel has a full set of readily understood commands 
and a machine-independent. free-format editor for 
efficient usage. Perturbation and sensitivity analysis 
can be performed easily. The .adel has been calibrated 
and is being validated. Typical output is provided for 
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Verfffcatfon: 

Avatlabtl f ty: 

!pplf cabn f ty: 

Support: 

TABLE II-6 

DESCRIPTION OF CLEAN PROGRAMS (Concluded) 

a set of test data. File and overlay structures are 
descrfbed for f~le.entatfon on vfrtually any ca-puter 
wfth It least 22K bytes of avaflable ~ry. 

The MINI. CLEANER .,del is bef ng verf ff ed wf th data 
fro. OeGrlY Lake, Arkansas; Coralvflle Reservofr. Iowa; 
Slap1 Reservofr, Czechoslovakfa; Ovre Hef_dalsvatn, 
Norway; Vorderer Ffnstertak See, Austria; Lake Balaton, 
Hungary; .nd Lago Mergozzo, Italy. The phytoplankton/ 
zooplankton su~dels were v.lfdated for Vorderer 
F1nstertaler See. 

Models are in publfc da.afn and code fs .vafl.ble fro. 
Rfchard A. Park (RPI) .nd Tho.as O. Barnwell (EPA/ 
Athens). 

Model fs general. 

User's Manual 
X user's .anual for MS. CLEANER is available fro. 
Tho.as O. Barnwell, Jr. A user's .anual for MINI. 
CLEANER fs fn preparatfon. 

Technfcal Assfstance 
Xssistance .., 6e avaflable fra. the Athens Laboratory; 
code and tnfttal support is avaflable for a "OIIfnal 
service charge fra. RPI; additfonal assistance fs 
negotiable. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA, 1983c. 
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TABLE II-7 

DESCRIPTION OF LAKECO AND ONTARIO MODELS 

Na~ of Model: LAKECO*, ONTARIO 

Respondent: Carl W. Chen 

Developers: 

User Developed: 

Capabflftfes: 

Veri f1 cat1 on: 

Avaflabil1 ty: 

Applfcability: 

Support: 

Carl W. Chen 
Tetra Tech Inc. 
3746 Mount D1ablo Blvd., Suite 300 
LaftYette, California 94596 
(41S) 283-3771 

(Or1g1nal version developed when Dr. Chen was with Water 
Resources Engfneers) 

1970 (original version) 

LAKECO 
Model 1s one-d1l1ens10nal (assUltes 1 ake 1s horizontally 
ha.ogeneous) and calculates telperature, d1ssolved oxygen, 
and nutrient profiles wi th daily tf_ step for several 
years. Four algal species, four zooplankton species, and 
three fish types are represented. The .ade1 evaluates the 
consequences of waste10ad reduction, sedi~nt r..ova1, and 
reaeration as remedial .easures. 

ONTARIO 
Sa.e as above but in three-dimensions for application to 
Great Lakes. 

The .ode1s have been applied to .are than 15 lakes by Or. 
Chen and to nu.erous other lakes by other investigators. 

The .ode' fs fn the publfc do.afn and the code fs avafl
ab 1 e frOil the Corps of En91 neers (Hydrol og1 c Eng1 neer1 ng 
Center), EPA and NOAA. 

General 

User's Manual 
User's aanua's are avaflable frOil Tetra Tech, Corps of 
Engineers, EPA and NOAA. 

Technfcal Assfstance 
Technica' assistance is avaf1able and would be negotiated 
on a case-by-case basfs~ 

*A versfon of LAKECO. conta;ned fn a model referred to as Water Quality for 
River Reserv01 r Systems (WQRSS) and supported by the Corps of Eng1 neers 
(Hydrologic Engineering Center), is described separately. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA, 1983c. 
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TASLE II-8 

DESCRIPTION OF WATER QUALITY FOR 
RIVER RESERVOIR SYSTEMS 

NI~ of Model: Water Quality for River Reservoir Systems (WQRRS) 

Respondent: 

Df!velopers: 

Hi story: 

Capabilities: 

Verification: 

Avail abi 11 ty: 

Mr. R.G. Willey 
Corps of Engineers 
609 Second Street 
Davis, California 95616 
(916) 440-3292 

Carl W. Chen, G.T. Orlob. W. Norton. D. Saith 
Water Resources Engineers, Inc. 

1970 (original version of lake eutrophication model) 
1978 (initial version of WQRRS package) 
1980 (updated version of WQRRS) 

See description of LAKECO in Table II-7 (lIOdel also can 
consider river flow and water quality). 

Chattahoochee River (Chattahoochee River Water Quality 
Analysis, April 1978, ~drologic Engineering Center Project 
Report) 

Model ts in public domain and code is available fro. Corps. 

Applicability: Model is general. 

Support: User's Manual 
X user's .. nual is avaflable from Corps. 

Technical Assistance 
Advisory assistance Is available to all users. Actual exe
cution assistance ts available to federal agencies through 
an inter-agency funding agreement. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA, 1983c. 
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shown in Figure 11-16. Each hydraulic eleaent is treated as a continuous-
- ~ • • ~.. _. ----, .. ---.- - - - .. .&- .. • - •• 

flOW st1rreG tank reactor U;I"::iIKJ Wltn cc.pletelY un1fOnl propert1es. 

The illpHc:1t ass_ption of thh ,geGlletr;c structuring of the probl. 15 
that .. ss concentration and theMial gradients in the horizontal plane are 
insignificant in deter.ining the ecoiogicai responses and ther.al behavior 
of the i.,aundlent along the vertical axis. Therefore, si~lated results 
are 1nterpreted as being average conditions across the lake at a particular 
elevation. 

These .adels solve a set of equations representing the water quality of a 
lake and the interactions of the iake biota with water qual tty. In 
reality, an aquatic ecosys~ exhibits a delicate balance of a'~ftfp11c1ty 
of d1 fferent aquatic organ; SIIS and water qua1tty consti tuents. "Of neces
sity, lake ecological IIOdels account only for the .are significant inter
actions 1n this balance. 

An aquatic ecosystell is cOllprhed of water, its chell1cal '''Purities, and 
various life for.s: bacteria,'algae, zooplankton, benthos and fish, a.ang 
othen. The biota responds to nutrients and to other env1ro ... ntal con
ditions that affect growth, respiration, recrui~nt, decay, IIOrtality and 
predation. Abiotic substances derived fra. air, soil, tributary waters and 
the activities of .an, are inputs to the systa that exert an influence on 
the biotic structure of the lake. Ftgure II-17 provides a conceptual 
representation of an aquatic ecosysta. 

The fundIMntal bui~ding blocks (nutrients) for all living organiSlis are 
the Sale: carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous. With solar radiation as the 
energy source, these inorganiC nutrients are transfoMied into cOlplex 
organic INteri al s by photosynthetic organ1 saSe The organic products of 
photosynthesis serve as food sources for aquatic anillals. It is evident 
that a natural succession up the food chain occurs whereby inorganic 
nutrients are transfo~d to bia.ass. 

8iological activities generate wastes which include dead cell .aterial and 
excreta which initially are suspended but lIay settle to the bottOil to 
beca.. part of the sed1 .. nt. The organtc fraction of the botto. sedi.ent 
decays with an attendant release of the original abiotic substances. These 
transfor.ations are integral parts of the carbon, nitrogen a~~ .phosphorous 
cycles and result in a natural -recycling- of nutrients wftnin an aquatic 
ecosySteli. 

The water quality and biological productivity of a lake vary in both ti .. 
and space. Taporal variations are associated with a wide variety of 
external influences on a lake. Ex.-ples of these influences are atrlOs
pheric energy exchanges, tributary contributions and lake ou~flows. 

Spathl vartations occur both in the horizontal plane and with depth. 
Variations in the horizontal plane are no ... a11y due to loca' conditions, 
such as distance fro. shoreline, depth of water and circulation patterns. 
Many ti .. s these variations do not affect the overall ecological balance of 
a lake and are not modeled by the one-dimensional lake ~del. 
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Figure 11-16. Geoml~rit Representation of a Stratified Lake 
.(from Ga~,e and Duke. 1975). 
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Figure II-17. Conceptual Model of an Aquatic Ecosystem 
(from Chen and Orlob, 1972). 
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Variations of water quality along the vertical axis of a lake have a .are 
~eneral effect. The hyckuciY,l3llic behavior of a well-stratffied lake is 
density-dependent and. therefore, i~ related closely to the vertical till
perature structure of the i.poundnent. The vertical t~perature structure, 
tn turn, is governed by the Slllle external envi ror.enUl factors as the 
tlllPoral variations, i.e •. , atllOspheric energy eXChanges, tributary con
tributions and lake outflows. 

EPA Center for Water Quality Modeling 

The Center for Water Quality Mc~eling, located at the Environ.ental 
Research Laboratory in Athens, Georgia, has 10n9 been involved in the 
develo~nt and application of .athelatical IOdels that predict the 
transport and fate of wate.' cnrtt.inants. The Center provides a central 
file and distribution point ror cOliputer progr.s and doc~entation for 
selected water qual1ty and pollutant loading IIOdels. In addition, the 
Center sponsors workshops and s.-inars that provide both generalized train
ing in the use of !IOdel s and specific instruction in the app1ication of 
individual si~lation techniques. 

The water quality IIOdel supported by U.S. EPA for well-.ixed lakes is the 
Stre .. Water Qual1ty Model QUAL-II (Roesner, et al •• 1981). The IIOdel 
assUies that the .ajor transport .echanis-s--advection and dispersion--are 
significant only '.10n9 the .. in direction of flow (longitudinal axis of the 
lake). It allows for .,ltiple waste discharges, withdrawals, tributary 
flows. and incretlenta1 inflow. Hydraulically. QUAl-II is It.ited to the 
si .. lati on of til Ie periods during which the flows through the lake are 
essenti ally constant. Input waste loads !lUst a1 so be hel d constant over 
ti.e. QUAL-II can be operated as a steady-state -adel or a dyna.ic !IOdel. 
Dyn_ic operation ukes it possible to study water qualtty (prilllrf1y 
dissolved oxygen and ~erature) as it is affected by diurnal variations 
in .,teorolog1cal data. 

The A~ Corps of Engineers have developed a nUllerfcal one-dt.nstona1 
.adel (CE-QUAl-Rll , of reservoir water quality (U.S. A~ Corps of 
Engineers, 1982). The reservoir .odel is a direct descendant of the 
reservoir portion of a IIOdel called ·Water Qualfty for River-Reservoir 
Syst .. s· (WQRRS) which was ass .. bled for the HydrologiC Engineertng Center 
of the Corps of Engineers by Water Resources Engineers, Inc. (Caap Dresser 
& McKee). The deffnitfve origfn of WQRRS was the work of Chen and Orlob 
(1972) • 

The aquatic ecosysteal and geOlDetri c representation of this IDOdel are si. 
f1af to those discussed in the previous section on one-dimensional lake 
.adeling. A s~afY of the IIOdel capabilities of CE-QUAL-Rl is given in 
Table II-9. 

Exa~le Applicatfon of Math..atical Modeling 

Mathelllatical IIIOdel1 ng of natural phenomena allows planners, engi neers, 
biologists, and the general public to !--e the effects on the lake system of 
changes in the environment which are planned or predtcted to occur tn the 
future. Thts insight allows a sta~~ to assess the envtronmental responses 
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TABLE 11-9 

CE-QUAl-Rl MODEL CAPABILITIES 

Factors considered by CE-QUAl-Rl include the following: 

a. Physical Factors 

(ll ShortWave and longwave solar radiation at the water surface. 

(2) Net heat transfer across the air-water interface. 

(3) Convecttve and radtative heat transfer wtthin the water bo4Y. 

(4) Convective .ixing due to density instabilities. 

(5) Plac ... nt of tnflo.ing waters at cifpths with cOlparable 
density • 

(6) Wfthdrawal ot outflowing waters fro. depths influenced by the 
outlet structure and density stratftfcatfon. 

(7) Conservative substance routing. 

(8) Suspended solids routing and settling. 

b. Ch .. ical and Biological Factors 

U) Acc..ulation, dispersion, and depletion of dissolved oxygen 
through aeration, photosynthesis. respiration. and organic 
daand. 

(2) Uptake-excretion kinetics and regeneration of nitrogen and 
phosphorus and nitrification processes under aerobic condi
tions. 

(3) Carbon cycling and ~n .. ics and alkllinity-pH-C02 inter-
actions. 

(4) Phytoplankton dyn .. tcs and trophic relationships. 

(5) Transters through higher trophic levels of the tood chain. 

(6) Acca.ulation. dispersion. and deco.position of detritus and 
sedi .. nt. 

(7) Colifor. bacteria die-off. 

(8) AccUIUlation. dispersion, and reoxidation of .. nganes •• iron, 
and sulfide when anaerobic conditions prevail. 

SOURCE: U.S. A~ Corps ot Engineers, 1982. 
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of the lake and hel p it to analyze al ternative pl ans for protecti ng the 
present use or detenlining what uses ct'",ti be attained. 

External factors, such as increased nutrients Whl,h accelerate the growth 
of algae, lilY destroy the delicate balance of nature, and cause consider
able ha,.. to the lake and its biology. Therefore. it is illportant to be 
able to predict what the lake response will be to external factors without 
actually il1posfng those conditions on ft. The aathetlatfcal portrayal of 
the 1 ake ecosyst_ by the ca.puter IIOdel hel ps us toward that end. 

As an ex.-ple. the lake ecologfcal .adel EPAECO (GaUie and Duke, 1975) pro
vided a tool to .. thematically represent the aquatic ecological syst .. 1n 
the Fort Loudoun Lake, Tennessee. This study was conducted as part of the 
208 plan for the Knoxv1lle/knox County Metropolitan Plannfng COIIIission 
(Hall, et al., 1976). The 208 study are! .a~ is shown in Figure 11-18. In 
general, the MOdel EPAECO is designed to simulate the vertical distrfbution 
of the following constituents over an annual cycle: 

l. Taperature 10. Total Inorganic Carbon 
2. Total Dissolved Solids 11. Carbon Oioxide 
3. Alka1fn1ty 12. Hydrogen Ion (pH) 
4. Col1fonls 13. Dissolved Oxygen 
5. Carbonaceous Bfochetlfcal 14. Algae (two classes) 

Oxygen Deland (CBOO) 15. Zooplankton 
6. ~nia Nitrogen 16. Fish (three classes) 
7. Nttrite Nitrogen 17. Benthic Ani.als 

. 8. Nftrate Nftrogen 18 • Organic Sedf .. nt. and 
9. Phosphorus 19. Suspended Detritus. 

The general approach to use of the .atheaatfcal .adel EPAlCO is to obtain 
data which describe the geOllttrfc properties of the lake and its past 
history of water quality and hydrodyn .. ics. Data on water quantity and 
quality of tributary inputs to the lake (strellls and/or waste loads) and 
.eteorological data are also necessary. Initially, the lake .ust be 
described as a .. theutical systetl of depths, areas, vol UlleS, tributary 
inputs and releases. A site-specific .odel .ust be developed which 
properly describes the enviroraental coaaunfty and its interactions for 
Fort Loudoun Lake. This is done by a procedure called calibration. A 
calibrated IIOdel gives the user greater confidence that the sfllUlation 
IIOdel will react as would the lake itself to changes in external factors 
such as increased tributary nutrient concentrations. 

EXillples of calibration results are shown in Figures II-19 through II-21. 
Ffgure II-19 presents the observed and sillUlated reservofr elevations for 
the year 1971. Ffgure 11-20 shows the vertfcal temperature profiles, 
observed and sillulated, for the IIOnths of April, May and July. 1~71; and 
Ffgure II-21 gives the observed and sflllUlated profiles for several water 
qualfty constftuents for a sfngle day fn September 1971. 

One of the lIIain consideratfons fn the study of Fort Loudoun Lake was an 
evaluation of present and future trophfc states. Lakes whfch becOllt en
riched with excessive nutrients lilY be defined as eutrophic. Eutrophica
tion produces large al gal connunities which afft. -t the taste and odor of 
the lake's waters. Bacterfa which degrade the iarge amounts of dead 
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organic .. tter in the lake deplete the oxygen supply. which in turn results 
fn a loss of sc.e types of fish. Excessive aquatic weed growth is a1 so 
detr; .. ntal to sw1 .. 1ng, boating and fishing. 

The 110 de 1 EPAECO WIS used to assess algal growth as a result of various 
nutrient 10lds (high, .. di~ and low) to the lake during the period of May 
through Septelb.r. This type of .adel application not only quantified the 
degree of expected algal growth as a function of the availability of 
nutrients but also predicted the Ilgal population Ind total lake ecology 
for futu" nutrient 10lds to the 'ake. 

Sfnce p"~sphorus was the 11.fting nutrient for algal growth in this 'ake 
study, the total available phosphorus was calpared to the .. xi.u. seasonal 
algal concentrations si.'ated for the sensitivity study. Figure 11-22 
Sh(,tM thh cc.parhon. The curve is derived frc. the .axil1\J1 al gal con
centrations resulting fra. the following sensithity conditions: high P, 
-.diu. p. and low P. This curve represents the .. xi~ algal concentra
tions reached by a constant 1 nn ow concentration of phosphorus duri ng the 
"gal growing season. 

A If.tted .-GUnt of phosphorus is requtred in the inflows to the stratfffed 
portion of the reservoir to support a desirable algal c~nity without 
producing excess growth and thus undesirable conditions. As shown on the 
graph in Figure 11-22, Fort Loudoun Lake phosphorus concentrations in the 
range of 0.013-0.037 ~/l produced algal concentrations which were suitable 
for a well-balanced ecosyst. with good water quality as observed in 1971 
by the Tennesse. Yalley Authority. 
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I NTRODUCn ON. 

CHAPTER III 

BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Thfs chapter contains 1nfoMiatfon about the characterfstic plants and 
anf.als found in lakes and provides an overview of the water quality and 
the types of habftat that they requfre. The chapter fs dfvfded into aajor 
sections: Plankton, Aquatic Macrophytes, Benthos, and Fish. 

Particular elphasis is placed on changes in species composftion as lakes 
progress fra. oligotrophy to eutrophy. The biota of lakes is often studied 
to assess the trophic state or biological health of the water ~dy. Thus, 
indicator organisas are also dfscussed in this chapter, a10"g with 
qualitative and quantitative .ethods of assessing the biological health of 
a lake. The reader is referred to the Technical suvort Manual: Water 
Body surveas and Use Attainability Analyses (U.S. E A, 19836) Where an 
extensiveiscussion on species diversity anij other .aasures 01 c~un1ty 
health will be found. . 

PLAHKTON 

Planktonic plants and ani.als are illportant -..bers of the lacustrine food 
web •. Phytoplankton, which cc.prhe pigntented flagellates, green and blue
green algae. and d1atOllS, are lowest on the food chain and serve as· a 
pr1aary food source for higher organfslls. Zooplankton DIY be grazers 
(consUll1ng phytoplankton) or predators (feeding on specfes SIII11er than 
thellselves). The zooplankton, in turn, serve as the primary food source 
for the young of lIany fish species. The findings of various authors who 
have studied the effects of organiC pollution and nutrient enr1ctlDent on 
the lacustrine plankton are suanariled below. 

Phytoplankton 

The growth of phytoplankton is normally limited by the amount of nitrogen 
and/or phosphorus avaflab1e. When increased quant1t1es of nutrients enter 
the lake in runoff or effluents, eutroph1cation with its attendant 
uncontrolled algal growth and its consequences .. y begin. For exa.ple, the 
production of toxic substances by SOlIe algae lIay cause hUlian gastrointes
tina1. skin and respiratory dhorders, while blooms of Microcystfs and 
Nostoc r1vulare .ay poison wild and domestic anf~als, causing unconscious
ness, convulsions and sa.etfmes death (Mackenthun, 1969). 

Algal blooms affect the dissolved oxygen (DO) content of the water. 
Diurnal fluctuations 4f DO and pH become more pronounced with large algal 
populations. In addition, the dfssol ved oxygen in the hypol1.nion 15 
depleted through algal death and decay, leading to anoxic conditions. Fish 
lIay die because of anaerobic condftions or the production of toxic 
substances. Water quality problems caused by algae, such as taste and 
odor, are espeCially troublesome if the water body is used as a source of 
drfnkfng water. Finally, scums and mats of the algae destroy the a~~thetfc 
value of the lake. 
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Since soee species are able to co.pete better than others, increased 
nutrients cause changes in phytoplankton cOlllUnity composition. Thus, 
specific algal associations !!!y be indicative of eutrophic conditions. 
Indices of trophic state based on phytoplankton taxon are also related to 
the degree of eutrophy. The use of phytopl ank ton as 1 ndf c! tors of 
eutrophication is discussed below. 

QualitAtive Response to EnvironienUl Change 

The identification of phytoplankton that are ca.only found in eutrophic 
and oligotrophic lake waters hAS resulted in lists of pollution tolerantl 
intolerant genera and species. Pal.r (1969) developed several 11sts of 
pollution tolerant algal genera and species by co=;111n; 1nfor=at1on in 269 

~~~;1:tob~ a ~6~h ~~;~na~ ~~~c:~:::s::~t c~ ~~~~~~, g~~~~h r:~e N~~'~:l:: 
and Sti geoc1 on1... The fhe IIOst to1 erant spec 1 es were EUj1 ena vi ri dl s. 
Nftzch1& pilea, Osc111etcrfa 11.0$1, Scenedes=us qu=~r1caudl. and 
Oscl11atoria tenuis. Pal .. r used the following .. thod to cOiblne the works 
of the various authors: A score of 1 or 2 points was given for each algae 
reported by an author as tolerat1 ng organic enr1chlent, the 1 arger figure 
being reserved for the algae that an author ~phasized as being ~p1cal of 
waters with high organiC pollution. The c~pilation by Pal .. r is presented 
in Appendix A, pollut1on--tolerant genera and pollution-tolerant species. 

Pal .. r's listings have been criticized because the 1nfo ..... t1on used to 
c~ile th~ c ... frOi a broad range of sources and geographical areas. In 
addition, the cOlpl1at1on is restricted to algae tolerating high organic 
pollution. Thus, the listing .ay not be valid for other types of pollu
tants. Nevertheless, it does provide an indication of relative tolerance 
to organiC pollution. 

Taylor, et al. (1979) studied the env1ronienUl conditions associated with 
phytoplankton genera. The occurrence of 57 genera was related to total 
phosphorus 1 evel s, total Kjel dahl ni trogen level s, chlorophyll-a 1 evel s, 
and NIP ratio values. Most genera were found to occur over extriiely w1de 
ranges or conditions. The seven genera associated with levels of phOS
phorus greater than 200 ugl1 were found to al so represent seven of the 
eight highest chlorophyll-a values. Taylor designated th1s group con
taining Act1nastr~, Anabaenops1s, Schroeder1a, Ralh1d10pSiS, Chlorogon1ua, 
Solenkinfa, and lagerhei.fa as the ·nutrient r ch genera-. All seven 
genera were suaaer and fill fOMls, while Actinastr~ and Lagerhe1m1a also 
occur in spring. 

The -nutr1ent-poor- group, containing fhe genera, were associated with 
total phosphorus levels less than 70 ug/l. Asterionelll, 01nobryon, 
Tabel1aria, Perid1n1lJ1, and Cerat1u. IIIke up this group. Asterlone"a is 
the only genus occurring solely 1n spring. The other genera occur in 
su_r and fall; 01nobryon and Tabellar1a also occur equally in spring, 
su_r and fall. 

Taylor, et al. (1979) also noted .h1ch genera achieved numerical dGiinance 
ItOst frequently in the lakes ~tud1ed. Melosira was the IIOSt d0ll1nant 
genus, followed by Oscillator1a o~d Lyngbya. Aster10nella was considered 
spr1ng dominant, while Stepnanodiscus, Synedra and Tabellar1a were 
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categorized as spri ng and sUlMIer do_f nant. FragO aria occurred equally 
throughout the seasons as a da-inant. and the reaaining genera were sum.er 
and fall dOilinant. Addftfonal fnfonnation about the enviroraental 
conditions associated with the presence of the 20 phytoplankton genera most 
frequently recorded as dOlinants is available in Taylor. et al. (1979). 

The study by Taylor. et ·al •. (1979) concluded the following: (1) Phyto
plankton genera survive over such a broad range of environmental conditions 
that they cannot be used as indicator organiSlls; (2) No phytoplankton 
genera enlerged as dependable indicators of anyone or cOlibination of the 
envi rOfllental parueters IlelSured; (3) Prelilli nary analyses suggest that 
phytoplankton community cOilposition shows prOlise for use in water quality 
assessment; (4) SOlIe taxa. e.g .• Pediastr~ and Euglena. were very frequent 
cOBponents of phytoplankton communities. but rarely achieved high relative 
nu.erical i.portance within those communities; (5) Flagellates and diatoms 
were the IIOSt COMon spri ngtille pl ankton genera. whO e the bl ue-green and 
coccoid green genera were IIOSt common in the sumner and fall; and (6) Blue
green algal fonas. including severa' not known to fix elellental nftrogen. 
contributed 9 of the 10 genera which attained n~rfcal da.inance fn water 
with a aean inorganic nitrogen/total phosphorus ratio (NIP) of less than 10 
(generally suggestive of nitrogen-li.itation). 

Sill11arly. Bush and Welch (1972) concluded that phosphorus availability was 
IIOst cri tical to the biOllass fonaation of bl ue-green al gae. They fnund 
that Aphanizomenon and Microcystis fOnDed Dlts on the water surface during 
warm suaaer days. and were tyPical of shallow. hypereutrophic lakes such as 
Cl ear Lake (Cali forn1l). Kl alllath Lake (Oregon) and Moses Lake (Washington). 
Their study showed that the biOiass of blue-green algae was related to in
organfc phosphate even when nftrate was low and invarfable. 

Harris and Vollenweider (1982) noted some diatOis that are characteristic 
of oligotrophic lakes. Species of Tabellarfa. Fragilarfa. and Asterfonella 
indicated oligotrophic conditions. In sediment cores of Lake Erie. species 
of Melosira showed the transition frolll o1igotrophic to eutrophic condi
tions. The succession of species was as follows: Melosfra distans and M. 
italica WIre present prfor to 1850 and are considered indicative of oligo
trophy; after 1850. M. distans and M. ftalica populations dwindled. and M. 
islandica (moderate enrichient) and~. granulata (eutrophication indicatorl 
appeared f n the core; in the next phase. around 1960. M. distans disap-
peared and was replaced by ~. binderana. -

Quantitative Response to Environmental Change 

Because phytoplankton exhibit such a broad range of tolerance to environ
.ental conditions. the presence or absence of a single species is not 
necessarily indicathe of trophic state. ·In contrast. indices based on 
dOMinant genera. ComMunity composition. cell count. or chlorophyll-a 
provide a useful assessllent of lake trophic levels and are better suited to 
the classification of lakes than single species evaluations. 

Chlorophyll-a. Chlorophyll-a is a widely accepted index of algal biomass. 
In lakes and reservoirs with retention times greater than 14 days. it is 
highly correlated with phosphorus. The correlation does not hold for 
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systels wtth less than 14-day retentton tt .. s (U.S. EPA, 1979a). Estt-ates 
of Chlorophyll-a values indtcative of trophtc state are shown in Table 
III-I. -

Carlson's Trophic State Indices. Carlson (1977) developed three indices of 
trophic stite: basid upon Secchi depth, total phosphorus and chlorophyll-a. 
The three indices are defined below: -

Carlson's Seccht Oepth Index, TSI(SO} • 10(6 - "n~) (1) 

Carlson's Chlorophyll-! Index, TSI(CHL} • 10(6 - 2.04-0;~z'n CHL) (2) 

Carlson's T\ital Phosphorus Index, TSI(TP) • 10(6 - In,!Sr) (3 ) 

where 

so • Secchf disc depth •• 

CHL • Concentration of ch'orophyl'-!, ug/l 

TP • Concentration of total phosphorus, ug/l. 

The scale of values for Carlson's Secchi Depth Index ranges fre. zero to 
greater than 100. A Secchi depth transparency of 64 ., which is greater 
thin the htghest value reported for any lake tn the world, ytelds a value 
of zero. A Seccht depth of 32 • corresponds to an Index value of 10. An 
Index value of 100 represents a transparency of 0.062.. Using eapirically 
deterwined relati onsM ps between total phosphorus and transparency, and 
chlorophyll-a and transparency, Carlson developed equattons (1), (2) and 
(3). These equattons arrtve at the s ... trophtc state tndex value, regard
less of whether Secchi depth, total phosphorus, or chlorophyll-a 1s the 
parllleter used. However, it is desirable to evaluate all three- indices 
because of non-nutrient related factors (teaperature, inorganiC turbidity. 
toxics) which NY affect productivity and cause dhagrellient IIIOng the 
indices. 

Based on observations of several lakes. IIOst ol1gotrophic lakes had TSI 
below 40, .. sotrophic lakes had TSI between 35 and 45, and !lOst eutrophic 
lakes had TSI greater than 45. Hypereutrophic lakes .. y have values above 
60 (Novotny and Chesters. 1981; Uttonaark and Hutchins, 1978). 

N~Baard's Trophic State Indices. Nygaard (cited by Sullivan and Carpenter, 
1 z) developed five phytoplankton indices (~xophycean. chlorophycean, 
diato., euglenophyte. and cOlipound) based on the assUliption that certain 
algal groups are indicative of various levels of nutrient enrictt.ent. He 
assUiled that Cyanophyta. Euglenophyta, centric dtatOllS, and llelllbers of 
Chlorococcales are typical of eutrophic waters, while de~.ids and .. ny 
pennate dfatOlis ~re generally found in oligotrophiC waters. Nygaard's 
indices are listed in Table III-2. In applying these indtces, the numer 
of taxa in eacl. major group is detenained froca the species 11st for each 
sample (U.S. EPA 1~79!). 
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TABLE 111-1 

TROPHIC STATE VS. CHLOROPHYLL-! 

Trophic Saka.oto. 
Condition 1966 

Oligotrophic 0.3-2.5 

Mesotrophic 1-15 

Eutrophic 5-140 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA. 1979!. 

Chlorophyll-! (ug/l) 

Nation.l Aca~ 
of Sctences. 

1972 

0-4 

4-10 

>10 

111-5 

Dobson. et .1., 
1974 

0-4.3 

4.3-8.8 

>8.8 

u.s. EPA. 
~'7t 

<7 

7-12-

>12 



TABL£ 111-2 

NYGAA~~'S TROP-HIC STATE INDICES 

Index Calculation 011 gotrophi c Eutrophic 

Myxophycean MYXO,hYCeae 0.0-0.4 0.1-3.0 
DeSil ai.e 

Chlorophycean Chlorococcales 0.0-0.7 0.2-9.0 
DeSlilese.e 

DiatOil Centric OiatollS 0.0-0.3 0.0-1. 75 
Pennate D1ata.s 

Eugl enophyte EuSl eno~h~ta 0.0-0.2 0.0-1.0 
(Mixophyceae +~orococc.les) 

COilpound (~xophyceae + Chlorococcales + 0.0-1.0 1.2-25 
Centric 01ata.s + Eusleno2hlta) 

DeSll1deae 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA, 1979a. 
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Nygaard's ranges show considerable overlap between trophic states. 
Sullivan and Carpenter (1982) supled 27 lakes and reservoirs and found 
that Nygaard's indices did not differentiate between trophic states. In 
addition, an index value is undefined whenever the denOlinator is zero. 

Pal.r's Organic Poll ut10n Indices. Pal.r (1969) developed two al gal 
pollution indices (genus and species) 'or 'ratfng water samples with high 
organic pollution. After reviewing reports of 165 authors, Pal.er prepared 
two Hsts of organic pollution-tolerant fOnls, one containing 20 genera 
(Table 111-3). and the other, 20 species (Table 111-4). 

In analyzing a water sup1e, any of the 20 genera or species present in 
concentrations of SO/.l or .are are recorded. The pollution index nu.oers 
of the algae present are then totaled, giving a genus score (Pal.r's Genus 
Index) and a species score (Palmer's Species Index). A score of 20 or more 
is taken as evidence of high organic pollution, whtle a score of 15 to 19 
is taken as probable evidence of htgh organtc pollution. Lower ftgures 
indicate that the organic pollution of the sa~le is not high, or that sa.. 
substance or factor interfering with algal persistence is present or active 
(Pal.r, 1969). 

Use of Pal.r's indices in a study of Indiana lakes and reservoirs showed 
that the Genus I ndex was IIOre sens it tve to di fferences among sup 1 es than 
the Species Index. The Genus Index was correlated wi th the degree of 
eutrophication, reflecting the abundance of eutrophic indicator genera. 
Another advantage of the Genus Index is that genera are easier to identify 
than- species. However, a study of 250 lakes tn the eastern and south
eastern states showed that Pal.r's indices were poorly correlated with 
sun.er llean phosphorus and chlorophyll-a levels, although the Genus Index 
ranked higher (Spea,..an's rank correlation coefficient) than the Species 
Index (U.S. EPA, 1979!). 

U.S. EPA Proposed Phytoplankton Indices of Trophic State. USing a test set 
of 44 lakes fn the eastern and southeastern states, EPA compared the 
abilities of several indices to lleasure trophic state (U.S. EPA, 1979a). 
The same report introduced 10 additional indices that used a c~bination-of 
data including total phosphorus, chlOrofhyl1-a. Kjeldahl nitrogen, phyto-
plankton genera counts and cell counts/.. -

Each genus was assi gned ·trophic val ues· based on lIean paralllter val ues 
associ ated wi th the d~i nant occurrence of that genus. The data used to 
assign trophic values was taken fro. studies of 250 lakes that were sampled 
during spring, summer and fall of 1973. Trophic values used in the general 
fOr'llUlas of the new indices (Table III-5) are presented in Appendix B, 
along with s .. ple probleas using the indices. 

When the newly developed indices were compared to Nygaard's and Palmer's 
indices, they showed a consistently stronger correlation with summer mean 
phosphorus levels and chlorophyll-a levels. When applied to the dominant 
phytoplankton community componentS, the indices generally had higher 
corr~lations than the analogous indices applied to all phytoplankton 
community components, although the differences were small (U.S. EPA 1979!). 
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TABLE 111-3 TABLE III-4 

VALUES USED IN ALGAL VALUES USED IN ALGAL 
GENUS POLLUTION INDEX SPECIES POLLUTION INDEX 

Pollution Pollution 
Genus Index Species Index 

Anlcystis 1 Ankistrodes-us falcatus 3 
Ankistrode.,s 2 Arthrospira jenneri 2 
Chll11Yda.onas 4 Chlorel1a vulgaris 2 
Chlorel1a 3 Cyclotella -.neghiniana 2 
Closteriua 1 Euglena gracilis 1 
Cyclotell a 1 Euglena viridh 6 
Euglena 5 Go.phoneaa parvulua 1 
Gc.phoneu 1 Melosira varians 2 
Lepocinclis 1 Navicula cryptocephala 1 
Melosira 1 Nitzschia aCicularis 1 
MicractiniUli 1 Nitzschia palea S 
Navicula 3 Osci1latoria chlorina 2 
Nitzschia 3 Osci1latoria li~sa 4 
Osc1l1atoria 5 Osci11atoria princeps 1 
Pandorina 1 Osci11atoria PMtrida 1 
Phac.us 2 Oscil1atoria tenuis 4 
Phortl1d1U11 1 Pandor1na ~ru. 3 
Seenedesaas 4 Scenedesmus quadricauda 4 
St1geoclon1_ 2 St1geoclon1u. tenue 3 
Synedra 2 Synedra ulna 3 

SOURCE: Pal .. r. 1969. SOURCE: Pal .. r. 1969. 
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TABLE 111-5 

EPA PROpnSED PHYTOPLANKTON INDICES TO TROPHIC STATE 

Phytoplankton Trophic State Index (TSI) Calculations Without Cell Counts: 

n • nwaber of dominant genera in the sample (Concentration ~ 10 percent of 
the total sample concentration). 

Vi· • the trophic value for each do_inant genus in the sa.ple; TOTAlP (PO). 
CHlA (PO). KJEL (PO). MY (PO). MY • log TOTALP + log CHlA + Log KJEl -
Log SECCHI 

Ph)~oplankton Trophic State Index (TSI) Calculations with Cell Counts: 

Total ComMunity: 

n • the nu_ber of genera in the sa_ple (entire phytoplankton community) 

C • the concentration of the genus in the sample (units/.l) 

V • the trophic value for each genus; 
TOTALP/CONC{P). CHlA/CONC(P). KJEl/CONC(P) 

Da.inant Community: 

n • the total nu_ber of da-inant genera in the sample 

C • the concentration of the genus in the sample (units/.l) 

V • the trophic value for each genus; 
TOTALP/CONC (P). CHlA/CONC (PO), KJEL/CONC (PO) 

*The para.eters TOTAlP, CHLA. etc. are defined in Appendix B. 

SOURCE: U.S. EPA. 19/9~. 
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Zooplankton 

As lakes beca.e enriched, phytoplankton and (to a large degree) herbivorous 
zooplankton populations increase. Changes in spec1es ca.pos1t10n also 
occur, although it 15 difficult to classify the trophic state of a water 
body on the basis of a 11st of zooplankton species living in it. 
Generally, larger species of zooplankton da.inate 1n oligotrophic waters. 
Th1s is probably largely due to predation pressure. In eutrophic waters, 
where the fish stock is heavy. the larger zooplankton are eaten f1 rst. 
Thus, the n~er of zooplankters that attain a large size is If.ited. 

Species of 80~1na have been c~nly accepted as indicators of enr1c~nt. 
Hutchinson (1967) observed that 80s-ina coregoni 10n9ispina appeared to be 
characteristic of larger and less productive lakes, and B. 10ng1rostr1t of 
sqller and .are productive lakes. Studies on the seell.nts of lfnsley 
Pond, Connecticut (Deevy, 1940), indicated that the disappearance of B. 
cor~on1 10ng1sp1na was concurrent w1th the appearance of B. 10ngirostrTs 
IS e lake beca .. enriched. However, the collection of 'I. lonGrostrh 
fral the epili.nion, and B. coregoni frOil the hypoli.nion of ano er lake 
shows the uncertainty of using Bos-inl spp. IS indicators. 

Studies of zooplankton in the Great Lakes showed the following: 

1. A decrelsed significance of calanoids and an increased predOlli
nance of cycl opoi ds and cl adocerans were seen as a general trend· 
fro. oligotrophic Lake Superior to eutrophic Lake Erie (Paulas, 
1972; Watson, 1974). 

2. Llrger zooplankton were observed in Lakes Superior Ind Huron, 
although Lake Erie had an increased bialass of zooplankton 
(Patalas, 1972; Watson, 1974). 

3. In Lake Michfgan, Bos-ina coregonf has been replaced by B. longi
rostris, Oia{tOlius oregonensh has becOlll an illportant copepod 
species, Eury .-ora afffnis appeared (Beeton, 19691. 

4. DiaptoMus siciloides, usually found in eutrophic waters has becOile 
a dOilinant zooplankton fn Lake Erfe (Beeton, 1969). 

Some rotifers have been considered indicators of eutroph1ed waters. How
ever, these organi,.s (in particular, Brachionus and Keratella quadrau) 
have also been collected frOil oligotrophic lakes. Other zooplankton are 
difficult to identify and thus are not practical to use as indicators of 
water quality. For exaatple, ClC10ps scutifer is prinCipally an oligotro
phic fOnl while idC10ps scuti er w;grensis lhes in .eso- and eutrophic 
lakes (Ravera, 19 ). 

Sprules (1977) developed a technique for predicting the 11.n010gic11 
characteristics of a lake which is based on its .idsuaaer 1111netic crus
tacean zooplankton ca-unity. The results indicated that northwestern 
Ontario lakes characterized by cyclofS b1cus~1datus thoaas1, and D1aptalUs 
.1nutus are generally large and c ear, w ereas TropocyclOps ~as1nus 
.exicanus and D1a~tOlltUs 111 nutus are typical of SIIall er lakes wr lower 
water clarity.ddic, sl1lall and clear lakes of the Kl1larney region, 
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Ontario. are dOll1nated by OfaptOiluS .1nutus, while OfaphanosOIIa leuch
tenbergia",_, B05llina longirostrfs and Mesoc~clops edax dc.inate 1n lakes 
that are less clear, larger and totave a h gher pw:- Finally, 1n the 
Haliburton region of Ontario, SlQil And productive lakes are characterized 
by 01aDtOlUs oregonensis, M. edax, and Ceriodaphnia lacustr1s. Those lakes 
with o .• fnutUs, o. sfcills. B. longirostrh and Daphnia dub a are l.rger 
and less prOductfvi. - -

Thus, the dfrect effects of nutrfent enrfchMnt on the zooplankton are 
unclear. Although a few qualitative changes have been .. ntioned, the only 
quantftative fnfo~ation refers cbliquely to diyersity indices. The 
d1versfty of the zooplankton Ca.lunfty generally decreases with increasing 
enr1chllent, as do the other organis. c~ni ties. Divers1 ty Indices are 
discussed fn the Technical Support Manual: Water Bod~ Surveys and Assess
lents for Conducting Use Xttarn~bilfty Analyses (19S3!. 

AQUATIC MACROPHYTES 

Aquatic plants play several roles in the lake ecosystetl. They produce 
oxygen through photosynthesis, shade and cool sedfllents, dfllf nish water 
currents and provide habftat for benthfc organfs.s and ffsh (Boyd, 1971). 
Carfgnan and Kalff (1982) found that water .flfofl (MYrfophyllu. sC!eatu. 
L.) was fmportant as physfcal support for .fcrobial communfttes. Su rsed 
.. crophytes serye as food and nest sftes for aquatic insects and fish, and 
provide protection frQl predation. The plants also pl~ a role in nutrient 
cycling, espeCially in the ~1l1zat1on of phosphorus frQl sed1l1ents. 
Barko and ·S.art (1980) investigated the uptake of phosphorus frOil fhe 
dffferent sedf_nts by Egeria densa, Hldril1a Yertfcfllata, and ~rid 
phyll~ spfcatu.. The ..aunt of sedt .. n phosphorus .obf1fzatfon di ere 
alOng specfes and sed1l1ents, but it was deMOnstrated that the plants were 
able to obtain their phosphorus nutrftfon exclusively frOli the sedfllents. 
Release of phosphorus fra. the .. crophytes occurred prfMarfly through death 
and decay rather than through excretion. Landers (1982) showed that dec~ 
posfng Myrfophyllu. ssicatu. supplied sfgniffcant lIIIOunts of nftrogen and 
phosphorus to surroun 1ng waters. Nftrogen fnputs accounted for less than 
2.2 percent of annual allochthonous fnputs, but phosphorus recycling fra. 
decayi n9 P 1 ants . equal ed up to 18 percent of the taU 1 annual phosphorus 
1 oadi n9 for the reservoir studied •. 

Response of Macrophytes to Env1ro~ental Change 

Major envfronmental changes fn lakes generally occur fn response to nutrf
ent fncreases (whfch accel erate eutrophfcatfon), suspended sediment, and 
sedfllent deposf tf on. Suspended sedfllent attenuates li ght penetrati on, 
resulting fn reduced photosynthesis by sublerged aquatic _acrophytes, and a 
poSsible decrease in the coverage by plants. Reed, et al. (1983) noted 
that the growth of Chara in a test pond was restricted during years when 
the turbidfty was high, but luxurious stands developed when the water was 
clearer. Sedi .. nt deposition SIOthers some plants. For example, Isoetes 
lacustris is not present in areas with rapid silting, but Nitella and 
Juncus often occur instead (Farnworth, 1979). Potamogeton perfolfatus .ay 
also replace Isoetes where silting occurs. The composition of the sub
strate is important tn the growth ot ~~crophytes. Potamogeton perfol1atus, 
Elodea canadensis. and Myriophyl1 UII spica.tum reportedly grew more rapt dly 
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in natura' sediMnt than in sand. Lobelia dortllanna grew only in sand 
containing organic .. tter (Farnworth, 1979). 

Although aquatic IIIcrophytes are Yital to the ecosyst~, eutrophication and 
the subsequent oyergrowth of plants .. y be detrf .. ntal to the water body. 
Diurnal DO fluctuations drfyen by photosynthesis and respiration aay be so 
extr .. that oxygen deficfts oc~ur. Oxygen depletion in the hypol1an10n 
lIlY also be caused by decaying IIIcrophytes. Low DO .ay cause fish kills 
and eli.inate sensitfYe specfes (Boyd, 1971). 

Although eutrophication is often considered the cause of changes in alcra
phyte caapositfon, aanageaent techniques -.y also be responsible. Nicholson 
(1981) argued that techniques such as herbfc1dal poisoning and IeChanized 
cutting were pr1 .. ry reasons for the replacellent of native pot~etnn 
species 1n Chautagua Lake, New York, by PotallOgeton crispus and rio
phyllua sp1catu •• 

Preferred Conditions 

Certain aquatic plants are able to ·out-coapete· others and in large popu
lations becOlie establ1shed under eutrophic conditions. Such excesshe 
growth fs usually undesirable, and the plants are considered aquatic weeds. 
Aquatic plants that cause difficulty in the United States include Myr1O
fhY1l- sP1catu. yare exalbescens (water .11fo11), PotdOoeton crTijiiii 
curly-leayed pondweed', Elchornla crassfpes (water hyacfn-thf. Pistia 

stratioles (water lettuce', Xlternanthera ph1loxerofdes (alligator weed), 
Reteranthera dubfa (water stirgrassJ. MyrfOpfiyllU. brasilfense (parrot 
'eather), M. splcatua yare spfcatu. (eurasian water .il'011), Najas 
~uadaluP!nsTs (southern nafadl, PotillOgeton tmtfnatus {sago pondweeaT:" 
,odea canadensis (elodea', and Phrag.ttes coaaun s (coaaon weed'. 

Seddon (1972' inyestigated the enYfronaental tolerances of certain aquatiC 
.acrophytes found in lakes. He grouped the species into the following: 

1. Tolerant specfes that occur over a wide range of solute concentra
tions - Pota80geton natans, Nuphar lutea, Nymphaea alba. Glycer1a 
fluftans, Uttorella unifiora; 

2. H1ghly eutrophic species - Potallogeton pectinatus, MyriophyllUil 
spicat_i 

3. Moderately eutrophfc specfes - Potaaogeton crfspus, Leana tr1sulcli 

4. Species tolerant of .. sotrophic as well as eutrophic cond1t1ons -
Ranunculus c1rcfnatus, Lemna .1nor. PolygonWl aaph1b1u_, Cera
tophy'1ua a~erSUl, Potamageton 06tusffo11uSi 

5. Species of oligotrophic tolerance - Pota-ogeton perfoliatus, 
Ranunculus aguat1lfs, Ap1u. 1nundatUII, Elodea canadensis, Pota
aogeton 6erchtold11. 

Plants occurring only 1n eutrophic cond1tions were considered restricted to 
such areas by physfological demands. It should be noted that the last 
group. although classified as of oligotrophic tolerance, may also be found 
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in eutrophic waters. 011gotrophic species, while shown to have a wide 
tolerance, are thought to be excludc~ ~y co.petition rather than by 
physiological 11.1tat10n fre. sites with higher trophic status. The last 
group in effect includes those species that can adapt to the relatively 
nutrient free conditions of oligotrophic water. 

BENTHOS 

Benthic .. croinvertebrates are often used as indicators of water quality. 
Because they are present year-round, are abundant, and are not very -atile, 
they are well-suited to reflect average condition~ at the sallpl1ng pOint. 
Many species are sensitive to pollution and die if at any ti .. during their 
11f. cycle they are exposed to environ.ental conditions outside their 
tolerance li.its. 

There are also disadvantages to basing the evaluttion of the biotfc integ
r1 ty of a water body sol ely on IIIcroi nvertebrates. Identi fication to the 
specfes level is ti.e-consUl1ng and requires taxona.ic expertise. Further
-are, the resul ts lilY be di fficul t to 1 nterpret because 11 fe history i n
fo~tion is lacking for .. ny species and groups, and because a history of 
pollution episodes tn the recetvtng water may not be avatlable to provide 
perspective for the interpretation of results. 

Certain organis-s and associatio~s of organis-s pOint to various stages of 
eutrophy. Decay of organic .ater1al often decreases the DO (dissolved 
oxygen) content of the hypolfllnion below the tolerance of the inverte
brates. Attellpts to·translate the results of studies into .. aningful 
values have yielded lists (presented later 1n thfs section) of tolerant and 
intolerant groups of IIIcroinvertebrates. In addition, .athlllltical for
~las have been developed which assign nUierical values to various trophfc 
states dependi ng upon the benthos present. However, factors other than 
organfc pollution (e.g., substrate, temperature, depth) lilY also influence 
the species c~posttton of benthtc populattons. Para.eters such as these 
which govern spec;es dhtrtbution are discussed in Merrftt and Cu.fns 
(1978) • 

Composition of Benthic Communities 

The composition of the benthos in littoral and profundal areas of a lake is 
-astly dependent upon substrate, but is also fnfluenced by depth, tellper
ature, light penetration and turbidity. The littoral regions of lakes 
usually support 1 arger and _ore diverse populati ons of benthic f nverte
brates than profundal areas (Moore, 1981). Benth1c cOIIIun1t1es 1n the 
littoral regions consist of a rich fauna wfth hfgh oxygen de.ands. 

Th, vegetation and substrate heterogenefty of the lfttoral zone provfde an 
abundance of .icrohabitats occupi~d by a varied fauna. By contrast,. the 
profundal zone is .are ha.ogeneous, becoming more so as lakes becOMe lOre 
eutroph1c (Wetzel, 1975). One of the best 1llustrations of the d1fferences 
of littoral and profundal benthos is seen fn studies of Lake EsrOll, a 
di.ictic lake in De~ark (Jonasson, 1970). The bottom fauna found on sub
surface weeds (depth about 2m) co_prises thirty-three groups and species, 
totaling 10,810 fndhiduals per square meter. Tn contrast, only fhe 
species are found fn the profundal zone of Lake Esrom, although the density 
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is high (20,441 per square .. ter). The ani841s in this region burrow into 
the bottOi instead of 'iving on or near the surface. 

The factors .. ntioned above should be considered in the design of a study 
of lake benthos. Because substrates of deep waters generally have fi ner 
sedi .. nt particles than substrates of shallow waters, depth.should be 
considered in quantitative calculations to help cOlpensate for substrate 
differences. AdJustients for depth wi', be discussed in greater detai' in 
the section on quantitative _easures of the effects of pollution on 
benthos. 

General Response to Environllntal Change 

The benthos of freshwater is ca.posed 1 argell of 1 arvae and nyllphs of 
aquatic insects (Arthropoda: Insecta). The benthos also comprises fresh
water sponges (Porifera: SpongllHdae), flatwonls (Platy~ell1inthes: 
Tricladida), 'eeches (Anne' ida: Hirudinea), aquatic earthwonls (Annelida: 
Ol1gochaeta), snails (Mollusca: Gastropoda), cl .. s and ~ssels (Mollusca: 
Bhalv1a). Particular groups of insects are IIOst abundant in specific 
kinds of freshwater habitat. Da.selfl1es and dragonfHes (Odonata) are 
generally found in shallow lakes, but SOle species occur in running water. 
Stoneflies (Plecopteral and -.yilies (Ephe.eroptera) are predoainantly 
running water fo,.s, although certain Ephllltroptera dwell in lakes and 
ponds. Caddhfl1es (Trfcoptera) abound in 1 !kes and streus where the 
water is well-aerated. The other groups also occur in both stre .. s and 
lakes (Ea.ondson. 1959). 

Aquatic insects can be identified by using various keys (Pennak, 1978; 
Edliondson, 1959; Needh_ and Needh ... 1962; Merritt and C~1ns, 1978). 
Merritt and Cu .. ins (1978) also provide lists of the species and habitats 
(lent1c or lotic) where they are IIOSt often found. 

The species co~sftion and nuMber of indivfduils of the benthic c~nity 
change in response to increased organic and tnorganic loading. Organic 
pollution generally causes a decrease 1n the number of species of 
organ1S11s, but an increase in the number of individuals. Inorganic pol
lution, such as sed1_ent. cluses I decrease in the n~ber of individuals, 
as well IS a decrelse in speci es. The foll owi ng sections focus on 
qualitative and quantitative changes in freshwater benthic populations that 
are indicative of types of pollution and of trophic state in lakes and 
reservoirs. 

Qua'1tative Response to Environmental Chlnge 

The IICst sensitive aacro1nvertebrate spectes are usuilly eliminated by 
organic poll utfon. Because decay of organiCS often depl etes oxygen. the 
survivtng species are those that are -aFe tolerant of low dissolved oxygen 
content. The predOili nant bottOil condi tions can be inferred by observi ng 
which species are present at a specific site. 

Suspended sedi .. nt Ind s 11 t deposl ti on !lay i nfl uence macroi nvertebrates by 
clus1ng: 

(a) Avoidance of adverse conditions by migration Ind drift; 
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(b) Increased IIOrtal1ty due to physiological effects, burial, and 
physical destruction; 

(c) Reduced reproduction rates because of physiological effects, sub
strate changes. loss of early life stages; 

(d) Modified growth rates because of habitat ~dification and changes 
in 'ood type and availability (Farnworth, et al •• 1979). 

Indicator Organis.s 

The ~croinvertebrate classes that are IIOSt often used as indicator organ-
1.s are the Insecta and Annelida. These organ1S11S are illustrated in 
Figure 111-1. Stonefly ny_phs •• ayfly naiads. and he'lgra~ites are 
generally considered to be rel atively sensitive to envi rur.ental changes. 
The inter.ediately tolerant .acroinvertebrates include scuds. sowbugs, 
blackfl)' larvae, dragonfly nylllphs. dUlsel"y n,YIIPhs, and leeches. Blood
wo,...s (.idge larvae) and sludgewoMls .ake up the group of very tolerant 
organi$lls. 

Anaerobic environMnts are tolerated by sewage fly larvae and rat-tailed 
.aggots. Table 111-6 lists those aquatic insects that have been found at 
dissolved oxygen concentrations of less than 4 ppl. The greatest number of 
tolerant species are ..-bers of the order Oipte~~. 

Sponges are a'fected by pollution although they are not usually considered 
indicator organiSlis. Of the freshwater sponges, Ephydatfa fluvfatil1s, E. 
.. elleri, HeterOMyenia tuM s§enaa, and Eunaius fragfl1s lIlY be found Tn 
eutrophic waters. Xl so, Ephy ath robusta can survfve very low dissolved 
oxygen levels and has been COllected at DO tensions of 1.00 Ppl (Harrison, 
1914). Of the Mollusca, Unionid cl .. s (Bivalvia) are considered sensitive 
to environaental changes. Snails.(Gastropoda) commonly occur in DOderately 
polluted enviro~nts. The ~st resistant species are PhYSa heterotropha, 
P. integra, P. gyrina. Gyranulus ~arvus. Heliso.a ancefs, an H. trivolvls, 
Dut al.ast every com.on species as been found in po luted areas (Harman, 
1974) • 

Weber (1973) ca.piled a list of tolerances of freshwater macroinvertebrate 
taxa to organic pollution (Appendix C). Organ1$11s that occur in streams 
and lakes are included. The tolerances of the organis.s listed in the 
appendix are based upon classification by various authors. 

Trends in .acroinvertebrate populations have been shown in studies of 
eutrophic lakes. A collection of studies report the following responses of 
.. crofauna to increasing eutrophication: 

o 011gochaetes, chtronOlltds, gastropods and sphaerids 1ncrease and 
Hexagenh (.ayfly nymph) decreases (Carr and Hl1 tunen, 1965); 

o Nu~ers of oligochaetes relative to chironomids increase as organic 
enrichment increases (Peterka, 1972); 
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J. Fingernail clam (Sphaeriidae) 
K. Damselfly nymph (Zygoptera) 
L. Dragonfly nymph (Anfsoptera) 
M. Bloodworm or midge f1y larvae 

(Tendi pedi dae) 
H. Leech (Hirundinea) 
O. Sludgeworm (Tubificidae) 
P. Sewage fly larvae (Psychoda) 
Q. Rat-tailed maggot (Tubifera

Eristal1s) 

A. Stonefl y nymph (Pl ecoptera ) 
B. Mayfly naiad (Ephemeroptera) 
C. Hellgrammfte or 006sonfly 

larvae (Corydalidae} 
O. Caddisfly larvae (Trichoptera) 
E. Blackfly larvae (Simuliidae) 
F. Scud (Amphipoda) 
G. Aquatic sow bug (Isopoda) 
H. Snail (Gastropoda) 

Figure 111-1. Representative bottom fauna (from Keup, et al" 1966). 
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TABLE Ui-6 

SPECIES FOUND AT DISSOLVED OXYGEN LESS THAN 4 PPM 

OdoR.u ~ dragon" its and dest'" 1es 
Ischnura pos1t1 (Hagen) 
pachydfl!ax lon91~enn1s (Bunl.) 

Eph_rop ra - .ay 11 es 
Paraleptophleb1a sp. 
caenfs sp. 

Helfptera - true bugs 
Notonecta frrorata Uhl. 
Plea striola Fteb. 
Jinitra austra11s Hung. 
Ranatra kfrtaldyi Bueno 
Pe'ocor1s te.oratus P. de B. 
BelostO .. '1 U111 nel Say 
Trepobltes sp. 
Rhagovel1a obesa Uhl. 

Megaloptera - aldert1ies, dobsonflies, 
and ff sht1i es 

Chaulfodes sp. 
COleoptera - beetles 

Hal al us spp. 
Pel ates spp. 
eoe'a us spp. 
Laccophflus spp. 
~arot:rus spp. 
o neu s spp. 
Gyrinus spp. 

SOURCE: Roback, 1974. 

Tronni ,H,.nu, ,nn. 

M~c~~~~ch~; gl~bratus Say 
Stene'. s grossa Sand. 

Lepidoptera - butterflies and .aths 
Parapoynx sp. 

Tr1choptera - cadd1sflies 
P01YCentrosus ~tus (Banks) 
Oecetts ed lestoni Ross 

Diptera - true fltes 
Procladius bellus (Loew) 
elinotanyvUS pin¥ufs (Loew) 
Xblabe~ a moni ts (L.) 
Tr1cho~dfus sp. Roback 
Chfronomus attenuatus (Walk.) 
Chironomus riparius (Me1g.) 
Cryptoch1ronomus nr. fulvus (Joh.) 

Dfcrotendfpes nerVOSU$ (Sta!~er) 
Harn1sch1a nr. abort1va (Mall.) 
M1crotendipes sedellus beGeer 
Trfbelos Jucun us (Walk.) 
Rheotinytarsus ex19uus (Joh.) 
Calopsectra nr. guerla Roback 
pal,~1a gpo spp. 
Tub ~a tenax (L.) 
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o The s.allest insect larvae are characteristic of oligotrophic 
waters, and ~:.:: to I) shift in species c~pos1t1on, larval size 
increases with increasing eutrophication (Jonasson, 1969); 

o Tanytars1n1 are replaced by Chiron~in1 in positions of d~inance 
with increasing eutrophication (Paterson and Fernando, 1970). 

The study of four reservoirs (Salt Valley Reservoirs) in eastern Nebraska 
revealed several trends in .acrobenthic c~nities as eutrophication pro
gressed. Contrary to the observation frequently reported that oligochaete 
populations increase as eutrophication progresses, Hergenrader and Lessig 
(1980b) observed a decrease in Tub1fex. They noted, however, that the deep 
~polT.netic waters of the Salt Valley reservoirs do not bec~e anaerobic, 
as is the case in lakes w~ere oligochaetes have increased. The Tanytarsin1 
(fa.ily Chiron08idae) p~escnt in the less eutrophic reservoirs disappeared 
in the IIOst eutrophic. Finally, Sphaeriu. (order Mollusca) increased 
during the early stages of eutrophication but declined as eutrophy pro
gressed. 

Ch1rono.1d Ca..unit1es as Indicators 

Instead of using a single organ is. to indicate water quality, Saether 
(1979, 1980) suggests studyi ng chi ronOlii d cc_uni ti es. By 1 ooki ng at 
profundal, 11 ttoral and sublittoral chi rOROllid ca.uni ties, Saether was 
able to delineate 15 characteristic ca.8unities found in environlents 
ranging fr~ oligotrophic to eutrophic. The c08lUnities, 6 in each of the 
01 igotrophic and eutrophic and 3 in the .sotrophic range, are lettered 
fro. alpha to o.1kron. The Greek letters e.phasize that the 15 sub
divisions are not trophic level divisions, but are recognizable chiron~id 
ca..unit1es. The species found in a lake or part of a lake can be used to 
detena1 ne the assochti ons and hence the extent of eutrophy. The key to 
chiron~id associations and the species list noted by Saether are presented 
in Appendix D. By using this syst_, Saether found signi ficant 
correlations between chirona.id associat10ns and the ratios of 
chlorophyll-a to _an depth (Figure 1II-2) and total phosphorus to _ean 
depth (Figure 111-3). 

Sedi .. nt Effects 

The distribution of .acroinvertebrates will be .uch less affected by 
currents and dri ft ina 1 ake than ina ri ver. However, a t those poi nts 
where ri vers enter a 1 ake. or where a r1 ver fo".s at the outl et frOil a 
lake, one .ight expect to fi nd lIacroi nvertebrate popul at ions that are 
s1.11ar to the population of the connecting river. The distribution of 
ucro1nvertebrates found in the littoral zone will be 'ess affected by 
drift (since rooted plants in the littoral tend to slow currents and 
thereby inhibit drift) and .are by the physical effects of suspended solids 
and sedillentation. As concentrations of suspended and settleable solids 
increase, invertebrates tend to release hold of the substrate to be 
transported by currents or to migrate elsewhere. Mi grati on frOil those 
areas affected by sediment changes the structure of the benthic community. 
The effects of suspended solids on benthic lIacroinvertebfates are 
_. __ a_~ __ ~ J_ ._L1_ 999 ~ 
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TABLE 111-7 
SUMMARY OF SUSPENDED SOLIDS EFFECTS ON AQUATIC MACROINVERTEBRATES 
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Deposition of sedilM!nt in the profundal zone Illy provide a stable sub
strate. In contrast deltas where streals enter the lake or reservoir aay 
be subject to continuing deposition and erosion. Such areas will support 
fe~er spectes and fewer nUibers of organis-s than the .are stable profundal 
zone. 

Sedi .. nt deposition -adifies aacroinvertebrate habitat and alters the type, 
di str1but10n and avan ability of food. Substrate preference of aacro
invertebrates is related to a varie~ of factors. In addition to particle 
size, the colonization of an lrea 1s dependent on the a.aunt and type of 
det.-1 tus. the presence of vegetat1 on, the degree of cOllpact10n and the 
a.aunt of peri phyton (Farnworth et a 1 •• 1979). Sedi.ent preferences .. y 
change with an organ1~'s 11fe history stage, thus ca.pound1ng the proble! 
~f categorizing associated substrate. Nonetheless, certain groups such as 
Chirona.idae and Tricorythodes, Ire recognized as preferring fine sedi.ent. 

Quantitative Response to Env1ronaental Change 

Quantitative techniques that are used to assess the biological integrity of 
lakes include a n~er of .. theaatical indices. or focus on the abundance 
of certain benthic organiSlls. These .. thods are su ... rized in the fol
lowing sections. Other lIIasures of ca.un1ty health. such as diversity 
indices. are dfscussed in the Technical sup~ort Manual: Water body survels 
and Assessments for Conducting Use Xtta nability Analyses (u.S. £P • 
1983~), and in a review by Washington (1984). 

011gochaete Populations 

Oligochaetes, particularly llellbers of the f.ny Tub1fic1dae, are present 
in 1 arge numers in po 11 uted areas. As ton (l 973) found that L i.nodrl1 us 
hoff .. 1steri and Tubi fex tubi fex predOilinate in areas recehing heavy 
sewage pollution. In a review of the relationship between tubif1c1ds and 
water quality, Aston (1973) noted several fnvestfgatfons that have used the 
population density of tub1ficids as an index of pollution. Surber (cited 
by Aston. 1973). studied a nu~er of lakes in Michigan and concluded that 
areas with an oligochaete density of .ore than 1.100 per square .. ter were 
truly polluted. Carr and Hiltunen (1955) used the following nUilbers of 
olfgochaetes per square .. ter to indicate pollution in western Lake Erie: 
light pollution. 100 to 999; .aderate pollution. 1,000 to 5.000; and heavy 
pollution, .ore than 5,000. This .. ans of classification falls to consider 
seasonal variation in population density and the organic content and 
particle size of the bottOli substrate. Since the population density is 
likely to vary, this .. thod has li.lted ut;lfty (Aston. 1973). 

Wlederhol. (1980) noted that a s111ple depth adjustllent could .ake o11go
chaete abundance .ore applicable. By dhid1ng the nuillber of oligochaetes 
·per square meter by the sa.p11ng depth. he found that the correlation with 
chl orophyl 1 was increased. Thi s adjustment Illy account for factors that 
are affected by depth such as food supply. predation pressure (which 
declfnes as depth fncreases). and possfble oxygen deffcits. 

Th~ relative abundance of oligochaetes .ay be I better indication of 
orgallic pollution than the population density. In I strea. study. Good
night and Whitley {19611 suggested that a population of 80 percent or .are 
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of 011g~:h!etes in the total .acroinvertebrate population indicates a high 
degree of organic enrichlent. They hypothesized that percentages fro. 60 
to 80 indicate doubtful conditions and below 60 percent, the area is in 
good condit10n. Ho.-iller and Beeton (1971) used this index in a study of 
Green 8«y, Lake Michigan, and concluded that in 1967 the lower bay-was in a 
highly polluted state, and the .1ddle bay had -doubtful cond1tions.-

ari nkhurst (1967) suggested that the rel athe abundance of the tubi fi ci d 
Li .. odrl1us hoffnlehteri (as a percentage of all oligochaetes) .ay be a 
"slfu1 .. asure Of organic pollution. Incr.ased percentages of L. hoff
.. isteri are oft.n indicative of organic pollution. Lower Green lay (731 
l. noffiefster1) was identified as being IIOr. polluted than .iddle Green 
liy (50s and 421 L. hof~isteri) by reference to the relative abundance of 
this oligocha~~ THow.111er and Scott, 1977). 

Oligochaete/Chirona.id Ratio 

Another proposed indicator uses the ratio of oligochaetes to chirona.ids. 
Generally, the ratio increases as the lake beca.es IIOre eutrophic. 
Viederhol. (1980) advocates including a depth adjustlent (ratio divided by 
supl1ng depth) when using thl ol1gochaete/chironOllfd ratio since oligo
chaetes tend to increase in do.fnance at greater depths. Studies of 
Swedish lakes showed a high correlation between depth-adjusted oligochaetl/ 
chirorlOllid ratios and trophfc state, but very little correlation of the 
non-adjusted ratio with trophic state. Table IU-8 shows that the derth
adjusted oligochaete/chirono.id ratio had low values (fro. 0-1.5 in 
oligotrophic lakes, and progressively higher values for .. sotrophic 
(1.5-3.0), eutrophic (3.0-1.4) and hypereutrophic (>18) lakes. Viederhol. 
suggests that the oligochaete/chironOilid ratio qy be used directly when 
ca.paring data fro. a single site oyer ti .. or different lakes oyer ti ... 
but a general application needs SODI adjus~nt for depth. 

Mathe.atical Indices 

A survey of the 1 iterature reveal s at least four .athlllatical indices in 
addition to diversity indices that .. y be applicable in freshwater lake 
studies. These indices are described in Table 111-9. 

Based on their studies of rivlrs and stre .. s receiving sewage, Koltwitz and 
Marsson (1908, 1909) proposed their sapropic syst .. of zones of organic 
Inrichlent. They suggested that I river receiving a load of organic .. tter 
would purify itself and that it could be diyided into saprobic zones 
downstre .. frOil the outfall, each zone haying characteristic biota. 
Kolkwitz and Marsson publfshed long lists of the species of plants and 
ani .. ls that one could expect to be associated with each zone. The zones 
were defined as follows: . 

a pOlysafrobic: gross pollution with organic _atter of high molecu
lar we ght, yery little or no dissolved oxygen and the fOMiation of 
sulphides. Bacteria are abundant, and few species of organis.s are 
present. 
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TABLE 111-8 

BENTH IC C,",UN ITY MEASURE 
WITH AND WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT FOR DEPTH 

Approx1.ate Chlorophy,l-! 011 gochaltel 
Trophlc (ug/l) Chirona.id Ratio 

Lake State (S) 
without with 

depth adj. depth adj.c 

Vattlm, 20-40. 0 1.1 38.9 1.3 
Vattern, 90-110. 0 1.1 90.1 0.9 
Vanern, 40-80 • 0 1.7 86.0 1.5 
Skaren, 10-26. 0 2-2.5 25.9 1.5 
Innlren. 14-19. M 2.5-3 19.8 1.2 
Sa.en. 16-49. M 3-4 44.3 1.9 
M1laren, area C, JO. M 5.5 85.5 2.9 
Malarln, area C, 45-50- M 5.5 96.4 2.0 
M11aren, area 8, 15. E 17 .5 69.0 4.6 
Hjal~ren, area C, 6-18. E 9.4 71.9 7.4 
S. 8ergundlsjon, 3-5. HE 25-75 69.0 18.5 
Vaxjosjon, 3-5. HE 50-100 87.4 21.6 
Hjal~ren, area 8, 2-3. HE 102 66.8 34.4 

a. o· oligotrophic, M • .. sotroph1c, E • eutrophic, HE • hypereutroph1c 

b. May-Qctoblr, 1. 

c. Oligochlete/Chiron~id ratio divided by s.-pling depth 

SOURCE: Wieclerhol., 1980. 
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Index Male and Description 

SapP'Obic Index 

Is·h 
! h s • 

TABLE II 1-9 

MATHEMATICAL INDICES 

s • 1-4, Oligo - to polysaprobic 
h. occurrence value; J, ~ccasional; 

3, co.lOn; 5, .ass occurrence. 

Benthic Quality Index 

kt • based on indicator species of 
chiro~OIids. see text 

"1 •• nUiber of fndfvfduals of the various groups 
• the total nUiber of fndicator $pecfes 

5 
8QI • i : 0 

Cf • the constancy of the respectfve groups 
wfthin a sillple 

Trophic Condition Index 

TCI. INi + 2 %N2 
INo +IN i +IN2 

IN • total nlJlber of ol1gochaete WOnlS 
o intolerant of eutrophic conditions 

(see Table C) 
IN t • total number of organi~s characteristics 

of .. sotl'"Ophfc areas 
IN2 • total number belongtng to spectes 

tolerant of extreme eutrophy 
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o Mesosaprobic: sf~l.r organfc ~lecules and fncreased DO content. 
Opper zone (alpha-.. sosaprobfc) has manJ bacteria and often fungi, 
with .,re types of aniaals and lower algae. Lower zone 
(beta-.. sosaprob1c) has condftions suftable for llany algae, 
tolerant aniaals and soat rooted plants. 

o 011gosaprobic: oxygen content 15 back to nOl"llal and a wide range 
of plants and ani .. ls occur. 

As stated, the saprobfc syste. was desfgned for rfvers and streaas. 
Meverthe 1 ess, the concept caul d be app If ed to rherf ne fapoundllents that 
hive a predoa1nant longitudfnal flow. More illportantly, however, is the 
t~tus generated by the saprob1c 'systel for the developaent of subsequent 
biological indices. 

Pintle and Buck (1955, cfted by Saether, 1979) applfed the fdeas of Kolk
witz and Marsson in the Saprobic Index (Table 111-9), whfch was proposed 
for use 1n stre .. studies. Further extensions of the saprob1c systea were 
aade by Sladecek (1965) and these .edfffcatfons are sumaar1zed in Neaerow 
(974) • 

W1ederhol. proposed the Benthic Quality Index (BQI) in 1976 for studies of 
Swedfsh Lakes (cfted by Saether, 1979). The value of kf (Table 1II-9) 
represents the eapirical position of each species in the rfnge frOi oligo
trophic to eutrophic conditions. The indicator species used by Wfederhol. 
wert given the following values for kJ : 5 .. Heterotrissoclad1us subpl1osu·s 
(Kftff.); 4, MicropstCtra spp. and paraclaoope11!l Spp., speclflcally P. 
nfgritula (Goetgh.); 3, phaenospectra coracina (Zett.) and StfctochfronOlius 
rosenschoeldi (Zett.); 2, ehiron .. us anthracinus (Zett.); 1, ChironCIIUs 
pluaosus t.; 0, absence of these indicator species. The BQI was related to 
total phosphorus/aean lake depth IS shown in Figure III-4. The value of 
the index approaches 0 as the lakes becoae .are eutrophic, and is nearly 5 
in 01 igotrophic lakes. With the indicator species used here, the BQl 
applies to Palearctic lakes (e.g., Europe, Asfa north of the Hiaa1ayas, 
Northam Arabia, Africa north of the Sahara). However, the spec1es used as 
indicators .ay be redefined for Nearctic lake studies (e.g., lakes 1n 
Greenland, arctic ~rica, northern and ~untainous parts of North America) 
by us1ng the specfes lfsts given fn Appendix D. 

The Trophic Condftion Index (TCI) is the only comnonly used index that was 
developed in North Allerica specifically for lake studies. This index 
(Table III-9) was designed by Brinkhurst (967) for use on Great Lakes 
waters. It is based on oligochaetes which are classffied accord1ng to the 
degree of enrictwent of the enviro .. nts where they are typically found 
(Table 111-101. The TCI ranges frca 0 to 2, with the higher values associ
ated with .are eutrQphfc conditions. 

In a study of Green Bay, Howmiller and Scott (1977) compared the Tel with 
four other indices. Only the Trophic Condition Index showed a significant 
difference between the three areas of Green Bay shown in Figure 111-5. The 
other indices used were Species Diversity, 01igochaete WOr'llS per square 
.eter, Olfgochaete wanDS (I) and L. hoff .. siterf (\,. As shown fn Table 
111-11, these fndices show no stailStical difference between Areas II and 
III, and so-.ti.es no significant difference fr~ values for Area I. 
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Figure 111-4. Total phosphorus/mean lake depth in 
relation to a benthic quality index (BQI) based 
on indicator species of chironomids (From Wiederholm. 1980). 
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TABLE III-tO 

A CLASSIFIC'TION OF OLIGOCHAETE SPECIES 
ACCORDING TO THE DEGREE OF ENRICHMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTS 

IN WHICH THEY ARE CHARACTERISTICALLY FOUND 

Group 0 

Species largely restricted to oligotrophic situations: 

Stylodri1us heringianus 
Peloscolex variegatus 
P. superiorensis 
Li1nOdri1us profundicola 
Tubifex kessleri 
Rhyacodr11us cocc1neus 
R • .antina 

Group 1 

Species characteristic of artas which are .. strophic or only slightly 
enriched: 

Peloscolex ferox 
P. f ... y1 
Ilyodr11us ~pletoni 
PotllOthr1x ioldav1ens1s 
P. vejdovsky1 
Aul odrl1 usspp. 
Arc teo na 1 s 1 a.ond 1 
Oero digitata 
Nats el1 ngu1 s 
Slav1na append1culata 
Unc1na1s uncinata 

Group 2 

Species tolerating extrele enric~nt or organic pollution: 

L1anodri1us anguistipenis 
L. cervix 
L. claparedeianus 
L. hofflleister1 
L. MUileen sis 
L. udek.1anus 
'.'osco'ex ault1setosus 
Tub1fex tub1fex 

SOURCE: Ho~i11er and Scott, 1977. 
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Figure 111-5. 
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Map of lower and Middle Green Bay showing 
location of benthos sampling stations and 
areas designated I. II, and III (from Howmi11er 
and Scott, 1977). 
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TABLE III-ll 

AVERAGE VALUES OF FIVE IND1CES OF POLLUTION 
C(»4PARED FOR THREE AREAS OF GREEN 3AY 

Area 

I II 

Species Diversity 1.00 1.62 

III 

1.66 
011gochaete wo~s/~ 1085 1672 1152 
Oligochaete WOMlS, , 63 53 53 
L. hoff .. fsteri, , 73 !)() 42 

Trophic index 1.92 1.84 1.53 

NOTE: Val ues underscored wi th a ca.on 11 ne are not 
significantly different fra. each other. 

SOURCE: How.ill.r and Scott, 1977. 
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FISH 

Al though ffsh specfes fn aany fnstanc2s show no preference for efther 
lacustrfne or riverine habitat, certain envirorllental cOliponents (e.g., 
velocfty, substrate, dfssolved oxygen and teIIperature) render one habftat 
.ore sUftable than another. The following paragraphs highlight the habitat 
requfre.ents of certain fish species that are preda.fnlntly lacustrine. 

Trophic State Effects 

Olfgotrophfc and eutrophfc lakes have characteristic ffsh populations 
because of their contrasting habitats. Briefly, o1fgotrophic lakes are 
generally deep and often large fn size, and are located fn regfons where 
the substrat .. is rocky. These lakes usually stratify fn s~r, but the 
cool profundal zone contaf ns sufff cient oxygen year-round for ffsh SIJ!"'-' 
vival. Olfgotrophic lakes support less than 20 pounds of ffsh per surface 
acre, and characterfstfc ffsh Ire sll lIOns , trouts, chars, chcoes, and 
grlylings (Bennett, 1971). 

Eutroph.fc lakes support ffsh populatfons of largellOuth bass, whfte bass, 
whfte and black crappfes, bluegf11 and other sunffsh, buffalo, channel 
catffsh, bull heads, carp, and suckers (Bennett, 1971). Such lakes have 
shallow to fntenledfate depths, .. y have large or salll surface areas, and 
are located in regions with IIOre fertile soil than olfgotrophic lakes. 
Hypolf.netic waters of eutrophic lakes frequently exhibit reduc.td oxygen 
levels during su .. er stratification. 

Nutrfent enrfc~nt whfch causes fncreased productfon fn lakes accelerates 
the natural progressfon of trophfc state frQI olfgotrophy to eutrOphy. 
Initfally, eutrophfcatfon and the subsequent abundance of food organfSlls 
lilY cause incrtased growth of f15h. However, undesfrable condftions of 
telperature and dissolved oxygen in later stages force sa-e fish to leave 
the affected area or perish. Fish c~only respond to changes associated 
with eutrophication by shifting their horizontal and vertical distribution. 
In Lake Erie, whitefish Ind ciscoes bec~ restricted to the eastern basin 
as the environ_ent beca.e .ore unsuftable (Beeton, 1969). Perch and 
whiteffsh -ay move fra. the lit~ral zone fnto the pelagfc zone, where they 
are not usually found (Larkfn and Northcote, 1969). The restriction of 
coldwater ffshes to a thin layer between the oxygen deficient hypol1.nion 
Ind the war. epilf.nfon -.y leld to ~rtalftfes. Thfs Illy hive contrfbuted 
to the dfsappearance of cfscoes frOil Lake Mendota, Wfsconsfn. 

As eutrophicltion proceeds, there is a general pattern of change in fish 
populatfons frata coregonfnes to coarse fish. One of the best exuaples of 
population changes is in the Grelt Lites. Although factors other thin 
eutrophicatfon .IY hive contributed to the loss of soae spectes, enrfchient 
is recognized as befng an illportant cluse. Coalerctal fisheries provfde 
information on the species ca.posttion of catches. In Like Erte, the IIIjor 
species in the 1899 catch were lake herring (c15co), blue pfke, carp, 
yellow perch, sauger, whitefish and walleye. 8y 1940, the lake herring and 
sauger fisheries had collapsed, and the catch was dOilinated by blue pike, 
whftefish, yellow perch, walleye, sheepshead, carp, and suckers. Blue pfke 
Ind whitefhh populatfons have sfnce decl1ned, and the catch has becOile 
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~re concentrated on the warmwater species such as freshwater dru., carp, 
y."ow perch and $lelt (S~.~n. 1969; Llrkin Ind Northcote, 1969). 

T!!p!rature Effects 

T..,erature as well as trophic state plays a role in detenl1nfng the fish 
spec1es 1nhab1t1 ng a lake. Trout are generally consi dered representative 
of coldwater specfes. Rainbow trout and brook trout thrive in water with I 
.. xf~ s~r t .. perature of about 70 e F. Rainbow trout are .are tolerant 
of higher tetlperatu,..s ttlan brook trout. Prolonged exposure to telpera
tures of 77.SeF is lethal to brook t:out (Bennett. 1971). 

Ffsh typical of wa .... r waters include largelOuth bass, bluegill, black and 
whfte crappie, and black Ind yellow bul 1 held. These species Ire fairly 
tolerant of hfgh, naturall) o(;,=urffng. water tellperatures, and generilly 
suffer ~rtality only when additional adverse flctors (e.g., Inoxic 
conditions, toxics, therul pl-.s) prevail. Species such IS sulll10uth 
bass, rock bass, walleye, northern pike, and ~skellunge are IIOre sensitive 
to increased teaperltures than the IIOre typica' wan.wlter fish, but Ire not 
as sensitive as trout. 

WanlWater fish and coldwater fish -.y live in the sa.e lake. For ex..,le, 
a two-tfer ffshery -.y exist fn I stratified lake, wherein wanIWlter fish 
live fn the epiliMr.ton Ind the .. talt.nton, whtle coldwater fish survive in 
the coole,. wate,.s of the hypoli.n1on. 

Spec1f1c Habitat Regu1 ..... nts 

Specific habitat requir ... nts for SOM lake species are publ1shed in a 
series of docUients (Habitat Suitability Index Models) prepared by the Fish 
and Wildlife Service and available through the National Technical 
Inforutton Senice. These publ1cat1ons s~rize habitat suitability 
infoNation for 'Uny lake species including: rainbow trout, longnose 
sucker, saall.auth buffalo, bigllOuth buffalo, black bullhead, largetlOuth 
bass, yellow perch, green sunfish. and co_on carp. The following 
infoNation on the habftat requiretlents of these spectes 15 contained 
within the Fish and Wildlife Senice reports. 

Ratnbow Trout 

Rainbow trout prefer cold. deep lakes that are usually oligotrophic. The 
s1ze and ch.-fcal qualfty of the lakes .ay vary. Rainbow trout require 
st ... a.s with gravel substrate in riffle areas for reproduction. Spawning 
takes place in an inlet or outlet stre.-, and those lakes with no tributlry 
strea.s generally do not support reproducing populations of rainbow trout. 
The opti .. ,. water velocity for rainbow trout redds 15 between 30 and 70 
c./sec. Juvenile lake rainbow trout .igrate fro. natal strel.s to a 
freshwater lake rearing area. 

Adult lake rainbow trout prefer te.peratures less than lS·C, and generally 
r .. afn It depths below the lS·C fsothe~. They require dissolved oxygen 
levels greater than 3 19/1 (Ralefgh, et al., 1984). 
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Longnose Sucker 

This species is most abundant in cold, oligotrophic lakes that are 34-40 • 
deep. These lakes generally hive very little littoral area. They are also 
capable of inhabiting swift-flowing strea.s, but longnose suckers in lake 
environaents enter stre .. s and rivers only to spawn or to overwinter. The 
longnose sucker spawns in riffle areas (velocity 0.3-1.0 -Vsec), where the 
adhesive eggs are broadcast over clean gravel and rocks (Edwards, 1983!). 

s.allmouth Buffalo 

Although s .. ,lmouth buffalo typically inhabit large rivers, preferring 
deep, clear. war. waters with a current. they can do well in large reser
vO'irs or lakes. Lake or reservoir populat;ons spawn ;n ellbaylllents or along 
recently flooded shorelines. Although saaalhiouth buffalo will spawn over 
all botto. types, they prefer to spawn over vegetati on and submerged ob
jects. Juveniles frequent wa .... shallow, vegetated areas with velocities 
less than 20 ell/sec. Adults are found in areas with velocities up to 100 
c_/sec (Edwards and TWODeY. 1982!). 

81g.outh Buffalo 

Bigmouth buffalo prefer low velocity areas (0-70 CI/sec), and inhabit large 
rivers, lowland lakes and oxbows, and reservoi rs. Populati ons in reser
voirs resfde in waMl, shallow. protected elbayments during the s~r. and 
-ave into deeper water fn the fall and winter. Fluctuations of reservoir 
water levels reduce buffalo populations due to Siltation, erosion and loss 
of vegetation (Edwards. 1983~). 

Black Bullhead 

Bullheads lhe in both riverine and lacustrine enviroraents. Opti.al 
lacustrine habitat has an extensive littoral area (.are than 25 percent of 
the surface area), with .aderate to abundant (more than 20 percent) cover 
within th.h area. Bullhead nests are located in weedy areas at depths of 
0.5-1.5.. Black bullheads are most c~on fn areas of low velocity (less 
than 4 cm/sec). They prefer intermediate leyels of turbidity (25-100 pp.). 
and can withstand low dissolved oxygen levels (as low as 0.2-0.3 1119/1 in 
winter, 3.0 _gil in summer) (Stuber, 1982). 

Largemouth Bass 

Larga.outh bass prefer lacustrine environ.ents. Opt1.al habitats are lakes 
with extensive shallow areas (.ore than 25 percent of the surface area less 
than 6 • depth) for growth of sub.ergent vege~tion. but deep enough (3-15 
.) to successfully overwinter bass. Current velocities below 6 clVsec are 
optfmal, and yelocities abo 'Ie 20 ai/sec are unsuitable. Te.peratures fra. 
24-30·C are optimal for growth of adult bass. Largemouth bass will nest on 
I variety of substrates, including Yegetation. roots. sand •• ud. and cob
ble. but they prefer to spawn on a grayel substrate. Adult bass are con
sidered intolerant of suspended solids; growth and survival of bass is 
greatest fn low turbidity waters (less than 25 ppm suspended solids). Bass 
show signs of stress at oxygen levels of 5 mg/l, and DO concentrations less 
than 1.0 mg are lethal (Stuber. et al., 1982~). 
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Ylll~ Perch 

Yellow perch prefer "'""s with sluggish currents or slack water. They 
frequent lfttoral areas fn lakes and rese,..,ofrs. where there Ire .adlrate 
IIIOUnts of vegetation present. Rfverfne habitat resetlbles lacustrine 
areas, with pools and slack-wlter. Perch spawn in depths of 1.0 • to 3.7 
., and in waters of low (llss than 5 OI/secl current velocity. Littoral 
IrelS of lakes and reservoi rs provi de both spawni ng habi tat and cover 
(Kr1eger, et al ., 1983). 

6reen Sunfish 

6reen sunfish thrive in both riverine and lacustrine env1ronaents. Opti.a' 
'Icustrine .:1':iro .... nts are fertne likes. ponds, and res.,..,01rs with 
.xtensive l~tturll arels (.ore than 25 percent of the surface Irea). 
Preferred emiro ... ntal parueters are: velocities less than 10 CII/sec. 
80derate turbidities (25-100 JTU) and DO levels of IIOre than 5 119/1 (lethal 
levels of 1.5 .g/l) (Stuber, et al., 1982~). 

Ca-on Carp 

This species prefers areas of slow current. In both riverine and lacus
trine enviro ... nts, carp prefer enriched, relatively shallow, wa".. slug
gis .. and well-vegetated waters with a .. d or sl1ty substrate. Adults are 
generally found in Issociat1on with abundant vegetation. The coaaon carp 
is txtre.ely tol.rant of turbidtty and tts own feedfng and spawning 
activities over silty bottoas increase turb1d1~. ~dults are ,'so to'er,nt 
of low dissolved oxygen levels, and can gulp surface Ifr when the dtssolved 
oxygen is less than 0.5 ~/l (Edwards and Twoaey, 1982bl. 

Stocking 

The .ast coaaon fish .anag~t technique used is stocking. The purpose of 
stockfng fs to f.prove the fish population. and certain fish are used ~re 
often than others. The following description is based on info,..atfon in 
Bennett (1971). 

Bass and bluegills have often been stocked in the sa~ pond or lake. The 
theory beh1nd stock1ng these spec1es 1n c0lb1nation ts that both 'argelOuth 
bass and bluegi11s would be available for sport-fishing. The role of the 
bluegills is to convert invertebrates into bluegill flesh. The bass then 
feed on saall bluegills and thereby control the population. Probl .. s.~ 
be caused fra. an overpopulatfon of one specfes, espeCially since the 
bluegills overpopulate .are often than the bass. Stocking ratios (nu.bers 
of bass: nUibers of bluegil,s) as discussed by Bennett (1971), influence 
the outcoae of such stocking endeavors. 

Because largtllOuth, SIIall.auth, and spotted bass are OIInhorous, any of 
these three species stocked alone may be fairly successful. They feed on 
crayfish, 'arge aquatic insects and their own young. These species do well 
fn warDIater ponds if they do not have to cOllpete with prol1fic species 
such as bl uegf115 , green sunfish, and black bull heads. largellOuth bass 
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hIVe been stocked 1 n wa,..ater ponds 1 n c*1 nat1 on w1 th .1 nnows I chub
suckers, red-ear sunfish or wanlOuths. These calbfnatfons have proved to 
be successful. 

Willeye stocking reportedly has variable success except in waters devofd of 
other ffshes. In waters such as new reservoirs and renovated lakes, sat;s
factory surv1-¥al rates for walleye occur. Bennett (1971) noted that, 
generally, walleye stocking was unsuccessful fn acid or softwater lakes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER IV 

SYNTHESIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Thl basic physical and chatca' processes of the lake were introduced in 
Chapter II. Chapter II also fncludes a dfscussfon of desktop procedures 
that .fght be used to characterize various lake propertfes, and a dis
cussion of .atheaatfcal ~dels that are suftable for the investigation of 
various physical and chelical processes. 

The appltcabfl fty of desktop analyses or .athetlltfcal IIOdels will ciepend 
upon the leyel of sophistication desired for a use attainabil1ty study. 
Case studfes were presented to illustrate the use of lleasured data and 
.,del projections in the use attafnabil1ty study. The selection of a 
reference site is discussed later in Chapter IV. 

Chapter II also provides a discussion of chafcal phenOliena that are of 
f.portanci in lake systels. Most f8portant of these are the processes that 
control internal phosphorus cycling, and the processes that control dis
solved oxygen levels 1n the epi111n10n and the hypo11.nion ~f ~ stratified 
lake. Chelical evaluatfons are al so dfscussed fn the ear11er Technical 
Support Manuals (U.S. EPA, 1983!, 1984). 

The biologfcal characterfstfcs of the lake are s~rfzed in Chapter III. 
Specific infonaation on plant. fish and .. croinvertebrate lake species is 
presented to assist the investigator in detenl1nfng aquatic life uses. 

The .-phasfs in Chapter IV fs placed on a synthesis of the physfcal, ch.i
cal and bfologfcal evaluatfons whfch wfll be perfo,...d to penlft an overall 
assesSient of aquatic life protection uses in the lake. A large portion of 
this discussion is devoted to lake restoration considerations. 

Like the two previous Technical Support Manuals (U.S. EPA. 1983b, 1984), 
the purpose of this Manua' is not to specifically descrtbe how to conduct a 
use attainability analysis. Rather, it is the desire of EPA to allow the 
states S08e latitude in such assess-ents. This Manual provides technical 
support by describing a nu.ber of physical, che.ical, and biological 
evaluations, as well as background tnfonlation, fl'"Oll which a state lIIay 
select assess.ent tools to be used 1n a particular use attainability 
analysts. 

USE CLASSIFICATIONS 

There are .. ny use cl assf fications--nayf gation, recreatt on, water supply, 
the protection of aquatic l1fe--whfch .ight be assigned to a water body. 
These need not be IlUtually excl us he. The water body survey IS dfscussed 
in this volu .. is concerned only with aquatic lffe uses and the' protectfon 
of aquatic life 1n a lake. 
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The objectives in conducting • U~a !tta1nabil1ty survey are to identify: 

1. The aquatic life use currently being achieved in the water body; 

2. The potential uses that can be attained, based on the physical, 
ch.-ical and biological characteristics of the water body; and 

3. The causes of any 1~a1rment of uses. 

The types of analyses that .1ght be ~1~yed to address these three points 
are lhted in Table IV-l. Most of these are discussed in detail in thh 
vol..-. and i" the two precedi ng vol WIleS on estuari es and on rhers and 
strelllS. 

Use classification systetlS vary widely frOil state to state. Use classes 
-.y be based on salinity. recreation, navigation, water supply (IUnic1pal, 
agricultural. or 1ndustr1a1), or aquatic 11fe. In sa. cases geography 
serves IS the bash for use classifications. Aquatic 11fe use classi
fications found in state standards generally are rather broad (e.g., 
col dwater fishery. wannwater fishery, fish .. f ntenance, protectf on of 
aquatfc 11fe, etc.) and offer lfttle specfffcfty. Clearly, 11ttle 
fnfonaatfon fs requfred to place a water body into such broad categorfes. 

Far .ore info .... tion -.y be gathered in a water body survey than 1s needed 
s1.,ly to ass1gn a classfffcation that fs drawn fro. avaflable state clas
s1ffcat10ns. The additfonal data that is gathered is required, neverthe
less, fn order to evaluate .. naglllent alternathes for the lake and, ff 
appropriate, to reffne state use classfffcatfon syst .. s for the protection 
of aquatic life. 

In genera't state water quality standards do not address lakes specif
ically, so one .ust assUMe that standards written to cover surface waters 
fn sa.. states, or rfvers and st ..... s in others, are fntended to stand for 
lakes as well. FI'"OII the standpofnt of aquatfc 1ffe protectfon uses thfs 
-.y be satisfactory since the types of fish found fn lakes are also found 
in the strellls that discharge fnto lakes. However, the fact that SOM 
lakes stratffy and others do not suggests that seasonal aquatfc lffe uses 
fn a lake could be .ore co.plex than fn adjacent strea.s. In hfghly 
strat1ffed lakes, for exa.,le, the fish populatfon of the epflf.nfon .fght 
be substantially different frOil that of the hypo11 .. 10n. That a Shallow 
lake lIlY beca. anoxfc durfng su.er stratiffcatfon lIlY have fllPortant 
t~1tcatfons for the uses of the hypo11l111fon. That the epil1 .. fon lilY 
becOlle anoxic because of diurnal DO fluctuatfons due to .asshe algal 
bloOils and decay also has iJDplfcatfons for the deffnitfon of present and 
future uses. 

Since there -.y not be an adequate spectru. of aquatfc protection use cate
gorfes avaflable against which to cOClpare the findfngs of the biological 
survey; and since the objective of the survey is to co.pare existfng uses 
with deSignated uses, and existing uses with potential uses, as seen in the 
three paints listed above; the investigators .. y need to develop thefr own 
syste. of ranking the btologtcal healtt. '\f a water body (whether qualt
tathe or quanti tathe) 1 n order to satisfy the 1 ntent of the water body 
survey. Implicit to the use atta1nab111~) survey is the development of 
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TABLE IV-l 

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL WATER BOOY EVALUATIONS 

PHYSICAL EVALUATIONS CHEMICAL EVALUATIONS 

o Sfze C .. an width/depth) 0 Dfssolved o~gen 

o Flow/velocity 

o Total yol &..e 

o Releration rates 

o T...,erature 

o Suspended solids 

o Sedi.ntation 

o Botto. stabili~ 

o Substrate ~ODposf
tion and character
istics 

o Sludge/sedfMent 

o Riparian character
istics 

o Downstrea. 
characterfstfcs 

o Nutrients 

- nitrogen 

- phosphorus 

o Chlorophyll-a 

o Sedtaent o~gen demand 

o Salinity 

o Hardness 

o Alkalinf~ 

o pH 

o Dfssolved solids 

o Toxics 

BIOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS 

o Biological fnvento~ 
'a"fefof"n Ilea JI"Jll\1efc\ , .. _' .... " .. ~ ....... ,,"_1.,1_'''' 

o Fish 

o Plants 

- phytoplankton 

- INcrophytes 

o Bfologfcal condftfon/ 
health analysiS 

- dfversity indices 

- pri.a~ productivity 

• tissue analyses 

- Recovery Index 

o Biological potential 
analysis 

o Reference reach 
cOllplr1 son 

SOURCE: Adapted fro. EPA 1982a, Water Qualf~ Standards Handbook 
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.. nag.-.nt stra~gi!s or alternatives which aight result in enhanceaent of 
the biologic.' Milth of the water body. A clear definition of uses is 
necessary to weigh the predicted results of one strategy against another in 
cases where the strategies Ire def1 ned in terws of protection of aquatic 
li fl. 

Since one .. y very well be seeking to define use levels within an existing 
use category, rather than describe a shi ft fra. one use cl ass1 ficat10n to 
another, the existing state use classifications .. y not be helpful. There
fore, it aay be necessary to develop an internal use classification systea 
to serve IS a yardsti ck dwr1 ng the course of the water body survey. wh1 ch 
.. y later be referenced to the 'egally constituted use categories of the 
state. 

A scale of biological health classes 1s presented in Table IV-Z that offers 
general categories against which to assess the biology of i like. A 
descriptive scale is found 1n Table IV-3 that -.y be used to assess a water 
body. Thh scale was developed by EPA in conjunction with the National 
Fisheries Survey. 

REFERENCE SITES 

Silectit\n 

Chapter IV-6 of the Technical Support Manual (U.S. EPA. 1983b) presents a 
detailed discussion on the concept of ecolog1cal regions and ~ selection 
of regional reference si tes. Th1s process is particul arly applicable to 
SIIIll and aedi", size lakes. Use attainability studies for very large 
lakes are aore likely to be concerned with specific segllents of the lake 
than wi th the 1 ake in its entirety. Resource requ 1 reMnts are an 1aportant 
consideration as well for very large lakls. For ex_ple, New York State 
.. y be prepared to investigate uses in Lake Ontario near Buffalo, but .ay 
not be prepared to study the entire lake. A study of this ugnitude could 
not be done without federal partiCipation. or in the case of Lake Ontario 
or Lake Erie, international partiCipation.. For the scale of study that a 
state aay etlbark upon. reference s1 tes coul d well be segalents of the s .. e 
or other large lakes. 

The concept of developi ng ecological regions that are rel atively hOllO
geneous can be applied to lakes. This concept is based on the assuaption 
that si.ilar ecosysteas occur in definable geographic patterns. Although 
the biota of particular lakes in close prox1a1ty aay vary, it is .ore 
l1kely to be si.11ar in a given region than 1n geographically dissi.11ar 
regions. 

Within each region various lakes are investigated to dete,..1ne which sites 
have a well balanced ecosystea and to note watershed land use and land 
cover characteristics and the effects of 8an's activities. A aajor 
characteristic to look for in the selection of a reference 1 ake is the 
level of disturbance 1n the watershed that feeds the lake. Good reference 
site candidates are lakes located away frc. heavily populated areas, such 
as 1n protected park land. 
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Class 

Excellent 

Good 

Fafr 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Extrelltly Poor 

TABLE IV-2 

BIOLOGICAL HEAlTH CLASSES WHICH COULD BE USED 
IN WATER BODY ASSESSMENT 

Attributes 

C..,arable to the best situations unal tered by llan; all 
regionally expected species for the habitat 1ncl ud1 n9 the 
.ost 1 ntolerant fOnls. are present wi th full array of age 
and sex classes; balanced trophic structure. 

Fish invertebrate and .acro1nvertebrate species richness 
so-.what 'ess than the best expected situation; sa.e 
species with less than opt1.al abundances or size dis
tribution; trophic structure shows sa-e signs of stress. 

Fewer fntolerant fo,..s of plants. f1 sh and invertebrates 
are present. 

Growth rates and condition factors c~nly depressed; 
diseased fhh .ay be present. Tol erant IIIcro1 nvertebrates 
are often abundant. 

Few fish present. dfsease, parasites, fin ~age, and other 
ana-alies regular. Only tolerant fOnls of .. croinverte
brates are present. 

No fish. very tolerant lIacro1nvertebrates. or no aquatic 
life. 

SOURCE: Modified frOi Karr. 1981 
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TABLE IV-3 

AQUATIC LIfE SURVEY RATING SYSTEM 

A water body that is rated a five has: 
- A fish ca.unity that is well balanced IIIOng the different levels of the food 

chain. 
- An age structure for lOst species that is stable, neither progressive (leading to 

an increase in population) or regressive (leading to a decrease in population). 
- A sensitive sp~rt fish specie! or species of special concern always present. 
- Habitat which will support all fish species at every stage of their life cycle. 
- Individuals that are reaching thefr potential for growth. 
- Fewer i"~~viduals of each species. 
- All available nfches fflled. 

A water body that fs rated a four has: 
- Many of the above characteristics but sa.. of th .. are not exhfbfted to the full 

potentfal. For ex.-ple, the water b~ has a well balanced ffsh ca.IUnfty; the age 
structure is good; sensitive species are present. but the fish are not up to their 
full growth potentfal and lIlY be present fn hfgher nUlibers; an aspect of the 
habftat fs less than perfect (f.e., occasfonal hfgh telperatures that do not have 
an acute effect on the fish), and not all food organi$ls are available or they are 
available in fewer n~bers. 

A water body that is a three has: 
- A c~unity is not well balanced, one or two trophic levels da-inate. 
- The age structure for aany species is not stable, exhibiting regressive or 

progressive characteristics. 
- Total nuaber of fish is high, but individuals are SIIll. 
- A sensitive species lIlY be present, but is not flourishing. 
- Other less sensitive species aake up the aajority of the bia-ass. 
- Anadroaous sport fish infrequently use these waters as a .igration route. 

A water body that 1s rated a two has: 
- Few sensfthe sport f1sh are present, nonsport fish species are IaQre co.-on than 

sport fish species. 
- Species are lOre coa.on than abundant. 
- Age structures .ay be very unstable for any species. 
- The coaposition of the fish population and ~inant species is very changeable. 
- Anadra-ous fish rarely use these waters as a aigration route. 
- A Slall percent of the reach provides sport fish habitat. 

A water body that is a one has: 
- The abflity to support only nonsport ffsh. An occasfonal sport ffsh -11 be found 

as a transient. 

A water body that is rated a zero has: 
- No ability to support a fish of any sort, an occasfonal fish lilY be found as, 

transfent. 
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For the se 1 acti on of a reference lake, it is illportant to seek cOlllpara
bil1ty in physic~l para.eters such as surface area, volu.e, and lean depth, 
and in physical processes such as degree of stratification and sedimenta
tion characteristics. It will be illportant also to seek ca.parabflity in 
detention ti.e, which plays a role in deterMining the che.1cal and 
bfological characteristics of the lake. Detention ti_ fs deter.ined by 
lake V01UM and rate of flow into the lake fro. both point and nonpoint 
sources. 

The selection 0' a candfdate reference lake could be based on an analysis 
of existing data. Data for .any lakes throughout the country are available 
fro. the N.t10nal Eutrophication Survey conducted by the U.S. EPA in 
cooper .. tfl"~ with state and local agencies. National cOilputerized data 
bases such as WATSTORE and STORET can provide flow and water quality data. 
Many states and counties have their own water quality and biological 
.,nitoring progra.s which should be used to obtain the IIOSt up-to-date 
infonDItion on the lake. 

In addition to the historical data that lIlY be available through WATSTORE 
or the National Eutrophication Survey, it is very illportant to obtain 
current infor.ation on a lake fn order to evaluate its present character
f stfcs. One .,st be careful to note trends that lIlY have occurred over 
tia so as to fully understand the extent to whf ch the reference 1 ake 
represents natural conditions. 

Co!!parison 

The reference site will have been selected on the basis of physical simi
larity with the study area, and upon the detemination that it reflects 
natural conditions or conditions as close to natural as can be found. 
Subsequent coaparisons for the purpose of describing attainable uses will 
be based on cOliparisons of the ch.-ical and biological properties of the 
two water bodies. Si.ilarities and differences in ch .. ical and biological 
characteristics can be exa.ined to identify causes of use iMpairment, and 
potential uses can be detenlined fro. an analysis of the lake's response to 
the abatement of the identified causes of impairment. 

Ca.parisons of individual ch.-ical and biological parameters can be made by 
using si.ple statistics such IS .. an values and ranges for the entire data 
base or that plrt of the data base which is considered appropriate to re
flect present conditions. Seasonal and monthly statistics can also be used 
for lakes which demonstrate major changes throughout the year. 

In addition to individual para .. ters, water quality and biological indices 
are useful for cQaparisons. Water quality indices su~rize a number of 
water quality characteristics into a single numerical value which can be 
ca.pared to standard values that are indicative of a range of conditions. 
The National Sanitation Foundation index, the Dinius water quality index, 
and the Harkins,/Kendall water quality index, each of which lIay provide 
insight into the study site, are discussed in Chapter III of the Technical 
Support Manual 'U.S. EPA, 1983!). 

81010g1cal 1ndice~ to be considered include: diversity indices which 
evaluate richnes~ and composftfon of specfes; community comparfson indices 
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whfch _asure sf.f1arftfes or dfssf.flarftfes between entfre ca.unitfes; 
recove~ indices which indicate the abflfty of an ecosyste. to recover f~ 
pollutant stress; and the Fhh and Wfldlife Servfce Habitat Suitabilfty 
Index ~hfch exa.;nes species habitat requfre.ents. These fndices are dfs
cussed fn detail fn Chapter IV of the Technfcal Suptxrt Manual (U.S. EPA. 
1983b). Another useful tool ~hfch is described In It Manual is cluster 
analysis, which is a technique for grouping si.ilar sftes or sa..,lfng 
stations on the basfs of the resemblance of their attributes (e.g., nu.ber 
of taxa and nu.ber of fndfviduals). 

Statistfcal tests can be used to detenlfne whether water quality or any 
other use attafn.ent fndicator at the study site fs signfffcantly d;fferent 
fro. conditions at the reference site or sites. Several of these tests are 
described in VolUlDes I and II of the Technical Support Manual (U.S. EPA, 
1983!?. 1984). 

CURRENT AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

The actual aquatic lif. protection uses of a water body are defined by the 
resident flora and fauna. The prevaflfng ch.-ical and physfcal attributes 
wfll detenlfne what biota -.y be present, but lfttle need be known of these 
attributes to describe current uses. The raw ffndfngs of a bfolog;cal sur
vey .., be subjected to various _asurelents and assess-ents, as discussed 
in Section IV (Biologfcal Evaluations) of the Technical Support Manual 
(U.S. EPA, 1983b). After perfonling an inventory Of the flora and fauna 
(preferably an-historical inventory to reflect seasonal changes) and 
consfderfng dfversf~ fndices or other .. asures of bfologfcal health, one 
should be able to adequately describe the condition of the aquatic life in 
the lake. 

CAUSES OF IMPAIRMENT Of AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

If the biological evaluations indicate that the biological health of the 
sys~ is i~afred relatfve to a ·hea'thy· reference aquatic ecosyste. (as 
.ight be deter.ined by reference site ca-parisons), then the physical and 
ch.-1cal evalut10ns can be used to pinpoint the causes of that fmpairment. 
Figure IV-l shows SOMe of the physical and chMical parameters that .. y be 
affected by varfous causes of change in a water body. The analysfs of such 
parueters will help clarffy the IIIIgnftude of illpafr"llents to attafning 
other uses, and wfll also be i.portant to the third step fn whfch potential 
uses are exa.fned. 

ATTAINABLE AQUATIC LIFE PROTECTION USES 

A third el..ent to be considered is the assess .. nt of potentia' uses of the 
water bo~. Thfs assess.ent would be based on the ffndfngs of the physi-" 
cal, chMical and biologfcal infonaation which has been gathered, but 
addftfonal study .ay also be necessary. A reference sfte comparison will 
be particularly fillportant. In addf ti on to establ1shf ng a cOilparative 
baseline cOa.Jnfty. the reference site provfdes fnsfght fnto the aquatfc 
life that could potentially exfst if the sources of 1mpair.ent were 
.ft1gated or removed. 
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The analysis of all inforution that has been assellbled My lead to the 
defini tion of al ternatfve strategies for the IIInagMInt of the 1 ake at 
hand. Each such strategy corresponds to a unique level of protection of 
aquatic life, or aquatic lffe protection use. If it is deter.ined that an 
array of uses is attainable, further analysis which is beyond the scope of 
the water bo~ survey would be required to select a .anageaent progra. for 
the lake. 

One 8Ust be able to separate the effects of hu.an intervention fro. natural 
var1 abl1i ty. Oi sso 1 ved oxygen, for exillp 1 e, .. y vary seasonally over a 
wide range in scae areas even without anthropogenic effects, but it .. y be 
difficult to separate the two in order to predict whether reIIOval of the 
anthropogenic cause will have a real effect. The i.,act of extr.-e stonas 
on I water body, such IS the effect of Hurri cane Agnes on Pennsyl vlni a 
lakes and stre..s in 1972, My ca.pletely confound our ability to 
distinguish the relative i~act of anthropogenic and natural influences on 
i..ediate effects and long ter. trends. In .. ny cases the investigator can 
only provide an informed guess. 

If a lake and strea. syste. does not support an anadro-aus fishery because 
of d.s and diversions which have been built for water supply and recre
ational purposes, it is unlikely that a concensus could be reached to 
restore the fishery by reIIOv1ng the physical barr1ers--the d.s--wilfch 
i~ede the .1grat10n of fish. However, it .. y be practical to install fish 
ladders to allow upstrea. and downstrea •• igration. Another ex.-ple .ight 
be a situation in which dredging to relave toxic sedi .. nts .. y pose a .uch 
greater threat to aquatic 11fe than to do nothing. Under the do nothing 
alternative, the toxics .. y reu1n in the sedi .. nt in a b1010gically
unavll1 abl e fona, whereas dredgi ng .i ght resuspend the toxi c fracti on, 
.. king it biologically available while facilitating wider distribution in 
the water body. 

The pOints touched upon above are presented to suggest SOle of the pheno~ 
ena which may be of importance in I water body survey. and to suggest the 
need' to recognize whether or not they may realistically be IIInipulated. 
Those which cannot be IIIn1pulated essentially define the li.its of the 
highest potential use that .ight be realized in the water body. Those that 
can be lIanipulated define the levels of illlprovelDent that are attainable, 
ranging fro. the current aquatic 11fe uses to those that are possible 
within the li.itations 1mposed by factors that cannot be .an1pulated. 

PREVENTIVE AND REMEDIAL TECHNIQUES 

Uses that have-been impa1red or lost can only be restored if the conditions 
respons1ble for the 1~a1rment are corrected. In .cst cases, 1~a1n1ent 1n 
a lake can be attributed to toxic pollut10n or nutrient overenrichMnt. 
Uses .ay also be lost through such activities as the disposal of dredge and 
fill materials which smother plant and ani .. l comaunities, through 
overfishfng which .ay deplete natural populations, and the destruction of 
freshwater spawning habitat which will cause the dellise of various fish 
speCies. One might expect losses due to natural phenomena to be temporary 
although man-made alterations of the environment may preclude restoration 
by natural processes. 
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ASSUllin!: that the factors responsible for the loss of species have been 
identified and corrected, efforts .. y be directad toward the restoration of 
habitat followed by natural repopulation, stocking of species if habitat 
has not been harwd, or both. Many techni ques for the iliproYellent of 
substrate COllPOS i ti on in streus have been deye loped whi ch .i ght fi nd 
applfcation in lakes as well. Further discussion on the illportance of 
substrate ca.position will be found in the Technical Support Manual (U.S. 
EPA, Nov..cer 1983!). 

The U.S. EPA National Eutrophication Study anJ cOlIIPanion National Eutro
phication Research Progra. resulted in the developllltnt and testing of a 
n&aer of lake restoration techniques. In the IIIterial to follow, an 
overview is provided of a nuaber of ~roj~~ts sponsored by the U.S. EPA in 
whi ch these techni ques were applf ed. Thi s is an oyeryi ew that is not 
intended to be exhaustive in detail. For further infoMietion, the reader 
is referred to a .anual on lake restoration techniques that is currently fn 
preparation by U.S. EPA and the North American Lake Manage.ent Socie~. 

Dredging 

Introduction 

Dredgfng to reaove sedf .. nt~ from lakes has several objectives: to deepen 
the lake, to reIIOve nutrients associated with sedf_nt, to rellOve toxfcs 
trapped fn botte. sedf_nt, and to r..oye rooted aquatic plants. Dredged 
lakes generally show ieproved aestheti cs, and often enjoy illproved fish 
habitat as shown by fncreased growth of fish (Peterson, 1981). The 
following sections sumlarize the objectives of lake dredging progra.s, the 
envi ron_ntal concerns associated wi th sediment relDOval, and the methods 
used in i.plementing dredging projects. 

Lake Conditions Most Suitable for Sediment Removal. Dredging to iAlproye 
lake conditions is better suited for soee lakes than others. Obviously, a 
lake with a sedieent-filled basin fs a prfme candidate for dredging. Other 
considerations are lake size, the presence of toxics in the sediment, 
dredging cost, and sedimentation rate. Toxics are of concern because they 
.ay be released to the water column during the dredging operation. Because 
of dredging costs, the dredging of large areas is not feasible. Lakes that 
have been dredged fn whole or fn part range in size from 2 hectares (ha) to 
1,050 ha (Peterson, 1981). 

The practicality of sedi .. nt removal as a lake restoration technique also 
depends on the depth of sedf .. nt to be removed. Lakes with surface sedi
llent that is hi ghly enriched relative to underlyi ng sedinaent are best 
suited for dredging projects. Dredging will not be cost effective. in lakes 
with high sedieentation rates. The effect of sediment removal lasts longer 
in water bodies with s.aller ratios of watershed area to lake surface area 
(Peterson. 1981). One other consideration in dredging projects is the dis
posal of the dredged .. terial. ·Clean· sediment may be sold as landfill to 
offset the cost of dredging. However. the disposal of contaminated 
sedi.ent .ay add considerably to the oyer~ll cost of the restoration 
progra •• 
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Purpose 

Lakes in colder sections of the United States requfre a .. an depth of about 
4.5 • or greater to avoid winter fish kills; thus, lake deepening projects 
-.y help assure fish surviv.l (Petersen, 1981). R..av.l of sedi .. nt con
u1nfng . high concentrations of nutrients helps to control algal growt. .... 
The resul tint dec .... sed .1 g.l growth is .1 so beneficfal for fish popul a
tions. These purposes are explained in greater detafl in the following 
sections. Ex.-ples of lakes th.t have been dredged for the afor~ntioned 
purposes are s~rized in • separate section, Case Histories. 

R.-oval of Nutrients. The priaary nutrient of concern in dredging opfra
tfons 1s phosphorus. R..,v.l of enriched sedi .. nt reduces the tnter"al 
phosphorus load. as internal phosphorus C1cl fng can lIM)unt to a aaajor 
portion of the total loading. Peterson (1981) cfted these ex...,les of 
lakes in which a large percentage of the total phosphorus was attributed to 
internal sources: 

(1l Lfnsley Pond, Connecticut--fnternal phosphorus was about 45 per
cent of the total phosphorus 10adin9 (Livingston and Boykin, 
1962) ; 

(2) Long Lake. Washington--phosphorus loading fra. $edi~ent was 25-50 
percent of the external loading (Welch, et al., 1979); and 

(3) White Lake, Michfgan--about 40 percent of the total phosphorus 
lo.ding w.s contributed by sediment phosphorus regeneration (Jones 
and Bowser. 1978). 

Because such 1 arge lIIOunts of phosphorus are found wi thi n the sedi .. nts, 
dredging .ay be a feasible means by which to greatly reduce 1nternal 
loading. 

Lake Deefening. Su.-er stratification and vertical mixing characteristics 
change w th increasing depth. In addition, a larger volUie of hypoli.netic 
water. and a larger quantity of dissolved oxygen, are present in deeper 
lakes (Stefan and Hanson. 1981l. Therefore, ass~ing identical rates of 
benthic oxygen uptake per unit area, the hypoli.nion of a shallow lake will 
be depleted sooner than the hypolimnion of a deeper lake. Summer overturn 
due to wind-induced .bing IIa.Y be frequent in Shallow lakes. Therefore, 
dredging to increase depth aay help to reduce the frequency of overturn. 

Increased lake voluae "1 also help reduce water tellperature. Reduced 
water telperature fncr,ases oxygen solubility and decreases metabolic rates 
of organi,.s. Therefore, algal growth rates and hypolianetfc oxygen deple
tfon .ay be slowed (Stefan and Hanson, 1981). 

Re-aval of Toxics. The botto. sedi_nt may be a sink for toxic and hazard
ous uterials as well as nutrients. Toxics in sedi.ents pose a potentially 
serious probl .. , although there is a paucity of infonaation concerning the 
direct effects of cont .. fnated sedf .. nt on organisms. Another major con
cern about sedillents containing toxics is the possible introduction of 
tox1cs into the food web, and the b10accumulation and b1oaagn1f1cat10n of 
taxies that may follow. 
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Macro,hyte Re.oval. Rootad aquatic .acrophytes can be removed by dredging. 
Aquat c plants are -ast often re.oved for reasons of aesthetics or fnter
ference with recreational uses. However, the role of r.acrophytes fn 
internal nutrient cycling also justifies their relllOval. Barko and Sllart 
(1980) dnonstrated that fjerfa densa, Hydrilla verticil1ata, and Myr10-
IhyllU spfcatUil could ob in their phosPhorus nutritfon exclusheli'"TrOi 

he sed1l11ents. When the plants die and decOilpose, nutrients tn soluble 
forti .. y be released to the water col &.l1li, or be returned to the sed1111ents 
as p.rtfculate .atter. 

So .. researchers contend that healthy aquat1c aacrophytes obtain nutrients 
frOli the sedilllnt and excrete thM to the surroundfng ~ater (Twflley, et 
at., 1977; Carignan and Katff, 1980). There is consid~r4ble evidence to 
show that large quantities of nutrients are recycled to the lake when 
plants die and decay (Barko and Smart, 1980; Landers, 1982). Landers 
(1982) found that senescing stands of ~riophattwa spicatua contained up to 
18 percent of the annual total phosphorus loa 1ng in an Indiana reservoir. 
Because aquatic .acrophytes cause .abfltzation of nutrfents fro. the soil, 
their re.oval fs a key to reduci"g the internal phosphorus load. 

Environ.ental Concerns of Lake Dredging 

Many of the environ.entat probteas caused by dredging are associated with 
resuspensfon of fine partfculates. Increased turbidity reduces light 
penetration; consequently, photosynthesfs and phytoplankton productfon are 
fnhfbited. Suspended sedi.ents absorb radiation frOli the sun and transfor. 
1 t into heat, thereby 1 ncreas1 ng the water tenlperawre. Increases in 
te.perature affect the letabolfc rate of organf~s, in addftion to reducfng 
the oxygen-holding capacity of the water. Dredging .ay also cause 
1 ncreased nutr1 ent 1 evels in the water col &.l1li, and potentially favorabl e 
condftfons for algal blooms (Peterson, 1981). 

Toxic substances may also be liberated during dredging operations. For 
exa~le, the aldrin concentration in Vancouver Lake, Washington, was 0.012 
119/1 prior to dredging and increased by three tilDeS at one site and ten 
t1111es at another s1te dur1ng dredg1ng (Peterson, 1979). Return flow 'rOIl 
settling ponds reached even h1gher concentrations, at times up to 0.336 
119/1. 

Resuspended organic .. tter -.y present a different type of problem. Rapid 
decOliposition lilY deplete the available dissolved oxygen. Thfs lilY be 
especially iMportant since the organic content of lake sediments can reach 
80 percent on a dry weight basis (Wetzel, 1975). Although Peterson (1981) 
~oted that no lake dredging projects have caused this problem, the poten
tfal should be recognfzed. 

Implementation of Lake Dredging Projects 

SediMent Removal Depth. After ft has been determined that sediment removal 
Is a viable lake restoration technique, a remoyal depth and method must be 
selected. Sedfment removal depth has been determined by sev~ral different 
~thods. The following paragraphs briefly describe two methods by which to 
determine removal depth. 
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Secli.nt Charlcterizaticn. Studies of ch .. icai Ind physica' character-
1st1cs of i like bottol &i1 show distinct stratification of sedi&int. The 
greatest concentration of nutrients .. y be tn I stngle layer. so that 
r.-ovai of the i.Ylr will significantly affect tne tntefnal nutrient 
loading. The sedieent MIIIOyal depth .. y be deUnlined on the basts of 
nutrient content Ina reie.se fltes for the layers of sediMent. 

For exa.ple. sedi .. nt in Lake iru ... n, Sweden. was characterized ch~;caiiy 
Ind physically. horizontally and yertfcally. The study showed a definite 
layer of FeS-coioreci (biacit; f;ne seci;lIefIt deposH"d on ~ b,+own iayer. 
~as~~ ~n~erobi~ a~~ a~~robic rel~~s~ rates Of. P9~ -P and ~4_~~' it_was 
deC1C2ec1 tnat tne blaCk 1Iyer would De reIIOYecI (peterson, 1981). Born 
(1979) noted that the ecosystell of Lake Tru.en WjS restored followfng 
dredging. 

Late Sf.'atton. Another approach to detenlining sedf .. nt retIOyal depth 
uses a lake .adel to predict the lake depth necessary to prevent s~r 
destratification (Stefan and Hanson, 1980). This _thod of ca.putation is 
generally used for shillow lakes. 

Stefan and Hanson (1981) .adeled the Fair.ont Lakes, Minnesota. to 
deterwt ne the lake depth that wau 1 d be requt red to prevent phosphorus 
rectrculatton fro. the sedt.ents. Ustng atr te.perature, dew potnt 
t .. perature, wtnd direction, solar radtatton. and wind speed, plus a 
consideratfon 0' lake IIOrphol ogy , the lIOdel predicts tellperature wfth 
depth. Lake st,,'at10n helps deteratne the approprtate tlilperature and, 
therefore, .ini.u. depth for stable seasonal stratification. This _thod 
of deterwfnfng r..oyal depth fs based ·on the concept that Shallow eutrophic 
lakes can be dredged to such a depth that a stable syst.. is fOnled. In 
theory, phosphorus- released fre. the sed1 .. nt into the hypol1 .. ion will be 
recycled to the photic zone with di.fnfshed frequency. 8y controlltng and 
reduc1ng the phosphorus concentration of the epil1.nion, the stand1ng crop 
of .'gae wil' be decreased. The si.u'at10n results agreed with the 
hypotheSis of phosphorus release and recycling and the anticipated effects 
of dredging (Stefan and Hanson, 1981). 

The .. thod of lake st .. latton does not consfder sediMnt release rates. 
RlIIOyal of the upper sed1 .. nt layer .. y reduce nutr1ent leyels in the 
overlying water even though stratificat10n is not stable. Therefore, 
sedi_nt release rates should al so be ex.fned along wfth the !DOdel fng 
approach (Peterson. 1981). 

Dredgfng Eguf %lIent. Barnard (1978) and Peterson (1979) descfibe yartous 
dreages 1 nc' u 1 ng the Mud Cat, the Bucket Wheel. and others, and thet I" 
advantages and di sadyantages. the reader shoul d refer to these sources. 
especially Barnard (1978), for .are detailed info,..at10n. 

The typtcal dredges are grab, bucket, and clushell dredges whtch Ire 
generally operated from a barge-.ounted crane. These syst .. s re_oye 
sedi.ent at nearly ifs in-site density. but r..oyal Yol~es &re li.ited to 
1 ess than 200.000 •• Turbidi ty fs created due to bott"" iPlpact of the 
bucket, the bucket pulling free fro. the botto., bucket overflow and 
leakage both below and above the water surface. and the intentional oYer
flow of water from receiving barges to increase the solids co~tent. 
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Cutterhead dredges are the .cst cOldOnly used in the United States. The 
cutterhead dredge r..,ves lIaterl al 1 n a sl urry that is 10 to 20 percent 
soltds. These hydraulic dredges can re.ove larger vo1~es of sediment than 
bucket dredges. Turbi dt ty froll hydraul1 c dredges 15 1 argely dependent on 
PUI91ng techniques and cutterhead conf1g~ratlon. size and operation. 

Sed1_nt Dfsposal. Dredged IIaterfal disposal .. st also be considered In 
sedi_nt rellOval projects. Fill peMlits are required for the filling of 
low-lying areas when the area exceeds 4.0 ha (10 acres) (Sectton 404. 
Publfc Law 92-500). 

Upland disposal sftes. which do not require Federal permits. comaonly 
employ dikes to retain dredged uterial. Dike failure and underdeslgn~d 
capacity are two .ajor proble.s with upland disposal areas. 

SeYera 1 docu.nts prepared by the U. S. AMIIY Corps of Engl neers conta 1 n 
useful Inforaatlon about dredged .. terlal disposal. They Include: Trelt
lent of Conta.inated Dredged Material (Barnard and Hand. 1978), Evaluation 
of Dredged Material Pollutfon Potential (Brannon, 1978), Confined Disposal 
Area E'fluent and Leachate Control (Chen, et al., 1978), Disposal Alterna
thes for Conta.lnated Dredged Material as a Managelllent Tool to Mlni.lze 
AdYerse EnYironmental Effects (Ga.crell, et al., 1978), Upland and Wetland 
Habitat Deyelo~nt with Dredged Material: Ecologic~l Considerations 
(Lunz, et al., 1978), Gu1del1nes for Designing, Operating, and Managing 
Dredged Material Contaln.ent Arels (PalenlO, et 11., 1978), and ProductlYe 
Land Use of Dredged Material Contaln1ent Areas (Walsh and Malkasatn. 1978). 

Lake Dredging Case Studies 

Peterson (1981) lists 64 sedillent relllOyal projects in the United States 
that are in various stages of illplellentation. Several of these projects 
will be considered in more detail in the following section. 

Lfl~ Lake, Wisconsfn. Lflly Lake has a surface area of 35.6 hat a maximu. 
dep of La • and a .ean depth of 1.4.. The IIIln problell in Lilly Lake 
was excessive IIIcrophyte growth, resulting in an accumulation of organiC 
detrf tus and bottOfi sedfment. Macrophytes also curta fled recreati onal 
actlvftfes such as boating and fishing. Wfnter ffsh kflls were common fn 
Lf 11y Lake. 

Dredgfng began fn July 1978 and contfnued through October of the same year. 
During dredging operations, the 5-day BOD increased by 1-2 ~ 02/1fter, and 
turbidfty rose by 1-3 fOnDazin units. ~nil concentration increlsed from 
0.01 _g/ltter to a high of 5.5 .g/liter when dredgfng was halted in Octo
ber. Prior to dredging, chlorophyll-a levels averaged 2.5 ug/lfter to 3.0 
ug/lf ter. llIIIedi ately after dredgt ng cOlllllenced, chlorophyll-a reached a 
concentration of 27 ug/llter, and then decreased to levers of 12-18 
ug/l Iter. 3 Producttvi ty 11 so increased §rom pre-dredgl ng 1 evel s of about 
200 mg C/m Id to an average of 750 mg elll Id In 1978 (Peterson, 1981). 

Dredgfng began agafn fn May 1979 and was completed by September. Maximum 
depth was increased to 6.5 • followfng dredging. The water quality in 1980 
was improved over previous2years t and the macrophyte bfomass was reduced 
from 200-300 g dry wefght/m to nearly zero. 
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Stefnletz Lake, New York. Steinmetz Lake is 1.2 ha in area, and has a Mean 
depth of 1.5 II and a .axi ... a depth of 2.1 ft.. Weed growth, algal growth and 
highly turbid water were the .. jor concerns. 

Restoration included cQllplete drawdown, sedilllnt removal and stornwater 
dra1 nage d1 version. The re.,ved sed111ent was then repl aced wi th cl ean 
quarry sand. This _thod does not increase lake depth, but produces a new, 
clean substrate. 

Short teMi results of the restoration proJ~ct were: increased Secchi disc 
readings (fro. 1.25 • to the .. ximu. lake depth), decreased chlorophyll-a 
levels (fra. 10.4 ug/lfter to 0.1 u~lfter). and reduced aquatiC aacrophyte 
biouss (froll 30-50 g wet weight'. to virtually zero) (Peterson, 1981). 
After the treatllent. plants grew where tracked vehicles forced organic 
sedi .. nt through the sand cover. The nu~er of people using the lake for 
recreational purposes increased fro. almost none to over 3,000. 

Lake He"..n South Dakota. Lake He,...n has a surface arel of 526 ha, a 
aaxi .. dept. ¥ 2.4 • and a _an depth of 1. 7.. The basi n has a vol Wle 
of 8.9 x 10 .• (2,642 .illfon gallons). Farafng practices in the water
shed surround1 ng the lake have caused hi gh nutri ent concentrati ons and 
excessive sedi_ntation. Lake Heran 15 prf.arl1y nftrogen If.fted and 
nftrogen frequently dec1jnes to zero durfng Ilgal bloo.s. 

The dredgf ng project was fllpl etlented to deepen the lake Ind re.,ve the 
nutrient~ associated with the sedillent. Hydraulic dredging re.oved about 
48,000. of silt froll the lake, increasing the fllean depth fro. 1.7 • to 
about 3.4.. Dredged materi al was depos1 ted 1 n an area adjacent to the 
lake. Shortly after the dredging operati on co..-enced. orthophosphorus 
concentrations increased fra. 0.13 mg P/liter to more than 0.56 _g P/l1ter 
(Peterson, 1981). Phytoplankton bloOGls did not accOalpany the increased 
phosphorus concentratfons because the lake fs nitrogen If.fted. Although 
no aajor increase in phytoplankton productivity was observed, the high 
phosphorus concentratfons attrfbutable to phosphorus released to the water 
col .. n duri ng dredg1 ng poi nts out a potentially seri aus probl em that may 
accompany hydraulic dredging operations. 

Nutrient Precipitation and Inactivation 

Introductfon 

Many eutrophic lakes respond slowly following nutrient diversion because of 
poor flushing rates thlt facilitate sedimentation, and because of contfnued 
internal phosphorus recycling. Phosp~orus recycling is controlled by 
pr-ec1pftat1or. and fnactivation techniques generally used to reJlOve 
phosphorus fro. the water colu.n and control its release fro. bottom 
sedfl.ents. ChMical precipftants used for this purpose fnclude salts of 
alwainua. fron, and calciu •• Calcium (II) has limited use fn lakes because 
it is ineffective below pH 9. Iron salts !'re not suftable inactfvants for 
long-tena phosphorus control, since an-.)xic conditions reduce iron 
complexes. This releases phosphorus and iron in the soluble state (Fe III 
- Fe 1I). Therefore, alullinwa compounds such as alUlllinum sulfate and 
sodium aluminate are the .ost widely used. Zirconium and lanthanUM (rare 
earth elements) have proved effective in phosphorus removal, but more 
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research 15 needed on d1 rect tox1c1 ty and general heal th effects before 
this technique receives large-scale use. 

Suitable Lake T~pes. Certain lake types are better suited to nutrient 
precfpitatfon an inactivation than others. Lakes should have IOderate to 
high retention ti .. s (several months or longer), since the trea~nt wfll 
not be .ffective if there is a rapt d 'low-through of water. A water
phosphorus budget is useful in assessing the signiffcance of retention 
ti •• 

Nutrient preCipitation and inactivation fs generally impleaented following 
nutrient diversion, but this .. thod of lake restoration will not be effec
the ff the diversfon is fnsufficient. Lakes with low alkalinity wfll 
exhibit excess he pH shifts unless the lake is buffered or a .1xture of 
al~ and sodiull alUilinate is used as precipitant. Finally, in lakes with 
large littoral areas, phosphorus that is derived fro. groundwater, trans
located from sediments by macrophytes, or resuspended by soae activity that 
stirs up sediment depOSits .. y cause higher phosphorus concentrations than 
expected. 

Purpose 

Phosphorus precipitation and inactivation techniques are used in wat~r 
bodies wfth high concentrat10ns of phosphorus fn the water colu.n and the 
sedf.ent. Such a condition is generally fndfcated by nUfsance algal 
blooa.s. lnaedhte results of phosphorus precipitation include decreased 
turbidity and algal growth. Application of alU1t1nu. cOlipounds, pr1111r11y 
al~inUil sulfate and sodiUli alUlllinate, .. y also effecthely control the 
release of phosphorus from the sedi.ent. 

Environmental Concerns of Nutrient Precipitation 

One imaed1ate response of phosphorus precipitation is a reduction in tur
bidity. The increased lfght penetratton could sttraulate tncreases fn 
rooted plant biOlllss. Other undestrable side-effects fnclude reduced 
planktonic .fcrocrustacean specfes dfversfty and toxfc effects of residual 
dissolved alUilinUil (RDA) on aquatfc biota. Laboratory research fs cur
rently underway to enlarge the aquatic toxfcity data base available for the 
U.S. EPA to develop water quality criteria for aluminu. for the protection 
of aquat1 c 11 fe. Al u.1 nu. tox1 c1 ty 1 s pH dependent and 1 t becomes 
extremely toxic below pH S. Cooke and Kennedy (1981) cited the followtng 
laboratory studies regarding the possible toxic effects on the biota of 
phosphorus precfpftation using aluminum co.pounds: 

(1) Da]hnfa mi~na had a 16 percent reproductive 1mpai rment at 320 ug 
Xl 1 (B1es nger and Christian, 1972); 

(2) A few weeks exposure to 5,200 ug A1Il seriously disturbed rainbow 
trout tested in flow through bioassays (Everhart and Freelllln, 
1973); 

(3) No obvious effect on rainbow trout after long-term exposure to 52 
ug A1Il (Kennedy, 1978; Cooke, et a1., 1978); -
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(4) Daphnia .. ~na survival was reduced 60 percent in 96-hr tests of 
concentrat ons to 80 ug Alil (Peterson, et al., 1974. 1976); and 

(5) No negathe effects on fhh (Kennedy and Cooke, 1974; Bandow. 
1974; Sanv111e, et 11., 1976) or benthic invertebrates (Marf 
1978) after fUll-scale lake treatlents. Cooke and Kennedy f1981) 
noted that there were no toxic effects on fhh as long as the pH 
re.a1ns in an acceptable range and the ADA is less than about 50 
ug Al/1. 

I~l ... ntat1on of Nutrient Prec1pitatfon Projects 

The f~llow1ng factors s"culd be consfdered for phosphorus precipitation/ 
inactivation through chel1cal application: dose, choice of dry or liquid 
ch.-1cal. depth of applicat10n, appl1cat10n procedure, and season (Cooke 
and Kennedy. 1981). 

Oose Dete~ination. Cooke and Kennedy (1980) and Cooke and Kennedy (1981) 
discr1 be SOM _thods for dete~i ni n9 dose. A dose of al.i n_ that re
duces pH to 6.0 is considered ·opti.al.· The residual dissolved aluafnu. 
should relN1n below 50 ug A1Il, the level at which a".'n. begins to 
elic1t toxic effects. A s1.plified .ethod for dose deteraination is 
outlfned b~low (Cooke and Kennedy, 1980). 

Procedure: 

(1) Obta1n representative water s.ples frOli the lake to be treated. 
Care should be exercfsed fn selectfng saaplfng statfons and depths 
since significant heterogeneities, both vertical and hor1zontal, 
co .. only occur in lakes. S .. ples should be collected as close to 
the anticipated treatlent date as possible. 

(2) Deter.'ne the total alkalfn1ty Ind pH of each sa.ple. Total 
al kal1n1ty, an afProx1.ate .. a sure of the buffer1ng capacity of 
lake water, wil dictate the a.ount of alu.inu. sulfate (or 
alu.inua) required to achieve pH 6 and thus opti •• dose. Addi
tional che.ical analyses can be perforaed. depending on the 
spec1f1c needs of the 1nvest1gator. For exa.ple, phosphorus 
analyses before and after laboratory treatment would allow 
est1aatfon of anticfpated phosphorus reIOval effectfveness. 

(3) Dete~fne the optf •• dose for each s .. ple. Inftial estfaates of 
this dose. based on pH and alkalinity, can be obtafned froa Ffgure 
IV-2. More accurate estt.ates should be .ade by tftrattng s.-ples 
wi th fresh stock sol utions of a1\.-fnUII sul fate of known al UIIfnua 
concentration using a standard burette or graduated pipette. The 
concentration of stock aluainu. solutions should be such that pH 6 
can be reached with addftions of 5 to 10 aillilfters per liter of 
s .. ple. Sa~les aust be .ixed (about 2 .'nutes) using an overhead 
stirring IIOtor and pH changes IIOnitored continuously using a pH 
a.ter. Opt1.u. ~~se for each sampl. will be the a.ount of 
aha1nU1l, which when Q::Ided, produces a stable pH of 6.0. 
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ALUMINUM DOSE (mg AlII) TO OBTAIN pH 6.0 
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(4; The relatfonshfp between total alkalfnfty and optf~ dose can be 
det~r.1ned usfng fnfo~tfon fro. each of the above tftratfons by 
plottfng opti~ dose as a function of alkalinity. This relation
ship will allow deteMlination of dose at any alkalinity wfth the 
range tested. 

Liqufd al. and liquid sodi. al.inate generally fOnl a better floc and 
are .are effective than the dry fOnls (Cooke and Kennedy, 1981). If only 
dry alua is available, it can be .hed fn tanks to fOnl a slurry before 
applfcation. 

Depth of Application. Alu.inWi salts can be applied to surface water, or 
at preaet@~ned depth(s), depending upon treatlent objectives. A surface 
application is generally needed to r~ve phosphorus f~ the water col~n, 
whereas hypolill1etic treaUlent controls the release of phosphorus fl"'Oll 
sedilllnts. 

Tf_ of A~pl1catfon. Both particulate and dfssol ved fo,..s of phosphorus 
are effic ently rlllOved by the al.1nu. floc as ft settles to the bottOli. 
Whether there 1s an opt1 .. season for the application of alu.inu. salts 
for the removal of various fo,..s of phosphorus is debatable, as discussed 
by Cooke and Kenne~ (1981). 

Nutrient Precipftatfon Case Studfes 

Although at least 28 lakes have been reported in the literature that have 
been treated by the phosphorus fnactfvation/precipitation technique, there 
is a paucftl of fnfoMiation regardfng post-treatlent effects. The 
following sections sum.arize five case hfstorfes that are representative of 
df fferent approaches, have long-tersl IIOnf torf ng J or 111 ustrate strengths 
and shortca.ings of this technique. Infor.ation concerning dose, _thod of 
application, cost, and long-ter. effects on additional restoration projects 
eMploying inactivation/precipitation techniques is found in Cooke and 
Kennedy (1981). 

Horseshoe Lake, Wfsconsfn. Horseshoe lake has a surface area of 8.9 ha, a 
.ax1.u. depth of 16.1 _, and a _ean depth of 4.0.. It is the ffrst 
reported full scale in-lake inactivation experillM!nt in the United States 
(Funk and Gibbons, 1979). Prior to treatJlent, the lake exhibited algal 
bloa.s, dissolved oxygen depletions and fish kills. High nutrient levels 
were attributed to agricultural and natural drainage, and to waste dis
charges fra. a cheese-butter factory prior to fts closing in 1965. 

Alua was applied, just below the water surface, in May 1970. No decrease 
in phosphorus level was observed until after fall circulation, when con
centrati ons decreased substantially. Reduced phosphorus concentratfons 
were observed in both the epili.nion and the hypolimnion. Although hypo-
1111netic phosphorus fncreased slightly every year following treatment, it 
was controlled for about 8 years. Secchi disc transparency also increased 
and no fish knls have occurred since the alUII application. Additional 
information about the restoration of Horseshoe Lake is provided by 
Peterson, et 0'. fI973). 
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Medical Lake
h 

Washington. Medical Lake covers an area of 64 ha. It has a 
Mlxfmu. dept of 19 m and a .ean depth of 10 m. Prior to treatment, the 
lake exhibited nuisance algal blooms. Sualer anoxia and high nutrient con
centrati ons. prilllrfly because of internal nutri ent cycli ng. Treatment 
with al. was chosen as the best IIM!thod for inactivating phosphorus in 
Medical Lake. 

Al~ was applied at the surface or at 4.5 meters. depending upon whether 
the area was shallow or deep. Application began in August 1977 and con
tinued over a 5-week period. 

Water quality IIOnitoring through June 1980 showed that alUM treatment 
su~cp.!siully reduced phosphorus levels. elklinated algal bloOllls and in
creased water clarity. Total and orthophosphorus levels prior to alum 
treat.ent were 0.47 ag/liter and 0.32 mg/liter. respectively. These levels 
decreased about 87 and 97 percent. resPJctively. Chlorophyll-! decreased 
fro~ a llean IIOnthly value of 25.2 IIg/. prior to alUil treatDlent. to 3.2 
~/. follOWing treatDent. Secchi disc transparency i~roved fr~ a mean 
depth of .2.4 _ters to 4.9 _terse Whereas the lake di d not support a 
fishery prior to treatllent. a rainbow trout population flourished after 
phosphorus precipitation/inactivation. No negative impacts on biota were 
observed although the concentration of dissolved alu.inum increased to 700 
ug Al/l during treatment. Post-treatment levels fell to 30-50 ug/l (Cooke 
and Kennedy. 1981). Detailed results of water quality IIOnitoring following 
phosphorus precipitatfon/inactivation treatment are presented in Gasperino, 
et al. (1980a) and Gasperino. et al. (1980!). 

Annabessaeook Lake. Maine. Annabessacook Lake. located in central Maine, 
covers an area of about 575 hat and has a hypolimnetie area of 130 ha, The 
llean lake depth is 5.3 II and the maxilDUll depth is 14.9 II. High 1 evels of 
phosphorus in the water colUlin and sedhlents were believed to be respon
sible for blue-green algal blooms. Industrial and IlUnicipal wastewater 
inputs contributed to high phosphor..:s levels prior to 1972. and internal 
nutrient cycling caused continued high nutrient levels in the lake 
(DOilinie.1980). 

Annabessacook lake underwent an extensi ve 1 ake restorati on program. 1 n
eluding nutrient diversion. agricultural waste management and in-lake 
nutri ent i nactivati on. Poi nt sources were diverted frOil the lake and 
agrfcul tural waste IIInagelient plans were impl emented. Laboratory testing 
showed that alUilinUil treatllent was a feasible alternative for lake res
toration. Because the lake water has a low alkalinity. a combination of 
aluainu. sulfate and sodium alu.inate was used to provide sufficient buf
fering capacity to moderate potential. pH shifts. 

After the aluininull application and conmencement of waste management pro
grams. the following changes were observed (Dominie, 1980): 

o 

o 

TotJl phosphorus mass in the lake was reduced from over 2.200 
kilograms (kg) in 1977 to 1.030 kg in 1978. 

IntErnal recyclable phosphorus was reduced 65 percent from 1.800 
kg in 1977 to 625 kg in 1979. 
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o The average June chlorophyll-a concentration decreased from 11.5 
ug/l (1977) to 6.2 ug!l (1978r:-

o Secch1 disc depth for June (monthly mean) increased from 2.0 III 

(1977) to 3.1 • (1978). 

Additional info~tion on the restoration of Annabessacook Lake is found in 
DCMlinie (1980), Gordon (1980), Cooke and Kennedy (1981), and U.S. EPA 
(1982) • 

Libertf Lake~ Washington. Liberty Lake, in Spokane County. has a surface 
area 0 316 a. Thelake has a lean depth of 7.0 _, and a .aximu. depth of 
9.1 •• A ca.bination of· septic tank drainage, urban runoff. and poor solid 
waste disposal practices caused excessive nutrient levels and heavy blooms 
of blue-green algae in the lake. 

In 1974, Liberty Lake was treated with alu.inu. sulfate to precipitate and 
inactivate phosphorus. Jar tests and in situ tests were .ade to deter.ine 
dosage. The alua slurry was applied to the surface. After application of 
alua1nu. sulfate, total phosphorus was reduced frOM 0.026 ~/, to less than 
0.015 \19/1. Water clarity increased following the treatment. Although 
alkalinity and pH dropped, the effect was short lived and these parameters 
returned to pretreatment levels within 24 to 48 hours (Funk and Gibbons, 
1979) • 

The treatment effectively controlled algal blooms fro. 1974 to 1977. Heavy 
blOOlls equivalent to those prior to treatment did occur in the fall of 
1977. 

Dollar Lake and West Twin Lake, Ohio. Dollar Lake has a surface area of 
2.22 ha, a .ean depth of 3.99 • and a .aximu. depth of 7.5.. West Twin 
Lake, which Is adjacent to Dollar Lake, is larger, with a surface area of 
34.02 ha, a lDean depth of 4.34 • and a .axillull depth of 7.50.. SeptiC 
tank drainage was largely responsible for eutrophic conditions. Although 
septiC effluent was diverted in 1971-72, algal bloOils continued, partly 
because of internal cycling of phosphorus. 

Alu.inu. sulfate was applied to the hypolimnion of the lakes to inactivate 
and precipitate phosphorus. Following the alum application, both lakes 
showed decreased phosphorus content in the water column and improved water 
transparency. Blue-green algae dominance in West Twin Lake was reduced by 
80 percent (Funk and Gibbons, 1979; Cooke and Kennedy, 1981). Zooplankton 
populations were affected, and the dominant species shifted from Cladocera 
to Copepoda. Hypolimnetic phosphorus concentration in Dollar and Wes~ Twin 
Lakes r~ined low for four years after treatment. 

Aeration/Circulation 

Introduction 

Aeration/circulation is a potentially useful technique for treating 
symptoms of eutrophi cati on. The range of aerati on/cl rculati on techni ques 
can be divided into two major groups: artificial circulation and hypo
limnetic aeration. 80th of these techniques increase the dissolved oxygen 
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concentrati on of hYP\ll iilneti c waters. The two techni ques di Her in that 
hypoli.netic aeration aeratas hypoli.netic waters without .ixing th~ with 
surface waters while arti f1 cial ci rculati on breaks down strati fication by 
.ixing the upper and lower strata of the water column. These techniques 
can be used to enhance the habitat of aquatic bfota and i.prove water 
quality by alleviating probleMS created by stratification and deoxygenation 
of the hypolimnion. 

Both techni ques restore oxygen to anaerobi c bottoll waters. These res
toration procedures lead t~ habitat expansion for zooplankton, benthos and 
fish. Destratificat10n is usually benefical for warmwater fish, prOMOting 
an fncrease fn the depth dfstribution. However, co.plete .ixing .ay 
elf.inate coldwater h!bitats and fish such as salmonids may disappear fr~ 
the lake. 

Lakes Best Suited for Aeration/Circulation. Anaerobic botte. waters of a 
stratified lake can be oxygenated by aeratfon/cfrculation techniques • 

. £i ther _thod NY be illpl etlented when the priury purpose of treatJlent fs 
to alleviate -taste and odor- proble.s resulting froM hfgh concentrations 
of Fe, Mn, H2S and· other chemfcals in an anoxic hypolf.nion. Both .ethods 
expand or lITprove habftat for zooplankton, benthos, and waMlWater ffsh. 
However, artificial circulation and hypolimnetic aeration do not produce 
the same eff~cts fn lakes. 

Artiffcial aeration lilY cause the replacement of blue-green algae COlI
IILInities by IIOre desirable cOllllUnities of green algae, whfle hypol1l1netic 
aeratfon generally does not have an effect on phytoplankton. Since 
hypol1l1netic aeration does not effect mixing of surface and hypol1.,etic 
waters, nutrient concentrations fn the euphotfc zone are basically 
unaffected when thfs technfque is MPloyed. Consequently, hypol1metic 
aeration generally does not affect the phytoplankton cOllllunity. In 
contrast, artificial circulation vertically .ixes the water column and can 
increase nutrient concentrations in the euphotic zone. In a series of 
experiments, Shapiro (1973) showed that natural populations of blue-green 
algae were replaced by green algae after enrichment with phosphorus and 
nf troge" when carbon di oxi de was added or pH was lowered. These resul ts 
indicate that green al gae can outcompete bl ue-green al gae under enriched 
nutrient conditions as long as CO2 is abundantly available. 

When control of algal blooms is. not a prime consideration and a coldwater 
supply is necessary. the preferred ~thod is hypolimnetic aeration. A cold 
hypolimnion is needed for survival of coldwater fish, and thus hypolimnetic 
aerati on fs reconmended when improvement of fi sheri es is the only con
sideration. In southern lakes, high water temperatures in the epl1imnion 
and ~talimnfon often preclude survfval of col"dwater ffsh; therefore, ft fs 
necessary to preserve the integrity of the water layers, including the 
colder hypolimnion, and artificfal destratiffcatfon would not be appro
priate. 

Artiffcfal circulation fs pr~ferred when 1fmitatfon of algal bfomass is 
deSired, oxygenation of the rnetalimnion is needed, or a completely mixed 
water column is acceptablt:. Artificial circulation is also suitable for 
northern lakes where the tempeAature of surface waters does not exceed 22°C 
during the summer (Pastorat, et a1o, 1981). 
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Purpose 

Artificial Circulation. Anaerobic conditions fn the hypol1l1nfon of a 
stratified late restrict the vertical distribution of fish, eli.inate 
certain benthic organi~s, and -.y cause the release of nutrients and toxic 
substances to the overlying water. Artificial circulation alleviates these 
proble.s by destratifyfng and oxygenating botta. waters of the lake. The 
water becOilfs oxygenated prlurl1y through atJlOspherlc exchange at the 
water surface. Except in very deep lakes, the transfer of oxygen frOB air 
bubbles of diffused air syst .. s is relatively s.all. 

By aerating and destratifying lakes, artificial circulation i~royes water 
quality, decreases algal growth. a~d i8proves fish habitat. These effects 
are described below. 

El1.ination of Taste and Odor ProbleliS. Generally. artlfichl destrati
fication oxygenates anaerobic hypolt.etlc waters. Anaerobic conditions 
near the lake bottOil cause the release of reduced chfllical species froll 
sedl_nts to the water col.,.. Water supply utilities experience water 
qual1ty control problflls resulting fl"Oll the acc...-ulatlon of iron (Fe) • 
.. nganese (Mn). carbon dioxide (C02), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a..aniu. 10ns 
(NH +) and other chfllicals in the~ypoli~ion. As hypolf.netic waters are 
br03ght to the lake surface during artificial circulation. gases such as 
CO2 , H Sand NH.1 are released to the ablosphere. Artifichl circulation 
increa~s hypoli~etic oxygen. and raises the redox potential near the lake 
botto.. The result fs decreased concentratfons of reduced che_ical 
species. thereby eliainatfng taste and odor proble.s. 

Decreased Algal Growth. In SOle cases, algal production is reduced through 
artificial circulation. Pastorak. et al. (1981) cited Fast (1915) for 
seyeral _chanf SIIS that cause reduced al gal growth. Internal nutrf ent 
loading .. y be reduced through the eli.ination of anaerobic conditions that 
cause nutrient regeneration. Artificial circulation also increases the 
.ixed depth of the algae. thereby reducing algal growth through light 
ltaitation. When Glixing is induced during an algal bloOli. the algae are 
distributed through a greater water volUlDe. and lake water transparency 
will increase illlDedfately. In addition, IS water is pumped to destratffy 
the lake t rapi d changes in hydrostati c pressure and turbul ence serve to 
destroy phytoplankton. 

Artificial circulation does not consistently decrease algal populations. 
and uy cause increased algal biomass in some fnstances. Pastorak. et al. 
(1981) surveyed the lfterature coverfng 40 experiments in which destrat1fi
cation was relatively complete. Only 26 experiments exhibited signiffcant 
changes in phytoplankton biomass. and of these, about 30 percent exhibited 
increases in algae. 

Forsberg and Shapiro (1981) found that changes in algal speCies coaposition 
during artificial aeration depend primarily on the mixing rate. With slow 
mixing rates. surface levels of total phosphorus and pH generally in
creased. and the relative abundance of blue-green species such as Anabaena 
circulinus and Microcystis aureginosis increased. 
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The abundance of green algae and diat~~s increased when faster mixing rates 
were used. Co.plete chelical destratificat~on caused by high .fxing rates 
was accOlipanied by large increases in surface total phosphorus and CO2 
concentrati on. The green algae s~haerocfsti s schroederi, Ank i strodeSJIUs 
falcatus and Seenedes.us spp., and lhe dia OMS N1tzchia spp., Synedra spp., 
and Milosira spp. grew particularly well under these conditions (Forsberg. 
and shapfro, 1981). 

Benefits to Fish Populations. Artificial circulation !NY enhance fish 
habitat and food supply, thereby potenti"l1y illproving growth of fish. 
environmental carryfng capacity. and overall yield. 

Low oxygen levels in the hypol1l1ni on za.y ~revent fish fro. usi ng the enti re 
potential habitat. Destratiffcation and aeratfon of botto. waters may 
allow fish to inhabit a greater portion of the water column, expanding the 
vertical distribution of wanawater fish. 

Sal.onfds fn particular .ay be restrfcted to a layer of .etalf.netfc 
habitat, with wa~ water above and anaerobic conditions below. If surface 
water ta.peratures r.-.in below 22~ throughout the su.mer, as in northern 
lakes, artificial circulation should increase habitat for cold-water fish. 
In addftion, sum.er-kill of fish due to anoxic condftfons and toxfc gases 
may be prevented by arti'fcial circulation. 

Artfficial circulation has also proved to be an effective .ethod of 
preventi ng over-wi ~ter ItOrta 11 ty of sa lllOni ds. Whereas natura 1 oxygen 
concentrations uy be depleted during the winter, aeration prior to fce 
fOnlltion can provide sufficient oxygen for ffsh survival. Winter mor
talities of fish in Corbett Lake, British Columbia, were prevented in this 
way (Pastorak, et al., 1981). 

HYfolimnetic Aeration and Oxygenation. Hypoli.netic aeration and oxygen
at on aaa at ssol yea oxygen to the botto. waters wi thout destrati fyi ng the 
lake. Aeration of the hypolimnion occurs through oxygen transfer between 
air bubbles and water, and oxygenatfon occurs .ore slowly than with 
artific1al circulation. 

Major goals of programs employing hypolimnet1c aeration and o~genation are 
to improve water qualt ty and provi de habi tat for col dwater fish. Unlike 
artificial circulation, there is no evidence that hypol1l1netic aeration 
will control algal blooms. 

I~provellent of Water Quality. Hypoli.netic aeration minimizes taste, odor 
and corrosion problems by oxygenating bottom waters, which raises the pH 
and lowers concentrations of reduced compounds. Although artificial 
circulation aerates the water colulll1 IDOre rapidly. hypolimnetic aeration 
.aintains stratification, thereby retaining a coldwater resource. 

Improvement of Fisheries. Hypolimnetic aeratfon creates habftat for cold
water ffsh by o~genati ng the col d bottom 1 ;:yers of a lake. Because the 
lake does not become completely mixed as a result of hypolimnetic aeration, 
a two-story ffshery can develop. Aeration ~lso enhances fish food supply, 
sfnce the distribution and abundance of macroirvertebrates increases. 
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Plankthorous fish lIlY also find an increased food supply followin~ hypo
If.netfc aeratfon. Whfle phytoplankton abundance fs generally unaffected, 
zoopl ankton populatf ons lIlY expand thef r vertf cal range after treatMnt. 
Fast (1971) found a significant increase in the population of Daphnia Pt~ex 
following aeration of H.-lock Lake, Mfchfgan. He attributed the popula on 
change to an expanded habitat, which a110wed Daphnia to inhabit di.,y lit 
depths of the lake and avoid predation by trout. 

Environ.ental Concerns of Aeration/Circulation 

Most of the envfro,..ntal concerns are associated wfth the use of artf
ficial destratif1cation syste.s, whereas very few adverse i.pacts of 
hypolf.,etic aeration are known. Hypolflll'letic aeration has very lfttlc 
influence on depth of .ixing, pH of the water, sedi.-nt resuspension, .~~ 
algal densities. Adverse i~acts of aeration/circulation, including 
effects on water qualfty. nutsance algae, Mcrophytes and ftsher1es. are 
described 1n the follow1ng sections. Exallples of i~acts of aeration/ 
circulation on lakes are presented later in a section on Case Histories. 
The purpose of the present dfscussfon of envfron.ental concerns is to pofnt 
out adverse consequences that .'.,ht occur as a resul t of arti fi ci al 
destratification. Although these e ects will not necessarily be seen, it 
fs fnstructfve to recognfze the potential proble.s that could arfse, on a 
sfte-specffic basis. 

Water Quality. Artfffcfll circulatfon lIlY cause several chlllfcal and 
physical changes that adversely affect water qualfty. The .fxfng of 
nutrfent rfch hypol1.netfc water could increase the concentrations of 
nutrfents fn the upper water layers. Hefghtened concentratfons of the 
gases NH3 and H2S -.y also occur in surface water. 

Turbulence due to .hing and aeratfon syst .. s .. y further affect wat.r 
qual1ty by resuspending s11t, thereby increasing turbidity. Decreases in 
water transparency after .hi ng lIlY also be associated wi th surface al gal 
blaa.s (Pastorak, et al., 1980). 

Nut sance Al ~ae. Artf ftcia 1 ci rcul ation/destrati ft cati on Illy produce un
desirable c anges in phytoplankton comunfties. For exallple, tellporary 
algal bloo.s -.y occur because of recycling of hypoli.netic nutrients and 
elevation of total phosphorus. Such a rtse fn algal bfOllass IDlY favor 
blue-green algae by depleting CO2 and keeping pH levels high. 

Macro~hytes. Iliproved water transparency followfng artf ffcfal cf rculatfon 
.. y a low fncreased macrophyte growth. Rooted aquatic plants could expand 
to nuisance levels, especially in lakes wfth shallow littoral shelves. 

Fisheries. Where coldwater fish exist 1n the .. tal1mnetic region. artifi
cial circulation and the subsequent warming of bottom waters .ay eli.inate 
habi ta t for certa in spec i es. The surface telllpera tures of northern 1 akes 
generally r.-.in below 22·C, and thus the bottom waters will not be warmed 
ras .ight occur fn southern lakes), and habitat for coldwater fish will be 
enhanced durfng circulation. Destratification and mixing can also lead to 
dissolved oxygen decreases in the whole lake. In this instance, resus
pension of bottOil detritus increases the biochellical oxygen 5Iemand (BOD) 
beyond the rate of reaeration (Pastorak, et a1.. 1981). Extensive 
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depletion of dfssolved oxygen may be responsi h le for ffsh mortalfties. 
Aeratfon of Stewart Lake fnitially caused a decline in bluegill population. 
presumably because of reduced dissolved oxygen (Pastorak, et al., 1981). 

Fish kills .. y also be caused by supersaturated concentrations of nitrogen, 
which lIlY result froll circulation or hypol1l1J1etic aeration. In spring. N, 
levels generally' equilibrate at 100 percent saturation with respect to 
surface tettperature and pressure. WanDing of the hypoli.nion duri ng the 
s~r results in supersaturation of N, relative to surface temperature and 
a.bient teDperature at depth. This supersaturation of N, .ay induce gas 
bubble disease in fish. causing stress or IIIOrtal1ty (Pa"ltorak, et al •• 
1981). Although thfs has not been documented in lakes, dfssolved nftrogen 
concentrations of 115-120 percent saturation induced salmonid .artalities 
fn rivers (Rucker. 1972). 

I~lementation of Aeratfon/Circulation Projects 

Aeratfon/cfrculatfon fs a relatfvely fnexpensfve and efffcfent restoratfon 
techni que. The foll owi ng sectf ons brf efly descrfbe IIIthods and equfpment 
used in restoration projects ellploying artificial circulation or hypo
If.netfc aeration. 

Artiffcial Circulatfon. Lake circulation techniques can be broadly classi
fied in the categories of diffused air systems or .echanical .fxfng systems 
(Lorenzen and Fast, 1977). Dfffused air syste.s tllploy the -afr-11ft
prinCiple, as water fs upwelled by a plu.t of rising air bubbles. Mechan
fcal syste.s !lOve water by usfng dfaphra9111 pUIlpS, fan blades, or water 
jets. Lorenzen and Fast (1977) reviewed the desfgn and ffeld perfor.ance 
of varfous circulation techniques. and concluded that diffused air systems 
are less expensive and easier to operate than .. chanical mixing systems. 

Dfffused Air Syst .. s. Dfffused air systems inject compressed air into the 
lake through t perforated pfpe or other sf.ple diffusers. Johnson and 
Davis (1980) reviewed sublDlrged jetted inlets and perforated pipe air
.ixing systems used in reservoirs. Hypoli.netic water is upwelled by the 
rising air bubbles. Upon reaching the surface. this water flows out 
horizontally and sinks, .ixing with the warm surface water in the process. 
The amount of water flow induced by the rising bubbles is a function of air 
release depth and air flow rate. Artificial circulation is generally most 
effective if air is injected at the llaximum depth possible (Pastorak. et 
a1.. 1981). In a therul1y stratified lake. mixing will normally be in
duced only above the air release depth. However. while an aerator located 
near the surface of the lake may be unsuitable for destratifying a lake. it 
INY effectively prevent the onset of strati'i cation (Pastoralt. et al., 
1981). 

Mechanical Mixing. Mechanical mixing devices such as pumps, fans and water 
jets are employed less frequently than diffused air systems. Pastoralt. et 
al. (1981) notes several fnstances in which mechanical mixfng devices have 
been successfully employed: 
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(1) Stewart Hollow~~servoir and Vesuvius Re~ervofr, Ohio--a pu.ping 
rate of 10.9 • /1Iin was sufficient to destratify the reservoirs 
within 8 days (Irwin, et al., 1966); 

(2) ~.IS Lake, Okl ... hOlla--an axial-flow PUlip with a capacity of 102 
• /.1n co.pletely destratffied the lake, which has a mean depth of 
2.9 ., after 3 days of operation (Taetz, 1977). 

On the other hand, .. chanical aixing -.y not always be successful: 

(1) West Lost Lake--a pUlping capacity of 1.3 .3/.in over a period of 
10.1 days WIS not sufficient to co.pletely mix the lake (Hooper, 
et a1., 1953); 

(2) Arbuckl~ Lake, Oklahollll--an array of 16 pumps (total capacity 
1,600 • /ain) did not completely ~ix the lake, which has a mean 
depth of 9.S • (Toetz, 1979). 

Artificial circulation techniques should be started before full development 
of thenaal strati fi cati on, because nutri ents that become trapped in the 
hypoli.nion and then are recycled 1Iay caus~ increased algal ~ro~th. 
Lorenzen and Fast (1977) rec~~ about 9.2 .. /.in of air per 10 m of 
lake surface (. 30 SCFM per 10 ft) to ade~~ately .ix and aerate the water 
col.n. 

H,poli.netic Aeration. Fast and Lorenzen (1976) reviewed designs of hypo-
1 ... etic aerators, and proposed the follOWing divisions: IlleChanical agi
tation systetlS, pure oxygen injection, and ai r injection systems (which 
include full air-11ft designs, partial air-11ft designs, and downflow air 
i njecti on systetlls), Hypoli.netic aerati on systelfts generally retnove water 
from the hypoli.nion, aerate and oxygenate it, and then return the water to 
the hypolillnion. 

Mechanical Agitation. Mechanical agitation systells generally draw hypo-
1111netic water. up a tube and aerate it at the surface through lllechanical 
agitation. Fast and Lorenzen (1976) noted that a surface agitator design 
is IIOst eHici ent for hypol1mneti c aerati on of shallow lakes where water 
depth is insufficient to provide a large driving force for gas dissolution. 

Oxygen Injection Systems. As in other hypolimnetic aeration systems, water 
is rellOved fro. and returned to the hypol1lMion. In oxygen injection 
systems, nearly pure oxygen becomes almost completely dissolved when it is 
returned to the hypolimnion (Fast and Lorenzen, 1976). 

Air Injection Systems. The full air lift design is the least costly system 
·to construct, install and operate (Fast and Lorenzen, 1976; Fast, et al., 
1976; Pastorak, et a1., 1981). In these systems, compressed air is in
jected near the bottom of the aerator, and the air/water mixture rises. At 
the water surface, air separates from the mixture and water is returned to 
the hypolimnion. 

Partial air 11ft designs are less efficient than full air I ift designs. 
Partial air lift systems aerate and circulate hypolimnetic water by an air 
injection system, but the air/water mixture does not upwell to t~e surface. 
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Air and water separate below the lakels surface and afr rises to th~ 
atmosphere whf 1 e water returns to the hy~\ll fmf on (Fast and Lorenzen, 
1976) • 

Aeration/Circulation Case Studies 

Three case studies are presented in this section to summarize the effects 
of artificial circulation on lakes. 

Parvin Lake, Colorado. Parvin Lake is a 19 ha mesotrophfc reservoir, with 
a .axilU. depth of 10 • and a lean depth of 4.4.. Summer surface t.-pera
tures r..ain less than 21·C year-round. 

The effects of artificial circulation on Parvin Lake were studied for two 
years (Lackey, 1973). Nov..oer 1968 to October 1969 was the control period 
during which phytoplankton were sampled to provfde baseHne fnfonlc1tfon. 
The treatment year, when the destratification systeM operated continuously, 
extended from November 1969 to October 1970. 

Phytoplankton in Parvin Lake were affected in the following ways (Lackey, 
1973) : 

o Abundance of green algae significantly decreased during treat.ent; 

o Anabaena, a nuisance blue-green algae, followed a si.ilar pattern 
of abundance during both control and treatment years; 

o Planktonic dfatOlis decreased in abundance during the treatment 
winter. 

Ha.ls Lake, OklahOila. Pastorak, et a1. (l981) s .... rized the effects of 
artificial destratiffcation on Ha.ls Lake, Oklahoma. The lake, which has a 
.. xi~ depth of 10 ., and a mean depth of 2.9 m, covers an area of 40 ha. 
Following destratification, the lake showed an increase in Secchi disc 
depth, dissolved oxygen concentration, and phosphate concentrati on. Both 
the densfty and the diversity of benthic organisms fncreased. Decreases in 
concentra~ions of ammoniu., nitrate, iron and manganese in the water column 
were noted. No changes in algal denSity, chlorophyll-a, green algae, 
blue-green algae, or the ratio of green algae/blue-green algae was 
observed. 

Kezar Lake, New Halllpshfre. Kezar Lake has an area of 73 ha, a maximum 
depth of 8.4 II, and a mean depth of 2.8 II. Artiffcial circulation was 
illposed frOil July 16 to September 12, 1968, and became completely de-

. stratified (Haynes, 1973). The responses of the lake .to artificial 
circulation were: 

a Increases in Secchi disc depth, pH, dissolved oxygen concentra
tion, phosphate, and total phosphorus; 

o Decreases fn ammonfum, fron and manganese concentratfons; 

o Reductions in algal density, algal standing biomass, and blue
green algae; 
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o Increases in green algae • .ali':: the ratio of green algae/blue-green 
alga.; and 

o No change in .. an chlorophyll-! concentration. 

Ottoville ~arry, Ohio. Ottoville Quar~ is a ,..11 (0.73 ha) water-filled 
quarr,. wi a IIIx1~ depth of 18.. Prior to treatlent. rainbow trout 
(Sll.a lUirdneri) were unable to survive the sUlier because of high water 
tellpera re and oxygen depletion. A progra. IIIploying hypol1.,etic oxy
genation was hlpl_nted in 1973 (froll July t.o Septeliber). and increased 
s~r dissolved oxygen concentrations froll nearly zero to 8 11911 (Over
holtz. et al •• 1977). Aeration fro. M4y to October, 1974. caused dissolved 
oxygen concentrations in the hypol1.n1on to ~xceed 20 .gIl by Septe.ber. 

Overholtz. et al. (1977) found that hypoli.netic aeration created an 
enviro ... nt suitable for rainbow trout survival while 1II1ntaining thenaal 
stratification in the quarry. 

Lake Drawdown 

Introduction 

The pr1 .. ry purpose in resteration progra.s .-ploy1ng lake drlwdown is to 
control the growth of nuisance aquatic IIIcrophytes. In general, the water 
level in a lake is lowered sufficiently to expose the nuisance plants while 
retaining an adequate ..aunt of water in the lake to protect desirable fish 
populations. Thfs technique is effecthe for short-tar. control (1-2 
years) of susceptible aquatic .. crophytes. Secondary objectives 1 ncl ude 
turbidity control by sedi.ant consolidation. reduction of nutrient release 
f~ sed1 .. nts (through sed1 .. nt consolidation or relaval), IIInageMent of 
fish populations and waterfowl habitats. repair of shoreline structures and 
s1l1Ul taneous use of other restoration _thods such as cover1 ng sedillent 
with new clean .ater1al (Cooke, 1980a. 1980b). Sed1 .. nt consolidation may 
also cause a slight increase in lake-depth.- The following sections expand 
upon the technique of lake drawdown. including Methods and case studies. 

Lake Conditions Most Suitable for Lake Drawdown. Drawdown and sedilDent 
conSOlidation -.y be feasible for the restoration of shallow lakes if two 
conditions are .. t. The lake basin should have a shallow slope, so that a 
s-all vertical decline in water level exposes a large part of lake bOttOM, 
and the source of water must be controlled (Door1s. et al., 1982). 

The nature of the lake sedi .. nt is particularly important to the success of 
drawdown projects. The sediment that will be exposed lUst be able to dry 
and consolidate qu1ckly so that a prolonged dewater1ng period 15 not re
qu1red, and the dr1ed and compacted sediment should not rehydrate sign1fi
cantly after the refilling of the lake basin. However. the sediment should 
be of a consistency which would allow colonization by desirable plants and 
benthic organisms (Dooris. et al., 1982). 

Purpose 

The .. 1n objective of lake level drawdown is to marage nuisance macrophytes 
by destroying seeds and vegetative reproductive 3~ructures through exposure 
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to dry1ng and/or freez1ng cond1t10ns. In add1t10n, dewatering and conso11-
dat10n of sedin.ents alters the substrate, thereby el1m~nat1ng conditions 
requ1red for the growth of certa1n aquat1c plants. Sed1~nt consolidation 
also helps control turbidity, reduces nutrient release froll sediments and 
causes a slight deepening of the lake. 

Lake drawdown can be used to enhance f1sher1es and waterfowl hab1tats. The 
s11U1taneous use of other restoration techniques, such as sedi-.nt covering 
or reIIOval t will be even IIOre effective for control of vegetation. The 
period of dewatering .ay also be used to repa1r shoreline structures, such 
as ~s, docks and swim.ing beaches. 

Environ.ental Concerns of Lake Drawdown 

There .ay be negative impacts of lake drawdown as well as desirable 
effects. Negative environ-.ntal changes that .. y occur following drawdown 
include establishient of resistant Macrophytes, algal bloo.s, fish kills, 
changes in 11ttoral fauna, faflure to refill, and declfne in attractfveness 
to waterfowl. 

Al gal bloOlls that occur after refloodfng lIlY be one of the undesi rable 
effects of drawdown. Geiger (1983) observed fncreases fn total nitrogen, 
total phosphorus, and chlorophyll-a following drawdown of Blue Lake, 
Oregon. The cause of such increases-ts unclear although it is postulated 
that drawdown and exposure of sedillents. and the subsequent aerati on and 
oxidation bring .about nutrfent release when the basin is reflooded. The 
released nutrients are then available for algal growth. 

Ffsh kills lilY be caused by drawdown, especially if the water level is 
lowered during the summer. The warmer temperatures cause increased rates 
of .. tabo11 Sll and hei ghten the sedillent oxygen demand. However, Cooke 
(1980a) noted that a 2 • su-.er drawdown of Long Lake, Washington (.axi~ 
depth-3.S .) did not cause ffsh kf1ls, and the dissolved oxygen remained 
above S 119/1. 

Drawdown and reflooding .ay cause changes in the diversity and density of 
benthic fauna. Increases tn invertebrate densfty, but decreases in speCies 
divers f ty , have been observed fo 11 owi ng drawdown and refl oodi ng (Cooke, 
1980a). Suaaer drawdown and subsequent hardeni ng of 11 ttoral soi 1s may 
reduce repopulatfon by insects. These changes aay be detrimental to fish 
and waterfowl. 

The basin 1lIIY not refill because of an insufficient watershed drainage 
area, unexpected drought and, fn the case of reservoirs, faflure to close 
the da. at the proper time. Failure to reffll may have a great i.pact on 
the aquatfc bfota, fnterrupting the lffe cycles of those species dependent 
at some tfme upon lfttoral areas. 

Whf'e drawdown brfngs about short-term control of most rooted species, some 
speci es are strongly resistant to exposure and 1liiY even be stimulated by 
it. Those species that are strongly resistant to drawdown and exposure 
1nclude Myriophyllum spfcatulI, Ceratophyllum demersum, LeIMa minor, Najas 
flexilis, and Potamogeton pectfnatus. COoke (1980a) compiled the following 
list of responses of some common nuisance aquatic macrophytes to drawdown: 
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o 

Increased: ~~!~~na~thera philoxeroides (alligatorweed) 
~as 'lext'ts (naiad) ou.,gitOn Tpp • ( pondweed) 

Decreased: Chara vulgaris (lUskgrass) 
Etchorn'a crassipes (water hyacinth) 
NUphar spp. (water 111y) 

o No clear response or change: CabOiba caroliniana (fanwort) 
Elodea can.densfs (elodea) 
e1r~op~~~ spp. (.flfofl) 

r cu ar'a vulgaris (bladderwort) 

Information on the res~on.~s of 63 aquatic plants to drawdown is available 
in Cooke U980!}. 

Additional negathe effects of drawdown lilY include lowered levels in 
potable water wells, and the loss of open water or access to open water for 
recreation. 

I.pl..entatfon of Orawdown Projects 

Lake drawdown should not be considered without first conducting a nulber of 
laboratory and" other investigations to deterlline the feasibility of the 
technique. These investigations should include silUlations of lake draw
down, and laboratory studies of nutrient solubilization. Lake drawdown is 
applicable only to lakes in whfch water input and output .. y be controlled. 
The extent of IIIcrophyte growth f s flDportant f n specf fyf ng the depth to 
whfch the lake level wfll be lowered. 

Laboratory Experf_nts. Drawdown si .. latfons are perfonled to deteMlfne 
the extent to which sedi_nts will dry and consolidate. Containers that 
have been used in lake simulations range in size fro. Plexiglass tubes that 
are 4.45 cm (ID) and 0.3 m high (Dooris, et al., 1982). to columns 0.3 .. 
(ID) and 1.2 • high (Fox, et a1., 1977). Fox, et a1. (1977) also used 
plastiC swin.ing pools (2.4 • in diameter, 45 cm deep) in lake simulation 
experi.ents. The containers of sediment are exposed to air and light for a 
period of tf~, durfng whfch sedfment shrinkage and water loss are meas
ured. The dryfng rate of the sedfment can then be determfned. 

The container of dried sediment should be refilled, and the orthophosphate, 
total phosphorus and total ni trogen 1 evels lleasured. Ideally I only small 
a.aunts of ni tragen and phosphorus cOllpounds shoul d be released froll the 
consolidated sediment. Large releases of nutrients 1liiY presage algal 
blooms that -.y occur when the lake basin fs refilled followfng drawdown. 

Drawdown. The level of the lake should be lowered sufficiently to expose 
.,st of the nufsance macrophytes. but to allow enough water for ffsh sur
vival (if desired). It ~ be advantageous to combine drawdown with other 
restoration techniques such as sediment renoval and sediment covering. 

Certain species of aquatic .acl~~hytes may be more susceptible to drawdown 
during one season than another. The decision to employ SUnDer or winter 
drawdown should be based upon th~ severity of the climate in a particular 
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area, and upon consideration of lake uses and secondary management objec
tives. For exa.ple, winter drawdown is advantageous because there will be 
r.o invasion by terrestrial plants nor deyelo~nt of aquatic e.ergents, and 
little interference with lake recreational uses. In addition, water bodies 
drawn down in winter can usually be refilled in spring. In contrast, re
ffllfng in the autu.n after a suamer drawdown .. y not be possible. 

COllplete dewatering of sedi.ent 15 problelUtic during the winter, espe
cially in regfons of heavy snow or frequent winter rain. Winter drawdown 
~ also defeat other objecti ves such as the establ fshment of emergent 
vegetation for waterfowl habitat, since these species ~ be susceptible to 
the cold. 

Lake Drawdown Case Studies 

Lake level drawdown is a IlUltipurpose illprovellient technique. The aaajor 
objective is generally to control the growth of rooted aquatic vegetation, 
wf th secondary objectives of ffsh llanagetlent, sediment conso11 datf on, and 
turbidity control. The following case historfes exeaplify the effects of 
drawdown on lake biota. 

Murphy FlOWage, Wfsconsfn. Murphy Flowage (303 hal was drawn down for two 
consecutfve w nters fn an effort to control the eacrophyte species 
pota~eton robbfnsff (Robbfn's pondweed). Ceratophyllu. demersum 
(coon 11), Nu har sp. (water 111y). potalDOieton natans (floatfng-leaf 
pondweed), an rf 0 h 11 u. sp. (water .f1 fOr) • In 1967 and 1968, the 
water level of e owage was lowered 1.5 • from Noveaber to March. and 
restored in April. There was an 89 percent reduction in area covered by 
IIIcrophytes following the ffrst drawdown. and an additional 3 percent 
reduct f on occurred fall owf ng the second drawdown. The spec f es tha thad 
been da-inant were controlled or nearly elf.fnated. No fish kills occurred 
during drawdown. Following the second drawdown. resistant species such as 
Megalondonta beckff (bur .arfgold). Naja~ flexf11s (naiad), and Potamogeton 
divers f fo lTiis ( pondweed) began to sprea. The ex tent to whi ch res is tint 
specfes may have spread fs unknown. because a flood destroyed the Flowage 
fn 1970 and evaluations were ended (Cooke, 1980a). 

Blue Lake, ore~n. Blue Lake fs an oxbow lake with a surface area of 26.3 
hat a max mum epth of 7.3 •• and a mean depth of 3.4 III. Prior to draw
down. Eurasfan water .flfofl, ~rfofhlllum spicatum, d~fnated the littoral 
areas of the lake. Ourf ng t e w nter of 1981-1982, the like 1 evel was 
dropped 2.7 • to the base of most of the ~ilfoil beds. 

Orawdown reduced the standf ng crop bf omass by 47 percent at depths 1 ess 
than 1.2 II, and "by 57 percent at depths frail 2.4-3. 7~. The death of 
shoots by drying and freezing during drawdown served to reduce milfoil 
bfomass. However, drawdown alone dfd not el1l1inate the lII11fo11, and re
growth from survfvfng rootcrowns was wfdespread. The herbicfde 2,4-0 was 
applied in 1982 to reduce mil foil growth. 

"late'" qua11ty effects that may be seen following reflooding include a 
de~"£ase 1 n Secch1 disc transparency and an increase in tota 1 suspended 
501105, turbidity, chlorophyll-a and total nitrogen and total phosphorus 
co~centrations (Geiger, 1983). -
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Add~~~:M!l In-Like Treltient Techniques 

Severll addition.l .. thods of lake restoration Ire availlble, but hive not 
been applied IS widely as the techniques noted in the previous sections. 
The techni ques that wil 1 be di scussed in thi s secti on inc 1 ude di1 uti on/ 
flushing, techniques to control nuisance aquatic vegetation (che.ical 
applications, harvesting, hlbitat unipullt10n and biological controls), 
and 11.1ng of Icidified water bodies. 

Dilution/Flushing 

Dilution/flushing i~roves like wlter qUllity by reducing the concentrltion 
of the 11.1t1ng nutrient Ind increasing the water exchange rate in the 
lake. Th: ,"esult is I reduction in the bioass of planktoniC algae because 
the loss rite exceeds algll growth rite. The technique is impleDtnted by 
adding low-nutrient water to the lake in order to reduce the concentrltion 
of the 11.it1ng nutrient Ind thereby reduce 11gal growth. In Iddition, 
nutrients and algal biOlllss are washed froll the lake because the water 
exchange rite is increased (Welch, 1979, 1981!, 1981~). 

The purpose of dilution, as suggested earlier, is to deter blue-green algal 
bloa.s by decreasing total phosphorus and total nitrogen, Ind by e11.i
nlting bia.ass at I greater rate thin the growth rate cln supply new cells. 
lhe reduct10n of allelopathic substances excreted by blue-green Ilgae .. y 
also contribute to the increased abundance of diatOlis and green algae 
(Welch and TOIIISek, 1980). 

Use of the dilution/flushing .. thod is .cst feasible when large qUlntities 
of low-nutrient water are ayailable for transport to the lake that is to be 
restored. This condition was .. t in the instances of Moses and Green Lakes 
1 n Washi ngton State. Case histories of these two lakes are discussed 
below. 

Moses Lake, washfnlton. Moses Lake hiS an area of 2,753 ha and a llean 
depth of 5.6 ..rior to restoration by dl1ution/flushing, the lake was 
eutrophic and experfenced blue-green algal bloa.s because of high nutrient 
concentrations. [nflowing water (Crab Creek. (P]-92 ug/l) was diluted with 
low nutrient water frOM the Columbia River «(P)-30 ug/l) with about a 3:1 
dilution of Crab Creek. FollOWing dilution/flushing, Secchi disc depth in 
the lake increased fra. 0.5 • to 1.1 • (April-July values). Total phos
phorus, which had a ~In value of 142 ug/l prior to dilution, was reduced 
to 53 ug/l. Chlorophyll-a Ilso decreased fro. 55 ug/l (meln values for 
Apr11-July) to 9 ug/l (Aprfl-July mean). 

Green Lake, Washington. Green Lake, which is· located in King County, 
Washington state, has a surface area of 104 ha, a .. an depth of 3.8 ., and 
a maximu. depth of 8.8.. Prior to dilution, Green Lake had a high level 
of blue-green algal product10n, and h1gh nutrient levels caused by sub
surface seepage CU.S. EPA, 19S2}. 

Dilution began in 1962 with the Seattle city water supply as the source of 
low nutrient l~ter. The technique applied to Green Lake was one of long
te ... dilution at a relathely low rate. Post-dilution InOnitoring did not 
begin until thre~ years after dilution was begun, and only one pre-dilution 
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Hlbiut Mani1.ulation. Dredging lIlY be used to IleChanically re-ove the 
Whol. plantro. shall~ waters, or it .. y be used to increase the depth to 
• poi nt below whi ch plants are unable to grow. Dredgi ng JNy a 150 relK)ve 
sedi .. nt nutrient sources for aquatic plant growth. 

Shades. ~es. bot~ coverings and drawdown are also included in habitat 
.. n1pulat1on techniques to control aquatic weeds. Black plast1c sheeting 
that floats on the water surface has reportedly controlled growth of 
~riOphYllUil s~icat_ (N1chols and Shaw, 1983). Following four weeks of 
: aaing, the p ants were brown and dead, and there was little or no re
growth during the rest of the s~r. Cook. (1980b) reviewed the various 
_thods that are encOlipassed by the general category of coveri ng bottoftl 
sedi_nts. Included within these techniques are sheeting and screening, 
and s-other1ng with sand or fly ash. Cooke (1980b) concluded: 

o Plastic sheeting appears to be effective in retarding .. crophyte 
growth, but there are problllls w1th applicat10n _thods and in 
anchor1ng the .. ter1al; 

o Ffberglass screens hold pf"Ollise as effect1ve .. ans of controllfng 
.. crophytes, but further evaluation is recom.ended; 

o Sand is apparently not effective if enriched sed1_nt is not first 
r..oved because the sand particles sink into flocculent sediments; 
and 

o Fly ash was not reca..ended because of the negative water qua11ty 
effects (elevated pH, low dfssolved oxygen, high concentrations of 
heavy .. tals) and subsequent effects on the biota. 

The aniline ~e nigrosine has been used in atteMpts to control .acrophytes. 
Although the toxicity of aniline ~es to other organ1~s 15 not known, they 
are very toxic to huaans. Other cons1derations assoc1ated w1th the use of 
dyes include aesthetics, loss of effect through dilutlon, loss of ~e 
through plant uptake and loss by sorptlon to suspended solids and sedll1ent. 

Biological Controls. Biological controls include the use of fish, shell
fish, 1nsects, and disease. Some fish that have been suggested for control 
of aquatl c weeds are the cOlllDOn carp (Cyprl nus carpl 0), roach (Rutn us 
rutilus), rudd (Scard1nus erythoxthalmus), some species of tl1apla (T11ap1a 
%11111, T • .assai61ca', sflver ollar fish (Met~nn1s rooseveltf, M~'ossoma 
argenteuii), whf te aaJr (Ctenophar~ngOdOn 1 de 11 a and hybrf ds of t e whi te 
amur (Mulligan, 1969; Nichols and naw, 1983). It should be noted that the 
introduction of exotic species is strictly regulated in many states. 

Carp are not prf.arily herbfvores, but they serve to decrease plant growth 
by uprooting plants when searching for benthic organisms or when spawning, 
and by increasing turbidity in the water. Although carp have been shown to 
effectively control elodea and curly-l eaved pondweed, they cause water 
quality problems (suspended sediment, turbidity) which can 'ead to the 
d.-ise of sportffsh populatfons (Nfchols and Shaw, 1983). 

Herbivorous ffsh can be used to control certain spectes of aquatic weeds. 
Fo,- exallp 1 e, roach and rudd prefer elodea over 1n11 fof' • Ml1 fo11 is also 
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the least preferred f"~d of Ti1apia spp. The introduction of grass carp at 
Red Haw Lake t Iowa t resul ted 1 n control of Elodea. PotalDOgeton. Cera to
phyllu. and Naial. Th~ bimaass of aquatf~ lIIacrophytes fn the lake 
decreased frOll ,38 g/. in 1973 to 211 gIll in 1976 (Mi tzner. 1978). 
Sfnce .flfofl is not the preferred food of herbivorous fish, there is a 
possfbility that persistent IIIOnocultures of Myriophyllu. spicatUli will 
develop. 

Herbivorous snails have been suggested as potential controls for lIacro
phytes. Although nathe snaf1 species fn temperate regions do not eat 
lIIacrophytes, two South Amerfcan specfes (Marisa cornuarfelis1 L. and 
PaMcea australial1 s) are IIIcrophyte herbivores that lilY potentially be 
used to control pest sDecies. The crayfish Orconectes causeyi t which 
consumes both Elodea ca~ad~~)1s and MyriOthyllu. exa16escens. has also been 
suggested as a !lleans Of 61010g1cal can rol Of macrophytes (Nichols and 
Shaw. 1983). 

Several insects have also been investigated as predators on Eurasian water 
.11fol1. SOlIe of the prOllhfng specfes noted are Parapoynx stratfota, P. 
al1fonealis, Acentrfa nfvea, Lftodactylus leucogaster and all aquatTc 
.,ths. However, IIIOst of these t nsects are not sped '1 c to .11 fol1 • Di 5-
eases that ~ cause declines in .il'oil populations include -Lake Ven1ce
disease and -Northeast- disease. The causes of these two diseases are not 
known nor art:' the 10ng-terat consequences of art1ffcial introduction of 
disease. Thus, the use of pathogens to control 1II11foi1 fs not recommended 
(Nichols and Shaw, 1983). 

Neutralization of Acidified Lakes 

Causes of ACfdits and Problem Definition. Acidfty of surface waters is 
largely causedy two nonpofnt sources: acid .'ne drainage and acid 
precipitation. Acid ~ine drainage results when 1II1ne water COllIeS in contact 
witn sulfur-containing minerals. Acid precipitation is caused by atrlos
pherfc sulfur that 15 released by electric util1tfes and urban and 1n-

.dustrfal operations" that use sulfur-containing fuel. OXidatfon+of sulfur~c 
cQlllpounds produces sulfurfc acid, whfch dissocfates to fOnl Hand S04 -
fons in surface or atmospherfc water (Novotny and Chesters, 1981). 

Acfd .ine drainage and acid precipitation cause undesirable -011go
troph1cation- (a severe loss of producthity caused by the low pH condi
tions), including loss of natural ffsh populations. SallROnid ffsher1es, 
particularly lake trout, are suscept1b1e to acfdiffcation (Goodchild and 
Ha.,lton, 1983). 

The ability of surface waters to neutralize acidic inputs fs largely a 
function of the chMfcal compositfon and solubilfty of the surrounding 
soils and underlying rocks. For example, limestones (CaCO ) and dololllites 
(CaMg{C03),) yfeld fnfinfte acid neutralfzing capacity, wh~reas hard rocks 
such as granftes (i .e., quartz - SiO , feldsrar - KA1Si 0 ) and related 
fgneous rocks, crystall ine metalRO~phit rocks i.e., gnefs1eQ and schfsts) 
and cal careous sandstone are assoc1ated with water that contaf n very low 
concentrati ons of neutral1 z1 ng C(''UpoJnds (Novotny and Chesters, 1981; Lewis 
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and Ole., 1983). Areas of the United States where lakes are highly sensi
tive to acidification are in New England, the Adirondack Mountains of New 
York, the Appalachians, and the Rockies. 

Neutralization. Several .. terials have been considered for use in neu
traHzfng acid lakes. These. include 11.e (CaO, Ca(OH) ), 11.estone 
(CaC03), dola-ite. li .. slags, basic flyash. soda ash, and P~osphorus. Of 
these, li .. and li .. stone are the .ast widely .-ployed to neutralize sur
face waters (Drisco", et a1., 1982). 001 a-i te, dola-itic hydrated 11_, 
and dola.ite quickli .. {each exceeding a 35 percent .. gnesiu. content} M«Y 
also be used. However, l1_stones containing .are than 10 percent .. g
nesiu. carbonate dissolve slowly and are not practical for use in neutral
hing surface waters. .Agricultural 11111stone, while not as effective as 
quickl1_ or hydrated 11 .. , has several advantages: it is noncaust;c, 
relatively inexpensive, relatively free of harwful cont_inants, and does 
not produce har.ful alkaline conditions (Britt and Fraser, 1983). 

Application. Techniques for li .. application in lakes include using trucks 
(blowers), boats (blowers, slurries, bags), aircraft, and sedi .. nt injec
tion syst .. s. The proper ti_ and place to apply neutralhfng agents 
depends upon two .. in factors: the ti .. and location of acidic episodiC 
events (e.g., sno--.lt, autUM.l rafns). and relationships between such 
events and the critical 11fe stages of aquatic biota. For exallple, in 
di.ictic lakes, .bing and distribution of 11_ is enhanced when it is 
applied during the spring overturn. However, spring acidic snowaelt 
creates two probl .. s. First, neutralization .. y occur too late to prevent 
fish ~~o and f~ .artality that is caused by acidic sno ... lt. Second, 
the colder snow-.l t water lilY be 1 ess dense than deeper 1 ake water, and 
.ixing with neutralized water say be inhibited (Britt and fraser, 1983). 

Li.ing the entire lake area is desirable, but -.y not be feasible because 
of ti .. and other resource constraints. Alternatively, application of li .. 
over the deepest part of the lake allows the particles of CaC03 .are ti.e 
to react within the water col~n. Another alternative .ay be to distribute 
li .. stone in Shallow littoral zones where wave action enhances dissolution 
(Britt and fraser, 1983). An alternative liming strategy involves 
ch .. ica"y treating watersheds, thereby neutralizing the associated aquatic 
ecosystem. Methods to estimate lime requirements are found in Boyd (1982) 
and Driscol', et al. (1982). 

Li.1n~ Effects. The biological consequences of liming have been summarized 
by Ru tberg and Andersson (1982) and Britt and fraser (1983). Case histo
ries of limed lakes show the following changes in lake biota: 

o Decreases in acidophilic algae and IIIOsses, with concurrent in
creases in diversity of planktonic algae; 

o PredOlinance of cladocerans shifts to a predominance of copepods 
after neutralization; 

o Reduction in benthic biOMaSS after liming, but eventual recovery 
with repopulation of less acid tolerant species; 
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o Most ffsh specfes respond pos1t1veiy, with enhanced survfval due 
to successful spawning and hatching. 

~ chelfcal changes caused by neutralizatfon .. y be of concern. Toxfcfty 
changes of ;etals, especfally alu.in~, .. y have serious enviro~ntal con
sequences. Alu.fnu. toxicity varfes wfth pH changes; gill d..age to fish 
lIlY be caused when a l.i n~ reacts wi th hydroxides frOil pH 4.4 to 5.2, 
whfle other studfes indicate that alu.inUJI is IIOst toxic to fish fro. pH 
5.2 to 5.4 (Brftt and Fraser, 1983). The sediments of a lflled lake IDlY 
beca. sinks for alUilinu. and other toxic llleta~ s as pH fs raised and the 
.. tals are removed fro. the water coluan. If the lake is allowed to re
acfdffy after several years of treat.ent, the reaobilization of .. tals may 
Cluse serfous biologfcal problels. 

Watershed Management 

The qualfty of a lakels water is often a direct manifestation of the number 
and types of pollutfon sources in the surrounding watershed. Agrfcultural 
prlctices such as tfllage, the use of fertflizers, and operations of con
fined anfllll feedlots lilY potentially increase the loss of sedillents and 
nutrients fro. the land and accelerate the natural process of lake 
eutrophication. In urban areas, .. ny pollutants are carrfed to lakes in 
storDllater runOff, vf a c0lllb1 ned sewers, stOnl sewers and di rect surface 
runoff. 

The effectiveness of in-lake restoration technfques would be short-lived if 
the cause of eutrophication (high nutrient input) was not corrected. 
Watershed pollution control techniques are important corrective and often 
preventfve measures. The follOWing sections highlfght watershed management 
technfques that help control nonpofnt sources of pollutfon frOli agricul
tural and urban areas. 

Agricultural Pollution Control 

Control of Sediment Input and Associated Nutrients. One of the most iMpor
tant water pollutants that results frOll agricultural activities is the 
sediment input fro. eroding croplands. Sediment itself is a physical pol
lutant, and in addition serves as a vehicle to transport nutrients, 
pesticides, toxic chemicals, organic matter, and inorganfc matter to water 
bodies. Techniques to reduce soil loss fra. agricultural lands have been 
discussed fn the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency pub11cation entitled 
Effectiveness of S011 and Water Conservation Practices for Pollution 
Control (19796) and in a pu6lication by Stewart, et a1. (1975). Several 
So11 and Water Conservation Practices (SWCP 1. wi 11 be discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

No-Ttll Planting. Planting 15 accompl fshed by placing seeds in the sol1 
without tillage, using a fluted coulter that leaves the vegetative cover 
virtually undisturbed. Chemical herbicides are "sed to control weeds and 
previously planted crops. No-till planting can rf:duce sol1 loss to less 
than 5 percent as compared to conventional plowing and planting practices 
(Novotny and Chesters, 1981). However, this met~~1 requires a greater use 
of herbiCides, and lower yields may be expected or: some sof1s. Because 
vegetative cover is left to decompose on the surface. the loss of soluble 
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plant nutrients is greater in runoff frOM nv-till than fro. convent10nal1y
tilled plots (U.S. EPA. 1982). 

In s~ry. no-till far.ing reduces runoff and erosion losses. Therefore. 
losses of strongly adsorbed and solid phase pollutants (total phosphorus 
and organic nitrogen) are decreased. Losses of weakly adsorbed pesticides 
and plant nutrients (dissolved phosphorus) lIay 1 ncrease; but overall the 
no-till technique is effective in reducing losses of both phosphorus and 
nitrogen. 

Conservation Tfllage. Thfs technfque replaces conventional plowing with a 
fo~ of noninversion tillage that retains sa.e of the plant residue on the 
surface. A chisel, field cultivator, or disk can be used for tilling. -ihe 
organic residue cover protects the soil surface fro. erosion and decreases 
the volume and velocity of runoff (U.S. EPA, 1979b). Because runoff volu.e 
and sofl loss are reduced, losses of strongly adsorbed organiC phosphorus, 
organic nitrogen and insecticides are decreased. 

Sod-Based Rotations. This systell involves the periodiC rotation of row 
crops and a sod crop such as alfalfa, other legu .. s, or grasses. Plowing 
the sod f.proyes ffltratfon and reduces erod1bfl1ty. Increased soil 
poros1 ty hel ps decrease surface runoff, and the reduction in runoff can 
continue for several years of continuous row crops after ~:Ie :011 crop is 
plowed under (U.S. EPA, 1982). 

An additional benefft of sod-based rotations fs that crop rotatfons lessen 
the need for applications of fertilfzers and pesticides by increasing soil 
organic IIItter and specfes diversfty. Also, leglDes help res·tore nitrogen 
to soils through ffxation of at.ospheric nitrogen. 

Cover Crops. Shredded stalks of corn or sorgh~ can be left on fields 
during the non-growing season, thereby reducing runoff and soil loss f~ 
nOMlilly fallow fields. More protection fro1l surface runoff is provided 
from the cover crop that is left in place than by late-seeded small-grain 
winter cover on plowed fields (Novotny and Chesters, 1981). 

Terraces. Terraces divide the field into segments with lesser or near
horizontal slopes, thereby reducing the slope effect on erosion rates. 
Generally. terraces consist of an embankment or a combination of an embank
.. nt and a channel that diverts or stores surface runoff. 

Terraces are more effective in reducing erosion than in decreasing surface 
runoff. Consequently. terraces are DIOst effective in reduct ng strongly 
adsorbed substances such as total phosphorus and paraquat (S.1th, et al., 
1979). Impoundment terraces, which retain runoff in surface storage areas, 
reduce both runoff volume and sediment loss, but the eventual percolation 
of the stored water may increase the nitrogen loading to the groundwater. 

Other Methods to Prevent Sediment and Nutrient Losses. Contouring, ridge 
planting, contour listing, and strip cropping are methods that are designed 
to create barriers perpendicular to the natural dfrection of flow. Runoff 
volume and water velocity are thus decreased. In the technique of contour 
plowing, crop rows and plowing follow the natural contour of the land. 
This practi ce provi des excell ent erosion control for moderate rai nstorms 
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(Novotny and Chesters. 198!). Rfdge plantfng fnvolves planting crops on 
preforwed ridges that follow the natural contours of the f1 ~l d. Crop 
residues are pushed into the furrows between rows. further dete~ring runoff 
and erosion (U.S. EPA, 1982). 

A special plow (lister) is required to fOMi alternating ridges and furrows 
for contour l1stfng. Row crops are then planted either in the bottOll 
furrows or the ridge tops. Contour strip croppfng is accOllplfshed by 
alternatfng the cultivated crops with strips of grass or close growing 
crops. 

The principal erosion control practices for use on croplands are su.-arized 
in Table IV·-4. 

Waste Management Planning. The plannfng of a waste .. nag~ent systel helps 
prevent the owner frOil investing in unnecessary cOlllponents. Evaluatfons 
include estfmations of liquid and solid waste sources on a fanl and devel
oplent of a ca.plete system to manage them wfthout degrading air, soil or 
water resources. An operat.fon plan, whfch provides specffic detafls for 
operatfon of the systa.. should include: 

1. T1.1ng, rates, vol&Jnes, and locations for applications of waste 
and, ff appropriate, approxfllate num~er of trfps for hauling 
equ1~nt and an est1aate of the t1me requ1red. 

2. M1 n1lh11 and .ax1l1a. operatfon 1 evel s for storage and trea1Jlent 
practices and other operatfons speciffc to the practfce, such as 
estiaated frequency of·solids re.oval. 

3. Safety warnings, particularly where there is danger of drownfng or 
exposure to pofsonous or explosive gases. 

4. Maintenance requirenents for each of the practfces. 

Waste Storage Ponds. The purpose of waste storage ponds is to t~porarfly 
store lfqufd and solfd wastes, wastewater. and polluted runoff untfl ft can 
be applied to land wfthout polluting surface or ground water. COBIOn uses 
of waste storage ponds are storage of 1111 khouse wastes and lIanure and 
storage of polluted runoff fra. feedlots and barnyards. 

Diversions or dikes are usually cOIIbf ned wi th systetlls eIIployf n9 waste 
storage ponds. Clear water dfversfon systems dfrect water frOli upland 
watersheds away from feedlots or barnyards. Polluted runoff .ay be 
collected and dfrected to storage ponds by constructfng.a syst~ of curbs, 
gutters or terraces. Design of waste storage ponds should consider the 
lIaximUil period of time between emptying, which varies according to 
precipitation, runoff, and waste volume. 

Waste Storage Structures. Waste storage structures such as stcrage tanks 
and lIIanure stacking facflitfes serve the same purposes as waste storage 
ponds, and while storage structures are more expensive they o#fer several 
,advantages. Advantages include preservation of nutrient content ?f stored 
wastes, minimization of odors, management flexibility and ·:lIproved 
aesthetics. 
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TABLE IV- 4 
PRINCIPAl TYPES OF CROPlAND EROSION CONTROL PRACTICES AND THEIR HIGHLIGHTS 

No-.ill pbII •• p.ior-crop .nWlICS 

E2 

El 

E .. Ncadowlaa .ot ..... 

W.'er ~, c.opI 

E6 I .. "owd toil fe.lllily 

Timinc of rlCld opcr •• kMu 

E8 

Noll effect," .. dew .... ,.au or .... .,...; IIjplr cffcctiwe • crop raW .. ; ....... .... 
• ___ , Maraca •• ,,0YWa ,cu .. --s coallol; reduces .... .acIIiM •• M 'lid ........ lI; 
dela,. toil w ....... ud .. " .. ; rcq.1Iet MOte pesticide ...... " •• ; liraill fer.iIize.- ud pa'icWe-
pbcaMII' op'ioN; 101M diraalk ..... soil .ctt.iclioM. 

l..m.dcs .... ieI, or ..,....to •• ,"C.I ,IIa, .c.aia IC*C of 'M rnWun .. 1M ",'ace; .-ore widely 
acbp,abIe bu. IOnIC ..... leu cffcc."" ..... E I; ......... aacI ......... ra,a .-.aI, .... at E 1 
tNt to Intel clc:srec. 

Good IIICaItowslote wir • ....., 110 IOiI ud redllCe croao. f.a. .. cadi .. crops; lout IOiI to. pa.'" 
.edllCCd bu. Ioucs .-qulr ........ _ .ota'" c,de; aid. co .. roI of ........... .. 

pettI;..cNC fct.iMzcr-pIac:erMII. opt"'; lea raIWDIII.~ f,.,. ... ' rur.;pca'ct pot.III ... ... 
peNt of ••• c ........ ; 101M dlrMtk .... ncuo.a. 

A6d 1ft dileue .1Id pcII CCMllroI; •• , "cMdc .arc COII'.UOU tcMf proCecdoll I .... OM-crop " ..... ; 
ad .. crrcc'r.e , .... El. 

Reduce •• ter c.osicNI .M .. COllI .. ower .... Mal mnowed .... fter low-retWue cropt; ,,0'" aood 
base fOf doll'b •• i., .ell' c'op; .... 1Iy 110 ........... ow. M • ., cower of chopped ..... Of lb •• ; 

may .cdlt« icacllina or ai'ra'c; •• Ic ... by winlcr cowe ... y reduce yield of cull Clop. 

c •• wbs'.n.~lly .cdUl"C crusioll 11111 •• at .cll at inc.cue crop y6cicb. 

Faa plowin, {.cll" •• cs_.e ,lIMly pia ...... _ • .,rtap. bul II "cally WreIlCl .iIIle. ud earl, 
SP'IAJ erosion hazards; op.iMuM ... 11 .. of spriq open'toN cu reduce croao. .nd _relIC yic". 

RouP. cloddy .. rface"cues illfUlra.ioII and red..ces crosiorl; .uell'" effec.'" ...... EI ud £2 
wilen Ione •• in pcrkldl ocaI.; ICCdIia, iliad ••• y be poor whe • .,a.urc ~ittont arc leta ..... 
opt __ . "'uk" effect II kIP ")I pIowiota. 
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Waste Treat=ent Lagoons. Treataent lagoofl$ May be designed as anaerob1c, 
aerobic, or aerated lagoons. They are used ~··incipat1y to treat liquid 
wastes. 

Anaerobic l:goons are the lOst ca..only used. They require less area than 
aerobfc lagoons, and do not need require electricity for operation, as do 
aerated syst~s. Treated wastes aay be lower in nitrogen due to a..anfa 
volatilization; therefore. the waste 8y be applfed over a s .. ller land 
area. 

Aerobic lagoons are used for weak agricultural wastes, such as those 
originating froll .11k centers. They requir! large surface areas, and the 
effluent is rarely suitable for discharye to ~urface' water. 

Filter Strips. In this _thod, runoff frOll feedlots and barnyards flows 
over grassy strips. The strips help reduce the volume and pollution 
content by so11 percolatfon, the filtration capabflfty of the grass, and 
volatl1 fzat1 on. 

Waste Utilization. Waste utilization refers to where and when IIInure 
should be applied to land. Its purpose is to use the wastes as fertilizer 
for crops, forage and ffber productfon, to prevent erosion, to f~rove or 
IIIfntafn sofl structure, t? produce energy, and to safeguard water 
resources. 

Factors to be considered include the land areas available, and the crops 
that will be grown. Other factors that should be considered are the ti.ing 
of applfcation. nutrient release rates. soil types, and climite. 

Urban Runoff Pollution Control 

lakes in urban areas are subject to pollution fra. stormwater runoff whfch 
enters lakes via coabined sewers, stor. sewers, and direct surface runoff. 
The runoff contains high concentrations of sediment, nutrients, heavy 
letals and toxic ch.-icals. 

During stor. events, the capacfty of combined sewer lines may be exceeded, 
and overflow structures at sewage treabDent plants or in the sewerage 
sys~ are desfgned to discharge the excess into surface water bodies. The 
·fi rst f1 ush effect- refers to the phenOllenon 1 n cOlllb1 ned sewer overflow 
sallples whereby the highest concentrations of BOD§, suspended solids, 
grease and other pollutants are found during the earliest part of astor. 
event. Accumulated solid deposfts that contafn organfc matter undergoing 
decay in cOllbf ned, sani tary and stor. sewers lIay increase BOD5 concen
tratfons to levels greater than those of normal untreated dry-weather 
wastewater (lager and Snlith, 1974). long periods between rainfa", low 
sewer slopes, infrequent cleaning, and failure to block off or clean catch 
basins lIagnify pollutant concentrations in combined sewer overflows, and 
(to a lesser extent) stOni sewer discharges. 

Several management alternatives are available t~ alleviate problems caused 
by urban stonnwater. Techniques may be groupe~ into three categories: 
land management, collection system modifications, and storage. While 
detailed descriptions of urban runoff control meas~res are beyond the scope 
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of this .. null, severll COllponents of each category will be briefly SUII
.. rized in the followfng paragraphs. 

Land Manlg..ent. Land IIInlgelent practices fnclude those measures designed 
to reduce urban Ind construction site storNWater runoff at the source. by 
e.ploying Best Manage.ent Practices (BMPs). On-site .easures can be 
further diyfded into low structural or non-structural controls. 

Low structural control leasures require physical ~difications in a 
construction or urbanizing area. The .ost co .. on on-site control fs 
storage. Storage attenuates peak runoff flows I treats runoff (detenti anI 
sedilentation), or contains the flow in cOibination with another treatment 
process such as retention/percolation (Lynard, et al., 1980). 

Non-structural control lItasures include surface sanitation. chMical use 
control, use of natural drainage, and certafn erosfon/sedf.entatfon control 
practices (Ffeld, et a1., 1977). Surface sanitation (street sweeping 
operations) lIay haye a sfgnfffcant flllpact on the quantity of pollutants 
washed off by stor.water. Certafn street cleaning techn1ques are able to 
retIOve 93 percent of the dry we1 ght solf ds, which .ake up 'a s1 gn1 f1 cant 
port10n of the overall pollution potent1al (Field, et al., 1977; Lager Ind 
S.1th, 1974). A frequently overlooked leasure for reducing the pollution 
potentfal frol urban Ireas fs reduction fn the use of fertfllzers, pestf
c1des and deicfng .aterfals. Suggestfons for IItthods to reduce such fnputs 
can be found 1n Lager and S.1th (1974) and Ffeld, et al. (1977). 

Construction In urbanized areas replaces areas of natural Inflltrat~on and 
drainage wtth i.peryious areas. The result is increased runoff and 
flowrates, and decreased infiltration to the groundwater. Use of natural 
drainage helps reduce drainage costs and pollution, while it enhances 
groundwater supplies and flood protection (Field, et al., 1977). 

Non-structural erosion/sedi .. ntation controls include cropping (seeding and 
sodding). use of IlUlch blankets, nettings, chellieal so11 stabi1fzers and 
earthen be,..s. These .asures are described in Lager and SIIith (1974), 
Field, et al. (1977), and ~nard, et al. (1980). 

Collection Stste. Controls. Collection system controls include sewer 
separatfon,nflow control, flushing and polymer injections, regulators, 
and remote flow .anitorlng and control. Several of these alternattYes are 
briefly described below. 

Sewer Separation. Sewer separation refers to the conversion of a combined 
sewer system into separate santtary and storm sewer systems. The practice 
of sewer separation has been used for IIIny years, but Lager and Smith 
(1974) note two main reasons for reevaluating sewer separation. The first 
reason stems fro. changes In physical condftlons and quality standards from 
the past, which include: (1) increases in urban Il11pervious areas and 
IllUnicipal water usage, causing overflows of Increased duration and quan
tity; (2) rapid industrial expansion, causing increased quantities of 
industrial wastewaters in the overflows; (3) Increasing environmental 
concern for better water qua1fty; and (4) the rea1fzation that the total 
amount of available fresh water Is limited and that complete reclamation of 
substantial portions of the flow JDay be necessary in the future. The 
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second reason includes: (i) separated stor. sewer discharges contain pol
lutants that affect the recehir:~ water and create new problllls; and (2) 
stor. sewer discharges occur ~r .. frequently and last longer than c~fned 
sewer overflows because ca-bined sewer regulators prevent overflows during 
.ino,. events. 

Lager and S8ith (l974) concluded that in _ny cases the separation of 
existing ca-bfned sewer syst .. s Is not practically or econ08ica11y feasible 
to resolve c08bined sewer proble1s. A feasibility study including the cost 
of a 1 t.rnlti 'Ie _thods waul d i nd-j ,,:ate the pract1 ca 11 ty of each opti on. 

Infiltration/lnfiow Control. Prob1e.s result fro. infiltration into sewers 
fro. groundwater sources, a"~ high inflow rates through direct- connections 
fro. sources other than those which the sewers are intended to serve. 
Exallples of infiltration are the V01UMS of water that enter the sewer 
syst .. through _nhole walls, cracks, defective joints. and illegal 
connections. 

R..ate Flow Monitoring and Control. Co~uterized collection sys~ control 
can be app11ed to upgrade collbined sewer systetlS. Control systells are 
intended to assist fn routing and storing c08bined sewer flows to 
effectively use interceptor and 11ne capacities (Lager and SIIith. 1974). 
The control :~;steM is able to sense and repo,.t .inute-to-.inute systell 
status, including flow levels, quantities. treat.ent rates, PUlPing rates, 
gate (regulator) positions. and characteristics at significant locations in 
the SYStM. Such observations II4Y ass 1st in detenaining where necessary 
overflows can be discharged with the least iMpact. The control system also 
provides a means for manipulating the syst .. to .. ximua advantage. 

Stora,e. Storage of runof' effectively prevents or reduces sto,..,ater 
runol fro. entry into coabined sewers and surface water bodies. Storage 
fac111t1es can provide cOllplete or short-tena retention of sto ...... ater 
flows. Retention facilities .ay incorporate infiltration syst~s such as 
gravel bottoms or tile drains. 

Detention basins are capable of reducing peak flow voluaes fra. stonas, and 
p,.ov1d1ng a sedllDent t,.ap for suspended sol1ds. The gradual release of 
stoMaWater lessens i~acts caused by flooding, erosion, and disruption of 
aquatic habitats (U.S. EPA, 1982). 

Sto,..,ater flows to treatnlent p lints. and subsequent overflows. lIay be 
controlled by in-11ne or off-11ne storage fac11it1es. Storage fac111t1es 
have several advantages: they are basically si_ple 1n design and opera
tion, they respond without difficulty to intenlittent and randOll sto ... 
behavior. they are relathely unaffected by flow and qual1ty changes, and 
they are capable of providing flow equaltzation (Lager and SIIIith, 1974). 
Drawbacks of storage basins include their large s1ze (real estate require
.ents and therefore cost). visual impact and the need to prov1de for solids 
dewatering and disposal. 

Storage facilities .ay be 1n-linA • i" which regulators and pumping stations 
are used to store stormwater runof~ in areas of the sewer system with extra 
capacity. or off·l;ne,-whfch may be concrete vaults. or storage basins such 
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IS descrfbed ear1fer. Detlfled infonnltion concerning storage faci1fties 
15 avaflable in Lager and SIIfth (1974), Field (1977), and Lynard, et a1-
(1980) • 
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APPENDIX A 

PALMER'S LISTS OF POLLUTION TOLERANT ALGAE 

Source: Pll~r, 1969 
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APPENDIX A 
PALMER'S LISTS OF POLLUTION TOLERANT ALGAE 

TABL[ A-1 

POLLUTION-TOLERANT GENERA OF AlGAE 
LIST OF THE 60 MOST TOLERANT GENERA, 

IN ORDER OF DECREASING EMPHASIS 8Y 165 AUTHORITIES 

Groupa 
No. 

Genus authors 

Euglena F 97 
Oscfllatorfa a 93 
Chluyda.onas F 68 
SCenedeSlMlS G 10 
Chlorella G 60 
Nitzchia D 58 
Navicula D 61 
StfgeocloniUli G 50 
Snynedra D 44 
Ankistrodesws G 36 
Phaeus F 39 
Phonlidt_ 8 37 
Melosira 0 37 
GOliphonetil 0 35 
Cyclotel,. 0 35 
ClosteriUli G 34 
Mferlett nt WI G 27 
Pandor1na F 32 
Anaeyst1s B 28 
Lepocine11s F 25 
Spfrogyra G 26 
Anabaena 8 27 
Crypto.anas F 27 
Ped1astrUli G 28 
Arthrospi ra B 18 
TraehelO11Onas F 26 
Carteria F 21 
Chlorogon1U11 F 23 
Fragl1arh D 24 
Ulothrix G 25 
Surirella 0 27 
Stephanodfscus 0 22 
Eudorina F 23 
l,yngbya B 17 
Ooeystfs G 20 
Agmen~~'UDJ B 19 
Spfrulfnl B 17 
pyrobot:-y. F 16 
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Total 
Points 

172 
161 
115 
112 
103 
98 
92 
69 
58 
57 
57 
52 
51 
48 
47 
45 
44 
42 
39 
38 
31 
36 
36 
35 
34 
34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
32 
30 
28 
28 
21 
25 
24 



TABLE A-1 (CONTINUED) 

No. Genus Groupa 

39 CYlibella 0 
40 Actfnastr~ G 
41 Coelastrull G 
42 Cladophora G 
43 Hantz,ch1a 0 
44 D1atom.: D 
45 SpondylO11OI"U11 F 
46 Golenk1nia G 
47 Achnanthes 0 
48 Synura F 
49 P1nnularia 0 
50 ChlorococctMI G 
51 Ast.rf on.11 a 0 
52 Coccon.fs 0 
53 COSllar1u. G 
54 Gon1.- F 
55 Tr1bonella G 
56 Staurone1 s 0 
57 S.l.nastl'"Ull G 
58 Dfctyospha.rf~ G 
59 Cytlatop 1 eura 0 
60 crucfgenfa G 

IGroupS: 8, blue-green; 0, d1ata.; F. flagellate; G. green. 

SOURCE: Pa'mer, 1969. 
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NO. Total 
authors Points 

19 24 
20 24 
21 24 
22 24 
18 23 
19 22 
16 21 
14 19 
16 19 
14 18 
15 18 
13 17 
14 17 
14 17 
14 17 
15 17 
10 16 
14 16 
13 15 
11 14 
13 14 
13 14 



TABLE A-2 

POLLUTION-TOLERANT GENERA OF ALGAE 
LIST OF THE 80 MOST TOlERANT SPECIES. 

IN ORDER OF DECREASING EMPHASIS BY 165 AUTHORITIES 

Group· 
No. Total 

No. Genus authors Points 

1 Euglen. vi ri dis F 50 93 
2 Ni tzschi a pa lea 0 45 69 
3 Oscillatori. li~sa B 29 42 
4 ScenedeSIUs quadricauda G 26 41 
5 Oscillatoria tenuis B 26 40 
6 St1geocloniua tenue G 25 34 
7 Synedra ulna D 2S 33 
8 Ankistrode.,s 'alcatus G 21 32 
9 Pandor1na IIONII F 23 30 

10 Oscillatoril chlorina B 17 29 
11 Chlorell. vulgaris G 19 29 
12 Arthrospira jenneri B 15 28 
13 Melosira varians 0 22 28 
14 Cyclotell. ~negh1n1ana D 20 27 
15 . Euglena gracilis. F 18 26 
16 Nftzschfa acicularts D 18 26 
17 Navicula cryptocephala 0 19 25 
18 Oscillatorla princeps B 16 24 
19 Oscillatorla putrlda B 13 23 
20 Go.phonema parvulua 0 14 23 
21 Hantlschfa a~hfoxys 0 18 23 
22 Osc1l1atoria chalybea B 14 ..... 

~~ 

23 Stephanodiscus hantzschil 0 16 22 
24 Eugl ena oxyuris F 15 21 
25 Closteri~ aceros~ G 16 21 
26 Scenedesmus obltquus G 16 21 
27 Chlorella pyreno1dosa G 11 20 
28 Crypto.onas erosa F 15 20 
29 Eudorfna elegans F 16 20 
30 Euglena acus F 16 20 
31 Surirella ovata D 16 20 
32 Lepocinclis OVUI F 14 19 
33 Osclllatoria fOrBOsa B 14 19 
34 Oscillatoria splendida B 14 19 
35 Phacus pyrua F 11 18 
36 M1cractfn1U1 pus1ltua G 12 18 
37 Ag .. nellu. quadrldupllcatWi 8 13 18 
313 Melosira granul.ta 0 14 18 
39 Pedf.st~ boryanu. G 15 18 
40 Dtatoma vulgare D 17 18 
41 Lepoc1nclis texta F 12 17 
42 Euglena deses F 13 17 
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TABLE A-2 (CONTINUED) 

Groupa 
NO. Total 

No. Genus authors Points 

43 Spondyla.or~ quaternari~ F 13 17 
44 Pho~1diUl unc1nat~ B 15 17 
45 Chl"ydononas reinnard11 F 10 16 
46 Chlorogoni~ euchlor~ F 10 16 
47 Euglena polymorpha F 11 16 
48 Phacus pleuronectes F 11 16 
49 Navicula viridula 0 13 16 
50 Phor.idiUM autUinale B 13 16 
51 Oscillatoria lauterbornii 8 8 15 
52 Anabaena constricta B 9 15 
53 Euglena pfscffor.is F 11 15 
54 Act1nastrUi hantz5ch11 G 13 15 
55 synedra acus 0 9 14 
56 Chlorogonfua elon9at~ F 10 14 
57 Synura uv.lla F 11 14 
58 Cocconefs placentula 0 12 14 
59 Nitzschia sf~fdea 0 12 14 
60 Coelastr~ .fcroporUi G 13 14 
61 Achnanthes M1nutfssf.a 0 10 13 
62 C~topleura solea 0 12 13 
63 Seenedegaus df.orphus G 8 12 
64 Fragilaria crotonensis 0 9 12 
65 Anacyst1s cyanea B 10 12 
66 Navicula cuspfdata D 10 12 
67 Scenede~us acu.1natus G 10 12 
68 Euglena fntenaedia F 11 12 
69 Ped1astru. duplex G 11 12 
70 Closteri~ lefble1nif G 8 11 
71 Oscillatoria brevis 8 8 11 
72 Trachelomonas volvocina F 8 11 
73 Dictyosphaeri~ pulchellum G 9 11 
74 Fragflar1a capucfna 0 9 11 
75 Cladophora gloaerata G 10 11 
76 Crypto-anas ovata F 10 11 
77 Gonfum pectorale F 10 11 
78 Euglena proxima F 7 10 
79 Pyrobotrys gracilis F 7 10 
80 Tetraedron ~uticu. G 7 10 

aGroups: B, blue-green; 0, diatom; F, flagellate; G, green. 

SOURCE: palmer, 1969. 
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APPENDIX 8 

u.s. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY·S PHYTOPLANKTON TROPIC INDICES 

Source: U.S. EPA. 197'! 
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All genus-trophic-values used in formulating the phytoplankton ~r'o~hic 
indices are presented in Table B-1. The genus-trophic-values, total 
phosphorus (TOTAlP). chlorophyll-! (CHlA), and total Kjeldahl nitrogen 
(KJEL) in Table 8-1 are simply mean photic zone values associated with 
the dominant occurrences of each genus. TOTAlP/CONC, CHLA/CONC, and 
KJEl/CONC were calculated by dividing the TOTAlP, CHLA, and KJEl values 
by the corresponding mean cell count. Also given in Table 8-1 is a 
genus-trophic-mult1variate-value (MV) calculated for each genus using 
the following formula: 

MY • Log TOTAlP + log CHlA + log KJEL - log SECCHI 
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TABLE B-1 
TROPHIC VALUES OF SELECTED GENERA·BASED UPON MEAN PARAMETER VAlUES ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR OCCURRENCES 
AS OOHINANTS. 

DOMINANT TOTALP CHlA KJEl 
GEflJS OCCURRENCES TOTAlP CtLA KJEL CONe fOif CONe MY 

AohnantMe 6 29 11.5 734 .027 .001 .689 3.53 
Aotina8tn4m 2 56 3.5 594 .142 .009 1.508 3.62 
AnabaBPla 33 183 19.7 1015 .098 .011 .545 4.82 
Anabasnop8is 7 70 32.9 1393 .008 .004 .165 5.01 
An1cistJtodeen&l8 9 75 17.9 573 .082 .020 .626 4.25 
Anomo fJOnsi 8 3 10 5.4 364 .005 .002 .166 2.32 
Aphaniaomeraon 41 147 37.6 1437 .058 .015 .569 5.18 
Aphanooap.a 4 242 21.1 1427 .034 .003 .200 5.04 
Aphanotlwtoe 3 65 32.4 1493 .009 .004 .203 4.98 
ArtJutoepiN 2 51 21.0 1227 .022 .009 .519 4.37 
Ae urio".l la 36 36 9.6 491 .023 .006 .310 3.87 
Attheya 1 70 \,4 473 \ .892 .038 \2.784 3.23 
Binuo learia 1 42 6.7 425 .038 .006 .384 3.37 
Bo tl'JIOOOOCU8 2 56 10.3 1049 .013 .002 .250 4.20 
Caruria 2 509 44.5 1513 .176 .015 .523 6.04 
CaoatiU1'll 2 140 5.2 1046 3.784 .141 28.270 3.84 
Chlamydomonas 4 847 55.1 3143 .162 .011 .601 6.75 
Chlorella 3 70 53. 1 991 .015 .012 .215 5.13 
Chr~lina 1 8 1"0.0 348 .008 .010 .336 2.46 
CJuooooooaue 19 163 46.6 1630 .028 .008 .283 5.37 
ChI'oomona8 1 116 32.9 1421 .084 .024 1.032 5.50 
ChrYBoeapea 1 10 7.9 261 .015 .012 .380 2.16 
Chl'YBOOOOau.S 2 1580 75.0 4631 .197 .009 .576 7.32 
Clo8teroiunl 4 20 19.8 698 .007 .007 .249 3.60 
Cl')lllas trum 6 60 13.4 1208 .077 .017 1.549 4.36 
rOIlZoRphaerium 6 44 11.7 888 .097 .026 1.965 3.82 
C08o·i.nodi8Ol48 3 138 62.1 1261 .053 .024 .488 5.25 
Co trrIGD'iuni 3 14 9.9 586 .003 .002 .115 3.27 
CJoucigenia 2 361 11.8 1048 .696 .023 2.019 4.67 

Continued 
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TABLE B-1 
TROPHIC VAlUES OF SELECTED GENERA BASED UPON MEAN PARAMETER VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR OCCURRENCES 
AS DOMINANTS (Continued) 

DOMINANT TOTALP CHLA KJ£L 
GENUS OCCURRENCES TOTAlP CHLA KJEl CONe CliiC CMfC MY 

Cryptomona. 72 115 16.5 798 .102 .015 .711 4.53 
CyclouU4 83 185 29.9 1053 .073 .012 .418 4.10 
DaDtJi l.ocoooop.i. 58 178 25.0 1041 .026 .004 .153 5.05 
Dictyoqha.u. 1 18 10.8 949 .050 .030 2.658 3.45 
DiI1O~ 31 27 8.1 594 .043 .013 .938 3.16 
i\4gt~ 8 318 24.S 1481 .190 .015 .884 5.70 
111I1ON 1 178 8.6 1199 3.296 .159 22.204 4.88 
Fragil.aritJ 45 64 17.5 843 .• 019 .005 .247 4.13 
~ 4 8 6.4 403 .020 .016 1.025 2.34 
ClDMJay.ti. 6 35 10.9 639 .057 .018 1.034 3.50 
Glo.otMce 2 9 4.0 412 .069 .031 3.169 2.23 
Go Zenlcinia 2 615 26.9 1040 .195 .009 .330 5.60 
~ 1 10 7.4 782 .019 .014 1.507 
GompItD~ 4 25 8.3 1270 .123 .041 6.225 3.65 
GJIffJIDdilria.lll 2 9 2.8 256 .053 .016 1.506 1.68 
KiI'o1rurUZl4 8 139 7.6 755 .123 .007 .669 4.15 
Lpgbfla 99 99 29.5 14'18 .008 .002 .115 4.98 
NaZ~. 6 87 6.0 642 .798 .055 5.890 3.62 
MelDriM 255 94 18.1 774 .034 .006 .277 4.49 
lI.n..opalia 22 183 33.6 1387 .059 .011 .444 5.34 
lIellD8tiglna 1 57 12.8 571 .131 .029 1.310 4.04 
IIiol'aOti...u. 1 101 52.8 1098 .041 .021 .446 5.22 
IIiarooI/.tie 53 148 37.5 1457 .056 .014 .547 5.27 
IIoug«Jtia 2 76 29.2 990 .058 .'22 .757 5.09 
Navicula 6 74 8.2 490 .127 .(:14 .838 3.93 
Rit-.JlIOhUi 29 92' 26.5 883 .042 .012 .402 4.78 
Ot:ol/etie 5 38 14.0 1098 .005 .002 .157 3.97 
!)eoi.Z Urto,.u, 105 125 39.2 1356 .014 .004 .150 5.27 
PeMdini.wrt 6 16 8.4 595 .054 .029 2.024 3.01 
Phaoue 2 2523 22.8 4049 3.955 .036 6.346 7.59 

Continued 
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TABLE 
TROPHIC VAlUES OF SELECTED GENERA BASED UPON MEAN ~~TER VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR OCCURRENCES 
AS DOMINANTS (Continued) 

DOMINANT 19~1P Ctl.A UEl 
GENUS OCCURRENCES TOTAlP CHlA ~El ~ ~ MY 

Phormidium 3 172 113.2 1955 .102 .067 1.164 5.77 
PinnuZaMa 1 4 0.5 264 .400 .050 26.400 0.78 
Raphidiop.u 45 106 30.5 1073 .010 .003 .097 4.88 
Rhiao.ot.nia 1 31 15.9 1161 .014 .001 .519 4.19 
Roya 1 1 2.4 332 .030 .010 1.431 1.68 
ScBrUJd.8rrIl. 50 351 60.4 1826 .058 .010 .303 6.01 
Schro.dflJ'ia 2 17 4.1 552 .063 .015 2.060 2.54 
S.ZfI11a8 tlvrt 1 99 9.3 465 .116 .011 .546 4.13 
Sperma toaoop.i. 2 65 8.8 1631 .085 .012 2.132 4.13 
Spha.,..llop.i. 1 51 6.4 532 .594 .061 5.542 3.56 
SphaBrOClJ. tu 2 46 11.3 1214 .032 .008 .891 4.23 
$pN;rfll'Oao...a 1 13 16.6 750 .002 .003 .128 3.61 
Spondylo.ium 1 21 6.4 599 .058 .018 1.659 
Staura.tJVII 1 13 16.6 150 .004 .006 .251 3.61 
Stawoonci. 1 19 1.9 551 9.815 .238 69.625 3.62 
StBphanodi8CU. 73 166 37.0 1112 .045 .010 .304 5.27 
Synsdra 48 82 19.0 797 .027 .006 .261 4.42 
Synura 1 131 8.9 1449 1.056 .072 11.685 5.11 
Tabellaria 20 22 7.7 455 .015 .005 .307 2.86 
TetN~ 5 18 5.2 384 .040 .012 .859 2.66 
TetraBtrum 1 28 6.9 625 .043 .011 .963 3.53 
Trachs lomo7la. 4 97 6.0 867 .292 .018 2.611 4.38 

GENERAL CATEGORIES 

centric diatOllS 32 142 24.9 1000 .033 .006 .234 4.91 
pennate diatOMS 17 254 46.8 1615 .036 .001 .221 5.81 
flagell ate 108 154 13.7 882 .015 .001 .427 4.55 
f1 age 11 a tes 199 99 14.6 749 .054 .008 .411 4.l0 
chrysophytan 5 54 10.5 635 .010 .002 .118 l.13 



TABLE B-2 
PROCEDURE FOR CAlCUlATING THE TOTAlP(PO) PHYTOPLANKTON TSI USING 
FOX LAKE. ILLINOIS, AS AN EXAMPLE 

b1 nant Gtnera 
in Fox lake 
(STORET No. 1755) 

AplsaftiaoNnOft 

lMz.c.ira: 

St6p~CW 

Perc;nt V 
Occ'h'rence (TOTALP. froM Tab'e 8) 

41.2 147 

15.9 94 

15.5 166 

$\11 Toul • 406 

TOTALPlPD} phytoplankton lSI • ~ • 135.6 
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TABLE B-3 
PROCEDURE FOR CAlCULATING THE TOTALP/CONC(P) PHYTOPLANKTON TSI 
USING FOX LAKE. ILLINOIS, AS AN EXAMPLE 

Genera Counted in C Y 
Fox Lake, Illinois Percent of (Algal Units (TOTALP/CONe , 
(STORET No. 1755) Count p.r 1111) Tabl. 8) Y x C 

A~ 3.1 237 .098 23 

AphaniaoN1lOn 41.2 2631 .058 153 

CIa_uri"" 0.3 22 .007 0 

Crvtrig.nw 0.3 22 .696 15 

CNa%Qt.tta 1.0 65 .073 5 

Flagellates 0.3 22 .054 1 

Gt.nodini"" 1.1 108 .020 2 

Gompho.p~ 1.1 108 .123 13 

IMl.o.ira 15.9 1014 .034 34 

IlicroC'll-tu 5.1 324 .056 11 

OoCJI·tu 4.1 259 .005 1 

a_aiZ Zatoria 4.1 259 .014 4 

Phormidi.zn 0.3 22 .102 2 

Sc~_nru.. 3.1 231 .058 14 

Spha.rotlH8 tu 0.7 43 .032 1 

SUpNmo&~ 15.5 992 .045 45 

Syuba 0.3 22 .021 1 

SUM TOTAl • 332 
TOTALP/CONC{P) p~toplankton TSI • 332 



TABLE B-4 
PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING ·Oi~ TOTALP/CONC(PO) PHYTOPLANKTON TSI 
USING FOX LAKE. IllINOIS, AS AN EXAMPLE 

DoIn1nlnt Genera in C Y 
Fox lake. Illinois Percent of (Algal Units (TOTAlP/CONC 
(STORET No. 1755) Count Per 111) Table 8) 

Aplumi~ 41.2 2631 .058 

*z.o.iN 15.9 1041 .034 

St~hanDdiaaw.l 15.5 992 .0.5 

Y :Ie C 

153 

34 

45 

SUM TOTAL • 232 

TOTALP/CONC(PD) phytoplankton TSI • 232 
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APPENDIX C 

CLASSIFICATION, BY VARIOUS AUTHORS, OF THE TOLERANCE 
OF VARIOUS MACROINVERTEBRATE TAXA TO DECOMPOSABLE WASTES: 

TOLERANT (T), FACULTATIVE (F), AND INTOLERANT (I) 

Source: Weber, 1973 
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CLASSIFICATION, BY VARIOUS AUTHORS, OF THE TOLERANCE OF
VARIOUS MACROINVERTEBRATE  TAXA TO DECOMPOSABLE ORGANIC WASTES;

TOLERANT (T), FACULTATIVE (F), AND INTOLERANT (I)

Macroinvertebrate T F I Macroinvertebrate T F I

Porifera Prosopora
Demospongiae Lumbriculidae 1 4

Monaxonida Hirudinea
Spongillidae 9 * Rhynchobdelida
Spongilla fragile 1 1 Glossiphoniidae

Bryozoa Glossiphonia complanata 1 1
Ectoprocta Helobdella stagnalis 11,9

Phylactolaemata H. nepheloidea 1 1
Plumatellidae Placobdella montifera 1 4

Plumatella repens 1 3 P. rugosa 11
P. princeps var. mucosa 1 1 Placobdella 9
P. p.  var. mucosa spongiosa 1 1 Piscicolidae
P. p. var. fruticosa 11 Piscicola punctata 14
P. polymorpha var. repens 1 1 Gnathobdellida

Cristatellidae Hirudidae
Cristatella mucedo 13 Macrobdella 8

Lophopodidae Pharyngobdellida
Lophopodella carteri 9 Erpobdellidae
Pectinatella magnifica 11,9 Erpobdella punctata 11

Endoprocta Dina parva 11
Urnatellidae D. microstoma 11

Urnatella gracilis 11,9 Dina 9
Gymnalaemata Mooreobdella microstoma 9

Cienostomata Hydracarina 4
Paludicellidae Arthropoda

Paludicella chrenbergi 1 1 Crustacea
Coclenterata Isopoda

Hydrozoa Asellidae
Hydroida Asellus intermedius 1 1

Hydridae Asellus 1 4 9 4 , 3
Hydra 9 Lirceus 9

Clavidae Amphipoda 3
Cordylophora lacustris 9 Talitridae

Platyhelminthes Hyallela azteca 4,2
Turbellaria 9 3,9

Tricladida H. knickerbockeri 11
Planariidae Gammaridai

Planaria 11 Gammarus 9
Nematoda 9 Crangonyx pseudogracilis 9
Nematomorpha Decapoda

Gordioida Palaemonidae
Gordiidae 11 Palaemonetes paludosus 4,2

Annelida 3
Oligochaeta 4 , 3 11 P. exilipes 11

Plesiopora Astacidae
Naididae 11 Cambarus striatus 7

Nais 9 C. fodiens 1
Dero 11 C. bartoni bartoni 1 1
Ophidonais 1 4 C. b. cavatus 1
Stylaria 9 C. conasaugeansis 1

Tubificidae C. asperimanus 1
Tubifex tubifex 11,9 C. latimanus 1
Tubifex 11,6,14 C. acuminatus 1
Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri 11,2,9 C. hiwassensis 1
L. claparedianus 11 C. extraneus 1
Limnodrilus 11,6,14 C. diogenes diogenes 1
Branchiura sowerbyi 9 C. cryptodytes † 1

* Numbers refer to references enumerated in the "Literature"
section immediately following this table.

† Albinistic
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(Continued) 

~ T F I Macroia .. cebratil T F I 

c.~ 1 "''''',peulHiltu 9 
C o.oltlflU ~ 1 T.ypeun.&nu 10.5 6. t4 4 
C ."." ... ."....",. I T.~ 9 

~"""''''''J4 I T. ,.,.rq.""u to.5 

" «tIIIII MtIIIII 
I T.y"." 10.5 ",..,.. ... I hftro_ypeu d,.n to.5 11 

" tpiaIJI/. I h«ro,."y"." to 

'- ...... "" I u",. 6riM 3 
'-".,N"",; I ClItttoIMypeu ~." to.5 
'- 1It»I1ItfW", I CIItto,.,.,,.., 3 
'- "..."., ...... ", I Orr/loclMlb" obtl",bN"" t4 
'- .,.".,." I Orr/tOdMibu 4. to t4.9 
'- ....... I to.5 
'- """, .. ,..,~ I ,y~ .. , 3.9 
" ..... : I hft"odMlIIU " •• 9 

" "J'fI'WII6: 1 ,. jtllItI 9 

"fIt'lJUdw- I hft~,. ... 3. to 

" _btl,." 1 M.II1«M".,. ...... dd :J 
'-1towttI_ I CricoID"." INdltetlll 2.3 

" lrOfIodyla I to.5 , .. ,.",.,. I C. b4c:iltcnu FO'IP 9 
'- ~/Ja I C. ullll 10 5 
I.dt«ft I C ullbpoup 9 

" "". 1 C tn".a.,." 10 5 

Ortotwnn If/IO""""" 9 C trfaciIlIIf POUP 9 
O. ftIItktII 9 C "ollttll to.5 
O.jvNfIIIb I C. trkRnu, 10 5 
O. trlcIUo .... I C .b."." 6.10 
FUOIWIII cI"... I 5 

luecta OW",,,.,. 10 
Dip'" ClW}!fftNWfft ..u 3 

ChiroaocnidM C. 'CII'''''' to.5 
hit,.".",. Uta.b. 14 2.3 ClWYrttHWtln 4.9 

'-~ 14.10 '4.5 5 

'- fIDi/foM .. 77tUrw"."".I. JC 1M 3.9 

" "..,.,.",. 
10.5 rIW,.,,,.,,,.,;,u. 3.10 

, .• .....u.w 10.~ TrleltodMllw rot.eld 2.3 ,..,...,. 9.10 .r1la.,. 3 
A b.,."",.. ~ 2.3 D.".,. 1Ihor~ 6.9 

9 10 
A • • "..,.". 11.14 4 D."... 14 
A. tIII1tM,.. 5 10 hod.",.. OIiNeM 5 
A.1IWIIodW 9 3 CltirOfIO"..".,,,,,...,,,, Jl'oup 4.3 10 
A .... 3 9.5 
A ..... 3 C.",.,." 6.10 
A. "..".. 3 5 
A ........ 3 C ri,.." poup 9 
A. ,..".",.. 9 C "",.", 5 
A ... ,."",- 9 C. "",.".plIIMDAII '4 hoe,."" CJIIJd{onrtb 14 10.5 C p"mo .. , 11.6 11.5 
I. tladeuJ."" 9 '4 
hoc,. ... 5 3.10 C p"trtOIII, poup 9 

5 C. CIPVI 3 
L.brwttIIIt. ~ 3 C. aalic:au.,,,, 3 
L,.. .. 9 C ".....,,,.,, 3 
L~ 3 C.{Jnta 14 
e .. ,,..Io,. 9 c ",wlhu, 14 
CtMeM".,. 9 c ",~tpUta 3 
OHIoIMyptll ,c.FII'-rlI 9 C. .",1wdIfau 5 
C t:IOIIdIrItMt 9 11.14 10 C"...,. 5 

la,s c ,,-.,.t 5 

tHot .lUaUy inhabitut of o!,&n wIla; an bunowen. 
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(Continued) 

w.cro. .. nebra .. T F I Nacr~.bra .. T ~ I 
Q*-o ..... '4 14 CIIIIfo.~ 9 
KilU .... du 3 la,s Mtcro,.". dINt 14 5 
O"',..ocIwcMo ..... /tI1rtd 2,3 la,s M. d.p,n, 9 
C. "'#IN. ~p 9 /II. lIipipIdI 10,5 
C. dlfi,. ... 11 5 C.OpeKIN ,..,." 4 
C. ", .• u.) 4 C.OpeKIN 10,5 
C .• .,. .. 9 5 St~...,."" jolv"".,,1 10 5 
C. ".,..,..,. 14 CIlIkidM 3 
C. ,.., 9 Q,a,.,.,. 6,10 
On.oc~ ..... 4 A ...,... ... "..,.crilNft,,1a 10 a..10 ....• ".,.,irirlu 5 Chaoboridle 
C.~. 5 a.o .... ,.,Mn,. ... 14,9 10 
E~""'"~", 3,9 10,5 c.n~ ..... 4,3 9 
S~Mo,., ..... ".,., ... 9,10 1Wpo",,. nl*'. 14 
S. Iti.u 2,3 ~yiI 11,14 
StltfO('~JIIIIII ..... .." 3,5 1ft,., .... 10 
S ...... 10 StUoN" ... ' ..... 10 
X~IIOdI __ ....... "bU 9 TI.,. ... 3 9 
X.~ 9 14' .... ~OfIUN 10 
X.~. 10,5 T .......... ~ 10 
~.rlcMoDuet 10.5 ,.,dolltNtoplti .. "'~ipr ... u 10 
.... d~ 5 Na .... 10 
JiIINc'Moono ...... 1IortIftt. poll' 9 ErloaN 14 
,. IJ«ffMtriIN 9 "ye"'''' 3 
o.",.I01~"'" , ..... 9 hydtotM .,,.,.. 10 
MkrofMlM,... ".., ... 10.5 ,. Ie"'" 10 
MicroI"""" 9 h?clfoda 9 

~ ,.. ....... 1bUrwn.I la,s r ,""-oleO,.,' ."''''''M. fII, 14 
7WbriH /tICIIIICiI. 5 r ...... IOII:O,... 10 
T {tudconNl 9 SiIn ...... 9 10 4,3 
INntUdi. coa._ 9 S .... ,.,'" .,,.,.,'" 6,10 
N.,..., ..... 10 S. HIIII"",'" 10 
IIftHrtOlIf«'" 9 S .... ", 2 
DiaonrwM,.a 'JfOdn,.,. 9 I'rorbllllUw '" joIwIt .. MIll 10 
D. ,...,..,."... 10 9,5 ClWtM.~", 10 
D. 1WP"CMIt. 9 5 Sttatiomylid. 3 
D. MGW\IIII 9 S ".,.,"'" diJ~1iJ 10 
D. ".""., 9.5 S. "'ftrni 10 
GlytlIOI""",., ,.,,;/u 9 OdcHIIOIIIYM dllcUl 10 
G.".,.. 3 5 T.banidae 3 
G . ....."..1iJ 9 T •• /IfIII .".,." 6 10 
C.oll4, .... 11,3 10.5 T. "JIf1u, 10 

9 T. krwcIk",. 10 
C. ,.,,.,., 9 

T .... "' .. ' 10 G .• ""..., 9 T./UNo" 10 

G"'·"""IfH' 5 T M'iqII"" 10 
1'bIy""''''''' Iv"'" 9 3,5 T •• ,." 10 ,. ""U 4,10 3 Sy"," 3 

5 SyrpltM, ."'«ri~",,' 10 
f .......... '" 3 9 hUM'" IM,well 6,10 
f. iIIMotftJr 2,3 10,5 E ......... 10 

9.10 E.bIotII1 10 
f. IPtlll'" 9 ErinilIIs 10 
f . • ...,.,., 9 5 EmplliMS. 9 
,. llilka.o .. ", 5 EphydridM 
, .• iba 10 .,.d.yd,.",. "'P""'. 10 1'bIy,.,.,,,, 11.10 5 A Iltholnyiid. 9 
T ... Y .... rwo,..NI ... 10,5 6 Lcpidop". 
T. ,.a .... fII. 5 PyraUdklae 4,3 
T. dllalftilU 9 Trict.o, .... r RINo.llyt .... ~.ttruw. .. 2,3 Hydr0p'ychiciae 
RIt",," ... , 9 H , It~ orrU 9 Y 
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(Continued) 

M*IOIII,.," bra" T F I "bcroiaftltebr ... T F I 
H. b.,..poup 9 C ..... 
H . .. ,... .... 9 c..ird .. _ 3 
H. ".,., 9 c-ur 9 11 
H. IMO"""" 11 ".2.3 Tric»rylNdM 9 
H~~1w ".3 Sipbloauridae 
a.,., ""IOPlYCIw ".1" I ... ydt. 9 

2.3 P1Icop ... ".3 
9 Pmid. 

M«toIe."",,,, MrOIIIw ".2.3 hrI6. ".dIM 6 2 
~.,...'" 9 A~ ..,."",.. 9 Ib,.",y.'" 9 A ..... 9 

PsycbOmy.clae He .. ur". 
hyclto",y. 9 r"".".,Yll ... 111 9 
Nftll'ftlipDI en".,.,,"", 9 A~. ,;'ipIrl8 6 
lbIy",IIroptll 9 ".11 Piriodid. 

3 IID""'~_ 9 
Cyr,.u", ".,.,." 9 Ntuto,tII. 
01l~,1t .. ".3 Silyndal 

IUlyacopJulidal CII .... .,.,w;, 9 
RItJ*OpIu. 11 WlpIoplln 

H ydropldtd .. COl'fd ....... 
Hytbopll» ....... 'iI,. 9 C~" cam.,." 9 4.2. 
NydIo"u. ".2.3 Sialkt. 
Ocltlotrtdt. 9 SiMu 1It,.,,,,,_ 1 1 

A,.".. 9 SIMlt 9 
LAptoca1dat 11 Odouta 

1.1,,",""- 4.3 9 C.Jop .... Ylld. 
A,""'*'*' 9 H • ...,.'". 3 
o«'ti. ".3 ApiOaid. 

PtWoPOllrnldat AIJiI·,..· 9 
Qj".".~ 2.3 A. ".. .. ,. 9 
Cit;".". ",3 ...,.. 4.3 

I rae" yee n Iriclae IrdwIn,~, 1 1 9 

"'c"~"',",, 3 £M' .... • 111.,.,.,.,,,, 9 
~oWuIid .. 11 E . ........ '" 9 11 

3 

EphtlllllOp filII A.IIIa .... 
HI pupn udae AlfUiWtIIu 1 1 

S,.IfOIII.". i,,''''''''' 15.9 Gomphidae 

S. ",bro""CII."'''' 15 Go",pIau ,.UIIhu 4.2.3 
S. ItI#.W '" 15 G.,.,. ... , 1 1 
S. /If'1tc1t.Uu,,, 15 G. .11''''''''' 1 1 
S . .,., 15 G.lpiltnp' 9 
S. ,d ..... ", 9 G ... II1II 9 

S. I."..",'" 6.9 15 Go",,... ".3 
S. I.",.;,.",,,, 9 """""',.., ".3 
S. iIII'ptUta.",,,, 15.9 DroIPtoto"'pIna 9 
S. L oItkHIUI 15 Er".IOfO"'pIau 9 
S.L~.,," 15 LibeUlliid. 
S. L Iwl.o,.,.. 15 LilHlIu.'y6 6 
S. uilll"'" ".2.3 NftIIfXIOnb.& lftOaM 9 
S.,lfItl"" ".2.3 , .. ,lwlflir 9 

S. proz'''''' '" 2 ""ao"" ".9 3 
S. tl'iptlllc"",,,, 15 Hlmiplen 3 
S'MOM"" 15 CorixicIM 9 

HUIlIN id.ae CorlM 6 
Net.,.'" UmIMl. 9 H'~ 6 
H. biIUt .. ,. 14 11 Gcnid .. 
,,,,,.,.,. lit",.. 9 G"," 6 

I .. lid. hloscom.Cid. ."u..,.,., 9 6,10.,,,. 6.2 
ullt_ItU /brldMf4I ;, HyclrolDllri4. 
UJIi_.riI 6 Hydro".,,,. IPWtiIIt 2 
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(Continued) 

... 11_-....... T , ! ... =-_ ...... T , I 

CIII ..... Jt "",.. 8 , .. - 8 B a.... 
!MI"~. 6.12 '.",...,. 8 8 
J. ........ 9.12 6 " ..... 8 
J. ..... 12 I. ,..,. 8 
"...,.. 9.12 I. CIIIIM* 8 
". ...... 12 I. ,."". 2 
0 ........ 12 ,.,. 4.3 
/JMt:IoII".. ....... 12 A"..."...... 8 8 
~ ....... 12 L,.. ..... II..,..,., ,....., 12 L~o ..... 8 
C'O' ......... .ndIJ 12 L.,.... 8 

8'.0' ...... L..,.. 8 ....... 9 L ...... 8 
~..., 6 1.0 ...... 8 
1. ....... 2 1.,.... 8 8 
T ....... I I L..,...ca .... 8 

D' ...... L ....... 8 8 lMrto,,.., ........ 6 1. .. ."... 8 0,-... L,.... 3 9 
GJIIWa ".,,.,., 2 ,PlluiIG .. cdNI"'''' 8 
",.,.,.., ........ 6 a.a. ...... ,.. 8 
Dts. hi. 9 '-* ... ~ 8 

f W ...... .... '". Gullo, ... 1IIIIa .. cn..w .......... " ..... 8 v ......... '.,..,. 8 " ........ - 8 11.8 ,,~ 8 8 v.,-a ... 8 I .......... 8 v. ... ,_ I I ........ 8 v ... .,. .......... 
" Sc-t*W." .... 8 

~ H .... MU,. 8 
.,..,.,..,~ 11 .. ,... 8 " ... .,..,.. " Ii ..... 2.3 
Curpdo .... , ...... 8 G,......,.cncw 8 
c.~ 8 G.,...., 8 c_ ... 8 Aoq .... C, ..... 8 A~ .. QIfft 8 8 C..". 8 A./IItNdb 8 8 C ....... 11.8 F*""*",,, 8 c...,.,. .. 14 ,.,.. 8 Uo,Ia ...... ,.. 11 F.m.u.n. 8 

PInrooaidM ,*""* 4.2.3 9 n.oc ..... , 1.8 Ilnlria 
I ........... 8 l~ 
I ....... 8 ~at __ 
I'fatroc.N 8 ~.,.. ",..."utt .. 8 
~ ....... 11.8 U ....... 
Go...".. 8 v_co.., ..... 8 
GoMH-IIr 8 4.3 V.~ 8 8 
AIIiaID. 8 v ....... 8 ........ U.~ 8 ..... ,...CIIJI .... 8 V. ",...",. 8 
A.....,. ......... t1 t..-,.w.M 8 A ..... 11 1. ... 8 
.foN..,...~ 11 L.,...",.... 8 

1 .. _10"" 1..,... 1S PIlyIidN 1.,...., 
",~ "."". 6.8 8 I..rtpI4II ",9 ,.-~ 8 8 ~,...... 8,9 r 
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(Continued) 

M ............ T F I MICIO ..... bn .. T f I 
Q . .,.. •• 8 S. &. .,. .lIycu1wtw I I 
Q.,....... 8 S ........... 8 
fl .• -,.- 8 s. ......... '" 11,8 Q."". 8 s.",~ .. 8 8 
~tIoMG,.",.. I 1 S.,iIofclHI", 8 8 
r. ...... II s. ..... '" 8 
~,.,MnI .. 8 .t:pIwftu", 9 
S~J"'OM CDr •• 8 MtuaUIwrt I«WU 8 
Sftlll*w ....... 8 ,tI. "..,....,.. 1 1,8 8 
A ..... ,.,.., 8,9 M. 1PUIIaI,.,,,, 11 8 
A .... aa. 8,9 .v. ........ 14 
A • ...... 8 1'I6id"", .ltdttu", 8 
A_ ....... _ 8 './0 ... ", 8 ,..,.. .... 9 I. ~.'" ayrta .... 1 1,8 
"....".", 9 , .. ,..,.". 8 8 
A ............... 8 ,. CUIrI ..... 
~,.co...,.,.. 8 I. co".,.. ..... 11 8 0."""""" 14 '·I.1la 8 

He.and ... I'.~", 8 Coe .. Ud. 1.~ 8 
CGriD • ........" 9 ,. co""' ....... '" 1 1,8 11,8 

S, ... riidw 4,3 I ... bmulcllII" 8 
~"'''IIO.III'' 8 ",..",. I 1 
.1 CIDMI .... 8 DNIisInWdae .",... ...... 8 My.".. '-co"""'"" 8 
.1 ........ 8 WK1I"'" 
.1 &. ... tIIIrJIII ....... 1 1 R.,.,. cwr •• 8 
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APPENDIX 0 

KEY TO CHIRONOMID ASSOCIATIONS OF THE PROFUNDAL ZONES OF 
PALEARCTIC AND NEARARCTIC LAKES 

Source: Seather. 1979 
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APPENDIX D 

Key to chfronOtlfd associations of the profundal zones of Pal.earctic and 
N.lrctfc 1akes 

In the key -absent- .. ans less th.n 1~ as accident.l occurrenc. uy take 
pl.ce, ·present· leans -are th.n 1~. The If.it of 2~ fs regarded .s the 
lev.l above wht ch the spect es can be reg.rd.d as a perst stant non
accidental ..... r of the c~nfty, while the 5~ lfllft is a level above 
whf ch thl speci es c:an be sa f d to be a c:a.on .. Mber of the ca-unf ty. 
Thlse 1 f.fts should of course not be regarded rfgidly ff the sallples are 
few. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Pseudodfalesa and/or Olfveria trfcornf5 present •••••• a-olfgotrophfc 
The abov, absent ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 

H.terotrfssoc:l.dfus, Protanypus, Mfc~sectrl or Paracl.dop.lu 
present .nd uking up at le.st 2~ of I profundal chirona.1ds ••••• 
olfgo- lesotrophfc lakes ••••••••••••••••. 3 
The above absent or .akfng up l.ss than 2' of the profundal chfrono-
.fds ••••••• eutrophfc: lakes •••••• 10 

Heterotrfssocladtus subpilosus - group present, trfb. ChironOtitni 
.bsent froll the true profunda' zone ............... " .... ,6 .. o11gotrophic: 
H. SUb~fl0SUS group pres.nt or absent, 
trib.h1ronOtiini present •••••••••••••••• 4 

Het.rotrfssocladfus subpflosus group, Protanypus caudatus group, 
A1CrOtsectra groenland1ca or Paracladius spp. present and .. king up 
.are han 51 of tke profundal chfrona-fds 5 
The above absent or ukfng up less than 5' 
of the profundal ch1rona.1ds •••••••.••••. 7 

Protanypus caudatus group or Parac:ladfus usually present, Chfrona-us 
absent, Phlenopsectra (fncludlng serientta' and St1ctochtronomus at 
.ast present 1n ve~ low nUlbers «2 J •••••••••••••• ~ -oligotrophfc 
When Protanypus caudatus group or Parac:ladfus present, Chfronomus, 
Phaenopsectra or St1ctochfronomus present in low numbers 
(>2Ij ..................................... 6 

Heterotrfssocladfus subpflosus group plus H ... aeaeri group .are cOMIOn 
than H. urc1aus group; Chirono .. s -
ukfng up less than 21 ............................... ~ -olfgotrophfc 
Heterotrfssoclidfus subptlosus group plus H. lIIc1eaert gl"Oup absent or 
less common than H ... rc1dus group: Chfron~us usually _akes up more 
than 2' ............ . -: ..................................................................... , -oligotrophtc 

Heterotrissocladtus, paraclado~el.a ni9bftula, p. a:lapterl, Micro
~sectra notesc:ens group, MOnod amesa u e~ati, c:ropeto,1a 
ehl.annf Ind/or ranytarsus.bathophflus common (>51) r -01 gotroph 

The above at most present in 
very low nUJllbers •••••••••••••••••••.••••• 8 
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8. 

9. 

10. 

MicropslCtra and/or Monodi ... sa c~n, .are or about IS c~n as 
St1ctochirona.us and Phaenopsectra, or Ch1rono.us except salinarius or 
s_1 reductu s types ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jf "lIesotroph1 c 
M1cropsectra and/or Monod1.-esa less ca..on than St1ctochirona.us and 
phaenopsectrl or spp. of ch1ronolUS except sa11narius or Sel1reductus 
types ..................................... 9 

Monodi ... SI, protan~pus, Heterotr1ssocladius, St1ctoehirono.us, 
Phaenopsectra or ch rona.us salfnar1us and s~treductus types .are 
c~n than other chi rona.s spp ••••••••••••••••••••• 8 -.. sotroph1 c 
The above less ca..on than other Ch1rona.us •••••••.•• , -.. satrophic 

Heteratr1ssocladius, .Protanypus, Micropsectrl, Paracladapel.1 
n1gr1tula or !. gallpter. present 1n low nUibers ••••• JI:-eutrophic 
The above absent •••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 

11. No ch1ronOtiids present............................... It -eutrophic 
Chirona.1ds present ••••••••••••••••••••• 12 

12. Only Ch1ronOlUs pluaosus type and Tanypod1nae present E -eutrophic 
Other chfronomfds also present •••••••••• 13 

13. Only Chironoaus Ind subfa.. Tlnypodinae present ••.••• .-eutrophic 
Other groups also present ••••••••••••••• 14 

14. 0011. tribe Chfron_in1, Tanytarsus spp. and subf ... ·Tanypodinae 
present ............................................... - _ ·eutr'C)ph1 c 
Other groups also present ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.• • ~ -eutrophi c. 
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TABLE 0-1 
CHARACTERISTIC PRO~~~~~l CHIRONIHIDS IN.NEARARCTIC{----~l.~HD 
PALEEARCTIC( ••.•.• ) LAKES. FULLY DRAWN LINES AHDFILLED CIRCLES: 
DISTRIBUTION UNDER GOOD TO F.XC~LLENT CONDITIONS. BROKEN LINES AND 
OOTS: MAXIMUM RANGE OR SINGl( FINDINGS. A: IN EUROPE, AlPINE. 
S: IN EUROPE, BOREAL. 
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TABLE 0-2 
CHAAACTiR1STle SUBLITTORAl AND LITIORAL CHIRONOMIO HABITATS IN 
NEARACRTIC AND PALEARCTIC tAlES. 
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TABLE 0-2 
CHARACTERISTIC SUBLITTORAL AND LITTORAL CHIRONOMIDS OF HASITATS IN 
NEARACRTIC AND P~EARCTIC LAKES (Continued) 
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